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PREFACE 

The Ninth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics continues in all aspects the 
precedent, established by previous symposia in this series, of providing an inter- 
national forum for the presentation and exchange of the most recent research re- 
sults in selected fields of naval hydrodynamics. The Symposium was held in Paris, 
France on 20-25 August 1972 under the joint sponsorship of the Office of Naval 
Research, the Ministere d'Etat charge de la Defense Nationale and the Association 
Technique Maritime et Aeroanutique. 

The technical program of the Symposium was devoted to three subject areas 
of current naval and maritime interest. These subject areas are covered in the 
Proceedings in two volumes: 

Volume 1 — The Hydrodynamics of Unconventional Ships 
— Hydrodynamic Aspects of Ocean Engineering 

Volume 2 — Frontier Problems in Hydrodynamics. 

The planning, organization and management of a Symposium such as this is 
an undertaking of considerable magnitude, and many people have made invaluable 
contributions to the resolution of the myriad of large and small problems which 
invariably arise. The Office of Naval Research is acutely aware of the fact that the 
success of the Ninth Symposium is directly attributable to these people and wishes 
to take this opportunity to express its heartfelt gratitude to them. We are particu- 
larly indebted to Vice Admiral Raymond THIENNOT, Directeur Technique des 
Constructions Navales, Ministere d'Etat charge de la Defense Nationale, to Professor 
Jean DUBOIS, Directeur des Recherches et Moyens d'Essais, Ministere d'Etat charge 
dc la Defense Nationale, and to Monsieur Jean MARIE, President de 1' Association 
Technique Maritime et Aeronautique, who provided the formal structure which 
made this joint undertaking possible. The detailed organization and management 
of the Ninth Symposium lay in the capable and competent hands of Vice Admiral 
Roger BRARD, President de la Academie des Sciences, and Rear Admiral Andre 
CASTER A, Directeur du Bassin d'Essais des Carenes, who were most ably assisted 
in this endeavor by the charming Madame Jean TATON. Throughout the long days 
of planning and preparation the experienced and practical counsel of Mr. Stanley 
DOROFF of the Office of Naval Research provided continuous guidance which 
contributed in an immeasurable way to the success of the Ninth Symposium ai 
Hydrodynamics. 

RALPH D. COOPER 
Fluid Dynamics Program 
Office of Naval Research 

in 
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OPENING   CEREMONY 

INTRODUCTORY  ADDRESS 

Roger BRARD 

Chdman, French Organizing Committee 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

As an introduction to the Opening Ceremony of the Ninih 
ONR-Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics I would first like to say 
how pleased and honored we felt when Dr.  Frosch accepted the invi- 
tation to attend the said ceremony and to speak on behalf of the United 
States Navy.  The presence of such a high ranking official of the 
United States Department of Defence is a very unusual privilege. 

To welcome the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for 
Research and Development it was only befitting that the French 
Government representative be Mr. Jean Blancard,  D^legu^ Minis- 
t^riel pour I'Armement,  who ranks immediately after the Ministre 
d'Etat charge de la Defense Nationale. 

As Delegue Ministeriel pour I'Armement,   Mr. Jean 
Blancard is responsible for all the armament programs of the French 
Armed Forces,  Army,  Navy and Air Force.  This includes the pro- 
curement of all the materials,   either from the military establish- 
ments or from the industry,  and also all the activities in Research 
and Development. 

In particular,  the Direction Technique des Constructions 
Navales,   which is in charge of designing and building the naval ships, 
comes under his supervision. So does the Direction des Recherches 
et Moyens d'Essais which deals with fundamental research and eva- 
luation of new scientific concepts. 

Mr. Jean Blancard's academic achievements comprise 
ranking first at both Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole Nationale Supe- 
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rieure des Mines.  Before being appointed as Ddlegu^ Minist^riel 
pour rArmement,   Mr. Jean Blancard has held very important posi- 
tions either in Government agencies or Government controlled indus- 
tries.   He has for instance been Directeur des Carburants and,  as 
such.has for several years supervised the French Government con- 
trolled oil companies. He has also been deputy of the Minister of 
Defence for the Air Force.  Recently he was president of the SNECMA, 
the major French jet engines manufacturer. 

The great interest taken by Mr.  Jean Blancard in the three 
themes of our Symposium accounts for his accepting readily to 
preside over the Opening Ceremony. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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OPENING ADDRESS 

Jean BLANCARD 
Dt'l'guL M-im'atvriel pour I 'Arrnement 

Paris, Franae 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I thank Ingenieur General Prard for having successfully 
explained in a few words what the "Delegation Ministerielle pour 
I'Armement" is. 

I am very happy to open the Ninth Symposium on Naval Hy- 
drodynamics. I would first like to emphasize two particular reasons 
why it gives me great pleasure : 

- the first one is that this Symposium be held in France,  in 
Paris.  It is traditional that the Symposia take place alternately in the 
United States and in a foreign country.   This is the first time that the 
Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics takes place in Paris,  and I feel 
particularly glad for it. 

- the second reason is the number and quality of the repre- 
sentatives from the twenty two countries who favoured us with a posi- 
tive answer to our invitation.  This shows the utmost importance 
attached to the problems of Naval Hydrodynamics. 

Whatever the positions I have held and that Mr.   Brard just 
recalled,   I am not at all a theoretician in Naval Hydrodynamics. 
From my student time,   some forty years ago,   I remember that the 
intricate equations of hydrodynamics were stretching unendingly on 
the blackboard,   and when the professor had finished writing them 
down,   he would add : "The solutions are not known,   so one has to 
resort to experiment". 

Looking at your technical program,   I can see that a rather 
important part of it is devoted to what you call frontier problems,   a 
somewhat strange term for the non specialist.   This shows that there 
still exist numerous unsolved problems in  naval hydrodynamics,   and 



that scientists still have a wide field of research ahead of them. 

I would like to make two remarks : 

- The first one concerns the importance that what you call 
Ocean Engmeering begins to take, For twenty five years I have been 
an oil prospector, and therefore I have known the beginning of off
shore prospection, The oil prospectors at first behaved like lands
men, that is tha ': they cautiously began by e recting fixed drilling 
platforms to keep their feet dry. Progressively, through advances 
in Naval Hydrodynamics, their technique evolved, and did so with 
a striking rapidity if one recalls that only ten years ago the Nor th 
Sea had never been crossed by a geophysical ship. In these ten years, 
through survey of currents a nd winds and study of seakeeping quali
t ies of platforms, all the difficulties were overcome, and this inte
rior europea n sea has became one of the main sources of oil for 
Europe, so much so that the supply from the North Sea would com
pensate possible difficulties in the Middle East, This could bt 
obtained thanks to Naval Hydrodynamics, 

- The second remark I shall make concerns the importance 
that you give to unconventional ships, It is a difficult problem for 
the leaders of our Navies, to know at any time what are the tech
niques to be applierl to have better naval ships when needed. New 
tec h niques are never sufficiently called upon to adapt the existing 
material to the wars of to-morrow. 

Even if it is true - and I believe that this was said by an 
American Admiral - that wars are won with outdated weaponry, a 
certain balance has however to be kept. No doubt that the t~aders of 
our Navies have the final say in deciding what is needed for to
morrow, but it is the aims of a Symposium such as this one, of 
scientists such as you are, to give them the necessary elements to 
define their policy. 

I would not like to be too long and delay your work any 
further. I only want to thank Dr. Frosch, Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy for Research and Development, and Mr. Ralph D. Cooper from 
Office of Naval Research, whose presenc e here proves the great 
interest taken by the .\merican Authorities in your studies, 

In conclusion I wish you full success in your work as well 
as a pleasant stay in Paris, 

Thank you, Ladies and Gentlemen, for your attention, 

xvili 



ADDRESS 

Honorable Robert A. FROSCH 
Assistant Secretary cf the Navy 
fcr Research and Development 

Washington,  V, S.A. 

It is a great pleasure to be here,  not only because of my 
pleasure in assisting at this inaugural ceremony for the Ninth Sym- 
posium on Naval Hydrodynamics but because it is a particular 
pleasure for me to be able to share this platform with Mr. Blancard, 
with whom I have had a number of pleasant and fruitful discussions 
on various aspects of naval warfare and naval technology.  We are 
very happy to have this Symposium in France not only because of tra- 
ditional   friendships   but because of my view of the importance of 
the French contributions to ocean engineering in general,   the French 
pioneering work with the bathyscaph,   the advanced diving experi - 
ments of the French Navy,   of Comex,of the Cousteau group and some 
of the unique Government and industry relationships,   such as Cnexo, 
for the exploitation and investigation of the oceans.  All of these 
pioneering works make it appropriate to have such a conference here 
in France. 

It is excellent to see 12 nations contributing to a programme 
attended by 22, to exchange information on this particular branch of 
ocean engineering, which I think is significant and important to ocean 
engineering in general and to the basic purpose for which we all work 
in ocean engineering - namely, the careful use and exploitation of the 
oceans for the benefit of all of us. 

I speak here as an outsider to naval hydrodynamics and in 
some sense as a consumer of naval hydrodynamics as a scientific 
and engineering element in ocean engineering,   of naval warfare 
matters and of contributions to general oceanographic and oceanolo- 
gical matters.  Viewing it as an outsider one can frequently see things 
that are not apparent to an insider or look different to an insider and 
it seems to me that we have been going through a period of very im- 
portant change in naval hydrodynamics.  Perhaps it looks more 
gradual to those who have been working on it,  but to those of us who 
have not been working in detail on the subject it appears as though 

xix 



there is a renaissance or efflorescence of ideas, a great expansion 
of new things in the subject, 

I am thinking, for example, of what I might call the super 
ship, changing very rapidly from ships whose tonnage was measured 
in tens of thousands to ships whose tonnage is measured in hundreds 
of thousands. J am thinking also of the fact that the h1drofoil has 
come from being a curiosity to being a useful vessel not on1y in a 
n a v a l warfare sense but, as in'lportantly, in the sense of transpor
tation, I have been in several European cities in which the hydrofoil 
is beginning to be part of the bus trans pot tation of the city or the 
region, and I think we shall see this more and more. As I look at 
my own country and particularly my own locality of Washington DC 
I know that we have available, already constructed by nature, a 
number of highways that we do not use. You have begun to use them 
in Europe with hydrofoils and I think this will spread all over the 
world so that the waterways may become the autoroutes for many 
pla ces where it is possible to do this. 

Along with the hydrofoils we have begun to exploit the sur
face effects vehicles in the same way, first for transportation, but 
several navies are looking at them as possible advanced warships. 

As an entirely different trend of development, but also 
important in the development of ships for the future and growing, 
as far as I can tell, from the floating oil platform techniques which 
Mr. Blancard has mentioned and separately coming together from a 
very old technique, the catamaran, we have now the various versions 
of wh at might be called low water plane catamaran or the semi
submerged ship that are being looked at in several countries and 
will probably have a place for ship transportation somewhere inter
mediate between the monohull of the conventional type and the hydro
foil or surface effect ship. But that, of course, remains for the 
future and perhaps this is the first international symposium in which 
that kind of ship will be discussed in some detail. 

These transportation modes, as I might call them, are all 
obvious contributions not only to naval matters in the specific sense 
but to <'.:ean matters in the general transportation sense, This is 
extremely important becau ~ e for all the improvements in air trans
portaticm still most of the t:-ade and tonnage of the world moves by 
sea and it appears to me that the laws of nature are such that this 
will go on perhaps indefinitely, at least so far as aerodynamics do 
not permit us to produce an aircraft which can go a long distance 
and carry enough fuel to get back as well as any cargo, so that all 
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our heavy and bulky materials will certainly continue to move by 
sea. So the work in naval hydrodynamics as a contribution to im- 
proved sea transportation remains as important or more important 
to trade and international relationships as it has ever been. 

Beyond ships and ship transportation,   however,  we are 
entfring an era of the use and exploitation of the oceans in which 
other contributions of hydrodynamic understanding will be impor- 
tant.  We are beginning the expansion of our examinations of the 
oceans to a complete sensor and surveying system so that we may 
know the properties of the oceans and of the weather over the oceans 
all over the world.  We l-ave the beginnings of the means to do this 
in various types of buoys and instruments but many of the hydrody- 
namic problems associated with the long-term mooring and move- 
ment of buoys in the oceans have only begun to be broached and 
there will be a good deal of work ahead if we are able to make really 
permanent stations at sea so that we can understand the influence of 
the weather on the oceans,   the oceans on the weather and both on the 
entire global environment. 

As we become more concerned about the degradation of the 
environment and the problems of pollution,  some of which are upon 
us and some of which we can see coming rapidly,   we are looking to 
new means for unloading the ships that I have discussed earlier and 
of moving them about in such a way that we can prevent catastrophes 
and problems from occurring.  This has begun to increase interest 
in offshore terminals,   offshore storage and the means for moving 
equipment from these offshore platforms to the land.   These struc- 
tures and terminals also pose new problems in ocean engineering 
and new questions of hydrodynamics,   of structures,   of wave forces, 
of the movement    of sediments on the bottom.  These too will pose 
problems for this branch of the engineering profession. 

In addition to these problems of manmade equipment and 
structures we have continuing and increasing human interest in the 
nature of the coastline itself,  in the forces that shape the coastline, 
either to construct it or to destroy it,  and we always have the inte- 
rest in learning how either to control these forces and movements 
or to predict them and understand in what says we can live with them. 
These also are traditional problems of naval hydrodynamics in the 
broadest sense and problems that are very far from being solved. 
So it is clear to me that in all these areas of transportation,  of 
terminals,  of major structures at sea,   of sensors to understand 
what happens at sea and have an understanding of the very workings 
of the natural forces themselves,  this subject of naval hydrodyna- 
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mica is important and full of problems that are interesting in them- 
selves,  but also of great importance for the human interprise of 
keeping our lives,   our civilisation and our planet together in the 
best posti'ble way. 

For these reasons I am delighted to be here to help to open 
this Ninth International Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics. 
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WATER-JET PROPULSION 
FOR HIGH-SPEED SURFACE SHIPS 

Jacques Duport,   Michel Visconti,  Jean Merle 

SOGREAU 
Grenoble, Franse 

ABSTRACT 

Free-stream subcavitating propellers are not proper 
for very high-speed surface crafts. The range of 
speed where subcavitating impellers can be used is 
largely increased when the propulsion flow is sepa- 
rated from the main external flow, i.e. when water- 
jet propulsion systems are being used. 

A great variety of water-jet propellers can Ke pro- 
posed depending mainly on the jet-velo.ity ratio 
( then on the rate of flow ), and the .rrngement 
of water circuits (either fully or partially su1 merged, 
either straight-flow or elbowed circuits,  etc. ). 

A common method of approach, applying to any of 
these, is proposed for the determination of the hy- 
drodynamic characteristics of the propeller system. 
This concerns principally : 

. Energy balance of both internal and external flows, 

.    Mutual interaction of both flows (including eventual 
hull interaction), 

.    Cavitation limits, 

.    Dirnensionless hydrodynamic parameters. 

The hydrodynamics of internal flow can betoa large 
extent analysed separately from the external flow 
analysis. This is a source of consider? olc simplifi- 
cation for both theoretical and experimental appro- 
aches. 

Preceding page blank 
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The authors show that his can be applied (while with 
some precautions) to short-ducted, nacelle-type pro- 
pellers. They describe an unconventional test^facility 
which has been specially developed for the design- 
study of high specific-speed impellers now applied to 
a 50 knots water-jet propeller. Comparison of pro- 
totype and predicted performances of this propeller 
is in favour of the applicability of the "partially se- 
parated" hydrodynamic approach. 

I.    WHY IS WATER JET PROPULSION OF INTEREST FOR RAPID 
SURFACE VESSELS 

The use of subcavitating free stream propeller in surface 
vessels is practically limited beyond speeds of approximately 40 
knots.   The main cause of this limitation is that the propeller thrust 
behind the propeller requires that flow speed is at least equal to 
forward drive speed and,  consequently,   relative speed at the rotor is 
considerably higher than forward drive speed. 

Thus even if a very low load coefficient is adopted,  the 
inception of cavitation is inevitable. 

If the subcavitating impellers are to be used in the high 
velocity range then the drive flux must be separated from the main 
flowstream i.e.  water jets must be used.   These comprise : 

. an immersed water intake, 

. an internal hydraulic circuit, 

. a pump, 

. a discharge nozzle. 

With this arrangement the practical range of subcavitating 
impellers may be extended,   principally,   for the following reasons : 

selected impeller approach and discharge speeds may be 
adopted independently of forward drive speed (of the ship) 

.    use may be made,   if necessary,   of impellers other than 
the axial flow type which is suitable for free stream pro- 
pellers(centrifugal pumps,   mixed flow pumps,  multistage 
pumps,  etc. ) 
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Uater-Jet Propulsion for High-Speed Surface Ships 

Naturally the question must be raised as to the viability of extend- 
ing the use of subcavitating impellers. 

A discussion of this question would involve a comparative 
analysis of all systems which have been,   or which could be,  used 
for the propulsion of rapid surface ships.  This would exceed the 
scope of the present subject and we present graph fig,   1,  extracted 
from Mr Myers paper at the SNAME Hydrofoil Symposium 1965,  to 
which has been added a curve for the "straight flow jet propeller" 
which we will discuss later. 

The existence of viable field of use for jet propellers (i. e. 
Z flow or "water-jets" or straight flow) is even more evident if 
reference is made to available thrust at the propeller at intermediate 
speeds (and not simply efficiency at cruising speed as shown in 
figure 1).  In fact all rapid ships where the hull is designed to lift at 
cruising speed suffer from relatively high resistance at intermediate 
speeds and from this aspect,  the performance of jet propellers is of 
particular interest,  as will be demonstrated, 

II,    TYPES OF WATER JET PROPELLERS FOR RAPID SURFACE 
VESSELS 

To the best of our knowledge,  two main types of water jet 
have been developed,   or proposed,  for fast surface vessels and they 
may be differentiated by the general arrangement of the internal 
drive circuit. 

„   the type which we propose to call "Z flow jet propeller" 
(ZFJP) comprising an inlet component (scoop) the forward 
part of which is open,  and a discharge nozzle at the rear 
the axis of which is offset in height compared to that of the 
water inlet axis.   Between these two components,  the cir- 
cuit proper is rectilinear,   or practically so.  One of the 
two elbows of the circuit may be formed by the pump volute. 
This arrangement (specifically used by Boeing for hydrofoil 
drive,  is essentially based upon the advantage of fitting the 
pump within the hull of the ship with in-line or parallel 
shaft drive). 

-   the type which we propose to refer to as "Straight flow 
jet propeller (SFJP) the inlet component and the discharge 
nozzle being aligned,  implying that the whole of the propel- 
ler is submerged. 
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Other circuit arrangements are,  a priori,  feasible,  for 
example those with a lateral water intake to provide a   " I " shape, 
or those ( fi shape) in which the discharge nozzle would be lowered 
to surface level,   so as to reduce head generated by the pump. 

However neither of these arrangements has been adopted 
for rapid surface vessels. 

As regards the former (  P ),   the cavitation limit character- 
istics of the lateral water intake are considerably less advantageous 
that those of the frontal intake,   su prohibiting its use at high speeds 
for surface vessels. 

The latter arrangement ( il }   is of no practical interest 
since the additional weight and the head loss in the "return sector" 
more than offset the reduction of geometric head. 

The   Z   flow propeller practically always includes a relativ- 
ely long internal hydraulic circuit,   part of which is situated above 
the free stream surface,   where as the straight flow propeller gener- 
ally has a short hydraulic circuit and is often called a pumpjet and 
in some ways,   it is related to ducted propellers (ducted propellers 
with a decelerating nozzle). 

The internal losses in the    Z   flow propeller circuit can be 
relatively high so that the head produced by the pump results not 
only from the kinetic energy added to the jet but also from the inter- 
nal head loss and the geometric head.   For this reason and also due 
to weight consideration the optimization of this type of propeller 
generally leads to a relatively high ratio of jet speed versus forward 
drive speed and lower efficiency than that of a "straight flow" pro- 
peller which can accept a relatively low ratio. 

III.    PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY PARAMETERS CHARACTT -J.- 
ISING A PROPELLER 

We have indicated in  § 2 that efficency is neither the only 
one nor the most important parameter to take into account when 
selecting the type or optimising the characteristics of a propeller 
to be adopted for high-speed surface ship. 

Restricting ourselves to hydrodynamic considerations 
concerning both the propeller and the ship,  we propose to define 
some simple parameters,  which might express the main preoccupa- 
tions of a fast-ship designer. 

■   ■ 
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Vater-Jet Propulaton for High-Speed Surface Ships 

3. 1.    Efficiency,   the most usual concept, needs some clarification, 
which cannot be achieved by just transferring to jet propellers the 
considerations which have been developped for conventional free- 
stream propellers. 

We think that there is no ambiguity about the definition of 
"input power",  which should be in any case the shaft power of the 
impeller, and which we designate by Ps.   This implies,  however that 
the power transmission efficiency should be taken into account 
through another way in the selection and optimisation procedure, 

"Usefull Power" on the contrary,  as it is the case for convent- 
ional propeller may be more ambiguous,  as long as the "thrust" 
concept has not been clarified. 

In case of jet propeller it is easy to define the "gross thrust" 
Tg of the propulsion unit ; this is the trust which results from the 
jet reaction.  In case of a drowned jet with a uniform distribution of 
velocity,  this being parallel to the drive speed,  it writes : 

Tg =   M (Vj - V) 
Tg =   gross thrust 
M =   rate of mass-flow 
Vj =   jet velocity 
V =   ship speed 

This gross-thrust is equal to the longitudinal component of 
hydrodynamic forces transmitted to the ship by the propelling flux ; 
these forces are transmitted not only to the surface of the internal 
circuit but also partially to the ship hull if the intake mouth of the 
propeller circuit is located close to it,   (to this extent, gross thrust 
of a jet propeller is not to be compared to the thrust of a convent- 
ional "open-water" propeller). 

It is not enough to consider gross thrust of a jet propeller. 
This is because : 

_   the wetted structures of the propulsion unit are the source 
of a supplementary resistance which is not taken into account 
in the gross-thrust.  This supplementary resistance is due to 
the external flow surrounding the wetted structures ; it can be 
for instance : the friction and wave resistance of struts con- 
necting the propulsion unit (or the intake scoop) to the ship,   or 
the external resistance of the nacelle of a "Straight Flow" 
propulsion unit,  etc. 
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We propose to designate by Rp this "propeller own resistance" 
(which includes the resistance of associated struts). 

_   the flow around the hull (or foils in case of hydrofoils) can 
be modified due to the presence of the propulsion unit (shape 
modification) or the suction effect of the intake mouth.  If it is 
so,  the ship resistance may be modified,  compared to the ob- 
served figure in the absence of the propulsion unit.   This may 
occur for instance if a nacelle type SFJP or the scoop of a 
ZFJP is combined with the wing systems of a hydrofoil ship : 
the drag of the wing system can then be altered.   We shall 
designate by   Ri   the supplementary resistance induced by the 
propeller (this introduces a correction factor which to some 
extent is analogous to the "suction coefficient" of conventional 
propellers,  but does not at all respond to the same approach). 

The net thrust is : 

T       =     T     - R     - R. 
n g P i 

It must be noticed that separate determination of Rp   and R^ 
is not always possible,   sinco it may happen that they cannot be simp- 
ly added. 

Anyhow the value of Rp    f Rj     can bo reached through the 
thrust and resistance balance of the ship with and without propeller. 
This value depends not only upon the propeller design but also the 
ship design.   For that reason it is interesting to consider gross 
efficiency as well as net efficiency. 

gross efficiency   );„   is the one determined from the gross 
thrust : _ 

T   . V 
r,       -      -i  

8 

.    net efficiency : 

v 
T  . V 

n 

PS 

3. 2.    Weight balance of the ship is also an important parameter when 
rapid surface ships are concerned,   since they normally operate with 
either partially or fully emersed hulls.   The contribution of the pro- 
pulsion unit on this balance results : 
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.    from the own apparent weight   W^p of the propulsion unit 
(circuit,  pump,  etc.),  the power-transmission gear and 
emersed part of circuit-water. 

.    from the lift   Lp  of the propulsion unit due to external 
flow around the drowned parts of this unit, and/or the eventual 
inclination of the jet. 

We propose to consider the "relative weight balance" of the 
propulsion unit : 

RWB 
WAP   " LP 

g 

This parameter should be normally related to cruise conditions, 
but it may be interesting also to refer to   RWB   under take-off 
conditions. 

3. 3.    We have mentionned earlier that the cruising speed condition 
is not the only one to be considered when dealing with high speed 
surface ships.   The thrust requirement may be rather severe at 
intermediate speeds, in relation with some kind of "take-off" proced- 
ure.  It is not possible to express these "medium speed" reouirements 
in general terms since they depend largely upon the type,  the size 
and more generally the "project programme" of the ship. 

On the other side it seems rather easy to summarize approxim- 
ately the "medium-speed thrust performance" of a given propulsion 
unit into two simple parameters which we propose to designate 
respectively by : 

TP 
.    "peak thrust ratio"   : tp   = —— 

.    "peak thrust relative speed : vp   = 

where :     T        is the maximum thrust as defined below, 

T_     is the rated thrust at cruising speed, 

V       is the "peak thrust velocity" as defined below. 

M^lmaumämtlmim IMM MBMMBi 
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V      is the rated cruising speed. 

To define   Tp    and   Vp    let us consider the trust versus speed dia- 
gram(fig. 2).   Two main limiting curves can be drawn on this diagram: 
the one wich corresponds to a constant shaft power equal to that 
required at cruising conditions,   the one which corresponds to the 
cavitation limit of the internal circuit and pump.   Both lines intersect 
at a point where the thrust is the highest one obtainable within the 
limits of the cruise condition shaft power and in view of cavitation 
limits.   The coordinates of this point are   Ti>   and   Vp    respectively. 

Comparing two propeller types which might lead to equivalent 
performances at cruise conditions, one may be induced to select the 
one with the highest peak thrust ratio. 

There is no precise general indication about the desirable 
"peak thrust relative speed".   However it must be noted that a high 
peak thrust ratio cannot occur at high relative «peed,  but more at 
relative speed between,   say,    0. 3   to   0. 6. 

A "low peak thrust relative speed" would mean that the effi- 
ciency decreases rapidlywith the ship speed and that the available 
thrust at medium speed may be not sufficiently high. 

3.4.    Following examples of performances can be proposed,  accord- 
ing to the information we have in hands. 

Straight-flow jet propeller 
The 800 Kw,   50 kn prototype of SFJP which we have developped 
performs the following characteristics. 

"g   s 0.73 

T) n      = 0,655 

^    = 1,5 

VP   r 0, 55 

RWB = - 0,3 

The negative RWE figure is derived from a hydrofoil projected 
application where, due to optimised lift of the propeller, the lift 
exceeds the weight of the propulsion unit and its transmission 

10 
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mechanism. 

Z C.        propeller - 45 knots 

V a      =     0, 50 approximately 

t        =     1, 12   to   1,2 approximately 

The limitation seems to be due to the constant power condition more 
than to cavitation limitation 

RWB    =     0, 10   to   0, 15 

Super-cavitating propeller - 55 knots 

Ig      -   0, 63 

rin       =0,57 

RWB     =   0, 15   to   0,20 

tp       =    slighthy higher than one ; the limitation 
is the "constant power",  not the cavitat- 
ion limit. 

IV. EFFECT OF CAVITATION LIMITS UPON CERTAIN JET 
PROPULSION UNIT CHARACTERISTICS 

Certain conditions must be respected to avoid the inception of 
cavitation within the internal circuit of a jet propulsion unit.   These 
conditions directly affect the efficiency which is to be expected of 
such units with the limit of efficiency depending,  among other things, 
upon the forward speed of the vessel for which the propulsion unit is 
designed. 

4. I.    Z Flow jet propeller (ZFJP) 

As already stated,  these propulsion units are fitted with a 
scoop and a forward intake followed by an elbow.   Vaned elbows are 
generall/ used to reduce external dimensions and head losses to a 
minimun while avoiding cavitation. 

T le critical cavitation condition of an elbow is expressed by 
the Thoma    parameter : 

11 
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_   NPSH 

Ve2/2g 

NPSH being the net positive suction head at the elbow intake, 

Vc   is the mean velocity in the intake section of the elbow. 

To the best of our knowledge,   even with an extremely good 
vane profile,      a   must be at least 0, 35. 

If this condition is to be respected then a diverging section is 
required at high speed so that the velocity at the elbow intake is 
lower than forward speed. 

This limit has a direct effect upon the central cross-secti'in of 
the scoop and upon strut thickness. 

Scoop drag (friction and wave resistance) depends upon : 

the shape of the cross-section of the scoop and the intake 
pipe, 

the fairing and dimensions of the scoop and the strut, 

dimensions. 

In order to calculate simply the incidence of the non-cavitation 
condition of the elbow upon propulsion unit performance,   we will 
suppose that the external centre section for optimised shapes of 
scoop and strut is proportional to the cross-section of the elbow in- 
take. 

Scoop and strut drag   D   may thus be expressed as : 

D   = -4-K C P  Se   V2 

2 x 

where 
K   is the form factor 

C     is the coefficient of drag 

P     is water density 

Se    is the elbow cross-section 

V     is forward speed 

li 
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Moreover the gross thrust of the propulsion unit may be expres- 
sed as : 

PQV   (w-1) 

where 

——  and V      is jet velocity. 

The critical cavitation condition may be used to calculate   Se : 

Se 'i. 2g (NPSH) 
where   ae   is the "critical" value of a 
From these equations it is possible to calculate the non-dimensional 
parameter : 

T 1 1 _^_    =   2 (w-1) J_ 
D KCx V Z1 g NPSH 

This equation shows that,  for a given forward speed (and thus 
a given NPSH)   TQ/D   increases with   w ,    which is evident since an 
increase in   w   for a given thrust leads to a decrease in the rate of 
propulsive flow.   This effect though beneficial upon scoop drag,   reduc- 
es the theoretical drive efficiency   which is equal to——.     .   This w-M 
will not be expanded in this discussion since the optimisation of  w 
also involves head losses in the circuit and the weight balance. 

T 
It should also be noted that    jf   decreases when the forward 

speed of the ship increases. 

Moreover the non-cavitation condition of external flow and the 
external streamlining of the scoop will increase coefficients   K   and 
Cx.  Beyond a speed of approximately     50 knot   ,      sub-cavitational 
flow can not be maintained around the scoop and supercavitational 
conditions of external flow would lead to an increase in   KCx. 

4.2.    SFJP 

The non-cavitation condition for th^ external circuit may not, 
in this case,  be expressed so simply a'  for the scoop elbow of the 
ZFJP. 

13 
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The critical conditions for the inception of cavitation in the 
pump involve the pump characteristics : 

Cm     = Sr yjl&i 

in which : 

in which 

Q     is the rate of propulsive flow 

Sr    is the cross-section of the impeller 

H    is the head generated by the pump 

H 

^"1  
u /2g 

u     is the peripheral velocity of the impeller. 

Finally for the given value of   Cm   and   ^   the pump cavitation 
limit is expressed by the Thomas parameter : 

a = NPSH 
H 

A complete examination of this question,  which will not be given 
here,   reveals the following principal considerations : 

In propulsion units for high forward speeds : a diverging section 
before reaching the pump inlet is,  in every case,  necessary : for 
example at speeds of   50 knots   pump intake speed has had to be 
reduced by approximately   80%   of 'he forward drive speed. 

As with the   ZFJP   scoop,  increase in speed to slightly over 
50 knots results in a slight increase of coefficient   K   and,  beyond a 
certain limit speed,   super-cavitating external flow is required. 

Finally,  it may be seen quite readily that available pump (r 
for a given   w   decreases as velocity increases,   this may be compen- 
sated by : 

« either reducing w by discarding the optimum values result- 
ing from compromise between theoretical efficiency and nacelle 
drag, 

14 
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_   or by adopting a 2 stage pump. 

V.    HYDRODYNAMIC STUDIES OF JET PROPELLERS 

5. 1.   Advantages and limitations of separating the study of internal 
and external circuits 

For long circuit water-jet propulsion units of the     2     flow- 
type,   separate examination of the hydraulics of t\ e external and 
internal circuits, and particularly the pump,  is clearly well-founded 
and advantageous.  The internal and external flux have to be examined 
conjointly only in the study of the immersed scoop. 

In the design studies of nacelle type propulsion units of the 
"straight flow" type we considered that the same separate theoretic- 
al and experimental approach was also of great interest for the fol- 
lowing reasons : 

.    theoretical analysis of the internal flow and circuit design is 
much simplified if it is considered separately from the extern- 
al circuit.   This is particularly significant when applied to the 
pump design. 

.    experimental approach also is very much facilitated.   For 
example the test rig allocated for internal circuit study may be 
used for measuring directly all characteristics of the internal 
flux (rate of flow,   momentum,   thrust,   cavitation limits,  etc   ) 
without any interference of the external flow. 
High enough Reynolds number and a proper cavitation simul- 
ation can be obtained with a reasonably small test rig as the 
one described below.  If equivalent limits were to be attained 
in a hydrodynannic tunnel then the vein size would have to be 
at least   1,2 metres in diameter with a vacuum of   0, 5 m 
absolute,  a flow speed of I2m/s and discharge of   14m3/s   so 
that the facility would be considerably larger than that describ- 
ed below whose discharge is limited to   0, 5 m/s.   Moreover, 
in such a tunnel facility,   cavitation around the nacelle would 
limit investigation of the cavitation limits of the internal cir- 
cuit.   Nevertheless separate study of the two flux gives rise to 
certain difficulties since the internal flow is influenced by the 
external flow as is clearly shown,   for instance in theories 
concerning ducted propellers. 

However in the case of "straight flow" propulsion units of the 
type which we have developped for rapid surface bhips,   this effect of 
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the external flow upon the internal flow is relatively low and can be 
approximately taken into account in the "separate flow" approach. 

For instance the transversal distribution of approach velocity 
into the pump may be simulated by properly adjusting the profile of 
the intake bell-mouth of the model.  This adjustment is based upon 
calculation (perfect fluid and boundary layer) and upon smaller scale 
tests of the complete propulsion unit in a hydrodynamic tunnel. 

As regards the discharge nozzle,   the absence of external flow 
in the test rig described below,   slightly modifies the jet contraction 
compared with the prototype nozzle.   Therefore we carried out model 
tests of the pump with various nozzle diameters and finalised the 
nozzle diameter adjustment during the prototype tests in the 
TOULOUSE high-speed towing-tank. 

5. 2.    Methods of approach applied to the design studies of jet propel- 

The methods mentionned hereafter are the ones we applied for 
finalising the hydraulic design of the straight flow 50 knots jet propel- 
ler dealt with in §   7.   However the same general way could be follow- 
ed for Z   flow jet propeller design, with some adaptation. 

a) Intake mouth of the nacelle 

Analysis of flow in this part of the machine requires the con- 
sideration of both internal and external flow.   Two main methods 
have been used : 

_   potential flow axisymmetric computation with a special at- 
tention towards the cavitation limits of the circular leading 
edge area. 

_   experimental study on a hydrodynamic tunnel where the in- 
ternal flow was separately controlled (see fig.   3). 

These approaches could well be adapted to the design studies 
of intake scoop of a   -Z   flow jet propeller. 

b) Driving pump 

A special test riq had to be developped for that purpose as will 
be explained in   §    6. 
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c) Nacelle body and rejection nozzle 

^   conventionnal friction resistance computations were ap- 
plied to predict the nacelle external friction drag. 

_   experimental study of a complete small scale model of 
the propulsion unit (fig.   4) was carried out,   having in view the 
determination of cavitation limits of the external flow and the 
lift coefficient of the propeller. 

During these tests the internal rate of flow was simulated with 
help of a small internal pump similar to that of the prototype but no 
shaft power measurement was made since the impeller Reynolds 
number and bearing friction torque were not proper for that purpose. 

d)   Integral test of the ontir«   propulsion unit 

Since the effect of mutual interaction of external and internal 
flows is of the same order of magnitude as the one of scale 
effects,   we decided to  run integral accurate tests only on the 
full-size prototype unit.  As already mentionned this implies 
that the hydraulic design of some parts of the propulsion units 
(mainly the rejection nozzle) lias to be finalised during the 
prototype test.   This is presently carried out as explained in 
§7. 

VI.    TEST RIG FOR HIGH SPECIFIC SPEED PROPELLER-PUMP 
DRIVE UNITS 

6. 1.    Description of the test-rig 

If centrifugal or mixed flow pumps are involved,   conventional 
test rigs may be used to perfect the hydraulic   design of pumps used 
in water-jet drive units.   The only significant difference between 
these and normal pumps is the relatively higher velocity at the 
volute outlet. 

However the test rigs normally used for propeller pumps are 
not suitable for solving the problems associated with high specific 
speed propeller pumps,   used in the SFJP. 

Firstly the head generated by these pumps is often relatively 
low in comparison with the kinetic head corresponding to approach 
velocity and to discharge velocity so that accurate measurement of 
the generated head is difficult.   Moreover pump efficiency,  as a pro- 
peller,  depends upon both generated head and alüo upon the transversal 
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velocity distribution at the nozzle outlet,  i-e the moirentum commu- 
nicated to the jet.  For these reasons we have found it necessary to 
construct a specialized test-rig in which the momentum transmitted 
to the propulsive flux is measured directly and not solely the incre- 
ment of energy transmitted to the said flux.  The design of this 
test-rig also allowed for the necessity of simulating head (captation 
energy) due to the forward drive speed of the ship.  Thus a circula- 
tory pump had to be used. 

The simulation of cavitation conditions is achieved by the con- 
trol of absolute pressure on both sides of the model pump. 

The figures   5   and   6   show the basic arrangement of the test 
rig. 

Maximum impeller diameter is   300 mm.  The model,  placed 
between two tanks, allows visualisation of the impeller,  distributor 
and diffuser. 

Water circulation is ensured by a 520 l/s pump with   9 metre 
head at   835 rprr   driven by a DC thyristorised motor at variable 
speed between   0 and   2 500 rpm.  A l/3 reduction unit is mounted 
between the pump and the motor.   Motor speed stability is controlled 
to within 1/100, 

The 500 mm diameter piping is fitted with two vaned elbows, 
a manually controlled   500 mm diameter valve, a   3 50 mm diameter 
vertical turbine flowmeter with   calibrating piping. 

The   2,2.  metre diameter upstream tank was specially design- 
ed to ensure correct feed to the pump : uniform flow distribution, 
absence of vortex,  etc. 

The water level is regulated by a capacitance sensor acting 
upon rotation velocity of the circulation pump.   The water level is 
Zp =1,8 metres above the plane of the impeller.  Absolute air pres- 
sure above the water surface may vary between   0, 05   and   1, 7 
atmospheres.   The upper tank also supports the two water-floating 
bearings - diameter   360 mm   and   160 mm   of the stator casing. 
Internal stiffeners avoid displacement between these bearings.  The 
tank also supports the thrust-balance and the torque balance. 

The lower tank,  diameter   2, 5   metres,  was specially design- 
ed to dampen jet energy without sucking unwanted air to the pump 
while ensuring a stable level.   The facility may be operated with the 
nozzle either drowned or not.  Absolute pressure above the water 
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level may also be varied between   0,05   and   1,4   atmospheres. 
Water head between the two tanks is measured accurately by a dif- 
ferential manometer (mercury weighing).  Air pressure in the upper 
tank is weighed in the same manner. 

Model rotation is ensured by an asynchronous motor,  between 
300   and   1 750 rpm   whosi speed is varied through a frequency 
converter.   Resultant stability is to within   l/lOOO of rotation speed. 

The whole body of the jet propeller (i. e.  intake bell-mouth, 
pump and nozzle) is rigidly connected to a main stator structure 
which is vertically guided in two self-centering guide-bearings fed 
with water under pressure.   The vertical resultant of weight and 
hydraulic thrust acting on this structure is measured through a 
weighing-balance to which it is connected through a oil pressure 
frictionless thrust bearing.  Since the total weight of tne balanced 
body,  and pressures; on both sides of each guide-bearings are known, 
it is possible to derive from the balance measurement the net thrust 
due to the jet effect.   Because of the absence of friction in the guide 
and thrust bearings,  it is also possi   'e to measure the stator torque 
(which corresponds to the jet rotational momentum). 

The stator of the driving motor is mounted in the above- 
mentionned stator body with help of self-centering guide and thrust 
bearings fed with oil under pressure,   thus allowing for accurate 
driving torque measurement,   then accurate shaft-power determina- 
tion. The friction torque of the shaft guide bearings situated in the 
propeller body is not directly measured but is taken into account 
through a precalibration procedure.  A pressure sensor in the oil 
floating shaft thrust bearing is used to measure rotor thrust after 
calibration. 

The   360 mm   diameter water floating bearing,  mounted bet- 
ween the two tanks serves as a water seal.   Its leakage rate is ca- 
librated and is approximately   0, 15l/s.   The   160 mm   diameter 
upper floating bearing serves as an air seal.  Its leakage is also 
taken into account. 

This rig is equipped with centralised remote control and mea- 
surement equipment. 

The flow,  head and pressure characteristics of the rig are 
such that it proves very useful for perfecting propeller pumps for 
SFJP type drive,  covering the forward speed range from   0 (fixed 
point propellers) up to approximately   100 knots. 
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6. 2,    The following figures can be directly derived from the measure- 

ments made with a propeller of diameter   D   on the test rig described 
above : 

the head   H   applied between the external limits of the pro- 
pulsion unit model ; this head simulates the effect of kinetic 
energy due to the forward speed   V   of the ship. 

.    the rate of mass-flow   M   passing through the propeller. 

.    the component of the jet momentum   "M   in the axial direc- 
tion. 

the shaft power   P 

.    the rotational speed   N 

the net positive suction head   NPSH. 

From these figures,  it is possible to determine : 

The equivalent ship speed :    V    =    \2gH 

The gross thrust :     T        =      TH    - MV 

(i. e.   the gross thrust obtainable at speed   V   from a propulsion unit 
operating under the same internal hydraulic conditions as the model) 

The gross efficiency        1 
g 

The thrust coefficient    C_ 

The   rpm   coefficient    u 

V-   TG 
P 

TG 
 r— With S 
J_pVzc R 2 SR 

n D 

ND 

The cavitation coefficient     h 
NA 

NPSH 

V2/2g 

The dimensionless parameters defined above fan be plotted in 
a diagram as the one represented in fig.   7   and then applied through 
similarity considerations to the determination of a prototype propul- 
sion unit of given dimension and speed. 
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VII.      TESTS ON THE   50 KNOT   SOGREAH PROPULSION UNIT 
SFJP   TYPE IN THE   CEAT   (Centre d'Essais Aeronautiquc 
de Toulouse)   HIGH-SPEED TOWING TANK 

After completion of tests carried out on the internal circuit, 
using the test rig already described, and on the external circuit in 
the tunnel, wc designed and constructed a 800 kw prototype unit for 
complete testing in the CEAT high-speed towing tank. Impeller 
diameter is 0,772 m for the prototype compared with 0,268 for 
the impeller of the model while the ratio of power consumed under 
cruising conditions was   800/7 Kw   for the two types of test. 

The graph 8 shows the comparison of efficiency obtained on the 
test rig for the scale model and in the tank for the prototype. 

Curve  1  represents the net efficiency obtained with the   0, 772 
diameter prototype.   This efficiency takes account of the nacelle drag. 

Curve 3 is derived from curve  1  by subtracting the external 
drag losses of the nacelle and therefore represents the gross ef- 
ficiency as defined above. 

Curve 2 represents gross efficiency obtained with the scale 
model,   diameter    0,268 m.   Cumparison of curves   2 and 3    shows 
that the variation of efficiency with the thrust coefficient is properly 
predicted from the model.  The difference in efficiency between model 
and prototype is of order of magnitude which can be anticipated from 
scale  effect consideration. 

Figure 9   shows the net thrust   Tn   versus   V   characteristics - 
the limiting curves are those derived from the model test results. 

The points represent the results obtained to date on the   0, 772 m 
prototype with operation near to the diagram limits. 

The test program will be continued for even closer approach to 
the operating limits.  It must be noted here that the drag losses are 
likely to be reduced if the trailing edge profile of the nozzle is mo- 
dified which will help to improve overall efficiency. 

The following characteristic parameters may be noted from 
both figures : 
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g 

V n 

0,73 

0,655 

tp    =     1,50 

/„     =     0, 55 

VIII.    CONCLUSION 

A general method of approach has been briefly described,   this 
applying to the hydraulic design studies of jet propellers for high 
speed surface ships.  The validity of this method where internal and 
external flows are to a large extent separately considered had to be 
proven,   at least for application to short ducted straight flow jet 
propellers. 

The tests of a   50 knot  ,    800 Kw   prototype propulsion unit in 
the high speed towing tank of   CEAT   in Toulouse has shown a good 
accordance between the prototype performances and the predicted 
characteristics which had been derived from the proposed approach 
method.   The descrepancies are within the limits of the expected 
scale effect which is normally observed when dealing with reduced 
model approachs. 

We have also proposed some simple dimensionless parameters 
for the sake of comparison of various types of propellers applicable 
to rapid surface-ships.   The prototype test proved the high perfor- 
mances of the   Straight-Flow-Jet Propeller unit,  and its potential 
interest in this field of application. 
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Subcovitoting   ftoptHtr 

ptUtiKmci StfOiaht-Flow-J«tProp«ll«r 

Supycovitotinq ftpp«ll>r 

PROPULSIVE ■40r 
COEFF. 

lb—sb—sfc—sis—eö—TO 
DESIGN VELOCITY-KNOTS 

Fig.   1    Practical propulsive coefficient compari 

35 Rfc 

son 

ovitotion   limit 

Constont ihoft ppwy 

Cruise condition» 

Fig.  2   Definition of peak thrust ratio 
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Fig.   3   Scale model used in tunnel test on flow conditions at 
the inlet of an   SFJP   propulsion unit 

Fig.   4    Scale model test in tunnel of   SFJP    propulsion unit 
external circuit 
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4 
M 
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Fig.   5   SFJP   propulsion unit test "g 
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Fig.   7   SFJP Rig tests results 
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S.F.J.P   propulsion unit 

3.   TJG of the internal circuit deduced 

from 800 KW prototype tests (D = 0.772 m) 

\ 2.   7JG of the internal circuit deduced 

, \,/  from test platform results (D = 0.268 m| 

•\ | 1.    r)n obtained from tests 

on the 800 KW prototype 

■>JD = 0.772 m) 

\      I 

^ 

Tn    .   Fig.   8   Comparison of the test results 

Test point foi 8Ü0 KW 
prototype (D " 0.772 ml 

It.«4 

bruising speed point 

V (m/s) 

Fig. 9  Range of characteristics of the 800 kw prototype (D = 0. 772 m) 
deduced from test rig results (D - 0. 268 m) 
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DISCUSSION 

William B.   Morgan 
'iaval  Ship Researah  md Development Center 

bcthesda,  Maryland,  U.S.A. 

The propulsion device discussed by the authors would more 
appropriately be called a ducted propeller.   The term water-jet is 
usually reserved for a propulsion device where a pump is located in 
a long pipe and the pump docs not induce a drag around the duct.   The 
device shown in Figure 4 is a ducted propeller of the decelerating- 
flow type.   Since the authors do not give any references it is not clear 
whether they are familiar with the vast amount of literature which is 
available.   I thought that it has been conclusively shown that it is pos- 
sible to consider the duel  separately f-oin the impeller and to perform 
lists on the inlet,   Figure   5,  and the interior flow,   Figure 6,   separa- 
tely.   In the duet shown in  Figure -1,   the impeller would induce a cir- 
culation about the duel which,   in case of the decelerating-flow,   would 
cause a drag increase.   1 do not believe it is possible to separate the 
internal and external  flow as you have done. 

In Figure  I ,   you have purportedly shown a comparison bet- 
ween the efficiencies of various propulsion devices.   This figure was 
not valid when it was published nor is it valid today.   Also one should 
consider the partially-submerged ( ropellcr.   This propeller is not 
applicable to hydrofoil craft but can be a very efficient means of pro- 
pulsion where there is a flat bottom at the stern. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Jacques Duport 
SQGREAH 

Grctirl le,  France 

Thank you.   Dr. Morgan for your comments.   About the dis 
cussion on denominations,   I think we have also to find names in 
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French,  for instance for    "Z flow"   or   "straight flow"   propeller 
units. 

Regarding the information contained in Figure 1 we know that 
it may be obsolete to some extent,   since we mention the date of the 
source (1965),   This discussion might be a good opportunity to collect 
recent characteristics of propeller devices applicable to fast surface 
ships.   These informations should include not only the efficiency at 
cruise condition but also some other parameters as the one we have 
proposed (or equivalent) dealing with the "intermediate-speed"   per- 
formance and the weight-balance of the propeller unit. 

We agree with Dr, Morgan that the  "part.'ally submerged 
propeller"   should be included in the comparison, while keeping in 
mind that it is suitable only when no important relative movement 
between the ship body and the water surface can occur. 

The authors are wnll aware of the literature available on 
ducted propellers,   even if they are not familiar with all the methods 
used in this field.   For the sake of simplicity of experimental approach 
they decided to carry out a   "separate flow approach"  as it has been 
described in the paper.   They agree that this is justified only if the 
drag of the duct is properly taken into account,  which is the case with 
the method used.  However they recognize that the justification has 
not been clearly and sufficiently explained in the paper and they plan 
to complement the present reply to Dr. Morgan in an appendix to 
their paper. 

APPENDIX 
TO THE PAPER BY J. DUPORT,  M. VISCONTI AND J. MERLE 

'Water-Jet Propulsion for High-Speed Surface Ships" 

This appendix is complementing the reply to Dr. J. W. Morgan's 
discussion.   The authors also take the opportunity of bringing comple- 
mentary information on the test of the 800 kW prototype of the  "Is^re" 
propeller. 

The authors have written that "the hydrodynamics of intern- 
al flow can be to a large extent analysed separately from the external 
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flow analysis".  This does not mean that each flow can be considered 
as independent from the other ; particularly the circulation around the 
duct and the negative thrust on this part of the propeller are properly 
taken into account. 

The authors were probably wrong no. to explain clearly enough 
that the so-called "separate flow approach" is preceded by a "complete 
flow approach (i. e.  dealing with both flows together) which serves the 
purpose of determining the respective "limit conditions" (i, e.  bound- 
ary conditions) of each flow. 

Before coming back to this "complete flow approach "which, 
in the case of the "I sere" design studies, was a simplified one - we 
feel it advisable to emphasize : 

(i) that either internal or external flow is entirely determined 
as soon as the "limit conditions" are fixed.   For the internal flow, 
these conditions are (see Figure  10) : 

the "flow tube" separating both flows,  upstream as well as 
downstream of the propeller,   and the internal solid boundaries ; 

pressure (which is equal to   p—) at each remote cros«- 
section   SI and   Sj ; 

velocity distribution in each of these sections.   Each flow 
can then be analysed from these limit conditions (as soon as they art 
known) without further reference to the other part of the complete 
flow. 

(ü) predetermination of the "complete flow" need presetting of 

- the circulation around the duct (or equivalently the intern- 
al rate of flow) 

- the radial load distribution of the impeller (or equivalent- 
ly the normal velocity distribution in section   Sj . 

Once these figures are preset,  the profiles (and r. p. m, ) of 
the impeller (stator and rotor) have to be designed in accordance with 
them ; it is enough for that to apply to the impeller design the limit 
conditions proper to the internal flow. 

(iii) in a "inviscid flow approach" as the one considered present- 
ly,  the thrust of the propeller (including the duct) can be derived from 
the internal flow description alone.   This is an obvious result of the 
momentum equation applied to the complete flow. 
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Asa result of this : 

- presetting of the figures mentionned in (ii) here above 
takes account directly of the required thrust ; 

- the propeller thrust can be derived from the thrust measur- 
ed on the "internal flow" model as described in paragraph 
VI of our paper. 

As already mentionned the "complete flow approach" was a 
simplified one which appeared to be applicable due to the reduced 
contraction between the nozzle outlet and the jet diameter.   (Diameter 
ratio ,95). 

According to this the downstream separating flow tube was 
assumed to be the same as th«.   "free-jet" flow surface.  As indicated 
in the paper,   the slight discrepancy might be corrected through a li- 
mited nozzle diameter adaptation if required.   It must be noted here 
that the "complete flow" lest on th" prototype did not give any evidence 
of such effect,  and no correction hcid to be applied. 

The determination of the "upstream separating surface was 
made through the "potential flow approach" described in paragraph 
V. 2. a and illustrated in Figure  1 1 attached to this annex. 

To conclude we would like to insist on the fact that the ac- 
cordance between the "expected performances" (for instance thrust 
versus r. p. m.   etc) and the measured performances of the prototype 
is quite satisfactory in the whole range of parameters.   This,  as well 
as the relative simplicity of the approach,   is,  may be,  the best justi- 
fication for the way we followed. 

The tests in  Toulouse     have been continued through an im- 
provement of the trailing edge of the nozzle (which was formerly un- 
duly thick) the efficiency has been raised by more than   1%,  the net 
efficiency is then now a little more than  66, 5% . 
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THE FORCES ON AN AIR-CUSHION VEHICLE 
EXECUTING AN UNSTEADY MOTION 

Lawrence J.   Doctors 
University of Hew South Wales 

Sydney, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

This paper treats the theoretical problem of an 
air-cushion vehicle (ACV) travelling over water of 
uniform finite or infinite depth, with an arbitrary 
motion. The ACV is modelled by a pressure 
distribution applied to the free surface of an invis- 
cid incompressible fluid and the boundary condi - 
tions  on the  free   surface  are  linearized. 

Numerical results are presented firstly for accele- 
rated motion from rest. In deep water, the hump 
condition is delayed to a higher Froude number, 
while in finite depth, the hump resistance is 
appreciably reduced - even by moderate levels of 
acceleration. 

The effect of tank walls on these results when 
carrying out model tests is next examined. The 
side walls of the tank alter the resistance by less 
than one per cent in accelerated motion, if the 
tank width is greater than four times the model 
beam. 

Finally, calculations of the side force acting on a 
yawing ACV are presented. For super-hump speeds, 
the side force is of the same order as the wa- 
ve resistance and favorably aids the turn. It is al- 
so shown that the steady-state forces are realized 
when the craft has travelled a distance of less 
than  two  vehicle   lengths  after  a   manocuver. 

Preceding page blank 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

I. 1.  Background 

Havelock (1909,   1914 and  1926) was the first to study the 
theoretical problem of the wave resistance of a pressure distribu- 
tion.   His interest lay in a desire to represent the disturbance from 
a ship.  As a result,  the pressure distributions that he chose to ana- 
lyze were very smooth and were not typical of the pressure under- 
neath an air-cushion vehicle (ACV).   However,  later on,  Havelock 
(1932) derived the general expression for a pressure distribution 
travelling at a constant speed of advance.   In this paper,  he also 
showed that,   under the assumption of a small disturbance,  the action 
of the pressure was equivalent to a source distribution on the undis- 
turbed free surface.   The relation was : 

an 
P g    d x 

where   a   and   p   are the source intensity and pressure at the same 
point,    c   is the velocity in the   x   direction,     p    is the density of the 
fluid and   g   is the acceleration due to gravity. 

Lunde (1951a) extended the theoretical treatment to include 
the case of an arbitrary distribution moving over finite depth.   Nume- 
rical calculations which are directly applicable to the ACV have been 
carried out by other workers.   For example,  Newman and Poole 
(1962) considered the two cases of a constant pressure acting over a 
rectangular area,  and over an elliptical area.   The most striking 
feature of their results is the very strong interaction between the 
bow and stern \vave systems.   The resistance curves displayed a se- 
ries of humps and hollows - particularly for the rectangular distri- 
bution (where the interaction would be greater).   A hump is produced 
when the bow and stern wave systems are in phase and combine to 
give a trailing wave of a maximum height.   A hollow occurs when the 
two wave systems are out of phase by half a wavelength so that the 
combined amplitude is a minimum. 

The interference effects are found to be stronger for large 
beam to length ratios,  as would be expected from this argument, 
since the wave motion becomes more nearly two-dimensional.   The 
humps arc found to occur at Froude numbers given approximately by 

F 1 JTzn r for n =  1,  I,   5, (2) 
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and the hollows occur approximately when 

F =    1  /VZirn for n =  1,   2,   3,   ... (3) 

In the limit of infinite beam (a two-dimensional pressure band), the 
humps and hollows are given precisely by Eqs (2) and (3). This re- 
sult was found by Lamb (1932). 

In water of finite depth,  the main,   or "last",   hump   (n = 1) 
is shifted to a lower Froude number,  and for sufficiently shallow 
water,   occurs at a depth Froude number,    F^ equal to unity 
(that is,  at the depth critical speed).   Similar calculations were given 
by Barratt (1965). 

Newman and Poole also considered the effect of a restricted 
waterway,   such as a canal.   In such a case,   the wave pattern is cons- 
tituted from wavelets of discrete frequencies only,  which can exist 
in the tank,  whereas in laterally unrestricted water a continuous 
distribution of frequencies exists.  As the speed is increased past 
the critical speed,   the transverse wave component can no longer 
occur,  and as a result there is a discontinuity in the wave resistance 
curve.   This sudden drop in resistance is given by 

AR   =■ 3W 

2pgBd 
(4) 

where   W   is the weight of the ACV,    B   is the width of the tank and 
d   is the water depth. 

Havelock (1922) also presented some results for a very 
smooth pressure distribution moving over water of finite depth.   These 
too,   showed the shift of the main hump and the increase in its magni- 
tude in shallower water.   Havelock's curves displayed only the main 
hump.   The secondary   (n = 2)   and other humps did not occur because 
of his choice of pressure distribution. 

In recent years,  a number of experiments have been carried 
out in order to check the above-mentioned theoretical results.   These 
have been performed in particular by Everest (1966a,   1966b,   1966c 
and 1967) and Hogben (1966).   The fundamental question pointed out in 
these papers is the resolution of the total drag on the ACV into its 
components.  Apart from the wave resistance,  the forces acting on 
the craft are aerodynamic drag and wetting drag. 
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In these experiments,  the total drag was usually measured 
with a dynamometer.   The aerodynamic drag was then estimated from 
the drag coefficient on the model,  and the momentum drag was obtain- 
ed from the mass flow into the cushion.   The agreement between theory 
and experiment was found to be best at speeds greater than hump.  At 
lower speeds,  nonlinear and viscous effects become important and 
there was a large scatter in the data. 

To avoid the troublesome wetting drag,  Everest (1966a) 
attempted to eliminate it using a thin polythene sheet floating on the 
water surface.   The resistance breakdown is further discussed by 
Hogben (1966).   The experiments only indicated the presence of the 
first two   (n = I,  2)   and possibly there   (n = 3)   humps.   Hogben 
(1965) showed that this result fitted in with the idea that the maximum 
ratio of wave height to length is about one seventh.   That is,  wave 
breaking prevents the occurrence of the additional humps. 

Further experimental work by Everest,  Willis and Hogben 
(1 968 and  1 969) dealt with an ACV at an arbitrary angle of yaw.   This 
problem was also studied numerically by Murthy (1970).   In the expe- 
riments,   the wave resistance was measured directly from a wave 
pattern survey,  using the transverse cut method.   There was consi- 
derably less scatter in the data using this method,   since the rather 
doubtful technique of estimating the wetting drag was eliminated.   In- 
deed,   the agreement was found to be somewhat better,  particularly 
for the lower of the two cushion pressures tested. 

In an attempt to get better agreement with experiments at 
lower speeds.  Doctors and Sharma (1970 and 1972) used a pressure 
distribution which essentially acted on a rectangular area but had a 
controlled amount of smoothing - both in the longitudinal   (x axis) 
and in the transverse   (y axis)   direction.   The distribution used was : 

P(x.y)   = "J" P„       tanh {a(x + a)|   - tanh ja(x - a)}  x 

X tanh|/S(y + b)(    - tanh j/3 (y - b)j   , (5) 

where   p0      is the nominal cushion pressure,  and   a   and   b   are the 
nominal half-length and half-beam respectively.   The rate o' pressure 
fall-off at the edges is determined by the parameters   o     and   ß . 
This function is shown in Fig.   1. As a special case, a  , ß ~* *>   is 
equivalent to a uniform pressure acting on a rectangular area   2ax2b. 

In practice,   of   ourse,  the pressure at the edge of an ACV 
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does fall-off at a finite rate,  corresponding approximately to a a =^a 
= 40.   Nevertheless,  it was found that only by selecting aa = |8 a = 5, 
could the humps in the resistance curve above the third be essentially 
eliminated.   Thus clearly,  viscosity and non-linearity are important 
at low speeds.   Some of these calculations are reviewed in this paper. 

Another problem of practical interest is the wave resistance 
during accelerated motion,  as one is frequently concerned with the 
ability of a heavily-laden craft to overcome the hump resistance in 
order to reach the cruising speed. 

The problem of accelerated motion for a ship has been treat- 
ed by Sretensky (1939),   Lunde (1951b,   1953a and 1953b) and Shebalov 
(1966).   Wehausen (1964) made numerical calculations for a particu- 
lar motion of a ship model starting from rest.  His results consisted 
of asymptotic expressions valid for large values of the time after a 
steady speed was obtained. 

Djachenko (1966) derived an expression for the resistance 
of an arbitrary pressure distribution moving with a general accele- 
ration pattern in deep water.  He also presented some results for a 
two-dimensional distribution. 

Doctors and Sharma found that the main effect of accelerat- 
ed motion on an ACV is to shift the main hump to a higher Froude 
number,  and in finite depth to reduce the magnitude of the hump quite 
significantly.   These results are partially presented in this paper. 

I. 2.  Present Work 

The basic theory for the wave resistance of a time varying 
pressure distribution will first be given.   Then the results will be 
applied to the case of an ACV executing rectilinear motion in a hori- 
zontally unrestricted region. 

The work will then be extended to the case of an ACV moving 
along the centerline of a rectangular channel.   From these calcula- 
tions it is possible to determine the effect of the tank walls on the 
wave resistance. 

Finally,   the case  of a  yawing ACV will be examined.   In 
particular,   the induced side force acting on the craft will be deter- 
mined,   so that its importance during a manoeuver may be assessed. 
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II.    BASIC THEORY 

II. 1.     Problem Statement 

We represent the ACV by a pressure distribution   p(xI y, t) 
acting on the tree surface,  and travelling with the speed of the craft. 
Two right-handed coordinate systems (reference frames) will be used, 
and are shown in Fig.  2.  A third coordinate system that rotates with 
the craft during a yawing motion will be introduced later.   The axis 
system    {yz   is fixed in space, and the system   xyz   moves with the 
craft,    z   being vertically upwards while   x   and   {    are in the direc- 
tion of the rectilinear motion.   The relation between the coordinates 
is then given by 

x   =   {   - s^) 

=   { 
•/ 

c( T) dr (6) 

where   s   is the distance that the craft has moved.   The pressure in 
the stationary reference frame is denoted by   p' { I . y»  t).    The 
velocity potential in the stationary frame,     4>  (such that the velocity 
is its positive derivative),   satisfies the Laplace equation,   so that 

VZ(\) 0 (7) 

The kinematic boundary condition on the free surface requires 
that a particle of fluid on the surface remains on it (for example,   see 
Stoker (1957)),   so that 

ir[- ^-v-i a =   0 

where    f    is the elevation of the free surface.   Now we have the sub- 
stantial derivative : 

D 
=  "T-  +   ^t +   <t> + <t> 

Dt        d t ^    ^k        ^Y      dy '■'• 

so that the exact kinematic condition becomes 

[** -  *<    h y 5y .=f -f. =» (8) 

The linearized kinematic condition is obtained by dropping the second 
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order terms,   and then writing the remaining terms as a Taylor 
expansion about the point   z = 0.    After dropping the higher order 
terms again,   we obtain simply 

N - o  -^  ^  0 (9) 

The dynamic condition on the surface - the Bernoulli equa- 
tion - in the stationary frame is 

1,22 2. 
0    * — («,      *   <t>      +0 

t       2        4 y z z   - { p gf (10) 

where   f   is an arbitrary function of time,  which may be put to zero 
without loss of generality.   Eq.   (10) is now linearized to give 

M - 1 —   • gs 
p 

do 

The combined free surface condition is obtained from Eqg. 
(9) and (11) by eliminating   f 

tt h  wz z=0 
1 s 

^r   P . (12) 

The final boundary condition needed states that there should 
be no flux through the water bed  : 

N z=-d 
(13) 

II. 2.   The Potential 

The solution cf this set of equations can be obtained by an 
application of the doubl} Fourier transform pair : 

F(w,   u) 

and 

f(x.   y)-- 

CO CO 

f     f 
I       dw     I   du 

dy f(x,   y) exp   ]-i(wx +  uy) j 

F(w,  u) exp   |i(wx + uy) j ,      (14) 

and the Laplace transform pair : 
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and 

Doc? tore 

L   1^(0}    =     /     f(t) exp(-qt) dt 

6 + ioo 

ZTTI   y 
f(t) =77r rif(tH exp(qt)dt 

h-\co 
h   being a positive constant. 

(15) 

The Fourier transform of Eq.   (7) i? first taken,  giving 

*        - k     t   =   0 z z (16) 

where   <}>    is the Fourier transform of   0   ,  and 

117) 
,2 2 2 
k     =   w     +   u 

The solution of Eq.   (16) subject to the transformed bed condition, 
Eq.   (13),   is 

(l>(w,   u; z,   t) = A (w,  u; t) .   cosh  |k (z + d )| (18) 

Eq.   (18) is now substituted into the Fourier transform of the 
free surface condition,  Eq.   (12),  giving 

Att   +     ^    =   " "T   sech (kd)   Pt 

where   P   is the Fourier transform of   ps     and 

(19; 

7^   =   gk«   tanh(kd) (20) 

We now take the Laplace transform of Eq.   (19) : 

(q    +   72)  /.|A}   = --isechfkd)    q Z.|p(w,u;t)f- P(w.u;0) 

The inverse Laplace transform is taken,  using the convolution theo- 
rem on the first term : 
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.,                .        cosh|k(z + d) ( 
+ (w,u;z,t) = '   '    ., ./ 

p.   co8h(kd) 

sin (> t) 

t 

-     /P(W.U; r  )    •    C08|.y (t   - T)fdT 

P(w,u;0) 

We express   P   by means of the Fourier transform,   and then the 
inverse Fourier transform is taken : 

t OO I» 

1 
4.U .y.z.t) = - 

,   2 
4)r p 

-// dS' jdrl dw  / dr p8U'.y'. r) ... 

S' 0 

cosh{k(z + d)} i.f" ~~       . . 
•     cosh(kd) L -coslVgk.tanMkd)   • (t -   r) 

;xp| i(w( i - {') + u(y - yl))} + 
:#-/ 

dw . . 

/ 
dups(r.y'.0)   C08h^(Z^d)| p  ^ ,y '    ;      cosh (kd) 

sin(\gk'tanh(kd)*t) 

^gk •tanh(kd) 
cpjiMf   - 0+ u(y - y'))}     (21) 

where   ps     =p    (^'.y',   T  )   ,  defined over the area   S'    ,  while ^' 
and   y'   are dummy variables in the stationary reference frame. 

Eq.   (21) is the potential for an arbitrary time-varying 
pressure distribution starting at   t = 0    .   Thus the solution for the 
general motion of an ACV is obtained.   In the following sections,  we 
shall consider special motions of a pressure distribution which is 
non-time varying with respect to axes rigidly attached to the vehicle. 

III.   RECTILINEAR MOTION IN HORIZONTALLY UNRESTRICTED 
WATER 

III. 1.   The Potential 

We now consider motion of a craft starting from rest at 
t   =   0 .   The expression for the potential,   Eq.   (21),   may be simpli- 
fied by partial integration of the five-fold integral with respect to r : 
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t oo oo 

4>{t.y.z,t)=   --±^-       dS' drj    dw    /    du p' ( f'. y.'r ) 

S1 0 -oo -00 

coBh| k(z + d)|      sin{7(t - r )} 
' "      cosh(kd) * f ''' 

...    exp|i(wU -«') + u(y - y1))} (22) 

The pressure distribution,    p*     ,    as measured in the stationary 
reference frame is a function of time.   It is related to the pressure 
in the moving frame,    p   ,  by the following equation : 

a 
p    (f ,y,t)   =   p(x. y) 

= P(«   - 8(t),y) (23) 

III. 2.   The Wave Resistance 

The resistance of the pressure distribution is defined as the 
longitudinal component of the force acting on the free surface, and is 
therefore given by 

R(t)  = /   PSU -y.t)    f{  d{   dy (24) 

'S 
Substituting Eq.   (11),  we obtain 

R-    -jj PB    (hJ   -0   +PV')    d«    dV 
s 

The second term in this expression contributes nothing to 
the integral providing the pressure drops to zero at    { =±oo.   The 
result for    <t>   ,  Eq.   (22),  is now used.  If one expresses the pressure 
in terms of the moving frame by Eq.   (23),  then the wave resistance 
becomes : 

t OO oo 

R = ~ //pdS //   p'dS'   /  c(r) dr/ dw /du w^cosj-yft - r )} 

S S' 0 -oo     -« 

exp|i(w(x - x' + 8(t) - 8(T)) + u('y - y'))} 

The real part of the integrand is now expanded.   Then it is simplified 
by invoking properties of even and odd functions.   The final result is : 
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I CO CO 

R-ix;/cMd'/dw/ 
2  .2  ^2, 

du w . (P + Q ) 

.  coB|Vgk'tanh-kcl) •  (t - r )}•   co8|w(8(t) - s( r ))(, (25) 

P(w 
Q{w ::! ■// 

p(x,y) 
cos 
sin 

(wx + uy) dx dy (26) 

The range of the   u   integration in Eq.   (25) may be halved for a pres- 
sure symmetric about the   x   axis, 

Eq.   (25) is similar to that for a thin ship obtained by Lunde 
(1951b).  His formula included an additional integral which was sim- 
ply proportional to the instantaneous acceleration.   This extra term 
is zero if the singularity distribution (Eq.   (I)) lies on the free surfa- 
ce - as for a pressure distribution. 

The steady-state wave resistance can be derived from Eq. 
(25) by allowing the velocity of the craft to be constant for a long time. 
If the velocity is suddenly established at a value   c   , then one obtains 

00 co 

R = -f-P dw /"du (p2
+Q2) H(^wc)t> *8in^ -wc)tn .2/ / 7+wc 7-wcl 

4 v pgj J '- 

As   t —• oo  ,    the oscillations in the integrand increase so that there 
is only a contribution from the second term,  and this occurs when 

wc   =   0 (27) 

This is the relationship between the transverse and longitudinal wave 
numbers for free waves travelling at the speed of the craft.   The 
analysis is simplified if we use polar coordinates : 

w = k cos 9 

and 

u   =   k sin ft (28) 

where   k   is the circular wave'number and   6  ««the wave direction. 
The limit process is carried out for a similar case by Havelock 
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(1958),  and the final result is 

R = 
Zrpg 11 -T/2     Ö, 

k    cos d  
1   - k d. sec2 d. sech2(kd) 

.|P    (k cos »,k sin») + Q    (k cos 9, k sin 9)f   d« (29) 

in which 

g/c 

and   k   is the non-zero solution of Eq.   (2 7),  that is,  of 

(30) 

k - k    sec  » '  tanh(kd)   =   0 (31) 

The lower limit for    B   is taken as    0.   ,    the smallest positive value 
of   0   satisfying Eq.   (31) for a real   k   .   It is given by : 

fl .= 0 for   k d >1     (subcritical speed) 

6    = arccosVk d       for   k d < 1     (supercritical speed) (32) 

III. 3.  Results 

Some results previously published (Figs.   3 to 7) are now. 
prr   ^nted to show some of the effects of the choice of pressure dis- 
tribution given by Eq.   (5).   For this choice,  it was shown that 

,        , _ TT • sin(aw) T* sin(bu) 
l^w,u; = Po   a.sinh(]rw/2a)   ' /3.sinh(\ru/2^) 

and 

Q(w,u)   =   0 

while the weight supported by the pressure is just 

W   =   4   p     ab 

(33) 

(34) 

For convenience the wave resistance is expressed as a dimensionless 
coefficient : 
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o 

Fig.   3a shows the wave resistance of a distribution with a 
beam to length ratio of 1 'l.   The variable used for the abscissa is 
A = l/2 F      .   This has the effect of expanding the horizontal scale 
at low Froude numbers.   Curve 1,  with   aa = /ja = 0°  ,  displays the 
unrealistic low-speed oscillations which are characteristic of the 
sharp-edged distribution and were referred to previously.   It is seen, 
that with increasing degrees of smoothing (smaller values of «a   and 
18a),    the low-speed humps and hollows may be eliminated.   The case 
with   a a = /3a   =5   results in only about three humps,   more in keep- 
ing with experiments.   Fig.   3b presents results for finite depth water 
for three different distributions.   The chief difference now is that the 
main hump is shifted to the right and occurs near the critical depth 
Froude number.  It is seen that Curve 2 has smoothing applied only 
at the bow and stern -equivalent to a sidewall ACV.   The result is 
similar to the case for smoothing all around,   showing that the wave 
pattern is essentially produced by the fore and aft portions of the 
cushion and not the sides.   The resistance in the region of the main 
hump is hardly affected by the smoothing. 

The result of varying the depth of water is displayed in Fig. 
4.   The peak resistance increases in magnitude as the depth decrea- 
ses, and occurs in each case at a depth Froude number slightly less 
than unity.   The location of the other humps is also affected,  but to 
a lesser degree. 

Beam to length ratio is varied in Fig.   5.   The general effect 
of increasing the beam is to increase the maxima and to decrease the 
minima in the wave resistance curve.   This is due to the transverse 
waves assuming greater importance as the two-dimensional case is 
approached.  A secondary effect is a shift in the locations of the oscil- 
lations to the right,   so that in the limit of infinite beam,  they occur 
at Froude numbers given precisely by Eqs (2) and (3). 

We now turn to the effect of constant levels of acceleration 
of the cra'v from rest.   Fig.   6a applies to a smooth   (aa = 5)   two- 
dimensional pressure band moving over deep water.  A general dis- 
placement of the oscillations to higher Froude numbers occurs.   This 
shift is greater for the higher acceleration.   In addition,   most of the 
low-speed oscillations apparent in steady-state motion do not occur 
in accelerated motion.   The resistance of a smooth band over finite 
depth water is shown in Fig.   6b.   Here the reduction of the peaks is 
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even more dramatic than in deep water.   More striking,  however,   is 
that for this and for all other two-dimensional cases studied,   the 
wave resistance becomes negative beyond a certain velocity in finite 
depth.   The resistance then asymptotically approaches zero.    (The 
ordinate in this figure is plotted on an arsinh scale. ) The depth 
Froude number at which the negative peak resistance occurs in shal- 
low water has been found to be 

VIX FJ    =    1+2   \ac/gd (36) 
d 

The resistance of an accelerating three-dimensional pressu- 
re distribution is shown in Fig.   7a (deep water) and Fig.   7b (finite 
depth).   In deep water,  the wave resistance shows similar,  but less 
marked,   effects due to acceleration as does the corresponding two- 
dimensional case (Fig.   6a).   In finite depth,   there is again a strong 
reduction in the main peak as well as an elimination of nearly all the 
low-speed oscillations.   However,   there is no region of negative wave 
resistance -thus indicating the influence of the diverging wave pattern. 

IV.    RECTILINEAR MOTION IN A TANK 

IV. 1.   The Potential 

We now consider the problem of an ACV moving along the 
centerline of a rectangular tank of length   L   and width   B   .   The 
initial distance at   t = 0   between the starting end of the tank and the 
coordinate axes   xyz   fixed to the model is taken as   a    .   This pro- 
blem is crucial to the testing of models,  as one must know the effect 
of tank walls.   For instance,   during steady motion in an infinitely long 
tank,   Newman and Poole showed that the effect of tank width in the 
neighborhood of unit depth Froude number to be importance (see Eq- 
(4)). 

We utilize Eq (22) for the potential in a horizontally unbound- 
ed region,  and satisfy the additional condition of no flux through the 
four tank walls,  by employing a system of image ACVs as shown in 
Fig.   8.   We consider first only the array of distributions on the tank 
centerline,  and later on apply the boundary condition on the tank 
sidewalls.   The potentials for the individual distributions,   <p ,  are 
related to the primary potential,    4>    •  as follows : 

0      (£,y,z,t)   =   <(>{    {-nL,y,z,t) for   n   even. 
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0   ' ( { ,y,z,t) = 0 (- f   + (n +  1)L -2ff  ,  y, z, t)   for   n   odd. 

We add   <t>    to   4'^     .   ^     to   «^     ,   ^^      to   ^        , and so on. 
This only alters the exponential factor in Eq.   (22),  which now beco- 
mes : 

factor = 2 exp|i(w(-<7 -(') + u(y - y1))}    • cos|w( » + {)}- exp(2inwL) 

The integral with respect to    w  of this factor in Eq.   (22) can be 
simplified using the Poisson summation formula to give 

[ ~ 

S'        o -*> 
coshjk  (z + d)} 8inJ7(t-T)f 

n ' n              '         i      ,         v . i 
 .,, .v— • cosjw a + nt cosh(k d) 7                          '    n                ' 

n n 

• exp|i(wn(-ff  -{') + u(y - y'))} , 

where 

and 

w      =    JT n / L 
n 

,2 2        2 
k        =   w       + u 

n n 

2 
Tn      =   gk    • tanh(k  d) (37) 

n n 

We now satisfy the condition on the side walls of the tank by 
including the image ACVs on lines parallel to the tank centerline.   The 
procedure is similar to that just carried out,  and if we assume that 
the pressure distribution is symmetric about the   x   axis,  then 

t 

*^-V'*'V--1kuffcf*r    nyn|o<m pS
rU'.y'.r)... 

S, 0 , 
coshjk      (z + d)}        sinh       (t - T )f 
 '   mn '   mn '        ,      , „ ,i 

• • ■ Zn T\    ' cosjw   (a + f )} cosh(k      d) 7 '    n ' 
mn mn 

• exp |i(wn(- * - *') + um(y - y1))}  , (38) 

where 
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u        =    2 irm/B    , 
m 

2 2 2 
k =   w +    u 

mn n m    ' 

(39) 

(40) 

and 

> =   gk        •   tanh(k      d)   , 
mn mn mn 

t    =1/2,       «    =1        for   n > 0 
o n 

IV. 2.   The Wave Resistance 

(41) 

The method of obtaining the wave drag is the same as in the 
previous section and utilizes Eqs (24) and (58).  After some algebra, 
one obtains : 

R"^LJ c( r ) dr 2 tv   «    w      •   cosWek      • tanh(k      d) ' (t - r ) }• 
n-.O   rn:0 m     n '    6   mn '   mn   '    v ' ' 

P      ^ |cos(w  (s(t) - s( T ))) - cos(w   (s(t) 4  s( r) * 2 u ))}     + 

*    Q |cos(w  (s(t) - s( r ))) ^  cos(w   (s(t) + s( r ) -i  2 a))       * 
mn    ' n n 

2 P        Q sin(w  (s(t) 
mn     mn n 

Sri   da )) (42) 

where 

and 

P (w   ,   u     ) 
n       m 

Q =   Q (w   .   u    ) 
mn n       m 

It is clear that the fluid motion in the tank consists only of wavelets 
whose wavenumbers are given by Eqs (57) and (59),  and that in the 
limit of   L --• oo     and   B —• »>   ,   the result for a longitudinally and 
laterally unbounded region is recovered.   The terms containing   a 
are due to reflections off the starting end of the tank,  and as   a -• oo 
they contribute nothing to the wave resistance. 
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The wave resistance for steady motion in an endless tank 
may be obtained from Eq.   (29) by setting up a laterally disposed 
array of images.   The result, derived by Newman and Poole,  in the 
present notation,  is 

2k 
R = 2    *„ 

"gB   rM) 

tanh(k    d)    {P        + Q      f 
m '    m m 

2k k tanh(k   d) - k    k d* sech  (k   d) 
m m  o m 

(43) 

in which   u       is given by Eq.   (39) and   w       by 
m m 

,2 2 2 
k =   w +   u 

m m m 

The circular wave number,    k       ,   is the solution of 
m 

c       - k    k   tanh(k   d)   =   u 
m m  o m m (44) 

(The value of   km     when   m = 0   is distinct from,  and generally not 
equal to,    k0     ,   the fundamental wave number. ) 

IV. 3.  Results 

The wave resistance of a smoothed rectangular distribution 
moving in a tank is shown in Fig.   9.   In deep water (Fig.  9a),  it is 
seen that the effect of the walls is small for   B/a = 2   .  For   B/a > 4 
(tank width greater than four times model width),   the resistance coef- 
ficient differs from the infinite width value by less than   0. 01.   It may 
be pointed out here that for the special case of   B/a = 1    ,  that is,  the 
tank width equal to the nominal beam of the model,  the pressure 
carries approximately   7%   of the weight of the ACV beyond the tank 
walls.   However,   it can be shown that this case is mathematically 
equivalent to a two-cumensional pressure band spanning the width of 
the channel. 

In finite depth (Fig.   9b) the influence of the tank walls in the 
region of unit depth Froude number is considerably greater, as was 
shown by Newman and Poole.   The drop in wave resistance (Eq.   (4)) 
at the critical speed does not depend on smoothing.   Even when 
B/a -64    ,   so that the tank width is sixty-four times the model beam 
there is a discontinuity in resistance coefficient of   0. 188   .   Thus 
steady-state experiments in this speed range are difficult. 
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The effect of side walls of an endless tank on the wave resis- 
tance of an accelerating ACV is displayed in Fig.   10.   Two different 
levels of acceleration in both deep water and finite depth were calcul. 
ated.   In all cases the wave resistance is a smooth function of the 

tank width.   For the low-speed range,   increasing tank width generally 
decreases the wave resistance.   On the other hand,   this trend is re- 
versed for high speeds (greater than the hump speed). 

The case of infinite tank width is not plotted,   in order to 
avoid confusion with the case of   B/a = 4    ,   with which it is almost 
identical.   This difference in wave resistance coefficient for the cases 
calculated is less than   0.01    ,   so that one might consider that a tank 
width equal to four times the model beam to be essentially infinite. 

Even in finite depth there is no sudden change in resistance 
as the model accelerates through the critical depth Froude number. 
(A depth Froude number of unity is passed when   t^g, a =  14. 14   if 
c/g = 0.05    ,   and when   f^g 'a. = 7.07   if   c/g = 0. I    .) This sharply 
contrasts the case of steady motion,   in which the drop or discontinui- 
ty in wave resistance coefficient when   da = 0. 5   and   B/a = 4   is 
3.0  ! 

The effect of the tank end walls was found to be slightly 
greater in finite depth,   and thus only the former is shown,   in Fig.   11. 
The case of an infinitely wide tank is presented in Fig.   11a for 
«r/a =1,2    and  «o   .   In the region near   t = 0    ,   there is a slight in- 
crease in the resistance when   a   a = 1    only.   Incidentally,  when 
a/a. =  1    ,   part of the pressure   "extends" beyond the starting end 
wall,   so one must expect some interference.   When   tr   a = 2    ,   the 
clearance from the starting end wall is half a craft length and there 
is no noticeable interference. 

The two curves for the finite values of   a  were calculated 
for a tank length   L ^a = 20   .   There is no perceptible effect from the 
far end wall until the model "passes" through its image - as indicated 
by one or two oscillations in the curves near   t-v/g  a - 20 . 

The case of   B 'a = 1    (that is,  a two-dimensional pressure 
band) is shown in Fig.   lib.   For the case of no nominal separation 
of the craft from the starting end wall at   t = 0    , there is now a slight- 
ly greater effect on the wave resistance. 
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V.    FORCES ON A  YAWING ACV 

V. I.   ihe Potential 

Wt  now consider the special case of an ACV travelling for 
a long time in the longitudinal or   x   direction.   The craft is either 
fixed in a steady yaw position,   or it starts a yawing motion after 
initial transients have died away.   We may therefore use Eq.   (21) for 
the potential,   and drop the second term which will approach zero as 
t --« oo 

V,2.   The Fo r c c s 

The wave resistance is defined by Eq.   (24),  and the side for- 
ce by 

S(t) 
//■' 

( i ,y.t)     f     d*   dy (45) 

Thus the  side force is the positive force to port (the   y   direction) 
required to hold the craft on a straight course. 

The analysis lor the two forces now continues,  as in the 
case for rectilinear unyawed motion in horizontally unrestricted wa- 
ter.   The forces are : 

t oo oo 

,S '  ' T^W / dr\\  P^-y-^ dS //p(x'.y',r) dS'   /   dw'  / du(*)'7 

OS S' -oo -OO 

sin{7(t - r) j  * expji(w(x - x' + s(t) - S{T) + u(y - y'))}. 

And after some simplification: 
oo oO 

R 1_ 
S       2 7r2pg 

"0       "O 

OO oO 

/dr/ dw / du (W 

i    i    u 7 * sinJ7 (t - r)}' 
(46) 

r u       o       -co -, 
[(QP'-PQl).cos|w(s(t)-s(r))} 4 (PP1 +QO')'sin|w(s(t) -S(T))(   , 

in which 

P - P (w,u,t) , 

Q - Q (w,u, t) , 

P' = P (w.u.r) 
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Q' =Q (w.u.r) 

It is convenient to calculate the   P   and   Q   functions using 
an axis system   x*y*z   that rotates with the craft rather than the   xyz 
system,   in which the   x   axis lies in the direction of motion.   This is 
illustrated in Fig.   12.   The yaw angle  t (t)   is taken positive for clock- 
wise rotation of the craft,  when looking down on it.   If   w*   and   u* 
are the induced wavenumbers relative to these craft axes,  then 

w*(t) = w cosj « (t) [ - u sin jt (t)|   = k cos | 0   +«    (t) 

and 

u*(t) = w sinjt (t)} + u C08|t(t)}   = k sinj Ö    +    t (t)     . 

Then it may be shown that 

P(w 
Q(w 

> u> t)   _      /       •  /    »       •   \  cos,    O     • »»».».» 
>u>t) -    /   P   (x   ,y   ) s.n(w   x   + u   y*)dx#dy*, 

(47) 

(48) 

analogous to Eq.   (26). 

For the pressure distribution given by Eq.   (5),   it immediately follows 
from Eq.   (33) that 

wsin(aw*) jr •8in(bu*) 
nw.u.t; - po     a.8inh(ffW*/2a)     ß.sinh(Tu 

and 

Q(w,u.t) - 0 (49) 

We now consider a craft travelling at a constant v« locity at 
a fixed angle of yaw from time   -T   to   0    ,  and then allowed to yaw 
up to time    t   .   The   T      integral in Eq.   (46) for just ihe first phase 
of the motion is 

0 

=   /  sin|-y(t - r)} •     (QP' - PQ1) cos | wc(t    -T)( 

.. .   + (PP1 + QQ') sinjwc(t - r )}        dr 
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— jQ{w, u, t) P(w( u, -0) - P(w, u, t) 0(w. u. -0)}* 

cos|(74wc)t[      cos{(7^wc)(t+T)}   c08J(7-wc)t|        co8|(7-wc)(t+T)| 
>+wc 7 + wc 7-wc 7-wc 

. .   + ^-jPiw, u. t) P(w. u. -0) + Q(w> u, t) Q(w, u. -0)}. 

fsin|(7 + wc)t}      sin|(7 + wc)(t^T)f      sin{(7-wc)tf 
7+wc 7+wc 7-wc 

5inj(7-wc)(t+T)}j 
7-wc J 

We consider first the case when t = 0 and T -* oo (that is, 
a steady state). The four terms containing the cosine factors, and the 
first and third sine factors are zero. The fourth sine term is the only 
one that gives a non-zero result in the wu integral of Eq. (46) as 
T -»oo . The steady-state forces may be obtained in the same manner 
as the limit of Eq.   (2ri) for large time : 

1 R_        
S  _   2)rp g 

-   -0,        ji 

/■/ 

, 5      ,cos 0, 
K       • ( „) v sin  O' 

2 2 
1   - k d »sec   6 '   sech  (kd) 

o 

'{P     (k cos e,   k sin 6) + Q" (k cos B,   k sxn 6) \      do, (50) 

where   k   ,    k     and   0, are given by Eqs (30),   (31) and (32). 

If we now assume that the ACV starts yawing at   t = 0   ,   then 
as   T-> oo     ,   the second and fourth cosine terms,  and the second sine 
term contribute nothing to the   wu   integral in Eq.   (46).   The expres- 
sion for the forces after   t = 0   becomes : 

R 1 
S      27rpg 

- 0. n/2 

/•/ 
V2 0, 

k5.    (C0SÖ) 
sin  0 

2 2 
1   - k  d «sec  0   •   sech   (kd) 

■|P(w,u, t) P(w,u, -0) -t Q(w,u,ti 0(w)u, -0)} d0 

(cont'd over) 
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..     i           2            .UW    .   uuVu, 

4K pg J        J 
0         -oo 

-j - 1\j\vt, U, 1/ I \w, u, -vI        -   ■ ■ 

. .   - P(w.u. t) QCw.u, -0)}- 
cos j(>+wc)t[ ^   coej(7-wc)t( 

>^wc                      7-wc 

oo            co 

I                           / Ju-    /     Hn   fW'l . 7.   jP(w(u, t) Piw.u. -0)   +  . . .   1       2         1 dw  1    du (uJ 
4ir   pg   J         J 

0 —oo 

Oiw. u. t) Q(w. u. -0)}.rsini(w)t} _   sin  (7-wc)t 
7+wc 7-wc 

I IJO OV 

I   dr   j     dw    /    du (    ).y.   sinJ7(t- T )}• 

(51) 

2ir    pg 

• [^(w.u, t) P(w,u, T) - P(w,u.t) Q(W,U>T)}  .cos{w(s(t) - s(r))[ + . 

. . .   + jP(w.u, t) PCW.U.T) * Q(w,u,t) Q(w,u,r)} -sinjwlsU) - S{T))}J' 

V. 3.  Results 

The (steady-state) wave resistance of a yav ed ACV is shown 
in Fig.   13.   Fig.   Ma indicates the marked effect of smoothing the 
pressure fall-off on a rectangular cushion,  for a Froude number of 
unity.   This is accentuated for yaw angles in the neighborhood of   10° 
and   85° The peaks would seem to be caused by interference bet- 
ween short wavelets - as short wave components are not produced by 
a smoothed distribution.   The slopes of the curves are zero at yaw 
angles of   0°   and   90°    - as required by symmetry. 

The variation of wave resistance of a smoothed distribution 
with yaw angle for a series of different Froude numbers is displayed 
in Fig. 13b. At super-hump speeds, yawing the vehic'.e increases 
the effective Froude number so that the resistance drops a little. On 
the other hand, yawing at a sub-hump speed (for example, F = 0, 4) 
can bring the craft onto the hump (at constant speed of advance), and 
thereby increase the resistance. 

The wave-induced side force is shown in Fig.    14.   It is non- 
dimensionalized in the same manner as the wave resistance in Eq.(35J 
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The effect of smoothing on side force (Fig. 14a) is seen to be 
even more vivid than on resistance (Fig. 13a). Increase in s ,arp
ness has a considerable effect on the side force for very small, or 
for very large, yaw angles - even at this relatively high speed . At 
th e same Froude number, the effect of sharpness on unyawed wave 
r e sistance (Fig. 3a) was considerably less. The linear theory pre
dicts a peak dimensionless side force of 2. 63 in contrast to a dimen
sionless wave resistance of 0. 73 at zero yaw angle. It seems that 
nonlinear and viscous effects would preclude the development of such 
large side forces in practice . 

Different Froude numbers are consider1!d in Fig. 14b. The 
side force (for era = {ja = 5) is seen to be positive for super-hump 
speeds, and therefore favorable during a coordinated turn. It reac:hes 
a maximum at a yaw angle of about 30" . Thus there is an optimum 
sideslip angle for gene rating the maximum side force. For sub-hump 
speeds, the re is a range of yaw angle in which the side force is nega
tive. 

Unsteady yawing m otion is now considerP.d. The side force 
for different rates of constant rot,:ttional speed after travelling at 
z e ro yaw angle for a long time is presented in Fig. 15. The abscissa 
is the yaw angle , and is proportional to the hme after the initiation 
of the manoeuver. The general t! ffect of ir.-:reasing the yaw rate is to 
decre ase th e available side force . However, as typical average yaw 
rate s are in the vicinity of su per unit time, it is clear that the un
steady influence is of secondary importance. The side force qualita
tiv e l y follows the same trends at the two speeds considered, namely 
F = 0. 6 (fig . 15a) and F = 1. 0 (Fig . 15b). 

F i nally, in Fig. 16, a manoeuver is studied, in which the 
yaw angl e is instantaneou sly changed from zero to 5", 10 o, 15" 
and 20 " . The distance the ACV must travel before the steady-state 
side forc e is achi e ved is slightly greater for larger manoeuver& . 
Ne verth e less, this effect is small. Almost the full steady-state side 
forc e i s gene1·ated after the vehicle has moved one craft length at 
F = 0. 6 (F ig . 16a), and after 1. 25 craft lengths at F = 1. 0 (Fig. 
I 6b ). 

A favorable side force is developed immediately after this 
sudde n yaw manoe uver, and then increases slowly at first. It may be 
shown that for a small jump in yaw angle, the initially generated 
sid e force is just one half of the final steady-state side force. This 
feature is evident in the curves, particularly for the smaller ma
noeuvers . 
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VI.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

VI. 1.    Present Work 

Turning firstly to the case of Rectilinear Motion in a Tank, 
it is clear that the problem of interference from the side walls during 
accelerated motion in finite depth watur is considerably less than that 
during steady motion.   Model    tests under    uch unsteady conditions 
would be much easier to perform as a tank width equal to four times 
the model beam essentially simulates the laterally unrestricted case. 

With regard to the yawing ACV,  the great dependence of side 
force at super-hump speeds on smoothing was an unexpected result. 
So much so,  that it would be unrealistic to model the pressure under 
the craft with a sharp distribution.   Even assuming practical values 
of   aa = /Ja = 40   (which has a negligible effect on unyawed wave resis- 
tance) reduces the maximum predicted induced side force by almost 
one half.  A study of the expression for the steady-state forces,  Eq. 
(50),   reveals that this difference is due to the high frequency oscilla- 
tions in the integral for   6   just less than     ir/Z   .   The effect is worst 
for a yawed sharp distribution when the oscillations decay very slowly 
and is further emphasized in the integral for side force which con- 
tains a   sin 0   factor,   rather,  than the integral for wave resistance 
which contains a   cos  $   factor.  A particularly large number of sub- 
divisions in the integration is therefore required under these condi- 
tions.   This probably explains the small discrepancies found at small 
non-zero yaw angles and yaw angles just below   90"    ,  when attempt- 
ing to verify the theoretical wave resistance calculated by Murthy 
(1970) and Everest (1969). 

In practice, these high frequency wavelets probably break 
due to excessive theoretical steepness, and other practical effects 
such as cushion air flow. 

The induced side force has nevertheless been found to be 
significant,   being of similar magnitude to the wave resistance.   It 
clearly plays a role in the control of ACVs.   This force has been 
experienced by drivers of air-cushion vehicles,  who usually refer to 
it as "keel effect". 

During a typical manoeuver,  it has been found that the induc- 
ed side force is almost equal to the steady-state value at the same 
instantaneous yaw angle. 
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VI. 2.   Future Work 

It would be interesting to verify some of the above-mention- 
ed theoretical results by experiment.   In particular,   one would like to 
know how accurately the induced side force is predicted - or what the 
equivalent smoothing would be.   Such an experiment would have to 
take into account aerodynamic and momentum side forces as well as 
skirt contact,  which might be significant. 

Numerical work can be extended in various areas.   Further 
test cases,   including the effect of finite depth might be examined. 
Incidentally,   many manoeuvers are carried out in finite depth near 
the terminals.   This aspect is therefore important. 

Possibilities for theoretical work include an investigation 
into the yawing moment acting on the vehicle about the vertical axis. 
Some experiments by Everest indicated that the craft is generally 
stable in yaw. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a half length of craft 

A l/ZF
2 

b half beam of craft 

B width of tank 

c velocity of craft 

d water depth 

F Froude number = c/ V2ga 

depth Froude numbe r = c/ v;:;-
g acceleration due to gravity 

k 

k 
0 

circular wave number ~ 

fundamental wave numb e r 

L length of tank 

2 
= g/ c 

n, m indices for longitudina l and t ransverse wavenumber& in a tank 

p cushion pressure m~c..asu r din the moving reference frame 
xyz 

8 
p cushion pres su r e 

P 
0 

nominal cushion pr 

"lsured in th ~ stationa ry frame ~ yz 

P, Q functions define by Eq. (26 ) or (481 

R wave resistanc • 

Rc wave resistance co fficie nt defined by E'l . (35) 

s distance travelled by craft 

S induced side force, Ol' "\rea OJ. pre& . ; r ~ jis~rib4tion 



s 
c 

t 

w, u 

w 

x,y,z 

Cl 

Fol'ces on an ,., c. V. Ezecuting an Unsteady Motion 

aide force coefficient, analogous to R 
c 

tir.te 

induced longitudinal and transverse wavenumber• 

weight of craft 

coordinate ayatem 'travelling with craft, but not rotating with 
it 

longitudinal cuahion pressure fall-off parameter 

transverse cushion pressure fall-off parameter 

~ gk" tanh (kd) 

t yaw angle of vehicle relative to x axis (aee Eq. (47)) 

r free surface elevation 

8 wave direction with respect to the x 'lXis 

~ longitudir.al coordinate in the stationary reference frame 

p water density 

t1 initial position of model in th e tank 

T dummy time variable 

• velocity potential in the stationary r eference frame, such that 
th e velocity is its positive derivative 

Superscripts 

• variable reffered to axis system moving and rotating with 
craft 

du ;:-.-:my variable 

time differentiation 

• • • 
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LIST OF MGUKRS 

I,      Pressure Distribution Used 

Z.      The   Two Coordinate Systems 

3. Wave Resistance for Different Amounts oJ Smoothing 

(a) Deep Water 
(b) Finite Depth 

4. Wave Resistance for Different Depths 

5. Wave Resistance !or Diiferent Beam to Length Ratios 

6. Unsteady Two-D' Mensional Wave Resistance 
(a) Deep Water 
(b) Finite Depth 

7. Unsteady Three-Dimensional Wave Resistance 
(a) Deep Water 
(b) Finite Depth 

8. Innate System Used to Represent Tank Walls 

9. Wave Resistanc«.  \.n an Endless Tank 
(a) Deep Water 
(b) Finite Depth 

10. Unsteady Wave Resistance for Different Widths of an Endless Tank 
(a) Deep Water, c/g ■ 0.05 
(b) Deep Water, c/g - 0. 1 
(c.l Finite Depth, c/g      0.05 
(d) Finite Depth, c/g - 0. I 

1 1.   Unsteady Wave Resistance for Different Locdtions of Tank Ends 
ir. Finite Depth 
(a) Infinitely Wide Tank 
(b) Two-Dimensional Pressure Ban« 

12. Axis System Fixed to Craft 

13. Wave Resistance in Deep Water while Yawed 
(a) For Different Amounts of Smoothing 
(b) For Different Froudc Numbers 

14. Side Force in Deep Water while Yawed 
(a) For Different Amounts of Smoothing 
(b) For Different Froude Numbers 

15. Unsteady Side Force in Deep Water while Yawing 
(a) F - 0. 6 
(b) F -  1.0 
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16.   Unsteady Side Force in Deep Water After a Step Change in Ya\ 
Angle 
(a) F = 0. 6 
(b) F ^  1. 0 
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DISCUSSION 

Jorgens Strom-Tejsen 

Naval Ship Research and Development Center 
Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

I should like to take the opportunity to ask Dr Doctors a few 
questions about the work he has carried out.   Dr Doctors has shown 
in his paper that by smoothing the pressure distribution some of the 
very pronounced humps and hollows in the resistance curve disappear. 
This is the case in particular at the lower Froude numbers, whereas 
at the higher Froude numbers the last hump seemed to have been af- 
fected very little.  I would like to ask Dr Doctors if he has any similar 
experience when rounding the corners of the surface of a big shift ? 
One would expect that rounding the corner, actually using the right 
angle, a pressure platform would be round the corner,  and in a simi- 
lar way the humps and hollows at the lower Froude numbers would 
disappear. 

This brings me to another question. Actually,  the linearised 
wave resistance theory being used, we can only expect it to be accu- 
rate at the highest Froude numbers,  whereas going down to the lower 
Froude numbers, on the assumptions we make, namely,  that the wave 
slope is low is not valid any longer.  Has it any importance at all,  this 
smoothing or rounding away of the corner ? If this is not so at the 
lower Froude numbers,  the wave resistance theory would not hold at 
all any how. 

We saw some rather interesting figures showing the effect 
when the surface effect shift was at the yaw angle or drift angle.  In 
some cases the side force was negative and in other cases it was po- 
sitive.   This means that in certain cases the surface effect shift would 
heel to one side and in other cases it would heel to the other side.  I 
wonder if Dr Doctors could clarify this sine convention, and give us 
an idea about whether it is heeling away,  or in what way it is heeling, 
relative to the drift angle he has been u&ing. 

Finally,  I would like to indicate that at the Naval Ship Research 
and Development Center we have made some somewhat similar com- 
putations, using pressure distribution,  not smooth but actually using 
a staircase variation so that the pressure distribution is varied from 
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ita full vetlue down to a zero value in a etaircaae faahion rather than 
in a arr.ooth way . \" e found, in the aame way a a in Dr Doctor a" caae, 
a certain effect at lower Froude numbera and very little effect at 
hiaher Froude numbera . Aaain, it appeared that it ia only in the caae 
of uaina a very larae amoothing area that it had any real effect. I 
wonder if Dr Doctora could comment on what the alpha and beta really 
mean in phyaical terma ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Lawrence J. Doctora 
UnilJel'sity of New South WaZes 

Sydney~ Austl'aZia 

I thank Dr. Strom-Tejaen for hia queationa. In anawer to the 
firat queation regarding the ahape of the planform, I have not made 
numerical atudiea of thia parameter myaelf. Other workera, mention
ed in the paper, have atudied aha pes which include elliptical and 
triangular onea. At high Froude numbera (i. e. in the region of the 
hump apeed, and above), amoothing of the planform ahape baa a aimi
lar effect to decreaaing the rate of preaaure fall-off at the edaea. 
That ia, the wave reaiatance ia reduced a little. Theae two type• of 
amoothing have, however, different effecta at low Froude numbera. 

For example, the aharp-edged rectanaular diatribution baa a 
wave reaiatance coefficient which oacillatea between 0 and 2 at 
aaymptotically low apeeda, while the amooth rectanaular diatribution 
baa a reaiatance which approachea zero (aee Fia. 3). On the other 
hand, the wave reaiatance coefficient of a aharp-eqed circular area 
appeara to have a behaviour aomewhat intermediate to theae two 
(aee Barratt (19~5)). 

With regard to the aecond queation, the limitation to the ap
plicatian of the linear theory ia baaically the alope of the wavea ae
nerated by the preaaure diatribution. Thua, for typical ACV'a, only 
the main or aecondary hump have been realiaed in practice. On the 
otJ:ler hand, by uaing modela with a amaller nominal preaaure (more 
preciaely : p

0
/pga), more low apeed hump• and hollow• may be 

meaaured. My theaia auperviaor at the Univeraity of Michiaan, 
Dr. S.D. Sharma, initially auaaeated the method of amoothina in the 
manner deacribed. We found that amoothina in the tranaverae direc-
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tion has very little effect,  and that smoothing in the longitudinal di- 
rection,   simulated by   a a = 5,    gave reasonable agreement with ex- 
perimental results.   Sinci' this value of   «a   does not produce an ex- 
cessively steep wave system (for the usual range of   p0/pga),  linear 
theory would be valid in this case.  On the other hand,  actual measure- 
ments of the pressure drop-off indicate that oa - 40   (i. e.   eight times 
as smooth)  would be more realistic.   Thus,   we found that nonlinearity 
and viscous action was the main cause of the discrepancy at low speeds. 
However,  we pursued the use of such large amounts of smoothing, 
since it gave us an adequate model at low speeds,  and allowed us to 
compute the unsteady wave resistance of an ACV   starting from rest. 

Finally,  with regard to the sign convention during yaw motion; 
side force on the craft and yaw to starboard were considered positive. 
In most cases the side force had the same sign as the yaw angle, 
indicating that this effect favourably aids the turn.   In a couple of in- 
stances at low speeds,  principally subhump speeds,  the opposite was 
true. 
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A LINEARIZED POTENTIAL FLOW THEORY FOR THE 
MOTIONS OF AMPHIBIOUS AND NON AMPHIBIOUS 

AIR CUSHION VEHICLES IN A SEAWAY 

Dr.   T.K. S.  Murthy 
Portsmouth Potyteahnia 

Portsmouth,  U.K. 

ABSTRACT 

The problem of the motions in a seaway of an ACV 
supported by an air cushion which is bounded by 
flexible extensions at the front and the rear and 
by rigid hulls immersed in the water along the 
si es is first formulated in the most general sen- 
se just to show how impossible it is to obtain a 
solution without some form of acceptable lineari- 
zation. Four perturbation parameters are there- 
fore selected relating to the cushion pressure, the 
width of the side hulls, the amplitude of the oscil - 
lations and the slope of the incident waves. The 
velocity potential for the motion of the side hulls 
is derived in the form of an integral representa - 
tion, but it has been found possible to derive on- 
ly an integral equation for the potential due to the 
motion of the air cushion. This could, however, 
be reduced to an integral representation under 
certain additional assumptions, such as that the 
side  hulls  are   slender 

The steady motion and forced oscillation of the 
ACV in calm water are first discussed. The ex- 
pressions for the forces and moment show clear- 
ly the separate effects of the air cushion and the 
side hulls together with the interaction between 
the two which may enable the optimization of the 
overall configuration to be made. An investigation 
of the free oscillation in regular waves yielde 
expressions  for  the   response  functions which  may 
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be used to obtain an estimate of the motions of 
the ACV in irregular seas within the limits of the 
theory  of linear   superposition. 

I - INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY. 

The purpose of this study is to develop ultimately a compre- 
hensive hydrodynamic theory for the general motion of an Air Cushion 
Vehicle (denoted,   in short,   by ACV and alternatively referred to as 
hovercraft) in an arbitrary seaway.   This general non-linear problem 
will be formulated presently and,  as may be expected,   it will soon 
become apparent that the solution will have to be carried through in 
various successive stages,  with some form of acceptable lineariza- 
tion adopted at each stage in o.-der to render the mathematical solu- 
tion tractable and to keep the algebraic work within reasonable bounds. 
Practical results can,   however,  be obtained from calculations based 
on the lower order theory wiiich can be relatively simple and a com- 
parison can then be made with the results of full-scale trials and 
model test data so that any differences pointing perhaps to a deficien- 
cy in the theory may possibly be reconciled by invoking the higher 
order theory. 

In a previous work (1970) the author^   has considered the 
case of an "ideal"hovercraft as a starting point for the larger study. 
This amphibious craft is completely separated from the water surfa- 
ce during its motions and oscillations and was assumed to be travell- 
ing under a constant longitudinal thrust at a uniform speed in a uni- 
directional seaway composed of regular waves with their long crests 
normal to the direction of motion. Although the hovercraft was assum- 
ed to be clear of the water surface,  practical expressions for the wa- 
ve resistance and side force in longitudinal and drifting motion over 
calm water,  the restoring forces and moments due to forced oscilla- 
tion over calm water and the response functions for free oscillation 
in a regular seaway have been derived.   The effects of the compart- 
mentation of the cushion and the overall cushion stiffness on the mo- 
tion have also been presented.   The mean increased resistance over 
waves and the added mass and damping of water can also be calculat- 
ed.   In order to keep the algebra simple, the hovercraft was assumed 
to undergo coplanar motion in the longitudinal plane with freedom in 
pitch,  heave and surge only. 

This restriction of the motion to a plane,  although not a strict 
requirement of the linearized theory,  was considered as the only ty- 
pe of motion which was likely when the craft was operating for a long 
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time (long enough for the transients to have died away) in a regular 
seaway with a uniform speed in a direction normal to the wave crests 
and also capable of showing the essential features of a more general 
type of motion.   The extension of the theory to longitudinal or drifting 
motion in a direction oblique to the regular seaway with six degrees 
of freedom is straightforward and no major revision of the theory is 
required as the beam/length ratio of present day hovercraft is of the 
order of unity and the disturbance of the water surface due to the mo- 
tion of the craft in the longitudinal or beamwise direction may be 
considered to be of similar order providing that no water contact takes 
place.   The situation therefore is quite different from the case of con- 
ventional displacement vessels.   Also,   the extension of tl f  theory to 
motion in an arbitrary course such as that during manoeuvering,   to 
accelerated motion in starting from rest and to motion in shallow and 
restricted off-shore coastal waters can all be undertaken with suita- 
ble modification of the results.   The prediction of the motion in an 
irregular,  multi-directional,   seaway can also be made by the method 
of spectral analysis on the basis of the theory of linear superposition. 

The amphibious hovercraft free from water contact may be 
considered as a special case of a more general type of ACV which we 
take up as the subject of our present study.   The ACV is now assumed 
to be borne on air cushion contained by peripheral skirts at the bow 
and the stern and by the side hulls which extend below the hard struc- 
ture along the sides of the craft and which remain permanently im- 
mersed in the water during the motion and oscillations of the craft 
(see fig.   1). 

It is however,  assumed that the flexible (.x.ensions do not 
contact the water surface during the motions and oscillations of the 
ACV,   but an extension of the present theory to take into account skirt 
contact is straightforward if it is assumed that the flexible extensions 
are rigid enough to retain their shape when contacting the water.   A 
later extension would be to cover the case of compliance to the pres- 
sure of the water. 

It is assumed that the air cushion is bounded by thin  hulls 
along the sides and the air jets (or plenum air escape) at the front 
and the rear.   The theory can also be suitably revised to cover the 
case of hullc (or skegs) which are located inboard of the lateral boun- 
dary,   the whole air cushion then being enclosed within peripheral 
skirts.   This configuration is sometimes adopted when water propul- 
sion is used.   The side hulls are assumed to be "thin" with different 
"semi-widths" on either side.  A vertical plane is sometimes used on 
the inboard side of the hulls because of the relative simplicity in 
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production,  but we have covered the possibility of having different 
off-sets on the two hull surfaces on either side of a longitudinal plane. 
We are, however, assuming that the surfaces on the outer sides of the 
two hulls and those on the inner sides are respectively of the same 
shape in order to have lateral symmetry very essential to the motion 
in a straight line we shall be considering. 

The ACV is considered as a freely hovering (but partially 
float' :g) rigid body in motion under the action of given external forces 
(such as those due to wind,   propeller thrust,  etc. ) together with the 
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces arising out of the "ground effect" 
of the air cushion in depressing the water surface and from the immers- 
ed part of the side hulls.   The equations of motion for the most general 
type of motion in six degrees of freedom will include in addition to the 
external forces and the forces due to ground effect,  some types of 
internal forces peculiar to ACVs,   such as momentum drag, forces 
arising from the uneven escape of momentum due to the leakage of the 
air cushion through the air curtain at the front and the rear and,  pos- 
sibly,  even through the troughs of the induced waves which may make 
part of the side hulls run dry unless the hulls are of suitable draught. 
There is also the pneumatic effect of the "wave pumping" of the air 
in the cushion due to the passage through progressive waves.   We shall 
assume,  however,  that the only force which enables the uniform 
translation of the ACV is the longitudinal thrust,  leaving due account 
to be taken of all the other factors when the occasion arises. 

In the earlier study,   the hovercraft was replaced by its equi- 
valent mathematical model,   namely a "travelling pressure disturban- 
ce" with a basic "hull form" for the craft dictated by the planform of 
the air cushion and the two-dimensional distribution of pressure on 
the water surface consituting the lower boundary of the cushion.  All 
the results were derived on this basis and without enquiring into the 
actual mechanism employed for the generation and retention of the air 
cushion,  i. e.  whether a peripheral jet system or plenum chamber 
with or without compartmentation was used.   This model will be retain- 
ed for tiie present study with a separate examination of the effect of 
the side hulls and the possible interaction between the two. 

It may be taken for granted that hull design has arrived at a 
stage of perfection due to the efforts of naval architects over the cen- 
turi-.s,  but a basic requirement for developing the hydrodynamic theo- 
ry of the motions of the composite ACV,  i. e.  with the air cushion 
enclosed along the sides by the hulls is a knowledge of the hull form of 
the air cushion which plays usually the major role in supporting the 
ACV above the water with a small contribution from the buoyancy of 
the side hulls.   It JS commonly assumed ior want of a more precise 
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knowledge that the pressure in the cushion at all points is uniform 
and that the pressure on the water surface is also uniform and of the 
same value.   This kind of stepped cushion with an abrupt drop between 
the pressure within the cushion and the ambient pressure outside will 
have a hull in the form of a right cylinder with vertical sides and,  in 
our case will resemble a rectangular box.  It is obvious that this type 
of hull will be totally unsuitable for a fast planing  type  of displace- 
ment vessel.   It will appear during the course of this study that the 
mathematical work is considerably simplified if it can be assumed 
that the pressure is diffused continuously from a maximum value at 
the centre in such a manner that it becomes zero at the boundary and, 
preferably, with a zero gradient in the direction of motion. The pur- 
pose will be equally served if the pressure is uniform in the main 
part of the cushion and diffused over an annular region close to the 
boundary.   It is interesting to note that this type of diffusion of pres- 
sure selected with the object of mathematical expediency in obtaining 
an easier solution of the problem on hand gives a hull shape for the 
air cushion with anaesthetic appeal and with a reasonable dead rise 
and flare at the bow and at the stern which may be considered by the 
naval architect   as very acceptable  for  planing  motions in the dis- 
placement mode. 

The actual mechanism by which the above pressure distribu- 
tion may be generated in the case of practical ACVs considered as 
hardware is merely an engineering matter,  although in the present 
state of the art not much progress has been made in this direction, 
presumably because no investigation as so far been made as to the 
direction in which to proceed or, wether it is necessary to proceed 
in any direction at all towards perfecting a "tailor made" cushion. 
This could probably be achieved by suitable compartmentation of the 
cushion and by introducing auxiliary flows in the (supposedly) quies- 
cent air in the cushion.  It is only a question of accentuating the en- 
trainment of air and trapped vertices known to exist in the vicinity of 
the boundary. Assuming that such a manipulation of the pressure 
distribution is feasible (and there is no reason to doubt this), we are 
indeed in a fortunate position with hovercraft for without altering the 
deck space,  it seems possible to give the ACV an arbitrary cushion 
hull shape by a simple manipulation of cushion aerodynamics. 

The analytical methods used in this study are essentially those 
first used in the classic work of Peters and Stoker \2)  and later fol- 
lowed by Newman vvv/ ,  Joosen   ''/  and others.  These works con- 
stitute a rational approach to the unsteady motion of ships,  but a solu- 
tion has so far been obtained only for thin ships and slender ships. 
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Peters and Stoker   w   have indeed considered a flat planing type of 
hull and a yacht type of hull which is a combination of a thin vertical 
hull and a thin horizontal hull.  However,   the utmost that has been 
achieved in tl ese cases is the derivation of integral equations for the 
potential wit'r singularities at the edges of the hull.   No method of solu- 
tion of the singular integral equations,   or even the possibility of a 
solution had been indicated,  as the equations contain singular kernels 
and are therefore not of the classic Fredholm type. 

In the case of an amphibious hovercraft,   however, we had 
managed to derive an explicit integral representation for the poten- 
tial in the form of a source singularity distribution over the free sur- 
face directly below the cushion opening together with a distribution 
of line sources and line doublets along the boundary of this region. 
This happy position had come about because the two boundary condi- 
tions for this boundary value problem for amphibious hovercraft free 
from water contact were of identical nature,  both relating to the pres- 
sure on the free surface,  and therefore constituting a Dirichlet pro- 
blem.   In the case of bodies floating on the water surface there is a 
pressure condition on the free surface not occupied by the floating 
body,  namely that the pressure is constant (taken as zero for conve- 
nience) and a velocity condition on the immersed part of the hull,  na- 
mely that the normal velocity of the hull and of the contiguous water 
particles are equal.  In other words,   the flow is tangential to the hull 
when boundary layer effects are ignored.   There are,  of course,  the 
usual conditions at infinity and at the ocean bottom.   This is therefore 
a Neumann problem. 

In the case of the ACV we are now considering,  having an air 
cushion of the type previously studied but with the addition of a pair 
of parallel side hulls of arbitrary immersion,   the boundary conditions 
are of a mixed nature.  The two pressure conditions for a freely hover- 
ing  air  cushion  are still present together with the normal velocity 
condition for floating bodies just discussed.   It will be seen presently 
that an explicit integral representation for the potential due to the 
hulls is possible on the assumption that they are "thin" (a c<vnmon 
and necessary assumption in the theory of ship motions) an'   with a 
sufficiently large separation so that the effects of mutual interference 
may be ignored.   However,  it has been founo possible only to derive an 
integral equation for the potential due to the air cushion with the ker- 
nel containing the "jumps" in the potential across the boundary.  Al- 
though the presence of the air cushion does not appear to affect the 
potential for the motion and oscillations of the side hulls in calm wa- 
ter,   the influence of the side hulls on the potential of the air cushion 
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cannot be ignored by simply setting the parameter representing the 
width of the hulls equal to zero,  for although the wave-making effects 
of the hulls are thereby eliminated,   they nevertheless provide a ver- 
tical barrier for the fluid flow.  However,  on the assumption that the 
immersion of the side hulls is of a small order (say,  of the same 
order as their width) the integral over the longitudinal planes of the 
hulls can be ignored and if the cushion pressure is also assumed to 
be diffused in such a manner that it is zero at the front and rear of 
the cushion where air leakage occurs,  it is possible to obtain a simple 
integral representation for the potential.  This procedure enables 
practical results to be derived pending a rigorous solution of the in- 
tegral equation. 

The problem is first formulated in the most general terms in 
Section 2,  just to show how impossible it is to obtain a general solu- 
tion.   If the problem is difficult to solve in the case of displacement 
ships,  it will certainly be more so in the case of ACVs,  where the 
laws of cushion aerodynamics ■ e,'iting to ground effect enter with an 
extremely complicated relationship between the pressure distribution 
and the relative distance between a point on the hemline of the flexi- 
ble skirts at the bow and stern and the elevation of the water surface 
directly below. 

It is therefore clear that the problem has to be linearized in 
a suitable manner if its solution is to be rendered mathematically 
tractable.   The usual method of solution in problems of this nature 
is the assumption of a basic slenderness parameter representing geo- 
metrical restrictions on the body.  Thus,  for example,  in "thin ship" 
theory,  the slenderness parameter is the beam/length ratio which is 
assumed to tend to zero.  Similarly,  in "flat ship" theory it is the 
draught/length ratio and in "slender body" theory both the beam and 
the draught are assumed to be small compared with the length.   These 
restrictions are necessary for the validity of the linearized theory 
which assumes that the ship reduces to a thin vertical or horizontal 
disc or a thin straight line and that it can then have a translatory mo- 
tion with finite velocity parallel to the plane of the disc or along the 
longitudinal axis without creating waves of finite amplitude.  The squa- 
res of the perturbation velocities of the water particles can then be 
neglected and the problem becomes linear.  This tnen is the objective, 
namely,  that the wave making of the vessel in steady motion shall be 
negligible.   In the case of an amphibious ACV,   it would appear that 
the geometrical dimensions are not directly relevant to the problem 
so long as the craft is not immersed in the water.  It is the cushion 
pressure,  i. e.   the total weight of the craft divided by the cushion 
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area which determines the wave making at any particular speed. A 
large planform area is therefore desirable (for a given weight) and 
as the popular value for beam/length ratio of present-day hovercraft 
is about 2/3,  it appears that the geometrical dimensions are to be 
unrestricted for hovercraft in order so that the theory may be success- 
fully applied. 

In the case of a rigid sidewall ACV,   the total weight of the 
craft is usually supported mainly by the air cushion with a smaller 
contribution of the order of 10% from the buoyancy of the immersed 
side hulls.   We shall select   6   as the small parameter representing 
the thin width of the side hulls and    ß   to denote the smallness of the 
cushion pressure.  We shall not make any a priori assumptions as to 
the fractional weights supported by the air cushion and by the hulls so 
that we shall not stipulate the relative orders of magnitude of  b   and 
ß    . As stated above,  the smallness of   ß   is ensured by having a 

large length and a large beam for the cushion and as the latter implies 
a wide separation for the hulls the  effects of mutual interference bet- 
ween the two hulls may be considered negligible.   The solution of the 
problem therefore becomes easier. At a later stage we may have to 
stipulate that the draught of the hulls should also be small (thus, in 
effect,  treating them as slender hulls) so that an integral representa- 
tion for the cushion potential may be derived from the integral equa- 
tion.  This stipulation makes the buoyancy contribution from the side 
hulls to the support of the ACV of a smaller order than the "cushion 
lift" and is probably in keeping with present-day practice. 

The other two parameters selected are those indicating the 
smallness of the oscillations of the ACV and the small slope of the 
incident wave.   Having selected these perturbation parameters!,  the 
procedure would be to expand all the physical variables relating to 
the motion of the fluid,  the boundary conditions and the motion of 
the ACV in terms of these parameters.  Perturbation expansions are 
thus obtained in the form of a series comprising powers of the pertur- 
bation parameters and when terms of the same order are collected 
together,   the result is a sequence of linear boundary-value problems 
which are,  in the general case,  more readily solved because the 
boundary conditions can then be imposed on fixed domains.  Thus, for 
example,   the free surface boundary conditions can be satisfied on the 
known plane z = 0 instead of the unknown surface a = f   . 

On the basis of the equations of motion developed in Appendix 
III of Reference 1,  expressions for the forces and moments are deri- 
ved in Section 5 in the form of surface integrals over the steady posi- 
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tion of the lower boundary of the cushion on the undisturbed water 
surface and over the steady position of the longitudinal planes of the 
hulls below the load water plane. Some of the expressions also inclu- 
de a line integral along the load waterline of the hulls.  These expres- 
sions may appear very complicated,   but they could be progressively 
simplified when the air cushion has longitudinal symmetry (as well 
as lateral symmetry,  which is implied throughout this analysis) and 
when the cushion pressure is taken to be strictly uniform throughout 
the cushion (as is commonly assumed) or when the pressure is diffu- 
sed to zero at the boundaries along the front and the rear and parti- 
cularly for a rectangular cushion.  The surface integrals over the 
hull can be expressed in closed form when the hulls are mathemati- 
cally defined and,  particularly, when they are "polynomial simple 
ships".   However, with the advent of present-day high speed compu- 
ters the solution from a general table of off-sets need not present 
any serious problems. 

The steady motion of an ACV in calm water is discussed in 
Section 6. Expressions have been derived for the sinkage and trim, 
for the wave resistance in longitudinal motion and for the side force 
on a drifting amphibious ACV.  As may be expected,  the expression 
for the wave resistance combines with exact agreement the well-known 
Michell integral for the wave resistance of a thin ship and the result 
for a surface pressure distribution given by Havelock ^,  In addition 
we have derived for the first time two additional terms denoting res- 
pectively the interference of the air cushion on the side hull,  and that 
of the side hulls on the air cushion. 

The above expressions involve the steady potential for motion 
in calm water derived in Appendix V.   The potential for the motion of 
the side hulls is given in the form of an integral representation, but 
the potential of the air cushion is given by an integral equation in the 
form of a source distribution on the free surface of water directly 
below the cushion opening in its steady position and a distribution of 
line sources and line doublets oriented longitudinally along the boun- 
daries at the front and the rear of strength equal respectively to the 
"jump" in the velocity and "jump" in the potential itself across the 
boundaries.   The line distribution may however be ignored in the case 
of a diffused cushion.  We have also,   in addition,  a distribution of 
doublets oriented laterally along the longitudinal planes of the two side 
hulls  with   strength   equal to the "jump" in the potential across the 
planes.   Pending a rigorous solution the resulting integral equation 
(if possible at all),  the surface integral over the longitudinal planes 
may be ignored if the immersion of the hulls is considered to be small 
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for then the integral will be of a higher order.   The expression for 
the interference potential,  namely,   the potential representing the 
interference between the air cushion and the side hulls have not been 
derived here, as it is only required in the higher order theory,  but 
r. brief sketch of the method of its solution is indicated in Appendix V. 

The restoring forces and moment acting on ACV which is forced 
to oscillate in calm water are discussed in Section 7.  In the lowest 
order- they contain inertial and hydrostatic terms only as the dynamic 
pressure of the water represented by the steady and unsteady poten- 
tials enter only in the higher order.   The expression for the higher 
order forces and moment could be used for the calculation of the 
mean increased wave resistance due to the oscillations and the added 
mass and damping of water by the appropriate combination of the real 
and imaginary parts of the oscillatory potentials with those of the 
oscillatory displacements. 

The free oscillation of an ACV moving with uniform speed in- 
to a regular train of sinusoidal waves is discussed in Section 8.   The 
lowest order exciting forces and moment are again of a hydrostatic 
nature.   The pitch and heave response functions can be obtained from 
the expressions presented in this section so that a statistical predic- 
tion of the performance of the craft in an irregular seaway can be ma- 
de if it can be assumed that the behaviour of the craft is linear in 
small waves.  There appears to be no positive experimental evidence 
in this respect at the moment. 

The accelerations in surge, heave and pitch which can be cal- 
culated from the expressions derived in Section 8 will combine toge- 
ther in different forms at various locations in the craft and dictate 
the level of passenger comfort at that point during a ride in a seaway. 
The optimization of the shape of the side hulls could be carried out 
by well established methods,  but it would be interesting to ascertain 
the effect of different shapes for the cushion hull on the motions and 
accelerations. 

The potentials representing the disturbance of the incident 
waves by the side hulls (the diffracted wave) and the corresponding 
potential representing disturbance by the air cushion have not been 
derived here.   These potentials enter only in the higher order forces 
and moment,  but they will have to be derived if the added mass and 
damping of water,  the mean increased resistance in waves and other 
similar quantities are to be calculated. 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVe in a Seamy 

The neglect of these potentials here is tantamount to invoking 
the classic Froude - Kriloff hypothesis,  namely that the waves affect 
the ACV,  but that the ACV does not affect the waves.  Sufficient infor- 
mation regarding the motion of the ACV can,   however,  be gathered 
by studying the lowest order forces. 

The theory presented here is concerned solely with the hydro- 
dynamic contribution to the motions of the ACV which is translating 
in a straight line with a uniform speed V under the action of a cons- 
tant thrust T.   Other internal and external forces could also be taken 
into account with a suitable modification of the results.  A typical 
quantity for inclusion will be the pneumatic effect of the wave-pumping 
of the air cushion by the progressive waves. 

This theory must also be used with caution in dealing with the 
actual motion of ACVs over water.  In order to satisfy the assumptions 
made in linearizing the problem,  the results can be only applied when 
the cushion pressure is low and the side hulls thin.   Extrapolation of 
these results with the object of predicting the motions in an irregular 
seaway has also to be done with care since there is no positive expe- 
rimental evidence to show that ACV motions are not non-linear. 

Although the expressions for the potentials and the forces and 
moment derived here appear to be extremely complicated,  their solu- 
tion by numerical methods with the use of present-day high speed di- 
gital computers need not present any serious problems.   It is very 
likely that the new technique provided by the Finite Element Method 
(FEM) may prove to be a very useful and powerful tool in this respect 
and particularly for the solution of the singular i^egral equations. 
This is being investigated. 

II.    GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

We start with the consideration of the general case of an ACV 
moving on the surface of water at a mean speed V in its course,  which 
is defined as the vertical projection of the path of the centre of gravi- 
ty of the craft on the undisturbed surface of water.   We may also assu- 
me that the ACV has a small angular velocity   <*>   about a vertical axis. 

II.  1    Co-ordinate Systems 

Three rectangular co-ordinate systems are employed.   The 
first is a fixed system,  or inertial frame of reference (X, Y, Z), with 
the X, Y- plane in the horizontal position of equilibrium of the undis- 
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turbed free surface of water and the Z-axis taken vertically down- 
wards.   The second is a moving co-ordinate system (x, y, z) with the 
x.y-plane coinciding with the X, Y-plane,  i. e.  also lying in the un- 
disturbed free surface and the x-axie having the instantaneous direc- 
tion of the horizontal component of the velocity of the C. G.   The x-axis 
is therefore along the tangent to the course of the craft.   The z-axis 
is taken positive downwards and contains the C. G.   (on the negative 
side,  in  the case of ACVs ).    As we have assumed that the ACV 
has an angular velocity in the horizontal plane,  the x-axis will be 
continually rotating away from the X-axis (see figureZ). 

A third co-ordinate system fixed in the ACV and moving with 
it will be introduced in the next section. 

The following equations for the transformation of co-ordinates 
from the (X, Y, Z) system to the (x, y, z) system and vice versa are 
easily derived : 

X = X     + xcos a y sin a x = (X - X,,) cosa     + (Y - Y J sina 
G G 

Y = Y     + xsino   + ycos a y = (Y - YG) cosa     - (X - XG) sina 

Z = z (1-1) 

where   X,      and y&      are the co-ordinates of the C. G.   in the fixed 
system and a is the angle by which the x-axis has rotated from the 
X-axis at any instant. 

i. e. a   = 

II.  2 Laplace's Equation 

/ u)( T ) dr (1-2) 

The water is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible. It 
is also assumed to be incapable of sustaining surface tension so that 
the pressure of the water particles on the free surface may be equa- 
ted directly to the air pressure thereon.  There exists therefore a 
velocity potential for the motion of the water    $(X, Y, Z:t) satisfying 
Laplace's equation 

V    $ =   $. 
XX $ YY $ ZZ 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVs in a Seaway 

in the domain occupied by water, i.e.  for all Z > 0 in the case of 
deep water of infinite extent or in the domain 

d (X, Y) > Z   > 0 

in the case of shallow water of infinite extent. 

In the moving co-ordinate system the velocity potential may 
be written 

$(X, Y, Z : t) = $(XG + xcos a- ysin a,   Y   + ^sina + ycos a ,  z;t) 

- <t>(xf y, z;t),  say. 

It is then easy to derive from (1-1) the following equations for the 
transformation of various derivatives between the two systems : 

2 7 
<J)   = <t>     cos a - <t>    sina ,   0„v= 1»    cos   a - 2<t>     sin   cosa+<t>     sin a 
Ax y XX      xx xy yy 

2 7 
<b   =4)    sina + «t    cos a ,    $      = <t>    sin a   + 2<t>     sina cosa + <t>     cos a 

v       x v vv      xx xv w •y      x yy      xx xy yy 

^=*z VZZ        zz 

so that 

and 

[v$ (X.Y. Z:t)]
2 = [v*{x,y.a;t)]' 

V2 $(X,y,Z;t)   =  V2 ♦(x,yIz;t) 

(1-3) 

(1-4) 

(1-5) 

It follows that   <I)  is a harmonic function in the   (x, y, z)    system in 
the same way as   $   is un the   (X, Y, Z)   system. 

II.  3   Bernoulli's Equation 

The compressibility of water may be ignored even at the high 
speeds attained by ACVs at present und we may write Bernoulli's 
law as 
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— -   gZ +— [^$ ]      +4'    =   constant (1-6) 

where the constant on the right-hand side is independent of the space 
variables and, as is usually done, may be set equal to zero, it being 
understood that   $    is suitably adjusted. 

Now,   0 t can be expressed in a manner similar to the other 
derivatives in (1-3) as 

<fir(tfy-V)<J>        -u(X<|>       +* 
t x y t (1-7) 

where the speed V of the ACV in its course is an arbitrary function 
of the time for accelerating motion. 

The relation between the pressure   p (x, y, z;t) and the velocity 
potential  <t>(x, y, z;t)   may therefore be written 

— -   gz   + -T (v*)2 + (wy - V(t)) *    - uix ♦   + *   =  0     (1-8) p 6 x y        t 

II. 4   Conditions on Boundary Surfaces 

If   F(X, Y, Z : t)    =       f (x.y.zU)   =   0 

is a boundary surface, which may be fixed or moving,  the kinematic 
condition on such a surface is 

— =d)    F    +Ö    F    +<5F    +F    =0 
dt VX    X     VY    Y     *Z    Z        t 

Using the relations (1-3) and (1-7) the corresponding condition in the 
(x, y, z) system becomes 

4>    f    +*   f    +*    f   + (wy - V) f    -wxf    +f    =   0 (t-9) 
xxyyzz ' x yt 

The free surface of water given by the equation 

z   -   f(x,y;t)   =   0 

is a boundary surface, fluctuating with respect to time,  and the kine- 
matic condition on this surface may therefore be written 

*    f     + t    f    + <I>   f     + (wy - V) f_ -cox  f    +   f   = 0     (1-10) xxyyzz x y t 
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to be satisfied for z =   f .   This condition applies both to the external 
free surface (EFS) and the internal free surface (IFS) defined and 
discussed in the Introduction. 

The dynamic conditions on the free surface z = f are obtained 
from (2-8) by setting p = U for the EFS and p = p (x, y), the surface 
pressure applied by the air cushion on the IFJ.   respectively. 

The kinematic condition (1-9) is also applicable to the instant- 
aneous  position of the moving (and oscillating) side hulls of the ACV 
and to the lower edges of the flexible extensions immersed below the 
surface of water. 

II,   5   The General Non-Linear Problem 

The strict formulation of a very general type of ACV problem 
would be on the following lines,  A rigid body in the form of an ACV is 
supported above the water surface partly by the air cushion (contain- 
ing air at a pressure higher than atmospheric) and partly by the 
buoyancy c' the immersed part of the side hulls.  In the position of 
"static hovering",  i. e,  at zero speed ahead,  the steady pressure ap- 
plied by the air cushion to the IFS may be assumed to have a distribu- 
tion of the form 

P8   =   pjx.y) 

over a region S   of the water surface which is the vertical projection 
of the cushion opening on the water surface.  This region is therefore 
bounded by the inner sides of the side hulls and the curves representing 
the vertical projection of the hemline of the skirts at the bow and at 
the stern.  The "cushion hull form" is thus determined by the plrin 
form of S   and the pressure distribution thereon.   It may be assumed 
as an approximation that the latter is unaltered during steady forward 
motion in the horizontal plane.   However,  the water surface will now 
be disturbed due to the generation of surface waves by the air cushion 
and by immersed side hulls (with perhaps a complicated kind of cou- 
pling between tne two as will be shown later).  The steady disturbance 
will travel with the same speed as the ACV but will cause a steady 
variation of the shape of the IFS i. e.   of the cushion hull form.  If the 
ACV now performs oscillations during steady translation,  which may 
be forced oscillations in calm water or wave excited oscillations in a 
seaway,  the pressure distribution on the water surface will no longer 
be steady or of the basic form.   This is because the region S over 
which the pressure is apllicd is now a fluctuating domain,  as it is the 
instantaneous position of the vertical projection of the cushion opening 
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on the water surface and its shape and location in space will be there- 
fore dependent on the oscillations of the craft in all modes expect, 
perhaps,  in heave.   The actual pressure distribution during oscilla- 
tions will also be different from the basic distribution on account of 
the cushion and peripheral jet (or plenum chamber) characteristics 
peculiar to hovercraft which dictate the pressure in the cushion in 
terms of the local clearance between any point of the periphery and 
the elevation of the water surface directly below it.   In our case,  the 
pressure variations will be initiated in annular regions adjacent to 
the bow and stern skirts,   but the perturbation pressures will no 
doubt be transmitted to the interior due to induced flows and entrain- 
ment of external air with the result that the distribution over the enti- 
re region may be substantially altered. 

The basic problem is essentially that of determining the velo- 
city potential «t» (x,y,z;t)   as a harmonic function satisfying Laplace's 
equation in the domain   z>f(x,y;t)   for all time   t   >  0   when the ini- 
tial position and velocity of the ACV and of the water particles are 
prescribed at time   t = 0   .   A singularity has to be accepted for the 
solution of 4>   at the boundary of the region   S   if the applied pressure 
is discontinuous there,   i. e.   if the pressure is different from atmos- 
pheric.   The velocity potential can be used to calculate the elevation 
and slope of the IFS on which the pressure is applied by the air cushion. 
The forces and moments on the ACV considered as a rigid body are 
in part due to the action of the applied pressure on the IFS which is 
the cushion hull and can tnereiore be determined ir. terms of the ap- 
plied pressure and the slope of the disturbed water surface.   It is 
appreciated that in common with other surface wave problems the 
elevation and slope at individual points of the region   S   cannot be de- 
terminfd accurately from the potential due to interference effects 
although thp evaluation will be corrected at some distance away from 
thi- pressure field.   However,  we only require the total integral effect 
of the applied pressure and for this purpose the potential can be used 
to obtain practical results. 

The other contribution to the forces and moments on the ACV 
arises from the action of the pressure of the water particles acting 
on the instantaneous position of the immersed portion of the side 
hulls.   The boundary conditions dictate that the relative velocity of the 
water particles at each point in a direction normal to the instantane- 
ous posu.on of the oscillating side hulls is zero.   The pressure on the 
free surface is also prescribed as zero.  But both the immersed hulls 
and the free surface of water are moving boundaries of the domain in 
which the velocity potential is to be determined. A coupling between the 
motion of the side hulls and that of the water therefore exists.  As 
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stated above,  this coupling between the motion of the ACV and that 
of the water introduces an additional complication in the case of the 
air cushion due to the laws of cushion aerodynamics. 
Also,  the IFS is a moving boundary on which the potential is to be 
determined. 

below 
This complicated situation is illustrated in the block diagram 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVa in a Seaway 

It is clear from the above that the situation in respect of the 
ACV leads to a very complicated non-linear problem.  The position 
of the free surface is not known a priori and the velocity potential 
has therefore to be determined in a fluctuating and unknown domain. 
The boundary conditions are of a mixed type.  These relating to the 
air cushion are stipulated in terms of pressure and those relating to 
the side hulls in terms of velocity. Appropriate boundary conditions 
at infinity may be imposed from physical considerations in order to 
obtain a unique solution of the problem, but it is doubtful whether 
this general non-linear problem will be mathematically tractable. It 
will be observed that the motions of the ACV are not given in advance 
(except in the case of forced oscillations  of a pre-determined kind), 
but are unknown functions of the time to be determined as part of the 
solution.  The motions vary the pressure distribution on the IFS and 
therefore dictate the appropriate elevation slope of the water surface 
which together with the pressure distribution determine the forces 
and moments on the ACV due to the air cushion.  Similarly,  the mo- 
tions vary the wetted surface of the side hulls and the pressure of 
the water particles both of which determine the forces and moments 
due to the side hulls.  This highly non-linear problem has therefore 
to be linearized in a suitable manner if a practical solution is to be 
achieved and this we shall endeavour to do in the next section. 

III.    THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 

As the general non-linear problem has been shown to be highly 
complicated, we shall not attempt the   solution of the single boundary 
value problem, but consider instead a sequence of linear boundary- 
value problems which result   when all the relevant physical variables 
relating to the motions of the ACV and of the water are expanded in 
terms of say, four small perturbation parameters,  S   , ß   , a   and 

t  , describing respectively the orders of magnitude of the width of 
the side hulls,  the cushion pressure,  the amplitude of the unsteady 
motions and the slope of the incident waves in the regular seaway. 
The reasons for the choice of these parameters are explained in the 
Introduction. 

The solution of the sequence of linear boundary-value pro- 
blems is relatively simple and all relevant quantities determining 
the motion are obtained in the form of a power series in the pertur- 
bation parameters. An approximate solution of the general non-linear 
problem can thus be obtained up to any desired degree of accuracy. 
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We shall now consider the problem of an ACV that has been 
operating at sea for a long time under a constant propulsive thrust. 
This problem is simpler and more of practical interest than that 
where the ACV starts from rest and moves over water under the 
action of given forces,   such as these due to wind,  control setting, 
etc. ,  in an arbitrary seaway. After the lapse of a sufficiently long 
time,  all the transients would have disappeared,  and if the propulsi- 
ve thrust is the only force acting on the ACV,  it would be moving at 
a steady speed of translation.  The linear displacement of the centre 
of gravity of the ACV from its equilibrium position of steady transla- 
tion may be represented by components along three axes fixed in the 
craft (this system of axes will be described presently), namely,  sur- 
ge,   sway and heave.  Similarly, the angular displacements of the 
craft may be represented by components along these axes, namely, 
roll,  pitch and yaw.  It is expected that each component of displace- 
ment will consist of two terms,  one independent of time and repre- 
senting the steady displacement that would exist during motion with 
uniform velocity in calm water and the other an oscillatory term sim- 
ple harmonic in the time due to the excitation by the incident waves 
coming from infinity.  If the ACV is symmetrical about a longitudinal 
axis,  it may be expected that the motion in calm, water will produce 
non-zero displacements only in pitch and heave (and,  possibly,  in 
surge,   which is trivial,  since the steady surge displacement can be 
absorbed in the forward motion).   The complete solution of our linea- 
rized problem depends then on the determination of the forward speed 
for a given thrust (or thrust required for a given forward speed),  the 
steady pitch and heave displacements (usually known as trim and sin- 
kage) and the six oscillatory components of displacement. 

An irregular,  but long crested,   seaway may be assumed to be 
composed of a system of simple harmonic progressive waves,  each 
of a given frequency. Any irregular wave train may therefore be ex- 
panded as a Fourier series with respect to time.  In the linearized 
theory,  we may assume that the ACV responds to each wave compo- 
nent as though it existed independently of the others.  By the theory 
of linear superposition the motion of the ACV will be composed of the 
same Fourier components.  Similarly,  in the case of forced oscillation 
in calm water, any arbitrary tyre of oscillation may be represented 
by a Fourier series with respect to time.  It is therefore only neces- 
sary to consider a single sinusoidal component for our solution.  The 
results can then be generalised by spectral analysis. 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVa in a Seaway 

We shall presently be expanding all the physical variables 
describing the motion of the ACV and that of the water in powers of the 
perturbation parameters.  Taking the velocity potential of the water 
as an example, the correct expansion would be 

*./ to *\        o   y .ko1   m  n   i^P4 (x, y, z) <t.(x, y, z;«;/3;a;«; t)   =   Re Z-i  /3  a    «     e     r .     >     ; * klmn 
k, 1, m, n, p 

Corresponding to excitation by waves with frequencies 

(T ,  Ztr, 3 <r,     

However, as the algebra will become extremely complex,  the 
whole solution can first be carried through for one frequency component 
with say,    p = 1 .  The final result can then be extended to any number 
of Fourier components in the wave system.  It may be observed in this 
connection that in simulating an irregular seaway in a towing tank a 
finite number (of the order of ten) Fourier components is usually 
selected.  In this case,  when we desire a verification of the theory 
from experimental results,  the solution should cover the same number 
of Fourier components. 

III.   1   Coplanar Motion 

The analysis will be restricted to a study of the ACV moving 
in a longitudinal plane.  This is by no means a requirement of the 
linearized problem, but this simpler study will reveal clearly the 
general features of arbitrary motion in all six degrees of freedom. 

III. 2   Body-fixed Axes 

The third co-ordinate system mentioned in section II. 1 is the 
(x1 ,  y' ,  z' ) system fixed in the ACV.   The origin o' coincides with 
the origin   o  of the moving system when there are no oscillations. 
Also,  the   z' -axis (like the z-axis) contains the CO.  (on the negati- 
ve side) and the   x' ,  z' -plane (like the x, z-plane) is the fore-and-aft 
plane of lateral symmetry of the ACV. 

It is clear that the x' ,  y' -plane is the load waterplane (LWP) 
of the side hulls when the ACV is on its air cushion. 

All the three systems of axes are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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III, 3   Transformation of Co-ordinates 

It is easy to derive the following equations for the transforma- 
tion of co-ordinates between the moving system (x, y, z) and the body- 
fixed system (x1 ,  y' , z' ). 

x = x + x1 cos 0 + (z1 - z_) sin 0 x' = (x - x) cos 0 + (z + z„) sin 0 
U Ci 

y = y y' = y 

z = z + z_+ (z'-z_) cos 0 - x'sinO     z'= (x - x) 8in0 - (z+z_-z)cos0 +z_ 
O G G G 

(2-1) 
where x, z and 0 are the surge,  heave and pitch displacements 

III. 4   Perturbation Expansions 

We will now expend some of the physical variables represent- 
ing the motion of the ACV and that of the water in powers of four 
perturbation parameters S,ß,a and   < defined below. 

j. semi-width ..       . ..        . ,    ,    ,, 6    =    —;       ratio of the side hulls. 
length 

aught 
length 

„ draught ..       ._. . . , . cushion pressure, 
ß   =    -: *r-    ratio of the air cushion   ( i. e.     ,  ) 

p g   L 

a    =    amplitude of small motion (and oscillation) 

amplitude i.      t ^    ■     ■* t    -    —,    ;—      ratio of the incident waves. 
length 

The first two parameters have been selected from the require- 
ment of the linearized theory that the amplitude/length ratio of the 
waves induced by the side hulls and the air cushion due to the motion 
of the ACV should be small.  The amplitudes of the induced waves may 
be assumed to be proportional to the beam of the side hulls and the 
cushion pressure (in head of water) and the length is proportional to 
FJJ   .  It is therefore clear that the speed of the ACV should be suffi- 
ciently large. 

The linearized theory is therefore inapplicable to very lew 
speeds on account of the unacceptable steepness   of the induced wa- 
ves. 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVB in a Seaway 

The third parameter need not be specifically defined at this 
stage, but one criterion is that this parameter should be sufficiently 
small so that the water contact of the flexible extensions does not 
take place at the bow and at the stern.  It will be shown later that this 
parameter is of the same order as that of the incident wave. 

The fourth small parameter (like the first two) ensures that 
the orbital velocities of the water particles in the incident wave are 
sufficiently small so that the squares of the perturbation velocities 
may be neglected in the linearized theory. 

All the four parameters are assumed to be sufficiently small 
to ensure the convergence of the perturbation series which follow. 

Assuming that the motion is periodic of frequency cr , we may 
write the following perturbation expansions for the motion of the wa- 
ter and of the ACV considered as a rigid body.  It will be assumed 
that the unsteady flow of water is produced by the periodic forced 
oscillation of the craft. Since we shall only consider the linearized 
problem,  the motion for arbitrary periodic oscillations may be dedu- 
ced by the method of Fourier transforms. 

Basic "Hull Form" of the air cushion   p     (x, y)   =   ^p   (x, y) 

Hull surface of the side hulls 

S       Starboard side of starboard hull   y' - b = i h    (x1 ,  z' ) 

S        Port side 

S-     Starboard side of port hull 

S-     Port side 

y' -b = - «h2 (x' ,  z') 

y' + b = « h2 (x1 ,  z' ) 

y' + b = - « hj (x1 ,  z' ) 

Surface pressure distribution due to the air cushion 

/ ,   „ \       „   V    i^t.k^l   m   n ,       , P„ (x, y;t;5;ß;a;« )   = Re Z- e       5   ßa     t    Pn^„(x, y) Tclmn 
k, 1, m, n 

Velocity potential 

♦ (x.y, z;t;6,0,a,()   = Re Ee1(rt «   ß a™ tn   $ (x, y, z) 
k, 1, m, n 

rklmn 
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Water elevation 

i (x,y;t;6,ß,a, t)   =   Re Z]    e1       j   ß a"1«" f. . (x.y) 
k, 1, m, n 

Surge displacement 

x (t;6;ß;a)   =ReZ^e        i   /3  a       x klm 
k, 1, m 

Heave displacement 

z(t;6;|S;a)   =   Re 2^ e        «   /3 a       z.. 
k, 1, m 

Pitch displacement 

8   t;«;ß;o)   =   ReZ-e        i  ßa      B ., 
.   , klm k.l.m (2_2) 

The frequency  (r is that of forced oscillation in calm water 
or equal to the encountered frequency ae of the waves in a regular 
seaway.  The displacement parameters are not expanded in powers 
of   c   fort by definition,   a  is the order of the displacement due 
wave excitation of the order of forced displacements in the absence 
of waves.  The quantities relating to the motion of the water contain, 
however, all the four parameters. A phase lag between the displace- 
ments is not explicitly shown in the above expressions. However, 
if for example,  z. .     and 6 are considered as complex quantities 
a phase lag is implicit between heave and pitch. 

The steady displacements of the type 

^uo        *iio     and eiio 

relate to motion in calm water and the oscillatory displacements 

Klm klm klm 

are restricted to the first order in a , i. e.   with   m = 1   since we 
shall be evaluating forces and moments up to a maximum order of 

6    at ,   Sßa( and ß* at   and for this purpose displacement of the first 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVs in a Seamy 

order will be sufficient.  In a similar manner the surface pressure 
during oscillations will also be restricted to the same order. 

We may now write down the expansions we shall actually be 
using in the subsequent work. 

*(x.Y.z:t:6:ß;a:t)  -   **1000 + ^0100 ^^ 100 + 

+ Re e    [5a*ioio+^*oiio+<*oooi 

+ ^♦iooi+'3<*oioi]+0(Ä2'^5a,2'^<2) 

*iV.i;ß;a)   -   ^100+^xoio + Re.«e
1(rt[x001+Äx101+/3x011] 

+ ißycno + 0(i2,ß2.Sßala
Z) 

z- M;*«) = 6 z100 + ßz^ + Re .« ^'[z^ + «z101 + ßz0 

+ Ä/9z110   +0 {SZ.ß2.Sßa.a
Z) 

ll] 

e if.s-.ß:*) * ae100 + ^010 + Re.«ei(rt[ e001 + 6BlQl +ßOon] 

+ 6ß9\io + 0 (*2'^2>^a' aZ) 
(2-3) 

The linearization of our problem is achieved by substituting 
the above expansions in Laplace's equation and in the boundary con- 
ditions and collecting terms of the same order.   The result is a se- 
quence of linear boundary value problems for the potentials  4>, 
Having derived the potentials,  the pressure of the water particles 
on the side hulls and the shape of the cushion hull can be calculated. 
The forces and moments on the ACV considered as a rigid body can 
thus be evaluated. 

IV.    DEVELOPMENT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In the case of a conventional displacement vessel there are 
two types of boundary conditions for the velocity potential 
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§ (x, y, z;t).   These are   (i)   the kinematic and dynamic conditions on 
the free surface of water on all sides exterior to the immersed part 
of the hull and   (ii)   the conditions on the immersed part of the hull 
itself.  The latter condition takes the form of the equality of the nor- 
mal velocity of the fluid and that of the hull,  i. e.   that the flow is pu- 
rely tangential to the hull surface when boundary layer effects are 
ignored.  This is therefore a Neumann problem. Also, when dealing 
with an ideal amphibious hovercraft as in the previous study (1970) 
which was assumed completely separated from the water surface at 
all times both conditions relate to the free surface of water,  one on 
the external free surface (EFS) and the other on the internal free 
surface (IFS) which is the vertical projection of the cushion opening 
(i.e.  of the hemline of the skirts) on the water surface directly below 
the craft.  Both these conditions relate to the pressure on the free 
surface giving a Dirichlet problem. 

In the case of the general type of ACV now under considera- 
tion,  there will be three types of conditions : 

(i)      The kinematic and dynamic conditions on the EFS 

(ii)    A normal velocity condition on the immersed parts of 
the side hulls which separate the EFS from the IFS 

(iii)   A pressure condition on the IFS which forms the lower 
boundary of the cushion. 

This is therefore a mixed boundary condition problem. 

IV. 1    Conditions on the External Free Surface (EFS) 

The kinematic free surface condition applicable to the EFS 
and IFS has been derived in Section II in the form 

*   f    +*   f   +<!>   f   + (wy - V)  f    -uxf   + f 
xxyyzz x yt 

(4-1) 

on    z * i.  On the EFS the pressure is zero and substituting   p = 0 
in Bernoulli's equation (1 -8) we derive 

fx   -L V («y - V)* 
1 2 

wx*   + -=-( V*) y      2 
(4-2) 

also on   z 
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As the position of the free surface denoted by   z = f   is un- 
known we will endeavour to eliminate the derivatives of  f from 
(4-1) by using (4-2) in order to derive an explicit equation for * . 
Denoting the terms on the right-hand side of (4-2) by R,  for the time 
being, and noting that R is a function of  z   and   t  and that its value 
is to be taken whei.   z =  [,  the derivatives of  f  are evaluated and 
substituted in (4-1) giving the condition 

(^r-v^r-)  R + "'(yR   -xR^vt.vR-* *x '     x y z St 

where R is,   of course. 

(4-3) 

R   = 
g 

1 21 
V*   +   w (yf,    - x* ) + - (V*) 

x x y      £ J 

and eliminating the derivatives of R,  we derive finally, 

(-IT - VT-)2 * + 2V*-^(*f - v* ) +-rv*- VRV*)21 - g* = s 
QtoX t Xb LJZ 

(4-4) 

where S is an algebraic expression of a complicated naturR each 
term of which has,  however,   w   or   w   as a factor.   This condition 
can therefore be simplified when   u)   is set equal to zero and in the 
case of our coplaner motion in a straight course. 

(|r - vA)2* . g*   + 2V*. V(*   - V* ) +4v<I>.Vr(V<t.)2 1 = 0 
fitnX Z tXb L J 

(4-5) 

This is the exact free surface condii.on.   We have made no 
approximations so far,  but the condition is only applicable on the 
actual free surface z =  f.  Although we have elimanated   f   from the 
equation itself,  we are still in some difficulty as we do not know the 
position of the free surface for the application of the condition the- 
reon. We will therefore attempt to derive a condition,   even if it is an 
approximate one,  which can be imposed on the known surface   z -  0. 
This,  in effect,  is the first stage in the linearization of the problem. 

Assuming that the potential may be continued analytically from 
the actual free surface   z =   f   to the plane   z = 0,  we may expand it 
in the form of Taylor's series 

*(x, y, z;t)   =    <t>(x,y,o;t) + f ̂ i + 
z = 0 
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The expansion in series may safely be expected to be convergent for 
<t>   is of small order   [O(j,0)J    and the derivatives of   0   may al- 
so be assumed to be of the same small order.  It is clear from (4-2) 
that    f   is also of small order and may therefore be treated as a 
small constant for the purpose on the expansion. 

Substituting the above series in (4-5), we get 

<lr4/*tflF(-5J-vl/*-^-^ zz 

+ 2 V (♦ + f* ) .vfV - V*   + fl-   (*   - V* ) 1 + Of*3) = 0 
z       L t x      da      t x J 

on   z = 0. 

Now,  from (4-2) with   w    = 0 

f =   1   (♦  - V* ) + 0 (<|>2) 
g       t x' 

so that we have an approximate condition 

4,    . 2V* ^ + V ♦      - g0   + 2 V<t>. V (♦   - V* ) 
tt Xt XX z t z 

+—M» - v* ) -i" (A   . 2V4,   + v2*    - g* ) + o (♦3) = o 
g     t x'   da     tt xt xx     * z' v    ' 

on   z = 0. 

IV. 2   Conditions on the Internal Free Surface (IFS) 

(4-6) 

If there is a distribution of surface pressure   p   (x, y;t)   on 
the IFS,  we have from Bernoulli11; equation (l -8) with w r 0, 

g t x     2 
+ 

z *f 

Pa (x,y;t) 

P s 

with x, y in the IFS. 

The kinematic condition is the same as that on the EFS and 
given by (4-1) with u» = 0, 
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(*   - V) f     +*    f   -* f   + f    = 0 
x x        y     y    z z        t 

also on   z =  f 

Eliminating  f as before,  we derive 

(A - vl-)2*. g* + 2v*. ^(* - v* ) +-Lv<t..vr(v<i.)2l 
oi ox z t x        £ j 

+l (37 - viü) PD (x' y)+ *„P„  fr» y) + * pa (x, y) 1  «0 
v -i 

'M l^'^s X   s 

This is the exact free surface condition on   z = f    and the 
approximate condition on z = 0 is obtained as before by a Taylor 
expansion of <I>,  giving the final result 

+     -2V<|>     +V*       -g<|>+ ZV*. V(*   - V* ) 
tt xt xx z t x 

+ —(*   - V*   +-£)-r-  (*„ - 2 V*     + V*      - g* ) g     t x       p     dz   v  tt xt xx     6   z' 

1   f/ä       „ä   > 
"F   37" v3-    P   + ^   P     +*   P P   L a1 ^X       S x     S y     S 

+-^— Vp     -|- (4»   - v* ) + 0 (<J>3)   = 0 
P g        sx   ^z      t x' 

(4-7) 

IV.    3   Conditions on the Hull Surfaces 

Setting a) = 0   in (1-9) the kinematic condition applicable to the 
wetted hull surfaces is 

(*-V)H+*H+'J>'H+H     =0 
x x       y    y       z    z        t 

i.e.     V*. VH + (-|r- v|-) H 
fit dx 

0 

where the hull surface is given in the moving co-ordinate system by 
an equation of the form 

H (x, y, z;t)   =   0 

The above condition stipulates that the normal velocity of the hull at 
each point is equal to that of the contiguous fluid particle, i. e.   that 
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the flow is tangential when viscous effects are ignored. 

Now,  the fluid velocity normal to the hull surface is 

-T- =   n. V4> 
on 

where   n   is the unit normal vector drawn into the hull given by 

A A A 
Hi   + H j + H k 

A n V 
TH2

+H2
+H2^ L    x y z  J 

ZITT    "IVHI 

so that 

d*. _ V». VH 
dn   "     l\7Hl 

(1« . V ^) 
IVHI 

(4-8) 

Now,  the equation of the hull surfaces is naturally given in the body 
fixed system   (x1 , y1 ,  z1 ) in the form 

H (x,y,z;t)   =  «hj    (x1 .  z1 ) - (y1 - b)   =0 ... „1 + 

6h2   (x' , z'  ) + (y1 - b)    =0 

=  6h2   (x' , z' ) - (y1 + b)    =0 

=   5hl    (x' ,   z') + (y1 + b)    = 0 

ä* 

on S 

on S 

on S 
2+ 

on S, 

(4-9) 

We will therefore have to evaluate ■ysr-   given by (4-8) in the 
(x1 , y1 ,  z' ) system the transformation of co-ordinates between the 
(x, y, z) system and the (x1 ,y' , z1 ) system being given by (4-1). 

Considering first the surface S 

where 
x' = (x - x) cos9'+ ( z  - h     - z) sin8 
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y' = y 

and 

z' = (x - x) sin0 - (z - h_ - z) cosO - h_ 
G u 

so that x'   and z'   are functions of   x, z and the displacement parame- 
ters   x, z, 0   which are themselves simple harmonic functions of the 
time.  However,    y1   is always equal to   y   in coplaner motion and doe£ 
not depend upon   t. 

We may therefore write, 

^=«^  h    (x'    z') 
Öt cit      1  (X   'Z   ^ 

' L a t   ax-     ^t    az'. 

^[{^sine-^cose-iz-.z^e}-^, 

Also 

{*'* -ir sin0 - — cos0 
z ; Sz-  . 

|Ji = 64_   h (x,    . j   Jdx'   ahi    Sz'   ah] 

r ahi Äh,T 
=« co80 44 + «no 44- L ax' dz1 . 

an    aH 
d y " ay' 

- 1 

M =ä 
ä f h(x.. z.) sjrJx-   a_i      a_z.' aj_i 
az '   Uz   ax-   + az az-. 

r ^hi ^hi-i =   S   . Sin0   2_L + cose   -5L_L L ax1 a z1. 
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so that 

an 
vat        r^X7 

I V  H 1 

^K—cose -— sine + (z' - z^)e + V cose >^—r 
L( x z G .1 ox 

+|-sine +—cose - x'e + Vsinejv-j 

(4-10) 

This applies to the surface   Sj+ .   On the surface   S2    the hull func- 
tion   h     is the same,  but ^H/äy'   will be   + 1   instead of   -1.   The 
expression "^/^n    will be unaltered for I ^H I   will be the same. 

Thus (4-10) expresses the normal velocity for the two outer 
•faces S       and S 

In the case of the two inner hull surfaces S, 

hull surfaces S       and S 

1. 
and S,       we 

2 + simply replace the hull function h    by h    , 

V.    THE FORCES AND MOMENTS 

It is shown in the earlier work (Appendix III of Reference 1) 
that the forces and moments acting on the ACV as a rigid body may 
be written in the form 

—. A A A 
F   =   Xi   +   Yj   +   Zk FP   +   FR 

and 

-•A A A — — 
M   =   Li+Mj   +   Mk   =   M,,   +   M 

P R 

where, taking into account the side hulls in addition to the cushion 
hull v/hich was the subject of the previous study, we may write for 
the pressure force 

^'V^ = -   /TPgftdS.  /TpÄdS (5-1) 

si+s2 
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and for the pressure moment 

\* \' -//*,&**> dS   -fj _      A 
p (r1 x n) dS 

sI+s2 (5-2) 

The surface integrals are taken over the displaced position 
of the effective hull,   S,  of the air cushion, i.e.  the instantaneous 
position of the IFS and the instantaneous wetted surfaces   S    and 
S     of the side hulls. 

r*   is the position vector of an element of area   dS   with   o1 

as origin and the unit normal   n   is taken out of the water and into 
the cushion hull and the side hulls. Also,     ps   is the surface distri- 
bution of pressure acting on the cushion hull (z = f )   and   p  the 
pressure of water at an interior point   (z :>f+)   of the immersed sur- 
face of the side hulls. 

The rigid body force and moment are 

?
R 

= ffL® - ^ dm 

and 

Mr f/L '■« '* gk)   dm 

(5-3) 

(5-4) 

where r' is the position vector of an element of mass   dm   of the 
ACV with absolute velocity   U ,  and the triple integral is taken 
throughout the volume of the ACV contained by matter. 

These are the forces and moments acting at and about the 
C.G.  of the ACV due to its inertia and the pressure of the water on 
the effective hull of the air cushion and on the side hulls. 

The above expressions are written partly in the moving 
(x, y, z) system and partly in the fixed (x' , y1 , z1 ) system,  but it is 
obviously to be preferred that we should study the motion of the 
craft in the steady (x, y, z) system particularly in view of the fact 
that the pressure distribution on the water surface and the motion 
of the water are given in this system. 

The detailed derivation of the forces and moments are carried 
out in Appendix, II, III, and IV where the forces and moments on the 
cushion hull,  those on the side hulls and the rigid body forces and 
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moments are separately evaluated.   The forces and moments of the 
«ame order may be added together and if,   following Newman's'4' 
notation we write the total forces and moment in the form : 

X = XpC+XpH + XR=    ÄXIOOO+^0100+iX2000 

+ 60xnoo +ß\2oo + SaXioi0 ^
xiuoi + ^xoiio 

+ ^X0101 + (5-5) 

with similar expansions for   Z   and   M,  we have the following results 

Longitudinal Force 

0<5)   xiooo =0 

0(^   xoioo =0 

o ( a )  x 2000 
- 2pV 

//*> x' 

0(60)    \n 00 g //',  *(, 
x, y,o)   dxdy 
000 

o ,/ /Tr (x,.b +z') ^hi 
0100 

ah ■ 
(x' .h-.z' )—1 dx'dz' 

0{ßC)    X 1 =i/^popo. 
fo 

M       2 icrt 
)" - \-r) * xooie 

0^    xono-  (x)^x-ooi  ^ 

Vpo  *0100 
(x, y, o) 

dxdy 

OUa)     X 
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0(«   a)   X 

^oo, <^l!.-^.)|*1000 
' x'x' 

'^   X0210   Siel'7^[Po<i<r*0110x-
V*0110      ) 

So 

+ (5?001+hGe00,){XPo      +Po)-V(2po 
XX X ; 

icrt 

o(r«) Xr 

xx 

/oioo 
x xx 

^»«.'^"G-^  -■-^.)}*t
01 00 

äs' '/♦Ol 

h-      ,   ah- x' 001    öz1      Oooi KZ  + ^G TIT 00 

oiioxI    -   'o i<r*"iio) ^rr J  d^, 

+ \-rJa xoiiJ 

oJ " v ^ooi + Vooi) 
m. 

io-t 
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»<'■) x,„o,'2F •"•'jf ("■.♦„oo.- %„„,,„> f ■ ■'-^' 

o (^0 x 
0101      g v'viK" '•*oooi    - V*0001    ' dxd>r 

XX 
(5-6) 

Vertical Force 

0{6)   Z1000=   Zpgj/jTMx'.z' )   dx'dz'.(-^)g   =   0 

So 

0 (5^ zzooo = - ^IOOO  ll- dx,dz, + 2Ps/K 
Sl0       X L 

-x'eloo)h (x- ,0)dx' 

0 (^) Z1100 S - 2?yff(*\l00      -0   + *-0100     i-) dx-dz' 
Slo 

+   ZPzJ    ^OlO""' e010)   h U' .o)dx■ -2 (x, 

+ hG   ei00)   //"Po dxdy 
''O 

(){0Z)ZO2Oo'--2{\lo'hC%lO)ff^o    d*dy 

io-t  /* 

100 

äh2. 

'100 

0(^z,oio--(-r)^ 
2-        i(rt     , 
^nie       +2Pge 

001 

xle001)h (x1 .ojdx' 

0 {0a) Z0110 = - ^^ (5f001 + hG ^Ol^Po        dxdy 

zooie 
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'"//[ 0(«ä)Z2010=.2pe      //iV(x001+z-+hGe001)*1 

K 
+ v^ooi ""'«ooi^iooo . /^loio    -iff*i 

000 

X'Z' 
»lO^z1 

- V9„„, ♦ 001     1000 

/m2\      2_ iat 
-V-W "• zioie 

1<r
//LFoio-sooi +Fooi soio + 2 roii 

30  1    , r^    2_ io-t o dxdy-^ja    z011e 
xx J 

.'••#[jv 

dx' 

0(^a)Z0210=-e 

+    2roiorooip 

OUöa.Z =   -Ze       7/    jV(xool+z-+hGeool)4.010 

5   Ü x'z' 

' v^ooi -X'eooi^+oioo , . +v*+oiio.-iff*+oiio - x'z' x' joz' 

dhl / 

V0_. *+„.„„     ir7 + ^v(xnni +z' +hrenm), 
x' 001* 0100   .    dx'  ' I'   "001   '  "    ' "G^OOI^'OIOO 

^^ooi^^ooi^'oioo   +v*"oiio 

- ia* ah2 
ono j   az'   ' ' "ooi ^ oioo   ^ x veftft, 0" 

?.   ' 
l'' . dx'dz' 

+ Zpe1^ (5011.x(e011) h (x- .o) - Vrz001. x'9001) 

h h 
(*+-.-   -14  +«l>\.»   44)|dx'-e1     #||r,„„s 0100     dz' 0100     bz 

2
r )]dx'  - e^fß, 

100  001 

+ r001S100 + 2r101 Po    +2r1007001  Po dxdy 

x xx 
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ghGeioo 
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2000 
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v^^-x,^*ioooI
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x1 
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0 (6a)   M ■"f 1010 = -2Pße001e      //^Mx1 .2')   dx'dz' 

- 2pg e 1     7 (2001  -x'e001)x'h(x'.o)dx-   + 

Hi^j ^.(^^n, -8enn,)--^ a2e 4 /   "G v"     Ä001  "K "OOI1 "    * 001 
iat 

xp dxdy + 
x 

0(M »ouo-z^om^0%01)^'ff 

'"/[I 0(ia)M2010 = -2PP V(x001+Z,+hGe00.^1000 
U 

+ v(iooi "^ooi^iooo , ( 
+ v*iDio   -i<r*ioiol 

xV x 1 

(z'fe  -x'•^•) + gelolz'h(x'•z,) ] dx,dz' + 

+ 2Peia/[v(zooi-x,eooi)*,ooo -IT-   -^IOI 
L x 

.x'e101)h(x-.o)] x'dx'+[(-^) hG.
2 cx101  - 

-zooieioo)-^   ioi-fr)^e,o,j   ^^ 
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VI.    STEADY MOTION IN CALM WATER 

When the ACV moves at a uniform speed in a longitudinal 
direction under the action of a constant propulsive thrust the motions 
of the craft and of the fluid are independent of time.   The waves indu- 
ced by the air cushion and by the side hulls travel with the same speed 
as the craft and there is therefore no periodic disturbance.  Although 
it is not expected that the ACV would develop periodic osciixations,  it 
is quite conceivable that it will take up a steady state trim on account of 
the steady disturbance of the water surface appropriate to the forward 
speed. 

Surge 

Let us assume that the steady displacements of the ACV are 

s=     ^loo'Sio^iio 

heave 
100 

ßz        + ä/3Z 
010       P   110 

pitch be      + 
100 

ßeQlo + m no 
(6-1) 

These are the displacements at and about the C. G.   of the 
vehicle.   The first set of terms denote the displacement due to the 
motion of the side hulls,   the second due to the air cushion and the 
third due to the interference between the motions of the air cushion 
and of the side hulls. 

The only force acting on the ACV apart from its weight is the 
thrust T which may be assumed to act in a direction parallel to the 
deck of the ACV at a height h-j,   above the C. G.   This is on the assump- 
tion that air propulsion is employed.  In the case of water propulsion, 
the thrust line will be below the CO. and also,  possibly,   oblique to 
the deck surface,  but the principle of the discussion which follows 
will be the same. 

The thrust is   adjusted in such a manner that it is just suffi- 
cient to overcome wave resistance as this is the only horizontal for- 
ce (apart from skin friction,  which is not considered in this study, 
for the fluid has no viscosity) to enable uniform progression.  When 
the craft takes up a pitch trim the components of thrust along the x 
and z axes will be   T cos Ö  and   -T sin 9   respectively,   so that these 
should equal respectively the longitudinal and vertical forces at the 
C.G.  of the ACV arising out of the action of the fluid pressure due 
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to the uniform motion and steady displacements.  Also,  the moment 
of the thrust about the C. G. 

-hT      T 

must be equal to the moment due to the fluid pressure. 

Using the expansion (5-5) for the longitudinal force and similar ex- 
pansions for the vertical force and pitching moment,  we may write 

T c os0=    1+0 (d2, 0Z, Sß) T = *xiooo + ^xoioo+6 X
2000 

2 
+    /3 X o2oo + ^xiioo + 0(5 *•'*) (6-2) 

T sin9=: {SO        +08        + ^*      1    T =   «Z + flZ + 
[    100 010 lioj 1000      P   0100 

+ ^W^oo + ^iioo*0^'^ 

hrT=5M100o + ^0100+Ä2M2000+   ^0200 + 

h    6ßMiioo + 0{ SZß . Sß2) 

(6-3) 

(6-4) 

It will be noted that we have not used terms containing  a   or   *    as 
we are considering steady motion in calm water. 

Referring to (5-6) and (5-7) we see that 

1000 

and,   similarly. 

and   xoioo = 0 

ziooo = 0 and    zoioo = 0 

from conditions of equilibrium in the hydrostatic case.  Similarly, 
during static hovering,  i. e.  at zero speed ahead,  the total moment 
about the C. G,  of the pressure on the cushion hull and that on the 
side hulls should be zero for equilibrium 

i.e. »M]OOO + 0MOjOO = O 
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i. e. ■4 Zp g/Zx'. 6h (x' ,z' ) dx'dz •jj^Po dxdy 

which specifies the distance of the centre of buoyancy of the  side 
hulls and that of the centre of pressure of the air cushion from the 
C. G,  If these distances are x_ and x    respectively 

" XB mig " X
P "M g   =   0 

i. e.      m., x_  = - m.  x 
CD '      P 

a result which is obvious. 

We may therefore delete the lowest order terms of   0 ( 6 , /3 ) 
from (6-2) (6-3) and (6-4).   The first equation then shows that T is 
of 0 ( b

2,   ß2, 00) 

2 2 
T = Ä   X +    0   X +  S3X 

2000 0200        M    1100 
(6-5) 

3     2        2    3 
and since the left-hand side of (6-3) now becomes of   0(6   , S ß, Sß , ß  ) 
we conclude that 

2 2 
*   Z + /3   Z + i/aZ =   0 

" 0200      *P   1100 2000 

and we may also write 

(6-6) 

hT T= 62M20oo+^M020o+^Mnoo (6-7) 

The wave resistance is given exactly by (6-5) for   T = - R 
and this will be discussed in detail presently. 

W 

Some general rema^-ks can be made without the actual solu- 
tion of the surface integrals for the forces and moment in (6-5), 
(6-6) and (6-7). 

Let us consider the integrals 

JJ        p       dxdy c    ^p p   dxdy 
x 

dy 

JJ x p  dxdy    = f   x P    dy -JJ  p dxdy 
S      0x 1,   0    S  " 
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and / P   P o ro 
dxdy '-tf'l dy 

where the contour L„   is the boundary of the cushion 

LC = LB + L1. + L,, + T , 
S        2 + 

discussed in Appendix V, Since L^ and L2+ differ from the longi- 
tidinal planes y = -b, by the semi-width of the hulls i. e. by 0( j ) 
we may indeed set 

dy = 0   +   0(5) 

along L^   and Lp +    anc^ t^e ^ne integral may be taken over the bow 
and stern sections L B and L, only. 

In the case of a uniform cushion with   p   = constant throughout 
the cushion,  the first and last line integrals vanish.   The line inte- 
grals also vanish in the case of a non-uniform cushion with the pres- 
sure reduced to a zero or non-zero uniform value at the front and 
rear boundaries and generally,  in the case of any non-uniform cushion 
with fore-and-aft symmetry both in the pressure distribution and in 
the plan form of the cushion.   The line integrals will only survive 
when the pressure along the front and rear boundaries have different 
values,  say,  in the case of compartmented cushions. 

VI . 1   Sinkage and Trim 

Let us now consider (6-6) which shows that each term should 
be separately equal to zero as the three terms are of different or- 
ders and substituting for these terms from (5-7). 

-2'vf*iooo .77- dx-dz^zpg/^ 
1 

o 
(x1 , o) dx' = 0 

2 (x,,,,, + h^, en v  010       G    0 IG^      Pc 

00 
x,%o)h 

dxdy   =   0 

(6-8) 

(6-9) 

and 
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— + <i> az1      oioo dz1 oV/ (*oioo s, 

+  Z^J (5olo-x,9olo,h(x,-^ ^- 

)      dx'dz' + 

2 ^100 + hG e lojff p dxdy   = 0 
x 

(6-10) 

In the case of an arbitrary non-uniform cushion without fore- 
and-aft symmetry and with different pressures along the front and 
rear boundaries 

// 
dxdy 

will have a non-zero value as has just been established.  In this 
cast,  therefore,  (6-9) gives 

x-,    + h^ «    „   =   0 
010       G   010 

In the case of other types of cushion just discussed i. e.  in the case 
of a uniform cushion or non-uniform cushion with fore-and-aft 
symmetry,  the surface integral in (6-9) vanishes and the set of 
three equations becomes degenerate. 

In the general case,   however,  we have three equations abo- 
ve for the six unknowns determining the surge displacement,   sinkage 
and trim of the ACV during steady motion,  namely 

x.-.-« xÄ._t  z,,.-»   z_,_i   v 3- ncl " „. Ä 100      010      100      010      100 010 

The other three equations will be provided by ihe equations for the 
moment which we shall now consider. 

Substituting for T on the left-hand side of (6-7) from (6-5) 
and equating terms of the same order given by ^5-6) and (5-8) we 
have the three equations : 
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2''/[v(^'fe-x'l^)<^looo1
+«^ooz,h(x,.z,) 

'i x ... 
dx'dz' 

" 2 " gi(£100 * X,ö100) ^ h ^ «^   d-' "(■?) 8hG ^ 

51o X 

2(*oio + hceoio)ff *Po    dxdy - ("T") 

00 

(6-11) 

g hG%10 

"1 Trb popo "Vpof*bioo ^y-0) bo    ^ x xx J 
dxdy 

(6-12) 

1^)^        + (zl ^2_. x) a^_ dz' 'oioo     l   ^v'   x TTH 

'0100 dx'dz1 +   g  *010z' h (x' .z- ) 

■2P8/(g010-X'Ö010)   x'Mx'.o)   dx'     + 

+ 2 (x, An + h^ 0. _) //"x dxdv   - Ci^ 0 W i loo ■ *-G "loo^p     dxdy 00 

—2 e 
\ « /  o 101   ghG   =   2',VhT «v L oioo .   ax< 

".«ox,^] d—iVA * 
looo   ^-y-0) dxdy 

XX 

(6-13) 

We may simplify equations (6-8) to (6-13) using the following rela- 
tions . 

Zb   f h. (x', o) dx'    =   A 

16 j x' h (x' ,o) dx'   =   A xA 

26/x'2 h (x' ,o) dx'   =   IA 

2pg* jJZ   h (X' ' Z' ) dx'dz'   =   m2 g ZB 
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ß    ff*P       dxdy   =    Pj * dy + rrij g 

i     0x Lc Po 

We thus have the set of equations : 

2V* 
Z100 " XA9100   =  gA 

X010 + hG%10   =   0 

^ooo^'^^h^'    ^ 
X 

p dx dy     ?«   0 
x 

ahi 
So 

10   "XA ''OIO   ="iÄ"i/ (*0 

\ 

gAx Ji I 

(6-15) 

eh 
loo . «v    -oioo . ^^)dx,dz, 

(6-16) 

- m2 (hG + ZB) -pIA 
Z100 + pA xA 100 gA: 

-x'-^t  *iooo  '    dx,dz, 
x' c'_ 

(z' + V^ 

(6-17) 

^IOO^GVO)/    
XPody+{2x100 + hGfl 100' \0 /g 

'--^k'y^JK*^    dxdv    <*--) 
2 (X100 + hG ^OO) /X p

0 
dy + (2 X100 + V lOO^T/ g + 

'oio(-r)xA {^-B (hG * ZB) 

.h ,h 
= 2P//|V (Z'+ hj-^r - x- -^r 

.s.    ~ 

t' + 
0100   , 

x' 

+ V 

V 

'1o dh2 dh2 
^V   T?-"   ^   7^1  *0100 dx'dz' + 

'iV/p° *iooo     (x'y'o)    dxdy 

xx 
(6-19) 
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It wUl be readily observed from the above equations that 
when   x     = 0 i. e.  when the CG.   of the waterplane area of the side 
hulls lies below the CG.  of the ACV,  the pitch and heave displace 
ments are uncoupled. 

The above equations are applicable to arbitrary non-uniform 
cushions.  From (6-15) and (6-18) we readily obtain 

2pg  m 
/(.P0) 

jjf (0PO) (^0] 
Vh 

+ r   // (^P0) (^0100     )       dxdy (6-20) 
m g     JJ xx 

S 
o 

so that the steady surge and pitch displacement» of 0 ( /3) are zero 
of the thrust line passes through the C. G. 

The other four displacements can be obtained from the four 
equations (6-14),  (6-16), (6-17) and (6-19). 

The displacements in the lowest order 

^100   + ^010 

^100   +^010 

and 

f>d      + &e 
100 010 

have thus been solved.  The higher order displacement of   0 ( &ß) 
can also be obtained by considering the higher order forces and 
moment. 

In the case of uniform cushions or non-uniform cushions with 
fore-and-aft symmetry. 

11*0        dxdy   ^   0 

S        x 

o 
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zioo • and and equation (6-15) does not exist. We could obtain x       , 
*100 frorn ^■14)'  C6"17) and (6-19),  but there are only two remaining 
equations for solving x010,  J^   and 0^. 

We could, however,  make the additional assumption that xn       and 
x.00   are both zero, for the steady surge displacement is not a use- 
ful quantity and can, in any case, be absorbed in the co-ordinate 
system. In this manner the sinkage (heave displacement) and trim 
(pitch displacement) can be calculated. 

VI .  2   The Steady Potential 

It is shown in Appendix V that the potential in steady motion 
can be derived in the form 

*(x,y,z)   =    «♦1000+ /5*01 00 

where 

and 

looo^Jiw r (x'y'z; f'•b•r) + G (x,y'z: *'• -h- r)]d^df' 

'± if- 0100       4irpg  jj a« 
G (x, y, z;{, i>,o)   df dij+ ... 

r- IFS d 

/[[*0100(e'','otFS    IT    G(x,y,z;f.,,o) 4wpg 

re lIFS 1 
[IT   *0100   ({''''0UEFS        G(x,y,z;f,,,o)J 

^j/klOo^'•b-•r)-*oloo^'•b+•^]••• 

d,- 

4,r 
310 

[ac (x.y.z; t'. ^'.D 
dn' 

dG (x 

Vrb 

.y. z; r.»?', r) 1 
«V        n'z-b'J 

di'df 

(6-21) 

As indicated in Appendix V,  we have only derived an integral 
equation for *0,00.  although *1000   has been explicitly solved in the 
form of an integral representation on the assumption that the separa- 
tion between the side hulls is sufficiently large for the inteiference 
effects between the hulls to be considered negligible.  In this case there 
will be no "jump" in the potential between the two sides of each hull 
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and an explicit solution is possible. 

The velocity potential due to the air cushion now derived can 
be shown to be of the same general form as that previously obtained 
l«/r the acceleration potential of an amphibious ACV in Reference 1. 
There is, however, an additional term now in the form of a surface 
integral over the longitudinal planes of the hulls which provide a ver- 
tical barrier along the lateral sides of the c ishion. 

The Green's function to be used for steady motion is 

G (x,y,z;«,n.f ) =  [(x -f)2 + (y -^ )2 + (z -f)2J     - 

, [(x-02 + (y-'))2 + (z+n2]     + -^    Re 

T/2 

// 
0 M 

- p(z+n + ip (x-{)   cot. 8 
e cos p (y - 1 ) sin( 

g - p V    cos     0 
dp de (6-22) 

where M is the contour along the real axis of the complex p-plane 
passing above the point 

Po = 
g 2 

sec  6 

The integrand in (6-22) is complex,  but as we are interested 
only in the real part of the integral,  we must seek the contribution 
from the real part along the real p-axis and that of the imaginary 
part along the semi-circle above the simple pole 

2 
p   =   k    ser     0 

o 

2 
where   k    = g/V   .   We thus obtain after evaluating the residue 

G (x,y.Z;i,»,,n = [(x - n2 + (y -^ )2 + (z -r 

2 2       -1/2 

+ (y - -? )   + (z + n 

' ■ '  "' ' sec   v ■■-, 
>in    k    (x- i, ) sec 0 I 

•2] 
-1/2 

-f< 
4 k       /e 

0   ^O 
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'7 

■ 

CO 

e 

os    k    (y- i) sec 6 sin 0       sec Ö   d 9 / i 

cos [p(x-{ ) cos J      cos I p(y- 1t) sin n 

/ 

■2"o p - k     sec     d 
(6-23) 

where *    indicates that the Cauchy principal value is to be taken. 

VI .    3   Wave Resistance 

The wave resistance is given by 

2 2 
RW = '   * X2000 "  " X0200 "   ^X1100 

and substituting for the longitudinal forces from (5-6),  we may write 

R«, s 2p VÄ !//"*!000.   (X,'b'Z^    ^     dx'dZ, 

vn 
10 

p    PoV "VPo    *0100.... (x'y'o)]dxdy + 
X XX 

+ 2''v^//l<,,oiooxl
(x''b+'z,^+<,,o)oox!x 

5
1o 

dx'dz'+1.5ßjjPo   *iooo      (x.y.o)   dxdy 
^ XX (6-23A) 

The first term on the RHS,  is the wave resistance due to the 
side hulls in calm water.  It is assumed that the separation between 
the side hulls is sufficiently large to avoid the necessity of evaluating 
the potential on the two separate sides of   S.      due to possible inter- 
ference between the two hulls.   The second term gives the wave resis- 
tance of the air cushion and the two remaining terms represent the 
interference effects of the air cushion on the side hulls and of the si- 
de hulls on the air cushion respectively.  These terms may be evalua- 
ted separately and then ar'ded together to give the combined wave re- 
sistance of the entire system moving in calm water. 
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Considering first the hull resistance and substituting for the 
potential from (6-21),  we have 

5 2      W hulls       ZlrJJdx JJ  ^« 

r ^ 1o -l 
Gxl (x',b,2';«'.b, f) +Gxl (x' .b.z' ; V.-h.t) 

Now 

(6-24) 

aG(x' ,b.Z'; r.bj') x' -   r 

^^^ r"|(x-.ff+ (z--n2] 3/2   + 

+ T ^ ^'      / 

(x'-«')2 + (»•+ f )2]     3/2 

-ko(z'+f') sec^e 

e cos Fk   (x'-f) sec»     sec3»       dÖ  + 

/'/S                               CO 

/*        -p(z,+ f') 
sec« dö f-ff- sin  | p(x-Q cosg 

-4 k o 

dp 
p - k    sec  6 

o 

(6-25) 

and 

(x'-iT + 4b  + (z-.f)2    / 

x'  -«' 

'(x'-(')<: + 4b2 + (z,+ f')2l      3/2 

2    /*     -ko (z'+f) sec2ö 

oj    e cos      ko^'-i^secöl cos ^k  bscc2Ö sin» 
i) ,/ J L     o J 

ik
nf     £ -p(z'+f)  r,        i   r 

~\ secddet^l sin[p(x'-ncosgJcos[2pbsingl sec 9 dö   + 
p 

p - k    sec    6 

(6-26) 
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W e may write (6-24) in the fon 

72Rw 
hulls 

gM r.f) 
a«' 

;/^ dx,dz,// 

fj (x1 .z1 ;«', f) + f2 (x- lZ' ; «'    f) 

f   are given by (6-25) and 

The above equation may also be written 

d{'df 

where ^ and f2 are given by (6-25) and (6-26) respectively. 

1   R 

d2 w hulls 
Jlo 

f, (r, r;x' .z') + f2 (f, f';x
0. >z,) 

by interchanging x1 with   {' and z1 with f 

i. e. ^^      -x-fe^ d€'dr 

^(x-.z'ir.D.f^r.r-x'.z^.r^x-.z.^.n, 

+ f2 ( r. r^x1 .z') 

the value. 
by the addition of the above two expressions and taking half 

It will be seen that the first, second and lourth terms on the 
RHS of (6-25) and (6-26) are odd functions of (x' - $' ) so that they 
cancel respectively with each other when we take the sum 

and 

f,   (*•   .Z'   .V.   n  +  fj   (f,f;x'.z') 

^(x- .z'; f. f) + f   ({'.f-x'.z') 

but the third term is an even function and gives a contribution to the 
sum by doubling itself in each case ro that wo have 
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T  RW = -4^k0il"'ü±"-^"'/ dx'dz'/ / -'A-rJ-— di'df 
Ä hulls c 

'o »I 
7C 2 r 0   1 
-k    (z'+Dsec   ö   cos   k    (x'-Osec« 

[l + cos 2 k    b sec Ö   sin »I sec3 »do (6-27) 

If we use the expansions 

cosk    (x'-i')sec9=cos(kxlsec9)cos(k{'     secff) + 

and 

+ sin (k    x' secö) sin (k    f secö) 
o o 

2 2 2 
1 + cos (2 k b sec 6  sin 6) - Z cos    (k b sec  B sinB) 

o o 

(6-28) 

and write 

P (9) - cos (kob sec2Ö  sin»)/ [^'J"^ e     0 

cos (k    x'(sec 9) dx'dz'    'o 
o 

and 

? if hV   '      t\     "k  z' sec   * 
0(0) - cos (kob sec 0   sin0)     Jd ^J* '   e     0 

S, 
sin (k  x' sec») dx'dz'        'o 

o 

we have for the absolute value of the wave resistance 

2 Z2 

-? Rw = "^      /   (p2 + Q2) *^6  dö (6-29) 
« hulls rV J 

When the quantity   b   representing one half of the separation 
between the two hulls is set equal to zero we get the result for two 
superimposed hulls v/hich is the limiting condition of two contiguous 
hulls with the width doubled and as the resistance can be seen from 
(6-28) and (6-2 9) to be proportional to the square of the width of the 
hull,  we will have to take one quarter of the above value for a single 
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hull 

h hull 

where 

-^l [  (P2 J
rRw =-^5 /   (P2+Q2)   Sec3ö dö (6-30) 
2     W.    .. ,.2 / o        o 

...510. 

P    + iQ    = // exp (-k  z' sec  9 + ik x' secö)   dx'dz1 

o o      / /       r '     o o 

which is the familiar Michell integral for the steady state wave resist- 
ance of a single hull.   The constant 2 is usually given as 4 in Michell's 
formula,  but we have taken   h   to be the total width of the hull and 
not the semi-width. 

We will now consider the wave resistance of the air cushion 

-LR 
p cushion 

- II   —    P   P      - Vp    *„,„„     (x, v, o) g //   p     'o    o 'o    0100     v   ■ "   'J dxdy 

o 
where the potential is given by (6-21).  This is an integral equation 
and attempts are being made to solve this,  but we can obtain a sim- 
ple integral representation for the potential of the form 

So 

*0100=4^// —äl    G(x.y.z;i.,.o)   dfd. 

if we make the following assumptions. 

(i) The pressure in the cushion is diffused in such a manner 
that it becomes zero at the front and rear boundaries where the 
plenum air escape with air entrainment from the atmosphere and the 
generation of trapped vortices will probably ensure that this is so in 
practice.  If this assumption is valid,  the "jumps" in the potential and 
in the longitudinal velocity of the water particles will vanish and the 
line integral in (6-21) may be ignored. 

(ii) Although a discontinuity in the potential may be assumed 
not to exist at the front and rear boundaries,  a discontinuity will cer- 
tainly be present across the vertical barriers imposed by the side 
hulls as there is no air escape across these boundaries to alleviate 
a discontinuity of the pressure.  However,  if the depth of immersion 
of the side hulls is small and of the same order,   say,  as that of the 
hull width,   the surface integral over   S will be of 0 ( 6 ) higher 
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than that of the potential and may therefore be ignored. 

As stated above,   the above assumptions may be made pending 
a rigorous solution of the integral equation for the potential so that 
practical results can be achieved even if they are approximate ones. 

Also,  under assumption   (i)   above, 

//Po Po     dxdy   = T Po    dy = 0 

0 .        .      ,    LC and we may write simply 

2RW 
& cus hion     "   g    // Po *oioo    (x'y'0) dxdy 

xx 

v_ 
g h%w^r-lf%*0l 00 dxdy 

The line integral is again zero and 

P cushion 

v2" /K(x'y)     ffdpj^r,) ^i/-ä7--v/y^_d,d, 
G

x (x.y,o;{, T,,O)| (6.3!) 

This is almost exactly of the same form as the expression (6-24) for 
the hull wave resistance with p    instead of h. 

"o 
Now 

SC ix,y.oA,r,;o) 

cos 

■ 4k2   /   cos   ko(x-{) secÖ 

r  , 2   0 n     i        4k /• 
ko(y-u) sec 6  sindj   sec 6 dd +-—la sec 6 dd 
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i 
i r r 

p sin   p(x-0   cos^J cos   (y->?) sing 

P - k    sec 
o 

dp 

Substituting in (6-31) and noting that the second term on the RHS 
makes no contribution to the double surface integrals,   we have 

~2 RW 
ß cushion 

'72 

1        /pPo'*'^ ff^o^"' 
dkd, 

r2   r 0     1     r      'o       ,      i 
/cos    [kjx-n sec 9jcos[ko(y-  T) sec2ö sin»     sec^d* 

It is easy to reduce this as before to the fon 

-LR 1 

^    W = 2 
ß cushion   r0V    JQ 

/   P2 [Ö) +Q2 (9) sec 6   dö (6-32) 

where now 

P(9)| 

Q(ö) 
1^ y)    (cos 

sin 
k    (xcosö + ysinö) sec  d     dxdy 

(6-33) 

These expressions may be compared with (6-28) and (6-29) for the 
hull wave resitance. 

Stok 
It is clear from (6-33) that we may write by the use of 

es' theorem, 

P(0) 

Q(0) 

k    sec 6 
o y) 

ko (xcosö + ysinö) sec2^     dy - 

k
0 (xcosö + ysinö)sec   6 1 dxdy 

cos 

line integral vanishes and we have 

2 VS 

-LRW .AJ/"[Pi
2^j.(,.

2^i]s.c5.d. (6-34) 
/9 cushion     TrpV    Jn 

where 
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0,(0)1 
l/p   (x, y) k    (xcosö + ysine) secgj      dxdy 
//   0 sin       0 ., 
S0 

(6-35) 

These results agree exactly with those given by Havelock [6] for a 
surface pressure distribution which is continuous and is zero at the 
outer boundaries. 

We now come that part of the wave resistance which is due to 
the interference between the air cushion and the side hulls. 

Referring to (6-23A) we shall not attempt to evaluate the inte- 
gral over   Sj      for under the assumption made previously (i. e.  with 
small side hull immersion) the integral will be of   0 (4 p).   The in- 
terference of the air cushion on the side hulls may therefore be neglec- 
ted. 

The effect of the interference of the side hulls on the air 
cushion is given by 

^Rw 
interference 

V 

g 

lOOOxx 
(x, y, o)   dxdy 

gJJo     1 

fr^ dxdy   fj± dt-'dt'   |Gx(x.y.o:*'b.n   + 

+   Gx (x. y. o; {'. -b. r)J (6-36) 

It does not appear that this double surface integral could be 
reduced to the simple form of a single integral as in the case of the 
hull resistance and the cushion resistance. 

VI ,   4   Drifting Amphibious ACV 

The case of an amphibious hovercraft drifting in calm water 
has been discussed in section 7 of Reference 1 and a solution for the 
wave resistance in  -losed form has been obtained in the form 

ß cushion 

2 /-' 

roV    J 
-ir/2 

k 

ZTTPV 

P2(*.0)+Q2(9,0)] sec   B dd 
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with 

P(e./3)l 

Q(ö/)| 
f^ cos 

sin 
[k    |xcos(e + /3) + ysin(|8+e)J sec si    dxdy 

(6-37) 

where ^ is the angle of drift on the right-hand side. 

The side force   F     in drifting motion has also been obtained in Refe- 
rence 1 

V, 

ZirfN J 
sec B   sin (/3+  ö) dö 

It is not worth attempting to find a solution for a drifting ACV 
with side hulls since the lateral motion will induce a disturbance of 
the water which will not be consistent with the basic assumptions of 
this linearized theory. 

VII.    FORCED OSCILLATION IN CALM WATER 

Let us now consider the case of an ACV which is forced to 
oscillate in calm water during steady translation.   Obviously,   we have 
in mind the forced oscillation of an ACV model during towing tank 
tests.  We will now derive the oscillatory forces and moment acting 
on the craft when the motion and oscillations are confined to the lon- 
gitudinal plane.  Such a motion can be deliberately imparted to the 
model by a mechanical oscillator  such as the Planar Motion Mecha- 
nism (PMM),   The added mass and damping of water can be determined 
by experiments of this nature in calm water. 

In the case of an amphibious ACV free from water contact,   the 
discussion of the motion in the longitudinal plane can be applied direct- 
ly to motion in the lateral plane for the disturbance of the water would 
be comparable in both cases,   the beam/length ratio of present day 
hovercraft being of the order of unity.   The discussion of surge,   heave 
and pitch in this section will then apply also to sway,  heave and roll 
in beamwise motion. 
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VII.   1    The Unsteady Potential 

The potential can be expressed in the form 

»(x.y.z^M;«)   =      *4>1000   +     ^0100   + 

+   e 
ifft 

1010 M     0110 

The displacements will consist of the steady terms constitut- 
ing   the   trim of the ACV in calm water together with the oscillatory 
terms : 

-      Jt-        L a- L        i(Tt- x x     i<rt- x a     iat- x= ixioo+/%io+ae    xooi+5ae    xioi+^e    xoii + 

with similar expressions for   z   and   6. 

In the above expansions a is the frequency of forced oscilla- 
tion.   The discussion in this section will apply equally to free oscilla- 
tion due to wave excitation in which case a  will be the frequency of 
encounter of the waves.   This is discussed in the next section. 

The steady potentials   ^',r.nr.   and   *ninn   have been discussed 
in the preceding section.   The oscillatory potentials    *]ft,n   and   ^iin 
are derived in Appendix V with an explicit integral representation 
for the former and an integral equation for the latter which could, 
however,   be simplified and an explicit solution obtained under certain 
assumptions similar to those outlined ill the last section. 

VII.   2    Lowest Order Restoring Forces and Moments 

The lowest order restoring forces and moments are obtained 
from (5-6),   (5-7) and (5-8) and after simplification reduce to : 

elÖt(aaXioio^aXoiio) 
2 _ itrt 

am  a    x^    e 

;i0t'^zioio+^zoiio) -"clat hA( 7- -  X ^ ) ooi     A   oor 

"   "     m~Z00l  -(X001  +hG  V)l) //J9P0    
dxdy| 
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el0t(  äaM1010 + '3aM0110)   "   ^'^[^G^^OOl  - g,,001 

+ (  PgIA - rr.2gzB  -  ah) eQQl  -  pgi^, AxA   + 

2 W^Wjfjf'3''^   dxdy] 
(7-1) 

so u 
These expressions give the restoring forces and moment 

acting on the craft when it is given oscillatory displacements in sur- 
ge,  heave and pitch of a forced nature.   The longitudinal force contains 
the inertia term only,   but the vertical force and pitching moment 
contain in addition,  the contributions due to hydrostatic pressure. 
The velocity potential of the water does not enter in the forces and 
moment of this order and we cannot therefore expect to find such 
effects as the added mass and damping of water which are of a hydro- 
dynamic nature and of a higher order. 

VII.   3   Higher Order Restoring Forces   and Moment 
Added Mass and Damping Effects 

The higher order forces and moment can also be written 
down from (5-6),   (5-7) and (5-8) in the same manner as (7-1).   These 
second order forces and moment include the added mass and damping 

effects of water as the potentials    %n,n   and    ''n i i n   enter intü these 
expressions in addition to the steady potentials and the steady displa- 
cements as the steady disturbance of the water persists during the 
oscillations.   The pitch and heave stiffness of the air cushion also 
play their part in determining the forces and moments of this order. 

It is clear that the steady potentials    'J'./^f,   and    *n.nn   (which 
are real) will be in phase with the displacements and will not there- 
fore yield any damping contribution.   The only contribution will be 
from the unsteady potentials    ♦,„,„   and    ^..n   which have a real 

lUlU U11U itrt 
part and an imaginary part,   so that when the product with e is 
taken there will be components of force in phase and in quadrature 
with the displacements giving  rise to added mass and damping effects. 

It will have to be remembered that we are discussing only 
hydrodynamic effects here.   The damping due to aerodynamic and 
pneumatic effects in the air cushion will also have to be taken into 
account. 
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VIII.    FREE OSCILLATION IN WAVES 

We will now consider the case of an ACV moving at a constant 
speed in a seaway composed of regular waves with their crests nor- 
mal to the course of the craft.   It is assumed that the craft has been 
operating for a long time so that all the transients would have subsid- 
ed.    The craft would then undergo periodic oscillations in pit-h,   hea- 
ve and surge with the same frequency as that at whrch the prjg.essi- 
ve waves are encountered.  It is assumed for the purpose of this ini- 
tial study that the seaway is composed of a single system of simple 
harmonic waves of a particular frequency.  An extension to motion 
in an irregular seaway can then be made by using the methods of 
spectral analysis. 

The velocity potential of the water will now be composed of 
several terms as follows : 

.Mx.y.z^.^^ooo+^o + Re.e1'«1 

[^0001 +  Ä<*iooi ^'"oioi +        ] 
where   *, nnn   and   'l>

n)n]   are the steady potentials for motion in 
calm water discussed in Section 6; 

*finni    ^s t'le Potentia^ of 'he incident wave; 

4" is the potential of the wave diffracted from the side 
hulls; 

*nini    ^s <:^e P0,;entia^ of the wave representing the disturban- 
ce of the incident wave by the air cushion; 

and a is the encountered frequency of the regular waves. 

VIII.   1    Incident Wave Potential 

It has been shown in Reference 1 that the velocity poi&ntial of 
a regular wave of amplitude a   ,   circular frequency o and progres- 
sing along the negative x-axis may be written in the form 

*    r 
w 

A (f)   (lf)CXP     [-kz + i(kx+aet+7)] 

where the wave length 
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X    = 
2n 

and the wave number 

g 

The frequency of encounter 

a    =   a + kV 
e 

and   7    is the phase angle of the wave. 

As we have denoted the amplitude/length ratio of the incident 
waves by the small perturbation parameter t ,   we may write 

<t>=   « ^g  cxp      -kz + i(kx +   a t + 7  ) 
IT k L o J 

so that in our notation 

0001       ak 

VIII.   2    Lowest Order Exciting Forces 

exp      -kz + i{kx + > ) (8-1) 

We are now in a position to compute the lowest order exciting 
force  in the longitudinal direction from (5-6) 

äeXiooi +/J<xoioi Zbtpc 

+ -   0«e 
g 

*"7I('v rJJ 
0-vi. 

0001 0001 

. v* ) i—   dx'dz' 
oooi     TOüO. / ax-     az 

x' 

P0    dxriy 

and substituting for the derivatives of   +_,,„.    from (8-1) we get 

6<xiooi +/3fXo]oi   -6'-k      c 

l/exp     - kz' + i(kx + y )  T-7      dx'dz'    - 

-   ZTT  ^te //exp    i(kx  ^ 7 )J       p dxdy (8-2) 

The vertical force and pitching moment due to wave excitation arise 
mainly from the side hulls as the air cushion provides no contribu- 
tion and wc have 
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6tZiooi -'bl H^ ^If*? [- kz- + i(kx + y )] dh 

and 

,    4iripg      iaet 
&tMiOQi '-ot-T~   " 

[       6% 
x'   -—-        dx'dz' 

dz'j 

'o 

' JJexp   - kz' + i(k.x +7) 

dx'dz' 

(8-3) 

(8-4) 

It will b«.- noted that these forces and moment are purely of a 
hydrostatic nature. 

VIII.   3    Free Oscillation 

When the ACV responds freely in waves taking up displace- 
ments appropriate to the excitation,   restoring forces are developed 
on account of the displacements.   It is assumed,   of course,   that there 
are no external forces acting on the craft apart from the constant 
thrust.   It has been shown earlier in Section 6 that the small displa- 
cement in pitch will not provide a restoring force in the longitudinal 
or vertical directions although the thrust line is displaced in space. 
There will also be no restoring moment available in pitch on this 
account as the contribution is of a higher order.  As the ACV is in 
equilibrium under the action of the  restoring forces due to the dis- 
placements caused by the exciting forces,   we may set 

Re storiiu 
IForci 

Moment 
+     Exciting 

JFoi 
=    0 

X 
Z 
M 

X 
z 
M 

+   ßt 

X 
z { 
M' 

X 
z 
M 

| l-loment 

+   higher order restc ring forces + 

+ higher order exciting forces   = 0 

If is clear from the above system of equations that the order 
oi the displacement caused by the incident wave has to be the same 
as tin   order  (    of the waves themselves. 

Using  the expressions derived in Section 7 for the restoring 
forces and moment,   vvc can now write the following set of equations 
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X1010+ 

xoiio + 

Z1010 + ziooi 

(    Z\       2_ iffet        4jripg     iaet 
Xiooi = -U7%xooie       +~F^e 

//expr-kz' + i{kx +7 )|-—7     dx'dz'    =   0 

v /     l\     2_ iaet      _      iffet 
X0101  = -\lTc X00le -2,re 

l/exp   i (k.x + 7)       p      dxdy   =    0 

■ ^^ [pg(i) (gooi " "A'OOI) -(TJ"' 
2
OOI] 

-^ e /iexp   [- kz1 + i (kx +y)\j^l dx'dz' 

zoiio + zoioi 
iaet.J0 

e (X001 +hGe001) 

M,^,^ + M,„„,   = e 
1010 1001 

Pg 

^ooi)  + 

M0110 + M0001 

Jjpo       dxdY.(-J\0]zQOle
i''et   -   0 

S0       x v " ' 

_(-r)hG(Voo) 

Vf) ■ (T) gZB - %   (x) j e001  - pg z001   (7)XA 

1   jieXP [_ kZl + ^ +y ^ Z'^' ' X'^] dX' 
(X001 *hGe00l)cJJ   Xpo     dxdy   + 

S0 x 

(T/hG(ffcxooi -^oJ-yj) 

4iri pa     i 
+ -k        e dz' 

ß/ "e  e001 
ure t 

e =0 

(8-5) 

The lowest order displacements in surge,   heave and pitch are 
.irret azoo-e iaet and     a^nn, e1"6'    and it may ap- 

(8-5) that there are six equations lor these three unknown 
given by   ax^ 
pear from 
quantities.   However,   these should bo reduced to a set of three equa- 
tions,   by setting the total longitudinal force,   vertical force and pitch- 
ing moment equal to zero.   This step is suggested by the fact that 
although/—=M    and  (—--],  the masses supported by the air cushion 

lent equal to zeri 

■(7) ^ (¥) 
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and side hulls respectively,  are knovn from design considerations,   it 
is not possible to separate the total inertia 

ts (T) and (-f) 
I   = & 

into separate componen 

We thus obtain the set of equations : 

2 _ 
ln<T

e
X001 =   2 exp i (kx +7 )   dxdy 

^1 LP [- kz' + i (kx +7 )]* ^LilJ  dx'd2 

J1o 

m<72 ? -   PKA (z - x      C       )  -   47rip-^- 
e    001 s     ^001        A    001' k 

jjcxp   [-kz' + i (kx +7 )]^
h(x

a',
Z')l       dx'dz'   + 

0 

+    (r: 
001  +hG  ^OO^ 

dxdy   -   0 

mhG(%X001   -«W+'^A  -rn2«ZB  -"e^^OOl 

"^001 AXA +  —k i^//exp   -kz' + i (kx +> ) 

''o 
.^hix' .z' )]       , ^[^(x'  ,z')] 

,2(!001thG   »OQ, '//"^ 

dx'dz'    4 

dxdy   =   0 

(8-6) 

The first of tlie above equations gives the oscillatory surge 
displacement explicitly. The left-hand side is actually the surge acce- 
leration and this is independtul oi speed for the term ae  which depends 
upon the  speed of motion is absent on the  right-hand side. 

The other two equations enable the  solution of the heave and 
pitch oscillatory displacements.  As before,   tlus.   displacements are 
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uncoupled if x     = 0 . 

When we set the parameter   h denoting the thickness of the 
side hulls equal to zero and also the water plane area A equal to ze- 
ro we get the results for an amphibious ACV which are discussed in 
great detail in Section 9 of Reference 1. 

Having calculated the oscillatory displacements and thereby 
the accelerations in the threee modec we can estimate the ride com- 
fort in waves by combining these acceler'tions in the appropriate 
forms at various locations in the ACV. 

The higher order displacements can also be derived by consi- 
dering the higher order forces and moment. 

The response functions in surge pitch and heave can be com- 
puted for a specific ACV configuration and motion predictions in an 
irregular seaway can be made by the use of spectral analysis within 
the limits of the theory of linear superposition. 

IX DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The assumptions underlying this theoretical investigation of 
the motions of an ACV in a seaway and o^me of the results obtained 
here have been discussed in the Introduction and Summary.   Attention 
is confined in this study to coplanar motion in the longitudinal plane 
with freedom in surge,  pitch and heave only.  Results for the amphi- 
bious ACV free from water contact can be obtained from the general 
results by setting the hull parameter 6=0   and omitting the surface 
integral over the longitudinal plane of the hull and the line integral 
over the waterline occurring in the integral representation for the 
potential due to the air cushion.  These results can then be applied 
equally well for beamwise motion in the lateral direction as the 
beam/length ration is generally of the order of unity and the distur- 
bance of the water duo to longitudinal,   drifting or purely lateral mo- 
tion will be of the same order.   Obviously,   this does not apply to an 
ACV with immersed side hulls. 

The primary results are contained in the horizontal and ver- 
tical forces and for the pitching moment derived at the end of Sec- 
tion 5.   As may be expected,   the lowest order forces and moment 
are purely of inertial and hydrostatic nature.   The hydrodynamic 
pressure of the water does enter in the higher order and il is possi- 
ble to calculate the added mass and damping of water,   the mean in- 
creased resistance due to forced oscillation in calm water and due 
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to the free oscill<Ltion in waves etc. The evalu<Ltion of these quantities 
and the deriv<Ltion of the higher order potentials such as thoee due to 
the interference between the air cushion and the side bulle, the diffrac
tion of the incideat wave by the side hulls and the disturbance of the 
incident wave by the air cushion <Lre not carried out here, but the 
simpler r (•sults such as the steady trim taken up by the craft during 
uniform translation in calm water and the expression for the wave 
resistance which combines the well-known results of Michell and 
Havelock and also introduces an additional term representing the ef
fects of interference between the air cushion and the side hulls show 
that our method of approach to the solution of the problem is a prac
tical one. The expression for the side force on a drifting amphibious 
ACV and the response functions for the amphibious and non-amphi
bious ACV (for which expreuions have been derived although not 
explicitly solved here) will also have pr<Lctical applications. The 
rid~ comfort in waves can also be estimated by combining the levels 
of acceleration in surge, pitch and heave in an appropriate manner 
depending on the location in the ACV. It would, however, be prema
ture to suggest that these response functions can be used for the pre
diction of the perform<Lnce of the ACV in an irregular seaway by the 
application of the theory of linear superposition in the absence of 
experimental results confirming the linearity of the motions in waves 
of small amplitude. 

The method of solutior. presented here can abo be used 
in the case of the water contact of the flexible extensions and even 
in the case of immersion ir. water if the flexible extensions are assu
med to be of a fixed shape. A later extension could cover the case of 
flexible extensions compliant to the water pressure. 

It cannot be stressed too highly that the theory presented here 
must be used with a certain amount of caution when applied to the 
actual operation of an ACV over water. The underlying assumptions 
for the linearized theory are that the cushion pressure is small, that 
the hull is "thin" and that the speed of translation is moderate or lar
ge. The slope of the induced wave may then be considered to be small. 
Also, the oscillatory displacements and the slope of the incident wave 
should also be small quantities. 

It is needl e ss to add that the theoretical results derived here 
should be conf med {or corrected) by experimental work such as 
that with a mechanical oscillator of the PMM type and abo by full 
scale trials so that the scale effe ct can also be established. Apart 
from the configuration of the side hulls, which can no doubt be per• 
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fected by the naval architect,   the "hull form" of the air cushion appears 
to play an important part in the performance of the ACV.   It is com- 
monly assumed for want of more precise knowledge that the pressure is 
uniform within the cushion.  It is obvious that this cannot to so unless 
the flexible extensions are also immersed in the water in the same 
manner as the side hulls.  There seems to be some evidence to show 
that the pressure is reduced to atmospheric at the front and rear 
boundc.ries of the cushion where there is leakage of air.   This renders 
the mathematical work slightly easier and enables practical results 
to be obtained.   This also gives the ACV cushion a "hull form" with 
an acceptable deadrise and flare which may be corsidered by the 
naval architect as very suitable for fast planing motions. 

It is also necessary to point out that we hdve gone into some 
detail to study the hydrodynamic (including hydrostatic) effects on 
the motions of the ACV.   It is assumed lor this purpose that the aero- 
dynamic effects are known including,  in particular,   the stillness and 
damping of the peripheral-jet or plenum typ? of cushion.   It may be 
thought that such effects as that due to "v»   ve pumping" should have 
been taken into account,  but this is purely a pneumatic effect as the 
compression (or rarefaction) of the air cushion is due to the form 
of the progressive  vave underneath it and not due to the pressure of 
the disturbed water and as such has not been treated here.   No doubt 
this important aspect will have to be taken into account along with 
other aerodynamic effects in arriving at an overall picture of the 
motions of the ACV in a seaway. 

The higher order expressions for the forces and moment deri- 
ved in this study are extremely complicated but their solution by nu- 
merical methods with the aid of present-day high speed digital com- 
puters need not present any serious problems.  The finite element 
method (FEM) which is receiving increasing attention in recent years 
may prove to be valuable and powerful tool for the solution of pro- 
blems of this nature. 
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APPENDIX I 

DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE PRESSURE DIIRTNG OSCILLATIONS 

Let the pressure distribution on the IPS due to the air cushion 
be of the basic form 

during "static hovering",  i.e.  at zero speed ahead.   This distribu- 
tion determines the basic "hull form" of the air cushion.   We may 
assume that the same distribution prevails even during steady trans- 
lation.  The motion of the side hulls through the water will generate 
an induced wave,  but this will only cause a pressure variation in the 
interior of the fluid leaving conditions on the surface unaltered.  This 
will also be true of the incident waves whose surface pressure is 
equal to that of the atmosphere,  but the action of the waves in altering 
the cushion pressure due to "wave pumping" should be taken into 
account.  This requires separate treatment.  In other words,  the sur- 
face pressure distribution is dictated only by the motion and oscilla- 
tions of the air cushion and will remain of the basic form if the rela- 
tive vertical and angular positions of the air gap at the bow and stern 
are the same as those when the ACV is stationary. 

We are, however,  allowing for oscillatory displacements in 
surge,  heave and pitch during uniform translation.   The surge displa- 
cements will not directly affect the pressure distribution,   but the 
displacements in pitch and heave will certainly cause a variation of 
the design "daylight clearance" along the bow and stern sections of the 
air cushion and a different distribution of pressure on the water surfa- 
ce will result.  The situation is fully discussed in Appendix II of Refe- 
rence 1 where the result for the revised pressure distribution is deri- 
ved in the form 

p   (x,y) = p    (x,y)+   [x + h    0+o(») 
^ 

dP0(x. y) 

dx 
+ 9 - 

«jCx'.y') 

dx' 
+ . . 

+  Z 
Mg (x' ,y' ) 

dx' 
0 (6 S) 

ib*ho'*o^y [• 
2 

a P. (x.y) 62Vx',y') 
ax 

Xz X 
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d i2(*',y') 
+ z 2   + 0 (92.z2)] + o (x + hGey 

where h    is the height of the C. G. above the undisturbed water sur- 
face and f     and    f     are the pitch and heave stiffness functions of the 
air cushion. 

It will be seen from (2-2) that the basic hull form is assumed 
to be of 0(0).  The pitch and heave stiffness functions are thei-efore 
also of 0(0) and we may write 

0p   (x, y) for p    (x, y) 

flfj (x- .y' ) for fj  (x' .y' ) 

and 

0f2 (x1 .y' ) for f2 (x' .y' ) 

we may also substitute from (2-3) 

l<Tt  ,_ 
iri,xioo+3xoio + a0xiio + Re-ae      (xooi +iX101+^X011) + 

+ o ( 6Z ßZ,Sl3n,aZ) 

with similar expansions for    z   and   6   and derive finally 

ps(x(y).dpo(x.y)+02roiop()    +«ör100po    + tfae1 ^ r^^    4 
XX x 

Häao101 (rlooSoo!  + r001sloo + r-01po  ^7^^    )+ 
X XX 

2     Jot,- - - _      _ , foaf(r        s f r        s +r       p+r        r        D      ) + 
^oio ooi  ooi oio oi ro 010 ooi'o 

X XX 

^/(rinfl8_,_ + r s        +r       D+r       r       D      )+ 
00   010       010   100       110*0 100  010Po     ' 

X XX 

+6 dir       s +      r D     ) + v   100   100     2      100Fo    ' 
xx 
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+ 0 (Ä3. «20,  A02a   A2«,«2) 
(1-1) 

It may be as well to point out that the terms of 0( & ß,58    ß a ) 
are slightly in deficit due to the forcible linearization implied in 
writing 

x - x' =x + hGff + o (e2) 

where the 0 (ö ) terms cannot be explicitly written down. 

We have written above 

rklm —   Xklm + hG eklm 

for the coupled displacement parameter and 

klm =     1   .    klm      2   .    klm 
x' x' 

for the coupled stiffness function. 

It will be seen that the pitch and heave stiffness functions 
enter only in the higher order terms.  Also,  if the cushion is truly 
uniform in the longitudinal direction such that 

PO    =o   .    Po     =0 
X XX 

the variation of pressure distribution due to the oscillations is of 
a very high order. 
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APPENDIX II 

PRESSURE FORCES AND MOMENTS ON THE CUSHION HULL 

The force due to the action of the surface pressure on the 
cushion hull is form (5-1) 

// 

p      n  d S 
s 

where S is the instantaneous position of the IFS and   n   is the unit 
normal drawn out of the water surface and into the lower boundary 
of the cushion. 

The equation of the IFS is given by 

f(x, y)   - z   =   0 

so that the outward drawn normal is 

L A >      A 

n       >x i -^   y j 

'[l+fx2
+   fy2] 

A 
-   k 
T72 

and 

dS 
f.        f 2 £ Z] 1/2 

= -[l +   sx      +    T    I dxdy 

where the negative sign has been used on the right-hand side since 
dS is an element of the cushion hull positive on the upper side of the 
free surface,  whereas in our co-ordinate system the element of area 
dxdy   is positive along the z-direction which is vertically downwards. 

We therefore have 

ftdS 
A A      A 

-     f   i +   f   j -   k     dxdy x y ' 

and   f   is given on the IFS by Bernoulli's equation (1-8) with    w = 0 

P„ (x,y;t) 
f = I[VvViW] 

f 
pg 

where the potential has the value on   z   = f, i, e. with the argument 
(x, y, f) but may be continued analytically from the surface to the 
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plane   z = 0   in the form 

<J)(x,y, f ;t)   = ♦(x.y,0;t)   +   f 3* 
az z=o 

Since   f   may be assumed to be of the same order as  <\>   , we may 
retain only the first term in the above expansion and write 

[V 1 2 
v<j>x + 2  (v*) 

Ps (x.y;t) 

Z-o 

We therefore have 

K   "     JJ    VB
{<J  +   fyJ 

A A . 
k ) dxdy 

and substituting for the derivations of f 

F    = 
P IhlT^- V<t>      + V*-   V*   +    p        )   i    + 

XX X       P B 
X 

g       yt xy        v^       y      P      rs      )   J   -   k dxdy 

where the potential has now the argument (x,y,0) and the integration 
has thus been reduced to   S0      which is the instantaneous position 
of the part of the plane   z = 0   contained within the vertical projection 
of the hemline of the skirts at the bow and the stern and between the 
inner surfaces of the side hulls. 

The components of the pressure force are therefore 

X =-i 
PC        8 H 

jj P. C 

P8   (*x     -   V*^ + V*. V4>x +~     P8  ) dxdy 
'S   8 t x 

o 

-    V*        + V4> ■ V<t>      + -r-    p       ) dxdy 
yt xy y P        s 

y 

and 

■// 

P8     d^y (II. 1) 
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From the symmetry of the motion with displacements in the 
longitudinal plane it may be concluded that the lateral force   Y 
is zero.   This could in fact,  be established as follows : C 

Since 

//\   f dxdy 

and   p     may be assumed to be an even function of   y   as indeed   p 
no doubt is,  as may be seen from (I. 1) and  f    is also an even func- 
tion of   y   (i. e.    df/dy   an odd function),  there are surface element 
pairs on oppposite sides of the longitudinal axis where the integrand 
is of equal but opposite sign.  The  surface integral therefore vanishes 
on account of the symmetry of the domain of integration about the 
longitudinal axis. 

We are therefore left only with the longitudinal force and 
the vertical force. 

We may substitute for <J>   from (2. 3) and for   p     from (I. 1) 
s 

*=     '*1000 + ^0100   +^*I100 
ict 

+   Re.e"   'Ua*1010   + 

^"♦oiio  + •♦oooi   +  a<*iooi   +  ^0101 ) 

and 

,2- iat 
H8    po   M 010 Ho    v 100 Ho 001 Ho 

XX X 

ifft 
+ ößcte        (T       8 +r       g +r       p+r       r       D       ) v   10Ü  001        001   100        1J1HO 100r001po     ' 

xx 

+ 0 2      ict 
e     (roio8ooi+ rooi8oio+roiipo   +roiorooipo   ) 

+ÄP    (r       s +r       s +r       p+r       r       o) y   100  010        010   100        110Po 100  010Po   ' 
x x 

+ i2ß ('riooaioo+-r'rioo2po   ) 

xx 

The integrals in (II. 1) are to be taken over the instantaneous position 
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S     and if this domain is subdivided into o 

S    =T   + S1 

o       o o 

where   S0   is the equilibrium configuration and   S'0    is the oscillating 
strip,  it is shown in Appendix V that an integral of the form 

// 
f(x,y)   dxdy 

is equivalent to an integral over the known steady surface 

If f (x, y) + (x +   h .     Sf (x(y)1 
dxdy 

Substituting for *    and   p     in (II. 1) and making the above correction 
for the domain of integration we derive finally after simplification 
the following results. 

Longitudinal Force. 

-fl-v    [ dxdy      M0(-VPo4.ooo      )   + 
xx 

'o 

+  ^(4-   P0P0    -VPo*0100     > 
X XX 

tw
2l -Vp   ♦ + Fo    1100 

XX 

Ho v        1000        *0100 v1000 v0100 ' 
x x 

V(i010 + hGö010)(2Po   *1000      +Po*1000       > 
X XX XXX 

V(i100 + W^o   ""OIOO      +Po*0100       )    + 

X XX XXX 

) po 1000        *1000 

" V (X100 + VlOO5 (2Po   *1000      +Po*1000 
X XX XXX 

,     i<rt    I 
r 

+    ^ae"      ^Po(i,r*1010    -V*1010 
x XX 
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- v ^001 + ^"oo^ (2po ♦1000 
X XX 

vvoiio   ; 
xx 

2. 
(Po Po      + Po ' 

XX X 

+ Po*1000       A     + 
XXX   I 

-,2        iatj ,.    . 
+   ^   a    e       Jpo   d^ono^ 

^WVooi^T 

-V(2Po   *0100      +Po*0100       ^j    + 
X XX XXX  J J 

+   ^eifft    jPo^^ooOl/^OOOl^))   + 

+   5^eUt   jpo(i^1001    -V*1001     )   + 
( x xx 

'Po(v*iooo- v*oooi   J v*iooo  • ^oooP + 
0
 x x 

'^IOO'VIOO)  [2Po   (iff*oooi   -v*oooi   ) + 
L X X 3CX 

+ Po (iff*oooi     - v*oooi     ^ } H 
xx xxx J ) 

***<***   \   P0   (i^oiOl    -V*0101     ) + 

( x xx 

+ Po ( v*oioo • v*oooix
+ 7<,>oioox • ^oooi) + 

+ KlO+hG%10)     [2Pox   (iff*00013   -
V*™      ) + 

+ Po ^"♦oooi     - v*oooi     1 \ + 
xxx    / 

0001 
x xx 

^«""'"'jüoo. * Vooi'[^ " 

•Po   '"♦oooi     -v*oooi     'Ij 
XX XXX  Jl 

ff*oooi'v*oooi   ' 
x xx 

(II. 2) 
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Lateral Fon t 

\r° 
Vertical Force 

// 
dxdy 3p     + 268    (x + h   0       ) o PH0      ^"M    v*100      'G  10ü;pc 

+ 20     ^010 + hG90l0^o 

{■ ^2';ioo8oio + ;oio8iooi2;iiop
0  

+ ^ioor 

X 
010PoV 

2 - ?     -     2 
+ &   0    (r       s + —   r D       ) 

^100   100        2       100    Fo     ' 
xx 

+ ßae      (rooi   P0 
) 

x 

f  bßae^'k rioosuoi + rooi8ioo +
 
2;

101
P

O    
+2Wl00Po     \ 

X XX / 

o2 iat .- 
f  P   o ee r 

oio'ooi + rooi8oio + 2roii P0 
+ 

2r        r p ) 
010  001 Fo      ' xx 

(II. 3) 

It is of course understood that the real part of the complex 
quantities on the right-hand side are to be taken,  although the symbol 
"Re"   ,  has not been explicitly   indicated.   But,   in view of the possible 
confusion in the case of terms with   e2l<rt   "as a factor,   the following 
convention may be established.   The factor   e"7' occurs both with 
respect to the displacements which are assumed to be simple harmonic 
(and of the same frequency as the wave) and with respect to the wave 
potential which is also simple harmonic.  As the displacements and 
the potentials could be complex,  the real part of these quantities 
multiplied by   e'fft   is to be taken.   In the case of terms containing 
e"' *   as a factor,  the correct procedure would be to assign a factor 
of   e'"'   to the displacement and take the real part,  assign another 
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factor of   e  l<rt to the terms containing the potential and again take 
the real part.   The two real parts are then multiplied together.   This 
procedure is iiDj licitly understood when a factor of   e '* '     is indi- 
cated by an asterisk. 

It will be seen that the cushion stiffness terms denoted by 
the parameter      sj^^enters in the higher order vertical force of 
0( 62 ß.bß^tSßa, ß2a)   although the longitudinal force of these orders 
is free from this effect.   In actual fact,  the effect of stiffness is 
contained in the longitudinal force of   0(ißat, ß aS) although these 
forces have not been written down. 

Also,   it may appear a little surprising that the dynamic 
pressure of the water obtained from the potential 4>   does not enter 
in the expression for the vertical force at all, whereas the horizon- 
tal force contains the potential in all orders.   This is due to the 
approximation contained in our expression 

n dS   =   -   ( f   t  +   f   t   -   £)   dxdy 
x y J ' 

which is valid only for an infinitesimal slope of the water surface in 
the   x-   and   y-directions   .  It appears,  therefore,  that the actual 
shape of the IFS determined by $    is irrelevant as far as the vertical 
force is concerned so long as the slope is very small.   The situation 
is therefore much the same as over wavy ground as the hydrodynamic 
properties of the water surface do not seem to matter for small slo- 
pes.   On the other hand,   in the case of the horizontal force, which is 
proportional to the actual slope,  however small,  the dynamic pressure 
determined by the motion of the water is very relevant.   This also 
applies to the moment as will be seen presently. 

Turning now to the moment due to the action of the surface 
pressure on the cushion hull 

^P      =   -     //P8   ^'xn)dS 

s 
and since the posit on vector with respect to   o'   of an element   dS 
of the IFS at   P   (see sketch) may be written 
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r'   = (x    - x  )   i   +   (y    - y    )   i   +   (z    - z   ,) fe 

where 

Xo   = XG'    "   Z G' 
x + h_ sin d 

Z    '   =   2 -     Z COB   fl    =     Z   -  h      (1    -  COSÖ) 
o G 

and if   (x, y, f)   are the co-ordinates of   P 

r'   =   (x - x   - h   sin»)   i   +y   j   +|f   -z+h f   - z + h     (1  - costf)      it 

and therefore 

M, (x - x - h   sinö) i   +   y j 

so 

|f - z + hG (1  - cos»)      k       Ux 

where the cross denotes the vector product 

i. e.   M_ 

+  f    J   -  k        dxdy 

JJ*S       [-^    +    [f-^hG(l-C08ö)jfy      |i 

Tf - i + hG(l  -co89)lfx      [   f 

I'] 
+ )x - x - h   sin 0 + \   f-z + h(l- cos 

+  j(x - x - hGbin0)     f y - y   rx 
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we may now linearize this by setting 

2 
sin « =0 and   cos 6 =   1   + 0(9  ) 

bearing in mind that   p     is of   0(0),      fis of   0(i,/3)   and   92   is of 
0(i2,6ß ,ß2 ,Sa ,ßa,a2)   .  The linearization will certainly be valid for the 
moments of-the order we are considering and therefore 

MT //•■ [-1 y + ( f- i) f 

(x-x hn0)   fy - y  f G x 

j„j.. hGM(r-£)fx r 
dxdy 

As the motion is confined to the longitudinal plane we may conclude 
as before that for this symmetrical motion   p     ,    f   and fx   are even 
functions of   y   whilst   fv    is an odd function so that the integrals of 
all the terms containing f       may be set equal to zero and for the 
same reason 

and 
// 

5o 

// 

p   y dxdy   =   0 

p    f    y dx dy 
s    x 

^OA 
The   i   and   k   integrals therefore vanish and we are left only with the 
j   component or the pitching moment 

f.H V+(f-2) fx dxdy 

This result is obvious as there cannot be a rolling moment or yawing 
moment in symmetrical motion in the longitudinal plane normal to the 
crests of the waves. 

Substituting for   pgand for  f   in terms of <!>   and carrying 
out the correction implied in replacing   S     by   S0   as before,   the 
final result is : 
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jjdxdy    [i MPC   ji0^    rPo + 2^   (^00 + VlOO)xPox 
so 

2    . 
v   010        G  010'      o 

x 

I- i6ßZ 'x(?ioo8oio + foio8ioo + ^iiopo 
x 

+ 2;i00?010Po      ) " 2;100'010 Po 
XX X 

+      2   P0 ^*1000   *0100      + *1000      *0100   ' 
g x xx xx x 

V                 /          *                                            ,                   v           1 - 
 K-   PID*                    +  D        "P               ) D      Z P 

2 ^o VFo 1000   po  1000 ' pa   Fo 100 Fo 
pg XX X X x 

V        ,- - J + P     (Z <I) +  z * ) \ 
g   Ho v   100    0100 010^1000     '? 

XX XX   J 

+  «2^{?100s100+4-   ;100   Po      );1020     P 

f XX 
o 

X 

v2 V        ■ 

'~T ^IOOO  *iooo    +Tpozioo*iooo    ' g x xx xx i 

>Zßaelel   (x001+hGtfü01)xp 
o 
X 

+ Sßae       <x(r,„„s„„l + r„„1 s,„„ + 2r,„ ,p 
| v 100 001   001 100    101*0 

+ 2rioorooipo   )-2'ioorooipo  +-1 ^^01*1000 j g   ^o    001   1000 
x       D xx I 

+ e2°  *10ll*Cr010s00l + rQ0l*0l0 + 2-r0nPo 
I       iat i a  e       < x 

+ 3;oio;ooi po   ) - z'roioTooi P 
o xx x 
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1     p      2 (_i-p      -   V* )) Fo    001 ^^Ho 0100     ;> 
XX 

+   Sß 

] 

iffet (     V r 

"    IT "» [ 
+ (iff*oooi - v*oooi ) *1000 

X 

"T po'ioo (u*oooi   -^oooi   n x xx 7 

2       iffetl      V f.. 

] 

(iff* - V<t> )<I) v0001 *0001     '    1000 
X XX x 

l'T*oooi    ' V*0001    ' *0100 

+ (iff* - V4> )   * y    T0001 0001   '   *0100 
x xx 

_1_        - 
g   PoZ010   ^^OOOl    " v*oooi     ' 

x xx 

[' + r-   I p       (iff* - V* ) 
2    \po    K       0001 v0001   ' 

pg      L    x x 

+ Po(iff*0001 ■v*oooi   A] 
x xx J 1 

.       Ziffet»   I      1 - .. 
+    pate < p    z,,„    (iff* - V* 

)      g    Fo    001  v     *0001 0001 

(II. 4) 
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APPENDIX III 
PRESSURE FORCES AND MOMENTS ON THE SIDE HULLS 

The force on the ACV due to the action of the pressure of 
the fluid on the immersed side hulls is from (5. 1) 

•-■I Ads 

s1 + s2 

where the pressure of the water particles on and below the surface 
of the fluid on either side of each hull is given by Bernoulli's equa- 
tion (1- 8) with w =   0 

p(x,y, 2;t)   = -  p        *t - V<|>x +— ( V* )    - gz 

The pressure is therefore given in the moving   (x, y, z)-8y8- 
tem   ,  but the domain of integration,  namely,  the instantaneous posi- 
tion of the wetted surfaces of the moving and oscillating hulls is 
however,  given in the body-fixed (x'.y1, z1)   system by the hull func- 
tions (4-9) below the free surface   z = f . 

This difficulty did not arise in the case of the cushion hull 
since the domain of integration in that case was that part of the 
plane   z = 0   lying within the instantaneous boundary of the cushion. 

The unit norrml into the hulls is discussed in section (IV. 3) 
and we may write 

n dS   =   (H   t +   H    j   + 
x y 

H     ic )   dxdz 
z 

^._   cosfl.-^-    smfljx 

A     t/öhi ähi NAT 
-   j   +»^—.     cos0 - —   sinfljk J dx'dz' 

This applies to the hull surface   S        .In the case of the other hull 
surfaces the above expression has to be modified slightly.   The scheme 
is set out below. 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVs in a Seamy 

Hull Surface Hull function j-component 

Sl + 
hI 

- 1 

Sl- h2 + 1 

S2 + 
h2 - 1 

S2- hl + 1 

It will be noted that we have replaced the element of area 
dxdz   by   dx'dz"   since the Jacobian of the transformation, 

is unity.  Also we have altered the domain of integration from the hull 
surface to the longitudinal planes 

y   =   y'   =    + b 

and we will therefore have to express the pressure in the   (x'.y'.z1) 
system and use its value on both sides of the longitudinal planes in 
view of the possibility of a discontinuity across the planes.   This 
could arise because of the singularity of the potential discussed in 
Appendix V. 

We may now replace the surface of   S.    by 

+   S. 
o+ o- 

where   S, is the side of the plane   y' = b   facing the   +ive y1 - axis 
and   S1o_     is the side facing the   -ive y' - axis with a similar nota- 
tion for the other hull. 

+   S, 
o+ o- 

It will be remembered that these surfaces which are both sides of the 
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longitudinal planes of the hulls are to be taken in their instantaneous 
position when evaluating the surface integral for the pressure force. 

The pressure of water may be assumed to be an even function 
of   y   and   therefore of   y1 

i. e. =   Pc 

o+ o- 

and 

PS =   PS Sl S2 o- o+ 

and in integrating over   S.   and   S     we may combine the integrals 
over 

S        +  S 
o+ o- 

and 

s1      +  S 
o- o+ 

where the hull functions art .iie same for each group.  The   j-compo- 
nent is however,  of a different sign in each group and therefore the 
lateral force vanishes. 

We thus have 

H 
+ p    -<r~ Jcos9 

(%      ähl .       äh2   \ ' 
dx'dz' 

=   0 
H 

H ■#* 

öhl 
+ P 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVa in a Seaway 

(^ 
+ p \d) Bine\ dx'dz' (HI. 1) 

where we have combined all the four sides of the two longitudinal 
planes whose immersed parts are geometrically similar,  except that 
the profile of the disturbed water surface will be dissimilar on the 
inner and outer sides of each plane.   This wave elevation, however, 
introduces a very high order correction, as will be seen presently, and for 
our present purposes we may indeed consider that all the four sides 
are equivalent.   The integration is now over one side of a longitudinal 
plane,   but the different pressures on the two sides are to be taken 
into account. 

We will now have to express the pressure on both sides of 
the longitudinal plane of a hull in the (x'.y'.z1)    system.   The pressure 
is given in the (x, y, z)   system in terms of the potential in the form 

p (x, y, z;t) * V*    +-^(v*)2 
gz 

and inserting the expansion for <j> 

1000     M*0100        P   1100 

P   'OHO      **0001 MOOl vo 

iot   Iba$ 
\        lOK 

ioy 

we have 

p(x, y, z;t) =    ÄpV* 
1000        ^0100 

x x 
+   6j3p(v* 

(^ 1100 

-   V* 1000 V* 0100 
]_ 

2pV*0100 V* 0100 

oape        (i<T<t> 1010 
V* ) 

1010  ' 
x 

pape       (iff<t) 
0110 

V* ) 
0110  ' 

x 

ivt .. 
tpe        (la* 

0001 
V* ) 

^0001   ' 
x 
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iai 
*<"     (^lOOl " v*iooi   +v*iooo- ^oooi) 

ifft 
^e     (^oioi ■ v*oioi   +v*oioo- ^ooo? 

X 

2i(rt 6a t Pe 
1010 *0001 

Zifft 
^<pe V*0110 •    **0001   + pgz (HI. 2) 

where the argument to be used for the potentials is   (x, b+,z)   and 
(x, b-,ii)   for   p+ and   p_ respectively. 

To obtain the pressure in the   (x'.y1, z')   system we may 
expand the potentials in the form of a Taylor series.  In view of the 
singularity of the potential at   y' = b   ,  separate expansions will have 
to be used for the two sides. 

Thus,  in the case of   S 
1o+ 

^IOOO (x'y'z) =*iooo (x,•b+•*,) + (x-x,)*iooo   (x,•b+■z,) 

where 

+ (y-b)*iooo    ^'•^•^ 

+ (z-z,)*iooo    (x,•b+•z,) 

x - x' = x + (z' + hG) ff =    «r100 +^r010 + c,"*^ 

y - b = y' -b =      «hj   (x'.z') 

and 
ifft z - z' = z - x'tf   = «r'    A +  ßr',n   +   ae       r'     , 

100 010 001 

but the normal derivative      1000 y'  i. e.  the velocity across the plane 
may be considered equal to zero,  so that 
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''V*1000  {x'y'z) = ^lOOO .(x'.b+.z-) 
X x' ' 

p    v 010   1000   ,   . 010  1000  ,   / 

ifft 
+ Äae       oV (r       ♦ p    v 001   1000 + r'       ♦ ) 

.   , 001   1000   .   / 
x'x' x'z1 

when   0(   i2)   is neglected. 

The expansion on the inner side   i. e.   on   S.        will be 
identical but the argument of the potential will now be   (x'.b-, z'). 

Similar expansions can be written down for the other terms 
in (III. 2) giving finally 

P(x.y..:t)=»pv*1000   +ft.v*0100 
x' X1 

+ 0 p (V Ir      ♦ + r'       ♦ \ 
I 010  1010  .   . 010   1010   ,   , 
V x'x1 x'z'/ 

. J_ 7'* .     n'd, \ 
2 0100 0100/ 

+  bßp Jvf r      * + r1        ♦ P^r\  010   1000  ,   , 010    1000   ,   , 
\ x'x' x'z' 

+ r* +r'* +<t> \ 
100*0100   .   , 100*0100   ,   ,        1100   ,   I 

x'x' x'z' x' / 

" v'*iooo •   ^oiooj 

+ «oe1**   «) v/r      ♦, p\     \ 001   1 

+    1010   V iff* I xy    vioio [ 

ooo ,, + ^,001*1000 , , 
x'x' x'z1 

+ /9ae '••.jv(. rooi*oioo . , + rlooi*oioo , . 
x'x' x'z' 
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ad)   I  - te   p(ia<t>    - V4>     I 
*0110> v  *0001    0001 / 

+ *oiioxl)-
ia,,,oiio|    "• 

-   *«i<rtfiooKooixl-
v*oooixlxl) 

100 V      0001   , 0001   ,   j 

+ i<r<t> - V<t> + V't . V* 
1001 1001   .      v    1000        *0001 

x' 

«     Ut i roio(i<7*oooi  . -v*oooi . } 
x'        x'x' 

+ r'   (iff*     - V*      ) 
010 V  0001 ,   T0001 , / 

z'       x'z1 

+ i ff*    - V* 
*0101   *0101 + V'*oioo-^*oooi| 

*e2l<rt  p|rooi(ia*oooi   . -^oooi , ) 
I x x' x'x1' 

001 1^*0001   , * v*oooi   ,  J( 
z x'z»; 

g   / z + z'cosg - x'sinfi - h     (I   - cos»)> (III. 3) 

The argument of the potentials in the above expression is 
(x',b+,z')   for   p+  and   (x'.b-.z')   for   p      .   The corresponding 
potentials may then be denoted by   *+ and *" 

We may now substitute for   p     and   p-   in (III. 1),  but before 
doing so we will reduce the domain of integration from the unknown 
region   S.      to a known region with a correction term, 

'o 

We may write 
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+ S' 1 
0 

where §1 0 ia the equilibrium po•itioa below the load water plaaa 
a 1 

• 0 which ia kDOWil from de•illl COil8idarationa, 51~ ia the atrip 
betwaea a' = 0 and the uadiaturbecl water aurface a • 0 and S, " 
i• the additioul atrip betweaa a = 0 and the actual free •urface

0 

a :r 

Let ua firat conaider the contribution of the laat term in 
(UI. 3) which repreaent• the hydroatatic preaaure of the water to the 
horiaontal and vertical force a aiven by (III. 1 ). Thia pre .. ure ia the 
•ame oa both •ide• of the lonaitudiul plane eo that we may combine 
h1 and h2 , and con•ide,iq fir•t the horiaontal force 

- Zl • 1 ff(~ + a' cool- •' olaf- h0 (I -cool)] 

s, +., 
0 0 

.[-~:. dx'da' 

which may be traneformed by Stoke•' theorem into 

- Z •-a co.,f h(x', a') [ z + &' co• I -x'•inf- hG (1-coaf)] d&' 

-z•- '•inl~o•f ff h(x', a') dx'd&' 

~, + ~,' 
0 0 

- Z I 11 1 •in I i h(x', a') (a + a' cod - x'•inl - hG ( • -coa I~ dx' 

+ Z I "1 •inf ~od Jf h(x', a') dx'da' 

-.;1o+s;o 

where ~e line integral• are taken alona the boundary of the reaion 
~ + S, , i.e. the line of inter•ection of the plane y = b with the 
plane a ~ 0 and alona a line from the •tem to the atern runnina 
alona the keel. 

Alona the upper boundary, i.e. alona the waterline, 

a+ a' co•l- x' •inf- hG (l - co•l) =a =.0 
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and along the lower boundary 

h (x'. z')   =   0 

as the hull may be assumed to have a pointed keel.   The line integrals 
along   C   are therefore both zero and the surface integrals cancel 
with each other so that the net result is zero. 

Now,  on the strip   S'.'     the integral may be written 
o 

*"* I <*■]    •(£ cosö + -^—,     si 
ö z' 

inöj dz' 

z=o 
and expanding the integral about its value when   z' = 0 the inner 
integral becomes 

t= f 
rdh 

ZzO 

. COSfl+      3— 8 
dx' dz' inö dz' 

and since 
z'^o 

-^7   = cos» = 1 + O(02) dz 

the integral becomes 

Lax- cosö +  —r—:      s H [-f s] ZZ   f 

z'zo z-o 

on linearizing with respect to   6  and noting that 

.2 2 n.J.. 
z1      =   z      +   0(6  ) 

=_L HL f2 

2     ax' 

The surface integral over   S^'      therefore becomes 

-   iPg I bh jx'.z')        f 2 
ax' dx' 
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andwritina r = HlOO + 'rolO + te tOOl+ 

the reeult ie 

- 2 , le i•t f 
( 1 2 , r r +,,. ,. 

100 . 001 ,010 
L 

the illte1ration beiq alona the l•d waterline L i.e. alona the 
x' axie. The contribution ie therefore of a mu'h hi1her order. 

dx' 

Similarly the CODtribution of the bydroetatic pre .. ure to the 
vertical force may be evaluated. In thi& caee, 

h(x', •') dx'd&' 

Ae before, the lin• inte1rale r.. re each aero aad the eurface intearale 
combine tOiether to aive 

Z I II 1 ff h(x', a') dx'da' 

\r~~ 
which ie &imply the dieplacement of the two hull• below a= 0 . We 
may write the above inte1ral in the form 

2 •• 1 /[ h(x', •') dx'd•' + 21• •ff h(x', a') dx'da' 

'o s,o 
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The first integral is the known force due to the displacement below 
the load waterline i. e.     m-g   .   The second integral will however, 
have to be evaluated.   This is discussed below. 

As regards the strip   S\'      , the integral becomes by expand- 
ing the integrand about   z1 - 0   and carrying out the integration as 
before 

- 2 pge 
ifft    /*   / 2 

J  ('• fioo "   f ooi + tß^oio   f OOli dx' 

We will now evaluate the correction for the hydrodynamic 
pressure terms when substituted in (III. 1).   We will replace the 
integration over   S^      by that on the known surface   S*      together 
with a correction denoting the integral over   S^      .   The evaluation of 
the integral over   Sj'     will be unnecessary as this raises the order 
by      it    or  ßt 

or 

The integrals are all of the form 

f (x'.z') 
// 

.,   .v  ah      . ,, , 

31o 

// 

^x' 

ah 

dx'dz1 

f (x'. z')   -—j       dx'dz' 

Now, 

I Oh 
f{x,z/4—i     dx'dz' ox 

ZTO 

/•■■/ 
z = o 

((x'.z')^-,      dz' 

and when   z - 0 

z' = x'e  - z + o{x e. ez) 

so that in view of the smallness of the range of integration,  we may 
replace the integrand by its value when   z' = 0   giving 

fil-*'*)       [f(x',z')-|^(]^x' 
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which becomes an integration by parts 

h (x'.z1) (z - x' 0) f (x 

stem 

Ja I 

im 

jrn 

Mx'.O)- 

'stern 

•.z')l8;e 
J ste 

I,     [(i -x'0)f (x'.z') z - x'd) f (x'.z') I      dx' 

z'zo 

The first term vanishes at both ends on the waterline,   and the second 
integral is taken along the fives x' direction so that this term becomes 

/ Mx'.O)-^-   [(z -x'»)f(x',z,)l 
Jstem ^x      L -I 

dx' 

To this integral may be added the integral of zero value along the keel 
from the stern back to the stem as   h(x', z')   is zero everywhere 
along this line giving 

^7      |(z -x'O) f (x'.z')] dx' ^Vx'.z')-^      |(z-x,e)f(j 
c 

which is taken around the boundary of   S, 
'o 

This may be transformed by Stokes' theorem into 

JpHx'      [(-x^)f(x-.z-)]      dx-dz'   + 

+   Hh (x'.z1)^-^-      Mi -x'0)f (x-z1)!     dx'dz' 

The second surface integral may be written 

=     *   hlx1, 

dx'dz' 

Is- 
z') (z - x' 6) -~     dz' 

o z 

(i . X<8)-SL        dx'dz' 
oz' 
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The line integral is obviously zero,   since 

h (x1, z')    =    0        for   z'  ^   0 

and we may combine the second surface integral with the first giving 
the result 

J1o 

In the case of I fix'.z') äh_ 
^2' 

■KJ 

the integral may be written 

I-1 

dx'dz1 

dh 
f(x'.z')     -^     dz' 

which can be approximated as before to 

(z - x'Ö) fCx'.z')   — 
(^Z 

i. e. /  (z - x'e) f 

dx' 

izo 

(x .o)    -- dx' 

It does not seem easily possible to convert this into a surfa- 
ce integral for merging with the main integral over   S.      as has just 
been done in the previous case. 

Substituting for p'1' and p" in terms of the potentials and 
reducing the integration to the known surface S^ after correcting 
for the strips SV and S^' we have the following results for the 
longitudinal force and the vertical force. 

It is assumed here that the potentials   <t-1000   and   4» 10i0 

will be continuous across the longitudinal planes for these are the 
potentials of the side hulls in the absence of the air cushion.   The 
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Linearized Potential Flow Theory for ACVs in a Seaway 

wave potential * OOOI    and the hydrostatic pressure will,  of course, 
be the same on both sides.   The hull functions   h,   and   h2   have 
therefore been crmbined in these cases to give the total width   h   . 
In the case of the potentials involving the cushion pressure namely, 
'''oiOO   and *0101  ,    the two sides are considered separately. 

The final result is : 

XPH    =    ii'2*2    pV*1000x,(X,-b'^    T? 

( x' x' / 

,,2       icrt   [„I - oh dh 
-26 ae    p[v\xooi TIP +zooi   TT' 

+ hG^   -x   1)7'  V ^IOOO 
/ x'x' 

h 

öz1   )    0100^ 

+ eooi (z 

^^IOIO.-^OIO)    I x' ' 

+   Z —r  
001 ^2 

+'ooi ^ + h
G -^ 

x'x 

+ (V* 
+ 

QUO 
x' 

-i.^        )     ^-J-    + 
0110'    ^x' ••• 

+ vKoi    ^ + iooi   4r! + 

%ai^hG0-    -0,  -0100 ' ) Toi( 

a h 
+ (v+öiiox, --*o-no)     ax. 
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+ 2 «« e 

+ 2*    «e 
100 öz' 

"^♦oooi -v*oooixl) 

PLJxioo  17' + zi( 

- >    (iff*oooi . - v*oooi . ) 
/     x x' x'xv 

(iff*iooi " v*iooi / v'*iooo- ^oooi)-fx" 

+ 9100(z   +hG l^'    -X    ^T  ^    liff*' 

+ öioo ^*iooo • v*oooi   "a 
h_' 

+ 26ßte 
iatfi- öh äh 

Z010   "öz1 

^OlO^G-S-    -^   ^H^OOOl   .-V*00 
'   x x ;■!« x'x'' 

(i<r*0101  " V*Jl01xl 
+   V'*0100    V'*000l)    -^f 

(■ 
+ 'iff*oioi - v*o loi ,  ^♦oioo   v'pooo\l   "^ 

x' / 

3h2 

"oio   v*iooo ■  vvoooi     a 
oh" 

^   2K7t»r(-        ah   ^ - öh 
+ ^ d o « e       0 /x„ „.      ^.—.   + p j ooi   ax- + zooi    aT1  + 

ah 
+ enn, {*' + h^   ^—.   - x- '001 lG    "^ 

ah 
az ■)i 

ji,T*oooix(  - v*oooi x'x')J_ 
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/,„ tf_^.   a.. 
1 

/ 

Oh 
-z&ßtpgi  fcl0 r001   ax. dx' (III. 4) 

H // 

2 äh 
zÄPgMx-.z'y.z«    p v#1000     ^r 

x' 
3V 

2«ßp v roioo , v x1 ax1   +*0100 
ah2 \ 

2*
2aeUtP + hGe001)*1000xlxl 

+ ^ooi -"'"ooi^iooo^^ J+V*ioioxl 

1 ah    v.     . J± 
-'"^oio    "äT'  ■VOOI*IüOOX1     ^x1. 

26 ßae      p vj^OOl"2' ^G^OOl^OlOO^ 

+ ^ooi-x'('ooi)*oiooxlz, + v<,,oiooxl 

ahi +        "I     hal +   
- i<r<,>010oJ     öz'   " VÖ001*0100xl       öx 

+ 

+ [V   j^OOl^'^G^OOl^OlOO 

+ (iooi -"'^ooi^oioo , j+ v*oioo. 

-i       ^h 

- i<T*:,„„ i -.— - v9001 *01001   ^ P0100 "^ 
^1 
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P v    *0001 *0001   /      3z' 
x' 

+ 26    t el<T    P   Ux,„„ +~zrnr 0.Ä   )(i<r<|) -V* ) Hr loo G IOO'
v   ^oooi ,   qoooi L / •■^ x' xSc1 

^^oo^'^ioo^^^oooi  .   -  V*0001      ) 

' !ff,t,iooi "*iooixl 
+   ^♦IOOO-  ^*oooi I 4^ I 

e      (la*       - v* )    ^h 1 
i nil  ■•      ' ft fir. i        • "VsriA i     '        ^-t' 100 v    ^0001  '       0001   7      ^x' 

+ 2 4/3* elfft „[((x^, , + z' + h    0       ) (iff* - V* 
P(v 010 G OlO' v    *0001   ,    ^0001 

xbc' 

+ ^io-x,(?oio)^*oooi .   - v*oooi .   )    ^ 

+ (iff*«,«,  - V*              +V*              V*         ) -^—^- *oioi     ^oioi ,    -oioi   v- ooor l^T 
x' 

^^oioi-^oio^/^oioi-^oooi) 1^ 

- öoio ^^oooi - v*oooi } -1&] IX' 
x1 

2 

"'fl' 
+ 26a<e Pl^X0001 + Z, + hG9OOl) 

(i^oooi .-^oooi , .^^ooi-^ooi) 
x' x'x' 

(i<r*oooi .-^oooi 
z' x'z- j    ^^ 
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eQ0\ (iff*0001  " V%0Q\ 
dx'dz' 

+ line integrals which follow (III. 5) 

Line integrals to be added to surface integrals for vertical force   Z 
H 

•I 25-   Pg^oo-^W1^"'01 

+ 2Ä^g(£010-X
,9010)h(x'.O) 

i<rt .ISae—    pg{z001   -x'fll01)h(x-.o) 

.ZÄ^e1"1   |pg(*101  -x'ö101)h(x'.o) 

"V^ooi -"'^ooi^iooo ,    ^T'l 

+ 26^«eUtp jg(z011  -x'ö011)h(x\o) 

sooi -''"ooi'^oioo ,     ^'       oioov,     ^   '' - V(zftm   -x'flAni)(*r 

.z«2^1"1   p{( zioo-x'eioo)(l<T',,oooi - ^ooo^,' "ST' 

_öh ( 
' g f 100    *  001       ^z' ( 

ifft 
+ 2^.e*-   P^oiO-x,9010)(i<'*0001 V* 0001   ,       ^z' 

X 

g f   010    f 001      c 
dh 
Sz1 

+ 25atfc
2l<Ti     p(z001  - x'900))(iacj,0001  - V*Q00l^   ,-, z 

ah 
Az 

(III. 6) 

dx' 
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We will now turn our attention to the moment on the ACV due 
to the action of the pressure of the water particles on the hulls given 
by (5.2) 

M. 
-. ■ // 

p (r1 x n)    dS 

'l+J2 
and as   r'   may be written in terms of the components along the 
A      A      A i   , j   ,  k   a?:is. 

r' = (x' coa6+ y' aind) i + y' j   + (z1 cos» - x1 sinö) k 

[/^h ^.h v / sh 

öhl \A  I 
. _-_i   Sine) k       dx'dz' 

4y.^J   cosfl-l^   8ine)t(z' 

<+(x'co89 + z1 sin») - 6y' |-^—,   cos Ö + -—-  sintfj   k> 

we have 

cos 0 - x1 sintf)) i 

dx'dz' 

the upper and lower signs referring to the hull surfaces   S       and 
S,     with   h      replacing   h1    in the case of   5,+   and   S, 

The integration is now performed on the outer sides of the 
longitudinal planes of the hulls and combining   S1 and   S2        toge- 
ther as before,  the integration may be confined to   S,^      with the 
integrands added together. 

The combined   i-moment   on the two hull surfaces is there- 
fore 

vi py' (^ co89- 4^ sine) dx'dz' 
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ähl ahi which vanishes as   p   , -v—•     and   —^^—T      are even functions of   y'   . 
dx' dz 

The   k-component   also vanishes and both components similarly vanish 
on the inner hull surfaces for the same reason. 

We are therefore left only with the pitching moment 

M ^-//[4^-^)--< fc'l-T   - x'-l-loidx'dz1 H 
and using the expression for   p+   aad   p-  given in (III. 3) we derive 
finally the following result for the pitching moment where the inte- 
gration is reduced as before to   S.       incorporating the correction 
terms where necessary. 0 

M. 
H I 

- 26 

26 Pg x' hix'.z') 

Z&ßp) V 
[^ h s h 

*0100   I
{Z   ^P--X     ^-x^) 

x' 

+ *oioo ,   (z   -^ 

26a  e     '    Pg^oi  z' h(x'.z') 

- 26 W'1   P[| v   (xoo.+ z, +Voo^^ooo 
x'x' 

+ (zooi -^''ooi^'iooo 
^ 

+ V* - iff* I    (z'-—     - x' —- vioioxl     *ioio > y    ax- a 
oh ,      oh   , 
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'■'ur'thv 

+ gÖ101  z' h (x'.z1) ] 
26^ae '"HlvK + z' + h   Ö       )* 

01 G  001/40100 
x'x1 

+ (zooi "'^ooi) 
+ 1 + 
0100   ,   , *01I0   , x'z'J x' 

+ <v (x„„,  4  z1 + h   9        )* 
001 G  001'      0100 

+ (£ooi -x,9 ooi) *äioo . 1+ 
x'z'J 

VJ> 
0110 

-lff*oiio    (z  -^^-X   -^) 

+ ^oii   z'h( x'.z')! 

^^eifftp(iff«,0001-V*0001    Mz'-g,    -x'-^L) 

+ 2 « 2t    e P (x + z' + h   S       ) (la* - V* ) 
100 G   100M    T0001   ,      VT0001   .    ; 

x' x'x' 

+ (z, ^„ - x'S        ) (la* - V* 
100 100; v       0001   , VDOOl 

x'z' 

+ i<,*1001  -^1001   /^lOOO-^OOOl 
x' ][-s.-^] 

+ 2Sßt   e "'"[poio + z' + h   Ö       ) (iff* - V* 
G 010' v    T0001   ,        V0001 

X' 3 
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Mi.*+
0101 -v^do^/Kioo'^oooi) 

c^ dh 
(z, >^ -^   -T^^öioi-^ 0101   , 

x' 

äh oh, 
+ r'*oioo-  ^oooi)^' TF-   -^  "^ ) 

L x' 

-v*oooi , ^^ooi-^ooO 
x'x" 

(i^oooi , - v*oooi , , 
z' x'z' 

)       dx'dz' 

+ line integrals which follow (III. 7) 

Line integrals to be added to surface integrals for pitching moment 

/[ -26 2    pg(£100-x'o100)x'h(x'.0) 

-z&ß   ',s(£olo-x,%1o
)x,h(x,•0) 

-Zia    e10t  pg     (z001  -x
ie00i)x' h (x'.O) 

+ 252aeifft P}V (£ - x'd       )* -^- 
|V ^001     x "ooi'^iooo ,   ^z1 

^ x' 

-«(£ioi --•^ol)h<x,•o)|x, 
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+ 2a^e- P|V(£001 -x^001)(*0100xi     ^+*ö100xi-^() 

-^oii-x,%ii)h(x,'0)|   ^ 

+ 2*2tel<Tt "pf  loo fooi   -^-^ico-^^ioo) 

^^oooi-^ooo^,)   -fr.}   ^ 

(i<T<,>oooi - ^oooij -f^j   ^ 

-26-e2i<rt#  "^001 -x,öooi)   ^oooi-^oooi }l& x]dx, 

x' J 

(III. 8) 

APPENDIX IV 
RIGID BODY FORCES AND MOMENTS 

The rigid body force due to the weight and inertia of the ACV 
is from (5. 3) 

?R     =jf/j<U   -   gk)   dm 
V 

where   U   is the absolute velocity of an element of mass   dm   contain- 
ed within the body   V   of the ACV. 

It is easy to show that 

/// ( U   -   gk ) dm   =   m ( UG    ■   g^ ) 

where   m   is the total mas& of the ACV and   U      the absolute velocity 
of its C. G. & 

UG    =    ( V   +   x ) 1   +   y ^   +   z k 
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and this reduces to 

U„ -  A        •-•  A 
G   =   x   i   +   z   k 

for the coplanar motion we are considering. 

We therefore have 

FR   =   m   [x   ^   +   ( *   -   g ) y 

and substituting for the displacements, we derive for the components 
of the rigid body force 

XR   =   -m,2   ae10t   (x^   +    ii^   ^^U) 

and (IV. 1) 

ZR   =   -m.2   «eXfft   (£001   +    «z101   +^011)   -   mg 

As regards the moment, we have from (5.4) 

MR   =jfjp   X   ( U   -   g )   ^   dm 

where the absolute velocity   U   at the point   (x, y, z)   of the body is 

U   =   (V   +   i)i   +   y^   +    z1c 

reducing to 

i? = x Ai + £ t 

for coplanar motion and since 

x   =   x + x1 cos 0 + (z1 + h   ) sinfl 
G 

and 

z   =   z + z1 cos Ö - x1 sintf - h    (I  - cos ^ 
G 

we have 

x = x   + [(z' + h   ) cosO - x' sinöj 0- [x1 cos 9+ (z' + h-) sin*] 6 
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and 

z = z -   [x1 coeö + (z1 + h   ) Binö]ö + [x1 sind - (z1 + h   ) COB 9 ]*' 

Also,  since 

r7= (x1 C08Ö+ y' sin«) i + y' j + (z' cosö - x' sin») ic 

we derive after substitution and carrying out the vector product 

M. ■I y'J - g + z - [x1 cos Ö + (z1 + h   ) sinö] B 

+ [x, sin» - (z1 + h   ) cosff] ''I1 
+ {(z1 cosö -x' 8in0)[x +hz< H hG) cos»- x' sin»)!» 

I- CO8 0+ (z1 + hG) sin» >»'] 

- (x1 cos»+ z' finÖ)    [- g + z -   x' cosfl + (z1 + h   ) sin»!« 

+ jx' sin»- (z' + hG) cos»] »2] J 

- y' j x +[(z, + hG) cos »- x' sin»]» 

+ [x1 cos» - (z' + hG) sin»]   e 

Now,  we have the following results : 
1') dm 

'• III z1 dm   =   m z1        =   - m h_ 
O G 

i. e. 
# 

(z1 + h^,) dm   =   0 

x1 dm   =   m x'        =   0 ">   f i fff \ Bince 

jyjy'dm   =   myG)   =   0     J throu (iii) 

(iv) 

the   z'-axis   passes 
ough the C. G. 

y' dm   =   0,/// y1 z1 dm   =   0    due to the lateral sym- 
v metry 
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and 

(v) III .-■ • ■' )   dm   =   I  .   . 
y-yt 

where   Iyy'   is the moment of inertia of the ACV in pitch about a late- 
ral axis through   o'   . 

When these results are used, the i and K integrals in the 
above expression vanish (a result not unexpected) and after simplifi- 
cation the final result for the pitching moment is 

where 

MR   -   18   .   mhG 

I   =   I   ,   ,   +   mht, 
y'y' G 

(x CO 8 0   +   (g - z) sinff 

is the moment of inertia of the ACV about a lateral axis through the 
r r. CG 

ihis expression may be linearized for small values of   6 
and introducing the perturbation expansions for   x   ,    z   and   9   ,  the 
final result is 

M 
R   =   "     'm8hG  'lOO -    ^^G Vo - **m«hG *110 

+    « e1 ^     {  mh„ ( a2 x - E Ö        ) .  a2 ] o        ) 
I Gy "   x001      »"OOI' I    001 J 

+    foe ^  |mhG   P(i101 -£001 W-«» 

^el,7t{mhGp^011-£001%10)-^ 

W«lfft | mh^ o2 (inn,   e 
G  '    (Z00I   9110 + Z101  "OIO^OH  "lOO^ 

,2       ifft 2 - 
*  « e mh^   *    x        6 

G z101 "lOO 

fl2«     ifft p a   e mh_    <r 2 - 
G    '     Z01I   'oiO (IV. 2) 
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We have taken the mass of the ACV to be   m   which may be split up 
into 

m m      + 

where   m. g   is that part of the weight of the ACV which is supported 
by the air cushion and   m g   the other part supported by the buoyancy 
of the side hulls.   As the cushion pressure is taken to be of   0{ ß ) 
and the cushion area may be considered to be of order zero it is clear 
that   m,    is of   0(0) 

m. 
i. e. m ^- 

ß ) 

1 where   —g—      is now of order zero.   In a  similar manner,  the width 
of the side hulls is taken to be of small order   6   and the length and 
draught being of order zero,    m      is of   0( 6 ) 

i. e. m. «   (—.-) 

where again   —-£-    is of order zero. 

Also, 

where   k   is the radius of gyration in pitch (of order zero),   so that 

mi       2 m2        2 I   =     0(—i-  k^ )   +       «(—i-    k^) 
ß 

ßi-f)   +     M-f) 

where   I     and   I     are the moments of inertia of the partial masses 
supported by the cushion and the side hulls respectively. 

Assigning tht correct orders of magnitude to   m   and   I   in (IV. 1) 
and (IV. 2) we derive the following results : 
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^     [ia(-X-)    '2i^.   +    ^(-:iL)    A.-.     + ->   '^ooi +  ^ir) 001 

2 m2 2- 2 ml 2- 

+    6ß 
i   mi 2- m2 2-       )i 

«{(-r) " xioi + (
-T-) * xoii I (IV. 3) 

"R 

m m 

ifrj^)  g-     ^(-y-)  g- 

^tj"   6a 2 v      2 
m 

( « ) ';ooi + ^-r) 
1 v       2- 

*      001 

2        m2 2- 2        mi 2- 

(   mi        2- 
+   5/*«j(—)   .  z101 ("T")  '^Oll II (IV. 4) 

M. 
2   /

m2 
&    (rj-) gV. ö G "IOC 

(    mi m2 ) 
^{(-r^ioo^—) *oio|   «hc 

2     mi - 0    ( M   ah    0 
*    K   ß   '   ^ G    010 

2        1 
«Ö    ( — ßh    e 

2 m2 
«0  '-y-)ghG«110 

+ «ae [{-^hG(.   x001-g9001)-(-^a     001J  + 
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^«-'"[^i)^ j,2(;101-i001%). 

+ (-r)hG ff   ^011 -^ooi^oio)-^!!  -^ '^on 

+ *W'*    (^)HGj.
2(x101-Wioo). 

-^ioi|  -^ a2öioi  + 

ÜJ 
ß ' "G 

.^«e-1      ^h^p^^^^^.J ooroio' 

011?      [0 ) .2. 011 (IV. 5) 

APPENDIX V 
DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR VELOCITY 

POTENTIAL 
The boundary value problem for the harmonic function   d 

has been formulated in Section III. The classical method of dealing 
with such problems is the application of Green's theorem in conjunc- 
tion with appropriate Green's functions giving the following integral 
equation for <j> 

*(x, y, z;t) = -I- y.z-.k.nj) 4--- an 

-*(*.»).*■ ;t) 
)G 
»n    J  - dS (V. 1) 
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where the Green's function  G(x, y, z,l , f, » )   is a harmonic function 
in the lower half-space   z  > 0   , f   >    0   ,  except near the point 
(x={,    y='>,    z-f) where it behaves like a unit source with a 
singularity of the type   l/r   , 

i.e. VZ (G -~)   =   0 

with 

r =     k - { )2 + (V - »7 )2 + (z - f )2J2" 

The surface integral and normal derivatives are taken with 
respect to the dummy variables   {£,v, f)   which have the same 
disposition as   (x, y, z)   .   The integration is performed over an arbi- 
trary closed surface ^   which completely surrounds the point 
(x, y, z)   at which the potential is to be determined and the derivatives 
are evaluated in the direction of the normal out of £  • 

The potential 4>   is assumed to be composed of potentials 
of various orders (see (2. 3))  : 

<l>(x.y. z;t) = «*1000 (x.y. z) + ^*0100 (x, y, z) + ^^*1100 (x.y. z) + 

^IOIO 
(x'y,z'+ öae     ^OllO ^X'y,z^   + 

ifft i<rt 
+ <e e *oooi(x'y'z)+   *<e  e *iooi (x'y'z) + 

+ /3e e1^ «QJQJ (x, y. z) (V.2) 

where 

* is the potential due to the motion of the side hulls 
in calm water, 

*ni nn     *8 ^e P0tential due to the motion of the air cushion 
over calm water, 

is the potential due to the interference between thr * 1100 
side hulls and the air cushion in calm water. 
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and 

*1010   an<1   *01I0    are the Potential8 due to the forced 
oscillation of the side hulls and the air cushion 

*, 

respectively in calm water, 

is the potential of the incident wave. 
0001 

*loni   ant* *0I01   are tlie Potentials denoting the interfe- 
rence between the side hulls and the incident wave 
(the diffracted wave) and between the air cushion 
and the incident wave (the disturbed wave) respec- 
tively. 

We shall only derive the lower order potentials 

*iooo ' *oioo' *ioio &nd *0110 

in this study as these will be sufficient to evaluate the forces and 
moment of low order.   The method of derivation of the interference 
potential + j JQO   W^ also be briefly indicated without actually 
carrying out the solution. 

The potential of the incident wave is readily written down. 
The diffracted wave potential and that of the wave of disturbance 
are only required in the higher crder theory. 

Boundary Conditions. 

(i) 

(ü) 

The boundary conditions satisfied by the potential are : 

V2  4, =   0 
This applies to potentials of all orders. 

On the EFS   (z = 0)   the condition (4. 6) is 

* tt - 2V<I>     + V <t>      - ß*   + 2y4>.V  (*   - V* )   + 
xt xx     0   z t x 

+  (<tv - V* ) -v—   (<t>    - ZV*     + v2*      - g* )   =   0 
g   v t x'    <?z     v tt xt xx     B  z 

which reduces to the following conditions : 

0(«) V * 1000 g* 
xx 

1000 
=   0 
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0(0) V * 
0100 

xx 

o(aa)     v * 
1010 

XX 

g*0100     =   0 

2iff V*1010      "   -Solo   "   8*1010 x z 

0(W     v*o.1«x   -2'"v*ouo    "•'♦ono - «♦o.,o   =° 
XX X 2 

0{Sß) V* 
1100 g* 

xx 1100    " 2V( v*iooo • ^*0100   + 

+ v*oioo- v*iooo ) + 

8  L   l 000      dz ^V *0100 
xx 

" 8*0100   ' + *0100    -JT 
z x   " 

(V *1000       - 8*1000  ) 
XX z 

(V.3) 

It will be noted that the first four equations are homogeneous, 
whereas the equation for the interference potential is an inhomöge- 
neous one. 

If we denote by ♦   the time-independent part of the oscilla- 
tory potential <!>    (i. e. without the factor   e       )   ,  the first four of 
the above equations reduce to the form 

V2*        - ZUV*    - ff2*    -go,        =0 (V.4) 
XX X 0 z 

In the case of the steady potentials   <r   is,   of course,   set equal to zero. 

(iii) On the IFS   (z = 0)   the condition (4-7) is 

*tt-2V*xt+v2*xx-8V^*-       ^*t-V*) + 

+ _L «, . Vv_^ ) _|_ i% . 2V^t + v2*xx - g^) + 
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+-4-    (-|r-V-|-)p+*P     +*P    1    + 
L w x        '       y 

+ J_     v p      -|—    (♦. - V* )   =   0 
pg 8

X     äs t x' 

The surface pressure distribution is given by (I. 1) in the form 

pg(*.y) =  /'Poio + ^piio+ ""^Pon + 

where 

and 

P010   =   Po (x'y) 

P110   =   Wo   M   =   (i100 + hGÖ100)po   (X'^ x x 

poii - ;ooipo (x'y) = (xooi+hG Äooi)p0 (x'y) 

and the conditions satisfied by the various potentials a re 

0( i )        V ♦ 
1000       "   g*1000 

XX z 
=   0 

0",'       v2*o,oo..  ■  «♦„,00     '~   P010 

0(0«)       V2*     ln      -2iaV*l1/x     -a
2* . „* 

0110 '•'OllO 0110      g*0I10 
*" X • 

T  (Vpoii   ^^on) 
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0{iß) vZ*iioo    -8*1100 =2V(v*iooo-v<,>oioo.+^oioo ^IOOOJ 
xx z 

+
 B    *1000     äz(V*0I00    ' 8*0100' 

K X XX z 

._i_(.i.p _ V* ) 
g   V P   P010 0100 K x 

ä (V2 ) + 
Tz 1000^ - g   [000> 

v2 y' 
-pT     P010    *1000      +  P      P010 "^ x xz x 

P ^*1000    P010     + 
X X 

+ *1000       P010   ) 
(V.5) 

y y 

The first four of the above equations may be written in the form 

V2* _ 2i<T V^  M -   ff2*   - g* z   =-^- (V po      -   iff P.)       (V. 6) xx 

where   p is the time-independent part of   p 

(iv) On the side hulls the condition (4. 10) is 

*1 ih cosff - -^- sine+ (z1 + h_) 9  + V cosö> -xr—, 
z G |    dx 

+ I— aind +-:— cos« - x1 » + V si 
x z 

1 + i  L   )2   + 82 

^x'   ; 

) dhl 1 

bh      ,1-1/2 
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which reduces to 

0(«) 

0(0) 

0(ia) 

0(ßo) 

O(^) 

a* 
1000 

a n 
^1 
ax1 

at 0100 
r =   0       Condition does not apply. ? n ' 

a* 
1010 

i a r 
dh1 

001 -^F     +(i,Tr,001   +  V^n,) 

ah 
1 

ooi' a? 

a* 

a* 

0110 
an 0 no condition 

ah 

an 010      hz* 
1 

(V.7) 

These conditions relate to the outer hull surfaces.  In the case of the 
inner surfaces the hull function   h      should be replaced by   h^   . 

The first four conditions may be represented in the form 

a* 
Tn" 

r dh, ah. 
001       v',00l;     az' -       (V. 8) 

(v) Radiation and Boundedness Conditions. 

We may assume that the potentials of all orders satisfy the 
conditions 

and 

* —»-0 

a* 

i.e.     ^—».O 

a^  ►O   ,      i.e. -v^ ^0 
uz dz 

as z—» oo at the bottom of the ocean. We may also assume that the 
potentials and their derivatives satisfy suitable radiation conditions 
as 
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2    2 
x  + y —» oo 

These conditions will be specifically stipulated in due course. 

Singularity of the Potential. 

It will be seen from (V. 3) and (V. 5) that the potentials 
*1000   &n<*  ^1010       relating to the steady motion and forced oscilla- 
tion of the side hulls of an ACV in the full displacement mode (i. e. 
without an air cushion) in calm water satisfy identical conditions 
both on the EFS et IFS.   However,  they have to satisfy additional 
boundary conditions on the hull surfaces given by (V. 7).   On the other 
hand,  the potentials ^Q^QQ     and 4*0110      relating to the air cushion 
of an amphibious ACV (without the side hulls) satisfy different condi- 
tions on the EFS and on the IFS unless the basic pressure distribution 
is truly uniform in the longitudinal direction such that 

p        =0       and   p =0 
o o 

X XX 

throughout the length of the cushion.  Hov/ever,  this would imply a 
discontinuity in the pressure at the boundary along the bow and the 
stern where the pressure drops suddenly from the uniform cushion 
pressure to the atmospheric.  A discontinuity in the value of the 
potential at the boundary is therefore to be expected. 

It is also to be noted that the cushion potentials   'J'-,..    and 
<l»nilri    do not have to meet any specific conditions on the hull surfaces 
and that the interference potential <t>.(.     satisfies different boundary 
conditions on the EFS and IFS and also a condition on the hull surface. 

The Green's Function. 

Let us now choose a Green's function   G(x, y, z; £,»7 ,f )   such 
that 

VG = G      +G      +G       =-4ir«(x-i)    6(y-   r,)      ä(Z -f ) 
xx yy zz 

where    ä   is the Dirac delta-function.   This ensures that   G   is a 
harmonic function in   z > 0   with a singularity of the type  —     at 
x={    ,    y=   v   ,    z=    f. 

Let   C   also be such that 
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V   G^+ 2iffVG{ -    ff2G 
gGj.   =   0,    on f = 0 (V.9) 

It will be observed that this free surface condition we have stipulated 
for   G   is the same a« that satisfied by the potentials in (V. 4) with 
the difference that   V   is replaced by   -V   so that the second term on 
the left hand side is of a different sign.   The reason for this will be 
apparent presently. 

We may also assume that 

and 

Lt 

f— oo 

Lt 

( oo 

A suitable radiation condition is also imposed on   G   for 
large   ({2 + f 2)2       and fixed    f in order to obtain a unique solution 
of the problem. 

The radiation conditions for 
in Appendix V of Reference 1. 

<t> and   G   are fully discussed 

The Domain of Integration. 

We may subdivide the closed surface ZJ into the following 
separate regions : 

L-E^Z^ E2+ E3 

where 2J0   i8 a surface of small depth below the undisturbed water 
surface which just encloses the immersed part of the side hulls of 
the ACV in its interior and which intersects the EFS in a closed curve 
L.   (see Figure 3).   This curve will therefore contain in its interior 
the actual boundary   L H   of the ACV on   z = 0   ,  i. e.   the closed curve 
formed by the intersections of the outer surfaces of the hulls on   z = 0 
and the vertical projection thereon of the hemline of the skirts at the 
bow and stern. 

X is the lateral surface and   2^, the base of a large circu- 
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lar cylinder with its axis along the   z-axis   and extending downwards 
to the bottom of the deep ocean.  The radius and depth of this vertical 
cylinder are assumed to be very large. If the intersection of this 
cylinder with the plane   z = 0   is the circle   L3   ,  it is obvious that 
L.   (and therefore   L^   ) will be contained well within it.  Also. 2l 
is the ring-shaped domain on   z = 0   lying between the circle   L. 
and the closed curve   L. 

We may now apply Green's theorem to the closed domain in 
z   >0   bounded by   £,   i.e.  by   ]£+y3+^+53     • with   (x'Y'z) 
lying within J^ o   ^1       2       3 

*(x, y, z)    = —£-_ r. //  [■ ä Ü   .   * £] G     HJL . ^ _^J1 |     dS (V. 10) 

The boundary conditions satisfied by ♦are given by (V.4), 
(V. 6). and (V. 8). 

Considering first the integral over 2J2 the base of the large 
cylinder, the integrand tends to zero in view of the assumed behaviour 
of 1>  (and therefore of vj/   ) and of   G   as   f—»-oo.  The integral over 
the lateral surface 2J   -is also zero as the radius   T—+OO      since the 
radiation conditions are specially selected (and considered physically 
reasonable) to ensure that this is so. A full discussion of this matter 
will be found in Appendix V of Reference 1. 

We are therefore left only to deal with the integrals over JL, 

and Z^-j . As regards the later, 

J 
1*1 

.^ 4^-) ds a n   ' ~~ 4 

and on substituting for  ^ f from (V. 9) theTntegral becomes. 

^|^-c|f>^ 

-i-Jli 4'(V2G^ + ZiffVG^ - ff2G) - G(V2*£{- 2i<rV*£-o 2*) d{dn 

(*G{{  - G*^) + ZiaV (♦G( + G*{) dtdr, 

-y-jl        -§y   V2 (*G{ - G*{) + 2iffV*G dtdr, 
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4^-     / V2 ^G{ .G*f) + 2iffv  *G]        d 

§ V2 (*G{  - G*{) + 2ia V^G]   d 
L4   L J 

+ j    ^ r v2 
4Tg 

where the line integrals are taken in the clockwise direction (viewed 
from above) along   L3   and in the counter-clockwise dire- tion along 
L4   in order to keep the domain of integration to the left,  bearing in 
mind that the positive side of the element of area   dfd^   is along the 
z-axis   i. e.  below the free surface.  This is in accordance with the 
usual convention. 

It is important to note that the above substitution for ♦{ 
from (V. 4) is only valid for potentials of   0(i, ß, 8a and/9a )   .  It is 
not valid for the potential of   0(4/9). 

It can be shown that the line integral along   L3   also vanishes 
under the assumed radiation conditions. 

We have then, 

<j>        (*G? - G*j + —*    ♦ G)   d »; 
v2 

4*g (V. 11) 

We may now contract the surface zJ0 surrounding the ACV 
on the water surface to the actual boundary of the craft composed of 
the immersed hulls   S1    and   S,   and the internal free surface   S   . 
The curve   L^   will then tend to the curve   L^   in the limit. 
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L2-|-2  + M-Li»    U, 

Thus we may write, 

xl<(x,y, z)   = ,a|.t.^)ds + ±1 
i 

(' 
+~^g Lt  4 (*G{ ■G*«+~^ *G) d'' 

L4-LH 
(V.12) 

where we have denoted by   S0   the part of the plane   z = 0   contained 
within the IFS. 

It will be recalled that   LH   is the boundary of the ACV on the 
water surface.  This curve may be sub-divided as follows : 

LH   =   Ll+   +   LB   +   L2-   +   LS 

where   L1 + + and   L2- are the intersections of the outer hull surfaces 
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with the plane   z = 0   and   L      and   L     are the vertical projections 
of the hemlines of the skirts at the bow and the stern. AH these curves 
are to be traversed in the same direction as   L^   ,  i. e.   in the counter- 
clockwise direction. 

The surface integral over   S0   may be transformed by the 
application of Stokes'theorem : 

;   //    *Gf   d{dv=//    ^(V    G^ + ZiaVG^-    ff  G) dfdi; 

V2   »«1/    G^d.) - V2//  ^j Gf d^d», + 

(>♦     G d^   - 2ia v//*.G    d^dr,- 

f 

■J-. 'o ^o 

+ 2iff   V 
J 

'■c 

9   ll*Gdtdv 

and since 

j[/*«    G{      d{d,=      }*{Gd,     -      //*   G   dfd, 
So < LC ^s ^ 

we may combine all these integrals together and write 

v2   r -g*f)Gd{d,       +—f OI*Gt 

s0 
.2 

Lc 

nG +-^   *G ) ^ 
where,  now,    L      is the boundary of the IFS 

LC   =    Ll.    '   LB   +   L2+   +   LS   ' 

L,      and   L,     being the intersections of the inner hull surfaces with 
z = 0   and   L     and   L     as defined previously in connection with   L^. 
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All these curves are to be traversed in the clockwise direction in 
order to keep the positive side of S0   (which is below the free surfa- 
ce) to the left. 

We may now write (V. 12) in the form 

*j-   ff   *- g* ) G   d^d. 

—^     §    (*GrG*£+-^*G)d,     + 

V Lt 
4irg        L <f       (*G>  - G*, + -^4'G)d. 

"H    JL t t      V 

Now,  the function of ♦   and its derivatives in the integrand of the 
surface integral over   S0   is given exactly by the free surface condi- 
tion (V. 6) on the IFS applicable to potentials of   0( h, ß,ia,ßa)   , 
namely, 

TT-   (VP 
« 

iap8) 

Substituting this value and combining the line integrals, we may write 

SG 
♦ (x. y^ z) *k% bn 

) dS        + 

S1 + 

*">*]] (Vp - iop    ) G    dfdi»    + 
St s 

-^-   [^   +^][^..Gn+iil*G] dij 

(V. 13) 
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It will be noted that the contour    _.,    and   Lc   have in common the 
L.   at the bow and stern which are taken in differenc curves   LB   and 

directions.  Choosing the clockwise direction for the integration,  the 
combined line integral may be written 

$[M * G  [*>] ^[*] G] drj + 

+ (line integrals along the hull intersection   L       ,    L 

L       and   L,     ) 
1+ 2- 

where f*]   and [^ tj denote the "jumps" in these functions across 
the cushion boundary in crossing from a point on the EFS outside to 
a point on the [FS just within.   These jumps will exist due to the 
singularity of the potential at the boundary of the cushion indicated 
earlier.  We are,  ol rourse, assuming that   G   is continuous across 
the boundary. 

The line integ -als along the hull surfaces need not be discussed 
in detail as their orier will be   0(6)   higher than that of the potential 
under investigation.   This is because the total width of each hull is of 
0( 5 )   and the line integral is taken with respect to   v   on the hull 
surfaces.  On the other hand,  the line integrals along   L-   and   L 
will be of the same order as the potential as   v   can now take a value 
up to the semi-width of the ACV on either side.  However,  the line 
integrals around the hulls will have to be taken into account when 
evaluating    ^^n   by including the contribution of   Q(S 0 )   arising from 
the integration of the potential   ^ r^o   of   0(0 ). 

It may be added that the line integral along the cushion 
boundary will vanish if there is no discontinuity of ♦   at the bounda- 
ry.  As the discontinuity arises mainly because of a pressure distri- 
bution within the IFS higher than atmospheric, a suitable distribution 
of pressure will remove the discontinuity and the need for evaluating 
the line integral.   This will be discussed presently. 

The surface of integration   SQ   is that part of the plane   z = 0 
contained within the instantaneous position of the IFS,  which is a 
fluctuating region oscillating about the steady state position S    say. As 
the instantaneous position   S0   is unknown and has to be solved as 
part of the problem, we will reduce the surface of integration to the 
known region   S0   . 
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The instantaneous surface S0 may be assumed to be composed of the 
steady surface S together with an additional strip of area S' aris- 
ing out of the oscillations. 

The strip corresponding to an element of area   dtdrf   extends from 
the point   L   on the boundary of   S   to   L'   on the boundary of   S 
If   £|_    and {.i     are the longitudinal co-ordinates of   L   and   L' 
respectively, 

«L    =      «L- 

in the undisturbed condition when   L   and   L'   coincide. 

In the disturbed condition points on   S     are obtained by the vertical 
projections of points lying in the    f n     plane within the displaced, 
position of the cushion boundary in that plane.   Thus,   setting       ^ - 0 
in equation (3. 1) for transformation of co-ordinates,  we obtain after 
linearization with respect to 6 

=    {L   +   (x+hG)9 

since the geometry of the cushion boundary in the     4 1   -plane   is 
unchanged by the displacement. 

We may now write 

//  f (  « i)dfd^=   //    f U ., ) d^dn  +  //    fU,)d|d„ 

0 'o 
The iiitegral over   S'   may be written 

/•• I" i(iv)di 

and as the length of the strip is small,  we may replace the inner 
integral by 
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so that the surface integral over   S   '   becomes the line integral 
• 

(    {L'   ■     ^L) f < «.")      d' 

(x + hG9)       ^ fU;,)   d. 

which may be re-written as a surface integral by Slükes' theorei 

( x + hG 0 ) 

We have,  therefore,  generally, 

I f ( «,»?) didn #[ f (f, n ) + ( x + h_ tf ) 
G d^ 

It is obviovs that there is no additional correction term required 
when   f ( £, >; )   is uniform throughout   S0   or when it has a zero 
value at the boundary. 

Applying this result to the integral over   S     in (V. 13) we may write 

*iXty.z) .-L If   (G|±.*-|£)dS  + 

_JL[(Vp       - i<rp    ) C]   did 
^ 8i 8 J 

v     + 

iTg       J    !•■•-•-« ^fJ       ■   ^T-L-J^l d^ 

Lß + Ls (V. 14) 

We will now proceed to discuss the integral o^er the hull surfaces. 

Considering first 
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since 

// v\ 

where   n   ,  the unit normal out of   2-,,   i. e.   into the hull,  is given 
by 

n   = 7-- vn 

we may write, 

5n   dS   -     '   |VH|   ■      dS 

VG .   VH      d{'       df' 

i 

ahl ähl AG      Ar 
ar ar a« ' ö„ 

öhi dhi Ar  1 
dt'df 

on the outer hull surfaces   S1+   and   Sg.    as discussed in Section IV,3 
In the case of the inner hull surfaces   S2+   and   S,-    we replace   h1 
by   h2    . 

On linearizing with respect to 0    , 

dGds-r^ahl +« 
d\ dG ^G

+;u öhl   ,ahi^Gldrdr 

Now,  the terms containing   6   have  j    as a factor and as d    is of 
ü(6,ß ,a , ia.fia)   these terms will actually be of  Q{b2,iß ,ha). Also 
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ao 
-~-  has   ^  as a factor and these terms will therefore become of a 
much higher order.   We may therefore ignore the terms containing 
d   and   write simply 

ao 
On dS  = e ".   he + M 

ah i   ac ah li   ac 
öTäT + Tr if,     d«,df, 

It should be noted that the derivatives of G on the actual hull surface 
should be used although we have reduced the domain of integration 
to the longitudinal plane of the hulls. We will therefore have to expand 
the derivatives from "he hull surface to the longitudinal plane. 

Let 

G     +-L 
r r 

where   Gr    is the regular part of   G   and 

=   {x-n2 + (y-,)2 + («-n2l   1 /2 

Then,  using Taylor's theorem for the expansion of regular functions 

ac ,G        rah,    aG        ah     ac n 
 r_ o   r , 1_ r  1^       r 
an ^bsih.tt'rf' a»?        La?-   a«    '   ar    ar J,'rD+ 

n = b.   . 

+«    h 
1 a,2 

a2G. ah. 
i 

a^      ar 

.h.     aG 

^rl] 
a^ar/. 

^   ,=5,1^'   a«   + är- öT" 

a2G i 

■ 'i^'^ T^J   +0^2) 
'»=bi 
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This is on the outer hull surface   S.      .In the case of the other surfa- 
ce   S       the expansion would be 

dn 
aGr 

•»♦br-Äh, (('{-') 

äh.      öG öh.       ÖG i-dh        OU äh        dG     "I 

l^-b- 2 n= -b 

»Jz-b. 
+ 0(«   ) 

aG 
+    5 

rähi   ÖGr 

»Jr-b. 

hj    ({'{') 

2 
a GV 

a»»1' 
i»= -b 

Similar expansions with   h     instead of   h1    wil) apply to the two inner 
hull surfaces   S    + and   S. 

The normal derivarive has thus been reduced to the derivative in the 
lateral direction across the longitudinal planes with the addition of 
0( h ) terms which are only required when we have to evaluate the 
0(5/3)   potential. 

Let us now consider the singular part of   G   ,  namely   l/r   . 
As in the case of   G 

an      r r})j 'i'-KH'i' 
ah 

i 
ar   ar *] 

If the point   (x, y, z)   at which the potential is to be determined is far 
removed from   ((, T, f)   which is confined to the hull surfaces for 
the purposes of integration,  there is no difficulty,  for   l/r   is then 
regular and may be considered as part of   Gr   in the above expansion. 
We shall,  however,  be actually interested in the case when   (x, y, z) 
also lies on the hull surfaces for the determination of the potential 
and thereby the pressure thereon which causes the forces and moment. 
A closer examination of the normal derivative is therefore necessary 
in this case in view of the possible singularity at   (x = {   ,    y = *>  , 
z= n. 
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Now 

BO that 

on        r 
r r r 

and considering first   S       with 

'» = '»' b   +  *   ^      (TD 

we have 

s,+    [(x-o2+ y-b-« h1 (rr)|2 + (2-r)zJ 

Assume now that   (x, y, z)   lies just outside   S     so that 

y   =   b +  * h    ( xV)   + t 

3/2 

where   «    is a small positive quantity « j 

Then 

_(_)   =   _        _      _ . _ --   -. 

[(x - { )2 + [« ^ {«  u2+ hh.cx'z')* «- äh^rr)]2 +(z. 1 )21 

which is of   0{ 6 )   as ( —»-0 , unless   x-* {      and   z —• f    when 
it is of   0(4-)   . 

f « 

In the limiting case when   6 also —* 0   it can be shown that 

-^ (4-) -* 2,r * (x - f)   6   (z - «   )   +0(«) 
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where the operator   b    stands for the Dirac delta-function. 

Similarly,   in the case of   S        ,  the normal derivative is of   0(5)   or 

-;>—<—)-* -2*6(x-n   8(z-n + o(«) dn       r 

and results for   S.      and   S        could also be written down in the same 
manner. 

We may therefore write,  neglecting the   0(  j  )   terms. 

+ ZTT« (x.o*(z-n>+ // ^ - is c»1 

vs \+ \ o        o 

ijrbf 

2T« (X - n«(z - n> + 

+ ZirÄ   (x -I )« (z -   f)J + 

»/z-b, 

c)G '*«=   b if-| -2ir «(x-{)«(z - H 
''-"  -Id»;     i? = -b. 

|1 d{df' 

+1 ^ - b+  - *  . b 11 - 

+ 2^6 (x - n Mz - n 

-z^ (x - n (z -r u+ 

ö5_ ! 

nz-b 

df'df' 

where   S,       and   S,      denote one side each of the immersed part of 
the longitudinal planes of the hulls.   We have assumed here that   G 
and   G^   are continuous across the longitudinal planes, but allowed 
for a discontinuity in the value of the potential across the planes.   The 
values of   G,,   at f    r b   and n   = - b   will,  of course,  be different. 
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As explained earlier this discontinuity in the potential in due 
to the pressure in the cushion and may therefore be assumed to be 
of   0(0)   . 

Now ^(x, y, z)   is an even function of   y   ,   i. e.  ♦ ({ ,»j , f )   is 
an even function of 1     ,   so that 

^b *-b 
and 

=   ♦ 

The "jumps" in the potentials from the ITS to the EFS across the 
hulls 

and 

M -* - * 

will therefore be the same at corresponding points   ( (.T )   on the 
longitudinal planes. 

The terms involving the delta-functions will therefore cancel 
with each other,  but such a cancellation will not be possible in the 
case of the "jump" terms as the value of  -2-Ü   will be different on the 
two longitudinal planes   v   = + b   ,   so that   "^ 

r?\C (x, y, *;f ,ij , f) 

s. vs
2        

si0 

a»» 

dc (x,y, z;{ ,»; ,f ) I]      . 
^ = b 

'df (V. 15) 

i) = -b 

where the integration is now reduced to one side of the longitudinal 
plane of   S.'   which is geometrically similar to that of   S, 

The domain of integration is given in the body-fixed system. 
The Green's function,  however,  is given in the moving system, but 
can be expressed on the longitudinal planes in the (x1, y1, z')   system 
by a Taylor series 
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G(x.y,z,« .i»,0 = G(x,y,z;{;b,f') +   {{.{') j^- 

+ ( 7-b) 
3G 

hn +      (f-f) 

a'.b.f') 

(f.b.f ) 

It is assumed that this expansion is permissible even for the singular 
part of  G   .    A similar expansion has been carried out for the poten- 
tial in Appendix   III   for the evaluation of the pressure in the   (x1, y', z') 
system. As the potential is expressed in terms of   G   ,  this implied 
an expansion of   G   .   It may be hoped that the singular terms arising 
from the two expansions will either cancel with each other or become 
of a higher order than that we are concerned with at the moment. 

Now, 

f - «'= x + (    f'+h     )  »  + O(02) 
G 

yi-r,' bh      [i'tV)     in the case of   S 

and 

f -   r= £ -   « Ö+   0(0   ) 

and as -~     has ♦    as a factor and we are only concerned with poten- 
tials of     (b , &, ba.ßa)   we may use only the 0 (a)   term in the expansion 
for   G 

G(x.y.z;f.,.f)    =   G(x. y. z; «'; b. f)  .^^ [r^ -||,+ r'01 ^f] 

so that "'= " 

G_   (x, y, z; £, i, f) r G   (x, y, z; f', b , f')   + 

ifft f ; 
aw dn'af 

1):b 

where we have written 
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ac      äG 

and 

a«   "   ä{' 

ac     ac 
ar " ar 

when terms of a higher order are neglected and ,  of course, 

ac     ao 
a»?      a »r 

A similar result will hold for   S,   with   ( £',   -b, f') as the argument 
of the Green's function. 

We therefore have 

aG(x, y, a; I', i» , f) /L^.ds =ff L -j/ir^G^'y''^'. n.D 
JJ    ön JJ   [b-   btJL äp 

i<rt(      [ a2G a2G   1 
fooi [atav      "     arav   J+ 

v'^-b 

+ ae 

+ rooi 
■_a 

. on' 
a2G a2G 
ar' I 

n = b 
ava i.i in 

»)r-b 

df'df 

(V.16) 

we have finally to evaluate 

a* 
j 
VS 

a* dS 

Now,   -g—    is given'exactly by the linearized boundary condition (V 8) 
on the hull 

a*        öhi ( öhi ah 
^ = iv-aT+    ^iiff (l-ooi V+ röoi Tf^ + v* 00 

ahj- 

i~aT. 

applicable to   S^      and   S2_   with a «similar expression for   St_    and 
S2+   where   h,   replaces   h1    .   Inserting these expressions, using 
the expansion derived above for   G   and combining   S       and   S. 
we have 0 0 
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C^LdS   =jjw4jr    G(x.y,z;{;b.f')+ G(x,y.z;«;.b. f')   + 

I] 

-b+G.b)+ 

+ rioi-ir (Gb + GJ dt'di' (V.17) 

We may now combine (V. 17) with (V. 16) noting that the integration 
is to be performed on the instantaneous position of one side of the 
longitudinal plane of one of the hulls. As the instantaneous position 
is unknown, we will reduce the integration to the known equilibrium 
position. 

We may write as in Appendix III 

1 
+ s: 

where   S,      is one side of the longitudinal plane immersed below the 
free surface   f    = 0   ,    S.      is the steady part of this plane below the 
load waterplane f' = Ü   and   S|      is the oscillating strip between 
f = 0   and f'     = 0   .  From the discussion in Appendix III where we 

evaluated the pressure force and moment over the strip  S'^   , the 
correction for the first term in the integrand of (V. 17) is an additional 
integral over the basic surface   S, 

dh      ä 

- e ooi   -If  [Gb+G-b]]d^ 

We need not correct the second term in the integrand for the integral 
will be   0( * at, «0a. «a)   . 
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A correction is similarly to be made for only the first term in the 
integral of (V. 16).  This takes the form of a line integral 

ioif. 
«e       /(i ■001 -^001' K-VT- 

aG(x 

öG(x, y, z; «', ^'.O ) 

.y. z: t. »?. 0)      df' 
a»;   ' 

rj'rb 

As we have defined  ^, as the time-independent part of 4> , 
we may suppress the factor   e in (V. 16),  (V. 17) and the correction 
terms. This factor arose from the expansion of the Green's function 
and in deriving the correction terms, but may be suppressed for the 
time being so long as it is understood that we use this factor always 
along with   a  when we derive the time-dependent potential    <t> 

Combining (V. 16) with (V. 17) and taking into account the 
correction terms we have,  after simplification 

/,- d*      M, SG 
/(G 'I  - *ll > dS =/5VT? [G(- V. - «'. b- O + G(x, y, z; {; -b. o 

i        \h + *«{(rooi -af'+ rioi IT) ^+ v-^.) (Gb 
+ G_b)|- 

i 

bJLa,' 
»?=b 

So 
or + 

fz-b 

•f ,       /    d G 
ooi l-^V 

a2G 
) ^ 

») = b n'z-b 

+ r ( 
a2G 

ooi v"ä7äF icL     )] 
70 f J 

di'df 

-  a/r'     ra,ir^G(x'y'z^''>,.o)        ^(x. y. z;«', n'.o ) 
} 00lL JL        ä7 a^ >"' 

n'zb 

f'=0 

n:b »»r-b 

(V. 18) 
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We may now use (V. 18) in (V. 14) to derive an integral representation 
for ^   . but before doing so the integrand in the integral over   S0 
in (V. 14) will be re-written by using the expansion for   p 

?.(«,,)=   /Jpo(^)^«eifft   (i001   rh^)   po 

i. e. 

V\       "?.   •   »V%+*«(«00.+kG'00i'%|    .i,fo     ) 
so that the integral over   S0   becomes '« 

|^Vp0f    G+Mx001+hG%oi)|  2VPo^G+po^V|_  .W)G|]dU. 

We therefore have finally, 

♦ (x.y, z)   = 4 *JJi 'W l G(x•y'z: f ■b' ^+ G(x' y- *■•«.' -b. O] + 
^o J 

+ aa((r001   -|f+ rÖ01 If) ^ + V|T) (Gb + G.b) jj^df 

ä'', b       af'an L) 
+ rAn,   ( 

a2G 
001 vdvFr 

a2G 
a va p~ )     |    d{'df' 

^ = b 
fro 

tfVp      G   +   /So(xnni + h    /.       ) 
001     "G "ooi' 
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1      §  r 
~f       [W   G^    - G [*]   ^WG]     d, (V. 19) 

The potentials of various orders may now readily be written 
down by equating terms of the same order on both sides of (V. 19) 
with the assumption that the "jumps" in the potential relate only to 
the cushion and not to the side hulls.   This has been discussed above. 

We thus derive the following expressions for the potentials : 

0(«)*1000(x.y.z) 

0(«a)*ioio(x'y'z)=-4.//iroo 

+ ('ooi- «'ooVi 

^jl-~\c(x.y.z;t,.h,!;') + Gix.y.z^'.-b.OJ   d* df' 
10 V 

i + (f'+hG^ooi!-fF + 

f]hvlr]K+G-b] dTdf 

0{ß)Q (x.y, z) = . 0100 v   ' ^   '      4irpg *rpgj/ p0        G(x,y, z;{, ,,,0 )      df d»?   + 

+T7i-   3      KlOO^'"'0)]   G?(x(y.z;{.,.o)- 

-  ■^-♦0100(M.o) G (X,V,Z;£.T,(O)       dv - 

#<       (*.b-.f')-*(r'b+'nl OlOtf '       0100 J 

1O 

[ 
aG(x,y. z;«',n'. f) 

S>;' 

aG(x 

^=b 
äi? |J 

0(/Ja)*oiio(x'y,z) ^^f'-0f( 

Ib-b 

iffp     )G(x,y, z;|, »j.o ) 

+ Vp^      G       (x,y. z;t,T,,o) dU»» 
0t        « 
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4 f[K.o'(''-°>][; 

• YiSit • i|»o )   - 

G. (x,y, z; {, »j ,o) + 

LB+Ls 

+ 77-     G (" 

- r_i_<t.oll0 U.IKO)!    G(x,y,B;|,i,,o)       dn - 

/" W^/
i^.^/. vA G(x,y,«i|,i»,f)   I I 

»»=b 

d2G{x 
äFV r (zooi-^ooi) 

,=-b 

on'of' 
i'=b 

♦   ♦oiiou:b-f')-*oiio({'b+'f 1 
n = -b 

(äG(x, y, z;^, »)'. f') 

äV 
•J'=b 

aG(x.y.z;t'.n'. f)  I\ 1 d| „j! 

t)'=-b 

00! 001' [ *oioo(£'b-o) 

L 

-*oioo{{'b+'o)JL a? 
izb 
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äG(x, y, z; {,»; ,o ) 

a. 
1].' (V. 20) 

Vz-h 

It will be observed that we have derived an integral repre- 
sentation for the hull potentials in the form of a source singularity 
distribution over the two longitudinal planes of strength equal to the 
normal velocity in the case of steady motion (the classical Michell 
potential) and a source distribution of density equal to the normal 
oscillating velocity together with a distribution of doublets oriented 
longitudinally and of strength equal to the product of the normal 
oscillating displacement and the forward velocity. 

In the case of the air cushion,  we have derived integral 
equations for the potentials and an explicit integral representation 
is only possible under some additional assumptions. 

During steady motion there is a primary distribution of sources over 
the steady position of the lower boundary of the cushion with a strength 
equal to the longitudinal gradient of the basic pressure distribution 
with an additional line distribution of sources,  doublets and quadru- 
poles along the bow and the stern,the strength being equal respecti- 
vely to the "jump" in the longitudinal velocity of the water particles 
and the "jump" in the potential itself.  As these jumps are caused by 
the discontinuity in the pressure it may be assumed that the line 
distribution will vanish if the cushion pressure is such that it is 
diffused to a zero value at the boundary and with a zero value of the 
longitudinal gradient there.  In addition,   there is a distribution of 
doublets oriented laterally over the longitudinal planes of the side 
hulls of strength equal to the jump in the potential across the planes. 
The oscillatory potential is given by a similar distribution of sources 
and doublets over the IFS,  along the boundaries of the cushion,  over 
the longitudinal planes, and along the waterline. 

These potentials are discussed in further detail in Sections 
6 and 7. 

The Interference Potention *.,„« 

The derivation of the interference potential 4) 110     is slight- 
ly more involved as all terms of   0(60 )   have now to be taken into 
account .   The method depends upon finding first a particular solution 
of Laplace's equation satisfying the inhomogeneous equation repre- 
sented by the boundary condition (V. 3).   The homogeneous function 
denoting the difference between the actual potential 4 ^QQ     and this 
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particular solution will then satisfy the homogeneous form of (V. 3) 
and can be solved in the same manner as ♦ ._,,.    or4>n,ft- 

1000 0100 

The Green's Function. 

The potential of a source of maximum unit strength and 
pulsating with frequency a   while moving with uniform velocity   V 
along the x-axis   at a depth   f   below the undisturbed water surface 
satisfies the conditions stipulated for the Green's function in connec- 
tion with this problem.   This function is given in different fo.-ms by 
various authors,  but we shall use the representation derived by 
Peters and Stoker W   . 

c(x.y,t:i.n.t)= [(x-n2 + (y -'?)2 +(«- n2J 

■1/2 

-1/2 

|{x - u2 + {y- v)2 + (2+ f)2] 

7 oo 

if* 
o  o 

...       -p(z+f) + ip(x-J) cos *       /       v        /, 
, 2g/ /   pe r' rx cosp (y-»>) sintf 

gp - ( a + pV cos* ) 
dpd«  + 

,     ff       -p(z+f) + ip(x-0cos« ,       *        fl 
-fi-//-£5   cosp(y-^)smg    dpde 

*{. gP - (a +PV cosö) 

+4^ 
4 M2 8P - (» + 

ip(x-£ ) cosö 

gp - (ff + pV cos Ö ) 2 
dpd<' 

where 

H   0   1 (arc cos g/4ffV j 

if   1 < g/^V 

if g/4ffV4 1 

p ,    p     are the real zeros of the denominator in the integrand 
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V7, 
^2 

V* ±V*" 4aV cos0 

2V coeö 
when y 4 e<     w/2 

^   j       T ^8-^8 -4a Vcoeö 

2V cos« 
when       r/2<e<t 

and   M,    and   M.   are the contours of integration in the complex 
p-plane 

\y rTv 

xj- 
*2 

•M2 

(V.21) 

In the case of the steady potentials *ioO0 an^ *01Q0 we ma^ use 

the steady Green's function G obtained by setting <r = Q above, 
i. e. 

G(x.y,z;   .,,f)=   U* - t f + (y - n f + (z - f)2] 

1 "I//2 

-[(x-M2 + (y-«»)2 + (z + f )2J 

-1/2 

«0 
. /r -p(z+f) 

0M 

p(z+n + ip(x-0 cos* cosp (y- ly) sinfl 
2 2 

pV   cos ff 
dpd9 

where   M   is now the contour of integration 

rrv 
P = «/V 

2 cos 2 
(V.22) 
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JZ\ 

FLEXIBLE    SKIRT 

Fig.   1   Sidewall ACV configurati on 
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c 

SPACE-FIXED   SYSTEM MOVING  SYSTEM 

C~^- 
^* 

MOVING    SYSTEM BODY  FIXED - SYSTEM 

Fig.   I   Co-ordinate systems 
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x.x 

l-z-   \-2*   Li-   Li» 

LaEFS U\f IF5\/ L4EFS   Lj Pt 
'z.. 

Fig.3   Domain of integration in Green's theorem 
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NOMENCLATURE 

ACV 

EFS 

IFS 

w 

b 

-♦ 

H 

2 
G 

G 

G 

G' 

8 

H 

h 

h.. 

air cushion vehicle. 

external free-surface - free surface of water of infinite 
extent outside the immersed part of the side hulls and the 
vertical projection of the flexible extensions at the front 
and rear of the air cushion. 

internal free  surface - free surface of water contained 
between the inner sides of the immersed part of the side 
hulls and the vertical projection of the flexible extensions 
at the front and rear of the air cushion. 

total waterplane area of the two side hulls at zero speed 
ahead. 

amplitude of the regular incident waves. 

one half of the separation between the two side hulls. 

external force vector acting at the C. G.   of the ACV. 

pressure force vector. 

pressure force vector (cushion hull). 

pressure force vector (side hulls). 

rigid body force vector. 

side force on an amphibious ACV in drifting motion. 

pitch stiffness function of the air cushion. 

heave stiffness function of the air cushion. 

steady Green's function. 

unsteady Green's function. 

equilibrium position of C. G.  during steady translation. 

instantaneous position of C. G. during oscillations. 

acceleration due to gravity. 

hull function in   (x, y, z)   system. 

total width of side hulls at   (x'.z1) 

hull function in   (x'.y'.z1)   system on the starboard/port 
side of   S     and port/starboard side of   S 
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h height of C. G.   above undis water surface at zero 
speed ahead. 

h height of the thrust line above C. G 

I moment of inertia of ACV about lateral axis through C. G 

<   = W + m hG) 

I moment of inertia of waterplane area of both side hulls 
about lateral axis through the origin   o' 

I  ,   . moment of inertia of ACV about lateral axis through   o' 
v V 
i.j.k        unit vectors along axis in   (x, y, z) - system . 

i'.j'.k1    unit vectors along axes in   (x1, y', z') - system. 

k, 1, m, n    as superscripts refer to the powers of perturbation 
parameters in perturbation expansions. 
as subscripts refer to the component terms of the pertur- 
bation expansions. 

k wave number of incident wave   (   = a /g )■ 

k related to speed of translation   (   =   g/V   ). 

L, M, N,     components of moment vector. 

L load waterline on the longitudinal planes of the side hulls. 

L vertical projection of hemline of the flexible extension at 
the front of the cushion on the plane   z = 0   . 

L lower boundary of air cushion on the undisturbed water 
surface . 

L boundary of ACV on undisturbed water surface . 
H 

L vertical projection of the hemline of the flexible extension 
at the rear of the cushion on the plane   z = 0 

L,, L- , L„ , L,,       as defined in Appendix V. 12      3     4 
Ü moment vector. 

M pressure moment vector. 

M pressure moment vector (cushion hull). 

Jc 
M pressure moment vector (side hulls). 

-. H 

M rigid body moment vector. 

m total mass of ACV. 
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m 

m 
partial mass of ACV supported by air cushion. 

u partial mass of ACV supported by the buoyancy of the side 
hulls. 

unit normal vector. 

origin of co-ordinate system fixed in space. 

origin of co-ordinate system translating in space with uni 
form speed V in a straight line. 

origin of co-ordinate system fixed in the ACV. 

p variable of integration, 

p,  p cushion pressure (excess over ambient), 

p (x,y)   basic hull form of the air cushion, 

p surface pressure on IFS. 

p time-independent part of n 

R wave a-esistance w 

r distance between   (x, y, z)   and   (i.V.t). 

7 position vector of element of mass of ACV or element of 
area of IFS with   o'   as origin. 

r coupled displacement parameter   =   x + (z1 + h   ) $ 

r coupled displacement parameter   =   x + h   * 

S,S surfaces of integration. 

instantaneous position of IFS during oscillations. 

instantaneous position of the part of the plane   z = 0   contain- 
ed within IFS. 

S 
o steady position of S 

oscillating strip denoting the difference between S    and S 
S starboard hull. 

S port hull. 

S    ,  S starboard/port side of starboard hull. 

S    , S starboard/port side of port hull. 

S     ,  S longitudinal planes of S  ,  S     in their instantaneous posi- 
o        o    tion. 

S 

S 

S 
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\   . S-      starbord/port side of  S. 
Jot Jo i 
3.      S-       steady positions of   S. 

0       *0     z'=o 
0 

S below the load waterplane 
^o 

'o      ^o 
s      s " 

1, 

strip of the longitudinal planes between   z' - 0   and   2 = 0! 

strip of the longitudinal planes between   z = 0   and   z =f 

s 
klm 

T 

t 

If 

V 

X.Y.Z 

X. Y,Z 

XP' YP' ZP 

coupled stiffness function   =   f, $ + f 
Jy klm 2., 'klm 

Y Z 

n h h 

forward thrust of ACV propulsion system. 

time 

absolute velocity of element of mass of ACV 

mean forward speed of ACV. 

rectangular co-ordinate system fixed in space. 

components of force vector. 

components of pressure for e vector. 

components of pressure force vector (cushion hull). 

XR-VZR 

components of pressure force vector (side hulls), 

components of rigid body force vector. 

x.y, z 

x'.y'.z' 

x 

z 

x , 

V  2B 
P 
o 

rectangular co-ordinate system translating in space with 
uniform velocity   V   . 

rectangular co-ordinate system fixed in the ACV. 

surge displacement. 

heave displacement. 

x-coordinate of C. G.   of waterplane area of the side hulls. 

x, z-coordinates of the centre of buoyancy of the side hulls. 

x-coordinate of the centre of pressure of the air cushion. 

motion perturbation parameter denoting the small order of 
the amplitude of the motions due to forced oscillation or 
due to wave excitation. 

cushion pressure perturbation parameter denoting the 
■ mall order of the cushion pressure. 

the phase angle of the incident waves. 
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6 

6 

\ 

P 

side hulls perturbation parameter denoting the small 
order of the semi-width of the side hulls on either side of 
the longitudinal plane. 

incident wave perturbation parameter denoting the small 
order of the wave slope (ratio of the amplitude to the length 
of the wave). 

r);f      dummy co-ordinate system having the same disposition as the 
(x, y^)   system -source point co-ordinates. 

angular co-ordinate ; variable of integration. 

pitch displacement. 

wave length of the incident wave. 

fluid density. 

control surface (comprising   2-»   2-r    2-«      and Z-»    ) 

2-, 2~i 2-, is as defined in Appendix V. 
1     2    3 

e 

* 

f 

frequency of incident wave relative to space. 

encountered frequency of incident wave   (   =    a + kV ) 

velocity potential of water in frame of reference fixed in 
space. 

velocity potential of water in frame of reference moving 
in space with velocity   V . 

time-independent part of velocity potential. 

elevation of water surface. 

angular velocity of ACV about a vertical axis. 

A dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. 

Derivatives are noted by subscripts when not written in 
explicit form. 

Special Note. 

In the case of terms containing   e^    as a factor,   it is 
naturally understood that the real part of the complex quantity is to 
be taken.   This exponential factor denoting harmonic variation with 
respect to time occurs both in the case of the oscillatory displace- 
ments and in the case of the unsteady potential.   When a factor of 
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e is given it is implied that a factor of   e ifft    should be taken 
with the displacements and a similar factor with the potential. The 
real parts of each are separately taken and then combined together. 
This convention is specifically indicated by the asterisk. 
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DISCUSSION 

Lawrence J.   Doctors 

UKIversify of New South Wales 
Sydney, Australia 

I find this paper very interesting,   because the response of 
an aircushion vehicle to a seaway is an important factor in the opera- 
I: .-.in uf these craft.   Violent motions are to be avoided from the points 
of view of both the passengers,  and of the craft structure,  i. e.   safety. 
In addition,  it is desirable to maintain a minimum operating speed, 
which is not always possible in waves of a large amplitude. 

I would like to ask some questions about the analysis used by 
the author.   Firstly,  1 can see no place in the paper, where the fan 
characteristics are involved.   Surely,  the interaction between fan pres- 
sure and volume flow would affect the dynamics of the craft.   In other 
words,   this is an additional parameter in the coupling between the 
motion of the ACV and the response of the water surface. 

Secondly,  one wouid expect the timewise varying air gap be- 
tween the skirt hemline and the water to be an important factor.   Has 
'.his in fact been considered,   for the air gap affects the pressure drop 
under the skirt  ? 

I am also interested in the way the pitch stability of the am- 
phibious craft is modelled.   For example,   does the author compart- 
ment the air cushion with a transverse skirt ?  Incidentally,   this would 
introduce a nonlinearity under certain conditions. 

My final question is this : Has Dr. Murthy carried out any 
numeric 1 calculations,  or does he consider that computer time would 
be too excessive  ? 
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REPLY TO  DISCUSSION 

T. K. S.   Murthy 
Portsmouth Polyteahnia 

Portsmouth,  U.K. 

Dr. Doctors is quite right.   I missed mentioning these things 
in my hurried talk.  I would refer you to page 167 where I have clearly 
stressed that we have gone into some detail to study the hydrodyna- 
mic,  including hydrostatic,  effects on the motions of the ACV.   It is 
only a short paragraph and I will read it : 

"It is assumed for this purpose that the aerodynamic effects are known 
including,  in particular,  the stiffness and damping of the peripheral- 
jet or plenum type of cushion.   It may be thought that such effects a ,i 
that due to "wave pumping" should have been taken into account. . . " 

Of course,  that includes the question of fan characteristics 
as well.   These are assumed to be known and they can be fed into the 
equations.   I am only assuming that  the ACV is moving under the ac- 
tion of a constant thrust.  I am assuming that the pressure distribu- 
tion is known.   The expressions involve the pitch and heave stiffness 
of the air cushion itself,  which are assumed to be known ; they are 
the functions   f| and f2  given in the text of the paper,  which take into 
account the air gap of the cushion and the stiffness and damping of the 
air cushion due to variations in the gap. 

The third point is concerned with stability.  In my work I am 
not concerned with the actual cushion ; I only want to know what the 
pressure distribution is.   People think,   rather naively,   that the cushion 
is uniform.   It is very easy to construct a uniform cushion within a 
rectangular boundary but one can see very easily that this type of 
cushion will be unsuitable for high speed motion because if you trans- 
late it into shipping terms a uniform rectangular cushion will have a 
hull form in the shape of a vertical cylinder with a vertical bow and 
stern,  and no naval architect would use this type of hull form for a 
fast bearing planing vessel. 

It is also made clear in the expressions that the distribution 
of pressure,   particularly the diffusion of the pressure - what Dr. 
Doctors has been calling "smoothing" at the boundaries - is very 
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important as far as the motions are concerntd.   So one has to look a 
bit more deeply into the actual pressure distribution in the cushion 
and we can,  it appears,  have a tailormade cushion for each job we 
have in mind,  whether we want a cargo ACV or a very fast ACV,  It 
depends on the role the craft has to play and you can design a suitable 
distribution of pressure.  As to how it is done,  you can accentuate the 
entrance entrainment of the air from the atmosphere and produce 
non-uniform cushion of a suitable shape for the role the vehicle has to 
play in actual operation. 

The last point raised was whether a numerical computation 
was made.   That was meant as my third apology when I started.   No 
results are given here.   The work was done purely as a private ven- 
ture.   It was not sponsored by any Government or any agency.   Calcu- 
lations involve the use of a computer,  which costs money.   But the ex- 
pressions are available here and can be applied to any specific confi- 
guration,  and quite realistic results can be obtained.  I am also con- 
sidering the feasibility of applying the finite element method which 
may be the only answer to problems of this kind,  because some of 
these integral equations are singular and there may not be any easy 
way of solving them without the use of the   FEM  technique.   This I am 
studying now.   So,  once again,  I am sorry I have no results here be- 
cause results cost money,  but they can be obtained probably at some 
later stage. 
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DISCUSSION 

Roger Brard 

Bassin d'Essais des Carines 
Paris,  France 

You just said that you deal with singular equations.  I suppose 
you mean equations whose kernel is singular  ? 

REPLY TO   DISCUSSION 

T.K.S.   Murthy 

Portpvou+h notvteahnia 
Portsmouth,  U.K. 

Yes. 
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DISCUSSION 

Paul Kaplan 
Oaeanios Inc. 

Plainvieü, Hew-York,  U.S.A. 

I certainly agree as regards the importance of pressure. 
This is a craft which by definition is an air-cushion vehicle with 90 
to   100 per cent of its weight supported by air pressure. A deviation 
in the equilibrium pressure of 50 per cent, which could easily occur 
and could be computed for simple "wave pumping" by waves commen- 
surate with the length of the craft (without such great height that would 
violate linearity) will show changes of pressure of the order of 50 per 
cent of the equilibrium pressure.   Therefore accelerations of   ' /Zg 
immediately are possible.  In order to account for this you do not just 
say that the equation contains a damping coefficient and stiffness coef- 
ficient that represent pressure effects.   Pressure is a degree of free- 
dom which must be added into any equation system.   Therefore you 
have heave, pitch,   surge, and pressure is also a state variable ; it 
couples with the others and it is the most important element. That in- 
troduces the fan as well as the Plenum geometry and the wave pumping. 
The end result of this is that if you neglect anything with the air pres- 
sure in the manner shown here,  then motion responses are erroneous. 
I would suggest that this paper is very useful in many respects for 
determining hydrodynamic forces,   but the title is somewhat erroneous. 
I would suggest it be changed somewhat and there it would still main- 
tain utility.   The paper should be called   "A linearised potential flow 
theory for the hydrodynamic forces associated with the motions of 
air-cushion-vehicles in a sea-way". 

Now here are some positive contributions to balance what I 
have said before.   The aspect of linearity   is important and the result- 
ing ability to predict motions in irregular seas even more so.   There 
has been published recently some results for motions in regular waves 
which include equations which also have this pressure degree of free- 
dom.   The agreement with experiments,   while not perfect,  is more 
than adequate.   The predictions based on the application of spectral 
analysis to predict  RNS  values of accelerations in irregular seas 
agrees quite well also.   Therefore,  not only is there an aspect of utility 
of the theory for getting hydrodynamic forces ; there also is a virtue 
in linearity,   so that is a benefit as well. 
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REPLY TO  DISCUSSION 

T.K.S.   Murthy 

Portsmouth Polyteahnia 
Portsmouth, U.K. 

I quite agree with Dr. Kaplan.  I have made it clear that I am 
only concerned with the hydrodynamic part of the study and I have put 
various riders in the results saying that these are only the hydrody- 
namic effects.   These appear throughout the paper in various places. 
I have mentioned cushion pumping and cushion stiffness and compart- 
mentation.   These are naturally to be added to the results here.   I 
agree with what Dr. Kaplan has said. 
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF AEROHYDRODYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE OF AIR CUSHION VEHICLES 

S.D.   Prokhorov,  V. N.   Treshchevsky,   L. D.  Volkov 
Kryloff Ship ftesearah Institute 

Leningrad,  U.S.S.R. 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental and theoretical methods of determi- 
nation of hydro-and-aerodynamical characteristics 
necessary for air cushion vehicles dynamic calcu- 
lations are discussed. The influence of ship form 
on mentioned characteristics corresponding to stea- 
dy and unsteady motion is analysed. 

The estimation of propulsive performance and manoeuverabi- 
lity characteristics of   ACVs while designing these vehicles can be 
based on tests carried out with self-propelled models and simulation 
of various operational conditions for these models.   It is obvious that 
the model behaviour is gove"ned in this case by the total aerohydrody- 
namic loads which are different in nature.  At the same time separate 
definition of acro-and-hydrodynamic force, of various nature is of 
interest,   specifically,   for the analysis of the effect some components 
of these forces have upon the   ACVs   performance and dynamics. 

The forces acting on   ACVs can be (Jassified into the follo- 
wing categories : 
a) aerodynamic forces due to the uncoming liow around the hull,   flexi- 
ble skirt,   stabilizing fins and controls; 
b) aerodynamic forces due to the air cushion and interaction between 
the latter and cuunter air flow; 
c) hydrodynamic forces due to the contact of the flexible skirt with 
water surface and interaction between the air cushion and water sur- 
face; 
d) hydrodynarr.ic force:» due to the effect of waves. 

The cruising conditions of   ACVs are characterized by the 
active interaction of the structural elements with both water and air 
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environments.   The difficulties in simulating the aerohydrodynamic 
effect and the necessity of analysing the data obtained make one carry 
out the experiments in the towing tanks and wind tunnels independent- 
ly. In  the last few years the central place in such experiments belon- 
ged to obtaining the steady and non-steady characteristics necessary 
for the calculation of transient processes and estimating the ACV sea- 
keeping qualities. 

This paper gives a brief description of the most typical,   in 
the authors' opinion,   methods of defining the above characteristics. 
The description of these methods is illustrated by the measurement 
results; concerned with schematized models of ACV s with different 
bow form. 

I DEFINITION OF AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

As is known,   the character of ACV movement in the longitu- 
dinal plane depends mainly on the air cushion parameters and also on 
hydrodynamic interaction between the flexible skirt and water surface. 
The ACV movement in the horizontal plane depends,   to a great extend, 
on aerodynamics of external flow around the vehicle 

There are two mair prubl, ins relating to the study of exter- 
nal flow around the ACV,   viz. ,  the decrease in air resistance and the 
achievement of predetermined maneuverability and   stability. 
The first problem can be solved only on the basis of the rational 
choice of the hull form.   The second one is usually solved by mounting 
the system of stabilizers.   For the ACV s with the length-to-breadth 
ratio of 1. 5 to 2.5 the resistance as well as side forces are determi- 
ned by the distribution of normal pressure over the perimeter of the 
hull; so the studies of both problems are closely connected with each 
other. 

The experimental investigation of the aerodynamic forces 
and moments which are due to the external flow is generally carried 
out on rigid models because slight deformations of the flexible skirt 
have little effect on its aerodynamic characteristics.   A six-compo- 
nent balance is used for this purpose    Water surface is simulated by 
a flat t;round board. 

The nature of ae rodynamic factors can be revealed from the 
results of the experiment with schematized models carried out for 
the study of the effect the hull form has the ACV s aerodynamic cha- 
racteristics.   Table  I  lists '.hr values of geometric characteristics 
of tht   models tested,   their resitance factors and the derivatives of 
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side force and yawing moment with respect to the yaw angle   ß   for 
P = 0 which are necessary for the calculation of ACV movement in 

the horizontal plane.   The aerodynamic forces are related to the pro- 
duct of the velocity head ^ and centerplane area S,   while the moment 
is related to^SL where L is the model length.   The moment is calcu- 
lated with respect to the middle of the hull length. 

As i?  seen from the Table 1, the resistance is mainly influen- 
ced by the forebody form.   With the change of relationship -i—   from 
0. 5 to Z the resistance factor decreases by 30-40 per cent.  The in- 
fluence of the stern form on the resistance is less important,  which is 
due to separation effects and the formation of the dead zone at the 
stern.  The angle of run ranging from 
se in resistance only by 10 per cent. 

LK - 0 to 2 leads to a decrea- 

It is known that the heave stability of the ACV s mainly de- 
pends on the sign and value of the derivative  m P.   The minimum va- 
lue of the derivative   rn ^ which is favourable from the viewpoint of 
stability of motion occurs fur the models 7 and 8 with the smallest 
values of angles of run and entrance.  As is seen from the Table,   the 
bow elongation  results in increasing the destabilizing moment  m      , 
so the requirements of minimum values for the coefficients of resis- 
tance and yawing mor.ent are rather inconsistent.  Since the required 
value of the derivative   m   ^ can always be obtained due to the fitting 
of vertical stabilizers without noticeable increase in resistance,   the 
hulls with elongated bows and blunt sterns appear to be the most ad- 
vantageou t>. 

For the approximate estimates of the ACV s aerodynamic 
characteristics at the initial stages of designing the theoretical me- 
thods are of interest.   The method is developed for the calculation of 
both the total and distributed aerodynamic characteristics of ACV 
hulls with flat sterns at different yaw angles and angular velocitytü y 
depending upon the forebody forms and paramenters  —   and -=- . 

The method is based on replacing the hull of the ACV by a 
vortex surface which extends beyond the hui! for modelling the vor- 
tex trace effect (figure  1).   The free water s'.rface is simulated by an 
image body so that in fact c msidcration is given to a model with a 
double height   H.   The transverse vortices are directed parallel to 
the lints forming the flat stern contour.   The longitudinal vortex which 
leaves the body from stern contour corners ha;5 the density equal to 
the difference between the densities of verticdi and horizontal vorti- 
ces replacing the contour.   Longitudinal vortices arranged in the deck 
plane are parallel to the longitudinal axis of the hull.   Calculations 
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were carried out for the finite number of discrete vortices spaced 
equally from the control points where the boundary condition is sa- 
tisfied.   The density of all vortices is defined from the system of 
equations characterizing the boundary condition on the body "surface 
at control points.   For the proper choice of the value of circulation 
around the body,  as with the known Joukowski condition 'n the wing 
theory,  a supplementary condition is introduced,   viz.   the density of 
the trace vortices in all the points of the vortex sheet is the same 
and equals to the density of the vortex shedding from the contour of 
separation at the stern.   Then tne system of equal,ons for defining 
the densities ri,rp,r3 

n 

^Tk 
k^l 

FE Fi(si, 

r takes the form 

Sj) +  L Fp(Sp, Sj) F(Sj,0.w 
(1) 

where F. and F      - induced velocities corresponding to transverse 
and longitudinal vortices, 

F       - normal component of ti,e free stream velocity, 

u)       = angular velocity of yaw. 

Figure 2 shows the pressure distribution over the contour 
of intorsoction of the model and the basic plane obtained by the calcu- 
lation method for m« del 2 with the angle   /9    -   10   .   The test results 
on defining the pressure distribution al the samt- section of the model 
are also plotted in the same figure.   As is seen,   there is a fairly good 
agreement between the theory ami experiment. 

As noted above,   the aerohyd rodynamic fortes clue to the air 
cushion arc the decisive factors for the longitudinal motion of the 
ACV.   One of the methods used for defining the steady and non-steady 
aerodynamic forces is based on the measurement of forces acting 
upon the model which performs the harmonic oscillations.   When car- 
rying out these tests in a wind tunnel the forces are evaluated which 
are connected with the qualities of an air cushion and deformation of 
flexible skirts above the ground board simulating the water surface. 
In some cases the results of such tests can be used,  for the calcula- 
tions of the ACV movement above the ice surface. 

Non-stoady aerodynamic characteristics of ACV models 
with built-in fans and flexible  skirts are determined by using the ex- 
perimental plant shown in figure 3.   The principle of operation of this 
plant consists in generating the definite harmonic oscillations for 
the model and measuring the loads acting on this model with the con- 
sequent determination of the lift and lateral moment derivatives ac- 
cording to the- kinematic parameters of motion.   The plant is equipped 
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with a mechanif.m of compensating lor the müdel inertia forces and 
with an electric harmonic analyzer for automatically defining and 
recording the signal constant components which are proportional to 
the required rotational and translational derivatives.   The model is 
mounted upside-down (figure 3) on two supporting pillars which make 
reciprocating oscillations with arbitrary shift in phases with respect 
to each other.   Each pillar is supplied with a strain gauge which ser- 
ves as a connecting link between the model and the oscillating pillar. 

The distances to the ground board h; the trim angle H'   and 
their first-order and second-order time derivatives h, 14J ,  h,   4J   are 
adopted as kinematic parameters defining the model aerodynamic 
characteristics in the longitudinal plane.   In linear approximation the 
expansion of the vertical force or longitudinal moment as a series in 
kinematic parameters has the form 

R = R  (h  ,y ) + R    (h  , H' 
000 00 

.  + Rr(h     ^  ) T + R o,    o 

h + Ry(h  , HMy+ Rh (h   ,y )h 
o      0 00 

(2) 

(h , y ) h + RTlh , y ) ^ 
00 00 

where h. \\i      are mean values of height and trim in respect of which 
the values h   and y are changed. 

The tests are carried out for two types of motion : transla- 
tory and angular harmonic oscillations of the model where,  with the 
results of the model static tests also used,  all the derivatives entering 
into equation (Z) can be determined.   The values of rotatory and trans, 
latory derivatives of the vertical force and the longitudinal moment 
are determined and they are transformed to a dimensionless form 
through dividing these by the model weight G or by the product GL. 

M 
GL 

(3) 

As the dimensionless kinematic parameters the following factors are 
used : 

h —      y0    .        -r  fi.Qo 

L2 

V- 
57,3 

-v- jL Qo      Y-h   Qo 

1^   .2 

h 
l^K 

V. y ^9 
L4   ,2 

(4) 
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where  0   = air flow rate corresponding to the parameters 

v 4^       (m /sec) 

g = acceleration of gravity (m/sec 

The value Sh#= ^- 0Q should be adopted as the dimensionless crite- 
rion of sinv'larity which is similar to the known Strouhal number 
(UJ = angular frequency of oscillations).   Then the dimensionless va- 
lues of parameters H   ,  4>   ,  ß*   ,   ty    in equations (4) are the products 
of the dimensionless amplitude of vertical and angular oscillations 
and Strouhal number Sh #     or Sh,z. 

Using the procedure described the tests were carried out for 
three schematized models of ACV s with built-in fans. The scheme of 
the sectional flexible skirt mounted un the models is shown in the 
sketch (figure 3).   The geometric  characteristics   of models are gi- 
ven in Table 2.   Figures 4-5 show some of the results obtained.   The 
curves in figure 4 illustrate the character of changing the factors 
C!   ,  nij    .   m^ versus the dimensionless parameter Sh.at different 
values of pressure factor Kp 

Pn 
(Pp ,  Pn   = pressures in the re- 

ceiver and air-cushion,   respectively) and air flow rate Q.  It is typi- 
cal that the external air velocity effect on the non-steady characteris- 
tics is practically absent in the range of the examined actual relation, 
ships of the contrary velocity head and the cushion pressure ( Fig.   5). 
The  curve  in  Figure   5    shows the influence of the bow form at the 
fixed values of frequency and pressure factor upon the same charac- 
teristics.   It is obvious that the bow form influences mainly the mo- 
ment characteristics. 

The non-steady aerodynamic characteristics necessary for 
the study of the ACV maneuvering in the horizontal plane are also de- 
fined in the wind tunnel by the method of harmonic oscillations of the 
model around its vertical axis and measuring the yaw damping moment 
influencing the model.   In this case the procedure of measurements 
is similar to that described above.   The experiments show that the 
principal role in generating the damping moment belongs to the ver- 
tical stabilizers and the hull effect on this moment is not significant. 
It is observed that in some cases the damping moment on the hull- 
stabilizer system decreases due to the adverse eflect of the hull on 
the stabilizers. 

II   .    DETERMINATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

In the towing tanks the tests are carried out to determine 
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the main hydrodynamic characteristics of ACV s.  In this case the mo- 
del is usually subjected to the action of both the hydro-and-aerodyna. 
mic forces.   Then,  depending on the test conditions,  account is made 
of either the results directly obtained by measurements,   or the aero, 
dynamic components are to be excluded with the use of data on the blo- 
wings d the model in the wind tunnel. 

The most typical tests carried out in the towing tanks are 
those with the towed models exhibiting the freedom of heaving and trim; 
during these tests the resistance and kinematic parameters are mea- 
sured in the longitudinal plane in calm water and in waves.   The pur- 
pose of such tests is not only in obtaining the propulsive performance 
data but it is largely connected with the evaluation of dynamic proper- 
ties of these vehicles.   Thus the measurements carried out at diffe- 
rent positions- of the centre of gravity along the model make it possi- 
ble to plot the positional curves against the trim angle and to judge 
about the static stability depending upon the conditions of motion.   The 
same type of towing tests is the basis for determining the regions of 
steady motion in the Ion ;itudinal plane defined by the influence of the 
waves and speed. 

Such experiments were carried out specifically on a series 
of models with the particulars given in Table 2.  In this case the re- 
sistance and kinematic parameters were changed up to the critical 
conditions preceding the development of plough-in.   The curves in 
figure 6 show the effect of the bow planeform on the relative resis- 
tance  -f—     depending upon the running trim angle which is defined by 
a given position of the center of gravity.   It is seen from the curve 
plotted for a cruising regime that the effect in question is observed 
only with trim by the bow; in this case model N° 2 appears to be pre- 
ferable.   The advantages of a semi-round bow planeform manifest 
themselves in waves too,   as is seen from the curve of figure 7 where 
the relative gain in resistance is presented for all three models in 
waves. 

The air flow rate effect examined on model N° 2 is typical 
for this experiment.   The curve in figure 8 shows the effect of the 
dimensionless factor of air rate upon the relative resistance in waves 

Q-       Q 

Sn \    2 Pn 
p 

where        Q = air rate,   m/sec; 
Sn = area of the air cushion,   m 
Pn = pressure in the cushion,   kg/m 
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I t is seen that practically in all the cases the increase in the flow 
air rate results in a decrease of resistance; in this case the supply 
of air into the forward part of the air cushion,  is the most favoura- 
ble. 
The curve of figure 9 serves as an example of plotting the regions of 
stable motion.   The relationships shown are the result of processing 
the model N" 2 test data according to the evaluation of the limiting 
regimes when plough-in is developing with the consequent loss rn sta- 
bility.   The curve shows the favourable influence of increase  in the 
air flow rate at the bow centering,   making it possible to delay the se'- 
ting of the critical regimes. 

The definition of the non-steady hydrodynamic characteristics 
which are necessary specifically for carrying out the calculations of 
ACV heaving and pitching is based on the same methods used in a si- 
milar case for displacement vessels.  The linear character of the 
restoring forces   Y   = -r*-      and moments M^;  x^J*  defined experi- 
mentally in the working range of the flying heights h and trim angle 

'f' for ACV with a flexible skirt gives grounds as a first approxima- 
tion tu proceed from the linear theory premisce while defining the 
non-steady characteristics.   The tests are carried out on a plant 
which makes is possible to perform in calm water the forced heaving 
and pitching motions of the model; the plant is equipped with strain 
gauges and provides the recording of kinematics of motion.   To define, 
fur example,   the coefficients of inertia and damping forces by the 
test results,   the equation of the forced heaving motions is written in 
the following way : 

(M f Yh) y   +   Yh y   +  ^L. y = C (t  Cos Ck t-y), 
3 h 

where M  -  model mass, 
C   - rigidity  of spring, 
t    = amplitude ol disturbances, 
C), " frequency of disturbing force 

Having experimentally defined the parameters of the forced motions 
ol the model in ttie form 

y-A   t   l(Ök  '^ 
y 

where A    - amplitude of oscillations of the model centre of gravity^ 

6      -   phase shift between the translation ol the model and the 
y disturbing     furce. 

;
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one can find the coefficients Yh    and Yh and similarly the moment coef- 
ficients characterizing the pure pitching motions M^  and M  *+'.   The 
definition of factors characterizing the influence of pitching upon hea- 
ving is possible provided that the vertical translations of the center 
of gravity are recorded. 

The experimental plant scheme and some of the results ob- 
tained are given in figures 10-11.   Depending upon the type of rope- 
and-block connections provision is made for the translational verti- 
cal (   var. 1 ) or angular ( var, Z   ) motions of the model and for re- 
cording kinematic parameters on the oscillograph tape.   In figure II 
the coefficients of inertia forces obtained by the above method are 
plotted against frequency. 

It is necessary to note that the aerodynamic characteristics 
corresponding to flight over the water surface are different from si- 
milar characteristics of the model over the ground board.   The diffe- 
rence is obviously due to the influence of the water surface deforma- 
tions and mass forces; it minimizes as the Froude number increases. 

The experimental plant described was also used for the defi- 
nition of damping and inertia characteristics which manifest themsel- 
ves at non-steady motion of the model along the longitudinal axis; the 
plant is switched on according to variant 3.  As the test results show, 
the forces determining the above loads are negligible for ACV models. 

In the   cases when during the tests in a towing tank the aero- 
dynamic  components are   so  important   (in comparison  to  hydrody- 
namic forces)   that they cannot be  neglected,   it is  necessary  to 
consider that the aerodynamic  effect upon the model  tested is not 
fully   simulated.   This  introduces  some infinity in the   results ob- 
tained due  to  both the  distorbed aerodynamic  action and  the  effect 
of this action upon the  position of the  freely towed model and 
consequently upon its  hydrodynamic  characteristics  in the  total 
forces and moments  measured.   In  such cases  the aerodynamic 
components are  excluded from  tests in the towing tank and are de- 
termined in a  wind tunnel.   The procedure  of carrying  out the  ex- 
periments of  such kind is  as  follows : the model is   rigidly  fasten- 
ed  to  the  dynamometer  which measures the  lift,   drag  and longi- 
tudinal moment of  the  model  at the  fixed values of height and trim 
of the model.   During  the tests the measurements are   carried out 
in  a  prescribed  regime.   Then according  to  the  same  program  the 
tests  are  conducted on a  model  equipped with a  working   fan over 
the ground board fixed under  the model in a  close vicinity to water 
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surface and transported together with the model.   The aerodynamic 
forces to be excluded are determined as the difference between 
the  results of the measurements  carried out over the board both 
underway and at a  speed equal to  zero  in flight. 

The specific behaviour of the ACV with a flexible skirt makes 
difficult in some cases the use of traditional methods in calculating 
the maneuvering qualities,  dynamic stability and so on in terms of 
the solution of equations of motion.   The complexity and considerable 
amount of tests necessary for defining the coefficients of the equa- 
tions makes one use other methods of study.  The determination of 
transfer   functions according to the required parameters in terms of 
the experimentally defined frequency characteristics is considered to 
be reasonable.  These functions make it possible,  as is known,  to cal- 
culate normal maneuvers of the object according to linear theory. 
Besides it is important to have the possibility of directly evaluating 
the behaviour of models in certain conditions,   specifically,  in dama- 
ge situations.  The tests with the both aims in view are carried out on 
the experimental plant making it possible to simulate,  in the main, 
the conditions of the model free movement and in some cases to eli- 
minate the necessity of carrying out the expensive tests with self- 
propelled models. 

The basic diagram of the plant is shown in figure 12.  During 
the tests the model is towed along the towing tank; it displays five de- 
grees of freedom,  i.  e.  vertical emergence,  side displacement,  hee- 
ling,  yawing and trimming angles; all the kinematic parameters are 
recorded.  In case of side displacement    the model is relieved of iner- 
tia and friction forces in movable units of the plant by means of a 
special servo-system.   The significant element of the plant is the sys- 
tem bringing the towing force into coincidence with the model centre 
line irrespective of the position of model relative to the tank axis. 
Finally,  in case it is difficult to arrange the drives of controls on the 
model,  the electric systems are provided for the plant which are ca- 
pable to imitate the action of the controls,  particularly,   side force 
controls,  by prescribing the side force,  yawing moment and heeling 
moment in accordance with the required law. 

Some test data obtained on the plant described are given be- 
low.   The studies were carried out on the ACV schematized model 
N" 2 for the purpose of evaluating its course stability (with vertical 
stabilizers mounted) and checking its other dynamic characteristics. 
Figure 13 shows the relationship between the amplitude frequency 
characteristic of the model for yawing angle at different speeds. It 
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ia aeen that with the increaae in Froude number the reaponae o{ the 
model increaaea up to the valuea Fr z I. 10. The aame figure ahowa 
the variation of the relative amplitude of the model yawing angle at 
fixed frequency and apeed aa dependent on the preaaure {actor o{ the 
air cuahion K • 

p 

Some damage aituationa with the aame model were atudied. 
particularly. the tranaition proceaa at firat inatanta after suddenly 
applying the yawing moment. which may be the consequence of a apon
taneoua reverse or failure o{ propellers at one side o{ the model, It 
is aeen from figure 14 how kinematic parameters o{ motion are chan
ging after the inatantaneoua application o{ the rollin1 moment (induced 
for example. by the breaking of the flexible akirt along the side) until 
the stepa are taken to keep the ship in the upright poaition. Thia expe
rimental plant makes it poasible to simulate the maneuver o{ courae
keeping in thia condition by applying the counter yawing moment imi
tating the action o{ controls. It ia typical for thia case t o s e t the mo
del in a steady motion with a drift to the inclined side. 

The condition that the towing carriage apc<.:d :; '·' ld always 
be conatant makes it imposaible to simulate to th<' fu ll extent the full 
scale performance o{ the vehicle. However. this r .striction ia no bar
rier to aolvin1 a wide variety of practical proble ms; in this caae the 
error ia directed to the aafo= aide. 

• • • 
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Table 1 

-§—2J (T "1— 

^T 
. 7 • 4 

r      ■      v 1—z—J T 

Mo». -h AH 
a & r„ r.' /7?£ 

1 2.5 0,25 0 0,162 0,97 0,20 
2 2,5 0,50 0 0,140 0,97 0,20 
3 2,5 1,00 0 0,118 1,03 0,22 
4 2,5 0,25 0,50 0,163 1,03 0,21 
5 2.5 0,50 0,50 0,137 1,03 0,21 
6 2.5 1,00 0,50 0,120 1.03 0,23 
7 2,5 0,25 0,25 0,166 1,03 0,17 
e 2,5 0,50 0,25 0,137 1,03 0,18 
9 2,5 1,00 0,25 0,123 1,03 0,23 

10 2,5 0,?5 1,00 0,150 0,92 0,23 
11 2.5 0,50 1,00 0,125 0,92 0,23 
12 2.5 1,00 1,00 0,110 0,92 0,23 
13 1,5 0,50 0 - 1.44 0,18 
14 2.0 0,50 0 - 1,26 0,20 
15 3,0 0,50 0 - 1,10 0,23 
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Table 2 

Particular» Deeignation Model             j 

Ho.l No.2 Ho. 3 

Planeform of 
air cuehion 

elliptical 

1  1 ^ 

round rectangular 

1  1  ) 1  1  1 
Length of 
the some L n.* 1,98 2,11 2,04 

Breadth of 
the aame B n.M 1,0 1.0 1,0 

Area of the 
same S n.i* 1,72 2,0 2,0 

Coefficient 
of air 
cushion 
area 

te       S n 
L nßn 0,90 0,925 o.ge^ 
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Figure 1    Vortex system of ACV's hull. 
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Figure 3   Scheme of the plant for determining the 
aerodynamic performance of ACV models. 

1 - model 
2 - ground board 
3 - strain gauges 
4 - mechanism of compensating for inertia forces 
5 - electric motor 
6 - phase shift regulation coupling 
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Figure 6   Relative resistance versus running trim angle in calm 
water 

F    = 
V r v^r 1.1 • • • model N0 1 

AAA model N" 2 
ooo model N" 3 
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Figure 7 Influence of the running trim angle upon the gain in 
resistance in waves ( wave length A = 2. 2 m, wave 
height h = 0. 08 m ) 

 model N" 1 
 model N0 2 
 model N0 3 
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040 

0,0i 0.02 OOJ Q 

Figure 8   Relative resistance in waves against the air flow rate 
for different methods of the additional air supply (wave 
length   X    = 3. 1 m, wave height h = 0. 08m) Fr =■ 1.10 

o oo   additional air supply into the forward part 
0 00   air supply into the after part 
• ••    air supply along the perimeter of air cushion 
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2,0- 

iQ.. 

Staßie  teaion 

Ofii m  $ 

Figure 9   Influence of the relative air flow rate upon the longitu- 
dinal stability of motion ( Frcr    - onset of plough-in 
of the flexible skirt) for two positions of the center of 
gravity along the model length (wave length   A   = 3. 1 m 
wave height h = 0, 08 m; G = 80 kg;   K^ = 1. 25) 

ooo 
M 
 « 
GL 0.012 • • • 

M 
 ■ 
GL = 0. 01<) 
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Figure 12   Experimental plant for dynamic tests with the ACV 
towed models in the towing tank. 

1- system of unloading the movable units; 2 - system of brin- 
ging the towing force into coincidence with a model centre line 
3- system of imitating the external forces; 4- strain gauges 
for recording the kinematic parameters. 
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DISCUSSION 

P. Kaplan 
~a11ia. Inc. 

Plain'l1i.w. N.w YoPk. u.s.A. 

I thiak my comment• with re1ard to experiment• CODtaln 
•ome helpful informatiOD and al•o provide a warnin1 with re1ard to 
any expectatlOD of predlctlOD of dynamic performance of air cu•hiOD 
vehicle• from ordinary experiment• in towinl tank•. For ODe thinl, 
referrin1 to the particular ca•e, in which you ueed forced oecllla· 
tiOD, the equadon liven Oil pale 12 deale with the •inlle de1ree of 

. freedom of heave motiOD. There ie a pre•eure varlatlOD here and if 
you actually wrote the equatiOD• involvinl both preeeure and heave 
motion coupled to,ether, y~ would find that there lean eftective 
rna•• enterln1 the •y•tem. The effective maee le dependent UpGil the 
aeometry of the plenum •Y•tem and certain aepect• of the pre•eure 
ratio•, etc. The net reeult ie that you have •ome recluctiOD in the 
effective ma... That ie why you find what people are referrinl to a• 
a neaative aided ma .. for ACV•, which may not be quite •o. There 
i• a real phy•ical ma .. , and there may be •ome hydrodynamic ef
fective ma .. •ince the frequency dependence in Fl1. 11 may be in
dicative of that, but it aleo depend• on how you look at the water eur
face behaviour at low frequency and at hllh frequency and abo at 
low •peed and at hi1h •peed. But that le not the point. The main 
thina ie that the pre .. ure ie influential, and that it ehould be ac
counted for ; it •hould be meaeured and the equatioee for the ey•tem 
•hould include it. Analyee that and then look at your reeultiq inertia 
and the other term•. Correlate the reeult•, and that lethe way you 
will underetand what ie happeainl with theee vehicle•. 

Secondly, with re1ard to model teete, lod u• look at how you 
•cale. All naval architect• are accuetomed to •calin1 dynamic phe
nomena in term• of Froude •c:allq and tlaat le becauM certain para
meter ecale•inthatway. What ie the moat fwadameatal parameter· 
that determine• the behaviour of any vehicle in reepGilM to a eeaway 
dl•turbance ? There are two, mainly: the natural frequency and the 
dampin1. The natural frequency can be derived for any type cuehiOD 
eyetem for an air cuehiOD vehicle. It involve• preeeure ratioe, l. e. 
atmoepheric to normal preeeure that euppol'te the eyetem, and the 
1eometric hel1ht of the pl .... m. 
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Pressure scales linearly,  and the height scales linearly ; 
atmospheric pressure is not scaled in any facility,  at least it is not 
scaled at speeds appropriate for ACV.  The situation is such that if 
you consider this effect,  the natural frequency of the system is 
scaled linearly while for Froude scaling it varies as the square root 
of your scale ratio.  Therefore you have shifted natural frequency 
coincidence well out of proportion,  depending upon your scale ratio. 
In addition,  the relative damping,  that is the matter of so-called 
relative to critical damping,  also changes due to scaling because of 
the operation pressure system.  The resulting question is, what con- 
sequence does this have upon the motion ? 

Some results have been obtained based on analysis and simu- 
lation work,  and have been published in the open literature,  on this 
particular point.  It shows the following.   You can predict the vertical 
acceleration responses from tests in waves at model scale at atmos- 
pheric pressure.  Unfortunately the prediction isunconservative.  You 
think you are getting by with a certain acceleration,  and if you work 
out the equations which you validated by your original procedure to 
correlate with your testing at non-scaled atmospheric pressure, you 
then scale the atmospheric pressure to simulate real life and your 
accelerations are larger.  However I do not say that there is no busi- 
ness for towing tanks in getting information for ACV.  I do say there 
is business for theoreticians,   together with towing tanks,  to get the 
right information. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Vjacheslav N.   Treshchevsky 
Kryloff Researah Institute 

Leningrad,  U.S.S.R. 

I am grateful to you for your comment.   I would say that the 
problems of scale effect which you mention are   taken  into acount 
and special experiments have been and are being made in order to 
exclude wide errors connected with the scale effect in various types 
of experiments. 

You mentioned the negative value of the term corresponding 
to mass which is on one of the illustrations.   It is difficult to explain 
it quite correct,  I think the reason of the phenomena is in the inter- 
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action between the ACV hull,  the air cushion and water surface.  I 
may add that this is stable experimental data and 1 have seen the cor- 
relating results in a German paper. 

I can add that frequency characteristic shown on Figure  II 
being derived experimentally includes the influence of all the factors 
mentioned by Mr Kaplan (variable pressure, ACV's geometry).   The 
possibility of exact theoretical calculation of this characteristic 
seems to be doubtful. 

The use of model data in ACV dynamics isn't the subject of 
the paper.   Nevertheless the assumption of the linear character of 
the natural frequency versus scale dimension is not obvious. As for 
similarity criterion,   the Froude number and dimensionless frequency 
were used among others.  The natural frequency and damping are 
ACV's characteristics,  determined by flight conditions. 
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HYDRODYNAMICS AND SIMULATION IN THE CANADIAN 
HYDROFOIL PROGRAM 

R. T. Schmitke and E. A.  Jones 
Defence Reaearah F.Btabliehment Atlantic 

Dartmouth, U.S.  Canada 

ABSTRACT 

Hydrodynamic aspects of the Canadian hydrofoil 
program are discussed, with particular reference 
to HMCS BRAS D'OR. Associated simulation stu- 
dies are described and key results of BRAS D'OR 
seakeeping trials are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For more than a decade the Canadian hydrofoil program has 
been synonymous with the design,  construction and trials of HMCS 
BRAS D'OR'1'(Figure 1).   The recent suspension of trials and sub- 
sequent mothballing of the ship make this an appropriate time for a 
comprehensive review of design experience in the light of trials ob- 
jervations.   This paper is particularly concerned with the hydrodyna- 
mics of the hydrofoil system and associated simulation studies. 

Factors governing foil system configuration and hydrodynamic 
design are described,  with some details of development experience at 
the model scale and a thorough discussion of full scale trials obser- 
vations.   The mathematical models used in simulation studies are then 
presented,  and predictions of steady state and dynamic performance 
are compared with trials data.   The paper concludes with an analysis 
of BRAS D'OR seakeeping trials. 

II. FOIL SYSTEM HYDRODYNAMICS 

System Configuration 

Since its inception the Canadian hydrofoil program has been 
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based on passively stable surface-piercing hydrofoil systems,  there- 
by complementing U. S. effort on automatically controlled fully-sub- 
merged systems.  The principal relative merits of each type are list- 
ed below '  ' Fully-submerged systems offer : 

a) a smoother ride in moderate to heavy seas, 

b) higher lift-drag ratio, 

c) lower foil system weight, 

d) greater foilborne manoeuvrability, 

e) retraction capability. 

Surface-piercing systems offer : 

a) inherent stability, 

b) a wider range of foilborne speeds, 

c) better sea-keeping at hullborne speeds, 

d) higher potential for remaining foilborne in extreme seas, 

e) greater tolerance to off-design loads,  such as those im- 
posed by towed sonar. 

Successful contouring of large waves requires that the bow 
foil respond rapidly to charges in immersion depth ; for satisfactory 
following sea operation, the bow foil must also be reasonably insensi- 
tive to wave orbital velocities.   Together these requirements dictate 
that the bow foil combine high rate of change of lift with draft, f^-    , 
with low rate of change of lift with angle, dl 

da 

The after foil,  on the other hand,  must have high iL 
da 

dh 

to pro- 
vide adequate damping of seaway-induced motions. Furthermore,4jp 
must be lower than at the bow foil in order that downward heave dis- 
placements cause upward trim.  Since foil efficiency generally in- 
creases with dl -,— , a canard configuration is the logical result, with 
the bow foil carrying as little weight as dynamically feasible. 

A secondary but significant advantage of the canard configura- 
tion is that it lends itself to a hull with very fine bow lines.  This is 
necessary for reduced pounding due to wave impact when foilborne and 
is particularly important for the Canadian rOle with its emphasis 
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on good hullborne performance and seakeeping. 

The Sub-CaviUting Main Foil 

ai In addition to providing adequate heave damping through high 
Tp- i  the main foil unit must provide roll stiffness without undue 

heave stiffness.   The   BRAS D'OR   unit   (Figure 2)   accomplishes this 
by use of anhedral and dihedral surface   piercing elements at either 
end of a fully-submerged main foil unit.   The latter serves as the pri- 
mary lifting element and,  combined with the dihedrals,  provides the 
required characteristics with high eliiciency.   The upper anhedral 
panels are highly cambered and twisted to develop high lift at take- 
off.  The anhedral tips are incidence-controlled to augment roll sta- 
bility at low foilborne speeds and improve turning performance. 

The theoretical tools required for hydrodynamic design of a 
subcavitating foil system have been obtained by adding free surface 
corrections to methods borrowed from subsonic aerodynamics. The 
prevention of cavitation is the chief hydrodynamic constraint in sec- 
tion design, and cavitation-free operation above 40 knots necessi- 
tates a departure from conventional low speed aerofoils to delayed- 
cavitation sections such as illustrated in   Figure 3.   The design of the 
particular sections used in   BRAS D'OR   is described in (3) They 
are highly efficient and provide o..\ approximately uniform pressure 
distribution when operating over a wiue range of angle-of-attack in 
close proximity to the free surface.  The practical upper limits of the 
delayed-cavitation regime are approximatelv   Cü knots   in calm 
water and   50 knots   in rough seas - the Jes.gn speeds for   BRAS 
D'OR. 

Full scale trials showed that in general the   BRAS D'OR   main 
foil unit has successfully met its design requirements for high effi- 
ciency,   low -TT"  and high   %     .  The only significant hydrodynamic 
problems encountered were associated with emergence of the anhe- 
draJ-dihedral foil intersections at about   45 knots,  which resulted in 
lateral jerkiness even in calm water.  There were two specific pro- 
blems.   The first was caused by intermittent ventilation of the dihe- 
dral foils and anhedral tips and was countered by installing addition- 
al anti-ventilation fences.   The second was fundamental to the main 
foil geometry and was more difficult to solve.   It was due to increas- 
ed roll and heave stiffness below the intersections,   when both the 
anhedral tips and the dihedral foils become surface-piercing.  It was 
alleviated by reducing the mean angle-of-attack of the anhedral tips 
by   2".   This increased main foil immersion and delayed the emerg- 
ence of the anhedral-dihedral intersections to approximately   50 
knots.   The net result was a significant increase in riding comfort in 
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small to moderate waves at speeds up to 50 knots. 

Main foil cavitation was never observed during calm water 
trials,  even at   6?. knots,  indicating that section design met all ex- 
pectations in this very important respect.  No problems arose from 
hydrodynamic interference between individual foil elements.  How- 
ever, both full scale trials and model tests at the National Physical 
Laboratory showed that bow foil wake reduces main foil lift by ap- 
proximately   10% . 

The Super-Ventilated Bow Foil 

Operating conditions for the bow foil are demanding. At foil- 
borne speeds in rough seas the bow foil is subject to wide and rapid 
changes of both immersion and angle-of-attack.  The hydrofoil system 
is wholly area-stabilized longitudinally and the lightly-loaded depth- 
sensitive bow foil is the primary source of control,   so that smooth 
lift vs. immersion and lift vs.  angle-of-attack characteristics are es- 
sential. Sub-cavitating hydrofoil sections are prone to ventilation in 
rough water and the resulting sharp losses in lift at the primary lon- 
gitudinal control element cause an unacceptable diving tendency (4) 

Superventilated sections are therefore used for the bow foil, despite 
their lower efficiency. In this case,  occasional suppression of ven- 
tilation gives sharp lift increases, but unlike the converse situation 
with subcavitating sections this is an inherently safe effect. 

The   BRAS D'OR   bow foil is of diamond configuration   (Fi- 
gure 4)   with a sub-cavitating centre strut and super-ventilated di- 
hedral and anhedral elements.  Tulin Two-Term lower surfaces'5' 
were chosen for the super-ventilated sections   (Figure 5)   because 
these appeared to offer the best compromise between hydrodynamic 
efficiency and structural strength. Design incidence is nominally   5° 
above zero lift (as established by model tests), and rake angle of the 
unit is adjustable in flight to permit operation at optimum incidence 
for the prevailing sea condition. 

Little information was available on the practical operation of 
surface-piercing super-ventilated hydrofoils,   so that extensive ex- 
perimental development was necessary.  Model size had to be as large 
as practical to minimize scale effects : consequently,  the bulk of the 
work was done at quarter scale,  taxing the limits of available towing 
tank facilities.  The same bow foil was also used as part of a complete 
quarter scale manned model of the system. A great strength of the 
development program lay in the ability to test the same model both in 
the controlled environment of towing tanks and as a functional unit in 
realistic seaways. 
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A major concern of the experimental program was upper sur- 
face design,  with the objective of inhibiting and controlling intermit- 
tent flow reattachment.   The leading edge was made as fine as practic- 
able and,  to enforce reattachment to occur in stages and hence re- 
duce the severity of accompanying lift increases,   two additional break 
points were incorporated in the upper surface,  at   66% and   87%   chord. 
A major problem of the initial manned model trials was that the an- 
hedral foils served as fences to inhibit the   spread of ventilation down 
the dihedrals,  leading to cyclic pitching at speeds close to intersec- 
tion emergence.   This was overcome by adding another large upper 
surface spoiler to the anhedral sections in the neighbourhood of the 
intersection. 

The most comprehensive set of quarter scale towing tank data 
was obtained at the National Physical Laboratory   (NPL)   under 
Froude-scaled conditions,  providing good definition of bow foil cha- 
racteristics.  (Figures 6 and 7),  Data points have been coded to show 
the spanwise extent of leading edge ventilation down the dihedral foils 
from the upper surface.   (For all test conditions of interest,  the ca- 
vities behind the midback spoilers remained consistently ventilated.) 
Spanwise extent of leading edge ventilation is indicated by the degree 
of openness of the points,  e. g.   : 

100 %      fully open      0 

J'.O %      50% open       0 

0%        fully closed   • 

Figure 9 shows that the lift-curve slope decreases gradually with in- 
creasing rake angle as ventilation spreads down the leading edge of 
the dihedrals. 

The most interesting quarter scale tank tests took place at 
the Lockheed Underwater Missile Facility   (LUMF) , where both ca- 
vitation and Froude numbers were scaled.   Cavitation scaling was 
found to have no significant effect on flow state,  lift or drag. An 
equally significant finding was that lift values obtained at   NPL   were 
much higher than at   LUMF   (Figure 8).  These differences were later 
shown to be due in large part to deterioration of the foil surfaces and 
leading edges during the time interval between the two series of tests. 

It was possible to estimate full scale bow foil lift characteris- 
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tics by direct observation of depth of immersion.   Figure 9 shows the 
steady state lift coefficient (based on horizontally projected immersed 
area) of the bow foil unit over the foilborne speed range.   The full scale 
lift coefficient falls within limits established by quarter scale model 
tests at   NPL   and   LUMF except at low speeds.  For these,  leading 
edge ventilation extended only partially down the span of the dihedral 
foils at quarter scale but was complete at full scale,  giving lower lift 
but more stable flow. 

The inhibiting effect of the outboard intersections was clear 
at quarter scale.  The dihedral foils ventilated from the mid-back 
spoilers under most conditions,   but the intersections,  acting as fences, 
prevented the initiation of leading edge ventilation until they emerged. 
It almost invariably occurred on one foil at a time since the associat- 
ed loss of lift caused the intersections to re-immerse,  inhibiting the 
second dihedral more strongly.  At full scale,  initial establishment of 
leading edge ventilation on the dihedrals still appeared to be associated 
with emergence of the intersections,  but invariably occurred simulta- 
neously on both dihedral foils.  Effects were less clear but full scale 
ventilation certainly occurred more readily and more strongly than 
indicated even by   LUMF   quarter scale tests at correctly scaled 
Froude and cavitation numbers.  This was due at least in part to the 
fact that full scale trials were seldom held under really calm condi- 
tions,  the practical limit for "calm" water being set at waves 3 feet 
in height.  Occasionally, during take-off in exceptionaly smooth seas, 
leading edge ventilation was delayed until ship speed approached   40 
knots ; during this interim period,  pitch angles of up to   9°   were ob- 
served.   This situation was easily overcome by increasing speed or 
bow foil incidence until leading edge ventilation occurred. 

Bow foil rake angle optimization trials showed that a strong 
and persistent ventilated cavity was achieved in calm water at the 
design rake angle setting (0°).   In rough water optimum rake angle 
varied with heading to the sea ;  suitable flow and ship motion charac- 
teristics were generally achieved in head,  beam and following Statr 5 
seas at rake angles of   -1°,    0°   and   1  l/2°    respectively. 

In short,   steep seas, flow re-attachment sometimes occurr- 
ed on the bow foil dihedrals during deep immersion at the face of 
larger waves.  The resulting discontinuous increase in lift gave added 
impetus to bow up pitch motion. As depth of immersion decreased at 
the rear wave slope,  ventilated flow was re-established, accompanied 
by a sudden decrease in lift.  Oscillograph records of vertical accele- 
ration during these periods exhibit a sharp positive and negative spike 
followed by a return to normal acceleration levels as the ship encout- 
ered waves of more typical size and normal ventilated flow was re- 
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established. Because these vertical acceleration spikes were an im- 
portant source of motional discomfort, an objective of future develop- 
ment must be to improve ventilation stability at extreme depths of 
immersion. 

Foilborne sea time has not been sufficient to enable firm and 
quantitative conclusions to be drawn regarding the suitability of bow 
foil -jkj-   and -*j-   for rough water operation.  However,  the ship never 
experienced difficulty in following seas,  while pitch response to head 
and bow seas was high.  It seems probable that a reduction in j2_L. of 
about   20%   would result in lower vertical accelerations without com- 
promising stability. 

A high drag penalty is paid for using super-ventilated sec- 
tions.  The philosophy adopted during   BRAS D'OR   design was that 
this condition could be tolerated since the bow foil is primarily a con- 
trol element carrying only   10%   of total ship weight.  However,  trials 
and model test data indicate that approximately   30%   of total foilborne 
drag is due to the bow foil.  In addition,  the high bow foil drag makes 
fuel consumption, and hence range and endurance,  extremely sensi- 
tive to longitudinal   C. G.  location. 

BRAS D'OR   sea trials have therefore specified three objec- 
tives for future super-ventilated bow foil development : reduction of 
drag,   optimization of j? V    and Sg ■   for rough sea operation, and im- 

_ h      dot 
provment in ventilated flow stability.   These are important conside- 
rations,  but are secondary to the demonstrated success of the super- 
ventilated bow foil unit in stabilizing,   controlling and steering the ship 
over a wide range of speed and sea conditions. 

III.    SIMULATION 

Hydrofoil simulation in Canada began with the extensive and 
comprehensive studies carried out by the DeHavilland Aircraft of 
Canada Ltd. in support of   BRAS D'OR   design'6'     .   These studies 
were subsequently supplemented at the Defence Research Establish- 
ment Atlantic '7J*'      , with the objective of achieving simple methods 
applicable to all surface-piercing hydrofoil systems.  It is largely 
upon the latter work that this section of the paper is based.  Four 
topics are treated : the general equations of motion for surface-pierc- 
ing hydrofoil vessels,  prediction of steady state performance, analysis 
of calm water stability and analog simulation of random seas.  Because 
of the close similarity to aircraft practice, descriptive material is 
kept to a minimum. 
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Equations of Motion for Surface-Piercing Hydrofoil Ships 

The equations of motion listed below are written with respect 
to the axis system illustrated in Figure 10.   The origin is at the C.G. 
and in the reference condition of steady symmetric flight in calm 
water at speed   U0,  the   x-axis   is directed horizontally forward,   the 
z-axis   vertically upward and the   y-axis   to port.  The pitch angle 
is positive for downward rotation of the bow. 

Pitch :       I, 2 (-L x   cosF.    -   D.z.   +   M.  cosF.) 
ii i ii i i 

- T (xT  sinT   -   zT   cos 7 ) 

(1) 

Heave 
• • 

m (w - U   B)   -   2 L.   cos T. 
o i i 

+     Tsin Y -   W 

Surge :       m (u - g0)     =    T cos 7      -2D. 

Sideslip :     m (v + U   r   +   g^) 2 L. sinF, 
1 1 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Roll I   0 
X 

2L. (y. cos f.     +     z. sinF) 
11 1 11 

(5) 

Yaw I  r 
z 2(D.Y.  - L.x. sinF .   +   M.  sinF) 

11        11 1 1 i 
(6) 

where   summation of lift   (L;).  drag   (Dj)   and pitching moment   (M^) 
is over all foil and strut elements,  individually located at   (xj,  yj,   z^). 
W   is all-up-weight and the line of action of thrust   (T)   passes through 
(xj ,   zj ).  The following sign convention is adopted for dihedral and 
anhedral angles : 

for a port dihedral foil of angle I        ,        F. 
DP 

for a stbd.  dihedral foil of angle       F^ , F.      =       F,^ 6 DS 1 DS 
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for a port anhedral foil of ancle ^       •        F 
AP i 

for a stbd.  anhedral foil of angle F-c  •        ^ 

r 
AP 

r 
AS 

(7) 

L^ ,    Dj   and   M^   may be evaluated by the methods of References [93, 
[10]   ,    [ll]   and  [12]   . 

Steady State Performance 

In the steady state,  equations   (1)   to   (3)   become 

^(L.x. cos F.     +    D.z.     -     M.   cosT.)   +   (x    cot7-z   ) 
1 1 1 1 

2D. 
(8) 

SL  cos r. 
i 1 

+      cot  7 2 D.     =    W (9) 

Since dynamic pressure is constant   Li ,    D^   and   Mi   are 
functions of immersion depth   (h) and angle-of-attack   (a)   alone. 
For an all-fixed foil system,  furthermore, knowledge of   h   and a 
for a single foil element enables all other   h's   and a 's   to be de- 
termined. Hence   (8)   and   (9)   contain only two unknowns :   h   and a 
of a reference foil element.  Because of the non-linear nature of these 
equations th» solution must be obtained by an iterative technique. 

Figure 11 illustrates the accuracy obtainable using the above 
procedure.  Predicted curves of   BRAS D'OR   trim, keel clearance 
and weight- drag ratio are presented, along with trials measurements 
of these quantities.  Estimated measurement accuracies are   1%' 
for trim,   i   1 ft. for keel clearance and ±    1.5   for   W/D.  The ac- 
curacy of the resistance prediction is of particular importance ; the 
fact that measured drag is higher than predicted is probably due lar- 
gely to the one to three foot waves encountered during most calm 
water trials. 

Calm Water Stability 

Foilborne stability in calm water is most easily assessed by 
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solving the linearized equations of ship motion. Linearization of (I) 
to (6) results in the following two sets of three coupled linear ordi- 
nary differential equations : 

Longitudinal 

(10) 

Pitch :     I0   =   Mu   +   Mz   +   Mz   +   (K*     +   U  M   ) 9    +   U'a9 
Y u z w0ow 0 

Heave :mz      =Zu   +   Zz   +   Zz   +   (Z„+UZ)ö+   Zoö   (11) u z w 9 o   w 0     '     ' 

Surge :    m(u-g0)   =   Xu   +Xz   +   X   z   +   (X.   +   UX)9+X*9 0 u z w Ö o  w 0 
(12) 

Lateral 

Sideslip:   m(v+Ur + g«/>)   =   Yv+Yr   +   Y*«   +   Y.« (13) 
o v r 0 v 

Roll :        I«     =Kv   +   Kr+K>+K«> 
x v r * 0 

(14) 

Yaw : Ir     -     Nv   +   Nr+N'(<)+N<<) 
z v r 0 0 

(15) 

where 

/' 
(w - u e) dt 

o 
(16) 

and the stability derivatives   Mu ,    Mz     etc.  are listed in the Appen- 
dix. 

The longitudinal modes of motion characteristic of passively- 
stabilized surface-piercing hydrofoil ships consist of a lightly damp- 
ed oscillation governed by ship pitching characteristics,  a heavily 
damped oscillation related to heave and a simple convergence arising 
from surge-heave-pitch coupling.   These are termed the pitch,   heave 
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and coupled subsidence modes,   respectively.  For canard configura- 
tions,  the coupled subsidence mode is always stable,  but in airplane 
configurations instability may result from adverse heave-pitch coupl- 
ing.  Neither the pitch nor the heave modes are significantly influenc- 
ed by surge. 

Root locus plots showing the effect on   BRAS D'OR's   longi- 
tudinal modes of varying speed are presented in Figure 12.   Longitu- 
dinal dynamics are dominated by the lightly-damped pitch mode in 
which the damping ratio decreases and natural frequency increases 
with increasing speed ; this mode's characteristics aie a direct result 
of the bow foil's design,  which combined hi^h   jr I»    ,  with low   j? ■     . 
Similarly,   the characteristics of the heave mode follow from the com- 
bination of low   ? g   with high   I l-   in the main foil. 

d h s     da 

Generally speaking,  three modes of lateral motion may be 
distinguished for passively-stabilized surface-piercing hydrofoil ships 
(Figure 13) : a rapid convergence of little importance, an oscillation 
governed by ship rolling characteristics,  and a slow convergence 
arising from sideslip-roll-yaw coupling. 

Simulation of Random Seas 

In Equations   (1) to  (6)   a seaway acts as a forcing function 
through the variation of foil immersion depth and angle-of-attack with 
wave elevation and orbital velocity.   The simulation of these seaway 
variables is now discussed. 

The Pierson-Moskowitz spectral form is chosen as a model 
of the sea 
density is 

(13) The equation for the wave elevation power spectral 

* («) 
.0081g 

exp 74 (-J*-) 
01 

(17) 

where   V   is wind speed.  Significant wave height is given by 

ll/3 
1.86 (-V) 

(18) 

for   V   in knots. 
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Consider now the case where a hydrofoil ship is travelling at 
speed   U( 

in terms of frequency of encounter,   is 
,0   into a head sea. The wave elevation spectrum, expressed 

*'   ( w1)     =- 
* ( u>) 

l+i-^i 
(19) 

with a similar expression holding for the transformed orbital velocity 
spectrum,    «t^ ( ,/). 

U)'        =       U) a UQ (20) 

is the angular frequency of encounter,    <t,'   and     <l'^v   are plotted in 
Figures   14   and   15   for   \JQ = 50 knots   and   V = 24 knots (Sea State 
5). 

The white noise technique for simulating a random head sea 
will now be described.  The basis of this method is that a signal with 
a prescribed spectrum can be generated by passing white noise of 
spectral density     <f>0   through a linear filter so designed that the 
square of its frequency response,    H (w),  has the desired shape. 
Filter output is,  then, 

*   (w)     = H («) * (21) 

In particular,  the generation of waves with spectrum   4>'   can be ac- 
complished using a filter network consisting of three high pass filters 
and two integrators ; the approximation to    ♦' which is thus obtained 
is shown in Figure 14.   Taking the vertical orbital velocity to be the 
input to the last integrator multiplied by a suitable constant results 
in the approximation to    4>'   shown in Figure 15.   Proper phasing bet- 
ween wave elevation and orbital velocity has been achieved, while 
also obtaining good approximations to the spectra. 

In head seas the waves seen by the main foil lag those at the 
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bow foil by 

Af = (22) 

where I     is the foil base length.   Over the frequency range of interest, 
A f      can be very well approximated by a time lag and constant phase 
lead (Figure 16) : 

Af =   T - a«*» (23) 

A block diagram of the head sea simulation system is shown in 
Figure 17.   Results derived from simulating   BRAS D'OR   foilborne 
motions in rough water are presented in the next section ; surge was 
neglected in this simulation in order to simplify the problem and also 
because it was felt that neglecting surge should give conservative 
results.  (Consider the case where the bow foil encounters a steep 
high wave,   leading to a rapid increase in bow foil immersion depth. 
In practice a speed reduction of several knots occurs, and the attendant 
dynamic pressure decrease results in lower lift and accelerations than 
on the simulated,  constant speed ship.) 

IV.    BRAS D'OR FOILBORNE SEA-KEEPING TRIALS 

BRAS D'OR   rough water trials were less comprehensive 
than desired,  but enough data were obtained to enable comparison of 
measured characteristics with predictions and to reach general con- 
clusions about sea-keeping ability.  Data will be presented for three 
key trials,  two in Sea State 4 and one in Sea State 5.  The wave eleva- 
tion power spectral densities measured during these trials are shown 
in Figure 18 and are compared with the Pierson-Moskowitz theoretical 
spectra for Sea States   4   and   5 (significant wave heights of   7'   and 
10').  Wave measurements were made by a buoy equipped to measure 
vertical accelerations and are admittedly inaccurate,  due partly to 
limitations of the buoy itself and partly to the practical difficulty of 
making a single measurement representative of rapidly changing con- 
ditions in a trials area close to the coast. 

The variation of re t mean square values of longitudinal ship 
motion parameters with heading to the sea is shown in Figure 19 for 
an average speed of 39 knots.   These values do not exhibit the system- 
atic increase with sea height that one would expect,  probably because 
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of different sf c energy distributions.  For all three seaways there are 
similar trends with change of heading : vertical accelerations are high- 
est in head and how seas and lowest in following seas,  while pitch 
angle shows the opposite trend. 

The longitudinal distribution of vertical accelerations is in- 
dicated in Figure 20,  the points representing average root mean square 
values for the three sea trials.  The most interesting feature of these 
plots is the comparatively small change in vertical acceleration along 
the length of the ship,  illustrating the well-controlled pitch response 
of this canard configuration, with its special bow foil. 

Figure 21 compares predicted and measured root mean sq. ire 
vertical accelerations at the bow.  The predictions were derived from 
analog simulation of pitch and heave motions in a theoretical head Sea 
State 5 with significant wave height of   10. 7   feet,  while the measure- 
ments were obtained during head and bow sea runs in Sea States   4 
and 5.  Predicted acceleration levels are higher than measured,  re- 
flecting the higher theoretical sea state and perhaps to some degree, 
supporting the intuitive argument that neglect of surge is a conserva- 
tive simplification of the simulation problem. 

Figure 22 presents typical power spectral density plots of 
vertical acceleration at the bow and pitch angle for head sea runs at 
speeds of 34 and 42 knots. Also given are the corresponding spectra 
for the encountered seaway, derived from the nominal Sea State 5 plot 
of Figure 18.  There are two dominant seaway frequencies, and al- 
though the effects of both are clearly apparent in the pitch angle plots, 
pitching is associated mainly with the lower frequency.  Pitch response 
falls off with increasing speed, particularly at the lower frequencies. 
Bow vertical acceleration peaks at the higher seaway frequency ; the 
magnitude of this peak increases with speed and there is also a shift 
in the energy distribution toward higher frequencies. 

The response transforms of Figures 23 and 24 quantitatively 
characterize   BRAS D'OR's pitch and heave response to random head 
seas at speeds of 35 and 40 knots.  Although the experimental results 
are scattered,  reflecting inaccuracy of sea state measurement,  sys- 
tem non-linearity and limited statistical confidence,  they nevertheless 
furnish a reasonable indication of mean ship response,  as given by 
the dashed lines in the Figures.  Pitch response peaks at approxima- 
tely .2 Hz,  in agreement with the prediction of pitch natural frequency 
obtained from linear stability analysis.  Bow vertical acceleration res- 
ponse is fairly flat above .2 Hz, but falls off rapidly below this fre- 
quency. 
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Agreement between simulated and measured response trans- 
forms is very good.   These predictions were obtained by analog simu- 
lation of pitch and heave motions in regular waves of small amplitude 
- a procedure equivalent to linearization.  The predictions of Fig. 21, 
on the other hand,  were obtained by simulating ship motions i:i a ran- 
dom State 5 sea generated as described in Section 3.  The regular 
wave technique was adopted for response transform prediction because 
it enabled more accurate modelling of the effects of circulation delay 
and wave orbital velocity on main foil angle-of-attack.  Bow foil flow 
re-attachment and emergence of the main foil anhedral-dihedral in- 
tersections, both of which occurred occasionally during trials but 
never in the simulation, are probably the cause of the only notable 
discrepancy, under-prediction of pitch response below . 3 Hz at 35 
knots. 

Roll and sway characteristics are presented in Figure 25 in 
terms of   rms   values for lateral acceleration and roll angle, for the 
three seaways of Figure 18.  Lateral accelerations are given at two 
ship stations,   the   CG   and the Control Information Centre,  located 
comparatively high in the ship in the upper deck superstructure. As 
with the pitch-heave characteristics given earlier,   there seems to be 
little effective difference between the state 4 and 5 seas.  Roll angle 
is very d  pendent on direction to the seaway,  increasing greatly for 
seas on and abaft the beam.  The lateral accelerations exhibit a much 
smaller dependence because the roll frequency decreases for beam 
and stern seas. 

The effect of heading on the frequency distribution is shown by 
the power spectral density plots of Figure 26.  These show lateral ac- 
celeration at the   CIC   for head and following sea runs at   39 knots in 
Sea State 5. The first peak is at the main rolling frequency and is due 
to accelerometer tilt.  For the head sea, in addition to the increase in 
frequency of the main acceleration component,  there is an increase 
in level in the   1 to 2 Hz range.   This is significant because lateral 
"jerkiness" was considered the most uncomfortable feature of the ride, 
especially at higher speeds and for higher stations in the ship. 

The effect of increased speed is shown in Figure 27 by compar- 
ing lateral acceleration at the   CIC   for head sea runs of   34   and   42 
knots in the same Sea State 5.  The effect of increased height within 
the ship is particularly marked and is illustrated by Figure 28 which 
compares lateral accelerations at the   CG   and   CIC   with the corres- 
ponding roll angle plot for 39 knots in head Sea State b.  A very small 
amount of roll angle energy above   0. 5 Hz   seems responsible for real- 
ly significant lateral acceleration at the   CIC.  The problem of lateral 
acceleration amplification with height is clearly deserving of attention 
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in large hydrofoil ship design. 

It is difficult to relate seakeeping data directly to habitability 
or tc compare the capability of different systems,  other than subjec- 
tively.  The behaviour of the   BRAS D'OR   canard system was well up 
to expectation in seaways encountered,  both for straight runs and 
turns.  There was a complete absence of slamming and motions were 
modest,  particularly in pitch and heave.   Motions were almost certain* 
ly greater for   BRAS D'OR   than for a comparable fully-submerged 
system but less than for other types of cTn.it with surface-piercing 
foils.   There were no particular problems for the crew when seated. 
Personnel moving about and standing, tired quickly,  mainly because 
of the roll motions, but this situation would not arise in an operation- 
al ship. 

For   BRAS D'OR, a deciding factor in the choice of foil sys- 
tem was the exceptional hullborne seakeeping offered by the canard 
surface-piercing arrangement.  For the tasks envisaged,  the habita- 
bility is more important under hullborne cruise conditions than for 
short periods of foilborne operation. Experience with   BRAS D'OR 
supports the contention that foilborne motions are acceptable for con- 
tinuous periods of several hours and has confirmed the promise of 
exceptionally good hullborne seakeeping (2) 

V.    CONCLUSION 

The Canadian hydrofoil program has significantly advanced 
both the performance and the fundamental understanding of surface- 
piercing hydrofoil systems designed for open ocean operation ; the 
development of a successful super-ventilated bow foil unit is especial- 
ly noteworthy. As regards simulation, the extension of aerodynamic 
methods into the hydrofoil field has proved reasonably successful, 
yielding satisfactory predictions of both steady state and dynamic per- 
formance ; of particular importance is the good characterization of 
BRAS D'OR   pitch and heave response derived from a linear mathe- 
matical model. 

NOTATION 

C„ 

M 
D 

H 

drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

pitching moment coefficient 

drag 

frequency response 
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i 
y rolling moment of inertia 

I 
y pitching moment of inertia 

i z yawing moment of inertia 
K rolling moment 
L lift 

M pitching moment 
N yawing moment 
S immersed foil area 
T thrust, also time lag 
U 

0 ship steady state speed 
V wind speed 
W ship all-up weight 
X surging force 
Y swaying force 
Z heaving force 
c chord 

g acceleration due to gravity 

hl/3 significant wave height 

foil base length 
m mass 

q dynamic pressure 
r yawing velocity 
u surging velocity 
V swaying velocity 
w heaving velocity 

(x.. y, z.) foil coordinates 
z heave 

r dihedral angle 
A« 

constant phase lead 
At phase lag 

* spectral density 
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A 
a 

7 

p 

sweep angle 
angle-of-attack 

inclination of thrust line to horizontal 

roll angle 

wave elevation 

density- 

pitch angle 

wave frequency- 

frequency of encounter 
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APPENDIX 

STABILITY DERIVATIVES 

Stability derivatives are listed below for a single foil element, 
using the sign convention of equation   (?} . Summation of a given ex- 
pression over all foil elements gives the total ship stability derivative. 

Longitudinal 

X    =   -J-    pu     SC„ u 2*0 D 

X.   =   q ( C^  41-    +     S      -^ ) 'D   "Th ■?F 

pU 
2    S  cos r ( c_     -  cI) 

a ^ 

xe 
as ac. 

qxi  (  CD   -^-+   s ^) 

X!    = PUo 
CD (zT + 2 z.) + x; , cos r ( cD 

a V 
pU^ scT    cos r 

"C
L#- ^ )   cos r 

pU 
^   s ( cL     cos2 r  + cD ) 

4 ( C,   41     +  S   —1 
L     dh dh )   x.    cos r 

PU 
2 Ctz. 

L i cos r + x^ cL    cos r + cD) 
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Mu    =     "    'Vo   SCD   Zi   "   Vi 

M 
ac. 

X  z     -    Z  x.    -   q (   cS     M   +    r        d(cS) \ r 
z i z  i        q ^   "     d h      +   CM —3h-) COS r 

M       =    X   z     -   Z   x. 
W W   1 W   1 

M. 
dC 

M 
dh      +   Cior    "TT—)cosr M       dh 

^     =     ^^   "   Z^x.   +   qx. (cS 

where the derivation of  X     and   X 

M: 

power. .ä    assumes constant thrust horse- 

Lateral 
pU 

£    S   ( C sin2 F    + c   ) 
Li J)' 

pU, 
!0 = —   S   ( CL       y. sin r   + CDz. - CLyi   tan A ) 

pU 

T s (2 cLyi sin r - c,   x L    Xi 8in   r    " Vi) 

q   sin   F    (CT    4^-    +    S     —ii) 'L     dl 

K 
"Vi   +  -^    S   (Vi   tanA   +CL    /j "nr 

a 

cos r ) 

K. 
pU 

. Y-z       - 0 o/^       2 
•*'i     "~rS(CDyi    +CLyiZitan    A + 

CL    y.y.    cos   T   ) 
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K •Y  z. + 
PU 

r i 2 cix.y. L ii tan A   + y. cos F 

K^ 

( CL    x   sin P  -   2 C   y ) 
a ■l-,  * . 

■Y«Zi   +   «J yi    C08        r(CT-l|-  + 

i 
^~dT 

N 

N, 

N 

pUo 
YvXi     " ~r' S   Vj   sin   T   ( C     - C_   ) 

L      ^D 

.u 
Y*-i    *—"^^(C.c      , 

PU 
Y  x     .    0 

r  i 

N. 

2       S   yi        ( CL " CD     )xi sin r   + 2C 

dS dY, 

Dyi 

Y*xi^cD< ^-fi * =4^) 

where   S   is immersed foil area,    A   is sweep angle and 

Yi     =    Y.     COB F    +   z.     sin F 
1 i 
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Figure 13      BRAS D'OR lateral root loci. 35-60 K 
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Figure 23      BRAS D'OR head sea response transforms,  35 K 
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DISCUSSION 

Christopher Hook 
Hydroftn 

Boaham, Suaeex, U.K. 

I listened to the two papers by MichaelEames given recently 
at the Royal Institute of Naval Architects in London and I make no 
apology for repeating here the specific question I put to Eames at the 
end of his second Paper. 

In the discussion of hydrofoils in England there has been a 
lot of talk about resonance and I asked Mr. Eames specifically if in 
the course of the development work on the Canadian boat they had ever 
encountered any resonance phenomena,  because whether the damping 
system be a diamond foil working basically on the Grunberg principle 
or a mechanically highly damped system, the resonance effects are 
going to be directly connected with the amount of damping.  If the 
speaker would enlarge on this I think it would be of interest to all the 
listeners. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Rodney T.  Schmitke 
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 

Figures 23 and 24 show that BRAS D'OR's pitch response 
peaks at approximately   . 2Hz,  the natural frequency of the ship in 
pitch.  Response is fairly broad,  however, and the peak is not pro- 
nounced   (low Q),  so there is no resonance problem. 
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DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S.  Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyattaville, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

I have some comments and questions.  Could a marginally 
stable configuration be predictable to be stable by not accounting for 
surge and thus lead to a bad foil configuration design choice ?    The 
Paper states on page 16 : 

". . .   surge was neglected in this simulation in order to sim- 
plify the problem and also because it was felt that neglect- 
ing surge should give conser/ative results. " 

In a paper titled   "The effect of surge, added mass and un- 
steady lift on the motion of a hydrofoil boat in a seaway", which I 
wrote about 10 years ago,  I showed that foil configurations which were 
stable became unstable once the surge was taken into account. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Rodney T. Schmitke 
Defence Research Establiahment Atlantic 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 

In answer to the question, the surge was taken into account 
in doing stability analysis and the configuration was found to be stable 
(Figure 12).  Furthermore,  in all my work on this type of configura- 
tion I find that the only contribution of surge is a very slow subsidence 
and it does not seem to couple into the pitch and heave motions signi- 
ficantly. 
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DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold Keuven j^eopoia 
U.S.  Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyattsville, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

Page 2 states that the bow foil, as the main control mecha- 
nics, leads to high dL/dh   for contouring of large waves ; however, 
high lift versus depth slope for rough seas results in high vertical ac- 
celeration.   For tho purpose of not losing momentary control in rough 
seas and cause diving,  the superventilating bow sections are used, 
which in turn introduce additional drag.   The question is this : while 
reduction of drag and the improvement in ventilated flow stability are 
definite objectives in all operating conditions,  the requirements for 
3L/dh   are different at low frequency - that is calm seas - than at 
high frequency - that is high sea states.   The gain on dL/^h   is fixed 
for a constant speed and could not be modulated unless automatically 
controlled surfaces were introduced.  How does the author propose to 
optimize r»L/f>h   for rough seas without compromising calm seas ope- 
rations ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Rodney T.  Schmitke 
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic 

Dartmouth,  Nova Scotia, Canada 

The essential compromise is not between rough sea and calm 
water operation, but rather between head seas and following seas.  Op- 
timization of dL/äh   for head sea operation must of course be subject 
to the constraint of providing adequate stability in following seas.   This 
constraint indeed limits the extent to which äL/öh   may be altered,  but 
we feel that at least a slight reduction is feasible and will result in 
improved motions.  We should point out that dL/äh   at a given speed 
may be adjusted, albeit not greatly, by changing bow foil incidence. 
Thus in head seas the bow foil is trimmed down, lowering 3L/äh , 
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while in following seas incidence is increased, increasing dL/dh . 
This technique was employed quite successfully during BRAS D'OR 
sea trials. 
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BENDING FLUTTER AND TORSIONAL FLUTTER 
OF FLEXIBLE HYDROFOIL STRUTS 

Peter K.  Beech and Yuan-Ning Liu 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Betheeda,  Maryland,  U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

A large body of experimental and theoretical flutter 
results for hydrofoil struts were analyzed to deter- 
mine significant characteristics. Flutter was found 
to occur in two different structural mode shapes, cor- 
responding to a predominantly bending mode and a pre- 
dominantly torsional mode, respectively. The flutter 
mode shape was related to the vibration mode shapes 
and the generalized mass ratio of the strut at zero 
speed. The behavior of the hydroelastic modes of ty- 
pical struts as a function of speed was investigated 
using a strip theory with three -dimensional loading mo - 
difications. Flutter predictions for struts which under- 
went flutter in the torsional mode were usually conser- 
vative and predicted the correct mode shape. However, 
flutter predictions for struts which underwent flutter 
in the bending mode were unreliable in predicting the 
mode of flutter because of an extreme sensitivity to 
the loading modification used. Strut-foil systems of 
the inverted-T configuration typical of full-scale hydro- 
foil craft appear to undergo either bending flutter or 
torsional flutter, depending on pod and foil character- 
istics. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The high speeds associated with many unconventional ships will 
require a better understanding of flutter and other hydroelastic phe- 
nomena than has been available for design of   existing ships. 
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Prominent among unconventional ships are hydrofoil craft and surface 
effect ships.   Flutter is a  recognized problem for the strut-foil systems 
of hydrofoil craft.   The rudders contemplated for surface effect ships 
may be similarly vulnerable. 

Much research has been done on the flutter ol strut models 
analogous to the above systems.   The initial demonstration of strut 
flutter was made by Hillborne[l]in 1958.Further experimental work has 
often been accompanied by difficulties,  including models that wouldn't 
flutter, models the; were destroyed by flutter or divergence,   and facil- 
ity limitations.  Numerous theoretical analyses have been produced,  but 
none has been successful in predicting all experimental results conser- 
vatively. 

Out of these efforts have come many clues to the nature of strut 
flutter.  By combining previous results with some recent experimental 
and theoretical work we have produced a concept of flutter involving 
two different flutter regions.   This paper will discuss existing flutter 
data from the standpoint of two flutter regions, and will present cal- 
culations which indicate the origin of the two regions.   The expected ac- 
curacy of flutter speed predictions within each region will be described. 

Existing data deals with a large number of simple struts, and a 
small number of struts with tip pods,   some with foils forming an in- 
verted-T configuration. A sample configuration is shown in Figure 1. 
All tested configurations have been small-scale models.  Most discus- 
sion will be devoted to simple struts and struts with pods. One strut 
with foils has been included. 

All struts were cantilever supported from an effectively rigid 
foundation,  so that the structural characteristics of the system were 
those of a cantilever beam in which both bending and twisting could 
occur.   Because of the relatively high aspect ratio and thin profile of 
the struts,  bending consisted of displacements perpendicular to the 
plane of the strut, while twisting occurred about a spanwise elastic 
axis.   Vibration modes of the struts consisted of a series of modes 
which could usually be identified as predominantly bending or predo- 
minantly twisting or torsion. 

The mode shapes of the struts at flutter inception could also be 
characterized as predominantly bending or torsion.  In most cases, 
struts displayed either bending or torsional oscillations at flutter. 

[l] References are listed on page    393 
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Flutter of Flexible Hydrofoil Struts 

This was the basis for dividing flutter phenomena into two regions. 
Flutter in one region occured in a predominantly bending mode shape, 
and will be referred   to as bending flutter.   Flutter in the other region 
occurred in a predominantly torsional mode shape, and will be referr- 
ed to as torsional flutter. 

It appears that all hydrofoil struts,  including those with pods 
and fiils attached,  undergo cither bending flutter or torsional flutter. 
The type of flutter characteristic of a given strut can be determined by 
examining its vibration modes,   except in a   transition region where 
strong coupling of structural modes occurs.   Most available data can be 
readily placed into the appropriate flutter regions. 

Experimental results from each flutter rt-gion were examined 
separately. The two fluttor regions corre»; ^nried to two ranges of ge- 
neralized mass ratio. In the bending flutter region, strut? had low va- 
lues of generalized mass ratio, while struts in the torsional flutter 
region had high values of generalized mass ratio. Flutter speed varied 
differently in each region as a function of mass ratio or strut submer- 
gence,  a related parameter. 

Calculated flutter characteristics show substantial qualitative 
agreement with observed characteristics.   Flutter was found to occur 
in a different hydroclastic mode in each Uutter region.   Predicted flutt- 
er inception speeds lor torsional flutter   were   conservative   for most 
struts,   with many predictions being overconservative.   Unfortunately, 
flutter speed predictions lor bending flutter were not usable because 
two flutter modes were often predicted to be unstable in the bending 
flutter region,  with the wrong mode predicted to oe   the least stable. 
This   discrepancy was related to an extreme sensitivity of the flutter 
calculation to hydrodynamic loading modiiication in the bending flutter 
region, 

II.    EXPERIMENTAL FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS 

II. 1.      Bending-Type and Torsion-Type Struts 

The flutter mode of a strut is strongly correlated with the nature 
of the vibration modes of the strut in air or in water.  It is therefore 
convenient to define a method for classifying struts according to im- 
portant differences in vibration modes.  Strut mode shapes are those of 
a cantilever beam,  with bending displacements perpendicular to the 
plane of the strut and torsioi.al rotations about a spanwise elastic axis. 
Mode shapes are designated by their similarity to the uncoupled mode 
shapes of a cantilever beam.  Some uncoupled mode shapes are shown 
in Figure 2,  numbered in order of increasing frequency, 
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All struts exhibit a fundamental (lowest frequency) vibration 
mode shape resembling first bending. Struts show a marked differ- 
ence in their second modes,  however, permitting struts to be divided 
into two groups.  The second mode of any strut will consist of a second 
bending mode coupled with a first torsion mode, with one usually pre- 
dominating.  Predominance   is determined by the relative linear dis- 
placements produced by bending and torsion, which provide an indicat- 
ion of nodal line characteristics. If the second vibration mode is pre- 
dominantly second bending,  the strut is a bending-type strut.  If the 
second vibration mode is predominantly first torsion,  the strut is a 
torsion-type strut. 

Struts having little or no tip weighting are usually bending-type 
struts.  Struts having relatively heavy   pods are usually torsion-type 
struts. A transition region exists in which the second vibration mode 
of a strut is equally due to a second bending mode shape and a first 
torsion mode shape, with neither predominating. Struts in this tran- 
sition region have moderately weighted pods or medium to large foils. 
The effect of foils in coupling second bending and first torsion is very 
pronounced when the foils are submerged due to the large rotary iner- 
tia effect at the tip of the strut.  When such strong coupling occurs,  it 
is impossible to classify the strut as bending-type or   torsion-type. 

In most cases the third vibration modes of bending-type struts 
are first torsion, while torsion-type struts have a third vibration 
mode resembling second bending.   This observation indicates that a 
change in strut type usually involves a reversal in the order of the 
second and third mode shapes. 

Most struts have the same mode order in air and in water. If 
there is a difference,  the mode order in water should be used for 
classifying a strut. Either measurement or calculation can   be used 
to determine the required motle shapes. 

II. 2.     Flutter Mode Shapes 

The flutter   mode shapes ol bending-type struts are radically 
different from those of torsion-type struts.   Bending-type struts under- 
go flutter in a predominantly first bending mode shape, while torsion- 
type struts undergo flutter in a predominantly first torsion mode 
shape.  In accordance with the flutter mode shapes,  flutter of bending- 
type hydrofoils will be referred to as bending flutter, and flutter of 
torsion-type hydrofoils will be referred to as torsional flutter. 

The two types of flutter mode shapes have not been quantita- 
tively measured,  but were discovered because the very striking dif- 
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ferences in mode shape sually observed. Differences in flutt- 
er mode shapes were repo< Led by Huang [ZJas a result of flutter test- 
ing a strut with and without a heavy pod.   The bending amplitude of the 
strut alone was reported to be considerably larger than the torsional 
amplitude which was also present.  Wh .n the pod was added, the tor- 
sional amplitude became larger than bending. 

A similar result was obtained in an experiment performed at 
the Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC) in which 
a bending-type strut and a torsion-type strut were flutter tested. 
Both struts had been previously tested but mode shapes were   not re- 
ported.   Motions of the struts were visually observed  and recorded 
on video tape.  The bending-type strut,  Model A of Reference 3, under- 
went large first bending oscillations with little evident twisting.  In 
constrast,  the torsion-type strut,  Model 2T of Reference 4, displayed 
first torsion oscillations with no visible bending. 

In   addition to a change in mode shape, a change in frequency 
would be expected when the flutter mode changes.  Several pod confi- 
gurations for Model 2T were flutter tested[4j , and a significant change 
in flutter frequency occured when the strut changed from bending- 
type to torsion-type.  Flutter data for this strut  are plotted in Figure 3. 
As   the pod mass was increased and the pod center of gravity was 
moved aft,  an abrupt increase in   frequency occured between pod con- 
figurations A and B.  Vibration modes calculated in water identify pod 
configuration A as a bending-type model,  while pod configuration B 
gives strongly coupled second bending and first torsion modes for 
both its second  and third modes and therefore falls in the transition 
region between bending-type and torsion-type struts.  Pod configur- 
ation C was a torsion-type strut. 

Although mode shapes have been observed in only a small 
number of cases, other aspects of flutter data exhibit a dual nature 
corresponding to differences in mode shape.   The effects of generaliz- 
ed mass ratio and of strut submergence vary according to the flutter 
region.   These effects will be discussed below. 

II. 3.    Generalized Mass Ratio 

Generalized mass ratio is a parameter which indicates the 
relative importance of structural and fluid inertia in determining the 
motion of a strut.  Both structural and fluid inertia are related to the 
vibration mode shape (and therefore to the elastic properties) of   the 
strut.   This relationship is included in the most general form of the 
parameter, which can be expressed in terms of matrix elements as 
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''generalized 

fH. 

le. 

This expression reduces to the mass ratio traditionally used in flutter 
analysis when pure bending motion of uniform amplitude is assumed. 
A similar simplification occurs when pure torsional motion is assum- 
ed.   These assumed motions provide suitable approximations to the 
mode shapes of bending and torsional flutter.  Exact flutter mode 
shapes are of course not available.   Therefore simplified expressions 
for mass ratio were used in analyzing experimental flutter results. 

It was found that bending flutter occurs at low values of mass 
ratio, and that torsional flutter occurs at high values of mass ratio. 
Other than this generalization, comparisons involving mass ratio will 
not be made between struts having different flutter modes. Such com- 
parisons would require extensive calculations involving exact flutter 
mode shapes,  which are not available.   Calculations presented later 
indicate that bending flutter and torsional flutter involve entirely dif- 
ferent vibration modes and do not represent different mass ratio 
ranges of the same mode.  Mass ratio will be used as a parameter for 
comparing flutter results of similar mode.   Each flutter region will be 
discussed separately. 

Bending Flutter Region 

In the bending flutter region, generalized mass ratio can be 
approximated by dividing total strut mass by the mass of a cylinder 
of water   circumscribing the strut.   The cylinder of water should have 
a diameter equal to the strut chord and a length equal to the submerg- 
ed span of the strut.  This cylinder of water approximates the added 
mass of the strut for the first   bending mode shape associated with 
bending flutter. Bending mass ratio may be written symbolically as 

mL, +M pod 

''bending       '     K2
/X x>f* irpb J + Mpod 

Flutter speeds obtained from bending-type struts are plotted 
as a function of bending mass ratio in Figure 4.  Values of bending 
mass ratio range from   0. 1   to   0. 66,  The flutter speeds fall into two 
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groups.   The higher flutter speeds correspond to strut models which 
are geometrically larger by a factor of approximately   4   than strut 
models represented in the lower group.  Within each group, the flutter 
speeds are sensitive to mass ratio   and a sweep parameter «  .  The 
sweep paremeter [5, 6^ combines sweep angle and unswept aspect 
ratio into a single parameter.  Numerical values of   x  are given for 
the data points in Figure 4.   For similar size models, the data can be 
fairly consistently divided into families based on similar values of K 

as shown. An increase in sweep angle therefore increases the flutter 
speed,  while an increase in aspect ratio decreases the flutter speed. 
Lines of constant   « value approach zero as mass ratio decreases in 
a manner which could be approximated by a square root dependence on 
mass ratio,  a relation which has previously been observed []3j for low 
mass ratio struts.  Similar trends have been predicted in the lower 
mass ratio region when sweep angle was included in the analysis 
[6, 7,8j . Groups of different sized models can be correlated by di- 
mensional analysis. It has been shown [9] that the flutter speeds are 
related according to the square root of bending or torsional stiffness. 

Torsional Flutter Region 

Generalized mass ratio for torsional motion can   be represent- 
ed by the ratio of the total moment of inertia of a strut and the added 
moment of inertia of the submerged portion of the strut. In the present 
work,  rotation was assumed to occur about the elastic axis of the 
strut.  The resulting torsional mass ratio may be written 

''torsion 
I« 

,rpb4(l/8 + aV+i;>pod 

Available flutter speeds for torsion-type struts are plotted as 
a function of torsional mass ratio in Figure 5. A substantial amount 
of data is shown which was obtained at NSRDC and has not been pre- 
viously published. All strut models in this group had pods and were 
similar in size to the struts described in Reference 4. A complete 
description of this data will be published in the near future. 

As shown in Figure 5, torsional flutter has been obtained at 
values of torsional mass ratio between   0. 61   and   6. 2 .   Flutter speeds 
generally decrease  as  mass ratio increases.   The wide variation in 
flutter speed results at least in part from wide variation in   strut 
characteristics.  In an attempt to adjust flutter speeds for differences 
in geometric size and torsional frequency,  the data has been replotted 
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in Figure 6 after normalization by the factor   h ua ,  This normalizat- 
ion was successful for values of mass ratio between   2.0   and   6.2, 
but large variations still exist at values below   2. 0.  Parameters   that 
differ among the lower mass ratio models include the elastic axis 
location, profile,  sweep angle, and submergence of the struts, and 
the size and inertial characteristics of pods attached to the struts. 
The effects of strut profile have recently been investigated at NSRDC, 
and results for three different profiles are indicated in Figure 6. At 
speeds high enough to produce ventilation over the entire chord of the 
strut, a ventilated cavity originating from a blunt leading edge on a 
strut substantially destabilizes the system. The effects of strut sub- 
mergence will be discussed later. 

The reduced flutter speeds for torsional flutter exhibit the 
characteristics found in classical hydrofoil flutter.  The flutter speed 
parameter gradually decreases to a minimum value as mass ratio de- 
creases, and then increases rapidly for related series of strut models 
at lower values of mass ratio.  Minimum values occur approximately 
between mass ratios of  2.0   to   3. 0 .   The effect of mass ratio on 
torsional flutter speeds is similar to that predicted by classical two- 
dimensional flutter theory and also to that predicted in the higher 
mass ratio region in finite sweep angle analyses 16, 7, 8j . 

II. 4.    Strut Submergence 

The effects of   strut submergence on flutter speed are closely 
related to the effects of generalized mass ratio.  When the simplified 
forms of mass ratio are   used, the two parameters are inversely pro- 
portional to one another.   The close relationship is evident in experi- 
mental flutter results in which submergence has been varied without 
changing other strut characteristics.   These results,  shown in Fig. 7, 
constitute a replotting of data contained in Figures 4 through 6 but are 
given to illustrate the effects of submergence directly. 

Flutter speeds for bending-type struts decrease as strut sub- 
mergence increases, with minimum flutter speeds occurring at full 
submergence.   The increase in submerged length produces a   decrease 
in mass ratio and therefore a decrease in flutter speed,   Torsiou-type 
struts show a local minimum in flutter speed at approximately 50 % 
submergence.   This local minimum would be expected to occur if the 
strut configuration passed through intermediate values of mass ratio, 
and will not necessarily correspond to 50 percent submergence. An 
increase in flutter speed will of course occur as the submergence 
becomes very small regardless of the mass ratio.  The effect of sub- 
mergence on the strut model with pod   and foils is similar to that ob- 
served for struts without foils in the bending flutter region and at high 
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values of mass ratio in the torsional flutter region. 

Strut   submergence also affects the vibration mode shapes of 
struts, and has a particularly large effect on the second bending mode. 
As a result, a strut could change from a bending-type strut to a tor- 
sion-type strut during changes in submergence.  Because of the occur- 
rence   of minimum flutter speeds at different depths for different 
modes, and the possibility of different flutter modes occuring at differ 
ent depths, it is conceivable that a strut could undergo bending flutter 
at one depth and torsional flutter at another depth. 

III.    THEORETICAL FLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS 

The dual nature of experimental flutter results also appears 
in theoretical results.   Bending flutter and torsional flutter correspond 
to instabilities in different hydroelastic modes.   Transition from bend- 
ing flutter to torsional flutter occurs when the torsional flutter mode 
becomes less stable than the bending flutter mode. 

The frequency and mode shape characteristics of the hydro- 
elastic modes involved in flutter are predicted accurately in the flutter 
analysis.  However,   damping characteristics,  and,   consequently, 
flutter speeds are not predicted accurately.  In the bending flutter 
region,  flutter speed predictions are   not usahle because a second 
modo is also predicted to be unstable which does not correspond to 
experimental results.      Flutter speed predictions in the torsional 
flutter region correctly indicate the unstable mode but are generally 
overconservative.   Calculated hydroelastic modes of a strut with at- 
tached foils indicate that the strut underwent torsional flutter at a 
speed which was overconservatively predicted. 

III. 1.    Flutter Theory 

Understanding of the differences between bending flutter and 
torsional flutter requires consideration of the behavior of the hydro- 
elastic modes Qz] ,  or resonances, of the strut systems over a wide 
range of speeds,  and not merely a calculation of each strut's speed 
of neutral stability.  This approach was in fact used in a paper [8j 
presented at the Fourth Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics.   This 
earlier paper described the hydroelastic modes of bending-type struts 
only.   The present paper extends the earlier results to include a des- 
cription of the h/droelastic modes of torsion-type struts as well. 

Hydroelastic modes are the vibration modes of the strut-fluid 
system and correspond to eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the velocity- 
dependent equations of motion.   The equations of motion were generated 
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by assuming a lumped parameter representation for ths otrut, with 
elastic and inertial properties lumped at discrete points along a 
straight elastic axis.   This procedure is well established as an accur- 
ate   means of predicting vibration mode shapes and frequencies of 
elongated structures in air.  The hydrodynamic forces on the strut 
were also lumped at stations along the axis. Values of structural 
parameters and hydrodynamic forces at spanwise stations were assign- 
ed by dividing the strut into strips normal to the elastic axis. A nu- 
merically converged solution was obtained when 10 strips were used. 

Displacements were assumed to occur in bending normal to 
the plane of the strut and in torsion about the strut elastic axis.  The 
equations of motion for the entire system written in matrix form are 

H (1*«, He     =  N 14  1 *       ' 

The hydrodynamic force   F   was expressed in terms of the physical 
displacements and their time derivatives, permitting the structural 
and hydrodynamic expressions to be combined.   Further simplificat- 
ion is achieved by representing strut  motion as a series of standing 
waves in the form 

H. e 
i 

st 
and O. ©. e 

i 

st 

The resulting system of linear equations for the hydroelastic system 
is 

fH. 
(/   [M'J    +   s [C.J      +    [K'J   ) * J0{ 

Solutions to   the above equations are the complex eigenvalues of    s , 
which may be written 

-r« +j V 
1 

in terms of the damping ratio   f   and the u:.damped natural frequency 
u .  Each eigenvalue of   s   corresponds to a mode of oscillation of the 
strut-fluid system.   Flutter occurs at the lowest speed for which the 
real part of one of the eigenvalues becomes zero. 
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Eigenvalues for selected speeds were obtained by a digital 
computer calculation based on Muller's quadratic method fl3j . 
Flutter speeds were determined by interpolation among damping values 
across the zero damping axis.  Eigenvectors were also obtained, 
giving the vibration mode shapes in standing-wave form. 

The most general form of strut motion is composed of travell- 
ing waves as well as standing waves. Further calculations were there- 
fore made to determine whether travelling-wave oscillations were 
occurring.   Travelling waves were found in connection with bending 
motion   and will be described later. 

III. 2.    Hydrodynarr.ic loading 

Hydrodynamic loading on discrete sections of the strut was 
calculated with a strip theory.   The theory was formulated to ailow 
spanwise variation of the loading so that the effects of three-dimen- 
sional flow could be investigated. 

The lift and moment expressions used were 

-P.    =   p. nph.       h.   - V   O. + V   a. tan A     + b.a. (G. + V   t. tan A    ) 
i i 1L1 nl nl ea        ill ni ea) 

pV   b, C(k) w. 
a, i 

n   i 

-M. p. )rpb.4(l/8 + a.2) (0. + V   i. tan A    ) 
ii ii        n   i ea 

+ p.irpb.   V   (h. + V   o. tan A    )+ p.rpb. a.(h. + V  a.  tan A    ) 
i       i     n    i       n  i ea       i       i    i    i       n i ea 

- p.Trpb. V    (6. -a.b.t. tan A     ) 
i       i     n      i       ill ea 

+ Za-pV  b. 
n i 

C(k) .  C^ 

TPi (a. - a     .) 
i       c, i 

a.i 

Z* 
w. 

where 

-h. + V 6.  - V   a. tan A      + b 
i        n   i        n   i ea . [     °'1   + a       - a.) (0 + V  , . 

x \   z* c,i      y1      n  ± 

tan A    ) 
ea 

In this formulation,  spanwise loading variations were introduc- 
ed separately for circulatory and noncirculatory loading.   The loading 
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due to circulatory flow was varied by inserting steady values of lift 
slope   Cö     and aerodynamic center   ac   obtained by a separate cal- 
culation.  This approach was originated by Yates [^14] .  The noncircu- 
latory terms were varied by inclusion of a multiplicative factor   p. 
The factor permitted reducing the magnitude of the noncirculatory 
loading below that associated with two-dimensional flow.  This moai - 
fication was introduced by the authors Qs^, in accordance with a 
suggestion by Yates Q6],  Spanwise distributions for   p   will be dis- 
cussed later. 

The given expressions correspond to two-dimensional hydro- 
dynamic loading when a lift slope of  2 r , an aerodynamic center lo- 
cation at quarter chord, and a noncirculatory modification factor of 
unity are used.   Three-dimensional loading requires that appropriate 
spanwise distributions of these quantities be used. In a number of 
flutter calculations presented later, the effects of three-dimensional 
flow were studied by varying the above quantities but keeping all span- 
wise values equal. 

Spanwise distributions of lift slope and aerodynamic center 
were obtained from lifting surface theory Q7] .   The distributions 
were calculated using a uniform angle of attack along the span of the 
strut,  and an antisymmetric loading boundary condition at the free 
surface. 

Two different distributions of noncirculatory modification fac- 
tor were used, one for low  frequencies and one for high frequencies 
Q 5j . At low frequencies,  the factor consisted of the three-dimension- 
al added mass of the strut,  expressed as a   fraction of the two- 
dimensional added mass,  outboard of the spanwise position being con- 
sidered.   The free surface was treated as a reflecting plane. At high 
frequencies,  the spanwise distribution of added mass on a surface- 
piercing strut decreases to zero at the free surface.   This condition 
was approximated by assuming the midspan of the submerged portion 
of the strut to be a reflecting plane and using the low frequency dis- 
tribution on either side. 

Values of the nondimensional frequency, /w /g ,  were used to 
distinguish between low frequency and high frequency conditions, 
indicating that the generation of gravity waves was involved in the 
boundary condition.   The low frequency condition exists for values of 
/ a» /g   of   1   or less,  while high frequency loading corresponds to 
values of /ui^/g   of   10   or greater. 
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III. 3,    Bending Flutter 

The hydroelastic modes of several bending-type struts were 
calculated.  In general,  two unstable modes were predicted for each 
strut. One of the unstable modes showed fair correlation with ex- 
perimental flutter occurrences,  while the second unstable mode did 
not correlate well with experimental results.  It therefore appears 
that one unstable mode corresponded to the experimentally observed 
instabilities for all of the struts,  while the other unstable mode was 
incorrectly predicted to be unstable.   The incorrect prediction was, 
in fact,   found to occur only for limited ranges of spanwise loading 
inputs,   suggesting that the prediction was caused by a slightly inac- 
curate loading formulation in a highly sensitive calculation. 

The   mode in which   bending flutter occurred had a first bend- 
ing mode shape, and had the lowest frequency among the existing 
modes at the experimental flutter speed.  At speeds below flutter,  the 
mode was highly damped.  Its damping decreased rapidly in a short 
speed interval prior to flutter.  Values of damping were predicted 
nonconservatively. 

These results will be illustrated by presenting detailed cha- 
racteristics of the hydroelastic modes of a typical bending-type strut, 
Mouel 2 of Reference 4.   The structural characteristics and three- 
dimensional loading parameters for Model 2 are given in the Appendix. 
Several hydroelastic modes calculated for Model 2 are shown as 
functions of speed in Figures 8 and 9.   The damping ratio    f   was plott- 
ed without structural damping because no experimental values were 
available.   Predominant mode shapes are indicated on the frequency 
curves.  Predicted instabilities must be compared with an experiment- 
al flutter speed of  81 knots   and a frequency of  4. 1 Hz   at that speed. 
The mode shape at flutter was observed to be predominantly first 
bending in a motion picture of the experiment. 

Flutter is predicted to occur at   83 knots   in the presence of 
two-dimensional loading,  as shown in Figure 8.   The instability occurs 
in a mode which first appears,   fully damped,  at a speed of   30 knots 
and decreases in stability as speed increases until neutral stability is 
reached at   83 knots. Although the unstable mode appears at a speed 
n«»ar that at which mode 1 damps out,  the two modes coexist over a 
small speed range.   Therefore the unstable mode is considered to be 
a new mode rather than mode 1.   The frequency and mode shape of the 
new mode show good agrf ement with experiment.  Mode 3 is stable 
and increases in frequency as speed increases. 

The predicted instabilities are much different,  and less 
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accurate,  when three-dimensional loading modifications are included. 
Despite the theoretically improved loading expression, the flutter 
speed predicted for the new mode is a highly nonconservative 147 
knots.  Mode 3 is unstable over the entire speed range,  except at low 
speeds where inclusion of structural damping would produce a positive 
damping ratio.   Both unstable modes have a first bending mode shape 
in the vicinity of tht experimental flutter speed.   The frequency of 
mode 3 now decreases rapidly with speed,  but nevertheless does not 
decrease sufficiently to agree with experiment at   81 knots . On the 
other hand,  the frequency of the new mode shows fairly good agree- 
ment with experiment at   81 knots .  In this case and in general, 
frequencies of hydroelastic modes are predicted more accurately than 
damping characteristics,  and are less sensitive to variation in hydro- 
dynamic loading.  It is concluded that flutter occurred experimentally 
in the new mode, and that mode 3 is not unstable below   81 knots . 

Each of the loading modification parameters was varied inde- 
pendently to determine its effect on predicted flutter instabilities. 
Equal loading was used at all spanwise positions.   The resulting flutter 
speeds for the new mode and mode 3 are shown in Figure 10.   Mode 3 
becomes unstable when any of the three modification parameters is 
changed sufficiently from two-dimensional values. A three-dimensional 
value of lift slope produces greater instability in mode 3 than three- 
dimensional values of the other parameters.  Interactions among para- 
meters and variations in strut configuration also affect the stability of 
mode 3.   The behavior of hydroelastic modes 1 and 2 was not signifi- 
cantly affected by the variation of applied loading. 

The nature of the oscillations experienced by Model 2 at flutter 
was further investigated in order to determine whether the oscillations 
consisted of standing or travelling waves.  Calculations by Dugundji, 
et al.Qs] and Prasad,  et al. [_19j had indicated a bending flutter con- 
dition occurring in the form of travelling waves for low mass ratio 
wings.   The present complex eigenvalue calculation restricted oscil- 
lations to a series of standing waves in which nodal lines remained 
stationary and all displacements in each mode maintained their rela- 
tive distributions at. all times.   Travelling waves are characterized 
by nodal lines which traverse the entire surface of the strut during a 
cycle of oscilla'ion. 

A direct solution to the equations of motion was attempted, 
using a finiio difference technique in the time domain [_20j .   The method 
of solution yields a time history of the transient motion following an 
initial excitation of finite duration.   Flutter inception occurs when os- 
cillations change from decreasing to increasing amplitude.  Neutral 
stability should occur at the same speed using either method of solution. 
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Calculations were performed   by a digital computer program which 
required that hydrodynamic force   expressions be real.   Because of 
this restriction,  the imaginary part of the Theodorsen circulation 
function   was omitted from the loading used. 

Unsatisfactory results were obtained from the direct method 
of solution.   The predicted flutter   speed did not agree with that predict- 
ed by the eigenvalue calculation.   Furthermore,  values of negative 
damping above flutter inception were so large that no   oscillation oc- 
curred.  As a result,  the presence of travelling waves could not be 
detected.   The discrepancies between the two methods of solution may 
have resulted from the difference in hydrodynamic loading used.   It is 
evident that further investigation of this method of calculation is re- 
quired. 

The hydroelastic mode characteristics of Model 2 are typical 
of three other bending-type struts that were analyzed.   Flutter predic- 
tions using two-dimensional loading were often fairly accurate.   The 
mode 3 instability appeared in two of the three additional calculations 
using three-dimensional loading.   The flutter inception speeds for the 
new mode were again nonconservative, and less accurate than those 
obtained using two-dimensional loading.   Frequencies predicted for the 
new mode agreed well  with frequencies observed   at flutter,  while 
those for mode 3 did not agree well.   Frequency predictions were equal- 
ly accurate for both types of loading.   Predicted mode shapes for the 
new mode were predominantly first bending.   This agrees with mode 
shapes observed for bending flutter. 

The damping behavior of the new mode as a function of speed 
shows qualitative agreement with experimental results.   In an expe- 
riment performed at NSRDC,   damping was found to be extremely high 
for a bending-type strut at all speeds below flutter inception.  At flutter 
inception,  damping decreased sufficiently to permit flow-excited os- 
cillations of large amplitude.   This behavior would be   expected of an 
instability occurring in the new mode,   which   decreases   in damping 
from a highly damped condition at intermediate speeds. 

In view of the more accurate frequency correlations of the new 
mode,  and its high damping characteristics at intermediate speeds, 
it is concluded that bending flutter occurs in the mode designated as 
the new mode.   Measurements of damping of strut modes at various 
speeds are needed to confirm this conclusion.   The appearance of a 
calculated instability in mode 3 is probably caused by extreme sen- 
sitivity of the calculati d damping to load variation.   The present flutter 
calculation can be used to indicate a possible occurrence of bending 
flutter,   but cannot be used for estimating flutter speeds.   Design 
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calculations   should be performed with both two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional loading so that all potential instabilities will be discovered. 

III. 4.    Torsional Flutter 

The calculated hydroelastic modes of torsion-type struts 
exhibit more simple behavior than those of bending-type struts.  Only 
one mode is unstable.  It is the mode with the second-lowest frequency, 
and therefore with a predominantly first torsion mode shape, at zero 
speed.  Low damping is predicted in this mode at all speeds below 
flutter,  in contrast to the high damping predicted in the bending flutter 
mode. Observed characteribtics of torsional flutter correlate well 
with the characteristics of this hydroelastic mode. A mode analogous 
to the new mode previously described appears for some torsion-type 
struts,   but it is stable throughout the speed range of interest.   Three- 
dimensional loading modifications have very little effect on the quali- 
tative characteristics of the hydroelastic modes of torsion-type struts, 
but do change the predicted flutter speeds. 

Predicted   torsional flutter speeds ranged from   59 percent 
conservative to   36 percent   nonconservative when three-dimensional 
loading was used.   The predicted flutter speeds were nonconservative 
for struts with extremely heavy pods,  and became increasingly con- 
servative as the struts decreased in mass ratio and approached the 
bending flutter region. 

As   an example of hydroelastic modes for torsion-type struts, 
the modes for Model 2T of Reference 4 are shown in Figure 1 1.   The 
structural characteristics of Model 2T are identical to those of Mod«.   ^ 
except for the addition of a long,   slender pod to the strut tip.   The pod 
is described in the Appendix.   The damping ratio includes the value of 
structural damping measured at zero speed.  One value of damping 
ratio and frequency was reported in Reference 4,    and the others were 
measured at NSRDC by deflecting the strut v«th an attached line and 
cutting it during the test runs. A flutter speed of   18. 1 knots    was 
obtained at NSRDC, and a frequency of   6. 4 Hz   was observed at that 
speed.   The viuration mode shape prior to and at flutter was predomi- 
nantly first torsion. 

Flutter is predicted to occur in mode 2 at 14. 1 knots when 
two-dimensional loading is used.   This prediction is conservative by 
22 percent.   The calculated damping values are lower than the expe- 
rimental values,   but show a similar variation with speed.   Frequencies 
of the hydroelastic modes   remain relatively constant as a function of 
speed,  and agree well with available data.   The mode shape of the un- 
stable mode,  mode 2,  changes from first torsion to first bending prior 
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to the predicted flutter inception,   so that flutter is incorrectly predict- 
ed to occur with a first bending mode shape. 

Slight changes occur in the hydroelastic modes when three- 
dimensional   loading modifications arc included.   The three-dimension- 
al loading used for Model 2 was also used for Model 2T.   The damping 
of mode 2 increases,  remaining below the experimental values for part 
of the speed range below flutter inception but yielding a flutter speed of 
18. 8 knots,  which is very close to the experimental value but is slightly 
nonconservative.   T;ic flutter mode shape is predicted to be predomi- 
nantly first torsion,  which is the mode shape that was observed. 

The good agreement between experimental and theoretical cha- 
racteristics of mode 2 clearly establishes thtt the instability has been 
correctly predicted.  Identification of the unstable mode is easier than 
for Model 2 because sufficient data are available and the modes are 
unambiguous in predicting instability. 

The effects of independent variation of the loading modification 
parameters on predicted flutter speeds for Model 2T are shown in 
Figure 12.   Equal values of loading were used at all spanwise stations. 
The calculation is conservative and reasonably accurate using two- 
dimensional loading, and is unaffected by loading modifications except 
when lift slope is reduced below 70 percent of the two-dimensional 
value.  While the calculation is sensitive only to lift slope for the con- 
ditions shown,  strong interactions occur among the modifying para- 
meters when they are varied simultaneously.   This interaction is de- 
monstrated by the   18. 8 knot   flutter speed prediction obtained when 
three-dimensional values are   used for all modifying parameters. 

No mode corresponding to the new mode described for Model 2 
appears in the speed range shown for Model 2T.  Such a mode does 
appear at higher speeds, however,  but remains stable at all speeds 
for which calculations were made. 

An indication of travelling wave motion was found in the flutter 
mode of Model 2T.  However, a discrepancy in calculated flutter speed 
similar to that found for Model 2 prevents full confidence in the results. 
The direct method of calculation yielded increasing and decreasing os- 
cillations above and below a different flutter speed from that obtained 
by eigenvalue calculation.  Calculated mode shapes in bending and tor- 
sion at flutter are shown in Figure 13 as functions of time.  The bending 
oscillations are travelling waves,  while the torsional oscillations are 
standing waves.  Strut deflections due to torsion were approximately 
twice as large as those due to bending.   Therefore the flutter oscillat- 
ions were predominantly standing waves,  although travelling waves 
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were not insignificant. 

Flutter characteristics calculated for several other torsion- 
type struts using three-dimensional loading were similar to those of 
Model 2T.   Flutter invariably occurred in mode 2 .   Calculated flutter 
speeds,  which are compared with experimental values in Figure 14, 
ranged from 59 percent conservative for very light pods to 36 percent 
nonconservative for very heavy pods.   Frequency predictions showed 
good agreement with measured values at the experimental flutter 
speeds.   Flutter mode shapes were predicted to be first torsion, with 
occasionally significant amounts of first bending or second bending. 
These mode shape predictions agreed with visually observed mode 
shapes. 

Examples of predicted flutter characteristics of both bending- 
type and torsion-type struts, as well as a strut in the transition region 
(pod configuration B), are shown in Figure 3. The increasingly conser- 
vative torsional flutter speed predictions are evident as pod inertia 
decreases,  until benling flutter occurs with pod configuration A,  In 
view of the good correlation between theoretical and experimental fre- 
quency and mode shape in the torsional flutter region, it is concluded 
that torsional flutter is an instability of hydroelastic mode 2 for torsion- 
type struts. 

A new mode similar to that of Model 2 and Model 2T also ap- 
pears in the hydroelastic modes of other torsion-type struts.   This 
mode appears at lower speeds for struts with lighter pods.   The stabi- 
lity of the new mode decreases as strut pods become lighter and strut 
configurations shift from torsion-type to bending-type.   ^ending flutter 
appears to originate when the new mode becomes unstable at a lower 
speed than the mode which is unstable in torsional flutter. A shift in 
the mode shapes of the second and third modes occurs as part of this 
transition.   It is perhaps not coincidental that the mode which is un- 
stable in the torsional region, and the mode which is incorrectly pre- 
dicted to be unstable in the bending; region,  both originate as first 
torsion modes. 

Calculations made for struts with large pods included an appro- 
ximate correction   for hydrodynamic forces acting on the pod.   The 
correction,  added to the tip of the strut,   consisted of the linearized 
lift and moment due to the unsteady motion of a pod-sized   slender body, 
and is described on page   4I7   of Reference 12.   This correction pro- 
duced much lower flutter speeds than using pod added   mass alone, 
particularly for heavy pods. 
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III. 5.    Struts with Foils 

Successful flutter analysis of strut-foil systems is of consider- 
able practical importance, because struts will generally be used in 
combination with load-bearing foils. Only inverted-T strut-foil confi- 
gurations have been considered in the present work,  in view of the in- 
terest of the U. S.   Navy in such configurations.  It is clear that for such 
eystems foils have a sizable effect on flutter characteristics.   Flutter 
speeds obtained experimentally by Huang [Zj shov ed an increase of as 
much as 146 percent when a pod was replaced by a pod and foil combi- 
nation of equal mass.   The parameters governing the effects of foils on 
flutter characteristics have only begun to be investigated. An early 
discovery has been that foil angle of attack is an important flutter 
parameter [Z~\. 

While experimental results are relatively scarce, much can be 
deduced   about the flutter characteristics of struts with foils by con- 
sidering the structural effects of adding foils.  A strut with no tip at- 
tachment will usually be a bending-type strut,  and a heavily tip- 
weighted strut will be a torsion-type strut.   Therefore struts with foils 
will vary from bending-type to torsion-type,  with many configurations 
being in the transition   region,  according to the size and weight of the 
toils.  Other parameters will be important to the extent that they pro- 
duce bending-type or torsion-type characteristics.   The rotational 
inertia of the foils will affect the coupling between the second and third 
v'bration modes,   so that large or high aspect ratio foils will produce 
struts in the transition region.   Large or heavy pods tend to produce 
torsion-type struts.   These effects are related to the generalized mass 
ratio of the strut. 

Flutter characteristics calculated for a strut with foils were 
consistent with these deductions.   The strut had a large pod and full- 
sized foils.   The calculated instability occurred in hydroelastic 
mode 2,  the unstable mode in torsional flutter.   The flutter speed pre- 
diction was overconservative.   The second and third vibration modes 
at zero speed were composed equally of second bending and first tor- 
sion mode shapes,  indicating that the strut was in the transition re- 
gion. 

The flutter analysis performed on the strut-foil model [2J will 
be described in detail to permit comparison with previous results. 
Structural characteristics of the model are givtn in the Appendix. 
Several approximations were made   in obtaining a theoretical repre- 
sentation for the pod and foils.  Structural properties of the pod and 
the foils were represented by adding equivalent masses and moments 
of inertia to the tip of the strut.  Hydrodynamic loading on the pod and 
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foila was represented   only by adding their added mass and moment of 
inertia to the structural components. 

The effects of the pod and foils on the vibration mode shapes of 
the submerged strut   are shown in Figure 15.  It was necessary to use 
67 percent of the published values for bending and torsional stiffness 
to achieve agreement with measured in-air frequencies.   These stiff- 
ness values were used for in-water frequency calculations and hydro- 
clastic mode calculations as well.   The strut alone is a bending-type 
strut, and the strut with pod is a torsion-type strut.  The second and 
third modes of the strut with pod and foils each exhibit both first tor- 
sion and second bending oscillations.  Strong couplings due to the foils 
has also produced similar frequencies for these modes.   The strut- 
foil model must be classified in the transition   region.   The effect of 
the foils is particularly striking because the pod-foil combination has 
the same mass as the pod used on the strut-pod model. 

Flutter was found experimentally to depend on the angle of at- 
tack of the foil.   Two flutter conditions were obtained : at   1 6. 6 knots 
with an angle of attack of   -4 deg , and at   18. 1 knots   with an angle of 
attack of   -2 deg .  Testing was halted prior to flutter at higher angles 
of attack because divergent deflections of the strut began to occur. 
Flutter mode shapes were described as equally large bending and tor- 
sional deflections.   The bending deflections were seen to change from 
second bending to first bending, while the torsional   deflections were 
consistently first torsion. Structural damping w« s not determined ex- 
perimentally. 

Calculated hydroelastic modes for the strut-foil model are 
shown in Figures 16 and 17,   Both two-dimensional and three-dimen- 
sional loading yield a flutter instability in mode 2.   The predicted 
flutter speed is overconservative at approximately   6 knots   in both 
cases. An additional unstable mode is found which is different for the 
two types of loading.   Two-dimensional loading yields an instability in 
the new mode,  while three-dimensional loading yields an instability in 
mode 3.   The frequencies predicted using three-dimensional loading 
for mode 2 at the observed flutter speeds agree well with the experi- 
mental frequencies,  while those predicted   for mode 3 do not agree 
well.  On the basis of the usually reliable frequency calculation of 
three-dimensional loading, it is concluded that flutter occurred ex- 
perimentally in mode 2.  Additional damping data for individual modes 
is needed to confirm this conclusion. 

Predicted mode shapes do not agree with observations.   Mode 2 
consisted of both second bending and first torsion oscillations at low 
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speeds,  but showed almost exclusively first bending oscillations at the 
experimental flutter speed. 

Experimental [2jand theoretical results were also obtained for 
the strut with a pod lighter than, and equal to,  the weight of the pod 
with foils.   Torsional flutter occurred in both cases, at   20. 1 knots 
with the smaller pod weight and at  9. 5 knots   with the larger pod 
weight.  The large decrease in flutter speed when weight was added to 
the pod would be expected at low values of torsional mass ratio, as 
may be seen in Figure 5.  Converting part of the pod mass into foils 
has raised the flutter speed, and has had a similar effect to reducing 
the pod mass. The foils have reduced the generalized mass ratio of the 
strut.  Calculations of generalized mass ratio are required in order to 
correlate experimental results with values of this parameter. 

It is apparent that additional experimental and theoretical re- 
search is needed to adequately understand flutter of struts with foils. 
Experimental results can provide a reliable indication of the effects of 
foil-related parameters and can lead to accurate simulation of full- 
scale systems with reduced-scale models.  Theoretical research is 
needed to improve the accuracy of flutter speed predictions, 

IV.    DISCUSSION 

The primary deficiency if the present flutter analysis is its 
prediction of damping.   This deficiency results in inaccurate predic- 
tions of flutter speed for most struts.  In the torsional flutter region, 
the inaccuracy is strongly correlated with the value of torsional mass 
ratio of the strut.   The relationship between experimental and theore- 
tical flutter speeds has been illustrated in Figure 14.   Predictions fol- 
low a fairly well-defined curve which is overconservative at low mass 
ratio,  quite nonconservative at high mass ratio, and which crosses 
over experimental values at a mass ratio of slightly less than 2.  It 
should be noted that the single very nonconservative prediction was 
strongly influenced by the presence of a large pod, and is therefore 
not strictly representative of flutter characteristics of simple struts. 

The conservative predictions obtained at low values of torsion- 
al mass ratio are highly significant.  Many previous studies of hydro- 
foil and airfoil flutter have shown a tendency for predicted flutter 
speeds to become nonconservative at low values of mass ration, lead- 
ing to a loss of confidence in flutter predictions in this region.  These 
studies have used two-dimensional loading without accounting for 
sweep   angle.   The present analysis, and a similar analysis ^4] made 
previously,   showed no   tendency for predictions to become nonconser- 
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vative   at   low maas ratio   for torsional flutter.   It appears that the 
most significant difference in the two types of calculations is the in- 
clusion of sweep angle as a parameter which couples structural and 
hydrodynamic effects.   The present calculation should reliably indicate 
the presence of a flutter instability throughout the mass ratio range 
shown in Figure 14.  Additional comparisons with existing flutter data 
can help to determine the accuracy of flutter speed prediction to be ex- 
pected as a function of mass ratio. 

Improvement in the accuracy of flutter speed prediction will 
require improvement in the hydrodynamic loading formulation.   The 
sensitivity of calculated damping to small changes in loading, parti- 
cularly for bending-type struts,  suggests that hydrodynamic loading 
must be very accurately described in order to obtain accurate flutter 
speed predictions.   Possible sources of inaccuracy in the loading for- 
mulation are the presence of cavitation,   real fluid effects involving the 
boundary layer and wake,  and inexact modification of the two-dimension- 
al loading for three-dinnensional flow.  Rowe [ZlJ has shown that large 
changes in calculated flitter speed result when the loading applied to 
struts  is modified to simulate cavitation. Avauable observations are 
insufficiently detailed to confirm the existence of the assumed distri- 
butions of cavitation.  It has been shown [_22J th.it altering boundary 
layer characteristics with disturbance wires affects agreement bet- 
ween theoretical and experimental loading in two-dimensional flow. 
However, the results of such modification on flutter characteristics 
have not been investigated.  Reliable measurements of three-dimension- 
al strut loading which could bo used to assess the accuracy of the strip 
theory employed in the present flutter analysis are not available. 

The existence of two different unstable hydroelastic modes 
implies that future flutter experiments and calculations must be carri- 
ed out in sufficient detail to distinguish between the modes.   This will 
require measurement or calculation   of hydroelastic mode characte- 
ristics as a function of speed.   Measuren    .its of damping characteristics 
at zero speed are important,  particularly for struts which undergo tor- 
sional flutter,   so that calculated damping can be adjusted to include 
structural damping. 

Flutter research will be incomplete until hydroelastic mode 
characteristics of full-scale strut systems are measured.   These mea- 
surements will provide comparisons with model data and calculations 
as well as indicate the stability of the actual struts. 

V.    DESIGN PROCEDURES 

Design of inverted-T strut-foil systems to operate in subcavi- 
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tating flow can be based on the flutter-free performance of the exist- 
ing U. S.  Navy hydrofoil craft.  In order to estimate the effect of va- 
riations in configuration, it would be helpful to calculate the hydro- 
elastic mode characteristics and the generalized mass ratio of exist- 
ing struts for comparison with parametric trends obtained from models. 
Further model testing may be required to establish stability criteria 
in areas where theory and present data are inadequate,  such as in the 
presence of cavitating flow. 

Additional information about hydroelastic stability can be ob- 
tained by flutter testing a reduced-scale model of a proposed design. 
The model should be dynamically and geometrically scaled,  except for 
sweep angle.  It has been found to be virtually impossible to obtain 
flutter in a low density strut model at small sweep angles prior to 
structural failure due to approaching divergence.  Instead of testing the 
model at the small sweep angle usually found on full-scale struts, the 
model should be tested at several larger sweep angles, decreasing the 
angle until static deflections indicate proximity to divergence.   Flutter 
speeds must then be extrapolated to the required value of sweep angle. 

Damping and frequency measurements for individual hydro- 
elastic modes of torsion-type struts have been readily obtained at 
NSRDC by implusive excitation.   This technique involves inducing os- 
cillation of the strut at '-he desired frequency, and determining damp- 
ing and frequency from the resulting decaying oscillations.  Excitation 
was obtained from a vibration generator rapidly swept over a narrow 
frequency interval including the desired resonance.   The technique can 
be applied at small speed increments to permit a close approach to 
the flutter inception speed to be made safely.  It has been found,  how- 
ever, that at speeds above flutter inception struts often exhibit ampli- 
tude-limited flutter over a varying speed range before large negative 
damping leads to large amplitude oscillations.  Because of the differ- 
ence in damping characteristics, amplitude-limited bending flutter 
occurs over a narrow speed rarge while amplitude-limited torsional 
flutter can occur over a wide speed range.   This phenomenon probably 
resulted in the failure of Model 2T, pod configuration D,  shown in 
Figure 3 at a speed far above flutter inception. 

Development of flutter testing techniques for full scale craft 
uould permit verification of the stability of a given design. Such tech- 
niques should be evaluated in models and on existing craft.   Future 
designs could provide for the flutter testing systei . to be installed in 
all   craft during construction to make underway flutter testing routine 
for hydrofoil vessels. 
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VI.    CONCLUSIONS 

Strut flutter occurs in two different hydroelastic modes. At 
low values of generalized mass ratio flutter occurs in a predominantly 
first bending mode shape with the qualitative characteristics of the 
"new mode" previously described. At higher values of generalized 
mass ratio, flutter occurs in a predominantly first torsion mode shape 
with the qualitative characteristics "mode 2" described in the text. 
The flutter mode of a strut can be determined by examining the mode 
shape of the second vibration mode of a strut in water,  except in a 
transition region where strong coupling interferes with this identifi- 
cation. 

Flutter speed predictions using the present analysis are ge- 
nerally inaccurate. In the bending flutter region, flutter is often pre- 
dicted to occur in the wrong mode so that flutter speed predictions 
cannot be used.  In the torsional flutter region,  the accuracy of flutter 
speed predictions is dependent on the value of torsional mass ratio. 
Predicted mode shapes and frequencies are nearly always accurate 
when three-dimensional hydrodynamic loading is used. 

Foils attached to a strut in an- inverted-T configuration have a 
strong effect on the flutter characteristics of the strut.   Further in- 
vestigation of foil   effects is needed. 

NOTATION 

a nondimensional distance from midchord to elastic axis, 
measured perpendicular to elastic axis, positive aft as 
fraction of semichord   b 

a nondimensional distance from midchord to local aero- 
dynamic center (for steady flow) measured perpendicular 
to elastic axis,  positive aft as a fraction of semichord   b 

[C] 

[C] 

C(k) 

semichord measured perpendicular to elastic axis 

damping matrix of strut 

effective damping matrix of the strut-fluid system 

complex Theodorsen circulation function 

CL local lift slope for a strip perpendicular to elastic axis 
in steady flow 
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El 

F 

GJ 

g 

H 

h 

I« 

I#        . a, pod 

j 

[Kj 

M 
L 

/ 

M 

Mpod 

M^d 

M 

[M-] 

m 

bending stiffness 

hydrodynamic force 

torsional stiffness 

structural damping coefficient ; also, gravitational ac- 
celeration 

amplitude of bending displacement   h 

linear displacement of strut at elastic axis 

total mass moment of inertia of strut and tip attachments 
about elastic axis 

added   moment of inertia of pod about elastic axis, ap- 
proximated by the   added moment of inertia of a prolate 
spheroid. 

^ 

stiffness matrix of strut 

effective stiffness matrix of the strut-fluid system 

strut length along elastic axis 

distance from free surface to tip of strut along elastic 
axis 

oscillatory moment about elastic axis per unit span of 
strut, positive in direction of positive 6 

pod mass 

added mass of pod 

mass matrix of strut 

added mass matrix of strut 

effective mass matrix of the strut-fluid system 

mass per unit span along elastic axis 
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P oscillatory lift per unit span of strut along elastic axis, 
positive in direction of positive   h 

p spanwise modification factor for noncirculatory loading 

ra nondimensional radius of gyration 

s complex eigenvalue 

t time 

V flow speed 

w downwash ; vertical component of flow velocity on foil, 
positive in direction of negative   h 

xa nondimensional distance from elastic axis to center of 
gravity, measured perpendicular to elastic axis, posi- 
tive aft   as fraction of semichord   b 

y spanwise coordinate along elastic axis of strut 

f damping ratio,  giving damping as a fraction of critical 
damping 

0 amplitude of torsional displacement 6 

6 torsional displacement of strut about elastic axis, posi- 
tive when leading edge moves in direction of positive h 

K sweep parameter ;   (2b tan A    ) / L 

ea elastic-axis sweep angle, positive for sweepback 

ß approximation to generalized mass ratio for bending 
8 motion 

M .,      .generalized mass ratio 
generalized 

u approximation to generalized mass ratio for torsional torsion r   . " 
motion 

p fluid density 

a local bending slope of elastic axis   dh/dy 
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x local rate of change of twist along elastic axis   dO/dy 

u) circular frequency of oscillation 

ua circular frequency of first torsional vibration in air 

SUBSCRIPTS 

i subscript to indicate that the parameter is associated 
with   ith   strip station on strut 

n subscript to indicate that the parameter is perpendiculai 
to elastic axis 

SUPERSCRIPT 

(  •   ) dot over a quantity indicates differentiation with respect 
to time 
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Frac Surfac« 

Foil Pod 

Figure 1.    Typical strut-pod-foil system 
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Figure 2.    Uncoupled mode shapes of cantilever beam 
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Figure 4.    Experimental flutter speed   Up   as a function of bending 
mass ratio for bending-type struts 
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Figure 5.   Experimental flutter speed   Up  as a function of torsional 
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Figure 8a.    Damping ratio f 

60 
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Figure 8.    Hydroelastic mode characteristics for Model 2 
(Two-dimensional loading calculation) 
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Figure 13.    Calculated transient response for Model 2T at flutter 
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Figure 15.    Calculated nodal lines for strut of Reference 2 at 
83 percent submergence in water 
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Figure 16a.    Damping ratio f 
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Figure 16b.    Frequency 
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Figure 16.    Hydrostatic mode characteristics for strut of 
Reference 2 with pod and foils (Two-dimensional loading 
calculation) 
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APPENDIX 

DESCRIPTION OF STRUT MODELS 

MODEL 2 

Model 2 was a blunt-based strut [4] constructed of solid steel. 
Its dimensions are shown in Figure 18, and its structural characteris- 
tics are summarized in Table 1. Spanwise distributions of lift slope, 
aerodynamic center, and noncirculatory modification factor are shown 
in Figure 19. 

MODEL 2 T 

Model 2 T was constructed to the same specifications as 
Model 2,  except that a 2-inch diameter pod was welded to its tip [4] , 
Pod dimensions are shown in Figure 20.  Weights were placed in the 
body of the pod to produce different inertial configurations. 

STRUT-FOIL MODEL 

The strut [zj consisted of a solid bar of copper alloy covered 
with flexible silicone rubber.   The leading edge of the strut was coated 
with a thin layer of plastic which was slit to reduce its stiffening effect 
The strut profile closely resembled that of Models 2 and 2 T,  except 
for a rounded leading edge.  Strut dimensions are shown in Figure 21, 
Structural characteristics are given in Table 2.   The three-dimension- 
al loading curves for this strut were essentially the same as those 
for Model 2,  differing only in sweep angle. 

The pod and foils were machined from solid aluminium and 
were attached tc the strut with bolts. Dimensions for these compo- 
nents are given in Figure 22. 
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Figure 18.    Mo ensions 
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Figure 19. 
Spanwise distributions of loading modification parameters 
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Figure 20.    Pod used on Model 2T 
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Figure 21.    Strut used with pod and foils (Ref.   2) 
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Figure 22.    Pod and foil attachment for strut of Ref.   2 
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TABLE  1 

Structural Characteristics of Model 2 

Model Parameter Value 

L   in   in. 49. 693 

A       in dec. 
ea            B 15 

b   in   in. 5.796 

m   in   lb-sec  /in. 0.00273 

a 0.38 

xa -0.214 

Ia     in   lb-sec   -in. 1.488 

El   in   Ib-in.2 1.293 x 10 

GJ   in   Ib-in. 2 2.070 v i06 
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TABLE  2 

Structural Characteristics of Strut of Reference  2 

Model Parameter Value 

L   in   in. 12 

A       in deg. 
ea            B 15 

b   in   in. 1.449 
0              0 

m   in   lb-sec  /in. 1.0363 x 10"4 

Strut weight in lb. 0.48 

Pod and foils weight in lb. 0.73 

a 0. 38 

xa -0.214 

Ia (strut) in lb-sec   -in. 8.525 x 10"4 

EI*   inlb-in. 2 38 3 

GJ* in Ib-in. 2 614 

#Note :   0.67   of   Ref.  2   valv. e 
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DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S.  Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyatteville, Marylands U.S.A. 

Thank you,  Mr. Besch.  Besides the interesting paper we may 
congratulate you on finishing on time.   The floor is open for discussion. 
If no-one has a question ready, I guess I will fill in. I have an awful 
lot of questions and I thought I would never get them in,  but it looks 
as though I shall. 

The tested configuration was designed as a cantilever beam. 
The analysis assumed the same, hence fixed at one end.  In an actual 
design,  fixity cannot be (or by design is not) achieved.   For example 
the strut serves as a rudder, or is supported by a flexible foundation. 
How would this affect the flutter dominating mode shapes ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Peter K.   Besch 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

We can include motion of the hull and flexibility of the hull in 
our analysis,  but we have not done so in this paper. Our paper merely 
consists of the analysis of existing results, and we admit that further 
analysis would be required for full-scale applications.   The analysis 
requires further development in order to be able to   treat model re- 
sults successfully and these are firmly supported cantilever Yearns. 
It must further be remembered that no full-scale data is available of 
any type in this area,   so further work must be done. 
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DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S.  Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyattsville, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

Thank you.  I have a few more questions. 

The authors    stated that predicted mode shapesand frequencies 
are nearly always accurate when 3-D hydro-loading is used.  Could 
they elaborate on the techniques used ? How many modes were extract- 
ed per typical model,  and what is the cost and length of calculation 
time for such an effort ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Peter K.  Besch 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

We have extracted ten modes for each strut at each speed.   The 
accuracy would normally only remain good through four or five modes. 
But we have found that it is only necessary to analyze the first four 
modes to conduct the stability analysis.   Therefore the accuracy of 
higher modes would not be particularly important in our flutter analy- 
sis.   The calculation is fairly efficient in that one detailed flutter ana- 
lysis can be conducted in approximately ten minutes,  on a   CDC 6700 
computer. 
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DISCUSSION 

John P.   Breslin 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, New Jersey,  U.S.A. 

If I understood correctly,  Mr.  Besch said that for the bending 
type of flutter the correlation achieved was much better when one 
used two-dimensional hydrodynamics than when one used three-dimen- 
sional.  If that is so,  it is surprising to me,  and I wonder if he could 
tell us briefly what the three dimensional calculation included and what 
it excluded ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Peter K.  Besch 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

First of all,  the two dimensional calculation consisted of 
Theodor sen loading with a modification to allow for coupling between 
bending and torsion due to the sweep angle.   This is the NACA swept 
wing flutter theory ; it was further developed by Yates at NASA to in- 
clude spanwise variation in the two-dimensional lift slope and in the 
two-dimensional aerodynamic centre location at each local position. 
The calculation was further extended by us to include the modification 
for spanwise variation of non-circulatory loading.  So we have three 
quantities varying in a spanwise direction to permit simulation of 
three-dimensional flow.  It seems that the first large improvement in 
accuracy is obtained by including sweep angle.   Further modification 
which includes the load parameters I have just mentioned does not 
produce generally accurate results. 
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DISCUSSION 

John P. Breslin 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, Hew Jersey,  U.S.A. 

What you are saying is that the two-dimensional method * 
modified to account for a spanwise variation. An unsteady three- 
dimensional theory from the outset was 

was 

never applied.  Is that right ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Peter K.  Besch 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

The lift slope and aerodynamic center modifications were de- 
rived from steady lifting-surface theory.  The remainder of the loading 
was a fullv unsteaHv fnrm..i = *J^— fully unsteady formulation. 

DISCUSSION 

John P.  Breslin 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, New Jersey,  U.S.A. 

You mean a three-dimensional analysis. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Peter K.  Besch 
Naval Ship Researah and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

The hydrodynanruc analysis was not an unsteady three-dimen- 
sional theory in the sense of a lifting-surface theory. A two-dimen- 
sional unsteady strip theory was modified using three-dimensional 
steady lifting-surface theory. 

The only parts of the three-dimensional loading formulation 
that were independent of frequency were the lift slope and aerodyna- 
mic center distributions.  The reduced frequencies of the bending- 
type struts at flutter are welle below   0. 1 ,  so the above approximation 
is valid for this region.   Torsion-type struts have higher reduced fre- 
quencies at flutter,  but the flutter calculation is more accurate for 
this region. 

DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S. Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Huattsvillc, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

If there are no other questions, as we have a few more mi- 
nutes, perhaps you would allow some of the designer in me to come 
out in a few comments.   There are problems that come to the designer 
many times as design changes,   since that is the name of the game. 
In the area where flutter is a consideration such changes pose difficult 
problems.   It is evident from the Paper,  and from other investigations, 
that the flutter evaluation is sensitive to small changes in the struc- 
tural stiffness,  weight distribution and geometry.  During an actual 
design and fabrication many changes take place. A typical example is 
when skin thickness is designed to a minimum gauge,  whereas in the 
actual fabrication a standard gauge is used. While such design changes 
are usually in the direction of lowering the static design stresses and 
deflections,  the modification in structural characteristics may result 
in lowering the flutter speed.  It is thus important to direct the flutter 
investigation effort towards sensitivity type evaluation of the various 
configurations to variations in the governing parameters.  This will 
assist the designer in assessing the design adequacy from the hydro- 
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elasticity viewpoint - in other words, provide a tool for the designer, 
and that is something which sometimes research efforts do not cul- 
minate in. 

That was merely a comment. 
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ON THE DESIGN OF THE PROPULSION SYSTEMS WITH 
« Z . DRIVES FOR HYDROFOIL SHIPS 

A.A.   Rousetsky 
Kryloff Ship Research Institute 

Leningrad,  I'.S.S.R. 

ABSTRACT 

The design features of propeller with "Z" power 
drive are described. The data on the velocity field 
produced by the propulsion pod are given and re- 
commendations for choice of the elements of pro- 
peller and propulsion pod adapted to velocity field 
are given. 

Information on the hydrofoil "Typhoon" propulsion 
system design are set forth. 

The propeller powered through an inclined shaft is the most 
extensively employed propulsion system for hydrofoil ships.   Such 
propulsion systems distinguished by simple design are used for most 
hydrofoil ships now in operation.  However,   this system has some 
disadvantages.   The oncoming flow obliquity due to the propeller shaft 
inclination results in the periodic change of the incident angles of the 
propeller elements,   the amplitude being increased with the decrease 
in the relative radius.   The variation of the incident angles prevents 
from designing the optimum propeller,  from the point of view of pro- 
pulsion qualities,   and forces the designers to make a certain compro- 
mise,  while choosing the propeller elements,   to avoid the intensive 
erosion damages on the propeller blades.   The method of designing 
the propellers adapted to the oblique flow is described in papers 
[1]    •    [2]   • 

The experience obtai. ed in calculating such propellers shows 
that with the oblique flow angles exceeding    14°  - 15°    the design of 
the ship propeller displaying setisfactory erosion characteristics has 
failed. At the same time the improvment of the hydrofoil ship seakeeping 
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qualities requires the increase in clearance between the ship bottom 
and free surface and this dictates the increase in the propeller shaft 
inclination .   That is why the propulsion system known as "Z" drive 
came into use on seagoing hydrofoil ships .  There are different va - 
riants for "Z"drives distinguished by the arrangement of ship propel- 
lers : (a) single propeller "Z" drive with one propeller at the forward 
end or at the after end of the propulsion pod and (b) twin propeller 
"Z" drive where one propeller is at the forward end of the propulsion 
pod and the other is at its after end .   The disadvantages of the latter 
"Z" drive are due to the forward propeller effect upon the flow around 
"Z" drive and the after propeller operation .   This effect can result in 
intensive erosion damages on Z-drive elements situated in the forward 
propeller wake .Asa consequence such type of the propeller arrange- 
ment is used only for "Z" drive intended for high power transmission 
where the decrease in dimensions of the gear assembly and propulsion 
pod is required .   From the point of view of providing the uniform velo- 
city field in the propeller disk ,   (a)-variant with a propeller at the for - 
ward end of the propulsion pod is preferable ; however ,  the propulsion 
efficiency of this "Z" drive is somewhat below the efficiency of "Z" 
drive with a propeller at the after end of the propulsion pod . Besides 
there is a danger of erosion damage on "Z" drive hull .   Thus at pre - 
senf'Z" drive with a single after propeller is considered to be the most 
attractive ; a number of hydrofoil ships are equipped with such "   Z   " 
drives . 

The design of propeller "Z " drive propulsion system involves 
a series of problems which can be divided into two groups : the first 
group deals with choosing the geometry of the propulsion pod and strut; 
the second group deals with designing ship propellers adapted to the 
velocity field generated by "Z " drive hull . 

Generally the propulsion pod-and-strut cross sections are pre- 
determined taking into account the arrangement of the gear assembly 
and bearings of the vertical shaft . Since the increase in the wetted 
surface is unfavourable ,  from the point of view of resistance ,  the 
problem is reduced to the choice of minimum length-to-diameter ratio 
providing the absence of cavitation on these elements . 

As the calculations and experiments show ,   length-to-diameter 
ratio providing the minimum resistance lies in the range of 4-5 ; in 
this case no cavitation   occurs on the propulsion pod up to cavitation 
numbers 0.2-0. 3 .  Circular-arc cross sections for the propulsion 
pod are preferable provided that there are no structural impediments . 
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To preclude cavitation on the strut its maximum relative thick- 
ness in the first approximation may be determined according to the 
following empirical forimla : 

t S 

max 2, 5 

where 6   is the cavitation number . 

This formula holds for the profiles with a fairly unique pressure 
distribution . Specifically ,  NACA-16 and Mandel profiles comply with 
these requirements .  At the place of the strut-free surface intersec - 
tion the strut profile usually has the form of a symmetric segment de - 
veloping smoothly into the parent profile of the part immersed .    The 
most critical element of "Z " drive is the junction of the pod with the 
strut because here ,   and particularly in its bow part ,  the cavitation 
inception is possible . The radius of the fillet at the place of junction 
is chosen so that the thickness-chord ratio should not exceed the value 
h max . 

It is obvious that with the proper choice of "Z " drive forms 
the cavitation can be avoided only in a comparatively narrow range of 
incident angles .   The critical cavitation number versus the angle of 
incidence is shown in Fig.   1   . 

For designing the propeller to be mounted on " Z " drive the 
knowledge of the hull-propeller interaction factors is necessary 
The distinguishing feature of the propulsion system in question is the 
large value of D/d ratio where D is the propeller diameter ,  d is the 
pod diameter .  In these conditions the decisive role in the formation of 
the nominal wake in way of propeller belongs to a potential component . 
Replacing the propulsion pod with a system of singularities makes it 
possible to calculate in the first approximation the value of nominal 
wake .  It is of interest to note that in the range of diameter relation 
(1. 5 <-r-< 2. 0) under discussion the wake value is practically inde   - 
pendent of this relation .  This is supported by the data in Fig.  2 where 
the values of the nominal wake are plotted against the pod length-to- 
diameter ratio at different      —   . 

d 

As is known ,   "Z "drive propellers operate at comparatively 
small load factor values      Cp  ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 .  It makes pos- 
sible in practical calculations to consider the effective wake tobe 
equal to the nominal one .  To proceed from the assumption that the wake 
is potential , the thrust deduction factor can be calculated from the 
known formula . 
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2 Wp 
t = 1 +\ 1  + 6p 

(2) 
where Wp is the nominal potential wake factor . 

The thrust deduction factors calculated by formula (2) hold , 
strictly speaking ,   for the perfect fluid only ,  however ,  the errors 
due to this assumption are essential but at very small load factors . 
The interaction factors can be refined through the tests in a cavitation 
tunnel . During the tests "Z " drive resistance and propeller perfor - 
mance curves are recorded . Apart from the refinement of the inter- 
action factors ,  the tests make it possible to reveal the propeller ca- 
vitation effect upon the value of these factors .  When analysing these 
experimental results the wake and thrust deduction factors may be 
determined by the following formulae : 

A  p AR 
W   =    1 ,   t   = -—— 

where A p - propeller advance ratio , 

A  - apparent advance ratio , 

P - propeller thrust , 

AR - gain in resistance of "Z " drive due to the presence of 
propeller . 

The tests with various types of "Z " drives showed that the 
wake value was independent of the propeller loading .   This gives 
grounds to consider that the wake value will neither be influenced by 
the propeller loading changes due to cavitation . 

Therefore the wake value obtained by the comparison of the 
propeller performance curves for subcavitating regimes may be used 
in further calculations .  For the agreement of the propeller perfor - 
mance curves in open water and downstream of "Z " drive under cavi- 
tation use is made of the correction factors taking into account the 
effects of the flow nonuniformity and pressure change in the propeller 
disk upon the propeller thrust and torque . 

The dependence of the thrust deduction factor upon the propel- 
ler loading and cavitation number for the propulsion system with the 
pod length-to-diameter ratio  — =   5 and   ~ - 1. 5 is shown in Fig. 
3 . As is seen with the development of cavitation the thrust deduction 
factor decreases .   This result is in qualitative agreement with   the 
concisions of the paper [ 3 1    . 
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By way of comparison the thrust deduction factor calculated by 
Eq. (2) is plotted on the same curve against propeller loading in the 
absence of cavitation .   The value   Wpnom   for the propulsion system 
under study amounts to 0.0 45 .The agreement of t-values in the range 
of moderate and high loads is considered to be quite satisfactory . 

The propeller mounted on "Z " drive operates in a radially 
nonuniform axial flow .  Besides this the propeller oncoming flow ex- 
hibits circumferential nonuniformity due to the strut effect and some- 
times due to the foils adjacent to the pod .For the purpose of adapting 
the propeller to the wake the results of the experimental investigation 
of the velocity field are used .   The typical results of the measurements 
for "Z " drive with length-to-diameter ratio 
(a) and (b) 
ned by integrating the diagrams of velocity distributions are in good 
agreement v/ith the theoretical data and also with the design wake factor 
defined in terms of propeller characteristics . 

— = 5 are given in Fig.4 
It is of interest to note that the nominal wake factors obtai- 

In making calculations use is made of the wake values averaged 
over the circumference ; however ,  after the propeller design is finished 
it is necessary to verify the possibility of cavitation inception on the 
face of propeller blade in the positions corresponding to the minimum 
wake values .   The most effective method of verification is the visual 
observation during the tests in a cavitation tunnel . 

In choosing the optimum values of the propeller diameter and 
the number of revolutions foi* the propulsion systems with "Z " drives 
it should be taken into account that the increase in the number of revo- 
lutions makes it possible to decrease the dimensions of the reduction 
gear   and consequently the propulsion pod dimensions and ,   as a 
result ,  to decrease "Z " drive resistance .  In this case the number 
of revolutions may increase in comparison with the optimum number 
specific for an isolated propeller . 
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Fig.   1  .  Critical cavitation number versus incident 
angle 
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Fig.  2 . Nominal wake factor versus pod length-to- 
diameter ratio . 
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Fig..4.    Results of measuring the   velocity field in 
way of propeller . 
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DISCUSSION 

Henry M. Cheng 
Office of the Chief of Naval Operation 

U.S.A. 

The author has discussed in the paper mostly what is involv- 
ed in and the implications of a 'Z'-drive propulsion system. However 
the technical information presented is very sketchy.  I wonder if he is 
purposely doing so to tease us.  Figure 3,   showing information on 
thrust reduction,  as he defined it,  is only applied to a particular con- 
figuration of the pod,   that is the L over d equals 5,   and the diameter 
of the propeller (D) to the diameter of the pod d is I, 5.  I wonder if any 
more work is being done with other configurations for different L over 
Ds and D over ds. 

Secondly,  in the conclusions the author alluded to the fact 
that the paper is to help us to choose the optimum designs among the 
parameters,   and yet the information presented is incomplete to help 
us to accomplish this. If it is not already in the plan I am certainly 
hopeful that this work is going to be pursued. 

The third point is that the title implies the whole propulsion 
system of a 'Z'-drive,  whereas the discussion of the other elements 
of the system,   which are very important and have pronounced effects 
on the selection of the pod,  the proportions and the propeller itself,  is 
done only briefly.   The material presented is considered only a very 
small portion of the total system.  I wonder if the paper is intended for 
a general discussion and some more information will be coming from 
the author ? 

Lastly,   the information presented is intended for hydrofoil 
ships application.   To my knowledge there are very few,  if any,  hydro- 
foils with propulsion pod independent of or divorced from the foil. 
This brings me to my comment : whether this information is useful at 
all, if the pod is separated from the foil which is dependent of the load- 
ing and the other components of the total system that we call the pro- 
pulsion system here. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Vjacheslav N.  Treshchevsky 
Krytoff Research Institute 

Leningrad U.S.S.R. 

I can say that the method described in the paper has been 
used in the design of several hydrofoils,   so that considerations con- 
cerning the construction of hydrodynamical complex in general were 
taken into account. 

DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S. Navy Naval Ship Engineering Cente'r 

Hyattsville, Maryland, U.S.A. 

1 have a couple of questions relating to the L over D ratio. 
Has the author established the horsepower range in which pods of 4 
to 5 are not over-large in relation to the gears they enclose ? Would 
not the pod of the higher L over D which enclosed the gears more ef- 
ficiently be preferable ? 

Secondly,   the statement that the higher power 'Z'-drive led 
to a tandem propeller requirement should also be questioned. How 
would the author propose to avoid cavitation on the aft propeller re- 
sulting from flow distortions and vortices of the forward propeller ? 
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DISCUSSION 

Jorgens Strom - Tejsen 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland U.S.A. 

I should like to make a few comments to supplement what 
Henry Cheng has said. 

The application of the propulsion pod has certainly many ad- 
vantages,  as pointed out by the author,   in particular the fact it is 
possible to align the propulsion pod in such a way that the flow into 
the propeller becomes cleaner and more uniform.  It is possible to 
reduce cavitation and vibration.  On the other hand,   the introduction 
of a 'Z'-drive with its complexity of gearing and so on has certainly 
discouraged its application by most. I would like to bring to your at- 
tention the fact that this year wa shall see the development of a super- 
conducting motor which would make it possible to use the propulser 
pod eventually,   at some time in the future.  A simple conducting 
motor would make it possible to have the motor itself mounted down 
in the pod and still have a sufficiently small size so that the diameter 
of the propeller to the diameter of the pod would still be of the order 
of magnitude mentioned by the authors.  To what extent is work of 
this nature being pursued in the Soviet Union today ?  Looking through 
the literature on hull-propeller interaction or propulser-pod-propel- 
ler interaction,   it is very clear it is difficult to find any really good 
information about wake and thrust deduction.  We have a lot of infor- 
mation from submarines and torpedoes hut for most of these cases 
the propeller diameter is much smaller than what we are talking 
about here.  So I should like to compliment the authors for providing 
this information ; it is very valuable. The effect of cavitation on 
thrust deduction is extremely interesting.   We have to realise that in 
the net thrust efficiency for a propulser pod combination the thrust 
deduction comes in as in any hull-propeller interaction with its full 
weight,   so that unless we can predict the thrust deduction with accura- 
cy we cannot predict this combination.  Two or three points means 
quite a lot. Figure 3,  for instance,   shows very clearly how the effect 
of cavitation might change the thrust deduction from,   say,   . 05 to . 02. 
It is three percentage points. 

I should like to add my plea to Henry Cheng's for additional 
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information. It is most important,  because if we are going to put a 
right-angled drive,  with its complexity of gears,   shafts and double 
gears down in the pod,  and so on,  the real problem becomes, as 
Henry Cheng mentioned,  a matter of optimising a system of the pod 
and the propulser. So long as we have a conventionally loaded or light- 
ly loaded propeller there is really no problem in that the optimum 
combination can be found,  this being very close to the optimum pro- 
peller or may be one could say it is a trade-off between weight and the 
propeller itself,  but as we come to the very lightly loaded propeller, 
as we find them on these craft,  hydrofoil boats and so on,  it is neces- 
sary to take the total system into account in optimising the hydrodyna- 
mics. We have to have both the pod track in the picture and the pro- 
peller. 

It turns out that the optimum combination is a trade-off be- 
tween the two. It is not the optimum propeller but we have to have a 
much higher shaft rpm in order to get high efficiency. I wonder if the 
author has any comments or could add something about the kind of 
work being carried out in the Sovied Union today. I think this was also 
pretty similar to what Henry Cheng mentioned. 

Finally,  I should like to ask a question related to Figure 2. 
There we see the wake for the pod.  Of course the wake is very small. 
It is suggested from this figure that the diameter of the propeller to 
the diameter of the pod is really of minor importance,  and in a way I 
can only agree.  On the other hand, I think it might well leave ud with 
the impression that the diameter of the propeller is of no significance 
at all,  and that is certainly not so. It is quite clear that as the pro- 
peller diameter to pod diameter increases we see the wake being re- 
duced,  and we ought to see a set of curves where the uppermost curve, 
for instance,  can be for a smaller propeller diameter to pod diameter 
ratio and then other curves coming further down. So I am suggesting 
that the propeller diameter is a parameter that ought to have been in 
that curve and which will show up as soon as we cover a wider range 
of propeller diameter to pod diameter ratios. Are any curves available 
at present ?  That is my last question. 
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DISCUSSION 

William B. Morgan 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

1. Reference to Figure 3 what is the definition of ap      ?    Is ae 
on Figure 3 the cavitation number or does it have some other delini- 
tion ? Were the experimental data presented in this figure obtained in 
the cavitation towing tank. 

2. In 1963 at the 10th ITTC,  results were {resented from the 
Kryloff Shipbuilding Research Institute on a propeller which was vent- 
ed with air and operating behind a ship's hull. The results were much 
the same as shown in Figure 3. However in 1969 at the 12th ITTC, 
results presented from the Kryloff Shipbuilding Research Institute on 
a cavitating propeller operating behind a hull in the cavitation towing 
tank. These results indicated that the thrust deduction might go up 
with increasing cavitation.  Would the author please comment on the 
discrepancy between these results ? 

DISCUSSION 

Horst Nowacki 
University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Viahigan,  U.S.A. 

I would appreciate clarification as to whether the definition 
of the wake fraction   Wp   used in connection with Figure 2 of the paper 
is actually the same as in equation (2) of the paper.  In the context of 
equation (Z) one would expect the wake fraction on the propeller axis 
in the propeller plane to be used whereas in Figure 2 the volume 
average of the nominal wake fraction in the propeller plane might 
have been presented.  Is this understanding correct ? 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Vjacheslav N.  Treshchevsky 
Kryloff Research Institute 

Leningrad U.S.S.R. 

I am thankful to Mr.  Strom-Tejsen for his comments. He is 
right pointing out that the wake must decrease with increasing    D/d 
ratio.  For instance,   for  L/D = 5   and  D/d = 2, 5   the value of the 
wake is about 0, 02-0, 025.  But  D/d = 2, 5   is too large for practical 
realization,  and Figure 2 corresponds to   D/d   ratios which are of 
interest for 'Z'-drive design. I also share Mr. Strom-Tejsen's point 
of view that taking into account the pod resistance and weight charac- 
teristics the efficiency of the whole complex is more important than 
the maximum fo the propeller efficiency.  But the increase of the 
number of revolutions usually correlates with the loss of the effective 
thrust corresponding to take-off conditions.  Thus when power is res- 
tricted these considerations cannot always be realised. 

In connection with Mr.  Leopold questions I can say that at a 
given pod diameter and assuming   L/d  >  5   we have as a consequence 
the decrease of efficiency. Increase of the   L/d   ratio may be neces- 
sary when speed increases and general design considerations are 
taken into account. As for better conditions for the after propeller of 
the two propeller 'Z'-drive construction the free vortex density of the 
forward propeller must be relaxed and the ratio   D for/D aft   >  1 
chosen. 

Answering Mr.  Morgan's question concerning Figure 3,  I am 
to tell that  x   means the cavitation number, ap the load 
factor.  The increase of the thrust deduction due to propeller cavitation 
can take place only when aJwer the propeller some construction ele- 
ments are present. » 

I can also inform in connection with Mr.  Novacki question 
that in formula (2) the effective potential wake,  and on Figure 2 - the 
nominal one are used. 

To conclude,  I can say that the method described in the paper 
was used in design of hydrofoils,  so that considerations concerning 
the construction of the hydrodynamic complex in general were taken 
into account. Information on one such hydrofoil - Typhoon was published 
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in our Shipbuilding magazine. 

DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S.   Navy Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyattsville, Maryland, U.Z.A. 

You mentioned that you have used this to desing an actual 
case.  What is the power,   if you have built one in actuality ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Vjacheslav N.  Treshchevsky 
Kryloff Research Institute 

Lenincrrnd ".^.^.R. 

I can mention one hydrofoil of that type built.  It is called 
Bafun in Russian.  All the details of the construction of this vessel 
were published in our suipbuilding magazine earlier this year,   so 
you can find that.  It is the largest vessel with   'Z'-drive in the Soviet 
Union. 
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HYDRODYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH SPEED 
PLANING HULL FOR ROUGH WATER 

Daniel Savitsky 
Steoens Institute of Teohnology 

Hoboken, tlew Jersey, U.S.A. 
John K.  Roper 

Atlantic Hydrofoils,   Tnc, 
Hanaoak, N.H.   U.S.A. 

Lawrence Benen 
Naval Ship Systems Command 

U.S. Navy, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The hydrodynamic development of a new planing 
craft intended for sustained high-speed operation 
in a seaway is discussed. The design philosophy is 
presented and then implemented to achieve optimum 
hull form and loading for both smooth and rough 
water operation of the craft. The resultant hullform 
is a high length-beam ratio, highly loaded, double 
chine configuration which provides greatly improv- 
ed seakeeping, high speed and high maneuverabili- 
ty. 

Extensive model tests were conducted to predict 
the SHP ; EHP ; seakeeping ; course-keeping sta- 
bility ; and turning characteristics of the design. 
The extensiveness of the model test program and 
data analysis are unique for a planing craft. These 
results are presented in a form which should be of 
general interest to the designers of a high-speed 
planing craft. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although world navies are traditionally considered to be high 
sea state fleets with ocean-spanning capabilities, the small, high- 
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speed craft is an essential complement to this fleet. These small 
craft are called into service to assist in ASW   operations ; to patrol 
in coastal and riverine environments ; and to act in concert with larger 
naval units. Although ubiquitous in numbers,  small craft are not in- 

'■ \ dividually a high portion of total naval capability, cost,  or personnel. 
In fact,  on an equal cost basis,  it appears that more units can be pro- 
cured which can cover more areas than can larger ships.  These fea- 
tures have made the small,  high-speed craft attractive as the princi- 
pal naval force for many small countries with large coaitiines. 

There are basically four different types of small,  high-speed 
craft,  i. e.,  round-bottom boats,  hard-chine planing craft,  hydrofoil 
boats, and various forms of air-supported vehicles. The most nu- 
merous of these craft is by far the hard-chine planing hull-especially 
when considering speed-length ratios in excess of approximately   2. 0 
where dynamic lifting forces are significant. Because they are equip- 
ped with large power,  lightweight engines,  it is not uncommon for 
planing craft to operate at  speed-length ratios in excess of   5. 0. 
Further,  it is also not uncommon for these craft to operate sufficient- 
ly removed from the coastline so that moderate to high sea states are 
their normal environment.   Thus,  the small boat designer is faced 
with the formidable task of producing craft whose high speed potential 
is not seriously compromised in rough seas. 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the hydro- 
dynamic development of a new planing craft intended for sustained 
high-speed operation in a seaway.  The design philosophy is presented 
and then implemented to achieve optimum hull form and loading for 
both smooth and rough water operation of the craft.  The resultant hull 
form is a high length-beam ratio (6. 5), highly loaded (beam loading = 
0.75),  moderate deadrise   (    0    =20°),  double chine configuration 
which provides good seakeeping,  high speed,  and large maneuverabi- 
lity.  Extensive model tests were conducted to predict the   SHP ; EHP ; 
seakeeping ; course-keeping stability ; and turning characteristics of 
the design. The extensiveness of the model test program and data ana- 
lysis are unique for a planing craft.  The present paper presents these 
results in a form which should be of general interest to designers of 
high-speed planing hulls. 

POSTULATED PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 

The design of any marine craft is based upon specifications 
which have been prescribed to achieve desired performance objecti- 
ves. Among the more significant requirements which have a pronounc- 
ed influence on hull form are : operational speeds ; dimensions and 
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weight of payload components ; sea state; tolerable   "g"   loadings in 
that sea state ; restrictions on draft, length, and beam,  metacentric 
stability ; and maneuvering qualities.   Certainly,   special purpose craft 
have additional restrictions but t.iese are not included in this study. 

For the present paper,  the following set of performance spe- 
cifications are prescribed. 

1. Full Load Displacement :    150,000   lbs. 

A designer's experience is invaluable in making the first 
engineering estimate of full load displacement. Nevertheless, design 
studies and possible model tests are carried but at additional displa- 
cements of approximately   80%   and   120%   of the initial estimate. 

2. Maximum Speed : In excess of   40   knots. 

Interception and attack missions require high speeds.   For 
the present study,  a nominal speed of   45   knots is assumed. 

3. Cruise Speed : Approximately   12   knots. 

A patrol mission requires long endurance at slow search 
speeds.  A cruise speed of   12   knots is selected. 

4. Maximum Hull Draft :   3.5   ft. 

5. Operational Sea State :   3. 

It is desired that the craft operate at   45 knots in a state 3 
head sea having a significant wave height of   4. 6   ft. 

6. Average Center-of-Gravity Impact Acceleration :   {VQ^}*       = 0. 4g 

It is specified that the average center-of-gravity impact ac- 
celeration should not exceed   0. 4g   while running in a state   3   head 
sea at   45  knots. 

7. Metacentric Stability :   GM=3.0   ft. 

A GM   of   3.0   ft.    was selected to provide metacentric sta- 
bility under conditions of high wind and severe super-structure icing. 

The above set of requirements do not pre-specify the length 
or beam of the craft.   There may,   of course,  be operations where 
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either of these dimensions must be fixed in advance. The design pro- 
cedure developed in subsequent sections of this paper can be equally 
applied to those cases and will show the extent to which the pre-spe- 
cified length, for example,  may inhibit attainment of the performance 
requirements. 

DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR BASIC HULL DIMENSIONS 

In this section of the paper a methodology is developed for 
rationally selecting the length,  beam, longitudinal center-of-gravity, 
nominal deadrise, and effective horsepower of the basic hull form 
which will satisfy the performance requirements previously specified. 
No attempt is made to optimize the hull design to attain,  say,  mini- 
mum resistance while satisfying the seakeeping requirements.  This 
can be developed as a subsequent study using the basic design proce- 
dures developed herein. 

The design procedure is primarily based upon a combina- 
tion of smooth water prediction techniques such as given in References 
1   and   2, and rough water prediction techniques such as given in 
Reference   3   . While both studies are concerned with prismatic 
planing hulls (constant beam,  constant deadrise,  buttocks parallel to 
the keel) these techniques have been successfully applied to actual 
hull forms by proper selection of an effective constant deadrise and 
beam. 

Separate considerations are first given to relating hull di- 
mensions to the following hydrodynamic characteristics 

1. Hydrodynamic Impact in a Seaway 

2. Hydrostatic Displacement 

3. Smooth Water Planing (High Speed) 

4. Smooth Water Operation (Low Speed) 

5. Metacentric Stability 

The results of these elemental studies are then combined to 
specify a hull form,  overall dimensions,  center of gravity, and ef- 
fective horse-power to achieve the operational objectives. 
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Hydrodynamic Impact in a Seaway 

In Reference   3   ,  Fridsma presents the results of a syste- 
matic study of the effects of deadrise, trim, loading, length-beam 
ratio, bow section shape,  speed, and sea state on the performance of 
a series of prismatic planing models operating in irregular waves. A 
statistical analysis of the measurements of added resistance, heave 
motions,  pitch motions and impact accelerations resulted in quanti- 
tative relations between these measured quantities and hull dimensions 
and operating conditions.  The results of those parametric studies are 
summarized in design charts which enable full-scale performance 
predictions for planing craft.  Using the procedures described by 
Fridsma, the average center of gravity acceleration is computed for 
a range of combinations of beam,  length-beam ratio, deadrise and 
trim angle for a maximum speed of   45   knots in a state   3   head sea. 
To enter the design charts of Reference   3   , the following coefficients 
are evaluated : 

C^ = Beam loading   = = 
wB 

V  /N/L        = Speed-length ratio 

L/B = Length-beam ratio 

H    / /B = Significant wave height/beam   =   H    . /B 

C = Speed coefficient   =   V/v/gB 

where 

A = displacement   =    150, 000 lbs. 

V = maximum speed   =   45 knots 

V = maximum speed   =   76   ft/sec. 

L = length between perpendiculars,  ft. 

B = average beam over aft   80%   of hull, ft. 

H /               = significant wave in state   3   sea   =   4. 6 ft. 

w = weight density of water   =   64 lbs/ft 
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2     4 
P    =   mass density of water   =   2   lb-sec /ft 

ß    = 

("CGVIO 

deadrise angle at station   5 ,    degrees 

trim angle of mean buttock line,  degrees 

average vertical acceleration at center of gravity   "g" 

l/lO   highest vertical acceleration at center of gravity 
"g".  From the statistical analysis of Reference   3   , 

("ccVlO   =   3-3   ^CG^vg 

The previous coefficients are evaluated for a range of initially assum- 
ed values of beam : 

B CA 1/C^ Hl/3/B Cv 

13   ft. 1. 070 .86 .353 3.76 
14 . 856 1.36 . 328 3.58 
15 .695 2.06 . 307 3.45 
18 . 402 6. 10 .258 3. 16 

The following relations between initially assumed beam, as- 
sumed length-beam ratio, and speed-length ratio will also prove use- 
ful : 

B = 13 ft. B = 14 ft. B = 15 ft. B = 1 8 ft. 

L/B L yvt L Vk/vT L Vk/vT L V^ 
4 52 ft. 6.2 56 ft. 6.0 60 ft. 5.8 72 ft. 5.3 

5 65 5.6 70 5.4 75 5.2 90 4.7 

6 78 5. 1 84 4.9 90 4,7 108 4.3 

Referring to Figures   16,   17, and   18   of Reference   3   , which 
are reproduced as Figures   1, 2, and   3   of the present report, it is 
seen that the average value of center-of-gravity acceleration is obtained 
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directly from these design charts for arbitrary combinations of   L/B, 
l/C ^ ,    V,/vX^   and   H/3   /B   such as listed above.  It is to be not- 
ed that these results arc for a crim angle of  4°   and a deadrise angle 
of   20°.   Corrections for other combinations of trim and deadrise 
angle will be described subsequently. 

For each assumed value of beam,  the average   CG   accele- 
rations for   45   knots in a state   3   head sea is obtained from the de- 
sign charts of Figures   1-3   and plotted on the right half of Figure   4 
as a function of length-beam ratio.   These results are obtained by 
extrapolations of the design charts as suggested in Reference   3   .   The 
ordinate of the plot in   Figure   4   is the quantity : 

(Average) PP   3        WJ 

which defines   the dependence of acceleration upon trim and deadrise 
as developed in Reference   3.    For     T   -   4"   and   ß    =20°,  the quan- 
tity in the square brackets is unity so that    »?(-. — (Average)   as given in 
Figure 4,   corresponds to the design charts of Reference   3   .  Super- 
posed on Figure   4   are curves of constant boat length for various 
combinations of beam and length-beam ratio. 

The quantity    T
0
/4 (5/3 -    ß°/30)      is plotted on the left half 

of Figure   4   for ease of applying these results to arbitrary combi- 
nations of    r   and   0    , 

Some interesting observations can be made by an examina- 
tion of the results in Figure   4 

Effect of Beam on Hydrodynamic Impact : 

All other conditions being equal,  a reduction of hull beam 
leads to significant reductions in impact load.  For example, a 28% 
reduction in beam (from   18 ft.    to   13 ft. )   results in a   69%   reduc- 
tion in impact accelerations   (from   1. 10g   to   0. 35g).   Even a   1 ft. 
reduction in beam,  from   15 ft.    to   14 ft. ,  decreases the impact ac- 
celeration by approximately   29%.   This powerful effect of beam 
results from the large dependence of impact upon the inverse of beam 
loading coefficient   C^   =  A/wB      .   The effect of   C ^       has long 
been familiar to the designer of water-based aircraft   (References   4 
and    5   )   and has just recently been ^quantitatively identified by 
Fridsma        for the case of the planing hull. 
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(3)    r -   equilibrium trim angle to achieve   (n^^) = 0. 40 g   for 
CG   avg 

ß- 20°,    VK = 45 ;     An   150,000   lb. 

4K 

^T      30; 

4K 

Static Displacement Considerationt 

The block coefficient for planing hulls can vary between   0. 40 
and   0. 50.  Having fixed a draft of   3. 5 ft.  for the present design,  the 
relations between length and beam will take on a more limited set of 
values than those previously developed from considerations of only 
hull impact. 

C 
B L   B   d   w 

where 

A       =     150,000   lbs. 

L        =     length between perpendiculars,  ft. 

d =     maximum draft,   3. 5 ft. 

3 
=    weight density of water,  64 lbs/ft w 
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CB - 0. 40 CB - 0. 45 CB = 0. 50 

B L L L 

13 ft. 128 ft. 114 ft. 103 ft. 

14 119 106 95 

15 111 98 89 

18 93 82 75 

These combinations of length and beam are superposed on 
the plots of Figure 4.  This results in a substantial reduction in length- 
beam combinations for further study. 

Smooth Water Planing (45 knots) 

A computational procedure for predicting the smooth water 
equilibrium conditions of a planing hull is given by Savitsky1      ,  This 
procedure has been programmed for high-speed computers and is ge- 
nerally available to the small boat naval architect.  In Reference   2   , 
Hadler extends this work to include the effects of propellers and ap- 
pendages.  Unfortunately, a computer program for this extended com- 
putation is not yet generally available to the small boat naval architect. 

For the present study,  which is intended to define the prin- 
cipal hull dimensions for preliminary design,  the simplified computa- 
tional procedure developed by Savitsky is considered adequate.  A 20° 
deadrise hull is initially assumed and the equilibrium trim and wetted 
keel length are computed for values of beam between   13 ft.    and   18 ft; 
for longitudinal center-of-gravity positions between   22 ft.  and   44 ft. 
forward of the transom, for a planing speed of   45   knots and a dis- 
placement of   150, 000   lbs.  The results of this computation are plot- 
ted in Figure 5.  For each value of beam,  the trim angle required to 
achieve   (^CG) ave = 0. 4   is also indicated. 

Using the results of Figure 5,  the following relation between 
beam,    LCG , wetted keel length and suggested   L   (load waterline 
length) is obtained.  These values are also plotted in Figure 6. 
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B T LCG Lk L CB 
L/V ^ 

13 ft. 4.5° 32.5 ft. 62 ft. 68 ft. .76 5.2 

14 3.3 38.0 82 90 .53 6.8 

15 2.2 42.5 96 106 .42 8.0 

18 1.6 44.0 110 121 .31 9.2 

The length   L   is load waterline length and is taken to be 
equal to   1. 10   L^.  It has been found that this relation between   L 
and   Lk    is most satisfactory.  If   L   is less than   10%   greater than 
L^  ,  there is substantial bow immersion at high speed resulting in a 
significant increase in smooth water resistance.  When   L   is much 
larger than   1.10   Lj^   ,   the excessive hull length forward of   L^    pro- 
vides additional impact area when running in a seaway with resultant 
increasing impact loads. 

Also included in the previous tabulation are the correspond- 
ing values of block coefficient   Co   and slenderness ratio   L/vl^ 
These will be subsequently discussed. 

Smooth Water Operation (Low Speeds) 

Since one of the operational objectives for the craft is to 
cruise at   12   knots for extended periods,   the hydrodynamic resist- 
ance should be minimized.   For a displacement of   150, 000   lbs. , the 
volume Froude number 

v^ 1/3 
gv 

20.4 

v{ 
=    1.0 

32.2 x(2350) 
i73 

From a basic study of the resistance of planing hulls in the 
prehump speed region (Reference 6 ), it has been found that low 
speed resistance is primarily dependent upon slenderness ratio 
L/v'/3 . Figure 7 of this report shows the variation of resistance- 
weight ratio of the Series 62 hull form (Reference 7 ) as a function 
of L/v1/3 for F = 1. 0. It is seen that, although the data points 
represent a wide range of hull loadings and length-beam ratios,  they 
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are closely represented by a single curve relating the data to   L/vfc 
Similar plots for other hull series are given in Reference   6   and also 
indicate the pronounced dependence of low speed resistance on slen- 
derness ratio.   Using these results as a guide, it is concluded that a 
value of   L/y1/;      equal to at least   7. 0   is essential for low resist- 
ance at pre-hump speeds.  For a displacement of   150, 000 lbs. ,  this 
results in a minimum hull length of   92 ft. 

Comparing this criteria with possible  combinations of 
hull dimensions of page429,  it is seen that a hull beam should be at 
least equal to or greater than    14 ft.   This limitation is also plotted on 
Figure   6. 

Metacentric Stability 

The specified requirement for metacentric stability is that 
the   CM   be equal to at least   3. 0 ft.  An engineering estfmate of   GM 
for a planing craft with deadrise is made using the following assump- 
tions. 

KB    '-J d    = — (3. 5)     =     2.33   ft. 

1 3 I        =   water plane moment of inertia   =   . 55 (T-T-   L B   ) 

Preliminary weight estimates for the present design showed that the 
vertical center of gravity of the craft, KG,  is   6.2 ft. above the Keel. 
Considering a minimum boat lenght of   92 ft. ,  as determined from 
the low speed requirement,  the following values of   GM   are comput- 
ed for each assumed beam. 
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B I BM KM GM 

13 ft. 9, HO ft.4 3. 9 ft. 6. 2 ft. 0. 0 ft. 

14 11,400 4.9 7.2 1.0 

15 14,000 6.0 8.3 2. 1 

15.7 16,410 7.0 9.3 3. 1 

18 24,200 10.4 12.7 6.5 

where 

KG = 6. 2 ft. 

BM = 1/V 

V = 150,000/64   = 2, 340   ft 

KM = KB   +   BM 

GM - KM   -   KG 

A minimum beam of   15.7 ft.    is required to attain the spe- 
cified metacentric height of   3,0 ft. 

Selection of Basic Hull Dimensions 

The previous elemental hull studies developed the following 
restrictions on hull dimensions to satisfy the postulated operating con- 
ditions. 

Low Speed Operation   (V,    -  12 knots) 

For low resistance in the cruise condition,  the hull length 
should be equal to or greater than   92   ft. 

Metacentric Stability   (GM = 3. 0   ft. ) 

For a hull length of   92   ft.,  the required hull beam is 
1 5. 7 ft. 
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Hydrodynamic Impact   ( ri--,) = 0. 4 g   in state   3   head sea) 

Two possible options are available for a   20°   deadrise hull. 

(1) 

(2) 

B = 15.7   ft 

L = 116 ft. 

LCG = 43.5  ft 

s = .36 

B = 14  ft. 

L = 92   ft. 

LCG = 38   ft. 

c„ - .53 
B 

Option   (1)   satisfies all the hydrodynamic and operational 
requirements while Option   (2)   does not satisfy the basic metacentric 
height requirement.  The   116   ft.    boat lenght of Option   (1)   was con- 
sidered excessive when compared with space requirements for internal 
arrangements.  This excessive length would increase the cost of the 
boat without materially improving its performance. 

As a compromise design, a double chine hull having a length 
of   92   ft. was selected.  A mid-length section through this hull is 
shown in Figure 8.  The inner chine beam is   14   ft. and the outer chine 
beam is   15. 7   ft.  In the static or low speed condition,  the wetted 
beam is   15. 7   ft.   so that the metacentric stability requirement is sa- 
tisfied by the combination of   L = 92 ft.    and   b =  15. 7 ft.    At the   45- 
knot condition,  the flow separates from the lower chine so that the 
92   ft. long hull has an effective beam of   14 ft.  This satisfies the 
high-speed impact requirements.  The metacentric stability of the 
craft is now satisfied by considering the additional roll stabilizing mo- 
ments developed by the dynamic loads generated at high speeds. 

In summary then, the following basic hull dimensions and 
loadings are selected for preliminary design 

92   ft. 
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B     t outer '- 
15.7   ft. 

B. 
inner 

- 14   ft. 

LCG - 38   ft. 

ß - 20° (Sta. 5) 

b - 150,000 lbs 

At a smooth water planing speed of   45 knots,  this craft is 
expected to run at a trim angle of   3, 3°   and develop   (»?/-•/-<) 
0. 4 g   in a State   3   head sea. 

ivg 

It will be noted that a nominal   20°   deadrise hull has been 
selected.   Considerations were also given to deadrise angles of   10° 
and   30°.  The details of these calculations   (which follow the previous 
procedures)   will not be presented,  but the results will be summariz- 
ed.   Figure   9   presents a plot of resistance-weight ratio   (R/A ) 
versus trim angle for deadrise angles of   10° ,   20° ,    and   30° .   These 
results follow from Reference   1    .  Superposed on Figure 9   are the 
maximum trim angles for combinations of deadrise and beam which 
will result in   {^n^   avc = 0. 4 g   when the   150, 000   lb.   craft runs 
at   45   knots in a State     3 head sea. 

Considering the   30°   deadrise case,  it is seen that a    14   ft. 
beam requires a trim angle equal to or less than   5°   to satisfy the 
impact requirements.  Further,   the minimum drag-lift ratio for a 
30°   deadrise craft occurs at a trim angle of approximately   5°.   This 
high trim angle could impair visibility during high-speed operation 
and was thus not considered acceptable.  A reduction in trim angle to 
improve visibility would reduce the impact loads below the maximum 
acceptable value but,   according to Figure 9,  would significantly in- 
credse the drag-lift ratio to values substantially larger than for the 
20°   deadrise surface.   Thus,  the   30°   deadrise case was not further 
considered. 

A 10' deadrise surface having a beam of 14 ft. would be 
required to run at a trim angle of 2. 4° so as not to exceed the de- 
sign impact acceleration. For this case, the drag-lift ratio would be 
slightly less than that for the 20° deadrise surface. The boat length 
and LCG position for /3 = 10° , ^ = 2.4° , b = 14 ft. , A = 150,000 
lbs. and V^ = 45 knots are computed from the monograph given in 
Figure 19 of Reference    I : 
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L, =69  ft. 

LCG =     35   ft. 

L =   1. 10 x L      =   76   ft. 

The boat length of   76 ft. is   20%   less than the   92   ft.  length 
required for low resistance at   12   knots and is thus not acceptable. 

In summary then,  the   20°   deadrise hull was accepted as 
best meeting the design requirements of the craft. 

Description of Final Hull Form 

The lines are shown in Figure 10 and show that the princip- 
al dimensions of the craft are in substantial agreement with those de- 
veloped by the design procedures presented herein. 

Length,  design waterline 9'<l-0" 

Beam,  lower chine (nominal) 14'-0" 

Beam, upper chine (nominal) 15'-7" 

Deadrise,   station   5 20° 

Deadrise,  station   10 10s 

Draft (full load) 3. 5 

It is seen that the craft is a hard,  double-chine hull whose 
high-length beam ratio is favorable for low resistance and good sea- 
keeping.  Several detail dc-oign features are of interest and will be se- 
parately described.  Koelbel (Reference   8   ) provides excellent design 
guidance in this regard. 

Chine Configuration 

It has been found that,  for planing craft operating at speed- 
length ratios greater than approximately   2. 0 - 2. 5, a hard chine is 
required to assure complete separation of the flow from the bottom. 
At these speed-length ratios,  a round bilge hull will prevent flow     se- 
paration and result in significant side wetting and thus increase the 
hydrodynamic drag.   The present   45-knot   design condition corres- 
ponds to a speed-length ratio of  4. 6   and clearly requires a hard chine 
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configuration. 

In designing a double chine configuration, it is important 
that the upper chine location be within the cavity found by the boundary 
of the flow separation from the lower chine.  As shown by Korvin- 
Kroukovsky (Reference   9   }, the trajectory of the free streamline re- 
presenting the cavity of the boundary is a function of deadrise angle. 
Figure 11 of the present report, which is taken from Reference 9, 
plots the separation trajectory for various deadrise angles. It is seen 
that the width of the separation cavity increases with decreasing dead- 
rise angle.  If the upper chine is located outboard of this cavity bound- 
ary,  the originally separated flow from the lower chine will reattach 
to the bottom somewhere between both chines and thus preclude com- 
plete flow separation from the lower chine,  in the present design, the 
outer deadrise angle is   45°   and the outer chine is approximately 
0. 80 ft.   outboard of the inner chine.   This is  sufficient to clear the 
lower chine trajectory at station   5   and resul" in complete separatio*. 
from the lower chine.   Observations of the wetted bottom areas during 
model tests confirmed this prediction. 

Section Shapes 

The section shapes are slightly convex. This section pounds 
less than others of equal deadrise because there is less likelihood of 
instantaneous water contact over large bottom areas. 

Planform Shape 

At high planing speeds,  when dynamic lift predominates,  it is 
usual to narrow the beam towards the stern.   This reduces bottom 
friction without a noticeable loss in lift.  The narrow transom also 
avoids the possibility of reattachment of the separation cavity formed 
in the region of maximum beam.   For the present design,  the transom 
width was determined by considerations of space requirements for 
the auxiliary machinery in the stern area.   This resulted in a slight 
reduction of beam towards the stern which,  in the model tests,  wat 
found to be sufficient to avoid flow reattachment. 

Bottom Warp 

The increase in deadrise with length forward of the transom 
is referred to as bottom warp and is required to provide a relatively 
high deadrise in the bow regions.  Brown (Reference 10) has shown 
that there is a slight reduction in planing efficiency for moderate va- 
lues of warp.   The slightly convex bottom sections,  from keel to lower 
chine, used in the planing area aft of the high-speed stagnation line 
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are easily warped to result in increased deadrise and curvature in the 
bow sections.  This combination reduces pounding and impact pres- 
sures in a seaway.  The transverse section shape above the lower 
chine is increasingly more concave as the bow is approa.ched.   This 
upper "flare" is desirable to deflect the bow spray outboard of the 
deck and to provide additional buoyancy to reduce low-speed pitching 
in a seaway. 

Spray Rails 

Spray rails are provided along both chines to assure flow 
separation from the chines.   The spray rail for the upper chine must 
not extend into the separated flow cavity formed by the lower chine. 
Otherwise flow reattachment will occur at high speeds. Separation 
from the upper chine occurs at a speed-length ratio between   2. 0   to 
2. 5   while separation from the lower chine is expected to occur at a 
speed-length ratio of approximately   3. 0. 

Final Design 

An artist's conception of the final design is given in Figures 
12   and   13. 

MODEL TESTS 

Model tests were conducted at the Davidson Laboratory, 
Stevens Institute of Technology to evaluate the performance of the 
craft in smooth water and waves,  A    l/ll-scale model was used to 
determine   EHP   and   SHP.  A    l/16-scale model was used to inves- 
tigate the seakeeping,  maneuvering,  and turning ability of the craft. 
Some of the principal results and test procedures are presented here- 
in. 

Resistance and Propulsion 

Smooth Water Resistance 

A    l/ll-scale model was constructed according to the lines 
of Figure 10,  To assure flow separation from the bottom,  the upper 
and lower chines of the model were sharpened by the addition of 
mylar plastic strips which projected vertically a distance of   l/32   of 
an inch below each chine.  Tests were made for a range of loadings 
and speeds.  The test procedure simulated towing the model through 
the shaft axis.   Measurements were made of the heave,  trim,  drag 
and wetted areas.  For the purpose of the present paper.  Figure 14 
presents a comparison between values of trim and drag computed by 
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the procedures of Reference   1   and the results of model tests.   The 
comparison is for a displacement of   150,000   lbs. with an   LCG   of 
38 ft. In the computational procedure,  the upper chine beam   (15. 7 ft. ) 
is used for speeds up to  40   knots and the lower chine beam (14 ft.) 
is used for higher speeds.  This was consistent with test results where 
complete flow separation from the lower chine was observed at speeds 
greater than approximately  40   knots (full-scale equivalent). An ef- 
fective deadrise angle of   20°   was used in the computations. 

It is seen that the computed and measured results agree well 
enough to justify use of Reference   1   for engineering estimates of 
planing boat performance.  At speeds below   20   knots, extensive bow 
immersion precluded application of the methods of Reference   1 
which are restricted to prismatic-like planing hulls.  Reference   6 
will provide procedures for performance estimates at low speeds 
where bow immersion is significant. 

It is interesting to note the complete absence of a "hump" 
trim in Figure 14.  This is attributed to the high-length beam ratio 
hull which, for normal   LCG   positions, is constrained to run at low 
trim angles.  The low trim is,   of course,  most beneficial to improv- 
ed seakeeping. 

Self-Propelled Tests 

Self-propelled tests of the   l/ll-scale model were carried 
out to determine propulsion characteristics,  e.g.    wake fraction, 
thrust deduction coefficient,   relative rotative efficiency and,   sub- 
sequently, predictions of delivered horsepower. 

The test program included resistance tests of the partly 
appended model,  open water tests of the stock propellers used in pro- 
pulsion tests and self-propelled tests of the   l/ll-scale model for 
overload and underload conditions (so-called "British" method) at a 
number of speeds and displacement conditions.  The open-water tests 
were carried out with the shaft horizontal and with a shaft inclination 
of   12°, Self-propelled tests were made with all three propellers 
driving and instrumented. 

The rudders were not fitted for these tests since they are 
located approximately  4   propeller diameters aft of the propellers, 
out-of-line with any of the propeller races and,  consequently,   could 
have little influence on propeller-hull interaction. 

Three propeller dynamometers were installed in the model 
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for measuring thrust,  torque and   RPM.   These were   "reaction" type 
dynamometers having capacities of   10 lb.   thrust,    5   in-lb.  torque, 
RPM   up to   10,000   and   0.50   HP.   The averaging of the force and 
motion signals,  as well as additional data processing,  was accomplish- 
ed using a   PDP-8E   computer on line.   The computer has a built-in 
analog-to-digital converter and is programmed to carry out operations 
such as signal averaging,  correcting for zero levels,  and multiplying 
by calibration factors to obtain results in engineering units. 

Davidson Laboratory uses the overload and underload testing 
procedure where a group of test runs are carried out at fixed speed 
with various rates of propeller rotation.   This type of test provides 
information which may be applied for any desired assumptions concern- 
ing appendage drag,   roughness allowance,   scale ratio,  air drag or 
rough water-drag increment. 

Some typical propeller-hull interaction fartors,  derived from 
the test data for the model self-propulsion point (towing force = 0), 
are gi/en for a speed corresponding to   45 knots and a disp1 ^cement 
of   150, 000 lbs. 

1  - WT     =    0. 99 
Wake fractions =     i   . w        -     0   96 

Q     " 

Relative rotative efficiency   = =   Q  /Q      =   0.92 
RR o     B 

Thrust deduction -       1  -t     =     0.94 

These values of wake fraction,   relative rotative efficiency 
and thrust deduction are used to select the particular propeller design 
which absorbs the installed power at the proper   RPM   and speed and 
has good efficiency even while operating under cavitating conditions. 

It is interesting to note that the thrust wake fraction is   0. 99 
indicating an essentially undisturbed flow to the propeller.   The thrust 
deduction is small,    1-t = 0. 94 ,    indicating a small effectof propeller- 
induced flow on the hull resistance. 

Rough Water Tests 

The rough water performance was measured for several 
loads and   LCG   positions in a variety of sea states.   Measured quan- 
tities included heave and pitch motions,   vertical accelerations at the 
bow and   CG,  and mean resistance in waves.   During each test run,   the 
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data were processed by a   PDP-8E   computer on line.  Each channel 
of data was analyzed at the rate of  200   scans per second and, at the 
conclusion of each test run, an ordered listing of the peaks and 
troughs of the pitch and heave motions and the accelerations at the bow 
and   CG   were printed out in addition to statistics such as   l/lO,   1/3, 
and average values.  This instantaneous output of procestted data was 
extremely useful in interpreting the results. 

A comparison between the computed average   CG   accelerat- 
ion and the results of model tests is tabulated below for a displace- 
ment of   150, 000 lbs., a speed of   45 knots and a range of   LCG   in a 
head State   3   sea. 

( ^ CG)   avg 

LCG Computed                Measured 

38 0. 40g                       J. 35g 

34 0.50g                       0.45g 

30 0. 60 g                       0. 55 g 

It is seen that the computed values are approximately   0. 05g 
larger than the measured values.  The average values are used in this 
comparison since,   in random sea tests,   the average statistics include 
considerably more impact peaks than do the   l/lO   highest statistics. 
Thus,   the comparison between measured and computed results are 
expected to be more reliable. It is interesting to note that a forward 
movement of   LCG   from   34 ft.    to   38 ft.    reduces the impact acce- 
lerations by nearly   35 %. 

The measured pitch and heave motions and added resistance 
in waves are not presented in this paper,  but are in substantial agree- 
ment with results computed by the methods of Reference   3   . 

Coursekeeping Stability and Turning Performance 

The calm water stability and maneuvering characteristics of 
the    l/16-scale model with appendages were investigated by means of 
straight course tests and by rotating arm tests.   In both tests, the 
model was free to heave and pitch,  but was restrained in yaw,  roll, 
surge and sway.  The restraining forces and moments were measured 
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in a body axis system having its origin at the center-o£-gravity. 

The straight course tests were made at port yaw angles up 
to   12°   and at port roll angles up to   20°. Also, at zero yaw and roll 
the effects due to rudder deflection up to   35°   were measured. 

The rotating arm tests were made at port yaw angles up to 
12°,  port roll angles up to  20°   with the boat making port turns at 
radii corresponding to   2. 5   and   5. 0   boat lengths. 

The model was tested at a displacement of   120, 000   lbs. at 
an   LCG = 34 ft.    and at speeds corresponding to   14   and   45  knots. 
The data obtained during the tests were processed on a digital com- 
puter and tables of drag,   side force,  yaw moment,  roll moment,  trim 
and heave were produced as a function of yaw angle and roll angle for 
each of the radii and speeds investigated.   The reduced data were plott- 
ed and cross-faired as a function of yaw angle and radius for each of 
the speeds and roll angles.  From these plots,  which are not reproduc- 
ed here,  the coefficients needed for stability analysis were determined 
and are tabulated below.   These include the rates of change of side 
force and yaw moment with yaw angle and radius at zero roll angle. 

Hydrodynamic and Inertia Coefficients 

Speed 
V 

N1 

r 
Y' 

V 
Y' 

r 
n' 

z 
m' 

y 

14 knots 0. 110 -. 103 -.316 0.0293 1.00 0.651 

45 knots 0. 096 -.052 -.258 0.0084 1.00 0.651 

where 

n'    +   I'     =    2 I /p B" z z z 
m1    =   m'   =   2 W/pgB" 

y 

N'   =   N/qB' Y'     =   Y/qB 

PUV2 B      =   beam   =   15.7   ft. 

N     =   yaw moment, ft-lbs. Y      =   side force,  lbs. 

W     =■   120, 000 lbs. 
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Dynamic Course Stebility 

Dynamic stability relates to the track of a vessel following a 
small disturbance in,  for example,  heading angle when no corrective 
action is taken   (i. e. ,  controls fixed).  A ship is said to be dynamically 
stable when,   having suffered a disturbance from an initial straight 
path,  it tends to take up a new straight path.   The vessel may perform 
diminishing oscillations about the new track.  The degree of stability 
is measured by the magnitude of a stability index which is negative if 
the vessel is stable and vice versa. 

The course stability may be found from linear differential 
equations governing the craft's motion.   The coefficients in these 
equations may be found from the forces and moments measured dur- 
ing steady state turns, as described above.  At both   14  and   45 knots, 
the craft is statically stable, that is to say that when run at a constant 
yaw angle the yaw moment tends to reduce the yaw angle.  Static sta- 
bility is measured by the coefficient   Ny   and is positive for static 
stability.   However,  the degree of static stability is not enough to im- 
pair maneuverability. Since it is statically stable, it follows that the 
craft is also dynamically stable, though oscillatory.  These oscilla- 
tions decay very rapidly,  however,  being damped to   40 %   of the 
initial disturbance by the time the craft has traveled one boat length. 
The stability index has been calculated to be 

Speed Stability Index 

14   knots a =    - 0.29 

45   knots a -    - 0.22 

Turning Performance 

The straight course tests with the rudders deflected showed 
that the longitudinal position of the center of pressure coincided with 
the quarter chord point of the mean rudder chord and the vertical lo- 
cation coincided with the depth of the mean rudder chord.   Thus,  the 
effect of the rudders can be represented by a force acting at the aero- 
dynamic center of the rudder.  The magnitude of the rudder "lift force" 
was calculated from aerodynamic theory and confirmed by experiment 
to be represented by a lift curve slope of   0. 0373   per degree. 

The forces acting on the boat when making a steady turn to 
port are shown in the following sketch. 
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The equilibrium equations in side force and yaw moment are 

Y   =   F + YR and N   =   / RYJ 

which can be combined into 

Y-N/i (1) 

The component of centrifugal force in the   x.   y   plane when the craft 
has yaw and roll angle of   ß   and   0   is 

(w/g)   (V /R) cos ß  cos <f> 

For each speed and radius,  the quantity   Y - N/ZR   is plotted as a 
function of yaw angle for each roll angle and the yaw angles necessary 
to satisfy Equation (1)   are found. At these intersections,  the roll 
moment due to the rudder is found from 

KR     =     (Y - F) d 
R 
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where   dp    is the distance of the rudder mean chord below the craft 
VCG. This roll moment is superimposed on a plot of roll moment 
versus roll angle to give the roll angles at equilibrium. 

The results of this calculation show that the craft turning 
diameter is less than 15 boat lengths and that it will roll inboard 
during turns. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A quantitative design procedure is described to determine 
the principal hull dimensions for planing craft intended to satisfy 
prescribed operational conditions.   The method.is applied to establish 
a hull form required to operate at high speeds in moderate sea states. 
Principal design features of this craft are described.  Extensive model 
tests were conducted to predict the   SHP,  EHP,   seakeeping,   course- 
keeping stability and turning characteristics of the design. Some of 
these model test results are presented. 
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Figure   5.    Equilibrium conditions in smooth water for various 
values of beam and   LCG 
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Figure   8.     Double chine hull form selected for design 
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air- 

Figure   11.    Shape of free streamline for immersed   V-bottom 
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Figure   14.    Computed and measured values of resistance and trim 
in smooth water 
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DISCUSSION 

Manley Saint-Denis 
University of Hawai 
Honolulu, U.S.A. 

I am very happy that seakeeping has been treated in this paper 
as the pre-eminent factor in the Hcs.gn of planing craft,  for to the 
present,  seakeeping has been introduced in the design of small craft 
hardly at all.  Indeed it has been ignored except for raising the chine 
at the bow and narrowing the beam. And then the designers have simp- 
ly put their trust in God,  hoping that he would be kind to them and to 
the sea-beaten crews that would man in the open sea the craft they had 
designed.   Therefore, I am grateful that something is being done be- 
cause, waves being independent of the size of the vehicle that ventures 
over the surface of the sea, I suppose it is not a profound revelation 
to state that the smaller the craft the more she suffers.   For a large 
vessel,  even a heavy sea can be only an inconvenience, but for a small 
craft even a modest sea can lead to a very miserable experience. 
Therefore,   starting the design of planing craft by considering the sea 
beha' iour as the very first step in the process is the correct way to 
proceed, and I am glad to see the author» have done just this. 

My second point relates to the authors' conclusion that if you 
narrow the beam,   reduce the trim angle and up the dead-rise,  things 
will be better rather than worse ; and while the exposition of the paper 
itself gives quite some insight into the sensivity of how impact,  sea 
behaviour and other effects are related to the design features,  the 
designers do not unfortunately go further into the matter. 

I should like to point out that if all the authors wanted to do 
was to show how to develop a design to fulfil some very rigid specifi- 
cations,  such as the inflexible ones they have stated, the design pro- 
cess could be shortened considerably. In fact, one could develop a 
simple computer program that would yield an almost instantaneous 
answer,  for the line of logic is simple and unambiguous in such a case. 
However,  the point I should like to raise is that the specifications are 
not always quite as rigid as the authors have listed them,  that indeed 
one has to play with them somewhat, giving up somewhat little here to 
gain somewhat more elsewhere : for example, take the problem of the 
transverse metacentric height,  the metacentric height is reduce by 
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decreasing the beam,  but this step also lessens the impact force,  and 
so one might be better off.   Is it worthwhile ? How much is it worth- 
while ?  The answer is nut easy,  of course,  but such type of problems 
- so called trade-off problems - are not treated.   The computer tech- 
nique is in hand for coping very nicely with such problems and it ia 
feasible to set up a programme that would yield a design, by satisfy- 
ing in an optimum manner an imposed set of trade-off criteria. There- 
fore 1 humbly suggest that the authors, having been successful so far, 
should continue their quest for further success by applying themsel- 
ves to this step. 

DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S. Navy, Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Hyattsville, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

The importance of high endurance,  and hence low resistance, 
at low -about 12 knots- cruising speeds is emphasised.  Certainly a 
broad transom will have an adverse effect on resistance at these low 
speeds.   This point is not dr cussed in the paper.   Was the possibility 
of incorporating a method of trim control in a design to reduce or 
eliminate transom immersion at low cruising speeds considered in 
this design methodology ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Dai;iel Savitsky 
Stevens Institute cf Technology 

Hoboken,  Nev Jersey,  U.S.A. 

Yes.  Deliberate trim control was considered,  but it is not 
presented here. 
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High-Speed Planing Hull for Rough Water 

DISCUSSION 

Reuven Leopold 
U.S.   Navy.  Naval Ship Engineering Center 

Uyattsville, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

The requirement to achieve 45 knots in state 3 seas is empha- 
sized. However the effects of air drag and sea state on the power re- 
quired to propel the craft at 45 knots is not discussed. Assuming that 
a state 3 sea is generated by a 1 5 knot wind, how much is the calm 
water 0 kn. relative wind resistance of the craft at 45 knots increas- 
ed by the presence of a 60 knot relative wind and a state 3 sea ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Daniel Savitsky 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken,  Hew Jersey,  U.S.A. 

It is important to emphasize that the present paper presents a 
methodology for rational design of planing hulls.   The method has been 
applied to a particular set of design parameters to demonstrate its 
validity.  It no v remains to use this technique to develop optimum de- 
signs as suggested by Dr. Saint-Denis and Dr. Leopold. 
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MOTION AND RESISTANCE OF A 
LOW-WATERPLANE CATAMARAN 

P. C.   Pien   and C. M.   Lee 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda,  Maryland,   U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The unusually large, useful deck area is the advan- 
tage normally associated with catamarans. In addi- 
tion, small-waurplane-area-twin-hull-ship (SWATHS) 
can exhibit good seaworthiness characteristics in 
rough seas but at the expense of high powerin,/ re- 
quirements due to the largi- wetted hull surface. A 
well-balancod design of sucha craft must b' the re- 
sult of a compromise among motion, powe 'ing, and 
structural weight considerations. Inthispap^r, how- 
ever, only the hydrodynamic aspect of the design is 
discussed. It consists of two parts. The first part 
deals with ship motion, while the second part deals 
with resistance. 

In the first part, a theoretical method of predicting 
the motion and hydrodynamic loads of catamarans in 
a seaway is given. Based on th ^retical analysis, 
tolerable limits on hull characteristics a re determin- 
ed to ensure the desired motion characteristics. In 
the second part, a set of lines is developed within 
these limits such that the powering requirement is 
an optimum. This is done theoretically, based on 
existing wavemaking-resistance theory. Finally, a 
design example is given to show how hydrodynamic 
theories are used in designing a SWATHS. 

Preceding page blank 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are many types of naval ships which are volume
limited. : n such cases, the propositi.:m of using a catamaran hull con
figuration becomes very attractive because of its large deck area. A 
conventional catamaran, however, was found to have some bad mo
tion characteristics and cannot offer a stable platform in heavy seas. 
Since the sea-excited ship motions can be reduced by submerging the 
hull, a small-waterplane-c.rea -twin-hull-ship (SWATHS) has become 
a subject of great interest. 

To explore the potential advantages of a SWATHS, a few 
experimental models wer e develope•' and tested for resistance as well 
as for motions . The expected favorable motion characteristics were 
generally confirmed. However, the resistance level was found to be 
unusually high, and the power requirement was much higher than ex
p ecte d . Th e perc e ntage of structural weight to total weight of a SWATHS 
is also e xp ected to be high. This, coupled with large machinery and 
fuel weights , greatly restricts its payload. 

a fore building a SWATHS which can accommodate a rea
sona ble pa yloa(·., i t is n cessary to reduc e the power requirement by 
cont rolling the hull re si s tanc e , and to reduce the structural weight by 
controlling th e hydrod ·na mic loading on the hull structure. Since the 
hydrodynamic loading d p e nds upon the r e lati..-e motions between the 
hull and th e surroundi ng wate r, it is ssential to control the ship mo
tions m suc h a way that th e hydrodynamic loading is mini·mized. 

In attempt to s o h e this problem, an investigation of cata
maran h ydrodyna mic s was uP.d e rtakcn at the Naval Ship Research and 
Dev elopment Cent e,·. Re sea rc h efforts in catamaran motions were 
made by th e Ship Dy na mics Divi sion, while parallel efforts in cata
maran r e sistanc e w e r e made by the Ship Powering Division. Since 
the d evelopm nt of a s._.cce ssful cata maran design is contingent upon 
solv ing th e motion and r e s i stance problems simultaneously, the re
sults of thes e efforts we r e inco rporated, and ar e preselated here as 
a single contribution. 

This paper consists of t wo essentially independent parts 
written by two different authors; the first part by Lee, and the second 
pa rt by Pien. In dee.ling with th e motion problem, it was necessary 
to carry the theore t "cal work b yo nd that of &(Jiving the motion pro
bl e m of a single hull. Since this additional theore tical work has not 
previousl y bern published, it is discussed h e re in its entirety. 
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Several examples of comparisons between the theoretical predictions 
and the experimentally obtained motions are given. 

In dealing with the resistance problem,   it was found that, 
by using the concept of an effective hull form,   the design problem 
of a catamaran and a conventional hull became the same.   Hence,   no 
additional theoretical development was necessary.   Because of this, 
it was possible to devote this section exclusively to the catamaran 
design procedure and design examples. 

Based on the motion work,   the principal dimensions and 
hull coefficients which control ship motions in a given seaway can be 
specified.   These specifications constitute part of the hull-form design 
conditions.   Within all the design contraints, an optimum catamarau 
hull form based on powering considerations can be developed by fol- 
lowing the design procedure.   When this is done,   a table of hull offsets 
is available which can be used to make a final check on ship motions. 
Since the hull characteristics required for ship motion considera- 
tions may conflict with those required for the optimum power requi- 
rement,   a compromise between ship motion and ship powering is 
necessary.   Based on the work given in this paper,  a well-balanced 
design can be developed. 

I - MOTION OF CATAMARAN. 

I . 1  - Background. 

One of the obvious advantages of a catamaran is the large 
available deck area.   If this large deck area is to be efficiently utili- 
zed,  it must behave as a stable platform.   From a seaworthiness 
viewpoint there are some special features associated with twin-hull 
configurations. 

First,   an increase of overall beam results in a decrease 
in natural period in roll.  A smaller natural period in roll makes 
catamarans very jerky ships.   Most conventional monohull ships have 
a greater natural period in roll than in pitch. In case of catamarans, 
the pitch period may be slightly larger than that of monohull ships of 
equivalent length and displacement.   This fact together with the de- 
crease in the roll period for catamarans tends to bring the natural 
period for roll and pitch closer to each other.   This could cause 
simultaneous excitation of large roll and pitch motions,  which make 
very uncomfortable riding for the crews. 

Second,   the existence of a cross-deck structure between 
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then the motion x
0 

of the mass at the natural frequency "'n can be 
expressed by 

F 
X =---

0 "'nc 

In the case of ship motion, F corresponds to the wave excitina force 
and is propor~ional to Vc as shown by Newman (l96Z). Thus we 
have Xo-c +. This mean.• that a reduction in dampina at the natu
ral frequency could result in a larae mot. on. However, the natural 
period may be increased by proper desia~ to such a maanitude that 
the correspondin1 wavelenaths may not be frequently encountered by 
ships in the ocean. Furthermore, the concern for an expected hiah
peaked resonant motion resultin1 from a reduction of wave da.mping "lf 
the system may not be serious because o .' an augmentation of viscous 
dampin& due to an increased wetted surface on the LWP catamarans. 

Altbouah reduction of motions of catamarans may be accom
plished tlirough SWATHS configurations, such configurations present 
formidable structural pr-,blen's. The decrease in waterplane area re
duces the restor n1 buoyancy, and this, in turn, makes the LWP cata
marans weight sensitive. The limited tolerance for additional weight 
requires a narrow margin for safety factors on structural wei&hts. 
An additional complication to the structural problem is the lack o.f 
data for wave loading. The wave loading includes the contrib11tion from 
impinging waves as well as from motion-aenerated inertial and hydro
dynamic forces. To obtain an accurate wave loading the effect of the 
wave diffraction by two hulls and of the motion of the body should be 
taken into account. in the theoretical analysis. 

In this work an analytical method bas been developed for 
predicting characteristics of motion and hydrodynamic loads of cata
marans, either conventional or SWATHS. The equations of motion for 
catamarans are derived in the frequency domain under an assumption 
of linear excitation-response relationship. The hydrodynamic coeffi
cients involved in the equations of motion are determined from strip 
theory, assuming slender geometry of each bull of the catamaran. 
The effect of forward speed on the hydrodynamic coefficients is treat
ed as if there were no perturbation on the fluid due to a translation of 
the ship. 

An apparent underestimation of damping by potential theory 
results in an unrealistica'ly large motion amplitude at the resonant 
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frequency.   Thus,  introduction of supplemental damping into the equa- 
tion of motion is needed to achieve a reasonable prediction of cata- 
maran motions.   The supplemental damping is introduced into the 
equations of motion in a form linearly proportional to the oscillation 
velocity.   This damping is found to depend on the ratio of the ship speed 
to the celerity of motion-generated waves.   This fact implies that the 
interaction between the wave systems,  created by oscillation and for- 
ward speed,  is important and should be included in the evaluation of 
damping. 

Prediction of statistical averages of motion amplitudes for 
catamarans in irregular seas is made by using the frequency respon- 
se-amplitude operator in conjunction with the Pierson and Moskowitz 
(1964) »ca spectrum.   The probable frequency of a water contact with 
the cross-deck structure is computed for given conditions such as 
height oi the cross-dock structure from the wateriine,   significant 
wavo height,   and forward speed.   The formula used is based on a 
truncated Raylcigh's probability distribution for slamming and is 
similar to the formula developed by Ochi (1964) for bow slamming 
of monohull ships. 

The expressions are developed for various loadings contri- 
buted by inertial and hydrodynamic effects,   such as bending and 
torsion moments and shear forces on both the cross-deck structure 
and the supporting strut (shear and bending only). 

Presentation of the work on motion of catamarans is given 
in the following order.   In section 2,   the subjects covered are : 
formulation of equations of motion,  derivation of the hydrodynamic 
coefficients and derivation of an expression to estimate the number 
of slammings of the cross-deck structure per given period in regu- 
lar and irregular waves.   In Section 3,  the derivation of expressions 
for various hydrodynamic loads on catamarans is given.   In Section 
4,  a presentation of comparisons of theoretical and experimental 
results is made,   and concluding remarks are given. 

1.2- Motion. 

Equations of Motion 

The assumptions or conditions made in this paper for stu- 
dying motions of catamarans are as follows.  A catamaran which is 
made of two symmetrical hulls is cruising with a constant speed, 
while it is experiencing an undulatory motion due to sea waves.   The 
sea waves are assumed to be made of a linear sum of unidirectional 
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Motion and Resistanae of a Lou-Waterplane Catamaran 

regular waves of different frequencies.   The response of a catamaran 
to these waves is assumed linear in amplitudes and frequencies.   The 
amplitudes of the waves and the motions are assumed to be small, 
and,  consequently,  the fluid disturbance generated by the motions of 
waves and ship is also assumed small.   The depth of the ocean is 
assumed infinitely deep and the effects of wind and current on the mo- 
tion are not considered. 

Within a linear approximation of the motion and with the 
conditions prescribed in this work it is convenient to choose Oxyz, 
a coordinate system representing the mean position of the catamaran 
as the reference frame for which the equations of motion are to be 
formulated.   When the catamaran has only steady translation,  the 
Oxz plane coincides with the longitudinal plane of  symmetry of the 
catamaran,   the   Oxy plane coincides with the calm water surface,   the 
Oz axis is directed upward,   the Ox axis is directed toward the bow, 
and the  Oy axis is directed toward the port side.   Since the wave 
excitation is assumed to be of harmonic nature in time,   the equations 
can be formulated in a frequency domain. 

With the conditions stated in the foregoing paragraph,   the 
linearly coupled motion of a catamaran in six degrees of freedom 
can be written with the motion-generated displacements from the 
mean position denoted by  L   ; where the values of   i   represent I for 
surge,  2   for sway,   3   for heave,   4   for roll,   5   for pitch,  and 6   for 
yaw,  as 

6 

^     /(M.,   + A.,    ) t"    + B.,   i ,   + C,   f ,   = F.(e) e' ja't     (1) 
!<_!    )       ik ik       * k        ik      k        ik      k        i v   ' 

for   1 = 1.2.   . . . ,   6.   The equation shown above is a degenerate case of 
the equations of motion of floating bodies in waves,  formulated in the 
time domain which has the form of integro-differential equations as 
shown by Cimmins (1962) and Ogilvie (1964).  In Equation (l) M^   is 
the mass or moment of inertia of the catamaran, A^ , the added iner- 
tia, Bjk ,  the damping,  C^ , the restoring constants,  Fi'e', the wave 
excitation in the form of complex amplitude, and j  is the imaginary 
unit associated only with a harmonic-time function. 

The expression "added mass (or inertia)" which will be 
frequently referred to in this paper is used for mathematical conve- 
nience.   Thus,   it does not have the same meaning as the classical 
added mass which is an intrinsic property of the geometry of the body 
only and is independent of motion,   frequency,  and forward speed.   The 
mathematical relation between the added mass of the classical defini- 
tion given in Lamb's Hydrodynamics and the one referred to in this 
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paper is derived in,  e.g.,  Wehausen (1971,  pp.   243-245).   Tobe 
compatible with the complex expression on the right sHe of Equation 
(1),  the motion displacements   {.are assumed to be complex functions 
in the form of 

^ Rej   [ K 
e 

ko 
jojt ]=M ( f kC-

jfks)e' 
jü.tl 

(2) 

where Re;     means that the real part of a complex function in terms 
of the imaginary unit of   j   should be taken,  and 
real functions. 

4     and 
kc 

L   are 
ks 

Each hull of the catamaran is assumed to be slender so that 
the change of the surface normal in the length direction is small 
compared to the change in the transverse directions.   This slender- 
ness assumption together with the symmetry of the two hulls lead to 
decoupling motions into three independent groups of motion : (1) sur- 
ge,  (2) heave and pitch,  and (3) sway,   roll and yaw.   In this work the 
surge motion will not be considered.   The explicit forms of the remai- 
ning two groups of motion are given as follows.   Heave and pitch 
equations : 

(M + A^) V ^3 VS3« ^«5^5 VSBV F(
3
e) e-jwt (3) 

(I5 + A5S)   V ^5 V C55 V ^3 «3 + B5 3 ^3 + S3   «3 = ^ ^ 

Sway,   roll,  and yaw equations : 

(M + A22)    V B22 i2+ (A.4   - MV   k+ *2<. K +A
26^+B

26^ 

(4) 

F(e)     -jet 
2      e (5) 

(•4  + A44) «4    + B44 {,+ C44 {4 + (A42  - Mzg)    {2+   B42i2 

+  A46^  +B46«6   =F4
(e)e-ja,t    (6) 

(I6 + A66,     {6+ B66 k + A62 h +  B62 ^2   + *SJA   + B64 kA 

F6
(e)e-jWt 

(7) 
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In the previously given equations,    M   is the mass of the catamaran; 
1/     ,  Ic      and   Ig     are mass moments of inertia about the Ox,   Oy 
and Oz axes,   respectively;   z_     is the   z   coordinate of the center 
of mass; and the restoring constants   C33 ,   C35  , C^  , C53     and C44 
are given by 

?? 
»g A 

w 

^5    =    C53 
Pg M 

C..    =    M (CM) 
55 g'       'e 

c44    =     PgY   (GM)t 

Here   A      is the watcrplane area at the mean position of the catama- 
ran,    M      the area moment of the waterplane about the   Oy   axis, 
(GM)e   and   (GM)t   the restoring moment arm in pitch and roll respec- 
tively. 

The major task in solving the equations of motion shown 
previously lies in determining the hydrodynamic coefficients,    A)k 

B|k      and   F,le'     ; i,  k = 2,   ?,   ....   6.   They are functions of hull 
geometry,   wave frequency,  and forward speed.   The method of deter- 
mining these coefficients is described in Appe   dix A,  and the results 
are presented in Table 1.   The lowercase letter'   a^     and   b^     shown 
in Table 1 are sectional added mass and damping,  and   U   is the for- 
ward velocity.   These are obtained by solving two-dimensional boun- 
dary-value problems for velocity potentials representing the fluid 
motion generated by an oscillation of infinitely long twin cylinders. 
The cylinders are semisubmerged horizontally,  have a certain sepa- 
ration distance between,   and are rigidly connected together from 
above.   The twin cylinders have a uniform cross section which is 
identical to the cross section at any given location along the length 
of the catamaran. 

The method of distribution of pulsating sources along the 
sumberged contours of the cylinders is employed in solving the velo- 
city potential; see Lee,  Jones, and Bedel (1971).   The method used is 
similar to the one developed by Frank (1967) for single cylinders. 
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Table I  - Strip approximat- • \drodynamic coefficients 

A22 = /a22(x)d. 

-«1 

K 
B42=B24^/b24dx 

D22=/b22d* A46 =/x a24 dx   + W
U2    B24 

A24=/a24dx B46 7  x b24 dx    "   U A42 

B24^/b24dx A55 =/x    a33 dx   + W
U

2      A33 

A26 7   xa22dx 
U 

+ -^   B22 B55 '- f*2 h^ dx   +    "       B 55    J           33              ü)2      "JJ 

B26=/Xh22
dx A,,-  -/ca^dx   +  w2    B33 

An-/aMd* HSS      7x,-udx    -    UA33 

Bu-fhu** A66    /x    a22dx   +  ^    A22 

A„=  -J**^**    - U 
u>2     BH B66 = f*    b22 dx   +    ^     B22 

B35= yxb33dx + UA33 A62=/xa
22dx   -    ^B22 

A44 - /a44 dx 
B62=/Xb22dx   +   UA22 

B44-/b
44dx A64 =7 X a24 dx   -   .U

2   B24 

A42 = A24 ^ / a24 ' dx B64 7 x b24 dx   +    U A 24 

* Lowercase letters mean two-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients; 
integrals are from the aft to the fore perpendicular. 
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Since 

V" 

as defined in Equation (2),  we have 

^k   =   "J^ko6 
- j a» t 

«k    =    -   -2f       e-^4 

ko 

in which we have dropped   Rej      for the sake of brevity; however,   it 
will be understood in the sequal that the real part is meant whenever 
a term is involved with   e~       .   Substitution of the foregoing results 
into Equations (3) through (7) yields two sets of complex algebraic 
equations of the form 

A1X1 
B, 

(8) 

A„ x, 
2    2 B„ 

where 

V 

'30 

"50 

F (e) 
3 

r  (e) 
F5 

•20 
;40 

'so. 
- (6)" 

2 
- (e) 

(e) 

w      (M +A33) +   C        - jco B 

w   A53+   C53  -ja,B53 

33 •w   A35+   C35  -J"  B35 

-   VA55)+C55-jWB55 

and 
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A - 
2 

^A26-JwB26 -«2 CM+A
22)-JWB22'       -w2CA

24-M'g)-jwB24 

-«2CVMig)-JwB42        -'"2^4 + A44.>C44--iü'B44    -^A46-JwB«6 

-ü)   A62_JU,B62 u)    Ag^ _juB 64 -^^6+A66)-JwB66 

After an inversion of the matrix in Equation (8),  we can 
obtain the absolute motion amplitudes by 

^ 

k = 2,   3, 

"ko - {^J^Kf } (9) 

.  6 

and the phase angl    - with respect to the wave motion at the origin 0 
by 

a,    -   tan 
k 

■1 

{-    fks  Akc| (10) 

k = 2,   3,   .. .     6 

Once the motion amplitudes    £■     are obtained as previously 
described as a function of wave frequency,  we can obtain various 
statistical averages of the displacement and velocity of the ship,  using 
the method introduced by St.   Denis and Pierson (1953),   We can show 
that the statistical averages of the short-term response of ships to 
sea waves can be given by 

(   ^k ) stat ave   "   C ^ 

(   f ) v   ^k  stat 

k = 2, 

ave '     ' 

3,   . . . ,  6 

where 
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I. 
i 

1.253 for mean average 

2. 0 for one-third highest average 

2. 546 for one-tenth highest average 

( {     ( w0 ) / A ( ci)0 ) )    S ( ü)   ) dü)0 = Variance of motion       (11) 

00 

1°/ A)2 SK  )«<a.c Variance of velocity     (12) 

where   A   is the wave amplitude and   S (w0 )   is the sea-energy spec- 
trum.   The sea-energy spectrum in this work is that introduced by 
Pierson and Moskowitz (1964),  which is given by 

su0) '2 
w0- 

(13) 

where   ü)0   is th3 wave frequency and   C.       and   C.    are constants 
which are given by 

2 2 C    = 0. 0081 g   and   C? = 33. 56 /(significant wave height in feet) 

The dimension of   S ( «»Q )   is   [   L     T ]  ,  and the scaling unit is 
governed by that used for the gravitational acceleration   g. 

Absolute and Relative Vertical Motion. 

One of the important aspects to be examined in catamaran 
motion is the chance of slamming the bottom of the cross-deck struc- 
ture.   To avoid slamming,   it might be desirable to raise the cross- 
deck structure as high as possible.   However,  for various reasons 
such as roll instability,  wind resistance,   structural problems,  and 
problems caused by a high freeboard,   e. g. ,   recovery operations of 
divers or objects from the sea,   a high cross-deck may be undesira- 
ble.   Hence,  the first criterion in determining the height of the cross- 
deck should be the acceptable minimum deck height from a slamming 
standpoint. 

To find out the chance of slamming,  we first have to know 
the magnitude of the relative vertical displacement and velocity of 
the ship with respect to the wave surface.   Specifically,  we would 
like to know the vertical amplitude and phase of the forward portion 
of the cross-deck structure with respect to the motion of the free 
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surface beneath it.   The relative velocity will also be needed to deter- 
mine the threshold velocity for slamming. 

Let us consider a situation in which a ship is perfectly con- 
touring with the wave so that no chance of slamming may occur. 
When it comes to the working efficiency of the ship crew,   contouring 
performance of the catamaran may not necessarily be the favorable 
condition because frequent oscillation of a ship can be quite a deter- 
rent to easy movement.   In this respect,  we would like to reduce the 
absolute vertical motion with respect to the calm water level.   Thus, 
a study on both absolute and relative vertical motions along the length 
of catamarans is important. 

Among various sea conditions that most unfavorable one to 
a ship would be a periodic swelled sea,   having an encountering pe- 
riod lying in the resonance band of the ship.   Although sinusoidal wa- 
ves may not correctly represent the swell condition,  an application 
of sinusoidal waves for a qualitative study of slamming characteris- 
tics of a catamaran cross-deck will be made; then the study will be 
extended to irregular sea conditions. 

The absolute vertical displacement of a station at   x   is 
obtained by 

30 
£ 

30 x   k 50 
(14; 

where   i-,*    and f J-Q    are the complex motion amplitudes of heave 
and pitch,   respectively,  and the pitch angle is positive when the bow 
is down.   The relative vertical displacement of the same station with 
respect to the incoming wave surface    is given by 

f(R) t   (A) 
30     *     30 wQ 

(15) 

where the free-surface elevation     f   _ is given by 

3     Deformation of the free surface is caused not only by the incoming 
waves but also by the ship-generated waves.  An evaluation of local 
free-surface disturbance due to an oscillating ship with a forward 
speed is an extremely difficult task to achieve.   The difficulty is more 
so for the region between the two hulls of a catamaran.   Thus,   the 
present analysis should be regarded as a gross estimate. 
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wO 
A e 

j K    (x cos 0   -   y sin ß   ) 

where   A   is the wave amplitude,   ß    is the wave heading angle with 
respect to the positive x-axis,   and   K   = ^^/g   is the wave number. 
If we choose the midspan of the cross structure to be the location of 
our interest,  then 

' wO 
A e 

j K    x cos /3 

Amplitudes of vertical displacement are obtained by taking 
the absolute values of £ vnA    fiRi      i   „    lt'A'l and    {30 ,   i.e. ,«30| and |^| If we 
denote the height of the bottom of the cross structure from the calm 
water level at   x   by   c0   ,  then we know that when|{'R' I    >   c0   ,  a 
water contact on the bottom of the cro^s structure can be made.   The 
water contact establishes only the necessary condition for slamming. 
The sufficient condition is the magnitude of the relative velocity between 
the structure and the free surface "period".   The criterion of the rele 
tive velocity for which the phenomenon of slamming is realized is 
often called "threshold velocity",   denoted by W*; see Ochi (1964).   The 
threshold velocity is a function of geometry of the ship,  and no ana- 
lytical means seems to exist except some empirical values for cer- 
tain types of monohulls 

The vertical velocity of the cross structure at   x   can be 
obtained by multiplying the vertical displacement by ( -j w  ).   Thus, 
absolute and relative vertical velocities are given,   respectively,   by 

W 
(A) 

JO J 30 
(16) 

W (R) 
30 J        30 (17) 

Hence,   if the following two conditions 

(R) 

and 

30 
>      c (18) 

W (R) 
50 

>   W* (19) 
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are met,  we may anticipate slamming of the cross-deck structure. 

Extension of such an anlysis to irregular seas for monohulle 
was made by Ochi (1964).  If we let 

f- 00 

,(R) 

and 

/oo 

0SoR)|  /A  )2  S(%)dUo 

I* 30 
/ A )    S (Wo )  d, 'o  i 

(20) 

(21) 

we can show that the numbers of probable water contact and slamming 
of the bottom of the cross structure during   n   hours are obtained by 

N, 1800 n 
w i- 

for water contact, and 

N 
1800 n 

N      e 

,(R) 

1 „(R) 

w .2 

2 EW 
v 

o 
2 EW 

c2 
o 

"  2 P» e a 

W 
2 E«> 

V 

(22) 

(23) 

for slamming. 

1.3- Hydrodynamic Loads. 

In this section we will analyze the dynamic loads exerted on 
ship structure by the oscillatory motions of a ship and the fluid sur- 
rounding the ship.  Other hydrodynamic loads contributed by maneu- 
vering operations of a ship will not be included. 

Contributing sources for the dynamic loading can be conve- 
niently separated into two parts.   One part is the mass inertial effect 
due to the acceleration of the ship,   and the other is the hydrodyna- 
mic effect.   The hydrodynamic effect is further divided into two parts; 
one is contributed by the change of pressure distribution caused by 
incoming and diffracted waves,  and the other is contributed by 
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the change of pressure distribution due to the oscillatory motion of 
the  ship.   We assume that the motion displacements    ^(t),    i = 1,  2, 
. . . ,   6 are already known,  and for brevity we will dispense hereafter 
with the term e " "^    with the understanding that the time dependence 
of the loading quantities to be studied is harmonic. 

The types of loading to be considered can be divided into 
three major parts; these are : 

Shear Forces (figure la) 

a. Transverse shear in the Oyz plane 

b. Vertical shear in the Oyz plane 

c. Transverse shear in the   Oxy   plane 

d. Vertical shear in the   Oxz   plane 

Bending Moments (figure lb) 

a. Transverse bending 

b. Horizontal bending 

c. Longitudinal bending 

Torsion Moments (figure 1c) 

a. Yaw torsion moment 

b. Pitch torsion moment 

(v2) 

(V 
(v4) 
(v5) 

(Mj) 

(M2) 

(M3) 

(T2) 

(T3) 

In the sequel the symbols in the parentheses shown previously will 
be used to denote the specific  types of loading. 

If we let   fp   and   f^   denote,   respectively,  the sectional 
heave and sway forces due to the mass inertia,   and   R2    and R3 
denote the horizontal and vertical restoring forces,  then the shear 
forces at section   x   can be expressed by 

for   i = 2, 3 

V. (x)   =    \1. (s) dB   -     I      ds   f  p n. di R. 

-w   -(*)M2o+ s «60-1(8)    W 

(24) 

(25) 
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a.  Shear Forces 

LONGITUDINAL BENDING 

V 

HORIZONTAL BENDING 

TRANSVERSE BENDING 

b.   Bending Moments 

c.  Torsion Moments 

Figure I Description of types of loading 
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Motion and Resistance of a Low-Waterplane Catamaran 

f, (») m (s)( f 30 - s 
«50) 

(26) 

R2    =   0 

i Pg   /  b (s) (  { 
30 

-   s   « 50) ds (27) 

where    m (s)   is the sectional mass;   z (s)   is the vertical coordinate 
of the sectional mass center;   b (s)   is the sectional beam at   x = s; 
- -^   is the   x   coordinate of the aft perpendicular of the ship; and 
c (s)   implies a contour integral in the counterlockwise direction 
over the immersed portion of the section.   The hydrodynamic pres- 
sure p is obtained from the Bernoulli equation by 

P {  j u,      4   U ^) (  fy  +   (J)D   + 

6 

k=2   ko <t>,.   ) 

where   (J).     is thr velocity potential for the incoming waves;   QQ   , 
for the flillractecl waves; and   0 k     ,   for the motion-generated distur- 
bance  in the fluid; see Appendix   A   far a more detailed explanation 
for these potentials.   Employing procedures similar to those used 
in deriving Equations (72) and (7 3) in Appendix  A,   we can show that 

/  ds    /   pn. d-f   =      P  /   ds    /    (jw0  n. + 0.       A) (h   dl 
Jn        J        1 I C        I 1 i       dn      I 

(28) 

4s) k In     ^ k=2      4) in 

for   i = 2, 3 

where   (t>in   ,   for instance, means —-*-i-and the last term corresponds 
to the last term of Equation (68) . ° n 

If we let 

i^JK^n*2**1**™*^   Bik(x) (29) 

for   i = 2, 3,   and substitute this expression into Equation (28),  we get 
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/ds   /    pn   d^     W   ds   /   (j   w   n. +(j).        ^   ) 0    di 

UZ    «vJJ-^( 
kr2 ko ik bik (x)) (30) 

where   ajk   (x)   and   bj,,   (x)   are the sectional added mass and dam- 
ping of the cross section at   x.   The expressions of  Ajk (x)   and 
Bjk   (x)   in terms of sectional added inertia and damping are almost 
identical to those for   Ajk      and   Bjk       shown in Table 1,  except 

a 
ce, 

that the integrals in the table should be replaced by f^   ,  and   Ajk 

and   B|k       should be replaced by   Ajk  (x)      and   B^ (x)   .   For insti 

i 
whore 

A<s(x) 

nM(x) 

^     sau(s)ds    --£-  B33(x) 

/ V5"(s)ds 

Rfturning to Equation (<i4),   WP can now write 

i. V2(x)=     -»J^mMi   {20+   s«60-^8)   {4o)ds 

'   1 •/C(5) 

-^-jWln**     -^2A
22W^-B22(X))   {20 

2    c(x) 

- ( W  A24(x) + j u B24(x) )« 20 - ( « 2A26(x) + j w B26(x)){60 

6 

+    US   {ko(^a2k(x)    -    b2kW) (31) 

in which 
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a23 (X)   =   a25 (x)   =   b23 (X)   =   b25 (x)   = 

a26 (X)   =   X a22(x) b26 (X)   =   X b22 (x) 

V3 (x) = -   W    / m (s)   (   « 30   -      8   { 50)   ds 

- P 1    ds   I      (j u,   n   + 0      -X) (J)      ds 
A       ./CCS) 03 3     ^      ^ (32) 

+   1^/Vlndl-(w2A33W + ^B33(x))«30 

c(s) 

- («2A35(x) + ju.B35(x)){50 + U   j  {ju,a33(x)-b33(x))*30 

+ (ju.a3S(x)-b35(x)){50j    +   PgjfVsX   «30-   s«50)ds 

in which 

a?(.  (x)    =    -xa^(x) Ns ^   r    "xb^^x) 

Th(- horizontal bending moment   Mj   and the longitudinal 
bending moment   M -    can be obtained by 

M2 (X)    '"       /      V2 (8) dS (33) r 
M3 (X)   =     Jo     V3 (8)dS (34) 

The previously described loadings   V«   ,   V,    ,   M2       and   M, 
are obtained in exactly the same way as for monohull ships.   However, 
to obtain the remaining loadings,  the loadings on each hull should be 
separately studied.   We would like to obtain the shear forces and 
bending moment at the various locations over a transverse cross 
section.  The loadings   V     ,   V.        and M.     fall in this category. 

Let us consider the right half of a cross section,   located   x 
from the origin.   The structural members of this section will be divi- 
ded into three parts : the cross-deck,   the strut,  and the main hull   _ 
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which will be denoted by   A,  B   and   C     respectively,  as shown in 
and   M1     at the left edge figure 2.   First we will consider   V.  ,   y 

of the member   A,   which is the longitudinal centerline section of the 
catamaran. 

Figure   2      - A simplified   cross  section for 
loading analy^u 

of 
The expressions for these loadings can be given in the form 

i + 2 (0)    =   f. 
■/ 

p n. d/ - R: (35) 

for i = 2, 3. 

M    (0) = M,'  - 
:■/ 

vn   + 
'   i (h "*} di (36) 

Here   »[   are the inertial forces contributed by the mass of one-half 
of the cross section,    CR      means the line integral in counterclock- 
wise direction along the immersed contour of the right half of the 
cross section at its mean position,  the subscripted   Rs    are the 
restoring forces and moment,  M^      is the mass inertial moment, 
and   h0     is as shown in figure 2.   We can show that 

fi = 2     , w   m' (v 60 40 
(37) 
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l 
- "" m' ( t 30 - x (38) 

Mi =- ""z m'{ y' t'\O -(i''- ho) lzo} 

- ""Z ( I~+ m' { (K'- h
0

)
2 

+ (V')
2
}) (39) 

where m' ia the maaa of the half aection, l'x ia the maaa moment 
of inertia of roll about the center of maaa of the half croaa aection, 
and (y' , 'i' ) ia the coordinate of the maaa center of the half aection. 
The reatoring forcea and moment are given by 

Ri = - Z p g a b ( t 30 - x Pg 5' GM' 
A (40) 

where b and a are aa ahown in figure Z, S'A ia one-half of the 
immersed total sectional area, and GQ• ia the tranaverae metacen
tric height from the mass center . 

R' = 0 z 
R' 

3 
lpg a ( t 

30 
- x 

(41) 

(4Z) 

The preaaure p at any point on the immeraed contour of the 
right half aection ia given by 

6 

P = P (j "" + u :x) ( 4>1 + 4>n + ~z tko cbk) (43) 

Then 

j p w 0 14>1ni di + j p""J ~Dni d£ 

R 6 [ CR 

+ j P"" ~2 t ko 4>k ni d.l 

CR 

(44) 

for i = z, 3, 4, where nz and n3 are reapectively the y and & compo
nents of the unit normal vector on the body aurface and n4 = yn3 -znz. 

Note that we can no lonaer apply Haakind'a l'elation (1957) to 
expreaa the diffracted wave force for a half croaa aection in terma of 
cj) In and ~ k a a ahown in Appendix A. Thia meana that we 

4 To be atrictly true, the application of Haakind'a relation in atrip 
approximation ie incorrect. Faltinaen (1971) baa ahown a three-dimen
aional diffraction effect. 
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have to obtain the solution of   (t)D     before we can evaluate complete 
hydrodynamic loadings.   In Append x B,   the method of solving   (|)D 

by source distribution similar to that used in solving the motion 
potentials   (t)k     is given.   We shall not attempt to reduce the last inte- 
gral of the right side of Equation (44) to added inertias and dampings. 
However,  attention should be paid to the fact that decoupling between 
the motions of the vertical and horizontal planes can no longer be 
made in this integral.   This is because we are dealing only with one 
hull for which there exists asymmetric pressure distribution even 
for a symmetric demihull,   due to the blockage effect of the other 
hull.   Thus,   every term of the summation in Equation (44) would sur- 
vive. 

Applying the foregoing results into Equations (35) and (36), 
we obtain the following expressions 

V4(0) = -    -2mM*20 + x   {60    -   z^40) 

6 

k-2 k 

(45) 

•V „ •'r _ Co ■'C 

f 
2_ ^ KG /       Mn      k 

+  2^a( No""   ^o+b   No) 

(46) 

Ml(0) =  -    -       L'x      -     )' -     "V   (IMO 
2 [r.m. {y^wr-h/^ 

'{v ^o-^-V   No} 

-jpy  Uo ^i + " ^n)    {yn3 + (ho " z) "z!^ 

+      '    Z   «ko     /       ^n V^ 

+ 2   pga b( i^-x     i50) + pgS^ CM'    {40     (47) 
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Once the loadings at the centerline section of the erose-deck 
member are known, we can find the loadings at any section of the 
structural member• in the following way. 

For - h < z < h . - -
v4(z) = V4(o) + c.~zmA {Ezo + x E6o- ho E4o} 

... 21. m'B ( I) { E 20 • X E 60 • (Y - n E 40} dt -------~--- -ro---------------- ---·---
+ • t. E ko { }, • (Cf>2y <Ilk\, ••.• + q,2y 4>kl ••••• ) dr} 
- j plo {< Cll 0 4>1 + Cll <1>0) I + ( '"'o 4>1 + Cll ¢>D)y:bf.a} de r 

Z y:b-a ~ (48) 

where mA is the ma•s of the member A, and mB ( f) ie the 
ma•• distribution of the member B. If z ~ 0, the expre11eion 
below the dotted line should be di•carded. 

z l z 2 -
"' m' (b + z - \) + Zh

0
"i - Zby - Zzz) 

- v
4

(0) (h
0

- z)- v
5
(o) b 

+ " z[•••mJ.. ( •) (b - • ) ( E 30 - x E so + Y E 40) d• 

... 
2 r. (r - z) { E 20 • X E 60 • (-. - r ) E 40 } d r 

z 

+ ~ 4x <1>k ly=\1+<1) d r 

cb1 + Cll ~o)\} ( r-z) df 
0 y:b+O 

(49) 

where mA (" ) is the mass distribution of th.e member A. If z ~ 0, 
the expreuion below the dotted line • aould be discarded. 

For 0 ~ y ~ b +a 

v (y) = v (0) + Cll z['m" ( ") ( 
5 5 A (50) 
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Mjly) M^O) 

f 
V5 (0) y 

m^ ( ,) (y -  >) ) (   «,„ -x     { 
30 50 «^^ 

(si; 

Let us proceed to derive the expressions for the torsion 
moments   T,      and   T3 We assume that the twist center is loca- 
ted at the center of mass of the catamaran.   The torque    Tj       and   T3 
are induced by out-of-phase hydrodynamic moments of yaw and pitch 
acting on the two hulls of a catamaran. From the equilibrium law, 
each hull should exercise equal magnitude but opposite torque load 
on the cross-deck structure.   Thus,  we can determine   Tp      and   T3 

by considering the yaw and pitch moment contributed by dynamic 
effects on one  hull. 

T.        — 

and 

Utilizing the expressions derived earlier,  we can write 

di (52) 

- 1 1 cH 

f2  + ft f /  x T3 (x) dx   +   I x dx  /      pn^ 

j x b (x 
h 

4 // f3 M d df 

0   (    i x    {50)     dx (53) 

where   - ^       and t-     are the locations of the aft and fore perpendicu- 
lars;   f- (x)   and   fj (x)   are given by Equations (25) and (26),   respecti- 
vely;   Cp      is the contour integral of a half cross section;   p   the 
hydrodynamic pressure and the expressions for   fr     p n,d\       for 
i = 2,   3   are given by Equation (44); and   b (x)   is the half beam of the 
cross section   .t   x. 

1.4- Results and Discussion. 

Numerical results from the theory developed in the preceed- 
ing   sections are compared with available experimental results.   The 
presentation of the results is made in the following order.   The first 
part deals with the two-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients.   The 
second part deals with the three-dimensional hydrodynamic coeffi- 
cients.   The third part deals with the heave and pitch motions of three 
catamaran models.   Two of the models are of conventional-catamaran 
configuration and the other one is of a SWATHS  configuration.   The des- 
cription of these three catamarans is given in Table 2 and figure 5 
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Motion and Resistance of a Lou-Waterplane Catamaran 

The strip approximations employed in our analysis of mo- 
tions and hydrodynamic loadings are based on a two-dimensional 
approximation of the fluid motion at each transverse cross section. 
A solution for the velocity potential associated with heaving,   swaying, 
or rolling twin cylindrical bodies of arbitrary but uniform cross 
sectional forms has been developed by the method of source distri- 
bution.   Lee,  Jones,  and Bedel (1971) show good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental values of heave added mass and damp- 
ing  of four different typea of twin cylinders.   Figure   3     compares 
heave added mass and damping in nondimensional forms   a^l^Y) 
and   b-j3   (oyw) where  V   is the immersed volume at the mean posi- 
tion versus the frequency number —»— for twin rectangular cylinders. 
The dotted lines in Figures   3a   and b are the theoretical results for 
or.e cylinder only.   If the separation distance between the two cylin- 
ders is large,  one would expect that the added mass and damping coef- 
ficients for the twin cylinders approach those for the single cylinder. 
Thu«« the difference between the solid and dotted curves in these two 
figures can be regarded as the measure of a hydrodynamic interac- 
tion between the two hulls.   The added mass reflects the local beha- 
vior of the fluid motion near the body,  whereas the damping is sensi- 
tive only to the f?■-field behavior of the fluid motion.  Here in figures 
3a   and   b  we can observe that both local and far-field behavior of 
fluid motions generated by a single cylinder is quite different from 
the behavior of twin cylinders. 

Two types of singular solutions may occur at certain frequen- 
cies in the problem of oscillating twin cylinders.   One is associated 
with a mutual blockage effect between two cylinders,  and the other 
is associated with the method of singularity distributions; see John 
(1950).   The former is of both mathematical and physical origin; the 
latter is strictly of mathematical origin and applies to both single 
and twin cylinders.   The former type of singular behavior is shown in 
figure    3c    at the frequency number of about unity.   The experimen- 
tal results seem to confirm the singular behavior.   The frequencies 
at which such singular behavior occurs can be determined by 

,2 

~   =    (b/a- 1) for   «^  2' ••• (54) 

where the definition of   a   and   b   is as shown in figure   3a. 

The second type of singular behavior is shown in figure 3d 
by the solid curve.   This type of singular behavior results from the 
break down of the solution of the Fredholm-type integral equation at 
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certain eigen frequencies. 

Existence of such singular behavior in the solution of sec- 
tional hydrodynamic coefficients can present troubles in applying 
strip approximations to three-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients. 
Removal of the second type of singular behavior has been achieved 
by imposing a rigid wall condition,   i. e. ,    (j),   = 0 or a pressure relief 
condition,   i. e. ,    (t) = 0,  on the line   z - 0 inside cylinders5    A mathe- 
matical proof of legitimacy for employing this technique will be publi- 
shed in the future.   Figure   3d     shows heave added mass of a rectan- 
gular cylinder obtained with and without the additional interior boun- 
dary in the solution of the boundary-value problem. 

Removal of the other type of singularity may not be possible 
unless a full threee-dimensional solution of the problem is achieved. 
However,   for catamarans having the inner hull separation distance 
on the order of the beam of one hull,   the lowest frequency at which 
this singularity occur may lie out of the practical range of interest 
in ship motions.   For example, if we take   b/a = 2 ,   the longest cri- 
tical wave length   X  which can be encountered in head waves can be 
obtained by 

4  TT U2 

g(l + >/l+4u2    yffl.ZV^) 
(55) 

For   a = 15' ,  we have 

U (knots) X    (ft) 
c 

10 17.8 

20 77.2 

30 124. 1 

Comparison of theoretical results with experimental results 
of three-dimensional added mass and damping for NSRDC Model 5061, 
the description of which is given in Table 2 and figure   5   ,   is shown 
in figure   4     for Froude numbers   Fn    = 0   and   0. 253 (10 knots).   The 
three-dimensional added mass and damping are obtained from the two- 
dimensional added mass and damping by the strip approximation as 

5     Employment of this technique was first made by Paul Wood of the 
University of California at Berkeley. 
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shown in Table I.   The results in figure   4    are extracted from Jones 
(1972) and are nondimensional values defined by 

33 
B 

E. 
33 

3 3 
MVg / L 

A350rA53 

A350rA53 

M L 

_          _          B35 0r B53 
B35 0r B53 -  — "^ MVTT 

A 
55 

55 ML2 
B 

55 
55 

ML-^gL 

- xF 
g 

The experimental results are taken at several amplitudes of oscilla- 
tion.  Agreement between the theoretical and the experimental results 
is good for the zero-speed case,  whereas some discrepancies can 
be observed for the case of   F_ 0. 253. 

Comparison of theoretical and experimental values of non- 
dimensional heave amplitude      £ / A   and pitch amplitude    i   X/(2 TTA) 

versus wavelength    x/L   for the catamarans shown in figure   5    are 
presented in figures   6    through   8    .  A is the v.ave amplitude,   X   is 
the wavelength,  and   L   is the ship length.   Most of the results shown 
in these figures are from Jones (1972). 

Unrealistically high-spiked theoretical values of heave and 
pitch amplitudes for 30 knots shown in figure   8     imply that damping 
values obtained from theory have been underestimated    The deficien- 
cy of theory may be traced to several assumptions or approximations 
made in the present analysis : the ideal-fluid assumption,  the strip 
approximation of three-dimensional hydrodynamic coefficients, and 
the assumption of neglecting the second-order effect of coupling bet- 
ween the steady and oscillatory perturbation potentials.   None of these 
assumptions can be removed without undergoing major renovations 
in the analytical procedures. 

Nevertheless, an attempt to introduce supplemental damp- 
ing in the equations of motion has been made by using a trial-ana- 
error approach.   The first approach attempted was to express the 
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sectional heave-damping force in the form of 

=   b33 W (t) c   U W +   c    |w|    W (56) 

and   c-    are constants.  An expres- where   W(t) =   ^-x    t     , and   c 
sion similar to Equation (56) is given in Thwaites (I960) for a slen- 
der body for a moderate angle of incidence in an unbounded fluid.   The 
second term of the right side of Equation (56) is called viscous lift 
and the third term is called cross-flow drag.   From the model test 
results,   it was found that the damping obtained from theory for the 
case of zero speed seemed adequate.   Thus,  addition of the cross- 
flow drag which is independent of speed was considered unnecessary. 
However,   the viscous-lift term,   which depends on forward speed, 
seemed proper to be retained.   Use of the test results for   c.     ,  given 
in Thwaites (I960,  pp.  415-416),  and a modification of the sectional 
heave damping obtained by adding   c. U   to   b 33 has not been 
successful.   From this trial-and-error approach, it v/as learned that 
additional damping seemed to depend or. a parameter «U/g.   This 
parameter is the ratio of ship speed to the celerity of motion-gene- 
rated waves.   When the ratio is less than one-fourth,  there can be 
generated a chain of ring waves propagating ahead of the ship; see 
Wehausen and Laitone (I960, p 494).   Dependence of the supplemental 
damping on this parameter implies that the hitherto neglected inter- 
action effect between two wave systems,  one produced by oscillation 
and the other by translation of ship,   is important. 

The strip approximation may exaggerate the effect of the 
hydrodynamic interaction between the two hulls.   When a catamaran 
sails with a forward speed so that   ü)U/g> l/4,  the motion-generated 
waves will be swept back by the forward speed.   Especially between 
the two hulls,  the steady horizontal flow can be accelerated by a chan- 
nel effect which leaves less chance for the oscillation-generated 
waves by the two hulls to interact in this region.   To examine whether 
the foregoing postulation is true,   the heave damping and heave and 
pitch amplitudes of Model 5061 and the demihull of this model are 
compared in figure 9 together with experimental results for twin 
hulls.   There seems little change in the motion results between the 
twin and the demi-hulls except at the resonant wavelengths.   At the 
shorter wavelengths,   the heave damping of the demihull shows a bet- 
ter agreement with the experimental values.   However,  a similar 
comparison to that previously described for the heave and pitch 
amplitudes of 5266 at 30 knots revealed that the demihull has higher 
motion amplitudes at the resonant wavelengths than the twin hulls do. 
This seems to imply that for LWP catamarans,  the underestimation 
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of damping does not necessarily arise from an over-estimation of the 
mutual hydrodynamic interaction effects of the two hulls by the strip 
approximation. 

The dotted curves in figure 8     are obtained with modified 
heave and pitch damping values.   These are obtained by modifying the 
sectional heave damping by    b3j*(x) = b33 (x) + apüiSA(xJ-^!-where 
b-.-   (x)        is the old heave damping at a cross section at   x,  p     is 
the density of water,  S.OO     is the sectional area and   a   = 3. 0 for 
Model 5266.   The constant   a   is a function of ship geometry and is 
obtained at present from the comparison of the theoretical and the 
experimental results of motion.   The hydrodynamic coefficients affect- 
ed by this change are   B  ,   , A 35 53 and   B 66 (Table 1). 
A further investigation to remove the discrepancy of the motion pre- 
diction at the resonant wavelengths by better techniques seems to be 
definitely necessary. 

The absolute and relative vertical motions of Model 5266 at 
a speed of 30 knots, which are computed with the modified damping, 
are shown in figure   10   ,   If we assume the height of the cross-deck 
of Model 5266 from the designed waterline is 30 feet,  the water con- 
tact could be made when a sinusoidal incoming wave having an ampli- 
tude of 2 7 feet is encountered with an interval period of 18 seconds 
as the ship runs at 30 knots.   The irregular-sea computation showed 
that the chance of water contact of the cross-deck of Model 5266 is 
zero to a significant wave height of 20 feet at 30 knots. 

The results presented in this section cover only part of the 
analysis made in part 1.   Numerical results for the sway,   roll and 
yaw motions and the hydrodynamic loads were not available at the 
time of this writing. 

1.5- Concluding Remarks on the Prediction of Motion of Catamarans. 

1. The strip approximation seems to yield a satisfactory 
motion prediction,   except at the resonant wavelengths.   The short- 
coming of the strip approximation is considered to arise from inabi- 
lity to account for the correct forward speed effect on the hydrody- 
namic coefficients over the range of resonant frequencies.   The area 
to be improved in the theory seems to be the evaluation of the dam- 
ping coefficients.   Proper incorporation of the interaction effect bet- 
ween the waves generated by the forward speed and the body oscilla- 
tion is considered to be the most important factor to be investigated. 

2. Although an improvement of the analytical prediction at 
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the resonant wavelengths should be made, with proper supplemental 
damping the prediction method can be utilized for parametric study 
of catamaran hull geometry with respect to seaworthiness characteris- 
tics. 

II - HULL FORM RESISTANCE AND DESIGN PROCEDURE. 

II . 1 - A General Discussion of Catamaran Hull Resistance. 

A SWATHS is a special category of catamarans.  First it will 
be appropriate to discuss a general catamaran.   The resistance pro- 
blem for a catamaran hull configuration is far more complex than that 
of a monohull.   This complexity arises from two interference effects 
between the demihulls : a surface wave, which is familiar phenome- 
non, and the flow curvature, induced by the displacement of each 
demihull.   This displacement interference exists even in the absence 
of a free surface. 

The pressure distribution over a single hull towed alone is 
different from that when one hull is towed alongside another hull in 
that the hydrodynamic property is significantly changed.   To predict 
the combined resistance of two ship models towed side-by-side would 
be rather difficult,   even if we knev all the hydrodynamic properties 
of each model when towed alone.   In the first place,   the stagnation 
points would be altered,  and the flow on both sides of each hull would 
no longer be the same. As a result,  a crossflow and a side force would 
be produced.   Such a crossflow would increase eddying,  and the side 
force would have additional resistance similar to the induced drag of 
a lifting body or lifting surface. 

For these reasons,  the surface wave of each model is also 
altered due to the presence of another hull.   Indeed,   for a catamaran 
hull configuration,  we are not only confronted with the added comple- 
xity in wavemaking resistance and viscous resistance but also with a 
new problem of induced drag.   Faced with this situation,   it seems very 
tempting to obtain a catamaran model series for prediction of resis- 
tance.   Such a series,  however,  would be very expensive to accomp'ish. 
Furthermore,   its usefulness would be very limited because the inter- 
ference effect depends not only upon the hull distance but also upon the 
hull geometry.   The interference effects obtained from a catamaran 
model series could not be applied to a catamaran having a hull geome- 
try that was different from that of the series.  A catamaran series 
would only be useful if it had good resistance performance and if it 
were possible to confine our catamaran hull designs within the series 
Then we would be faced with the same problem in designing a catama- 
ran hull forms with good resistance performance.   This is the subject 
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of this part of the paper. 

II . 2 - Design Procedure. 

Designing a catamaran hull form with good resistance quali- 
ties is a much easier problem than predicting the resistance of a 
given hull form.   For instance,  for the purpose of reducing the resis- 
tance,   the crossflow around each demihull is eliminated.   Hence,  in 
a design problem,  we have to deal only with the hull form without 
crossflow,  and we need not be concerned with the complications 
crossflow would create.   Since the basic flow around a demihull is 
not straight but is curved due to the presence of another demihull, 
the geometry of a demihull cannot have symmetry with respect to 
both sides if the crossflow is to be avoided.   The amount of aiymme- 
try depends upon the geometry of,  as well as the distance between, 
the demihulls.   Since hull geometry and hull distance are the objecti- 
ves of the design problem for a catamaran hull form,   it is very diffi- 
cult to solve the problem in one step.   To simplify the situation,  a 
concept of an effective hull form is introduced as follows. 

Concept of an Effective Hull Form. 

We define a monohull in a straight uniform flow to be an 
effective hull for a demihull in a curved flow,   if the flow relative to 
the hull is the same in both cases.   If a demihull were towed alone 
and then towed with another demihull,   a different effective hull form 
would result,   even though its physical geometry had been kept the 
same.   To maintain the same effective hull form,  changes must be 
introduced to the hull geometry.   Whenever the distance between 
demihulls is varied,  a corresponding variation in hull geometry is 
also needed. 

Since the geometrical difference between a demihull and its 
effective hull can be determined after the effective hull geometry 
and the hull distance are given,  it is rather logical to divide the de- 
sign problem into two steps.   In the first step an effective hull form 
is developed,  and in the second step the geometry of the demihull is 
determined. 

Designing an Effective Hull Form for the Demihull of a Catamaran. 

The viscous drag and the free wave system of a demihull 
are considered to be the same as those of its effective hull form. 
Hence,   the resistance of a catamaran can be optimized by developing 
an optimum effective hull form.   Since effective and geometric hull 
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forms are the same in a straight uniform flow,  the design of an 
effective hull lorm is equivalent to the design of a monohull.   There- 
fore,   the concept of an effective hull form enables us to link together 
the design problems of a single hull and a catamaran.   This link is 
an important step in the future development of catamaran technology. 
With this link,  it becomes possible to utilize all the knowledge and 
information of single hull form design to the design of catamaran 
hull forms. 

In designing a single hull form,  there are two possible 
approaches. One is the empirical approach,  based on model series 
work and successful ships built in the past.   The other approach is 
theoretical,   the essential foundation of which is the wavemaking- 
resistance theory.   With the first approach,   many good hull forms 
have been developed.  However,   since it is not possible to know what 
makes good hull forms,   this approach is very difficult when design- 
ing unusual hull forms for which there is very little available infor- 
mation.  On the other hand, due to the oversimplification of a theory, 
the second approach cannot always produce satisfactory results. 
Perhaps the most rewarding approach would be a combination of the 
two and a great deal of intuition.  At this point,  we shall presume 
that a good monohull can be developed one way or another,   so we 
shall not discuss the design of a single hull form further,   except to 
make a few remarks pertinent to demihull design. 

The attractive feature of a catamaran hull configuration,  as 
far as wavemaking resistance is concerned,   is the added freedom in 
the displacement-volume distribution.   In the case of a monohull,  the 
required transverse stability limits the freedom of the displacement- 
volume distribution in the vertical direction.   The benefit of wave 
cancellation can mainly be achieved by the proper longitudinal distri- 
bution of the displacement-volume.   In the case of a catamaran,  the 
transverse stability does not depend solely on the waterplane area of 
each demihull.   Hence,  we can have more freedom in distributing the 
displacement-volume in the vertical direction.   It then becomes pos- 
sible to have cancellation between waves produced by displacement 
volume at various depths.   In the  case of a   SWATHS ,    for ins- 
tance,   it is possible to have wave cancellation between a strut and a 
submerged body.   Since the distance between two demihulls can be 
varied to a certain extert,   another freedom of displacement-volume 
distribution   is obtained.   As a result,  a far greater degree of wave 
cancellation is possible for a catamaran hull configuration than for 
a monohull.   In desigring an effective hull form for a demihull,  the 
advantage of greater wave cancellation should be achieved. 
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If the effective hull form is to be chosen from a group of 
existing monohull forms with good resistance qualities,   the one with 
the lowest resistance value at design condition is not necessarily the 
best choice for the effective demihull form.   The one with the lowest 
resistance at the design speed may not give the best wave cancella- 
tion between the two demihulls.   The wave cancellation at a given 
Froude number and a given hull distance depends upon the free wave 
amplitude-specirum distribution of each demihull.   The wavemaking 
resistance of a catamaran depends not only upon the level of the free 
wave amplitude curve,   but also upon the shape of such a curve.   Befo- 
re the best choice can be made,   it is necessary to obtain the ampli- 
tude-spectrum curve of each monohull,   either experimentally or 
theoretically.   Experimental methods are available for obtaining 
wave "cuts" from which a wave amplitude-spectrum curve can be 
deduced.   By using the Douglas program and tho existing wavemaking 
resistance theory,   the wave amplitude-spectrum curve of a monohull 
can also be computed.   If the possibility of obtaining the wave ampli- 
tude-spectrum curve does not exist,   hull forms with pronounced 
hollows and humps in their   Cr       curves should be avoided,   even 
though the   Cr values at the design speed are relatively low. 

If a theoretical approach is used in designing an effective 
hull form,   two singularity distributions,   one for each demihull,   are 
placed the desired distance apart.   On the basis of linearized wave- 
making  resistance theory,   the surface wave of a catamaran is a li- 
near superposition of the waves produced by the demihulls.   Withia 
the constraints of design conditions,   the optimum singularity distri- 
bution is obtained by minimizing the wavemaking resistance of a 
catamaran.   The final design,   of course,   has to be chosen on the 
basis of total resistance rather than on the basis of wavemaking 
resistance alone.   By tracing a number of streamlines generated by 
one of the singularity distributions in a uniform flow,   the hull geome- 
try of an effective hull is obtained. 

Based on theoretical insight and whatever practical informa- 
tion is available,  wo assume that the design of an effective hull for a 
demihull can be carried out successlully.   Our remaining task is to 
find a way ot obtaining the geometry of a demihull from the geometry 
of its effective hull form.   This wil] bo discussed in the next section. 

Developing the Geometry of a Demihull from its Effective Hull Form. 

Before discussing the procedu'v for obtaining the geometry 
of a demihull from the geometry of its effective hull form,   let us first 
consider a two-dimensional,   thin,   symmetrical section.   In a straight 
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uniform flow,  there is no circulation on this symmetrical section. 
However,  if we place this section in a curved flow,  we have to curve 
the section in such a way that its original plane of symmetry coinci- 
de« with the flow in order to maintain the stagnation points and thus 
avoid the creation of circulation on this section.  Similarly, we have 
to modify the single-hull geometry in the presence of another demi- 
hull so that there is no shift in the stagnation points.   In this case, 
however the beam of each demihull ic relatively large in comparison 
with the distance between the demihulls.   The flow curvatures on two 
sides of a demihull are quite different,  and the usual practice of ad- 
ding thickness distribution to a mean cambered surface may not al- 
ways be applied here.   Instead,  we have chosen the following proce- 
dure. 

The Douglas program,  used to compute the source distribu- 
tion,  has been extended to trace offbody streamlines.   Our objective 
is to obtain the distortion in the effective hull form placed at the 
location of one demihull in the presence of another for the purpose 
of obtaining its final geometry.  We shall measure the distortion of the 
effective hull form due to the flow curvature with respect to the mid- 
ship section.   In other words,  the midship section of the demihull is 
identical to that of its effective hull form.   Let us consider an after- 
body plan of the effective hull form placed at the midship section.   If 
a number of points along a given station of this body plan are chosen 
as starting points of streamline tracing,  all streamlines are parallel 
in a uniform flow in the absence of the other demihull,  and the sta- 
tion section defined by these points will not be distorted.   Due to the 
presence of the other demihull,  however,  the streamlines so traced 
will no longer be parallel but will be distorted according to the flow 
curvatures due to the other demihull.   The points obtained by inter- 
secting these distorbed streamlines by a cross plane at the corres- 
ponding longitudinal location will then define the required hull cross 
sectiori of the demihull.   In this manner the afterbody of the demihull 
is obtained.   Similarly,  by placing a forebody plan at the midship 
section and by reversing the direction of the uniform flow at infinity, 
we can obtain the forebody of the demihull. 

A computing program has been developed, using the exis- 
ting Douglas program as a starting point for computing the body plan 
of a demihull. Using the offsets of the effective hull form as input 
data, the required offset table of the demihull is generated by this 
computing program. By using this computer program, an existing 
single hull can easily be converted into a demihull of a catamaran 
without changing its hydrodynamic properties. 
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II. 3.   - Design Examples - SWATHS. 

Remarks Pertinent to SWATHS Hull Form Design. 

The design procedure previously described can easily be 
followed in designing a   SWATHS .  In this case, a theoretical approach 
is necessary since there is very little information available.   Due to 
the relatively simple geometry of a demihull,  its singularity repre- 
sentation can be much simpler in comparison with that of a usual mo- 
nohull.  A thin wall-sided strut can be approximately represented by 
a surface singularity distribution on a vertical plane with density vary- 
ing longitudinally but not vertically.   The depth of such a distribution 
is the same as the strut draft.   In addition,  vertical line source and 
lint- doublet can be included to represent a strut bulb.  A submerged 
hull is represented by a line-source distribution which generates a 
body of revolution in an infinite fluid with uniform flow.   If the main 
body is not exactly a body of revolution,  it is approximated by a line- 
sour' ■" distribution which would generate a body of revolution having 
the sciinc sectional area curve as the main hull. 

For a surface and a line singularity distribution on a com- 
mon vertical plane,   the body generated in a uniform flow with a free 
surface would be symmetrical with respect to the vertical plane. 
The strut horizontal section would vary with depth,  and the submer- 
ged main hull would sag in the middle.  To retain the wall sidedness 
of the strut and to prevent the main hull from sagging,  an additional 
singularity distribution is necessary.  Since the main objective of a 
theoretical analysis is developing a hull form with good resistance 
performance rather than achieving an accurate resistance prediction, 
such an additional singularity has been ignored.  In other words,  each 
demihull is represented by a surface singularity distribution on a 
central plane and a longitudinal line-source distribution. 

First Design Example -A 100,000-Ton,   30-Knot,    SWATHS  
Model 5266. 

Singularity Distributions and the Theoretical Wavemaking 
Resitance.   Within the limits of constraints imposed on the hull geo- 
metry, an optimum singularity distribution of an effective hull form 
for both demihulls was determined.   These constraints were specified 
based on functional requirements on ship displacement and space as 
well as ship motion.   The optimization was done on the wavemaking 
resistance first, and then the total resistance was computed.   Within 
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the desij.    constraints,   hull parameters which influenced the wetted 
surface most were  varied. The optimization of wavemaking resistance 
and the conputation of total resistance were repeated.   After a few 
such repetitions,   a final singularity distribution was chosen. 

The theoretical analysis was performed with the aid of an 
existing wavemaking reistance computer program. Since the sub 
merged main-hull length was different from the strut length, some 
difficulty was encountered in using this program. For this reason, 
discrete source points, rather than a continuous line source, were 
vised for a main hull. The final singularity distribution of this design 
is given as follows 

Submerged main body: 

x y 

1.1275 .>9b 
1.1250 .295 
1.1150 .295 
1.1000 .295 
1.080Ü .295 
1.0550 .295 
1.0250 .295 

.9900 .295 
9500 .295 

.9050 .295 

.8550 .295 

.8000 .295 

.7400 .295 

.6750 .295 

.6050 .295 

.5300 .295 
-.3300 .295 
-.3832 .293 
-.4363 .295 
-.4895 .295 
-.5300 .295 
-.5426 .295 
-.5958 .295 
-.6050 .295 
-.6490 .295 
-.6750 .295 
-.7021 .295 
-.7400 .295 
-.7553 .295 
-.8000 .295 
-.8084 .295 
-.8550 .295 
-.8620 .295 
-.9050 .295 
-.9148 .295 
-.9500 .295 
-.9679 .295 
-.9900 .295 

500 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 .000470 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.141! -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.14;;. -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 

.1411 -.000235 
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*) 

1.0211 ,295 
1.0254 ,295 
1.0554 .295 
1.0742 .295 
1.0854 .295 
1.1054 .295 
1.1154 .295 
1.1254 .295 
1.1274 .295 
1.1274 .295 

14U -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 
1411 -.000235 

where   x,    y,    z   are coordinates of a source point,  and   m   is the 
point-source strength.   The origin is taken at the midship section in 
the center of a catamaran at the undisturbed free surface. 

Strut : 

m(x) - 2.Ö28^x -  18. 3987x2 + 46. 3879x3 - 50.5260x4 f  19.8121x5 

»or forebody with   0  <   x < 1 

. m = 2. 31l6|x |   - 14.   7986|x|2 + 39. 3606lxP - 45. 2937lxl4 + . . . 

. . .   + 18.420llxl5 

for afterbody with       -1  <   x   < 0 

In addition,   there is a line source of 0. 01 at   x = 1   and a 
line sink of the same strength at   x = -1    .   The singularity strength 
is normalized on the base of a unit of forward ship speed and the 
strut singularity distribution length as two units.   The depth of the 
previously described surface and line singularity distribution is 
0.099. 

The wavemaking resistance coefficient   Cw   is normalized 
by wetted surface rather than the length square of the strut.   For the 
purpose of direct comparison with the experimental residual resis- 
tance coefficient   Cr   ,   it is plotted against   V / W L     ; where   L   is 
related to the main hull length.   The theoretical wavemaking resis- 
tance curve is shown in figure   11  . 

Model Experimental Results    The experimental hull form 
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of each demihull was obtained in two steps.   In the first step,  an effec- 
tive hull form was derived from its singularity distribution bv the 
method of double-model or zero-Froude-number technique.   Further 
simplification was introduced here by obtaining strut and main-hull 
geometries separately.   A load waterline for the strut was computed 
from the strut singularities alone,  and all the other waterlines were 
the same as the load waterline.   The main-hull geometry was obtai- 
ned by tracing a streamline generated by the line source points in an 
infinite medium.   Then the strut and main-hull were joined together 
with the proper fillet.   In the second step,  the demihull geometry was 
computed from its effective hull form,  and the singularity distribu- 
tion of the other demihull properly located.   Due to the small width 
of the strut as compared with the flow curvature induced by the other 
demihull,  the load waterplane was cambered by computing the dis- 
tortion of its centerline.   To maintain the wall sidedness of the strut, 
this camberline was used at all the depths.   Furthermore,   it was also 
used to camber the submerged main-hull. 

For the purpose of internal functional arrangement and twin- 
screw propulsion arrangement,   the main-hull cross sections were 
changed gradually from circular to elliptical sections,  and a beaver- 
tail was formed at the stern.   To increase propeller submergence, 
the tail end was slightly bent downward.   Figure    12   shows the lines 
of this model,  and figure    13  gives the hull characteristics. 

ring, 
son. 

A  16-ft model was built and tested for resistance and powe- 
The   Cr       values were also plotted in f.gure   I I    for compari- 

Second Design Example - Model 52 76. 

Singularity Distributions and Theoretical Wavemaking 
Resitance.   This design represents a   4000-ton,    30-knot   ship.   The 
singularity distribution for each main-hull was chosen to be the same 
as that of Model 5266.   However,  the main-hull geometry was kept 
as a body of revolution.   The operating Froude number was much 
higher than that of Model 5266.  Struts were redesigned to give better 
performance at operating condition. 

At low  Froude   number,   it  is  possible to  achieve great 
beneficial wave  interference  between  struts  and main-hulls.   The 
theoretical  wavemaking   resistance of a   SWATHS   way have  lower 
wavemaking   resistance  with than without struts,   despite  the added 
strut-displacement  volumes,   as  for  Model   5266,    At high  Froude 
number beyond the  last  hump,   it is  difficult to achieve   such great 
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beneficial wave interference between struts and main-hulls. After 
a number of computations,  the following singularity distributions 
for each demihull strut were chosen : 

Forebody 

Surface Source 

m(x) = 9.4498x - 69.5632x2 + 189.4110x3 - 213.4796x4 + 83. 5701x5 

Surface Doublet 

D(x) = 1. 1375 (x -.4)3 - 1. 1375 (x - . 4)4 

with     . 4 < x < 1 

The doublet was in the x-direction.  Singularity distributions 
for the afterbody were such that a symmetrical strut was obtained. 
The depth of these distributions was 0. 118. 

Model Experimental Results.   The offsets of the effective 
hull form were obtained in the same manner as in the case of Model 
5266.   In this case,  it was decided to keep the demihull geometry the 
same as that of its effective hull geometry for two purposes : first, 
to be able to test a demihull alone without the complications of cam- 
ber,  and,   second,  to have a gross assessment as to the penalty of 
having no camber.   By comparing the theoretical and experimental 
resistance results of a catamaran and a demihvll,  it might be possible 
to estimate the added resistance due to displacement interference 
effects.   Figure  14   shows the lines of this model,  and figure  15 
gives the hull charactereistics of this design. 

Comparison Between Theoretical Wavemaking Resistance 
Coefficient   Cw      and Experimental Residual Resistance   Cr    .   The 
theoretical predictions and experimental results are given in figure 
16 .   The   Cr       curves are   much higher than expected both for a 
catamaran configuration and a single hull.  In view of the good agree- 
ment between   Cw     and   Cr       curves for Model 5266,  the cause of 
the disagreement for this model is not clear.  In view of this, addi- 
tional tests with modified struts were carried out. 

Additional Results from One Demihull Tested Alone.  It was 
speculated that the blunt strut endings fcllowed by rapid curvature 
changes might have caused flow separation.   If separation did occur, 
the testing model would have been modified end would not have been 
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the same as built.   With this in mind,   struts were modified to remo- 
ve the cause of flow separation.   This was done simply by cutting off 
the blunt endings in order to save time and effort in the shop.   The 
corresponding source distribution was as follows : 

i(x) ^.45^3x2 - 54.2007x3 + 287. 262x4 702.9402x' 

+ 1106. 1540x    + 1642. 7120x 1586.4090x8 + 47'. 3101x9 

for forcbody. 

The afterbody singularity distribution was such that a sym- 
metriral strut was obtained.   Figure   17   gives the waterplane of the 
modified strut.   The modified demihull was tested alone in the capti- 
ve condition,   i.e.,   restricted from heaving and pitching.   Figure   18 
shows the comparison between   C^      and   Cr        curves and,  again, 
the agreement is quite good. 

The strut was further modified to regain the waterplane 
area lost in the first modification.   Figure   19   shows the strut water- 
plane after the second modification.   The corresponding source   dis- 
tribution is given as follows : 

m(x) - 22. KlM-x.7' - 447. 7026x4 + 3276. 9175xS - 1 1883. 5996x 

+ 2 3318.81u0x7 - 23199. 7132x8 + r282.077lx9 

+  11396. 8366x  0 - 10699. 508 lx"  + 293 3.42 72x12 

for forebody. 

The strut was again kept symmetrical with respect to the 
nruddle length.   Figure   20     shows the comparison between   Cw     and 
Cr     .   The agreement is also good. 

At the present time, a   SWATHS   with proper camber is under 
construction.   The strut with the second modification.  Model 5276-E, 
is used for the catamaran configuration.  At a later date, another 
demihull without camber will be built and tested in a catamaran con- 
figuration in combination with Model 5276-E.  After these additional 
experimental results are obtained,  the influence of camber on resis- 
tance can be assessed. 

Figure 21      gives the resistance comparison between two 
single hulls.   Model 5276-C and Model 5276-E,  at a 32-ft draft.   To 
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assess the contribution of the main hull to the total wavemaking re- 
sistance of a catamaran,  the   Cw   curve of a single main hull without 
a strut was also computed and is plotted in Figure 21.   This curve 
was computed on the assumption that the main hull alone had the same 
displacement volume as Model 5276-E.  In other words,  the diameter 
was increased but its centerline depth was not changed.   To facilitate 
a direct comparison of wavemaking resistance,  this   Cw   curve was 
computed by using the wetted surface of Model 527 6-E rather than 
that of the main hull form.   This   Cw   curve gives the limit as the size 
of a strut is reduced to zero while the total displacement volume is 
kept constant.   Figure 22   gives the same information at a 28-ft draft. 

It is important to note    that,  at high Froude number,  the 
wavemaking resistance of a submerged main hull cannot be ignored. 
The wavemaking resistance of a   SWATHS   can be greatly reduced by 
diminishing the strut size while the total displacement volume is kept 
the same. 

II. 4.   - Concluding Remarks about the Catamaran Hull Form Design 
Procedure. 

Based on the concept of an effective hull form,  the problem 
of designing a catamaran essentially becomes the same as that of 
designing a conventional single hull.   The direct link between these 
two design problems is a computer program developed to obtain off- 
sets of a demihull form offsets of its effective hull at a specified hull 
distance.  By using this computer program,  a pair of monohulls can 
be converted into a pair of demihulls of a catamaran without altering 
the original hydrodynamic properties. 

In general,  the   SWATHS   is a special case of catamaran 
configuration.  Due to the simplicity of its hull geometry,  designing a 
SWATHS   theoretically is much simpler than designing a conventional 
catamaran.   Two design examples for   SWATHS   were given.   Except 
in the case of a strut with blunt endings and quick curvature leversals, 
comparisons of theoretical   Cw 

showed good agreement. 
curves with experimental   Cr   curves 

How low the resistance level of a catamaran hull form can 
be designed depends both upon our ability to design a conventional 
single hull   and on the design constraints imposed.   To enhance the 
good resistance performance of a catamaran,  restrictions imposed 
on the hull geometry should be kept to a minimum.   For developing a 
specific type of catamaran,  the major effort should be directed toward 
developing an effective hull form first,   rather than toward developing 
a catamaran hull form directly.  In so doing,  not only would th'   expense 
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be reduced, but the information so obtained would also be more basic 
and useful, 

III - CONCLUSION 

The selection of catamaran hull forms which possess good 
hydrodynamic characteristics should be the result of the best compro- 
mise among motion, powering, and sea-load considerations. 

In the first part of this work, analytical methods of predict- 
ing motion and sea-loads of catamarans are presented. In the second 
part, a hull form design procedure which provides a set of ship lines 
with good resistance characteristics is presented. 

It is anticipated that the utilization of the methods described 
in this work will contribute a useful, basic input in the preliminary 
design of a   SWATHS. 
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Figure 3       Two-dimensional heave added mass and damping 
coefficients. 
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Figure  4       Added mass and damping coefficients of Model 5061 
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TABLE Z - Particular Oimensiont 

NSRDC Model Numbtr 

B«im (Each hull) in Flat 
« th« Wattrlina 

S182 

38.0 

Draft in Faat (Station 10) 

Lenjth in Feat at the 
Watarlma 

Oitplacamant of Each Hull 
in Long Tom 

Hull Spacing in Faat" 

Longitudinal Center of 
Gra»itv Aft of F. P. in 
Feet 

17.0 

650.0 

14,000 

S061 

24.0 

180 

210.0 

1386 

S266 

30.42 

69.5 

8500 

50,500 
»■*■>* j^wj is. 

30.0       I338X) 

105.6 285.3 

Longitudinal Radius of 
Gyration in Faat 

Block Coefficient 

Scale Ratio 

Diameter in Feet 

'Salt Water 
"Between the inner hulli 

0.24L 

0.72 

24 78 

0.233L 

OSS 

16.89 

W.I 

207 

420 

026L 

0964 

50.0 

5266 

Figure   5       Body plans 
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Figure   7       Heave and pitch motions of Model 5061 
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Figure 8        Heave and pitch motions of Model 5266 
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Figure   9       Comparison between twin hulls and demihull of 
Model 5061 
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Figure    10      Absolute and relative vertical motion of the 
frort edge of cross-deck of Model 5266 
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AFPENDACES: Non«: 
DIMENSIONS* 

SHIP H0 DEL 
LOA  COEFFICIENTS* 

Lcngch (LOA)  FT 850 17.0 s 0.616 
'VF 

0.82 

Lengch  (LBP)  FT — — CF 
0.776 SA 0.88 

Beam (BIX)  FT 70 1.4 cx 0.794 LE/L 0.50 

Draft  (H)  FT 38 0.76 SJ 0.846 Lp/L 0.0 

Olapl.ln Tons 39790S.W. 0.310F.W. CPF 
0.80 LR/L 0.50 

Wetted Surf.Sq Ft 117097 46.84 CPA 
0.75 L/B-, 12.14 

Design V In Kts 

LCBLM    0.491 

30 

.it of  f.   E 

4.24 

Id 

CPE 

CPR 

0.80 

0.75 

BIX/H      1.84 

A/(0IL)364.79 

LCFL0A    0-i]7 Aft of   F.   wid CPV 
0.73 S// ÄL 20.13 

>        - 50.0 

®       - 2.995 (D 
1.04( 

0.87; 

CPVA 
CPVF 

0.68 

0.78 

11UZS:  NSRUC Shop Plans,  Model   5266 

*NOTE:    The coefficients  and  dimensions presented above are  for that  portion 
of a single hull  that  Is below  the   38  ft waterllne.    This draft  correspond» 
to the total height   (minor  .^xls)  of   the  largest elliptical body section.    The 
total full-scale displacement, wetted surface, and draft,   for a single hull, 
are 50,500 tons S.W.,  164,780 «q   ft,  and 69.5 ft, respect Ively.    That  portion 
of  the  full-scale hull  above  the   i8  ft  waterllne  (strut)  has a waterllne 
length  (LWL)  of  757.5  ft,   a beam  (B  )  of   30.4  ft,  and a waterplane coefficient 
(ty  of 0.515. X 
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Figure 13      Ship and model data for a LWP catamaran 
represented by Model 5266 
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nOTMUfM LAT-Uf Mil    HMMMDC-WM/UMN«) 

SHIP AND MODEL   DATA 
FOR 

A LWP  CATAMARAN  REPRESENTED BY 

MODEL    5276 
APPENDAGES NONE 

DIMENSIONS   * LOA COEFFICIENTS   * 
SHIP MODEL CB 0.602 CWF    0.88 

L£M0TM   (LOA)   FT 28 7 14.07 Cp 0.758 C*A   0.81 
LENGTH   (LIP)   FT CX0.795 Lt/L0.36 
• E«M  (l.l  FT 17.3 "0.85 0.(5.547 Lp/L0.22 

DMFT (HI  FT 17.3 0.85 C^Ö.Sfl L,/L 0.42 

OISPL IN TONS 1486        $w. 0.17»» CM0.71 L/BX16.55 
WETTED SURF  SO  FT 12481 29.99 CRE 0.73 BX/H  1-0 
DESIGN   v IN  KTS 32 7.08 CRR 0.66 Ä/L0lJ.J562.9 
LCBLa».    0.479       , IFT OF F.   End Cpv0.71 S/^i.    19.12 
1-CFL0A .   0.485 IFT OF  F.   End CRV«0.72 t 
mi    ENTRANCE   H*LF ANGLE < CpVF 0.73 f 

X«      20.4 v /vTT^T-- 1.962 LBP COEFFICIENTS 
®.       5.525 (g}> 1.619 c. L/Bx 
LINES CP A/(OIL)s 

*NUTE:     1,   The  coefficients   and   dimensions   presented above  are   for  that 
portion of a single bull   that   Is below the  17.3  ft waterllne.     This  draft 
corresponds  to  the  total  height   at   the  top of  the  body of   revolution. 
The  total   full-scale  displacement,  wetted  surface,  and  draft,  for a  single 
hull,  are  2026  tons S.W.,   19197  sq.   ft.,   and   32   ft.,   respectively.     That 
portion of the  full-scale  hull   above  the  17.3  ft.  waterline  (strut)   has 
a waterline length  (LWL)  of  226.5  ft.,  a  beam  (B  )  of 8.0  ft.,  and a 
water plane  coefficient   (C  )   of  0.709. 

2,  Sectional  area  curve   same  as  Model   5266 

For  detail  see  Figure 2-3 

Figure   15      Ship and model data for a LWP catamaran 
represented oy Model 5276 
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Motion and Reeiatanae of a Low-Waterplane Catamaran 

APPENDIX A - DETERMINATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFI- 
CIENTS. 

If we assume that the fluid surrounding  a  catamaran has 
irrotational motion,  we can introduce a velocity potential $ (x, y, z, t) 
in the fluid region.   The velocity potential should satisfy,  in addition 
to the Laplace equation,  the following boundary conditions 

(■^- U-^)2 <&(x.  y,   z,  t) + g$z = 0        onz = 0 (57) 

where   g   is the gravitational acceleration. 

V$ . .n   =  V on S (58) 

where   n   is the unit normal vector on the body surface pointing into 
the body,    V,,      is the normal component of the velocity of the body 
surface,  and   S0      is the mean position of the body. 

$   (x, y,   - «».  t)   =   0 
z (59) 

_L 2 2 and a physically appropriate far-field condition for   (x      + y     )2—'O" 
to make the problem well posed. 

Assuming the flow disturbance to be a small perturbation 
from uniform flow,  we can express   $>   in the form 

$   =    - Ux + 4)    (x,  y,   z) + ())    (x,  y,   z) e -j w t 
(60) 

where   U   is the forward velocity of the ship;   <t)s      is the steady 
potential,   representing the wavemaking disturbance due to the for- 
ward velocity; and 0O   =<t>oc    + j <t> is the potential associated 
with the oscillatory fluid disturbance.   We can further divide fy 
into three distinct origins of the oscillatory fluid disturbance as 

^o   =   V   ^D   +   ^M 
The incoming wave potential,  $        is given by 

. Ko (z + j x cos /3 - j y sin /? ) 

I u« 

(61) 

(62) 

where ß   is the wave-heading angle with respect to the positive 
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x-axis,  ci)0    is the wave frequency,  K0      is the wave number given 
by     WQ / g,  and   A   is the wave amplitude.   The wave diffraction is 
represented by  <{>_       and the fluid disturbance caused by the motion 
of the body in initially calm  water is represented by   ())M       .  Within 
a linear approximation to the solution of the velocity potential   §M 

we can let 

0 
M K;2  ko     k 

(63) 

where   4)k      is another set of velocity potentials,  and     ^ ko ' ^ = 2, . . 
6   are the complex amplitudes of the displacement of the body from 
its mean position in sway,  heave,   roll,  pitch,  and yaw modes,   res- 
pectively.   The pressure at any point of the hull is obtained from 
Bernoulli's equation by 

u2 -     p{0t + g z(t)+j| v$|2 (64) 

At this point,  we will establish the following conditions : 
(1) the- motion of the body is small,   so that the pressure at a point 
on the body surface at any instant can be obtained via Taylor's expan- 
sion of the pressure- at the mean position of the body; (2) the terms 
of <() (§1   .  0., 0O , <t)::;   ,    ^0 <£,,   £k0<t>D , {k0) will be discarded in the 
evaluation of the prt-ssurc; {•>) only those components of the pressure 
which have harmonic    time dependence will be considered,   and (4) 
the static-pressure component and the component which contributes 
to the static restoring force- or moment of the body will not be inclu- 
ded in evaluation of the pressure. 

W''th the foregoing conditions,  the complex amplitude of the 
pressure at a point on the body surface can be expressed by 

p   -    P (j u;     +    U -/- ) 0 
o X o 

p.a.. u-^W £  «ko^ 
(65) 

evaluated at the mean position of the body. 

6 These conditions are also applied to monohull ships by Salvesen, 
Tuck and Faltinsen (1970). 
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Motion and Reeiatanae of a Low-Waterptane Catamaran 

Integration of the pressure over the wetted surface of a 
catamaran should yield the hydrodynamic forces and moments.   Thus, 
we have 

^Klh ds 

&o 
for   i - 1,  3 6, where   n2 and n3   are respectively the   y and z 
components of the unit normal vector and   n^ = ynß - zn2,  n5 = -xnß , 
n6 =xn2 . 

We can further decompose the hydrodynamic force into two 
parts i.e. 

F(H)   = F(e)   + F(m) 

where 

(e) = wave-excited force 

■!■■ 
(jo.   f U—) (4)   \ fy^) ds (66) 

and 

(m) 
= motion-excited force 

"l^o jfjn.O.   +U^)   4)k   ds (67) 

Applying the results of Ogilvie and Tuck (1969) to the simpli- 
fied case in this work,  we can show for any differentiable scalar 
function  (p   with the usage of Kronecker's delta function that 

j[/n.<t)xds=     jfj   (n3     5i5-n2    ^ds -Jf n.   «M   (68) 

S S C|x) 
where   S   is the immersed hull surface forward of the cross section 
at   x,  and   c(x)   is the line integral along the contour of the cross 
section.   Utilization of i.quation (68) in Equation (66) yields 
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= p /7   jn. (u.    + UKoco8  0)  ^ds 

+ p0/(jü'ni+Un3   Äi5-Un2   4i6)<l>D ds (69) 

where the line integral at the stern section is neglected. 

Within the accuracy of the order of approximation in this 
work and together with a slenderness assumption of each hull of 
the catamaran,  we can derive from Equation (58) and (61) that 

4) Mn -J"    (i0   +   «o*ü)-  S- "(«exe,   ).  n    on S     (70) 

where 

io = (   V   ^o-   V 

^o = (    f40'     ^50'        i60) 

_/l   = (x,   y,   z) 

and    £.1    is the unit vector in the   x   direction.   Substitution of Equa- 
tion (63) into Equation (70) yields 

<t>; ln      -Jw     n, + Un3     «i5-Un2     6^ 
(71) 

on S    for   i = 2,   3,  . ..,  6, o 

Using Equation (71) and the relation 

" + U K    cos  fl    =    w 
o M o 

in Equation (69),  we get 
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Motion and Reeistanoe of a Lou-Waterplane Catamaran 

Since 

Jj*in%
d*   -   //^Dn ^i d8 

by Green's theorem and 

(j)       =   - (b on   S TIn Dn o 

from the kinematic boundary condition,  we can show that 

I ■|KV<VT>, •i5-^*2'i6)^r}*1 ds 

(72) 
The above procedure for eliminating the diffraction potential 0 Q 

from the expression for the wave-exciting force and moment was 
first shown by Haskind (1957) for zero speed and later it was exten- 
ded by Newman (1965' for the case of forward speeds and is referred 
to as the Haskind-Newman relation. 

Similarly, we can derive 

Am) 
l^koJ^-V^    *i5-Un2    ^ 

(m)     * 

ds 

6 
"Flu 
fe ko 

(73) 

<VTX  *i5-^^n   ai6)0kds 
If we express   F_. in the form 

where   A;k      are the so-called added mass quantities, and   BM 

are the damping quantities, we find from Equation (73) that 

A     =Re.    |   -4-/JV    +—■&     «.K-~^     «J^d-i      (74) ik j     (      u JJ      ln     J"'    3n   " i5      j w    2n    16      k      f 
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Bv = Im-     I' -irlh     +—^     «-c--^^      «.J<t> dsl     (75) ik j     (       "»//    in     ju)     3n     i5      j CJ    2n     i6   T k / 

Using Newton's second law,  we can show that the equations 
of motion can be expressed in the form 

where 

f-i.       ik     s ko i i ik 
(76) 

M 
ik 

M 0 -Mz 0 

M 

-Mz 0 I 
g 4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 L 

z    is the    z-coordinate of the center of mass,  and 
g 

(s) 
F -  Hydrostatic restoring force 

0 0 0 0 0 

'33 

0 

0       -c 
53 

0 

0 -C 

=44 < 

0 ( 

35 

0 0 

55 

0 

Thus,  the equations reduce to the algebraic equation 

6 

E j-   u2 (M      + A.J - j   u, B.+ C U      = F.(e) 

kz2l ik        ik ik        ik    pko        i (77) 
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Motion and Reetstanae of a Low-Waterplane Catamaran 

where   A ik 
3ik and F; m are frequency and speed dependent. 

For slender catamarans we can assume that no coupling 
exists between the motions on the horizontal and vertical planes so 
that 

ik 
B..    =   0 

ik 

for the following combinations of   i   and   k 

i   = 2,  4,  6 for   k   = 3,   5 

or 

i   =    3,   5 for   k   -   2,  4,   6 

As has been seen previously,   the hydrodynamic coefficients 
appearing in the equations of motion can be obtained,   if the solution 
of the velocity potentials   Oj (i = 2 6) are known.   In the solu- 
tion of   <t)j     ,   the flow around each transverse section is assumed 
to be two-dimensional,  and,  thus,  the variable   x   enters as a para- 
meter in the expressions for   0i     .  A correct mathematical deve- 
lopment to lead to such an approximation from the slender-body 
theory is given by Ogilvie and Tuck (1969).  and a comprehensive 
review of this approximation is given in Newman (1970). 

Approximation of three-dimensional flow by two-dimensio- 
nal flow as described previously is often called the strip approxima- 
tion.   The strip approximation of the hydrodynamic coefficients has 
been quite successful in the prediction of motions of monohull ships. 
Regardless of the possibility that the two-body interference of the 
flow between the hulls may weaken the two-dimensional approxima- 
tion,  the strip approximation is applied in this work to check both 
the reliability of the approximation and the areas which   might be 
improved should the approximation prove unreliable. 

The assumption of linear excitation-response relationship 
and the strip approximation lead finally to determination of the hydro- 
dynamic coefficients shown in Table 1.   The solution of two-dimen- 
sional added inertia and damping is obtained by using the method of 
source distribution.   The description of the method for heave added 
mass and damping is given in Lee, Jones, and Bedel (1971). 

For illustration,  the derivation of  A.,    ,  B^     and   Bpg 
will be shown here.   From Equation (74) and the strip approximation, 
we have 
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',1 
!jH. P   Re.    /   dx   /    (a     +4^(t),   )(t>,   d^ 53 ü)2 ""j    I I     v T5n      j üi   """Sn7 x3 

•/L C(X) 
where    I    means an integral over the length of the body from the 
aft to the fore perpendicular.   From Equation (71) we have 

(D 5n jWn5 + Un3=ju,n3(x+^L)= -(x + ^L) ({j^ 

Thus, 

(XV 
+   U     i     P_Irn dx       (j,    ^     d^ 

a)2     I     w j   j j       3     3n 

d-f 

x   a      (x) dx   + ■U       R 

^"    B33 

where 

33 
(x) = -   -'     Re.      / (J)    Cj) 

u»'1 j     / 3     3n 
-qx) 

d^ 

Similarly,  we can show,   using Equation (75),  that 

B 
53 

-Aim.    / dx   / (<p.    +-^<t),    )0,   dt 
a»         j    / /       1 5n     j (j   x3n        3 

-^-Im. f dxf (-x+~   )0,    4),   d-f u.        j / I v          jw   '     3n Y3 

f            i 4) 
jfxb33(x)dx-ü |.^Re.   /dx/(t)3(t)3n   df} 

/■ 
I        c(x) 

b33(x)dx.UA33 

where 

33 
(x) = - -iL   Im.   /    (p, (J),      d| 

W J^cW     3     3n 
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Motion and Reeietanae of a Lou-Waterplane Catamaran 

From Equation (75) we have 

d^ '26 u.   —i    /   — I      -2n T6 
1       •'cOO 

Since by inspection we can deduce of Equation (71) that 

4>6 = (x +-^  )02 

we can show that 

B 
26 

L i       n       
cix)r        r 

/ 
x b22 (x) dx   -   U A22 

APPENDIX B - SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION POTENTIAL 

In the following,   the solution of the diffraction potential 
<}>       will be obtained in the   Oyz   plane. 

The boundary-value problem for   0      is described as 

where 

K      =     i*c / 

0 
Dn ^ In (79) 

where   c0   is the contour of the immersed portion of a catamaran 
cross section located at   x   ,  and the incoming wave potential  ()) 
is given by 

<J)      = _^I_   eJ Ko  x C08 ^      e
Ko    (z - j V sin ^  ) (80) 
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where 

K      =       a» 2   /   g 
o o     '    B 

Since the variable   x   enters into this problem as a parameter, we 
take   e JkoXCos0 as a constant term and let it be denoted by   c   . 

<DDz  (y. - • )  = 0 

<t>D   ~    BeKz + jKo|y| as      |y|-.» (81) 

where   B   is a constant. 

Substituting Equation (80) into Equation (79), we obtain 

61        . -     «   AC (-j n, sin U   + n, ) eKo <z " " Bin® 
Dn I r o v  •'    2 3 

(82) 

where   n.   and   n3  are the   y   and   z components of the unit normal 
vector on   c0    .   For brevity, we let 

y'    = y sin ß 

n'     = - n
2 sinß 

A'   = -     o>     AC 
o 

We have from Equation (82) 

<j)       I =A,eKo    Z (n    cos K    y' -nisinK    y') 
Dn I . 3 o 2 o 

'•o 
(83) 

- j A' eKo   Z(n; cos K  y' + n, sin K y1) 
2 o 3 o 

Since we assume that catamarans are made of two symme- 
trical hulls,  we know that   n^   is odd,   and   n^   is even, with respect 
to   y    .   Then,   it is clear that the real part of the right side of Equa- 
tion (83) is an even function, and the imaginary part is an odd func- 
tion.   Now,  we let 
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where   $>e   and   (t)0   are even and odd functions in   y   ,   respectively, 
and satisfy the following body boundary conditions 

4> en 
= A' e 

K, 
(n    cos K   y1-   ni sin K    y') 

3 o 2 o 
(84) 

<t) j A' e Ko Z( n'  cos K^1 + n3 sin K  y') (85) 

The potentials   <t)e   and  §)0   also independently satisfy the remaining 
conditions prescribed for    (pp  .   With this arrangement, we can easi- 
ly relate   <pe   to the problem of heaving twin cylinders and relate   <P0 

to the problem of swaying twin cylinders with the only trivial differen- 
ce being the magnitudes on the right side of Equations (84) and (85). 

The solution for oscillating twin cylinders can be obtained 
by using the method of source distribution along the contour   C0   . 
The expression for the source is given by 

= J_ F/n   {(y- ifjJlL n2}^n}(y^ r,)2 + (z. n
2| 

^L    j(y+,)2 + (z4 n2}' j(y+,)2 + (z+ n
2 l 

dk 

j(y+r,r + (z4 n \   |(y+'») +(»+ n } 

-— T   -j^——£-   \ cos k (y- i») ±    cos k (y+ »J ) | 

0       0' 

j eKo   (z+f)      IcosK    {y-rl)±co8K   (y+^ ) }       (86) 
( O O ' 

where the plus sign corresponds to heave   (G   )  and the minus sign cor- 
responds to sway  (G0)   ,  and    ^      means Cauchy's principal-value 
integral. 

Let 

*■ 

«. 

f   Q   G    dlt 
Je       e     e 

/ Q   G 
CR      o     o 

di 

(87) 

(88) 

where    CR   is the integral along the immersed contour of the right- 
half of the cross section,  and   Qe   and   Q0   are the unknown source 
strengths.  Applying the boundary conditions given by Equations (84) 
and (85) to Equations (8 7) and (88),   respectively,  and solving the 

integral equations for   Qe   and   Q0   ,  we obtain the solutions of 0 
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ind   <p      and,   hence,  the solution of  ()> 
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Motion and Reeietanae of a Low-Wat emplane Catamaran 

DISCUSSION 

J.N.   Newman 
Masaaahusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Masaaahusetta,   U.S.A. 

(Discussion read by Professor Beck) 

Drs.   Lee and Pien have applied up-to-date hydrodynamic 
techniques to the prediction of catamaran motions and wave resistan- 
ce,  and while they have each experienced isolated cases of poor 
agreement with experiments,  the overall success in both problems 
is quite striking.   My remarks will be focused on the principal discre- 
pancy experienced in the seakeeping portion of this paper; namely, 
the substantial overprediction of pitch and heave,  with forward speed, 
at a critical wavelength.   It seems clear that this is associated with 
the presence of near-zero heave damping at zero forward speed,  and 
the use of the zero-speed hydrodynamic coefficients    in a strip-theory 
manner.   This problem does not show up for conventional hull forms, 
even when (zero-damping) bulbous sections are present locally such 
as in the bow.   But for a body such as Model 5266 where bulbous 
sections are dominant,   the total heave damping coefficient will be 
more seriously affected and,  in view of the strong coupling due to 
forward speed,   both the pitch and heave motions will be exaggerated 
as shown in figure 8. 

To be more specific,  let us consider the case of a thin-body 
section,   so that the explicit results of thin-ship theory are applica- 
ble.   Then it is known that the two-dimensional damping coefficient 
for a section with offsets   y =xf (z)   is proportional to the square 
of the integral 

T 

/■ 
-KJ df 

dz dz 

or to the Laplace transform of the hull slope in the vertical direction. 
Here   T   is the ship's draft,  and   K   is the wavenumber.   Clearly, for 
a bulbous form where   df/dz   changes sign,   the above integral will 
vanish for suitable combinations of the wavenumber and hull shape. 
Now in three dimensions and with zero speed,  the same conclusion 
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will apply,  for suitable shapes   f (x, y),   essentially because here 
the damping coefficient depends on an integral,   with   respect to the 
waveangle   6    ,   of the square of the surface integral. 

T        L/2 
f       /    -Kz + iKx cos 9         äf(x,   z) J    , 

*        ^   e —V  dxdz 
0      -L/2 dz 

and since the wavenumber   K   is independent of the parameter   0   ,  the 
above integral will vanish for cylindrical vessels having the appro- 
priate two-dimensional shape.   Based on this argument,  we can con- 
clude that zero damping can occur not only in two dimensions but also 
in three, provided the forward speed is zero. 

Finally,  let us consider the case of forward speed.   Then,  as 
shown,   for example,   in my paper in the June 1959 issue of the Jour- 
nal of Ship Research   the threee-dimensional damping coefficient is 
again proportional to the square of a surface integral similar to that 
shown above,   but now the wavenumber   K   is no longer a single cons- 
tant,  but, depending on the value of the Brard parameter     uiU / g   , 
takes on either two or four discrete values,  each of which depends 
on   6   .   Thus,   since the square of the surface integral is integrated 
over a continuous spectrum of  K   ; the probability of zero damping 
is greatly reduced.   The three-dimensional theory which I presented 
in 1959 was eclipsed by the subsequent success of the simpler strip 
theories,  which could be more easily refined to account for the effects 
of finite beam.   But Dr.   Lee has discovered a situation where the 
three-dimensional and forward-speed effects may be more important, 
and I hope to have the opportunity to pursue this matter further,  by 
resurrecting my 1959 theory and applying it to the catamaran configu- 
ration. 

DISCUSSION 

Robert F.  Beck 
University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Miahigan,   U.S.A. 

Personally,  1   am wondering if you have done any non-head- 
sea calculations.   What you have shown in the paper is just for pitch 
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and heave in head seas.   It would seem to the non-head-sea 
case may be more critical for certain cor ons of ship speed and 
wave heading angles.   If you have calculated mese modes of motions, 
did you consider any viscous effects, particularly roll-damping, as 
Salvesen,   et.   al.       had  in their paper when they included an empiri- 
cal viscous damping term. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Choung   M.    Lee 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Betheada, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

I will answer Professor Newman's discussion first.   As I 
discussed in the paper,   the under-estimation of the damping is expect- 
ed to coma from the deficiency of thestrip theory which cannot take 
care of   a   three-dimensional flow when a catamaran has forward 
speed.  I agree with Professor Newman's viewpoint that the forward 
speed effect on the motion of LWP catamarans could well be repre- 
sented bya thin-ship approach.   The difficult part is to incorporate the 
three-dimensional wave interference between the two hulls. 

As to Professor Beck's question,  I have pointed out that I 
formulated for five degrees of freedom c   .notion.   The only numerical 
results we have obtained so far is up to coupled heave and pitch mo- 
tion in head seas.  As to roll damping,  I suspect that we may have to 
introduce a similar kind of supplemental damping to the one introduc- 
ed in the heave and pitch motion for LWP catamarans.   However,  at 
the present stage we are not sure if the supplemental damping should 
necessarily be governed by viscous effect alone as treated by Salve- 
sen,  Tuck and Faltinsen in their SNAME paper of 1970.   More signifi- 
cant factor governing the damping could be the forward speed effect. 
I hope that our future investigation on this subject would clarify the 
question. 
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DISCUSSION 

T.K. S.   Murthy 
Portsmouth Polyteahnia 

Povtamouth,  U. K. 

I have not had occasion so far to read the paper which Dr. 
Pien and Dr.   Lee have presented,  but from the presentation and the 
discussion I can see that they have used strip theory with two-dimen- 
sional damping values and that they have also made the assumption 
that the waves are not disturbed by the catamaran.   These are perhaps 
two shortcomings in the work but it is obvious from the talk I gave 
this morning that if we put the parameter beta equals zero - we have 
chosen four parameters - delta,  beta,  alpha and epsilon - if we put 
beta relating to the cushion pressure equal to zero we get all the 
results we require for a catamaran. 

In my treatment I did not start from the equations of motion, 
as is normally done.   I have not specifically used added mass and 
damping values,  but these are implicit in the equations.   The strip 
theory is always suspect,   particularly at forward speeds,  and it is 
better not to use it.   Although my theory is applicable only to tht thin 
hulls of the conventional catamaran,  it can also be applied to circu- 
lar cylinders well below the free surface, whatever the dimensions 
might be,  because then the ./avemaking could be considered fairly 
negligible.   I would strongly recommend that Dr.   Pien and Dr.   Lee 
use the method talked about this morning to see how it compares 
with their results.   We should be very glad to collaborate with them 
in this respect and do some work at the University if required for 
confirmatior: of their results.   This is a different approach.   It does 
not make any explicit assumptions and we get the same results by a 
different approach.   I strongly recommend some sort of collaboration 
between NSRDC and the University. 
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REPLY TO  DISCUSSION 

Choung M.   Lee 
Naval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

Or.  Murthy's suggestion of using three-dimensional singu- 
larity distribution is well understood.  In principle we can always use 
the method of singularity distribution to obtain the solution of a linear 
boundary-value problem in the three-dimensional space.   The only 
difficulty is in the evaluation of the hydrodynamic quantities, which 
takes much more time than the two-dimensional solution does.   This 
is the main reason why we have relied on the strip theory.  Owing to 
the short time at my disposal I did not explain too well,  but when I 
said that the presence of body did not disturb the incoming wave this 
was applicable only to the case of obtaining relative motion.   In obtai- 
ning ship motion the wave diffraction effect due to the presence of 
body is incorporated in the wave-exciting term by use of the Haskind 
relation. 
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HYDRODYNAMIC DESIGN OF AN S3 

SEMI-SUBMERGED SHIP 

Thomas G.   Lang,  PhD 
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center 

San Diego,  California U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The S3 semisubmerged ship concept is described 
and hydrodynamic characteristics are presented. Va- 
riations of the basic form are discussed and results 
of model tests and theory are presented on static and 
dynamic stability, drag and power, motion in waves 
and effectiveness of an automatic control system for 
motion reduction. The results show that an S is in- 
herently stable at all speeds, well damped in all mo- 
des, and should provide a near-level ride in high sea 
states if equipped with an automatic control svstem. 
Furthermore, an S should have less drag than a 
monohull at the higher design speeds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Military and commercial users of ships are continuously 
searching for new design concepts which would provide improved 
speed,   range,   payload ratio,   seaworthiness,  or reliability.   Such 
improvements are preferably to be attained at reduced cost,   although 
cost tradeoffs are the general rule.  Since monohulls have long been 
the most widely used hull form,   it is generally accepted that their 
lead position is not easily challenged. 

The large monohulls can carry a very large payload ratio, 
they have a long range at moderate-to-high ship speeds,  and they 
offer good seaworthiness at a relatively low initial and operating cost 
per unit of payload.   The small monohulls,   on the other hand,   have 
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other advantages,   such as : low unit cost,  more flexible utilization 
resulting from greater numbers for a given total cost,   more frequent 
scheduling,  less net cost when small payloads are required,  and less 
target value in the case of military applications. 

Unusual ship designs such as hydrofoils and various types of 
air-supported vehicles have already taken over some of the missions 
performed earlier by monohulls.  These types of craft are high per- 
formance vehicles,  and tend to be used when higher speed is impor- 
tant,   such as certain passenger craft and special military applica - 
tions.   These craft require considerable power, are more complex 
in design,  and are therefore more costly than monohulls. 

There is a need for a new type of small displacement ship 
which has low cost,   has all the desirable features of small ships,  and 
yet has many of the desirable features of large ships. 

One new type of displacement ship which has been receiving 
considerable attention lately,  especially in the oil drilling industry, 
is called a semisubmersible.   Typically,   semisubmersibles are 
low-speed ships having two or more submerged cylindrical hulls with 
several vertical cylinders supporting a platform well above the water. 
These craft have been found to withstand very high sea states and 
winds,  and exhibit small motion in waves relative to monohulls. 

The term   S      refers to a certain cUss of related semisub- 
merged ship designs and their characteristics.   The   S     semisub- 
mer^ged ship concept discussed in Reference 1,  and shown in Figure 1, 
belongs to the family of semisubmersibles ; however,  it is designed 
to provide low drag at higher speeds,  and to have good seaworthiness 
not only at rest,  but underway.   Ar   S3  tends to fill a gap in ship 
design since it can be small,  having all of the advantages of small 
ships,   and yet have the speed,  deck space,   and seaworthiness of 
large ships. 

3 
The   S     concept stemmed from designs of the writer dating 

back  to  the   1950^.    This   concept  was  introduced at the Naval 
Undersea  Center   (NUC )   in  1968,   where it has been under active 
investigation ever  since.   The   S3   is not  the only  higher-speed   se- 
misubmerged  ship  concept,   however.   Several other  types have been 
designed,   as  discussed in  Reference   1,   including a   single-hull 
version  conceived by  Lundborg  dating back  to   1880,  a multihulled 
version described by Blair in 1929,  a twin-hulled version by Creed 
in 1945,   the Trisec by Leopold at Litton Systems in 1969 (Ref 2),  and 
more recent versions called Modcats designed by Pien at Naval Ship 
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Hydrodynamia Design of an S   Semiaubmerged Ship 

Research and Development Center (NSRDC) (Ref 3) 

DESCRIPTION 

The typical design of an   S''   semi submerged ship,   shown in 
Figure 1,  consists of two parallel torpedo-like hulls which support 
an above-water platform by means of four well-spaced streamlined 
vertical struts.  Stabilizing fins attached to the aft portions of the 
hulls provide pitch stability at higher speeds.   The water plane area 
and spacing of the struts provide static stability in both roll and 
pitch.  Small controllable fins called canards may be placed near the 
hull noses.   These canard fins can be used in conjunction with control- 
lable stabilizing fins at the rear to provide motion control over heave, 
pitch and roll.  If rudders are placed in each of the four struts,   mo- 
tion control over yaw and sway can be obtained,   especially when an 
S     travels obliquely to wav°s.   It should be noted that an   S    design 
is inherently stable at all speeds,   without the use of control surfaces. 

Some of the advantages of the   S3 hull type relative to a mono- 
hull are : greatly improved seaworthiness,   both at rest ad underway; 
reduced wave drag at higher speeds ,  greater deck area and internal 
volume ; certain advantages of the unusual hull shape for placement 
of a central well,  mounting sonars,   carrying small craft,   placement 
of propulsors,  and potential for modular construction ; improved 
propulsive efficiency and greater cavitation resistance ; greater top- 
side weight capacity; and the potential for a near-level ride in high 
sea states. 

These advantages are to be weighed against the disadvantages. 
The primary disadvantage is the increased structural weight due to 
ivs relatively dispersed design form.   Other possible disadvantages 
include the large draft,   and the need for ballast control over trim. 

Many variations of the typical design shown in Figure 1 are 
possible.   The strut thickness and chord lengths can vary,   the hull 
lengths and diameters can change,   the hull cross-sectional shape can 
vary,   the rudders can be located behind the propellers,  the sizes and 
positions of the stabilizing and control fins can be varied,  and the 
ship can be propelled by means other than propellers,   such as pu.np- 
jets.  Still other   S3  variations from the typical design form are 
presented in Figure 2; these include a two-strut and a six-strut, 
twin-hulled design,  and several types of single-hulled designs.   There 
is no "best"   S     hull form,   since the form will vary as a function of 
size,   mission,   and design constraints. 
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The primary objective of this paper is to describe the basic 
characteristics of an   S     so that it can be compared with other types 
of ships for various types of applications.   To do this,  the drag and 
power,   stability,   motion in waves,  and automatic control characteris- 
tics will be discussed. 

DRAG AND POWER 

In calm water,   ship speed is a function of drag, and is there- 
fore limited by the installed power.   The maximum speed may be less 
in the higher sea states,   since speed mav be limited either by ship 
motion or by increased drag due to waves.   In the case of monohulls, 
speed limitations in the higher sea states can be severe. 

In order to compare the drag and power of a wide variety of 
ship forms,   sizes,  and speeds,  the following equations are used : 

drag coefficient     =     CD   =   r
2/3  P   v2     =   CD      +   CD 

2 f r 

power     = P -:    : =    C_ v%^    V   /r, 
^ D 2 

displacement Froude number =     F V 
V VpYs 

\fivyr   g1/3^/6 

v,   n    tf   ■ tr A.   V A hull efficiency   =          E =   ——— =    — .    q 

n         Af            A 1              Af 1 
range   =                          R =_ "   .    n .  _-_. =_—.  E .- 

"Ä-      D '       SFC      A     '       " SFC 

where   D   =   drag, V    =   displaced volume,    p      -   mass den- 
sity of water,    V   =   speed,      1   =   propulsive efficiency,    g   =   accele- 
ration of gravity, A = Vp g   =   displaced weight,    A f   =   weight of 
fuel,   and   SFC   =   specific fuel consumption   =   weight of fuel consum- 
ed per unit power per unit time.   The units used may be any consis- 
tent set.   The term   Cn     is the frictional drag coefficient,  and is 

f C assumed to be purely a function of Reynolds number ; the term   D^ 
reduces as the size or speed increases.   The term   CD        is the 
residual drag coefficient ; it includes the wave drag and all other 
sources of drag except frictional drag,  and is assumed to be purely 
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a function of   F^ . 

Figure 3 is reproduced from Reference 1,  and shows the 
approximate hull efficiency   E   at maximum speed for a variety of 
ship types as a function of displacement Froude number   Fy   in calm 
water.   Hull efficiency is an important parameter since the equation 
shows that it is directly proportional to range.   Note that the hull 
efficiency of an   S    is somewhat less than that of a monohull at low 
F^7   ,   but somewhat greater than that of a monohull at high   Fy 
where monohull wave drag becomes large.   The reason for this re- 
sult is that an   S3  has a greater frictional drag than a monohull due 
to its increased wetted surface area,  but has less wave drag at 
higher speed due to iiz unusual hull form.    A   CQ   of   0. 05 and an 
r}   of   0. 80   have been used for the   S3 curve in Figure 3 at   Fy   = 
2. 0,  with   CD A   reducing slightly at lower   Fy   ,  and increasing 
slightly at higher   Fv,     to reflect reduced propulsive efficiency.   The 
propulsive efficiency   n   is somewhat greater for an   S3 than for 
monohulls since the boundary layer inflow to the propulsors will be 
more axially symmetric ; therefore,   the   S3   propulsors can be more 
completely wake adapted,  as in the case of torpedoes where propul- 
sive efficiencies of   85%   to   90%   are not uncommon.   The line 
shown in Figure 3 for monohulls is the locus of the highest measured 
values of   E.    In rough water,   the value of   E   for monohulls will 
reduce considerably,  as shown later,  while   E   for an   S3   ship will 
not change appreciably. 

The dashed lines in Figure 4 show the measured   CQ     from 
model tests.   The model data relate to a small-craft   S3  design.  The 
solid lines are the estimated drag coefficients for several 3000-ton 
ships,  including an improved low-wave-drag four-strut   S3  ,  and the 
estimated   CQ   of an improved two-strut design taken from Ref 3. 
Notice that the values of   CQ   for the   3000-ton ships are significant- 
ly lower than those of the small models,   primarily due to the 
Reynold's number effect on frictional drag and the use of thinner 
struts.   The wave drag portion of the estimated value for the   S3 

ship was calculated by Dr.   R. B.   Chapman of NUC using linearized 
thin ship theory in which all strut-strut,   strut-hull,  and hull-hull 
interactions were included.   This same theory has provided excellent 
agreement wi^h a large number of tests conducted on various struts, 
strut-hull combinations,  and complete   S3  models.  Reference 4 by 
Dr.   Chapman contains data for estimating the spray drag of surface- 
piercing struts at high speeds. 

Figure 5 shows the; ratio of the drag in waves to the drag in 
calm water for tests on a    5-foot model of a   DE-1006   destroyer 
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(Reference 5),  and for tests on a   5-foot model of an   S3 .   The drag 
of the destroyer model increases by factors of five or more in waves, 
while waves are shown to have no significant effect on the drag of the 
S3    model. 

Figure 6 shows the power required for a   3000-ton,  four- 
strut   S     compared with the estimated power requirements for a 
hydrofoil,  a high-speed surface effect ship and a destroyer.  The 
results show that the   S3  requires significantly less power than 
either a hydrofoil or   SES   at speeds up to around 50 knots. 

A photograph of a model of a   3000-ton   S3   is shown in 
Figure 7,   together with a list of some of its estimated characteris- 
tics. 

STABILITY 

A wide variety of model tests have shown that the   S3  is 
inherently both statically and dynamically stable.   In regard to static 
stability,  the metacentric height in roll can be calculated from the 
equation 

GM   =       -   BG 
V 

b2 

where   I   =—•—   A      s      moment of inertia of the total waterplane 
4 . area A, 

b   =     strut center-line spacing, 

V   =     displaced volume 
BG =     is the distance upward from the center of buoyancy to 

the center of gravity. 

Large topside loads can be carried,even with a small waterplane 
area,due to the substantial transverse and longitudinal strut spacing. 

Tests in large waves and high simulated winds have shown 
that   GM   in roll should be around 3/4 of the hull diameter (alternat- 
ively,  approximately 8% of the beam),  although values as little as 
1/4 of the hull diameter are acceptable.   Tests indicate that motion 
in beam waves redui.es as the roll   GM   increases,   contrary to some 
monohull results.   However,   since both wave drag and structural 
weight increase as the strut waterplane area and spacing increase, 
the roll   GM    should be made no larger than necessary. 
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The metacentric height in pitch is calculated from the same 
equation as for roll,   except 1 now refers to the longitudinal area 
moment of inertia.   Tests to date on   S3 models have shown that 
motion in wav«"s reduces as the pitch   GM   increases.   In other words, 
the struts should be well-spaced in the longitudinal direction.  This 
is one of several reasons why the four-strut configuration was 
selected as a typical (but not the only) design form for an   S3    . 

Figure 8 shows typical waterplane areas for a monohull,  a 
catamaran ship,  a two-strut low waterplane ship,   and a four-strut 
S3  .  Note that the   S3   has the greatest static stability in both roll 
and pitch per unit waterplane area because the waterplane area is 
concentrated in the four corners of the ship where it is most effec- 
tive. Another advantage of the four-strut configuration is that it has 
less virtual mass in the transverse direction than the two strut 
design,  and therefore will have less motion and hydrodynamic load- 
ing in beam seas. 

One of the first questions explored in a series of   S-*  model 
tests conducted in 1969 concerned the dynamic stability of an   S3   . 
Figure 9 shows pitch data obtained on several   5-foot model confi- 
gurations tested in calm water in the General Dynamics Aeromarine 
Test Facility model towing basin in San Diego,   California.   The hull 
diameters were 4 inches.   Figure 9 shows that all models were stable 
at all test speeds except the non-S3  model designated   C + N   which 
hid no stabilizing fins.   Thus,   these tests showed that the   S     sta- 
bilizing fins were necessary for dynamic stability at   Fy   greater than 
about   0. 9.   This result was in good agreement with   S3  design theory 
which shows that the dynamic instability of bare hulls will overcome 
the static stability provided by the struts above some critical speed 
unless stabilizing fins are incorporated. 

A very useful device to further investigate the dynamic 
stability of an   S     is the   5-foot radio-controlled model shown in 
Figure 10,   vhich was tested in 1970.   This model was stable under 
all test conditions and controlled well.  All motions were well damped 
at rest and highly damped when underway.   It operated well in waves 
and wind at all angles,  although the greatest motion occurred in large 
following waves.   Figure 11 shows an 11-foot model built and tested 
at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center in 1971.   This 
model performed similar to the 5-foot model suggesting that model 
tests and the known scaling relationships are valid. 
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MOTION IN WAVES 

During the 1969 towing tests, various   S3  model configurat- 
ions were tested in 4-inch X 80-inch waves in head and following 
seas.   The non-dimensional pitch and heave amplitudes for two   S3 

models in head seas are shown in Figure 12 together with the pitch 
and heave amplitudes of a 5-foot model of a   C-4 monohull ship. 
Note that the motion of the   S3  models is significantly less than that 
of the monohull model.  The   S    models were also tested in a 
variety of wave lengths,  and no resonance was found in head seas. 

The test results in following waves showed significantly more 
motion,  as seen in Figure 13.  The monohull was not tested in follow- 
ing waves.  The wave height was equal to the hull diameters,   so the 
waves were relatively high.   Tests in   2-inch   waves showed consi- 
derably less motion.  Data taken on the lift force and pitching moment 
indicated that small control surfaces and an automatic control sys- 
tem would significantly reduce motion in following seas. 

Tests at rest in beam seas showed that the roll of the   S3 

models was significantly less than that of the monohull model, and 
no resonance occurred at any of the wavelengths tested. 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

The combined use of horizontal canard control fins near the 
noses of the hulls,  and controllable stabilizing fins near the aft end 
of the hulls,  provides motion control over heave,  pitch and roll in 
high sea states. 

Figure 14 presents computer results obtained by Dr D, T. 
Higdon of NUC showing the reduction of heave and pitch in head 
waves which is achievable   by automatic stabilization of an   S 
ship similar in shape to the radio-controlled model of Figure 10. 
The already small motions are reduced by a factor of four or more. 

Figure 15 shows the computer results for motion reduction 
in following waves.  In this case,  the result is much more dramatic. 
Heave is reduced by factors of twenty or more,  and pitch is reduced 
by factors of five to ten. 
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SUMMARY 

A considerable number of moiJel tests,   theoretical studies, 
and design studies have been conducted on the   S     concept.   The 
results show that the   S3   is highly stable and seaworthy (both at 
rest and underway),   more efficient at higher  -peeds than conven- 
tional ships,  and will provide a near-level ride if automatically 
controlled in high sea states.  Also,  many advantages result from 
its unusual hull form for various kinds of military and non-military 
applications. 
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Figure  1.    Basic   S3   semi submerged ship concept 
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TWIN   NULL 

Figure 2.    Alternative designs of the   SJ   concept 
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Figure 13.    Pitch and heave of  S3  models in following seas 
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DISCUSSION 

Gerald £.  Bellows 
Universität Hamburg, Institut für Schiffbau. 

Hamburg, Germany 

I would like to thank Or.   Lang for an excellent presentation. 
It is evident that this type of ship has extren.ely good seakeeping pro- 
perties.   This is perhaps its major advantage over the monohull.   I 
have studied ships of this type and have found that, with the cargo 
loaded on the deck, it is difficult to obtain sufficient  GM   in both the 
longitudinal and transverse directions.  I wonder if Dr.   Lang could 
give us a weight breakdown,  including the structure, fuel, and cargo 
(or payload). I also would like to know   what type of power plant would 
be used and if it would be located in the underwater hulls.  I would like 
to know if it is possible to alter the draft by ballasting.  Dr.   Lang has 
mentioned in his report that the draft could be a problem,  but this 
could be overcome by using ballast to alter the draft when entering 
port. 

REPLY TO  DISCUSSION 

Thomas G.  Lang 
Naval Undersea Reeearah and Development Center 

San Diego,  California,  U.S.A. 

To answer the first question,  the metacentric height   (GM) 
increases a little faster than the square of the distance between the 
waterplane areas.  Thus by concentrating the waterplane area near the 
four corners of the platform through using four struts we obtain a 
maximum   GM  for a given waterplcne area in both roll and pitch. As 
a result, it is possible to have a   GM   that is on the order of three or 
four times that of the conventional monohull in roll, and a   GM   which 
is much less than a monohull in pitch but yet one that gives very good 
pitch response. The result, as seen in the film, is an acceptable me- 
tacentric height in both roll and pitch. 
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As far as the ratios of the various weights are concerned, our 
preliminary calculations indicate a structural weight to total weight ratio 
on the order of   40   per cent for a moderately sized ship,  if the ship 
is made out of aluminium.   Thus,  we are proposing that a ship of this 
type be made of aluminium to help to solve the weight problem. 

In regard to the power plant,  we would propose that the po- 
wer plant on small craft be located in the top cross structure,   with 
some type of a drivo mechanism to transmit the power down to the 
propeller.   In thips of a few thousand tons or greater,  we would pro- 
pose that the power plants be located in the tailcones of submerged 
hulls,  with direct drive to the propeller through a gearbox.  Alterna- 
tively, a cryogenically cooled electric power system 
We are proposing gas turbines for power because of their light weight 
and efficiency, especially in the larger size range. 

In answer to the last question,  on ballasting, we do have pro- 
vision for ballasting in all the proposed designs.  In very shallow water 
ports,   the loaded ship minus fuel provides a draft about equivalent to 
that of a monohull ; therefore such a ship could be fully loaded at the 
dock and the fuel topped off in the deeper region of the harbor. 

DISCUSSION 

Nils Salve sen 
Naval Ship Reuearah and Development Center 

Bethesda,  Maryland, U.S.A. 

I have recently made an investigation of the seakeeping cha- 
racteristics of low-water-plane catamarans and I found it a very inte- 
resting subject,  Reference 1.  What makes it so much more interes- 
ting than for conventional ships is that the seakeeping characteristics 
of catamarans and in particular   LWP   catamarans are extremely 
sensitive to changes in the hull geometry.  For conventional monohulls, 
on the other hand, large changes in the hull parameters are required 
in order to produce any substantial effects on the seakeeping charac- 
teristics. 

It is recognized that as far as the seakeeping is concerned, 
the major advantage of the LWP catamaran over conventional hulls 
is that they have a very low natural frequency due to their small water- 
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plane area.   Therefore,  in head seas,  the maximum heave and pitch 
motions are usually at wave lengths approximately five times the 
length of the hull.   This means that a long   LWP   catamaran (say longer 
than   300   feet) will only experience large pitch and heave motions in 
extremely severe sea conditions.   On the other hand, a   100-foot   cata- 
maran will experience in ocean operation maximum pitch and heave 
motions a large percentage of the time. 

This aspect of the motion responses of   LWP   catamarans is 
well-known ; however,  it is less recognized that the added mass and 
damping coefficients as well as the exciting forces are all much 
smaller than for conventional hulls and that the maximum pitch and 
heave motions are extremely sensitive to small changes in these 
quantities.  In particular,  it is important to recognize that the damping 
coefficient for certain catamaran configurations can be so small that 
it results in pitch and heave motions several times larger than for 
conventional hulls as shown in Reference 1. 

Another seakeeping aspect which deserves attention is the 
pitch and heave motions in following seas.  Some of the LWP catama 
rans have about twice as much pitch motions in following seas than 
conventional monohulls and the maximum pitch motions occur at wave 
lengths of the order of magnitude of ship length (see Reference 1). 
Dr.   Lang has demonstrated that these vertical motions in following 
seas can be considerably reduced by use of automatic control surfaces. 
I would like to ask Dr.   Lang if he is of the opinion that   LWP   catama- 
rans in general will need automatic control surfaces in order to have 
acceptable motions in following seas. 

SALVESEN,  N. ,   "Seakeeping Characteristics of Small-Water- 
Area-Twin-Hull Ships",   presented at AISS,  SNAME,  USN Ad- 
vanced Marine Vehicles Meeting, Annapolis,   Maryland,   17-19 
July 1972,  and published in the Journal of Hydronautics,  Vol. 7 
No.   1,  Jan 1973. 
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REPLY TO   DISCUSSION 

Thomas G.   Lang 
AtottaZ Undersea Research and Development Center 

San Diego,   California,   U.S.A. 

In answer to the first comment,  we have not seen in our ex- 
periments any of the head sea resonance problems that Dr, Salvesen 
mentioned. As you saw in the motion picture,  the   S      model has 
extremely high damping when under way,  in both roll and pitch.   This 
large damping is provided largely by the canard fins at the front,  and 
the stabilizing fins at the back.   It is probable that the differences 
from Dr.  Salvesen's results are due to differences in design form 
from the   S      model.  We have found relatively good comparisons bet- 
ween experiment and theory ; in general,   the experimental results 
tended to show less rr.otion than theory would predict,  especially in 
the following sea case. 

As far as automatic control is concerned,  all of the tests 
you saw in the motion picture were without automatic control,   so it is 
seen that the craft can operate effectively without automatic control. 

In the case of following seas there is no motion problem 
until the waves reach a certain height.  V/hen not using automatic con- 
trol,  large craft motion in the very highest waves in a following seas 
can be alleviated by slowing down approximately the wave speed,  or 
less. 
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DISCUSSION 

Edmund P.   Lover 
Admiralty Experiment Works 

Haslar, Gosport,  Hants,  U.K. 

I have a point to make concerning this most interesting paper, 
and a question to ask. 

Firstly,  in Figure 3 of the paper a comparison is made bet- 
ween the   S      form and conventional ships.  I would like to make the 
point that the "hull efficiency" WV/P r)   conventional monohulls can be 
improved significantly above that shown by increasing the length to 
displacement ratio.  These longer vessels would also have improved 
seakeeping characteristics as well as the Froude number of cross- 
over above which the   S      shows to advantage. 

My question is this. Was any simulation made during the 
model experiments of an emergency crash situation and,  if so,  did 
this exhibit any problems with maintenance of trim ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Thomas G.   Lang 
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center 

S.an Diego,  California,  U.S.A. 

I agree with your comment of reduced drag for the larger 
length-beam ratio monohulls designed for higher speeds.  In the non- 
dimensional graph of hull efficiency,  this effect is already included to 
a certain extent since the line for monohulls represents the maximum 
value of existing monohulls wherein the higher-speed monohulls al- 
ready have a larger length-beam ratio.   Thus, the monohull line re- 
presents the best of the known data,  so the majority of monohulls will 
lie below that line as far as efficiency is concerned. 

Regarding the question of a crash situation,  the radio-con- 
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trolled model was used to test light crack avoidance and the problem 
of hull floodLig in case a crack cannot be avoided.   The model was 
operated at top speed and suddenly given full reverse thrust. In no 
case did the bow submerge or was there water over the deck.   The 
main reason for this good behavior is that the relatively low water- 
plane area has been concentrated near the front and the back of the 
craft by making use of four struts.  Thus,  the metacentric height in 
pitch is a maximum for a given waterplane area.   This metacentric 
height is adequate to prevent excessive pitch in the case of full re- 
verse thrust from a condition of top forward speed.  In the case of hull 
flooding,   the control surfaces were adequate to raise the platform to 
trim conditions as speed increased.   Trim at rest could be adjusted 
by blowing water ballast or fuel on the damaged side and/or counter- 
flooding on the opposite side. 

DISCUSSION 

Hans Edstrand 
Statens Skeppsfrovntngsanstalt 

Göteborg,  Sueden 

I have not read Dr.  Lang's paper,  but when I looked at the 
beautiful film I wanted to ask a question.   The model size seems to 
me to be enormous compared with the tank dimensions, and I should 
like to know if Dr. Lang has checked his results in a larger tank and 
if he has used the measurement for quantitative development. 

REPLY TO  DISCUSSION 

Thomas G.   Lang 
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center 

San Diego, California, U.S.A. 

The model size is slightly large for the tank it was tested in. 
The model hull diameter was 4  inches and the model was   5 feet long; 
the tank was   6 feet deep,   12 feet wide, and 300 feet long.   The ratio 
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of hull diameter to tank depth was  l/l6. Dr.   Chapman's analysis of 
drag indicates that the model drag would increase at most a few per- 
cent,  depending on speed ; corrections for tank size have been made 
in the model tests.  There is no evidence that tank depth has an effect 
on motion. One reason why tests were conducted in the larger model 
basin at Escondido, California, and in San Diego Bay was to verify 
that there were no significant effects of tank size on performance. 
The results on the   11-foot model at  NSRDC   showed essentially equi- 
valent results.   Thus to date, we have seen no significant effect of 
tank size on the model characteristics 

DISCUSSION 

Christopher Hook 
Hydrofin 

Boshcan,  Sussex,  U. K. 

This extremely interesting paper by Dr.   Lang 1 must disagree 
with on the matter of his comparisons as given in Figure 6.  If we 
refer to Figure 14 of the Silverleaf   42nd   Thomas Gray Lecture 
(paper) given to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and entitled 
"Developments in High Speed Marine Craft"   we see that whereas the 
SES or amphibious Hovercraft shows higher speeds and better v (L/D) 
values in calm water than the Hydrofoil,  this situation is reversed in 
even moderate sea conditions and we get : Hovercraft  rj (L/D)   - 
2   to   3   against submerged Hydrofoils approximately 6, and surface 
piercing hydrofoils   3   to   6 . 

Now since the whole point of the raised platform is to elimi- 
nate wave effects as much as possible,   it follows that it is unfair to 
present SES curves based on performances restricted to calm water 
and progressing right off the graph to the right,  i. e.   to a speed range 
which is far from having ever been demonstrated.   I am informed on 
the best authority that until new skirt techniques have been developed, 
100 knot speeds remain out of the question. 

To be specific,   in Figure 6 Dr.   Lang appears to claim some 
10 knot more speed for a given power than for a hydrofoil but that is 
not what he claimed verbally in this presentation.  Surely there is a 
mistake hare. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Thomas G.   Lang 
Naval  Undersea Research and Development Center 

San Diego,  California U.S.A. 

As pointed out by Mr.   Hook,   vehicle efficiency sould be com- 
pared in both calm water and rouph water.   The objective of the paper, 
however,   was the  semisubmerged ship concept ; consequently,   full 
comparisons were not made between hydrofoils and SES. 

In regard to Mr.   Hook's comment on Figure 6,   it should be 
recalled that all curves in this figure pertain to   3, 000-ton   vehicles. 
Conventional hydrofoils of this size are generally considered im- 
practical ; hydrofoil weight tends to be high,   and the design Froude 
number tends to be too low.   Design tradeoffs for a conventional 
3,000-ton   hydrofoil between structurea,   cavitation,   and hydro- 
dynamic drag would tend ro result in reduced hydrodynamic efficiency 
of the order shown in Figure 6.   On the other hand,   the vai.'e of 
1 L/D for semisubmerged ships,  and displacement hulls in general, 
increase with displacement,   for a given speed.   This result should in 
no way detract from the good efficiency exhibited by small,   high- 
speed hydrofoils and their excellent performance in rough water. 
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PROPELLER EXCITATION AND RESPONSE 
OF 230 000 TDW TANKERS 

C.A.  Johnsson 
The Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank, 

Göteborg,  Sweden 

T.   S^ntvedt 
Det novske Veritas, 

Oslo, Norway 

ABSTRACT 

In cooperation between Uddevallavarvet AB(UV)) the 
Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank (SSPA) 
and Det norske Veritas (DnV) a comprehensive inves- 
tigation concerning propulsion, cavitation and vibra- 
tion has been carried out on two 230 000 TDW tanker 
ships. The results with reference to propulsion, pro- 
peller cavitation and erosion have been reported at 
the 1972 Spring Meeting of the Royal Institution of 
Naval Architects [4]. 

In the present report the results concerning vibra- 
tion are reported. Full scale measurements of pro- 
peller induced pressure fluctuations at different po- 
sitions on the stern, static and dynamic thrust and 
torque in the shaft, as well as vibratory response in 
different parts of the structure have been carried 
out. 

In model scale the experiments of primary interest 
in this connection are the measurements of propeller 
induced pressure fluctuations in the stern, carried 
out under cavitating and non-cavitating conditions, 
the transducers being placed in the same positions 
as in full scale. These tests were carried out in the 
new cavitation tunnel at SSPA, allowing the use of 
the  same ship  model  for  the  cavitation tests as for 
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the tests in the towing tank. 

The results of the full scale and model experiments 
for different ship-propeller-configurations (five-and 
six-bladed propellers, hull with and without stern 
fins) have been analysed and compared. 

Included in the comparison are results of theoretical 
calculations of ihe extent of cavitation over the pro- 
peller blades, diflerent kinds of shaft vibrations and 
propeller induced hull pressure fluctuations from ca- 
vitating propellers. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The ships included in the present investigation are the first 
two in a series of tankers of about 230 000 tons deadweight,  which are 
to be delivered from Uddevallavarvot AB(UV) within the next few years. 
The first ship,   T/T "Thorshammer", was delivered in December 1969, 
being equipped with a five-bladed propeller. 

The model tests in the towing tank indicated very good propul- 
sive performance,   which was confirmed by the results of the speed 
trials with the first ship. 

At the trials with this ship   extensive measurements of vibra- 
tory response and pressure fluctuations on the hull near the stern- 
post were carried out by Det norske Veritas (DnV) together with re- 
cordings of different kinds of shaft vibrations [l] .   The results of 
these measurements indicated that the levels of the pressure fluctua- 
tions registered by some of the transducers were very high ; in addition 
a loud pattering noise could be heard in the aft part of the ship.   The 
vibration levels recorded were,  however,  noi annoying. 

At the docking of the ship, shortly after the trials, erosioa was 
detected on four of five blades. The blades were modified but after one 
voyage to the Persian Gulf and back,  erosion was again observed. 

The high level of the pressure fluctuations was attributed to 
significant development of various forms of unstable cavitation and it 
was felt that there was a risk that the structure of the stern might be 
damaged. A proposal was made to fit the ship with streamline fins on 
the afterbody above the propeller and after extensive model testing of 
different alternatives in the towing tank the ship was fitted with fins, 
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as shown in Figure 1,  and new full seal« measurements of vibrations 
and pressure fluctuations were carried out [Zj .   The results of these 
measurements were promising.   The pressure fluctuations,  as well 
as the noise and vibration levels,  were lower.   Further the service re- 
ports confirmed the results of the model tests,   indicating no increase 
of the power consumption.   The problem of erosion of the propeller 
blades was,  however,   not solved,  although some improvement could 
be noticed. 

The main modification applied to the second ship was that fins 
(somewhat different from those of the first ship,   see Figure 1) were 
fitted during construction.  In addition, a six-bladed propeller was 
fitted,  having a radial load distribution different from the original 
five-bladed design. 

Successful trials were carried out with this ship \_3j.  Further, 
the new propeller has so far worked without any   trouble. 

II.    SCOPE OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

When the project work was completed it was ielt that,  if com- 
plementary model   tests and full scale measurements could be carried 
out with the second ship, an   opportunity had arisen to obtain unique 
material showing the influence of different modifications on the model 
as well as on the full scale,  whereby investigations concerning the 
correlation factors for propulsion,  vibratory response and cavitation 
could be made. 

Accordingly a research program was < shed,  which was 
carried out in close cenperation   between Uddi arvet,  SSPA and 
DnV. 

Together with the irvestigalions carried out on the first ship 
the full scale program included : 

1.    Speed trials with measurements of propeller thrust and thrust 
variations (second ship only) 

2.    Photographing of cavitation patter 
and angular blade positions (second si 

cnt propeller loadings 

i.    Inspection of the propellers with regard to cavitation erosion 

4.    Measurement of propeller induced hull pressure variations 
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5.    Measurement of hull vibrations 

Corresponding model experiments were carried out,  including 
studies of propeller cavitation behind complete ship models.  In addi- 
tion the model investigations included measurements of wake patterns 
and static pressure with and without propeller in the towing tank as 
well   as in th : cavitation tunnel,   special streamline tests and tests 
with a ducted propeller. 

The present report will deal primarily with items 4 and 5 
above.   The results of the measurements under items 1-3 above were 
summarized in[_4j. 

III.    SHIP AND MODEL CONFIGURATIONS TESTED 

The main dimensions of the ships are : 

Length between perpendiculars 

Breadth 

Draught,  fully loaded condition 

Draught,  ballast condition,  fore 

Draught,  ballast condition,  aft 

Displacement 

Deadweight 

Block coefficient 

Capacity of cargo oil taoks 10 124 300 eft 

Clean water ballast CT No 3 836 900 eft 

L =    lOZO'-O"   =    310.89 m 
PP 

BM = IST'-IO"   = 48. 10 m 

T = 67'-7/8"   = 20. 44 m 

TF = 10. 7    m 

TA 
= 13. 0    m 

260 850 long tons 

228 250 long tons 

5 
PP 

= 0.844 

Class Det norskc Veritas +  I.A. 1.      "Tankskip for oljelast,  F,  EO. " 

Main engine, General Electric steam turbine,   32 420 SHP (metric) 
at 85 rpm 

Model scale 1:43.5 

The different ship and propeller configurations tested are sum- 
marized in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Ship Propeller 

Model Model D Arf~ P/D 
Name 

No 
Fins 

No 
z 1o 0. 7 R rn 

Thor shammer 16GO-A Without P1378 5 8.80 0.58 0. 738Z) 

1600-BI) With " 
Norse King 1600-C With Pl493 6 8.50 o. 64 0.795 

- 1600-A Without Pl416a 3) 4 8.Z5 0.50 1. 08 

I) Model No 1600-B (Thor shammer) has a slightly different fin 
(smaller) than 1600-C (Norse King). Model 1600-B was not tested. 

Z) R e fers to the full scale propelle r , The corresponding value for the 
model prope ller was Z1o lower, i. e . P / Dmodel = O. 723. 

3) Nozzle prope ll e r. Dimensions of nozzle, Dmax = I 0. 0 m, I = 4. 13m. 

The two conve ntional propell e rs were designed using the vortex 
th eory in accordanc e with the standard procedure used for merchant 
ship propellers at SSPA. Different radial circulation distributions 
were used for the two propell e rs, resu!ting in different radial camber 
and pitch distributions. 

IV. FULL SCALE TESTS 

IV. I. T e st EquiRm ent and Test Conditions 

On the first ship tests were carried out at two different occa
sions ; at the delivery trials and at trials arranged after the ship had 
been fitted with ster ~1 fins. On the second ship tests were carried out 
at the delivery trials and immediately afte r , the test on this ship in
eluding photographing of cavitation pattern~ on th e propeller blades. 
The equipment for taking these photographs is indicated in Figure l. 
!t is further described in [ 4]. 
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Speed,  Number of Revs and Sea State 

Most of the tests were carried out in connection with the speed 
trials but not at the runs on the measured nile.  The speeds for the 
tests reported here were recorded with the log of the ship, which is 
not a very accurate method. Accurate registration of the number of 
revs was, however,  carried out in connection with all measurements 
by ueing a photoelectric cell, mounted on the shaft.  Most of the re- 
sults in this paper are therefore related to number of   revs instead of 
speed. 

In the table below the sea state during various tests is present- 
ed. 

Sea State during Trials 

Ship Fins Z Loading Condition Wind 
Beaufort Sea 

Thorshammer No 5 Loaded 
n No 5 Ballast 
II Yes 5 Loaded 2 2 
n Yes 5 Ballast 2-3 2-3 

Norse King Yes 6 Loaded 6 4 
n Yes 6 Ballast 6 4 

Vibratory Response in the Structure of the Ship 

Vibrate. / response was registered at about 20 points in the 
structure (wing tank),   engine room and deck house with the use of 
velocity transducers manufactured by CEC.  The positions of these 
transducers,  which were fitted at least at two of the trials,  are 
shown in Figure 1.   The fins,  when installed were fitted with accele- 
rometers, positioned in the vicinity of the pressure transducers,   see 
below. 
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Table   II 

Positions of Pressure Transducers in Full Scale 

Ship Fins Trans- 
ducer 

Height        Dista 
above          Centc 
ba se line  line 

nee from 
r     A P   Side 

Corr 
Working   transd 

model 
m m m 

Thors- . . 
hamme 

INO                 1 9. 12 -0.8 1.2^ SB 2) 
2 9. 12 ~0. 5 0.9^ SB 2) ~ A 

!       3 9. 12 -0. 3 0.61J 
SB Yes = A 

4 9. 12 -0. 5 0.9l) 
P Yes = A 

5 10. 12 -0.55 0.9^ SB 2) ~B 
6 10. 12 -0.55 0.9l) 

P No = B 
Thors- 

11. 103) hamme 
Yes 1 -3. 5 10.0 SB Yes 

2 13.10^ -1.5 5.7 SB Yes 
3 11. 103) -1.5 5.7 SB Yes 
4 11.103) 

-0.2 3.75 SB Yes «D 
5 9. 12 0. 3 oV) SB Yes "A 
6 10. 12 -0.55 0.9° SB No = B 

Norse 
King Yes 1 11. .03) 

11.103) 

11. ^ 

11.103) 

-0.5 3, 3 SB Yes 
2 0 3. 3 CL Yes = D 
3 -0. 5 3. 3 P Yes 
4 -0.5    ' 1.2 SB Yes 
5 11.103) 0 1.2 CL Yes = C 
6 11.io3^ -0.5    ' 1.2 P Yes 
7 9. «5      - -0.3    C .5') SB Yes = B 
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1) From aft end of stern post at the height considered 

2) Not working at fully loaded condition 

3) Fin,   bottom 

4) Fin,  top 

Pressure^Fluctuations in the Afterbody 

Measurements of the pressure fluctuations were carried out 
at different points in the afterbody using semi-conductor strain gauge 
transducers (ENDEVCO),   see Figure 2 and Table II, having a mem- 
brane diameter of 8 mm. 

The circuits included low pass filters (32 Hz). Accelerom».     ^s 
were fitted to the hull close to the transducers, in order to record the 
influence of the hull vibrations on the propeller induced pressure 
field, [28] . 

Propeller Cavitation 

The equipment used for observation of propeller cavitation is 
described in [4j . 

Noise Level in the Afterbody 

A tape-recorder Tandberg TB 1 IP was positioned in the aft 
of the main engine room and in locations adjacent to the propeller 
(the emergency exit channel). 

Thrust,   Thrust Variations and Shaft Response were measured by 
strain gauges (Hottinger) on the thrust bearing fundament and shaft 
and the signals telemetered to a digital voltmeter (thrust) and a UV- 
recorder (thrust variations).   Aslo this circuit included a low pass 
filter. 

Further,  axial shaft resonances were recorded by a spring 
transducer,  working against the flange coupling between propeller and 
intermediate shaft. 

IV. 2.   Test Results 

Vibratory Response in the Structure of the Ship 

The results of the measurements of the vibration levels at 
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different points in the deck house and in wing tank No 5 SB are shown 
in Figures 3 and 4,   The levels are given as amplitudes.   In Figure 3 
some levels,   indicating the degree of unpleasantness,  are marked for 
comparison.   They were calculated from the ISSC criteria,  based on 
acceleration,  by using the formula 

-i 

y    =    a/(2 w ij" 

where y     =     vibration amplitude 

a     =   acceleration,   vertical 

f    -   frequency of vibration 

The results from the measurements in the wing tank indicate 
weak resonance at certain shaft speeds. The results of Figure 4 are 
the largest values measured over the speed range. 

The diagrams of Figures 3 and 4 show that the vibration am- 
plitudes in the accomodation spaces were of reasonable magnitude.  On 
the first ship without fins,  the amplitudes measured in the wing tank 
were,  however,  considerable due to resonance at certain shaft speeds 
(in general not the normal service speed).   Unfortunately no measure- 
ments were carried out in the wing tank on this ship,  when fitted with 
fins,   ^rom the results of the measurements in the deckhouse at the 
different occasions it can,  however,  be concluded that the introduction 
of fins reduced the vibration level considerably,   but that the replace- 
ment of the five-blades propeller with a six-bladed one caused no fur- 
ther reduction of the vibration level.   ^!n this connection it should be 
remarked that the structures of the hu^l a id deckhouse are identical 
for the two ships apart from the fact thi t the second ship was fitted 
with bilge keels). 

Pressure Fluctuations on the Hull 

The results of the measurements of the pressure fluctuations 
at different points in the stern arc given in Figures 5-6.   In Figure 5 
the two versions of the first ship are compared at fully loaded and 
ballast conditions.   The results shown were obtained with transducers 
Nos 3 and 5 respectively,  approximately corresponding to measuring 
point A in model tests.   The diagram shows faired mean values of the 
peak to peak values   2p ,  obtained in the way shown in Figure 7,   nor- 
malised as 

K 
2p 

^2    2 
p D    n 
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These results show the beneficial influence of the fins and it is 
further evident that the amplitudes in ballast condition are larger than 
in fully loaded condition. 

In Figure 6 the two ship configurations having five-bladed 
(first ship) and six-bladed (second ship) propellers are compared, 
both being fitted with fins.   The results were obtained for the trans- 
ducers 4 and 2 respectively, which were placed at the bottom of the 
fin, on the starboard side,  close to the centerline of the ship.   The 
positions were slightly different for the two ships,  as is shown in 
Table II and Figure 2.   The difference is, however,   small enough to 
allow direct comparison of the results. 

The positions correspond approximately to measuring point D 
in model scale.   The diagram shows that the pressure fluctuations 
measured on the two ships are very similar, in spite of the fact that 
the first ship was equipped with a five-bladed and the second with a 
six-bladed propeller.  In fully loaded condition the six-bladed propel- 
ler caused somewhat larger amplitudes than the five-bladed.   (The 
fact that only the second ship was fitted with bilge keels is not consi- 
dered when making this comparison). 

A sample record,  obtained at the full scale measurements,  is 
shown in Figure 8. 

Propeller cavitation 

Some of the photographs taken during the trials with "Norse 
King"   were reproduced and discussed in[_4j.  In the present report 
some sketches based on these photographs are given in Figures 14 
and 17 together with the results of the measurements of the pressure 
fluctuations and the corresponding cavitation patterns,  obtained at the 
model tests. 

Noise'Leve] in the Afterbody 

The noise level in the afterbody of   "Thorshammer"   is of a 
transient type,  varying directly as the vibratory response in the struc- 
ture of the ship and the recorded pressure fluctuations.   This observa- 
tion is valid for the ship with and without fins installed. 

The noise level onboard   "Norse King"   is stable (mainly pulses 
of short duration, occurence frequency equal to blade frequency) in 
the higher speed range (7('-85 RPM). 
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Mean Thrust,   Thrust Fluctuations and Shaft Response 

Recordings of mean thrust are presented in QJ , [j^and^lj. 
In Figure 9 results of calculations of the natural frequency in the 
axial mode for the two ships are shown, assuming different values of 
the thrust bearing stiffness.  As shewn in the Figure,  the measured 
natural frequencies for the two cases correspond to almost the same 
value of the thrust bearing stiffness,  indicating that recorded reso- 
nances of shaft vibration in the axial mode arc predicted with fairly 
good accuracy by a method now in use at   DnV [^5^.   The vibratory 
output from the shaft through the thrust bearings is of moderate ma- 
gnitude for all ship - propeller configurations. 

Propeller Blade Erosion 

The results of erosion studies in full scale and model scale 
were given in[]4jand will not be discussed in the present report.  It 
should,  however,  be noted that the eroded areas were similar in model 
and full scale.   Regarding the relative merits of the dilicrent configu- 
rations,   the full scale,  as well as the model tests,   sluvcd 'hat the 
area of erosion was not reduced essentially by the u ■ -ouuetion of fins 
on the first ship,  but was eliminated by fitting the t   .:ond ship with a 
six-bladed propeller of new design.  On the propeiler of the first ship 
the erosion was,  however,  less rapid after the introduction of fins, 

V,    MODEL TESTS 

V. 1,   Test   Arrangements and Facilities 

Cavitation Tunnel 

The cavitation tests were carried out in the new,  large cavita- 
tion tunnel of SSPA,   This tunnel,   see (_6jand Figure 10,  is powered by 
a    1 000 Hp   motor   and has two interchangeable test sections, one 
being circular,  as the remaining part of the circuit.   The other test 
section,  which is of interest in this connection,  is of rectangular shape 
with a breadth of   2, 6 m , a height of   1,5 m   and a length of about 
10 m.   The section is covered by a recess in which the ship model is 
placed.   This model is the one used in the towing tank for the self pro- 
pulsion tests and it is normally mad', of paraffin wax. 

The vertical position of the model is adjusted in such a way 
that the waterline,  corresponding to the level of the free water surface 
in the towing tank,  is flush with the top of the test section.  Individual- 
ly cut wooden plates are then fitted to simulate the free surface,  and 
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the test section and the recess are filled completely with water.  Up to 
now flat plates have been used and no attempts have been made to si- 
mulate the wave system around the hull.   The maximum water speed 
is   6,8 m/sec.  An electric motor and a strain gauge dynamometer for 
measuring thrust and torque for the propeller are placed in a water- 
tight cylinder in the model. 

Measurement of Pressure Fluctuations on the Hull 

For the measurements of the pressure fluctuations differential 
transducers were used,  being of the strain gauge type,  manufactured 
by Statham.   The maximum range for the transducers,  used at the 
tests in the cavitation tunnel is   -  25 psi,  the natural frequency being 
about   9 kHz.   The diameter of the membrane is   l/4" (6. 35 mm). One 
end of the transducer was connected to the atmospheric pressure. 

The signals were amplified and registered on an oscillographic 
recorder,   two channels being used for each transducer. One channel 
was used for the original signals,  on the other a filtered signal was 
regislereti,   the filter being ti'ned on the blade frequency.   The natural 
frequency oi 'ht  galvanometei s was   1  650 Hz (original signals) and 
400 Hz (filtered signals).   For obtaining higher harmonics a frequency 
analyser (manufacturer Brtlel and Kjaer,   type 2107) was used.   The 
range   63-?. 000 Hz   »<.■:: s used,  the total sweeping time being 6 min 
for this range.   The band width is about 6% of the frequency registered. 

No accclerorru-ter was fitted to the model during the tests as, 
at earlier measurements of a similar kind,   carried out at SSPA,  only 
low levels of the accelerometer signals were obtained. 

V^Z.   Test Co_ndftions_in the Cavitation Tunnel 

The first condition to be fulfilled in order to obtain reasonable 
results with regard to cavitation patterns,   erosion patterns and pres- 
sure fluctuations is to accomplish a realistic wake distribution behind 
the ship model in the cavitation tunnel.   This problem was thorough) 
discussed inQljand it will only be stated here that,  if the wake dis 
tribution in the lowing tank is used as that to be aimed at,  the agree- 
ment obtained in this case was very good,  in particular in fully load- 
ed condition,  as is evident from Figure 11.   Thus it has been demons- 
trated at these tests that a representative wake distribution can be 
realised without incorporating a free water surface.   The comparison 
was made by using ordinary Prandtl-tubes.   Recently, when using 
five-hole spherical pitot tuhes on another,   similar project,  the same 
degree of agreement was obtained also for the tangential velocities 
and flow angles. 
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For these kinds of tests it is further required to define the 
loading cases for the propeller.  In the present investigation two com- 
binations of advance ratio   J   and cavitation   number   a   were tested, 
one corresponding to the values of   J and effective wake   w^ ,  obtained 
from the propulsion tests in the towing tank,  the other corresponding 
to the predicted full scale values of  J   and   w-pg .   The prediction 
method used for obtaining the latter values was discussed injjJj. 

The desired combination of   J   and   a   was realised in the tun- 
nel by using thrust identity with the open water tests. 

Most of the tests in the tunnel were carried out at a water 
speed of   V = 4 m/s    and an air content ratio of a /aB   »   0.4,  but 
in some cases these parameters were varied. 

Non-Cavitating Flow : 

V. 3.   Test Results,  Pressure Fluctuations in Non-Cavitating Flow 
Comparison with Theoretical Calculations 

In Figure 12 the first harmonics of the pressure fluctuations 
obtained for the model with fins,  fitted with the six-bladed propeller, 
are shown in fully loaded,  as well as ballast condition. Amplitudes, 
obtained in the following manner, are included in the diagram : 

A) Measurements in the towing tank, model speed   1.2 - 1.5 m/sec. 
Amplitudes registered on oscillographlc recorder,  original signals. 
These curves give the mean values over the speed range   11-18 knots. 

B) Measurements in the cavitation tunnel, water speed   4 m/sec, 
J-value - Jjowjnß tank '  Amplitudes registered on oscillographlc re- 
corder,  filtered signals.   Measuring accuracy about the same as in 
towing tank. 

C) Theoretical calculations,   carried out by SSPA.  Wake influence 
considered.   Method of calculation described in []?] . 

D) Theoretical calculations,   carried out by   DnV.  Wake influence 
considered.   Method of calculation described in L8-9J . 

From the diagram in Figure 12 it can be concluded that the 
agreement between the measurements in cavitation tunnel and towing 
tank is reasonably good. Also the agreement between calculation and 
experiment is satisfactory. 

The influence of number of blades and fins on the pressure 
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fluctuations in non-cavStating flow is demonstrated in connection with 
the results in cavitating flow,  see section   5, 6. 

Cavitating Flow : 

V.4.   Measurement of Pressure Fluctuations in Cavitation Tunrel. 
Variation of Test Parameters,  Wall Effects 

Apart from the wake distribution the two most important test 
parameters in the cavitation tunnel arc water speed and air content. 
Both parameters are known to affect the extent of the cavitation.  With 
regard to the air content a /as   it is plausible that it might affect the 
damping of the water and thereby the level of the pressure fluctuations 
registered by the transducers. 

In order to investigate this influence,  four different combina- 
tions of water speed and air content (4 and 5 m/sec, <*/«*    = 0. 13 and 
0. 40) were investigated for one propeller - hull configuration (six- 
bladed propeller, model without fins).   From the results,   some of 
which are given in Figure 13, it can be concluded that the influence of 
these parameters on the amplitudes was considerable for the filtered 
signals but rather small for the maximum values of the non-filtered 
signals. 

A problem,  which should not be neglected in connection with 
this kind of measurements,  is that of wall effect.   This has been dis- 
cussed by Huse in [10J,  from whom we quote : 

"The pressure signal recorded by the pressure transducers 
may be split into two parts, 

1) the "direct pressure wave" induced by propeller and 
cavity, propagating directly to the field point (pressure 
transducer), and 

2) the reflected pressure wave induced by propeller and ca- 
vity,  propagating to the field point by one or more reflections 
at the tunnel walls.   " 

On the basis of some approximate calculations Huse concludes 
that for the combination of test section and propeller size used at his 
experiments 

"wall effects are of minor importance in the case of a non- 
cavitating propeller and also in the case of cavities of constant 
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volume during the propeller revolution.   The pressure field due 
to volume variation,  however, is reflected from the tunnel 
walls in such a way that the reflected amplitude may possibly 
be of the same magnitude or even higher than the direct wave 
amplitude." 

In fact, for one of the field points investigated, the calculations 
gave reflected amplitudes 4 times larger than those of the direct pres- 
sure wave. 

It could be expected that, in the much larger test section used 
for the experiments reported here,  the wall effectf. are of less impor- 
tance. 

V. 5.   Test Results, Comparison with Full Scale 

In this paragraph some test results will be given,  which illus- 
trate the correlation obtained between the measurements of pressure 
fluctuations in the tunnel under cavitating conditions and the corres- 
ponding full scale results. Analogous problems in connection with ca- 
vitation patterns and erosion patterns were discussed in[]4j. 

In[4jit was shown that the erosion patterns as well as the ca- 
vitation patterns in fully loaded condition   agreed very well in model 
and full scale.  In ballast condition,  however,  the extension of the ca- 
vitation, as observed in the cavitation tunnel, was somewhat smaller 
than in full scale. Some of these comparisons are shown in Figures 14 
and 17 in connection with the comparisons of the pressure fluctuations. 

Pressure fluctuations,  measured in model scale and full scale, 
are compared in Figures 14-17.  In all the diagrams the following kinds 
of results are given in non-dimensional form : 

A) Model tests,   filtered signals, mean values over about 10-20 revs. 

B) Model tests,  signals obtained without filters, max values during 
10-20 revs. 

C) Full scale results, max values obtaired as shown in Figure 7.  This 
kind of curve should correspond to results according to   B   for the 
model.   (For the case shown in Figure 16 this kind of value was not 
available.) 

D) Full scale results, mean values obtained as shown in Figure 7. 
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In Figures 14,   15 and 17 some values of the following k'.nd are 
also shown : 

E)   Full scale results,  mean values of the first harmonic of blade 
frequency,  obtained from the energy spectrum (with the use of UV 
recorders,   D-Mac curve follower,  paper tape and a computer pro- 
gram,  estimating the energy spectrum of stationary stochastic pro- 
cesses,  see[_29j. 

These results correspond approximately to results of type A 
from the model tests. 

In Figures 14 and 17 also the cavitation patterns obtained in 
full scale and model scale are shown.   The full scale patterns were 
obtained from photographs taken in connection with the speed trials, 
the model patterns were sketched directly when observing the cavi- 
tation in the tunnel,  the position angle for the blade being 20° from 
upright position for the sketches in Figure 14 and 25° for Figure 17. 

From Figures   14-16 it is evident that,  in fully loaded condi- 
tion,  the agreement between the pressure fluctuations in model and 
full scale is reasonably good.   This applies to the non-filtered signals 
as well as to the few cases where a comparison was made for the fil- 
tered signals.  In ballast condition, however, the amplitudes were lower 
during the model tests,  which seems to be due to the fact that the ex- 
tension of the cavitation was smaller on the model propeller in this 
case.  When the propeller was run at a lower J (J and   a   correspond- 
ing to self propulsion tests in the towing tank) the level of the unfil- 
trred signals increased,  however,  to values reasonably close to those 
measured in full scale. 

V. 6.   Test Results.   Comparison between Different Propeller-Hull 
Configurations 

In Figures    18-20   the four different configurations are com- 
pared in the fully loaded condition.  In the. diagrams the amplitudes 
for the measuring point   B   are shown for three combinations of ad- 
vance ratio     J   and cavitation number    a    which correspond to three 
different speeds for the full scale ship.  In Figure 20 the cavitation 
patterns in the blade position   20°   from upright are also shown.   More 
detailed cavitation patterns for the propellers in different blade posi- 
tions are shown in Figures 22-23 for the speed 16 knots. 

In Figure 18 the mean values of the filtered signals are given, 
in Figure 19 the corresponding maximum values.   Further the diagram 
in Figure 20 shows the maximum values of the non-filtered signals. 
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Examples of different kinds of signals are shown in Figure 21 for some 
of the runs (results from the frequency analyser are also included). 

In Figure 18 the results obtained at atmospheric pressure cor- 
respond closely to non-cavitating conditions, although limited cavita- 
tion was present at some configurations.   The diagram shows that, 
under non-cavitating conditions,  the difference between the amplitudes 
for the different hull-propeller configurations is small. 

The diagram in Figure 18 further shows that,  if the filtered 
signals are taken as representative (they should correspond approxi- 
mately to the first harmonic),  the influence of cavitation on the ampli- 
tudes of the signals of the five-bladed propeller is very small and in- 
dependent of the model being fitted with fins or not.   Especially in the 
case of the model without fins the difference between the amplitudes 
of the five-and   six-bladed   propeller in cavitating condition is ap- 
preciable, in spite of the fact that the cavitation patterns are very si- 
milar,  see Figures 22-23.   This situation is not changed very much if, 
instead, the maximum values of the filtered signals are compared. 

If,  however,   the maximum amplitudes,  obtained without filter, 
are compared, a more reasonable relation is obtained between the 
different configurations,  see Figure 20.   This diagram shows the bene- 
ficial influence of the fins for the five-bladed as well as the six-bladed 
propeller,  which has been confirmed in full scale,  both by vibration 
measurements and measurements of pressure fluctuations.  Both with 
and without fins the five-blades propeller is better that the six-bladed, 
in agreement with the tendency of the corresponding full scale mea- 
surements. According to the vibration measurements in full scale the 
two propellers should,  however,  be roughly equal. 

The amplification of the signals,  caused by cavitation,  is appre- 
ciably higher for the six-bladed than for the five-bladed propeller. 
The same tendency,  although less pronounced,  was found at systema- 
tic tests carried out at Wageningen, using a dummy model |_1 ij .   The 
maximum amplification factors found at the present tests were 4 
(filtered signals) and 17 (max non-filtered/filtered without cavitation). 

Apart from being observed from the non-filtered signals,  the 
difference between the five- and the six-bladed propeller can be seen 
in the diagrams obtained from the frequency analyser,   see Figure 21. 
It is evident that the content of higher harmonics is larger for the 
five-bladed than for the six-bladed propeller.   Results of comparisons 
of higher harmonics have not been included here as,  in several cases, 
it was difficult to determine the amplitudes with reasonable accuracy. 
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From the diagrams in Figures 22 and 23 it is evident that the 
maximum extent of cavitation in different blado positions is rather 
similar for the different hull-propeller configurations. 

The main difference between the cavitation patterns for the 
five- and six-bladed propellers seems to be that,  for the five-bladed 
propeller,  the extension of the cavitation   was more fluctuating with 
time than for the six-bladed.   This may be one explanation of the fact 
that the high pressure pulses from the five-bladed propeller were of 
such a short duration that they were not manifested on the registra- 
tions of the filtered signals.  It should also be mentioned that rather 
small band widths were used when filtering the signals. 

The extension of the cavitation was rather similar,  whether 
the model was fitted with fins or not.  In spite of this a beneficial in- 
fluence of the fins could be noted on the amplitudes of the pressure 
fluctuations. 

A type of cavitation,  which is regarded as important in connec- 
tion with fluctuating pressures on the hull,  is the so called propeller - 
hull - vortex cavitation [_10J.   This type of cavitation was observed fre- 
quently during the tests,  but to about the same extent for the two pro- 
pellers.   This kind of cavitation was probably present during the full 
scale trials with the first ship,   see L12J , but could not be observed on 
the second ship,  when making visual observations in connection with 
the photographing of cavitation. 

VI.    CAVITATION PATTERNS AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS, 
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON WITH 
EXPERIMENTS 

VI. 1.  Calculation of Circulation Distributions 

Proper results for hydrodynamic loading particulars require 
the solution of a complicated lifting surface problem. With boundary 
layer aspects included, the downwash surface integral equation for a 
twisted wing of finite span should ideally be completely solved. 

The importance of obtaining a reliable method for prediction 
of external loading was strongly emphasized by various authorities 
some years ago. Research was then initiated in Scandinavia to meet 
this demand along the following lines of approach ; A method of cal- 
culation was desired, which should be able to reproduce open water 
diagrams within experimental accuracy for all relevant values of J . 
By combining unsteady effects, effects of curved flow and interaction 
with the inlet wake field one should then be able to simulate experi- 
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mental results from tests in grid wakes,  as well as in the actual be- 
hind conditions.   Two parallel methods of approach have been out- 
lined : 

1. Unsteady lifting line technique 

2. Unsteady lifting surface technique 

The steady part of I.i.e study of open water performance has 
been completed L13,  27J .   For 14 propellers tested the method des- 
cribed in !_! 3j reproduced   recorded open water characteristics within 
experimental accuracy for all values of advance ratio.   The method 
employs results from an experimental study of pressure distribution 
across a propeller surface [l4]as the basic empirical   "tool"   for 
obtaining a realistic lift distribution along a lifting line. 

Preliminary results from use of 2(unstoady lifting surface 
theory) for open   water work indicate that the   nethod works poorly 
for off design cases (low advance ratios) [l 51. 

Combined with effects indicated above,  the lifting line tech- 
nique in use at DnV has been advanced to a stage where it has been 
possible to reproduce the experimental results in behind condition for 
the relatively few experimental results available.  In Figure 24 is 
shown how both the lifting line and lifting surface technique may work 
poorly,  when interaction between propeller and hull wake field is not 
considered.   The propeller model in question works behind a   220 000 
TDW tanker.  Clearly,  our method of approach, which includes in- 
teraction corrections,   based on simple continuity of flow,   reproduces 
the experiments   "within experimental accuracy"   [l 6j . 

Local advance ratios, as may be experienced in the tip region 
of the blade when passing a wake peak,  will lead to a significantly non- 
linear   Cy   - a  relationship.   This effect has been approximated by 
use of results of experiments for low aspect ratio wings described in 
[l 7j and [l 8] . 

To decrease the risk for a   "happy coincidence to occur"   we 
have performed other comparisons with experiments.   Thus in Fig. 25 
results from a    one-blade dynamometer test are compared with cal- 
culated values, obtained by using our approach ; the calculations 
being based on the nominal wake field and the detailed propeller geo- 
metry. As far as we understand,  the practical implications of the ob- 
servations given above,  are th ■ following : 

1.    The wake survpy should be performed in the propeller plane of the 
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towed model - from the shaft CLto at least   1. 3 x R (R = propeller 
radius). 

2. It is important to include both the axial and tangential wake field 
in the analysis. 

3. It is possibly necessary to extend the lifting surface theory to in- 
clude non-linearity and effects of interaction with nearby boundaries. 

The research now initiated will continue in the 1972-1974 pe- 
riod. 

VI. 2.  Calculation of Radial and Chordwise Pressure Distributions 

The corresponding detailed pressure distributions are then 
found, applying a method presented in |_14jand L19J and briefly outlined 
in Appendix A.  In Figures 26 and 27 detailed pressure distributions 
calculated in accordance with the said appendix are shown to correlate 
well with H^iby's experiments (see[l4j ,  Figure 21,    J = 0. 1068). 

VI. 3.  Calculation of Cavity Formation 

For the ships considered in this report, the pressure distri- 
butions for the propeller blades in upwards vertical position (0 = 0) 
and corresponding extent of cavitation are given as follows : 

Figure 28 illustrates the calculated extent of cavitation on the 
full scale propeller mounted onboard   T/T   "Thorshammer"   with ob- 
served erosion on the blades included.  In[4Jit is concluded that mo- 
del and full scale erosion  patterns are similar (Figures 31-32- cor- 
responding pressure distribution - calculated).  Figure 29 gives the 
observed versus calculated amount of cavitation in loaded condition 
onboard   T/T   "Norse King",   Figure 30 illustrates a similar compa- 
rison in the ballasted condition for   RPM = 66,    Vg = 12. 5 knots.  More 
interesting are the theoretical/full scale correlation and the tehoreti- 
cal/model correlation presented in Figures 33 and 34 respectively. 
(Figures 35-36- corresponding pressure distribution).  Assuming no 
scale effect on the cavitation tunnel wake field,  we observe that the 
calculated difference in radial variation of the dynamic pressure re- 
lative to the static pressure is actually experienced by visual cavita- 
tion observations.  Some difficulties reported with exact simulation of 
velocity, number of re/s and tunnel pressure may also explain some 
of the discrepancies between model and full scale observations. 

Details connected with determination of type and extent of ca- 
vitation are described in L19J and briefly outlined in Appendix B. 
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Applying symmetrical hysteresis effect,  (although non-symmetrical in 
the tip region) and assuming that time dependent factors,  such as 
inertia and duration of transient pressure,  do not influence the onset 
of cavitation,  a simple   "maximum bubble radius"   concept has been 
used to establish the extent of cavitation.   Further,  it has been assum- 
ed that the degree of turbulence of the inlet flow is so large that no 
laminar separation occurs.  Also when ignoring effects of sudden 
charges of angle of incidence and several other effects,  we find that, 
for several cases considered,  the qualit" of the results obtained, 
when operating in behind condition, is satisfactory for engineering 
purposes   [19] . 

The thickness of the sheet of cavities at   0. 95   r/R   is found 
by estimating the height of the tip vortex, as described in QsJ .   The 
radial thickness distribution is then found by linear interpolation, as 
the radial inception point is already determined.   The method is briefly 
outlined in Appendix B. 

VI. 4.  Calculation of Pressure Fluctuations on the Hull 

Finally,  in this section we will illustrate how simple mathe- 
matical models may be used in this case to approximate the compli- 
cated transfer f inction,  giving rise to a fluctuating hull pressure 
field,  during the formation of unstable cavities. 

The acceleration potential caused by the cavity formation may 
be found by solution of the Volterra integral equation, if the forma- 
tion be accurately represented at any time during growth and collapse. 
The vapour/liquid mixture representing a pulsating volume cannot be 
said to constitute a surface of known shape.  Consequently, an ideal 
mathematical model of moderate complexity should be employed, 
together with empirical corrections found by experiments. 

The mathematical model now in use at DnV [20J is described 
in some detail in Appendix C.   The cavitation patterns observed on- 
board   T/T   'Norse King",   simulated as shown in Figures 37 and 38, 
have been used to obtain the results, presented in Figure 39.   Clearly, 
the calculated values for blade frequency pressures on the hull clo- 
sely resemble full scale values recorded. Also twice blade frequency 
components,  as calculated,   correspond approximately with values 
recorded,   see Figure 40. 

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The most important conclusions to be drawn from the results 
of the present investigation can be summarised as follows : 
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1. From the vibration measurements in fall scale it can be concluded 
that the introduction of afterbody fins lowered the level of the blade 
frequency hull vibrations.   No further improvement seems to have 
been achieved by replacing the original five-bladed propeller on the 
first ship by a six-bladed propeller of different design on the second 
ship.   For all configurations the amplitudes were somewhat larger in 
ballast than in fully loaded condition. 

2. The conclusions drawn above were confirmed in general by the 
results of the measurements of hull pressure fluctuations in different 
points of the stern, made simultaneously with the vibration measure- 
ments. In fully loaded condition the amplitudes of the pressure fluc- 
tuations were, however,  larger for the six-bladed than for the five- 
bladed propeller over most of the speed range, the vibration levels 
being about the same, as mentioned above. 

3. Under non-cavitating conditions reasonable agreement was obtain- 
ed between cavitation tunnel,  towing tank and theoretical calculations 
for the amplitudes of the blade   frequency harmonic of the pressure 
fluctuations.   The pressure fluctuations obtained were similar for the 
different hull-propeller configurations. 

4. The amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations in full scale   and those 
obtained in the cavitation tunnel    ader cavitating conditions showed 
reasonably good agreement.   Tl .s applies to the maximum peak to 
peak values,  as well as the fi   it harmonic for the fully loaded condi- 
tion.  In the ballast condition tl 3 amplitudes were smaller in model 
scale. 

When judging the relative merits of the five- and six-bladed 
propellers from the vibration point of view on the basis of pressure 
Tuctuations, measured in the cavitation tunnel under cavitating con- 
ditions,  the results have to be analysed very carefully.   Thus,  in the 
present case, a relation between the different hull-propeller configu- 
rations, agreeing with the tendency of the full scale experiences,  was 
obtained only when the maximum peak to peak values were used for 
comparison. Apparently,  the pressure signals,  recorded for the five- 
bladed propeller, were of pulse nature with rather unstable phase 
shifting.  Consequently they did not affect the levels of the filtered 
signals,  obtained in non-cavitating flow. 

In the cases considered the amplification of the amplitudes of 
the pressure fluctuations,  caused by cavitation, was larger for the 
six-bladed than the five-bladed propeller.   Results reported in Q ij 
show the same tendency. 
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5. The type and extension of the cavitation, as observed on the full 
scale ship (six-bladed propeller) and in the cavitation tunnel, are rea- 
sonably similar for the fully loaded condition.  In the ballast condition, 
however, cavitation is more extensive on the ship than on the model 
propeller. 

6. The observed type and extent of cavitation were confirmed with 
reasonable accuracy by the calculations illustrated in the present 
paper. 

7. The pressure impulses of both blade and twice blade frequency, 
recorded onboard the ship,  correlated well with those calculated with 
the use of the method developed for the calculation of pressure fluc- 
tuations from cavitating propellers. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

D'    0 

D 

dL 

=   developed blade area ratio 

/ 1 2 - dL/—PC db V    - lift coefficient 

1        2 =   (P"P )/~Z'pV    - pressure coefficient 

- blad^ chord 

=   propeller diameter 

=   lift ol profile 
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J 

K 
I 

P 

P 

P„ 

T 

t 

V 
s 

w 

a/as 

=   V   /nD   =   advance ratio for propeller A 

2  2 
=   2p/pD n    - non-diniensional coefficient for blade 

frequency amplitude 

4  2 
=   T/pD n     =   thrust coefficient 

=   correction factor for ideal angle of incidence, due to 
lifting surface effect 

=   correction factor for angle of incidence,  due to thick- 
ness effect 

=   number of revolutions 

=   propeller pitch 

-   static pressure 

=   static pressure in undisturbed flow 

=   cavitation pressure 

=   vapor pressure 

=   radius of propeller blade section 

=   thrust 

:   maximum thickness of profile 

advance velocity of propeller 

ship speed 

local wake 

effective wake from thrust identity 

non-dimensional chordwise coordinate,  measured 
from leading edge 

number of Mades 

air content 
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=   density of water 
1 2 =   (p - P y~? P^L      ~   cavitation number for propeller 
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APPENDIX A 

CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,  METHOD OF CALCULA- 
TION 

From Q 4] and [l9]we have for the contributio 
velocities 

1.    Velocity distribution due to blade thickness distribution 

ns to the induced 
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profile thickness ordinate 

camber ordinates 

U    .   cos a.   cos Ü 

J] =   effective skew angle 

t =   correction factor due to blade tiiickness taper 

/!„ and f{n)   =   factors taking account of the effect of the centre 
section and the tip region 
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1 

U, 2UN0 l+MT
2.tan2fi       dX l+/uT

2.tan2ß 

x 

O. 
(3) 

r dzs(x,)     x-   e dx' 

dx'        1  - x" x-x' 

B =    1   - ~ .    arccos     " T M „ .  tan2n  - 1 

2 2 
M T . tan   0 + 

4,    Thickness of the Other Blades 

The cascade effects are obtained as shown by 0.  H^iby   14   , Scholz 
2l] ,    Schlichting [zz] and   Pollard and Wordsworth [_23] . 
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uc (x)    k2    y. dzt (x') 
^ / U s ^ dxl    -.   R(^  ,  s,  x' )dx' (4) 

NO 0 

u =   chordwise induced velocity 

D .  *    .   r' 

Z chord 

0. 625 r + 0. 105 

dC. 
k, =—^   72. 2 

da 

2 x x'    Z/2 nr) + n2     .cos 2   ^ f ,   X-X   v      ^-^ s f 

s    '   ^ 4 5 
n=l /X-x1, 4 2 x-x' 

(—p)   + n    + 2 n     .cos2 4 f-^-) 

<f> =     T/2 -^ 

^ =   pitch angle 

5.    Bound Vortices on Other Blades. 

1 
\^ 1 y E u'p   .  r (p.z) dp (5) 
UN0      "    UN0 rb 

u =   chordwise induced velocity 
P 

r(p,Z) =   circulation 

r. sin ^(r). sin(^-B+ä   )-(^(r)e-^(p)^)cos(^-e-«. ). cos^-(r) 
u' 

P 4^   j {^(r)e-^(p^)2   + r2 +p2 - 2rp  cos(^-e+Äk)|37r 

Äk =       ,       k - 2, Z,     u'    = chordwise induced 
Z p 

sions : 

velocity due to a bound vortex of unit strength at 
( *k. P .     0) 

The angle of incidence is found from the following expres- 
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dCL CL 
da a +a 

e     i 

~  +    (2n-l) ((S.   0)  -C   { 
o. I Li 

1. ±]   flM. 
a     ao    AUNO 

dx (6) 

where   C   ,   ß.   and   ß are obtained from lifting line calculations 

cos  MT ß 2 n 
1        •         :       *        •     1 i 
o        sin ir n 1   - irnicotirn - cotirn  ) 

o o 

-l^ + 'T 
n 

r/2 

Vjx) 

UN0 

V (x) 

=    0.9(1  +0.8—)    .2ir 
c 

1 Z 

UN0     -'r 
v'(x) . r(p.z) . dp 

r,      k=2 
D 

=   induced velocity normal to the chord line 

V (x) 
-r cos^r). ein(4-e+Sk) + (^(r)6-^(p)^) COB^-O+S  ). ain^r) 

4)r{(^(r)G-^(p)^)2 + r2 + p2 - 2rpcos (^-6+5  )   } 3/2 

V (x)       =   induced velocity normal to the chord line,  due to a vortex 
of unit strength 

1 

'r'*/^ 
Vc (x) 

dx 
NO 

Vc (x) 
1.   dz ( 

U 
NO 

-T'   J      -k^-      M^.    B.X')    dx' 

V   (x) 
c 

induced velocity normal to the chord line due to thickness 
of the other blades 

T^) 

Z/2 

E     (^4 + n4 + 2n2 .  cos 2^1^)' 
n =  1      s 's 

n     .    sin 2 ^ 
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dC dC 

o     da   /   da (a      -a    ) 

" "   Telu* an8le ^ inCidenCe-  C—ed for lifting surface 

13 12 a t D 

where   k     and   k     are founc  .„w.id from lifting surface theory   24 

From    14Jwe quote : 

" For a swept wing Weber [^J0_ has shown that a flow parallel to the 
span must be added, so that the total pressure distribution is given 
as : 

C    (x;       -    1   - (—r- ) -      cos   o     sin   il 

V,   (x)     =   Un + ^u (x) + ^u   (x) + .iu  (x) + u  (x) + u  (x) L 0 t a    ' c 

APPENDIX B 

CAVITY FORMATION,   METHOD OF CALCULATION 

l-    Extent of Cavitation 

amount o 
When    the detailed blade pressure distribution is known,   th 
f cavitation may be determined,  see   26,27 

wh ere 

=   th 
e point at which the local pressure falls below the cavi- 

tation pressure   p   ~ p 
rc      rvapor 

the point at which the local pressure has increased and 
reached the cavitation pressure 
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T, =   the time when   p,       ,   <  p 
1 'local -    cav 

=   local pressure 

dp =   p    _    p r cav 

T_ and   x     are found by an iteration process 

x    + x =   extent of cavitation 

For symmetrical hysteresis   k   is equal to unity.  In the tip 
region the hysteresis will be non-symmetrical and the factor   k   is 
below unity.   The radial distribution of  k   is found from propeller ca- 
vitation tests in homogeneous flow,   see [263 . 

2.    Thickness 

The diameter of the tip vortex obtained when separation takes 
place at the tip may be determined by the expression 

T_ a - a C; . 
_h   _ 8_ T 1 
b "     2 '       C     "     A 

where 

h = diameter of the tip vortex 

b = blade length 

a = 4   -  & 

^ = pitch 

ß - advance angle 

C = blade section length at   0.95   R 

C - mean blade section length 

A = aspect ratio 

a -   angle of incidence for separation at tip (relative to/9). 
Based on experiments in [l7j or = 8 °   in this report 

The pressure in the centre of the vortex : 
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P     -   P c o Q   
2 A2 

8.     y 
(3) 

pressure at the radial section close to the boundary of the 
vortex 

dT 
§. 

dt 
dr   free vortex strength 

=   bound circulation 

Two cases  A   and   B   must be considered : 

P     <    P o cav 

The maximum cavitation thickness will be equal to the tip 
vortex diameter.  The radial thickness distribution is found from ob- 
served shapes of thickness along the radius terminating at the radial 
inception ^oint (calculated or observed). 

B. P    >   P >   P ro       'cav rc 

The diameter of the cavitating tip vortex is found from the 
pressure distribution   across the tip vortex radius assuming symmetri- 
cal hysteresis as outlined in   point 1 above. 

APPENDIX C 

PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS ON THE HULL, METHOD OF CALCULA- 
TION 

The velocity potential caused by a pulsating cavity may be 
found by solution of the Volterra equation if the cavity formation be ac- 
curately represented at any time during growth and collapse.   The 
vapour/liquid mixture representing a pulsating volume cannot be said 
to constitute a surface of known shape. Consequently, an ideal mathe- 
matical model of moderate complexity should be employed together 
with empirical functions found by experiments. 

The net velocity potential   ^  at any field point (x,, y,, z ) 
caused by the small volume source     AT Ax   4r : 
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4*4 

where 

d 

Ax 

4x 

A r 

t 

U 

U     , U U 

d    dt d     or d    dx 

I   dr I    dx 1    dr (*) 

= distance between volume source and field point 

= thickness of volume 

= length of volume along helix 

= length of volume along radius 

= time 

= velocity of advance of volume source 

The first part of the right hand side of the equation is due to 
the motion of cavities and derivatives of   t , x   and   r   with respect 
to time are zero.   The last part is due to volume variation of cavities. 

For unsteady,  irrotational flow the fluctuating pressure   p 
field at a field point : 

sp dt 2 dt 

where 

p =   density of fluid 

s =   solid boundary factor [lO 

U =   velocity at the field point,  negligible at the hull surface 

Assuming   U    = U    =0   and combining eqs.   (1) and (2) : 

sp 
-   'd (l\ dT IT    ±d   tl\  dr      1     a2r ] - ä^d^Vdr^dT+T^-J   AxAr 

fd   A.   dx       1       dx 1 A      A     .F^     A\ dr        1 d2rl + Ldr y dr + -T i?-\*r AT
 

+[dr WUT 
+ 5^J4x4r 

i_lr dx^ 2  brdr 2 dx dr 
(3) 
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d2 -   (xf - xo)2   +   (yf - yj2   +  (zf - zo)2 (4) 

where 

x  ,y   ,z =   coordinate of volurre source 
o    o    o 

^ =      '3"    I ^xf " x
0^ 8in ^ '   ^yf " V   cc>8 ^  J =   e (5) 3 /Jb     ^,rrn 

dt  M 

where 

n =   RPS 

^ =   angular position of volume source        • 

U     »   2ir rn/cos 0 x 

where   ß    =   geometric pitch angle 

We assume that the cavity formation at time   t   displaces a 
volume of liquid bound by the helicoidal blade surface and the plane 
P parallel to the shaft   (Z   -axis)   (Figure 41). 

In accordance with Figure 42 the thickness distribution in 
the   x-direction   : 

r(x,  r. t)   =        T( r,  t)   .    f(x) (6) 

Admittingly, the proposed distribution has been designed to 
suit mathematical interpretation of the extremely complex   "shape" 
of the vapour/liquid formation. 

The chordwise extent of the volume at any time when perio- 
dicity may be assumed a valid assumption : 

xt   =   xo   +    Z       x„sin   l^-TT^      ^J (7) 

where 

,     v r47rnmt        , 0     | 

m=l L   ^t      o J 

6 =   phase angle 

n =   RPS 
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m -   harmonic order 

=   angular position for collapse of cavitation 

=   angular position for inception of cavitation 

Dividing equation (3) by   n D     and making use of derived 
quantities in given eqs.   : 

i".      x 

'P   "    .nV       i     JTi   J0    
ll****+Jr    (I2T+I4)dr 

x 
t t   max 

(I,  7   + I ) dx +   T    - 
■»3 6      max 

where 

x =     max.  length of cavity along radius t max 

T -     max.  thickness of cavity along radius max 

z =     number of propeller blades 

If we assume that    f =  I   in equation (6) 

1,/K   =   uf'e   ?+e?  +  4- — 
1 X d   r 

I2/K   =   e   i + ^ 

I3/K   ^   e   r + -L 

4 x '   d 

u  f 7; 
I  /K   = -^_ 

^/K = i ^ 

+ -dTr 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ID 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

tions are finally 
The expressions for some of the variables in the above equa- 
finally listed : 
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,     2        2      oo 

T  =   " (   ^     -   0'  ) ^   m    Tm8lna  {15) 
vt        Po        m=l 

4   2 n   2       ^ 2 x = "( T^      S   "^ x
m

8ina (16) 
t    o m= 1 

where 
2 rr(^ - (^  )m 

—J 12—    +    e 

A 

k 

K 

=   aspect ratio of the cavitating body 

=    reduced frequency 

S 

4 JT n  D 
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üh 

U _    n 

.-■W 

Nongation dtck 

- 

U«n' Dtck on) 2nd PoopdKk 

vhMil, 

Wing tank No5 SB 

*J,»>,«      «yj.vi 

FKIIUII InnMuct» 

Figure 1   General arrangem ngement and positions of vibration pickups 
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Johnsaon and Srfntvedt 

Medil tost* 

Full Scol«,"Thor»homm»f" 5 bl without fint 

^      ..     »                .. ..    with 

□      ••      -     "NorstKing" 6 bl with      fini 

FrO Frl/« 

Figure 2   Positions of transducers for measuring pressure fluctua- 
tions on the model and full scale ship.   For exact positions 
of transducers in full scale,   see Table II.  In model tests 
all transducers in centerline of model 
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 O— FMMp.'rhonhenMMribi.wilheul fin* 
-   «Mi 

•— Smnd tNpptoM Kinj-Obt.  - 

\—      i Fully loodtd-^ 

J    I    i M«»-point      01D2D3       0102031X0506 
Dime», a vibt    V    L   Tr        V    L   Tr   V   V   V 

Figure 3   Vibration levels in deck house.   For positions of pickups, 
see Figure 1.  Numbers indicate approximate number of 
revs per mm. 
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Ampl 
mm 

o—pjrst Ship^Thorshammer'Sbl.without fins 
—■—Second Ship;W>rse Kinn"6bl.with fins 

Meas. point V2 V2 V4 V4   V5 V5        V2 V4   V5 VI   V3  V6 V6 

Figure 4   Vibration levels in wing tank No 5,  SB.   For positions of 
pickups,   see Figure 1.  Numbers indicate approximate 
number of revs per min. 
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S-bladed propeller 

 with fIns 

 without fins 

70 90 
Number of revs/min 

Figure 5   Pressure fluctuations in full scale.   "Thorshammer" (first 
ship) with and without fins.  Transducers 3 and 5 resp 
(measuring point A,   see Table II and Figure 2) 
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6-bladed propeller 

5-bladed propeller 

70 90 
Number of revsAnin 

Figure 6   Pressure fluctuations in full scale.   First and second ship 
(5- and 6-bladed propeller) with fins.   Transducers 4 and 2 
resp (measuring point D,   see Table II and Figure 2). 
K   -values based on diameter of 6-bladed propeller 
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50 70 90 
Hwbtr of revs/min 

Figure 7   Pressure fluctuations in full scale.   "Norse King" (with fins, 
6-bladed propeller).  Measuring pointD,   Ballast condition 
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T/T "NORSE   KING- 
BALLAST 

RPM    • 85 4 

VS       >  17 8 knots 

RECORD    FROM   SHIP   MEASUREMENTS,    CELL   2   (0) 

ENERGY    SPECTRUM 

S(u)) 

6    10 

■ v; Amp . ^2 Mu.lm0K-Au) 

0 

8 11 s"' 

ttr Autll 

L^ I 
lord 2ord 

Figure 8   Pressure fluctuations in full scale.  Sample of energy 
spectrum 
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NATURAL FREQUENCIES. AXIAL VIBRATIONS 

 + t   T/T "THORSHAMMER," CALCULATED 

THRUST VARIATION OF 10th AND 15th ORDER:  t 22 MET. TONS 

 0 Q TIT "NORSE KING," CALCULATED 

THRUST VARIATION OF   3Ui ORDER: t 20 MET. TONS 

1100 

I 

9 u 
k. 

< 

< 
Z 

2 3 4 

THRUST BEARING STIFFNESS lO"6 KT (kp/cm) 

Figure 9   Axial mode of shaft vibration.  Natural frequency of actual 
vibrations 
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^mzk 
kkntn 

Figure 10   SSPA Cavitation Tunnel No 2.  Large test section in pla 
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FACILITY WATER SPffi[ 
TOWING TANK 
CAV TUNNa 
— II — 

1.25 M/S 
2 
« 

FULLY LOADED 
WITH FINS 

WV. 

BO 

IK      ((f   110 

BALLAST 
WITHOUT FINS 

1H     «P*    110 

Figure 11    Wake patterns in towing tank and cavitation tunnel 
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Johnason and Stfntvedt 

BCD 
Measuring point Na 

Figure 12   Pressure fluctuations in model scale.   Non-cavitating 
flow.  Model with fins,  6-bladed propeller 
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Figure 13   Pressure fluctuations in model scale.  Influence of water 
speed and air content 
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FULL SCALE 
47r/m 56r/m 66r/m 75r/m Birm 

V 

\ 
CAVITATION TUNNEL J »0.457 

(7.35 26 20 16 

65 95 
Number of revs/min 

Figure 14   Pressure fluctuations and cavitation patterns in model 
and full scale.  "Norse King (with fins,  6-bIaded propeller). 
Measuring point B,  fully loaded condition 
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85 95 
Number of revs/min 

Figure 15   Pressure fluctuations in model and full scale,   "Norse 
King" (with fins,   6-bladed propeller).   Measuring point D, 
fully loaded condition. 
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Johnason and Srfntvedt 

K P 
Q15 

Q10 

0.05 

40 80 100 
Number of revsymin 

Figure 16   Pressure fluctuations in model and full scale,   "Thorshammer" 
without fins (5-bladed propeller).   Measuring point A. 
Fully loaded condition 
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Ur/m 
FULL SCALE 

59 r/m eSf/m 76 r/m 

a»45 
\J 

CAVITATION TUNNEL J.0.O7 

85 r/m 

26 19 12 r 
CAVITATION TUNNEL J»0.379 

34 25 16 

Number of mvs/min 

Figure 17    Pressure fluctuations and cavitation patterns in model and 
full scale.   "Norse King" (with fins,   6-bladed propeller). 
Measuring point B.  Ballast condition 
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Figure 18    Pressure fluctuations in cavitation tunnel.   Different hull 
propeller configurations.  Measuring point B.   Filtered 
signals,  mean values 
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Figui e 19   Pressure fluctuations in   cavitation tunnel.   Different hull 
propeller configurations.  Measuring point B,   Filtered 
signals,  maximuni values 
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Figure 20   Pressure fluctuations in cavitation tunnel.   Different hull - 
propeller configurations.   Measuring point B.  Non-filtered 
signals,  maximum values 
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Figure 21    Pressure fluctuations in cavitation tunnel.  Different kinds 
of signals.  Oscillographic recorder and frequency analyser 
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"igurc 22 Tests in cavitation tunnel. Cavitation patterns in different 
blade positions. Different hull - propeller configurations. 
Fully loaded condition,   16 knots 
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Figure 23   Tests in cavitation tunnel.  Radial extension of cavitation 
in different blade positions.   Different hull-propeller 
configurations.   Fully loaded condition,   16 knots 
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Figure 24   Variation of bending moment on a tanker propeller in a 
wake.  Experiments and calculations 
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OBSERVED   EXTENT OF CAVITATION 
ESTIMATED  II   

T/T "THORSHAMMER 

OBSERVED 
FULL   SCALE 
EROSION 

Figure 28   Calculated propeller caviration 
Ballast condition 
RPM -- 86.  Vs =  18. Ikts,   Z = 5, 0 = O" 

T/T "NORSE    KING 

()'ANGULAR     POSITION 

Figure 29 
Loaded condition 
full scale,   230 000 t. dw 
RPM     84. 5, Vs -   16. Ikts, 

Z = 5, p =■   0° 

Figure 30 
Ballast condition 
full scale,   230 000 t. dw 
RPM = 66, V 

Z -  6. 0 = 0" 
s -   12.5kts, 
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05H 

T" 
05 i/R 10 

Figure 31    Radial distribution of minimum local pressure versus 
cavitation pressure (0-0") corresponding to Fig,   28 

i/c 10 

Figure  i2    Chordwise pressure distribution at   0. 8 R (0 = 0°) 
corresponding to Figure 2b 
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T/T   " NORSE   KING" 

OBSERVED EXTENT OF CAVITATION 
ESTIMATED     —II—    -*-        II— 

Figure  53    Full scale,   ballast condition 

RPM= 85.4 .   V    =  17.8 kts .   Z = 6 .  0 . 0" 

Figure  54    Model,   ballast condition corresponding to full scale 
RPM     85.4,V=17.Ökts;Z = 6,0 = O'' 
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figure ^5   Radial dip'ribution of minimum local pressurf versus 
ca\-ilation pressure (()      0") cor responding  to  Figure  5i-^4 
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Figure  it»   Chordwisc pressure distribution at    0,9 K (0      0 
corresponding to Figure  5 ■! 
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1/1   " NORSE   KING" 

LOADED   CONDITION 
RPM •Si . Vgi 16 Ikls 

300 320 3*0 20 «0 60     (t • 
Figure 37    Estimated cavitation patterns.   Full scale, fully loaded condition. 

Thickness distribution of cavitation bubble. 

FULL    SCALE    OBSERVATIONS 

A        IHR 
O        0 1  R 
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——   TMEORr 

300 
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Figure 38    Estimated cavitation patterns.   Full scale, fully loaded condition. 
Extent of cavitation bubble. 
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CALCULATED    PRESSURE    COEFFICIENT    VIZ. 
FULL   SCALE   EXPERIMENTS, BLADE   FREQUENCY 
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Figure 39   Calculated pressure coefficients.   Full scale,   blach 
frequency 
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CALCULATED    PRESSURE    COEFFICiENT    VIZ. 

FULL  SCALE   EXPERIMENTS,    TWICE      BLADE   FREQUENCY 
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Figure 40    Calculated pressure coefficients.   Full scale,   twice blade 
frequency 
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Figure 41    Geometry of cavity,   assumed at calculations 
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Figure 42   Simplified repr.  of cavity volumes 
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DISCUSSION 

William B.   Morgan 
'!aVal Ship Researah and Development Center 

Bethecda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

The paper presents very interesting comparisons between mo- 
del and full-scale pressure measurements.   The agreements are rea- 
sonable, which is no doubt due to the carefulness with which the ex- 
periments were carried out.  One would not expect much better agree- 
ment because of the relative sizes and locations of the transducers 
and the influence of ship motions on these pressures. 

I was a bit confused by the discussion in the paper cui.cerning 
the model mean pressures,   it appears that the model mean pressures 
were not in quite as good an agreement with full scale values as the 
maximum amplitude of the pressures were,   but when I read the paper 
more carefully I found that this was probably the way the data were 
analyzed.   I would like to know whether or not the poor comparison is 
due to the way tK- data were analyzed. 

In Section 6 the authors discuss the theoretical calculations 
and comparisons between theory and experiment.   I find this discus- 
sion very confusing.   The comparison between lifting line and lifting 
surface theory shown in Figure 24 is completely contrary to our ex- 
perience.   We have had generally very good experience with lifting sur- 
face theory and not too good  with lifting line theory,  when the propeller 
does not influence the wake.   I would think that the comparison you 
have made merely indicates the inadequacy of your lifting surface cal- 
culations,  not of lifting surface theory in general. 

The observation that for this type of ship the propeller influ- 
ences the wake is a very impoitant one,  I believe.   However,  from the 
description in the paper,   1 do not understand how you corrected the 
wake.   Was this an unsteady correction ? If it was not,  I do not under- 
stand why vou got an increase in amplitude.   If it was,  1 do not under- 
stand how you could make the correction by simple momentum theory. 

Also,   I do not understand your comment about extending the 
lifting surface theory to include non-linearity and effects of inter- 
action with nearby boundaries in light ol your results.   In the first 
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place, you could have corrected the wake by the method you u•ed for 
your lifting line calculations and, in the second place, it is not appa
rent that including non-linearity would improve the comparisons, 
since it would seem to me that non-linearities would cut off the peaks 
of the amplitudes. I am not saying we should not include non-lineari
ties in the theory, but in the light of your results, I do not see how 
you can draw this ::onclusion. 

I am also disappointed that •-· ~ pctper of this kind, since a 
brief discussion was given of the effect of the propellet· on the wake, 
nothing was said about scale effect on wake, which may be much more 
important than the effect o f the propeller on the wake. The data in 
Figure II from the tunr. ~! where you ran two different speeds indicates 
that this effect might be enormous, Do the authors have any comments 
on the scale effect on wake on high block ships when the scale ratio is 
so high ? 

REPL V TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Andc rs Johnsson 
te ~ keppspro ningsans t a: 

oteborg. ueden 

R egarding the mode l and full scale pressure fluctuations it is 
concluded from the r r sults in Figures 14-17 that the y agree well in 
fully loade d condition. This applies to the maximum peak to peak va
lues, a s w e ll as the first harmonic, values of the latter, however, 
being a vailable in full scale only for the six-bladed propeller. In bal
last c ondition th e a mplitude s we r e smaller in model scale. 

The lifting surface m e thod used for the theoretical calcula
tiona, the results of which a r e shown in Figure Z4, is that of Tsakonas. 
The aim of t his Figure is to show th e importance of including the inter
action be twe en the prope ller a nd the wake in the calculatio s. fhis is 
done in a simpl e m a nn e r a ssuming continuity along a streamline, the 
m e thod being similar to that us e d when designing contra-rotating pro
pell e rs. It must, however, be confe ssed that tile effect of such a cor
r~ ction is ur.usually pronounc ed in the present case, the r eason being 
that the r e is a rathe r rapid change in the radial and peripherical wake 
distributions just outside t.h propeller disk. 
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Comparisons between the method described and several one- 
blade dynamometer test (4 degr,  of freedom) results serve to illu- 
strate that the method in question is satisfactory for engineering pur- 
poses unless being faced with a very sharp wake peak. 

Including successive radial displacements of wake grids we 
have observed that a large radial velocity variation, as experienced 
beiiind some ships,  is accompanied by a corresponding change of hy- 
drodynamic loading /l/.   In fact no method for calculation including 
the effect of start vortices (or not) will respond correctly to the si- 
tuation demonstrated unless extending the boundary to positions well 
outside the propeller disc. 

The non-linear effects referred to in the paper are produced 
by separated flow near to the blade tip together with  other tip effects 
all related to boundary layer flow.   Full scale observations have clear- 
ly demonstrated that cavitating flows across the tips will account for 
the main portion of the unstable cavity volume.   Hence,  we must draw 
attention to the tip region - in particular  - when predicting pressure 
impulses from propeller cavities.   Thus we discuss a region of the 
blade in the present paper which cannot be considered to-day by other 
means than experiments and corresponding emperical "separation 
angles". 

Regarding the importance of the wake scale effect on the wake 
distribution we will not speculate very much (the scale effect on mean 
wake is considered when determining the values of J  and   a defining 
the loading case).   We will only mention that for a tanker research 
project,   now being tested in the large tunnel of SSPA,  an attempt is 
made to estimate the influence of Reynold's number by repeating the 
tests with the same model,   part of the parallel length having been cut 
away. 

Records of blade stresses and fluctuating bearing forces on a 
large tanker which are reported in 2', illustrate that model and full 
scale fluctuating stresses   forces are surprisingly similar. 
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DISCUSSION 

Marxnus Oostervrld 
tletheflande Chip '-'ode' Basin 

V.iijeK ivyen, .Vc t her I ande 

I should like to make some comments on this very interesting 
paper. 

From model tests and structural calculations it has frequently- 
been found that an increase of the excitation of the hull occurs when 
the propeller  RPM approaches the service  RPM.   Explanations for 
the increase in excitation are : 

- from an economic point of view,  most of the screw designs 
are such that at service speed the propeller cavitates.   For a proper 
designed screw this cavitation does not give problems with respect to 
erosion.  However,  as cle. rly shown in the paper,  due to cavitation 
the propeller generated hydrodynamic forces may increase substan- 
tially. 

- the lowest natural frequencies of the transversal and axial 
shaft vibrations of large tankers lie often in the blade f- equency region 
at service speed.   Consequently the shaft vibrations arJ bearing reac- 
tion forces are enlarged a great deal. 

- a proper analysis of the whole vibrations therefore requires 
a determination    of the piopeller generated hydrodynamic hull and 
shaft forces,  and ? determination of the response of the shafting. 

That brings me to my first question.  Have calculations of the 
shaft vibrations been carried out in order to determine the magnifica- 
tion effect due to the resonance of the shaft    _,  ?  These calculations 
may have influenced the choice of the number of the blades of the 
screw propeller. 

Secondly,   the introduction of the afterbody fins lowered the 
level of the pressure fluctuations on the ship's hull.  Are large differ- 
ence:; found in the wake field,  and especially in the tangential compo- 
nent of the wake field due to the introduction of these fins ? It is a pity 
that the results of the wake field measurements are not given in the 
paper,  as these are a basi   for the analysis,  I suggest that the authors 
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add these data to the paper. 

Finally,   by testing the ship model at ballast condition in the 
cavitation tunnel the afterbody fins more or less coincide with the 
upper wall of the cavitation tunnel.   Due to this fact,  no differences in 
the wake pattern with and without fins will be found.  Is this accordance 
with the measurement results found in the model basin ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statena Skeppaprovningsanstalt 

Gatehcpg,  Sueden 

Calculations of different kinds of shaft resonances including 
magnification eifects were carried out for the two ships at the design 
stage and were decisive when determining the number of blades of the 
propeller. 

Comparative curves of the wake distributions with and without 
fins were given in the first report on this investigation [4 Jand it was 
not considered necessary to include them again.   These curves show 
that there was a considerable difference between the wake values ob- 
tained with and without fins in the  12 o'clock position,  in particular in 
fully loadeH condition where the measurements in the towing tank in- 
dicated highly separated flow without fins.   This difference was very 
well reproducfd in the tunnel,  also in ballast condition,  although the 
agreement between tunnel and towing tank was slightly better in fully 
loaded condition.   This applies to ths measurements carried out with- 
out propeller as well as those performed with rotating propeller.   So 
we think the differences with full-scale what we call cavitation pat- 
terns cannot be entirely linked together with the wake distribution. 
There must be some other factors.   We have discussed the question of 
the definition of loading cases.   We all know that the definition of load- 
ing cases is a much more tricky business for ballast conditions.   It is 
not entirely logical compared to what we use in fully loaded condition. 
May be we can get some useful information from the new vacu'.rn tank 
regarding what happens to the efficiency and interaction factors under 
cavitating conditions. 
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DISCUSSION 

Edmund V,   Telfer 
R.i.H.A. 

Ewell,  Surrey,  U.K. 

I had the privilege in the spring of discussing Mr Johnsson's 
paper before the Institution of Naval Architects and I went into the 
history of such fins,  and there is no need for me to go into that again. 
All I would like to ask on this occasion is this : granted that the real 
effect of the fins in minimising cavitation vibration must emanate from 
the starboard fin and not the port fin,   has the author tested everything 
he has done so far for both fins also only with the starboard fin in po- 
sition ? I feel the.*: is where the progress is to be made, and I would 
suggest that the port fin is quite unnecessary.  I should like to have 
the author's reaction to that suggestion. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statens Skeppsprovningsanstalt 

Göteborg, Sweden 

In connection with the project,  no single fin version has been 
tested and I do not think we have ever used that concept. Of course it 
is an interesting idea,  but maybe we will lose one of the merits of the 
fin,  that is the propulsion merit. Of course, the main effect of the 
fins,   in this case at least, was that they reduced separation and accor- 
dingly,  in the model test at least, more than compensated for the in- 
crease in frictional resistance.  Probably that effect will not be so 
complete if we have only one fin, but from the research point of view 
it is a good idea and should be tried. 
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DISCUSSION 

Harrison Lackenby 
BHtish Ship Research Association 

Vullsend, Northumberland,  U.K. 

The paper is concerned primarily with the fluctuating pressure 
forces acting on the hull surface.   These are also,  of course,   the un- 
steady forces and moments caused by the uneven wake distribution 
which act on the stern bearing and also contribute to propeller excited 
vibration. 

Figure 5 gives one of these, namely,  the fluctuating thrust, 
but there are also the fluctuating torque and the side forces and mo- 
ments. 

I should like to ask the authors whether they considered these 
and wether measurements or calculations of them were made. 

Would they also care to express an opinion on the relative im- 
portance of the hull-surface pressure fluctuations as against the bear- 
ing forces and movements as affecting propeller excited vibration ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statens  "keppsprovningsanstalt 

Göteborg,  Sweden 

Calculations of different bearing forces were made at an early 
stage of the project but reliable measurements were only made of the 
thrust variations (and the mean thrust). 

The relative importance of the bearing and surface forces has 
been discussed for many years and the investigations made indicate 
that,  in the non-cavitating case, they are of the same magnitude. 
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Figure 37 and other Figures in the present paper show,  however, 
the striking influence of cavitation on the surface forces in the present 
case. A s an influence of cavitation of similar magnitude is not expect- 
ed for the bearing forces our conclusion is that,  in cases where the 
volume variation of the cavitation is important,  the surface forces 
will be predominant. 

DISCUSSION 

Finn C.   Michel sen 
Norgea Tekniske Higskole 

Trondheim, Tlovway 

I do not know how far back my historical recollection goes.   1 
was not at the London meetings,   so I do not know what our colleague 
Professor Telfer said,  but I do know that the fin has been used on 
Great Lakes carriers for some 20 years and that in fact, a paper was 
published on the subject in the Transactions of the Society of Naval 
Architects and Marine Engineers around 1950 by Professor Baier and 
Professor Ormondroyd.  I believe the authors obtained a patent on this 
fin.   The success of the fin is demonstrated clearly by the fact that 
these fins are still being installed on Great Lakes carriers,   especial- 
ly when they are repowered,   so there is nothing new in that respect. 
I wish ,   however ,   that proper reference had been made to in the pre- 
sent paper to the work by Baier and Ormondroyd.  I do not know whether 
Baier was the first inventor but he was at least a successful applicator 
of the fin.   There is one phenomenon I should like to mention in connec- 
tion with these fins,   something that was said to occur on the Great 
Lakes carriers.   The vibration level on these ships prior to installa- 
tion of fins is usually not steady.  It seems to build up a peak level 
about every 10 seconds,  followed by somewhat of a lull. On a model 
we have discovered vortices that attach to the model on one side or the 
other and would sort of peel off into the wake,  and this is apparently 
associated with these high level vibrations.   The fin seems to affect 
the flow around the stern in a very large or significant way through 
the elimination of such vortices.  I wonder if that is the phenomenon 
we are faced with there.   The fact that the authors do not see any dif- 
ference in the cavitation patterns in five bladers,   six bladers and so 
forth may be an indication of this. 

I should also say that the measurements on the Great Lakes 
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carriers performed by Orn ondroyd indicated that the vibration level 
could drop to one quarter of the original level after the installation of 
fins. 

Another thing that the vortices seem to affect is the course sta- 
bility of the ship.   These large  voitices that are building up on one side 
or the other seem to produce a circulation around the rudder and the 
entire hull,  and this tend to turn the ship which you then have to cor- 
rect by giving helm.   The ship will experience an added resistance due 
to this.  On Great Lakes carriers a gain of a couple of knots has been 
realized after the installation of fins.  I think that also is significant. 
I wonder if the authors have found anything shnilar on their ships ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statens Skeepsprovningsansta 11 

Göteborg, Sweden 

After having listened to the discussion we are now fully aware 
of the disadvantage of writing two papers on the same investigation. 
We are,   however,   happy to be able to say that the reference which 
Professor Michelsen asks for is in the first paper [4] so we think that 
we have given full credit to Baier and Ormondroyd.   We also feel sorry 
for Professor Michelsen that he missed the fine lecture that Profes- 
sor Telfer gave in London on some earlier English experiences with 
fins.- 

Referring to the last part of Professor Michelsen's remarks, 
we can inform him that,  during the model tests,   we observed vortices 
springing between the propeller and the stern.   In full scale they could, 
however,  not be observed.  It can,   however,  not be excluded that they 
were present,  as the equipment used was more suited for photograph- 
ing than for making visual observations. 

A detailed discussion of the results of the resistance and pro- 
pulsion tests with and without fins,  as well as a discussion of the full 
scale tests was given in the first paper.   Model tests indicated a gain 
in power of 6%   in ballast and   1%   in fully loaded condition when fins 
were fitted. 
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DISCUSSION 

John P. Rreslin 
Stevens Institute of Teahnotcgy 

Hoboken, Ner Jersey,  U.S.A. 

Unfortunately,   I '. ead this paper late last evening and have not 
been able to prepare a written discussion.   I wish first of all to defend 
the unsteady lifting surface theory which is castigated by the authors 
(onp. 599) on the unexplained comparison shown on Figure 24.   Here it 
is shown that the variation of blade bending moment with blade posi- 
tion is seriously over predicted by the unsteady lifting surface u. I, s. 
theory whereas the model measurements are very well fitted by the 
Eln.V. calculations.   The u. 1. s.  theory was found for this application to 
yield excessively high values of the mean thrust and mean torque, al- 
though the unsteady force and moment components were found to be 
quite close to experimental results available to Qn.V (This point is not 
at all mentioned by the authors).   We subsequently furnished EUiV. with 
an engineering correction for the mean loading distribution which to- 
gether with the unsteady components placed the resulting bending mo- 
ment variation much closer to the measured variation.   The correc- 
tion was based on the use of the thrust and torque coefficients from 
Troost's charts which for the me£ .i wake value (obtained without the 
propeller) agreed very closely with the values provided by I}n.V from 
the self-propulsion test.   This agreement of coefficients made it dif- 
ficult for the discussor to believe that the propeller was seriously af- 
fecting the wake.   In view of this subsequent effort I must strenuously 
object to this comparison which unfairly costs grave doubts on the 
usefulness on the u. 1. s.   program developed at Davidson Laboratory. 
Had the authors only informed us of this intended comparison we would 
have provided a still latter result obtained by application of a more 
exa^t theory.   The results were recently provided by Uny,  and they 
show excellent agreement of both measured and vibratory forces were 
found to be virtually equal to those from the less exact,  earlier cal- 
culation. 

It is very gratifying to learn that Mr, Huse and researchers at 
NSMB  have realized that the influence of intermittent cavitation on 
blade frequency pressures predominantly arises from the time varia- 
tion of the cavity volumes.  I have been espousing this mechanism for 
some time in the USA where it has been rebutted by the idea that it is 
due to the thickening of the blade sections in steady-state fashion.  At 
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the distancesof interest from the cavity volumes an asymptotic repre- 
sentation of these by pulsating point sources should be quite exact. 
Thus I find the principal contribution to be due to the second-time de- 
rivative of the cavity volume and "the secondary" term arising from 
convection to be proportional to the first time derivative of the cavity 
volumes.   The basic problem of first magnitude is to calculate these 
derivatives.  Essentially I think they should be measured from three- 
view high speed photographs. 

Finally,  I hope that the authors will detail their method for 
accounting for the induction effects on the ship wake since their com- 
parison with the measurements exhibited in Figure 24 is certainly 
fantastic .' 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statens Skeppsprovningsanstalt 

Göteborg,  Sweden 

We think that most of the points raised by Professor Breslin 
are covered by our answer to Dr Morgan. 

However,  we certainly do not want to attack the unsteady lift- 
ing surface program developed at Davidson Laboratory.   We are fully 
aware of its capabilities in dealing with wake components of order 
enabling force transfer to the shaft for most grid wakes available.   We 
like to repeat that no method can work correctly with wrong boundary 
conditions e.g.  the inlet wake containing no radial variations of the 
wake outside the propeller disc and the slip stream assumed to have 
constant radius and moving in axial direction. 

By application of momentum theory the change in propeller 
load may be illustrated to be large. The authors cannot agree with 
Professor Breslin's word "fantastic" and hope that we have stx^ceed- 
ed in illustrating a simple physical concept used in the theory. 
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CHSCUSSION 

Vd? 
Erling Huse 

icarah Institute of Noway 
Trondhem, Noruay 

First of all I would like to congratulate the authors on a very 
interesting and valuable contribution to our knowledge of cavitation as 
a source to ship vibration.   This is, I think, an aspect of vibration ex- 
citation which deserves considerable attention.   The work presented 
by the authors is therefore of great value in our efforts towards better 
methods of predicting and reducing propeller induced excitation forces. 

In connection with the oscillating pressure measurements in 
the cavitation tunnel I would like to comment on the magnitude of the 
vail effect mentioned by the authors.  At the Ship Research Institute 
of Norway we have recently determined experimentally this wall effect 
in our t vo cavitation tunnels.   I would like to show you how we do it 
and some results. 

Let us first recall that the pressure field induced by the cavi- 
ties on the piopellcr blades is mainly the sum of two components. 
First we have the pressure field due to the cavity motion.   This is in 
principle a "dipole field" whose amplitude decays rapidly with increas- 
ing distance from the piopeller.   Therefore one may expect the wall 
effect for this pressure field to be relatively small.   This we have also 
confirmed experimentally.   The experimental procedure is first to 
measure in the cavitation tunnel the pressure amplitude on the hull 
model surface with the propeller running with no cavitation and at 
zero thrust.   (The pressure field is in this case mainly due to blade 
thickness and thus of the same type as that of cavity motion).   The 
same measurement is next carried out in the towing basin where there 
are no tunnel walls in the vicinity of the propeller.   The difference in 
pressure amplitude measured on the hull in the cavitation tunnel and 
in the towing basin is due to reflections from the tunnel walls and thus 
represents the wall effect. 

The second and most important contribution to the total pres- 
sure field is that due to the volume variation of the cavities.   This 
effect produces a pressure field which is in principle a "pole field". 
Since its amplitude decays relatively slowly with increasing distance 
it will be subject to a more pronounced wall effect that the pressure 
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field due to cavity motion.   The main problem in measuring wall effect 
in this case is to design a transmitter to produce the required oscil- 
lating pressure pole field.   Figure 2 shows the principle of the pres- 
sure wave transmitter that we have developed in Trondheim, A signal 
generator feeds an AC    current to the coil winding.   This makes the 
rubber membranes oscillate,   producing an effective volume variation. 
The amplitude of the volume variation itself is measured by measur- 
ing the pressure fluctuation in the closed air volume ins; 1e the trans- 
mitter by means of a pressure transducer. 

Now we first fit the afterbody model in the cavitation tunnel 
with this pressure wave transmitter instead of the propeller as dhown 
in Figure I.   We adjust the volume variation to a certain level and 
measure the pressure amplitude on the hull.   This procedure is then 
repeated in the towing basin with exactly the same volume variation. 
The difference in pressure amplitude on the hull in the two cases re- 
presents the wall effect. 

In our larger tunnel of 1200 mm diameter test section we have 
in this way determined the wall effect for one particular afterbody 
model with a 240 mm diameter propeller.  On the hull directly above 
the propeller the wall effect was found to be less than measurement 
accuracy,    . e.   less than 10 percent,  in a frequency range up to 300 
cps.   Hence this tunnel seems to be acceptable for pressure measure- 
ments on the afterbody model.   In our second and much smaller cavi- 
tation tunnel,  however,  where we have tried to measure pressure 
fluctuations on a plate above the prrpeller,  we have found the wall ef- 
fect to be unacceptably  high,  amounting to a factor of up to 2. 

From investigations in our own tunnels,  and by considering 
the test section dimensions of the SSPA  tunnel,  I feel confident that 
the wall effect has been negligible in the case of the tunnel measure- 
ments described by the authors. 

Finally  I  have  a  direct  question  n-garding  the  damping   of 
the  acceleration  potential   mentioned  by  the  authors.   "I   find  it 
hard to understand what physical phenomenon the authors are relerr- 
ing to,  and I find it even harder to understand how they have been able 
to make corrections for it.   Could the authors please tell us the magni- 
tude of the   lamping coefficient they have applied in their calculations, 
"-IQ aiso explain the theoretical basis of this correction. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Carl-Anders Johnsson 
Statens Skeppapi-cvningsanstalt 

Göteborg,  Sweden 

Thank you,  Mr Huse,  for your comments.  We read your con- 
tribution with interest and also with some relief,  to get, without pay- 
ing for it, a good investigation of the wall effect of a tunnel of similar 
dimensions as that of SSPA. 

On trials we have several times observed that pressure fluc- 
tuations certain up to   5-6  times blade freque icy.   Preliminary,  it was 
required to study the mechanism b/ which such components could be 
included. 

The  m    term in Equations (15) and (16) of Appendix C however, 
leads to large magnitudes of the component of that frequency,  as the 
corresponding inaccuracies in the Fourier term become significant. 
Consequently,  empirical damping of the signal was required ; for con- 
venience the reduced frequency/oscillating blade relationship was 
chosen as the "building brick".   Presently,  we terminate computations 
at twice blade frequency and can neglect the method originally includ- 
ed in the paper. 
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MOTIONS OF MOORED SHIPS IN SIX DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 

I -Min Yang 
Tetra Tech,  Ina. 

Pasadena,   California U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The equations of motions of a moored ship hav- 
ing six degrees of freedom were formulated. The 
mooring force is nonlinear and asymmetrical. A 
new approach is developed to solve the resulting 
nonlinear  and asymmetrical problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently the development of large ships has attracted many 
investigators to study motions of moored ships.   The introduction of 
container ships and the increase of oil exploration in deeper water 
depths make it necessary to have a through understanding of motions 
of moored structures.   For container ships,   the operation of loading 
and unloading containers are controlled by land based huge cranes, 
extensive ship motion may greatly reduce container loading and un- 
loading rate.   Oil exploration in deep sea needs to drill through the 
ocean floor from a moored ship (or other moored structures),   large 
motions of the ship may hinder drilling operation.  Another related 
problem is that of a moored buoy system.   The effective design and 
development of such system also require an ability to predict its os- 
cillatory motions. 

The ntudy of motions of a moored ship is usually limited to the 
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surge motion   [l]* ,   that is,   the moored ship is considered as having 
only one degree of freedom,   and it is known that the force-elongation 
relationship of a mooring line is highly nonlinear   [2]   .  Kaplan and 
Putz   [3]   , and Muga   [4j  have investigated moored structures in six 
degrees of freedom.   In their study,  the force-elongation relationship 
of mooring lines is assumed to be linear,  thus the problem is linear 
and the solution can be readily obtained.   In this paper,  we consider a 
more general six degree of freedom problem.   The mooring force is 
a nonlinear function of elongation ; since a ship can not be symmetric- 
ally moored,  and fenders are only at one side ol the ship,  motions of 
the ship are asymmetric.  An approach has been developed to generate 
an approximate steady-state solution to this nonlinear asymmetric 
problem. 

FORMULATION 

The motion of a moored ship in waves is an oscillating system 
with six degrees of freedom corresponding to surge,   heave,   sway, 
roll,   pitch,  and yaw.   The ship is considered as a rigid body and its 
deformation is neglected.   Usually the length of a ship is much longer 
than its beam,   and the slender body theory can be applied to find " 
hydrodynamic properties of a moored ship.  According to this theory, 
for an elongated body where lateral dimensions are small compared 
to its length,   the flow field at any cross-section is independent of that 
at any other sections.   Hence,   the flow field of an elongated body,   like 
a ship,   is reduced to a two dimensional problem of its cross-sections. 
The total hydrodynamical properties is found by integrating over the 
length of the body. 

The six dynamic variables surge,   sway,   heave,   roll,   pitch, 
and yaw of a ship are expressed in terms of two right-hand cartesian 
coordinate systems.   A moving systems which is fixed in the ship,  and 
a fixed system which is fixed in space.   The moving system (y  ,y  ,y  ) 
has its origin at the center of gravity of the ship and its three axes 
(y  •   Y, >   Y   ) coincident with the three principal axes of the ship.   The 
,   -axis is positive toward the bow,   the   y   -axis   is positive to port 
and the   y, -axis   is positive upward.   This system will move with the 
ship and the angular displacements about the three axes are respecti- 
vely,   the roll,   the pitch and the yaw of the ship.   They are positive for 
rotations about the positive directions of   y ,  y     and   y    in a counter- 
clockwise direction.   The fixed sytems(x , x,  x ) is chosen such that the 
two coordinate systems are coincident when the ship is at rest. Then the 

Numbers in brackets designate References at the end of the paper. 
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Motions of Moored Ships in Six Degrees of Freedom 

three components of translational motion of the origin of the moving 
system relative to the fixed system are defined as the surge,   the 
sway,   and the heave of the ship.   The positive directions of forces and 
moments are defined in the same way as their corresponding displa- 
cements. 

The forces and moments on a moored ship can be divided 
into four categories : inertia,  damping,   restoring and exciting forces 
and moments.   The details of determining these forces and moments 
are discussed in    [s]    , and only a brief discussion will be given be- 
low. 

The inertia forces and moments arise from change of velo- 
cities of the ship and water particles around it.  Although the change 
of velocity of water particles depends on their position in relation to 
the ship,  it can be assumed that a certain amount of water behaves 
as if integral with the ship and moves with it.   The amount of entrain- 
ed water is different for different components of motion and the mass 
or the moment of inertia of such entrained water is called the added 
mass or added moment ot inertia.   By applying the slender body theo- 
ry,   the inertia force or moment on a section of the ship is then equal 
to the product of the virtual mass (the sum of natural mass and added 
mass) or the virtual moment of inertia (the sum of natural moment of 
inertia and added moment of inertia) and acceleration.   The added 
mass and added moment of inertia depend on wave frequency,  water 
depth,   shape of ship sections and the clearance between ship sections 
and side walls. 

Damping forces and moments arise from wave generation 
and are proportional to the relative velocity between the ship and wa- 
ter particles.   The proportional constants are called the damping coef- 
ficients and depend on wave frequency,   water depth,   shape of ship 

sections and the clearance between ship sections and side walls. 

Restoring forces and moments come from three different 
origins and will be discussed separately in the following. 

Hydrostatic restoring forces and moments are due to the 
buoyancy effect resulting from ship displacement.   The total hydro- 
static restoring force has only one component in the vertical direc- 
tion and the hydrostatic restoring moments has  components in the roll 
and pitch direction. 

The second restoring forces and moments come from moo- 
ring lines.   The behavior of a mooring line under tension has been 
investigated by Wilson    [2]   .   The relationship between force and 
elongation is highly nonlinear and in general can be represented in 
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the following form : 

c ( 
AL 

)     if   AL >   0 

=    0 if     AL   <0 

where   L   is the moored length of a mooring line,   the change in length 
due to a tensile force   T   is   AL,  and   c   and   n   are two constants 
depending on the type of mooring lines.   The total restoring force and 
moment due to all mooring lines have components in all three directions 
of translation and rotation. 

Another restoring forces and moments come from fenders 
which will be in action only when they are in contact with the ship.  The 
total restoring force has only one component in the sway direction and 
the total restoring moment has components in the roll and yaw direc- 
tions. 

Finally there are the exciting forces and moments due to water 
waves.   The waves are assumed to be sinusoidal standing or progressive 
waves and have a unique frequency,   then forces and moments on ship 
sections can be obtained from certain wave potential. 

The six equations of motion for a moored ship are obtained by 
balancing the various forces and moments discussed above and may be 
represented in the following matrix form : 

where 

Mx    +   Cx   +   K x   +   f(x)   =   g(t) (1) 

M     =   virtual mass and moment of inertia matrix 

C      =   damping matrix 

K      =   stilfness matrix due to linear restoring forces and 
moments 

f(x) =   force vector due to nonlinear restoring forces and 
moments 

g(t) -   force vector related to water waves 
=   q.cos (ut   +lj/ .),     i =  1     6 

x      Mxj. x2. x3,   Gj. 82.63) 
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Motions of Moored Ships in Six Degrees of Freedom 

The first three elements   x.  , x   , x.   in the displacement vector   x 
represent the surge,  the sway and the heave of the moored ship, and 
the next three elements fl,   GL,  and 9-represent respectively the roll, 
the pitch and the yaw of the ship.  The force vector f(x) is nonlinear, 
If its argument   x   is replaced by   -x,    f(-x) will in general differ from 
f(x) in magnitude as well as in sign.  Hence   f(x) is asymmetric.  The 
quantities U,q.   and 4/ .     represent wave frequency,  force or moment 
amplitude and phase angle for the ith element of the vector   g(t), 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Since the excitation vector is harmonic,  we assumed that an 
approximate steady-state solution for the response of the system (1) 
may take the following form : 

x,   =   z.   +   y. 
ill 

(2) 

-   z.   +  y. cos iut +f.)       i = 1. , , ,6       (3) 
1        ' 1 1 

z. is a constant introduced to account for the asymmetry of   f(x) in (1), 
If f(x) is symmetric,   then z. will vanish,    y. is a harmonic function 
whose amplitude and phase are y.   and  >p.. 

Consider a linear system defined by 

My    +    Cy    +    (K    +   K)y    =    g(t) (4) 

where   K   is an unknown matrix.  If  K   is known,   this linear system can 
readily be solved to give : 

\/~2~ Y.   = Vw.     +   w. 1 1 1 1 + 6 (5) 

i = 1 6 

o          .       -1 Wi + ^ Y.   =   tan  
'  1 w. 

(6) 

where   w.'s are given by 
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in which 

Vl-V
2 

V2-Vl 

K + K      -   MU' 
o 

^1  cos lj/f 

q6 cos ^ 

^6  Sln  H; 

(7) 

CU 

(8) 

(9) 

and the superscript   -1   for a matrix denotes its inverse. 

If the exact solution for the linear system is used as an 
approximate  solution for the nonlinear system,   direct substitution 
gives 

6(z ,  k   )   =   f (x) - Ky+ K  z 1       1J o (10) 

where   kj: are the (i,  j) element of  K   and  £ denotes the error vector. 
The unknowns   kjj   are chosen in such a way that the average mean- 
square error over one cycle defined by the integral 

-/rs <> 
i = 1 

de, e= ut (ii) 

is a minimum.   This leads to 

■^■ ij 
i.j   =   1 6 (12) 
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Motions of Moored Ships in Six Degrees of Freedom 

However,  it can be shown that not all   k^j's are independent.  In order 
to avoid this difficulty,  we choose in this case. 

ij 
ifi    ^    j (13) 

Then,   k..   can be uniquely determined as follows : 
11 

i   z*271 

= —!— /        f.   cos (9 +,f.) d9 (14) 

Six more equations are furnished to determine   z^   by averaging the 
nonlinear equations over one cycle which leads to 

■ ZTT 

TTK   z     +   / f(x)d0   =    0 
0       J 0 

i   =    1 6 (15) 

Thus the solution of the nonlinear system is reduced to the solution of 
Equations (5)    -   (7),    (14)   and   (15).    They are nonlinear algebraic 
equations but can be solved numerically by the following iteration 
approach.   First,   set   Zj   =   0   and assume a set of values kjj.    Then 
Equation (7) can be solved by simple matrix inversion and      fj   and 
i|?j   are determined from Equations (5)   and   (6).    Now a new set of 
values of kij   and   Zj   are calculated from (14)   and   (15).    This proce- 
dure can be repeated until required accuracy is reached. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

An approach to the determination of an approximate solut- 
ion for the steady-state response of moored ships in six degrees of 
freedom has been formulated.   This approach can be applied to moor- 
ed structures in open sea as well as moored ships in harbors.  L. this 
paper,   the degrees of freedom of the system is specified as six. 
However,  this approach is still valid for degrees of freedom other 
than six. 

The accuracy of an approximate analysis is difficult to pre- 
dict in general.  A different version of this approach where   f(x)   is 
symmetric has been employed to problems which possess known exact 
solution    [6]    ,   it shows that the accuracy of this approach is well 
within the limits of practical engineering usefulness. 
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DISCUSSION 

Manley Saint-Denis 

University  >f Hawai 
Honolulu, Hawai,  U.S.A. 

I am afraid I must begin by begging the author's forgiveness 
and the indilgence of the audienct for the critical remarks I am about 
to make on this paper.   Perhaps this is the wrong way to start a dis- 
cussion, but if it is not the right way, it is at least a diplomatic one. 
However I must confess with some alacrity that my remarks are go- 
ing to be rather suggestive and tentative and not at all forceful or ca- 
tegorical.   This is due in part, perhaps,  to the manifest voids in the 
paper which have led me to infer,  perhaps mistakenly,   what might be 
the full development.   Having provided sufficient cushioning for my cri- 
ticism,   it is time that I voice it.   I have five specific comments and 
one general recommendation. 

The first is this : I have been unable to discover anything new 
in the paper.  Lack of originality is not in itself condemnable,  of course, 
if the paper contains other rewards,   such as elegance of development 
or an efficient computer programme,  utc. . . But these I find not to be 
present. 

My second   comment is that the paper appears to consist of 
two parts : an adequate introduction and a short conclusion ; but of the 
essential development that should be the core of the presentation there 
is only a hint.   It is this parsimony of the essential that I have found 
to be rather distressing.   To rest the paper on reports that,  if not pro- 
prietary,  are not generally available militates against an appreciation 
of it. 

My third comment relates to the author's statement that the 
solution is valid for a ship moored alongside a dock,  a condition that 
introduces an asymmetric non-linearity in the restoration but this is, 
in principle at least,  a grave insufficiency,   for the proximity of the 
rigid boundary,  which is the dock, affects also the hydrodynamic mass, 
the damping reaction and the acceleration and velocity terms of the 
excitation,   so that all these are non-linear,  and the non-linearities 
are not readily written off as negligible.   Indeed,   they are quite power- 
ful. 
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My fourth comment is that the equation of motion reveala an 
excitation that consists of a single component related to wave displa
cement. This is correct only so long as the excitation is linear (in 
which case ita amplitude is frequency dependent), but not when the 
excitation is non-linear (in which case ita amplitude is a function of 
both frequency and amplitude of motion). 

My fifth comment relates to the conclusion that the accuracy 
of the approximate approach is well within the limits of practical en
gineering uaefulneaa. But comparison is against another computa
tional method and not against measured reality, and such a compa
riaon leada to an appreciation of the validity ot the approximation, 
not of the basic method. 

The paper raiaea a large number of stimulating questions but 
it provides a paucity of anawera to them, and my recommendatiOn is 
quite aimple. I auggeat that the author complete hia paper and add 
thereto whatever experimental or trial data he can adduce in support 
of the technique described. Only then will it be possible to appreciate 
the paper and to comment constructively on its int rinsic merita, 
which at present stand unrevealed. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

1-Min Yang 
Tetl'a Teah , In.a . 

Pasadena, CaZi fol'nia, U.S.A. 

From the commenta made by the diacuaaer, it aeems to me 
that he has aome miaunderatanding about the definition of nonlinear 
differential equations. Hence he can not find any originality in this 
paper . In equation (1), the independent variable is the time t , and 
the dependent variables are the components of the displacement vee
tor 'i. Since it is aaaumed that f(x) is a nonlinear vector function 
of i, the differential equation (1) is therefore nonlinear. The fre
quency w in this equation is just a parameter, that is, for a particu
lar caae, it is a constant. The hydrodynamic coefficients (virtual 
maaaea and damping coefficients), and amplitude~ and phase angles 
of wave forces depend on w and the dock in a very complicated man
ner, but for a fixed w , they are just conatants. Thus they have no
thing to do with the nonlinearity of differential equations. (For 
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example,   in equation (1),   if   l(x) ie a linear function of   x ,   then equa- 
tion (1) is always linear. ) Many papers have been published in deter- 
mining hydrodynamic coefficients and wave forces and since the main 
purpose of this paper is to present an approach to solve the nonlinear, 
asymmetrical problem due to the presence of mooring lines,  I did 
not even try to explain how to find these coefficients in this paper. 

The explanation of the approach is quite complete.   If one reads 
this paper carefully,  he will find that, although it is a quite short 
paper,  it contains all information about the approach. 

It is true as the discusser pointed out I failed to compare the 
results with measured data.   However,  the comparison with an exact 
solution does indicate how good the approach is.  If the hydrodynamic 
coefficients and the representation of mooring lines are adequate, 
then this approach will give very reasonable and practical results. 

DISCUSSION 

Paul Kaplan 

Oceanics Ina. 
New-York,  U.S.A. 

My comments are somewhat similar to those of Dr Saint-Denis 
but perhaps they are motivated by different reasons.   In some ways, 
when I looked at tht: paper and considered the content of it I was re- 
minded of a moderr, song that was popular a couple of years ago by 
Miss Peggy Lee.   It is called "Is that all there is".   If you think about 
the song,  it starts out on a sad tone and that is the way I felt initially, 
but the song proceeds by cartful consideration to some sort of posi- 
tive outlook.   Perhaps if you bear with me and my discussion and some 
interchange between the author and myself,   the same result may be 
achieved. 

My interest in this particular subject is indicated by the fact 
that there is a reference to the paper I wrote ten years ago dealing 
with the motions of a moored ship with six degrees of freedom,  and it 
was linear.   Two years ago at the last Naval Hydrodynamics Symposium 
I presented a similar subject which was just concerned with a few pro- 
blems in the whole general area of mooring and positioning ships at 
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Similarly,  you are dealing with a case of a sine wave here 
which I do not think is quite apropos,  but nevertheless it is an analy- 
tical exercise that has its utility.  How different are the results for 
the case you have obtained here with the non-linearity included as 
compared to the linear theory  ?  There must have been some results. 
Is there any significant difference ? Does it occur when in a certain 
region we have certain wave amplitudes ?  This will certainly be use- 
ful to us. 

Similarly,  if you have an application to a real condition,   even 
though it is a harbour and has a very narrow tune system,   there are 
swells that come in and you have to treat the problem as one for a 
random system.   There are techniques known as describing functions 
which you can use.  and I am sure you can use them.   Your reference 
says your thesis dealt with this problem area.   It would be a natural 
and wonderful extension of this procedure.   The question then is what 
are the theoretical results and how would they compare with the case 
of linearity ? 

In concluding,  I want to say something that is similar to the 
statement Dr Saint-Denis made.   There is a statement which I used to 
hear years ago and perhaps it is applicable to my own delivery some- 
times,  but it is of oriental origin.   It is essentially that one picture is 
worth a thousand words.   I think we ought to make a little inversion 
here and put some more words together with some pictures,  and the 
end product comes cut really two years from now.   This is a tremen- 
dous opportunity to make a substantial contribution,  and I should 
greatly like to see it. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

I-Min Yang 
T.:tra  Tech,   Ina. 

Pasadena,   California,  U.S. 

(l) The discusser said,   ". . . you just take account of what I consi- 
der to be self mode nonlinearities, . . . ".   This is not true.   It is true 
that the matrix K  is assumed to be diagonal, but if you read this 
paper carefully,  you will find that   k-.,     are unknown quantities and 
their determination depends on all six modes of motio: . 
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(2) Since the main purpose of this paper is to present an approach 
to find the nonlinear,  asymmetrical motion of a moored ship,   I have 
omitted the discussion of determining the hydrodynamic coefficients. 
In fact,  I just used the data discussed in published papers. 

(3) The effect of nonlinearity depends heavily on the nonlinear sys- 
tem.   If the nonlinearity in the force-displacement relationship is very 
large,  like the case of mooring lines,  the resonant period determined 
by linear analysis is quite different from that determined by nonlinear 
analysis.   For example,   in one case I considered, it may shift from 
20 seconds to 50 seconds. 

(4) This paper discussed an analytical approach to investigate the 
motion of a moored ship. It seems to me that the lack of figures does 
not affect the understanding of this approach. 

DISCUSSION 

Ernest O.   Tuck 
University of Adelaide 

Adelaide, Australia 

I do not want to let one of Dr Saint-Denis's remarks pass.   I 
forget which point number it was but it was the business about the ex- 
citing force being of only one type when he thought it ought perhaps to 
be of several types.   I think this is quite erroneous.   There is no rea- 
son to believe that the excitation is anything but the most general li- 
near excitation in this particular problem.   From my reading of the 
paper there is an input frequency-dependent phase as well as input 
amplitude,  so I think that that particular point put by Dr Saint-Denis 
should not be allowed to stand. 

Another point of his was that there is nothing new in this paper 
and I think that is quite wrong.   I think myself that it is quite a good 
paper.   I think Dr Yang explained about the matrix Kj; .   The fact that 
it is diagonal does not necessarily mean that one is considering only 
self-linearities.  I think that some of this criticism i,   simply misplac- 
ed and that the people making the criticism should read the paper a 
bit more carefully. 
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DISCUSSION 

Grant Lewison 
hticnal Physical Laboratoru 

Fe ' t han,  Middlesex,  U. K. 

I should like to make one small point about the paper.   The 
author has assumed that the response of the system is entirely funda- 
mental mode -in other words,   that there is only one harmonic preser' 
This completely ignores the possibility of higher and lower mode har- 
monics which for many moored ships are well known to provide much 
bigger responses than the fundamental. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

I-Min Yang 
Tetra Zeak,  r-'o, 

Fasadena,  Ca I ifomia. 

Thank you for the comments.   Usually for a non-linear system 
there are some higher harmonical terms.   But I compared the harmo- 
nic solution with the exact solution for some symmetric cases.   The 
higher harmonical terms are not important. 

DISCUSSION 

Grant Lewison 
'lational Physical Laboratory 

Pel thorn,  Middlesex,  U.K. 

What about the lower one  - i. e.   sub harmonic  ? 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

I-Min Yang 
Tetva Teah,  Inc. 

Pasadena,  CaIifovnia,  U.S.A. 

If you want to have high harmonic or sub harmonic terms,  of 
course you can do it by purely numerical integration.   But note that 
near resonance,  the solution is not unique and depends on initial con- 
ditions.   The region of convergence for the peak solution is very nar- 
row and therefore it is very difficult to obtain the most important re- 
sults by numerical method.   That is the main reason why I developed 
the approximate method for the harmonic case. 
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ANALYSIS OF SHIP-SIDE WAVE PROFILES. 
WITH   SPECIAL REFERENCE 

TO HULLS SHELTERING EFFECT 

Kazuhiro Mori,   Takao Inui, 
and Hisashi Kajitani 
University of Tokyo 

Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Attempt is made to find out the effective wave- 
making source of a ship from the measurement of 
the hull-side wave profiles. 

The integral equation of the source distribution 
function is simplified and solved numerically under 
the specific limitation, (a) rectangular, vertical 
central plane, and   (b) draughtwise uniform. 

Two Inuid models M 20 (B/L = 0. 0746) and M 21 
(B/L = 0. 1184), whose hull-generating sources are 
optimized to give the minimum wave resistance at 
Fn = 0.2887(KoL =12), are tank-tested and wave- 
analyzed. 

The obtained source distribution m( { ) shows a 
clear discrepancy from the hull-generating source 
m( { ) in a similar way to the so-called n -correc- 
tion,   or 

aU) =   mU )/m(« ) =    1 -M(1- U|),  U= 0.4) 

Wave profiles, wave patterns and wave - making 
resistance are calculated in two ways, (a) from 
hull-generating source m( i ),and (b) from wave- 
analyzed source   m( { ). 

The gap between experiment and calculation (a) 
is satisfactorily filled up by calculation   (b). 

From experimental results it is  proved that the 
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design procedure where a ( { ) is taken into ac- 
count is very significant. 

The second order calculations for hull - surface 
condition a swell as for free-surface condition are 
found not enough to give the theoretical basis for 
the correction function a ( £ ), which suggests the 
importance of the hull's sheltering effect. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The wave analysis has two objectives, i, e.    (a) to deter- 
mine wave-pattern resistance directly,  and   (b) to find out the actual 
wave-making mechanism of a ship-like floating body. 

This paper deals with the problem   (b) by means of the 
measurement of ship-side wave profiles rather than by free wave pat- 
terns in the rear of ships. 

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The co-ordinate system as shown in Figure I is adopted 
throughout the papers. 

All quantities in the following equations are dimensionless, 
where     ' ( = L/2), half length of the ship, and U,  the velocity of the 
uniform flow are taken as the units of length and speed,  respectively. 

Let us assume that the hydrodynamic singularity (source) 
is distributed on the surface 

"=     1 (   « .   f   ) (1) 

Then the perturbation velocity potential at an arbitrary con- 
trol point   P(x,  y,  z)   is given by 

0(x.  y.  z)   =     — hll mU , r ) G(x,  y,  z ; { , T, , f ) dS 

(2) 
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Analysis of Ship-Side Wave Profiles 

where   U.m({,f)   denotes the source density at the point  Q(f,»jff) 
on the distribution surface   S .   The Green function   G(x, y, z;{,T?,f)is 

G(x. y, z;{, »j.f)   =   "T7''T^'
+H 

whero 2 

2 
T2 

H =4- lim
n /"de/" 

(x-{)2   +   (y-,)2   +   (z-02 

(x-«)2   +   (y-^)2   +   (z+f)2 

k exp[k(z+r) + ik(x^cosg+ y-nsinO)] 

(0 

(4) 

k - K /sec 6 - i/isec0 
o 

dk 

By making use of the well-known free surface condition 

f(x.y) ^» 
Z   r   0 Ko^x 

the integral equation (2) can be converted to 

f(x.y)   = 

(5) 

l^jB
mM-tG{*'^'',J) 

z = 0 
dS (6) 

where  {"(x, y)   denotes the surface elevation in general. 

For simplicity,  let us confine ourselves to the specific limi- 
tations, 

(a) the distribution surface is the rectangular, vertical 
central plane   (-1S{<1,   -t<f<0) 

(b) the distribution function is draughtwise uniform. 

Further,  the ship-side wave profiles f jJx, y)   are selected as 
the given information of the wave elevation f (x, y) , 

Thus we have the fundamental integral equation 

fh(x.y)   =   -- 
o£ J-to        J-1 

m(«) -^G(x,y.zj«,o.n d« (?) 
ox z = 0 

For numerical solution of Equation (7),  the modified Fourier expans- 
ions are introduced as follows 
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N N 

l(^)    =      2^     a   cosnirtV    Y] h   sin nirVto<t <\) 
n  =   1        n _  _   1    n 

n = 1 
(8) 

where 

«'    ^-J"0 +i)        ( -1^^1) (9) 

Using above expression for   ni(£),  we divide the distribution 
plane into   M   number small meshes,  and assume that within the mesh- 
es the source strength is constant,   then the wave profiles are given 
by 

with 

rh(x.y) . 
N    , 

--     E ja  C   (x, 
n = 1 (   n   n 

y) + bnsn(x.y) 

M 

Cn(x.y)   =    ^   cosnirf'. G.(x,y;f.,to) 
i = 1 1        ' 1 

M 

Sn(x.y)    =E     sinmrT.  G.(x,y;T..tc) 
i = 1 1 * 1 

(10) 

(11) 

where 

G.(x,y ;«.,to) = ^/.„dii+'äi0<X""zii-"f)--odt(. 2) 

and 

h =i-<fi + v.) 
By preliminary studies of Equations   (8) and (10) ,  five term 

trunc   t;on   N = 5   are fo'  id ouitable.   Then   5x2 = 10   numerical 
coefficients   {an}   ,    jb^l   (n= 1,2,   ...   ,   5)   are determined by the 
least square method. 

Table 1  shows an example of such preliminary studies.  Start- 
ing with the wave profiles which are calculated from the hull-generat- 
ing source   m(^)   of the model   M21    at the speed of   Fn = 0. 2887 
(K0L =  12),  the wave analyzed sources   m(|)   are obtained for the 
cases   N = 4,  5,  6 and 8 . 

Figures   2~4 _al80 show the general features of the contribu- 
tion function   Gj(x, y;^,to)   as expressed in   Equation (12). 
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III.    MODELS AND WAVE PROFILE MEASUREMENT 

Among a variety of hull form characteristics,  the beam- 
length ratio   (B/L)   is supposed as the leading parameter for the shel- 
tering effect. 

Therefore a set of two Inuid models M 20(B/L = 0. 0746) 
and M 21(B/L = 0. 1184) are prepared as shown in Table 2 and Fi- 
gures   5 ~6 . 

The hull generating sources   m( i )   of   M 20   and   M 21 
are optimized to give the minimum wave resistance at the speed of 
K0L = 12(Fn = 0.2887)   under the following restraints: 

/' •' /' 
{  . m( { ) <H   = 

0. 018(M 20) 

0, 036(M 21) 

(13) 

and 

■^m = E ai  i' (i = 1.   3.   5) 

Three kinds of tank experiments,  i. e.    (a) towing test, 
(b) wave-profile measurement, and   (c) wave pattern measurement, 
are carried out with   M 20   and   M 21   for the speed of  K0L   = 7~20 
(Fn = 0.3780 ~ 0.2236). 

As the typical examples,  the results of the wave-profile 
measurement at the speed of  K0L =8,   12   and   16   are reproduced 
here in Figures   7 ~ 9 , where the two kinds of calculation,    (a) from 
the hull-generating source   m( i ) .    and   (b) from the wave-analyzed 
source   m( { ),  are also presented by dotted lines and by plots,  res- 
pectively. 

IV.    ANALYSIS OF MEASURED WAVE PROFILES 

The proposed method of analysis is applied to the'measured 
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wave profiles of the two tested models   M 20   and   M 21   for the twelve 
speeds   K0L = 7   through   K0L = 20. 

In this procedure,  the measured wave profiles at twenty po- 
sitions    x = - 0. 95,    - 0. 85,  ...  ,  0, 95   are adopted as the principal 
input data. 

In addition, some selected readings of the wave recorder 
on the longitudinal cut line y = 0. 25 (x = 1. 0 ~2. 0) are adopted as 
the supplemental input data, which are useful for the definite deter- 
mination of the source around the stern. 

Figures   10~12   show the wave-analyzed sources   m{i) oi 
M 20   and   M 21   for the three selected speeds   KnL = 8,   12   and   16, 
where the hull generating source   m( { )   is also given for comparison. 

Because of a very low level of wave elevation, the accuracy 
of wave analysis is rather poor with the thin model M 20, particular- 
ly at the lower Froude number   Fn < 0. 2887 (K0L > 12). 

In Figures 13 and 14, the similar results at K0L = 10, 
11   and   12   are summarized with   M 20   and   M 21,   respectively. 

From Figures   10   through   14, a clear discrepancy, which 
is roughly proportional to the beam-length ratio of the models,  is ob- 
served between the wave-analyzed source   m( { )   and the hull-gene- 
rating source   m( { ). 

For the convenience of further studies including the effect 
of Froude number,  the ratio of the two kinds of sources,  or the cor- 
rection function   a   ( { ) = m( £ )/m( { )   is calculated with the wide 
model   M 21. 

The results are reproduced in Figures   15~ 17. 

Here it must be remembered that the relative accuracy of 
a ( { )   is poor around midship, because of   m( { )   being null for 
f = 0. 

With respect to the sheltering effect, the present authors 
[l]   .   [2]  .   [3]   suggested a simpl«».  empirical correction, like 

«(«) = 1 - M (1- UI) (14) 
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with 

M  =   0.4 for    B/L   =   0. 12  ~  0. 15 

In Figures 15 ~17, Equation  fl4j, which we call   /*- correc- 
tion, is also given for comparison with the wave-analyzed result of 
M 21(B/L = 0. 1184). 

It is noticeable that the general tendencies of the wave- 
analyzed correction function are of quite similar tendency to the simple, 
empirical relation   (14),   except the higher Froude number    Fn > 0. 30 
(K0L< 11). 

At the higher speed range, the inclination of  a  ( { ) is gett- 
ing    steeper with increasing Froude number. 

Therefore Equation (14) is modified here to a more general 
expression, like 

«(«) a + bU (15) 

The results of the generalized straight line approximation, 
which is applied to the wave analyzed correction function of   M 21 , 
are given in Figure    18   together with the original proposal   (14). 

V.    COMPARISON WITH TANK EXPERIMENT 

Before entering the discussions on the theoretical basis for 
the obtained correction function     a ( ( ),  its justification and useful- 
ness are examined by comparison with tank experiments on four items, 
i.e.    (i) wave profiles,    (ii) wave patterns,    (iii) wave-making resist- 
ance,   and   (iv) amplitude functions. 

(i) Wave profiles 

By direct integration,  the model's side-wave profile is cal- 
culated from the wave-analyzed source distribution   m( £ ),  which is 
reproduced by the plots in Figures   7 ~ 9. 

Its satisfactory agreement with the measured wave-profile 
(full-lines) makes a striking contrast with the rather poor result of 
the existing theory (dotted lines). 
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A slight phase shift,  however,  is observed with the first 
wave crest of the wide model   M 21,  which appears to be attributable 
to the non-linear flow effects in close vicinity of the stem. 

To find out the accuracy of approximation,   similar calcu- 
lation is also carried out with   M 21   by adopting    M -  correction 
{ M = 0. 4),  whose result is also presented in Figures   7~9. 

(ü) Wave Patterns 

The measured wave contours of the tested two Inuid models 
M 20   and   M 21   are obtained at a single speed   Fn = 0.2887 (K0L - 
12)   by cross fairing of the longitudinal cut wave recordings of every 
5 cm   intervals from     y = 0. 25 (close to the model's side) through 
y = 1. 75 (tank side wall). 

The final results are reproduced in Figures    19 ( M 20 ) 
and   20 ( M 21 )   respectively. 

The corresponding calculations are carried out in three 
different ways. 

(a) by existing theory,   or from the hull-gene rating source 
m( n. 

(b) from the wave-analyzed source   m( i ) , 

(c) by  M - correction   ( ^ = 0. 4) 

These calculated wave patterns are presented in Figures 
21-24. 

The existing theory   (a)   (Figure   21)   shows the poorest 
agreement with experiment.   Particularly,  the transverse waves are 
tremendously exaggerated in this calculation in accordance to the 
author's previous suggestions   [ij   . 

The clear disagreement between existing theory (a) and 
experiment is again improved successfully by the present approach 
(b). 

In fact,  not only the general features but also the details of 
the measured wave patterns of the tested models   M 20 (Figure   19) 
and   M 21 (Figure   20)   are beautifully reproduced in   Figure   22 
(M 20)   and Figure 23   (M 21),   respectively. 
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With respect to the effectiveness of the simple correction 
(c), Figure 24 shows its relative merits and demerits in compari- 
son with   (a)   and   (b). 

(iii) Wave-Making Resistance 

Ordinary towing tests are carried out with   M 20   and 
M 21   by fitting the plate-stud stimulator at   0.05 L   behind the stem. 

The wave-making resistance coefficients 

p      7     2 
Cw     =     Rw /   — U    L (16) 

which are obtained by adopting Schoenherr-line with form factor 
K = 0. 07 (M 20)   and   K = 0. 1 5 (M 21),  are presented in Figures   2'j 
and   26. 

hi these Figures,   the three kinds of calculations are also 
ijiven for coinparison with the experiment, 

(a) Cw   calculated by existing theory,  or from the hull- 
generating source   m( { ) , 

(b) Cw   calculated from the wave-analyzed source   m( £ ) , 

(c) Cw   calculated by M - correction ( M = 0. 4). 

Calculation   (b)   again shows the best and the most satis- 
factory agreement with experiment in contrast to calculation   (a)   or 
(c). 

(iv) Amplitude Function 

Comparison is also made on the amplitude function of the 
total free waves for the speed of   Fn = 0.2887 (K0L = 12).   Figures 
27   (M 20)   and   28   (M21)   show four kinds of amplitude function, 
i. e. 

(a) Amplitude function calculated by existing theory, 

(b) Amplitude function calculated from wave-analyzed sour- 
ce distribution. 
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(c) Amplitude function obtained from the measured free 
waves by longitudinal cut method, 

(d) Amplitude function obtained from the measured free 
waves by transverse cut method. 

As easily observed,  the amplitude function   (b)   shows the 
highest average level of free wave amplitude,  particularly in the trans- 
verse wave range. It appears that the difference between   (b)   and   (c) 
or   (d)   may be partially explained by the wave-breaking resistance. 

In Figures   25   and   26,    Cw   at the specific Froude number 
Fn = 0. 2887,  which is obtained from the longitudinal cut method   (c), 
is also presented. 

VI.    SEARCH FOR THEORETICAL BASIS OF CORRECTION FUNCTION 
a (f ) 

The practical usefulness as well as the experimental justi- 
fication of the obtained correction function  a  ( ^ )   are clearly demons- 
trated in the preceding sections. 

From a theoretical point of view,  however,  its hydrodyna- 
mical mechanism still remains open for further investigations. 

From the standpoint of the boundary condition which is used 
to obtain velocity potential in Equation   2 ,  two possible causes for 
the discrepancies between theoretical and wave-analyzed results can 
be mentioned.  Namely,    (a)   finite Froude number effect for the hull- 
surface condition,    (b)   non-linear effect for the free-surface condi- 
tion. 

For the time being,  preliminary calculations of these two 
higher order terms are carried out with respect to the amplitude func- 
tions. 

VI. I.    Hull surface condition 

Throughoi t the present paper,  the hull-generating source 
m^ { )   is derived from the so-called double-model approximation   m 
which is correct only for limiting case    Fn—»•0    or    K0L—* <B    . 
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To find out the effect of finite Freude number, the Green 
function G(x, y, z ; ^ , »? , f ) expressed in Equation (3) is rewritten 
as 

G(x,y.z ;(. ,% . { )    =    Gj + G2 + (17) 

where 

_1_ 1 

'»'2 
(18) 

f 
- 4 K   II   I   a„

Z * «Ko^ (z + O sec2»   .  Iv   t 2 . . _,   , K  i;    I   sec   » e   0 sin(K   1;   p sec   Ö ) d 0 

f+( (19) 

2-(S) 
iKif    r   2     „       ,  

;     =    £.   / d»/k      sec ÖcoS(kK0i z + r)-ksin(kK0/z +f) 
3 *     J Jo       

+ @ k   + sec 6 

-kMp   ^ (20) 

p   =   (x - f )   cos fl    + (y - 1 ) sin 

tan (g) =    (y - 1) / (x - {) (21) 

In Equations (17) through (21), the second term   G2   denotes 
the free wave component which propagates oscillatorily to the rear of 
a ship,  while   (Gj   +   G3)   represents the local disturbance. 
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Differertiating Equation (17) as to x, y, z and integrating 
all over the distribution plane, the velocity components u, v, w are 
also written as 

Ul   +   U2   +   U3 

Vl   +   V2   +   V3 (22) 

W      =     W,      +     W_     +     W- 
1 2 3 

In finite Froude number problem, the free wave terms 
u. , v. ,   and   w«    and a part of local disturbance  u, ,  v,  ,    and 
Wj   play important role which is shown in Figure   29   in the case of 
M 21   and  K0L = 12. 

Based upon the "exact" hull-surface condition, 

3 f(x, z) öf(x,z) 3f(x, 2) 
(23) 

where   y = f(x, z)   denotes the half-breadth of the hull,  the "exact" 
hull-generating sources for finite Froude number   K0L = 12   are ob- 
tained with   M 21. 

This result is presented in Figure   30   together with the 
double-model approximation   m( f )   and the wave-analyzed source 
m( { ). 

Figure   31. 
The corresponding amplitude function is also given in 

From Figures   30   and   31, it may be concluded that the 
effect of finite Froude number for the hull-surface condition can ex- 
plain the cause of the correction function   ot ( { )   partially,  but not 
completely. 

VI. 2.    Free-Surface Condition 

Before discussing the problem   (b), we assume that the se- 
cond order term for the free-surface condition is independent of the 
higher contribution of the hull-surface condition (VI. 1).   The velocity 
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potential in   Equation (2) is obtained from the linearized free-surface 
condition 

U ^14     + ^ = 01 
dz z = 0 

(24) 

Assuming that the second order term for the free-surface 
condition is independent of the hull-surface condition,  the approxi- 
mate calculations are carried out as follows. 

Using small parameter    «  (we can choose   t   =   B/L),  we 
can get the well-known expansions 

2 3 

lb) 
(25) 

f-v<2V'V 

Then the kinematical condition of free surface 

(U    ^x'  ax      av  av 
Ö_0 

öx äy    öy äz z = f 
(26) 

is written as 

0*1 J .2   / .„   öf2      ^2 Ö<<>1        äfl 
az 

I 2   /„   os2 
az     ax     ax 

a^j afj      a2«i   . j 

+    < {...} =   0 
z = 0 
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Similarly, the pressure condition 

ox        2 m*M<M\* gz =0 
= f 

(28) 

is expressed by 

^r +^2 + uärrz fi T ^r + « fi t+ • [u 

(29) 

z = 0 

Paying attention to order of   «   ,  we have following two 
jquations as to   <    and     t »   respectively. 

g   ax2   +   äz 
z = 0 

(30) 

u2   ^ ^2 :  a»2    u    a j   /ö-OA2    /a^A2    /a^x?- 

«       ox2 

u    a j   /a^A2    /^A2    /a^A2/ 

u    a*i j   ä /u2   ö *1 d*l\ 
7 sir j TZ[T TJ   + ^-) (31) 

z =   0 

Equation (31),  which is the second order term of the free- 
surface condition,   can be written as 

u2   a2 0. a*. 

«    ax2 
Tl (x, y) (32) 
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y, (x, y) JL I" A »?    ^*l\ A/u.2 

' g [ax6   " äx läzVg 
r2     ^ L+   ^l\( 

az / (33) 

^ (i^ im2* m2   <"' 
The second order term of the velocity potential    0_   is 

given in accordance with well-known Fourier double integral 

<*> 
-/"/ 

00 

7 (x'.y') G (x.y.z ; x'.y'.o) dx' dy' 

-00 0 

(35) 

where   G(x, y, z ; x'.y'.o)   is given in Equation (3) and (4.) 

Once    4>,   is known,    7-  (x, y)   can be calculated by Equa- 
tion (33) all over the   z = 0   plane,  then    0,   is obtained by Equation 

(3 5)    Equation (3$ means that the velocity potential of second order 
term is just that of source distribution  7^   (x, y)   which is distributed 
over the free surface. 

The second order amplitude function corresponding to   f9 

is given as follows after some approximations. 

/flO 

) P( Ö, y1) co8(K i  Bee2 « sin 6 y') 
0 

" A        2 I 
-QU.y") 8in(Ko£sec   Ö sin » y') | dy' 

contd. 
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S2(e)/L   = -^-aec26 I |P( Ö, y') sin(Koi sec2» sinf y') 

where 

+   Q(9,y') cos(K /sec2» sinfly')}   dy' (36) 

P^.y')   = 4" K / secö/Ä2 sin(K isecOx^dx' 2     o / o 

Q(«.y')   = -^-Koi sec»/ 82 cos^/secex^dx' (37) 

Figure 32   shows  the first order amplitude functions, 
C, (e)/L ,   Sj (fl)/L   of the model   M21   at the  speed of  K0L = 12 
which are calculated in three different ways. 

(a) by existing theory,  or from   m(^) 

(b) by wave-analyzed source   m({) 

(c) by M -correction (M= 0. 4) 

The difference between the  result   (a) and (b)   is present- 
ed in   Figure 33   together  with the   second order amplitude  func- 
tions   C2(ö)/L ,   S2(»)/L   which are  calculated Equation 36. 

Figure 33   suggests that the second order correction for 
the free-surface condition is important only for the diverging wave 
range,  where the wave-slope is predominant. 

Consequently, it appears that the remarkable discrepancy 
which is observed in the transverse wave range cannot be explained 
by this kind of non-linear effect. 
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By summarizing the preceding discussions (VI. l) and (VI.2) 
it may be safely concluded that the real mechanism of the sheltering 
effect  a  ( f )   should be investigated not only by the second order con- 
siderations but also from some different kind of approaches such as 
suggested by   Brard [_4J  or Pien and Chang   [sj  . 

VII,    APPLICATION TO HULL FOR M DESIGN 

Although the theoretical basis of the sheltering effect still 
remains unsolved, the presently obtained results will be of practical 
use for the hull form design with least wave resistance. 

As an example, an asymmetry Inuid model   M 21-Modified 
is designed under the same geometrical restraints as   M 21   except 
that 

(a)   The approximate correction function a ( i )   which is 
given in Figure 18   is applied in the process of minimization of wave 
resistance. 

For example,  at the designed Froude number   Fn = 0. 2887 
(K0L = 12),  we have 

( 0. 3   +   0. 8   | ^ |     ,    fore body 
«M«)   = (38) 

I 0. 7   +   0. 3     | 4 |     ,    aft body 

(b) The correction function a ( £ ) being asymmetry fore 
and aft, the optimized hull form is also asymmetry under the follow- 
ing restraint, 

•■/' 
Total source   =   W=/        m($)d£       =0 (39) 

-1 

(c)   The modified Fourier expansions are used for   m( { ). 

It is expected that the modified asymmetry model   M 21-M 
will be superior to the original model   M 21   as far as wave resist- 
ance   at the designed Froude number is concerned. 
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Figures 34 through 36 show the calculated results, i. e. 
(a) hull-generating source, (b) load water line, (c) amplitude func- 
tion,   respectively. 

The towing tests of  M 21-M were run on May 9th   through 
12th,   1972   and   Figure 37   shows its result. As far as wave resist- 
ance   is concerned,   the agrr-ement between experiment and the pre- 
sent theory is noticeable.   Moreover,    M 21-M   is much less, as ex- 
pected,  than   M 21   in wave-making resistance at the designed Froude 
number. 

These results may suggest that the principal leading fac- 
tors of the sheltering effect are  B/L   and the shape of water plane 
as discussed in the preceding sections.   In this connection,  it must 
also be remembered that the simple    n -correction of   Equation (14) 
was originally proposed not with Inuid models but with Pienoid models. 

Therefore,  the correction function   a ( ^ )   which is obtain- 
ed with   M 21(B/L = 0. 1184)   will be applicable not only to Inuids but 
also to more general hull forms with flat bottoms. 

VIII.    CONCLUSIONS 

Analytical method for obtaining the effective wave-making 
source of a ship is developed, where the measurement of the hull- 
side wave profiles is adopted as input data,  instead of the free wave 
patterns in the rear of a ship. 

Two Inuid models with different beam-length ratio (B/L = 
0.0746,   0.1184)   are wave-analyzed . 

Clear discrepancy is observed between the two kinds of 
sources,  i. e.    (a) hull-generating source   m( i )   based upon double- 
model assumption,  and   (b) effective wave-making source   m( £ ) 
analyzed from measured wave profiles by means of the proposed me- 
thod. 

The correction function   a  ^ i ) = m( ^ )/m( { )   which is ob- 
tained from the wide model   (B/L = 0. 1184)   is almost identical with 
the authors' proposal for the sheltering effect   (1968), 

«U)=  i - M(I-|*|) = 0.4) 
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The second order calculations for hull-surface condition as 
well as for free-surface condition are found insufficient to give the 
theoretical bases of the obtained correction function   or ( ^ )> which 
suggests the importance of the hull's sheltering effect. 

Considering  a ( £)  as a correction function,    M21-M   is 
designed under the same restraint condition as that of   M 21. From 
towing test results, it is proved that   M 21 -M   is much less that 
M 21    in wave-making resistance and such a design procedure is si- 
gnificant. 
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Analyzed source 
wave profiles 

Remar1 s :   m{ ^ 

Table   1. 
strength of   M 21,  based on calculated 

)   =   wave-analyzed source 

)   =   hull-generating source 

I m(*) 
m (» 

N=4 N-5 '        N-6 N«8 

1   -1.0 0.3207 0.3172 0.3159 0.2546 -0.0791 

-0.9 0.2927 0.3015 0.2936 0.3112 0.2772 

-0.8 0.3740 0.3796 0.3735 0.3712 0.3891 

-0.7 0.4911 0.4980 0.4907 0.4979 0.4865 

-0.6 0.5920 0.6042 0.5922 0.6036 0.5872 

-0.5 0.6437 0.6595 0.6439 0.6442 0.6649 

-0.4 0.6297 0.6444 0.6294 0.6291 0.5992 

-0.3 0.5468 0.5577 0.5465 0.5611 0.5327 

-0.2 0.4027 0.4108 0.402« 0.4219 0.4328 

-0.1 0.2134 0.2218 0.2137 0.2123 0.1909 

0.0 0.0000 0.0110 0.0001 -0.0231 -0.0434 

0.1 -0.2134 -0.2007 -0.2136 -0.2281 -0.2153 

0.2 -0.4027 -0.3911 -0.4029 -0.3863 -0.4881 

0.3 -0.5468 -0.5376 -0.5466 -0.5198 -0.6691 

0.4 -0.6297 -0.6197 -0.6294 -0.6324 -0.5650 

0.5 -0.6437 -'1.6254 -0.6438 -0.6717 -0.7467 

0.6 -0.5920 -C.5578 -0.5922 -0.5853 -1.1521 

0.7 -0.4911 -0.4410 -0.4910 -0.4251 -0.2983 

0.8 -0.3740 -0.3198 -0.3740 -0.3400 -0.5465 

0.9 -0.2927 -0.2514 -0.2936 -0.3322 -4.4894 

1.0 -0.3207 -0.2909 -0.3138 0.1284 36.416 
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Table   2. 
Principal particulars of  M 20   &   M 21 

Item M20 M21 

KB) 

Bdn) 

Ddn) 

ddn) 

W) 
Sdn«) 

P/L 

d/L 

2.001 

0.1492 

0.2055 

0.1405 

0.0178 

0.5390 

0.0746 

0.0702 

2.001 

0.2368 

0.2424 

0.1724 

0.0347 

0.6686 

0.1184 

0.0862 

Designed Speed Ki)L-12 

Condition of 
Restraint V,'=0.018 

1 
\4'-0.036 

1 
Distribution Plane T/L-0.04 (Inuid) 

Source 
Distribution 

a. 1.08722 2.17444 

«j -2.05643 -4.11286 

ai 1.12955 2.25910 
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Figure   5.      The body plan of   M 20 
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Figure   6.    The body plan of   M 21 
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Figure   32.      Wave-analyzed amplitude function of   M21    (K  L = 12) 
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Figure   33.     Comparison between wave-analyzed amplitude function 
and secondary contribution of free surface condition of 
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DISCUSSION 

Klaus W.   Eggers 

Institut für Schiffbau der Universität Hamburg 
Hamburg,  Germany 

I feel that this paper deserves a very careful evaluation as 
well as comparison with concurrent approaches, I shall restrict my 
discussion to one remark only and two minor questions. 

The authors deliberately do not display any physical assumpt- 
ions   regarding  the effect covered by their correction,  it may result 
from higher order effects of wave making theory for an ideal fluid or 
from viscousity or even from wave breaking.  As far as the first 
method,   called    yu   correction,   is concerned,  it retains the ant:- sym- 
metry of a source distribution for a symmetric ship and thus will not 
take account of viscous effects. 

Now my questions :   on Figure 12,  I observe that the actual 
source density found from wave pattern survey deviates from this 
anti-symmetry,  as could have been expected,    but the deviation is 
smaller with the larger beam/length ratio.  How can this be explained ? 

Second,  on Figure 25 there are represented different curves 
of wave  resistance   :    from total drag,  from wave pattern and from 
calculation using the method proposed.   1 would like to know from which 
Froude number measurement the underlying source distribution for 
the latter curve was taken and if there was any sensitive dependence 
found of wave resistance upon the Froude number selected for deter- 
mining the source strength. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Kazuhiro Mori 
University of Tokyo 

Tokyo, Japan 

Thank you,  Professor Eggers,  for your kind comments and 
questions,  especially as to the n -correction. 

The comments of Professor Eggers about the results present- 
ed in Figure 12,  the analysis of source distribution,  are quite sound. 
There results concern a thiner model at a speed of   KoL =16,  which 
is rather slow for which the amplitude of the absolute wave height is 
less than one centimetre.  We measured the wave height by photo 
methods using scales drawn on the ship's surface,  with a one-centi- 
metre mesh. I am afraid the accuracy of the measured wave height is 
not enough,  which explains the result of the analysis distribution in 
Figure 12. 

Secondly, the wave making resistance coefficient is calculat- 
ed from the analysied source distributions for each speed. The source 
strength is therefore not constant with speed. 

DISCUSSION 

Roger Brard 
Bassin d'Essais des Carines de la Marine 

Paris,  France 

I should like first to congratulate warmly the authors for the 
valuable contiibution to the ship wave theory that they have presented 
to this Symposium. 

The idea of deriving the wave resistance from the surface 
elevation along the hull and not from the free waves is probably not 
quite new,   since Guilloton,   for instance,  has attempted,   some years 
ago,  to take into account the surface elevation along the hull in the 
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computation of the wave resistance.   Nevertheless,  this idea is develop- 
ed by the authors in a very original manner and they have done a con- 
siderable amount of theoretical and experimental work. 

To obtain a ship form and a singularity distribution adapted 
to each other,  one can start 

- either from the ship hull and attempt to determine the sin- 
gularity distribution to be associated with it, 

- or from a given singularity distribution and determine the 
ship hull generated by that distribution. 

The first path was first followed by Havelock.   The sources 
are distributed in the longitudinal plane of symmetry and calculated 
by means of an approximate formula which implies the assumption 
that the length/beam ratio is considerably large and that the free sur- 
face behaves as a mirror.   This first approach gives a solution which 
can be termed as Zero Froude number approximation for thin ship. 
At this stage,  the theory is interesting from a scientific point of view 
only.   The agreement between the measured wave resistance and the 
"residuary" resistance is too poor to be acceptable by naval archi- 
tects.   The Zero Froude number approximation transforms the real 
problem into a Neumann   exterior problem.   For solving that problem, 
in a rigorous manner,  one can use a source distribution on the hull 
surface itself.   Methods have been proposed by several authors - Hess 
and Smith [l] ,  Landweber and Macagno [2] et al    - in order to deter- 
mine the source distribution.   To my knowledge,   it does not seem that 
the discrepancy between the measured resistance and the residuary 
resistance sensibly decreases ; it may even increase in some cases. 
It appears therefore that the Zero Froude condition may be one among 
the most important causes for discrepancy between theory and exper- 
iment. 

The second path is that of Professor Inui and his School.   The 
given source distribution is located in the plane of symmetry and com- 
pleted by its image with respect to the plane of the free surface at 
rest.   The ship form is obtained by integrating the system of differ- 
ential equations for the streamlines of the relative motion.   For the 
ship form so obtained the given source distribution can be considered 
as the rigorous solution of the Neumann problem related to the double 
model derived from that form.  But this method does not permit to 
get over   the drawback of the Zero-Froude number condition. 

In their paper,  the authors present a "wave-analyzed source 
distribution" such that the ship-side wave profile derived from this 
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new distribution be close to that yielded by the experiment.   They show 
that the agreement between the wave amplitude functions calculated 
from the new distribution and those derived from a longitudinal cut 
remains unsufficiently good.   They conclude that researches are to be 
pursued in one or two other directions.  I just heard from Professor 
Inui that one obtains a very good agreement between the two kinds of 
wave amplitude functions if one adds to the effect of the sources that 
of a line integral which I had considered in a paper [3] submitted,  for 
discussion,  in June 1971,  to my Colleagues of the I. T. T. C.   Resist- 
ance Committee. 

I consider as an interesting attempt the introduction of the 
wave profile on the hull into the calculation of the singularity distri- 
bution.  One of the reasons why this does not provide a sufficiently 
good agreement with experiment may be the effect of viscosity and 
turbulence.   The wave theory for inviscid fluid does not  apply inside 
the boundary layer and wake.   The longitudinal cut method does not 
give rise to this objection. 

What is to be concluded from the effect of the line integral ? 
In the last months,  Professor Landweber [4] has gone further that I 
did a year and half ago in the afore-mentioned paper on the Neumann- 
Kelvin problem.  He has shown that,  if the hull is represented by a 
source distribution the line integral can be transformed into a source dis- 
tribution over the hull. Therefore one can solve the Neumann-Kelvin pro- 
blem by using only a source distribution over the hull.   But this requires 
the treatment of an integral equation with a kernel depending on the 
speedof the ship.  However,  if the first approximation is that obtained 
from the Zero Froude number condition, it can be shown that this ap- 
proximation is certainly inaccurate when the Froude number decreases, 
and that the line integral expressed in term of that distribution should 
greatly improve the calculated wave resistance [5j.  Hence,  more de- 
tailed information on the procedure used by the authors for determin- 
ing both "the wave-analyzed source distribution" and the line integral 
associated with it would be very much appreciated. 

I would like to add that I am not convinced that wave breaking 
is responsible for the discrepancy between calculation and experiment, 
for the M-21 form is thin. 

Much more important is undoubtedly the effect of the boundary 
layer and wake,  not only because it entails a sensible loss of total 
head,  but also because the boundary condition on the hull is altered. 
For this reason,  I suggest that (it would be desirable that) the exper- 
iments of the authors be completed by a wake survey. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Kazuhiro  Mori 
University of Tokyo 

'Tokyo, Japan 

1. As to the empirical method 

The so-called ^-correction has been proposed after quite 
same considerations as you have mentioned.  If we were to use the 
kernel   which depends on the speed of the ship,  the calculations would 
get very complicated ,   such a method is quite useful,as shown in our 
paper, for hull form design. 

2. As to the discrepancy in the amplitude functions 

It is true that the   B/L   is not that large and wave-breaking 
may not occur.   You pointed out as a main reason for the discrepancy, 
the effect of boundary layer,   however we must remenber that the 
wave-making resistance obtained from analyzed source agrees with 
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that obtained from towing test (Figure 25 and Figure 26).  So the dis- 
crepancy in amplitude functions between the present method and wave 
pattern analysis corresponds to the discrepancy between   Cw   obtain- 
ed from towing test   (CT,) and that given by wave pattern analysis 
(C^J).  In Figures 25 and 26, A denote   C^ . 

As to the causes for this discrepancy between   C^,   and   C^ , 
we can mention first the failure of the wave pattern analysis method 
(longitudinal cut method) itself.   The value of   C^jj   itself varies with 
y   (the distance of the parallel cut line from the center line).  Second, 
the magnitude of the discrepancy between   C^Jf   and   C^,   is proportion- 
al to   Fn ,  not to   Frr ,  in medium speed range,   this means that this 
discrepancy is related to some characteristic of the wave height.  We 
thus mentioned the wave-breaking as one possible reason,  together 
with the non-linear wave height reduction with distance in this term. 

Of course the wake or boundary layer effect cannot be neglect- 
ed,  and should be considered in further studies. 

3.    As to line integral contribution 

Our investigations made clear that the second order contri- 
bution of the boundary condition is not so large and we reach the con- 
clusion that the line integral contribution must be taken into account. 

From Green's theorem and free surface condition,  the velo- 
city potentiel  <t>  at   P   can be given as follows 

*(P) HI JJ SM 

4;r 

^(P) .-|^- (P,Q) - G(P.Q)-^- *(Q) 
on (in 

dS„ 

~- n*(P) .-^G(P,Q) .G(P,Q)_JL 4,(0) dy   (A) 

In the existing theory we take into account only the first 
term and neglect the second term which is the so-called line integra- 
tion. 

Figures 1   ~ 4 show the contribution of the second term 

Qj   the existing theory,  namfily the contribution of first term only ; 

(2)   the contribution of line integration,  namely the second term ; 

®   (D  +   (D   •  namely the left hand side of Equation (\); 
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Mj   wave analyzed result. 

As to   {2J   ,   Figures  1 and 2 prcsont calculated results from 
theoretical wave height and Figures 3 and i are obtained from measur- 
ed wave height. 

The calculation is only a preliminary one and concerns only 
amplitude functions,   but we can see striking agreements between (3) 
and   (V) .   This  suggests that the neglect of the contribution of the line 
integral was the most predominant cause of error. 
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DISCUSSION 

Louis Landweber 
'Mioeraity of loua 

loua Citu,  Iowa.  I'.S.A. 

The intensity of a ship's cenlerplam- source distribution is 
related to the ship-side wave profile by an integral equation of the 
first kind.  Since the strength of the source distribution is assumed to 
be independent of the depth coordinate,  which is not true in general, 
the solution of the integral equation can yield only an approximation 
which matches well the ship-side wave profile,  but not necessarily 
the far-field wave pattern,  and hence the amplitude-distribution funct- 
ion  and  the wave resistance. 

The assumption of thin-ship theory in the derivation of the 
integral equation seems unnecessary.   It would be more accurate to 
apply the expression for the ship-side wave profile at the actual later- 
al coordinate of the hull than at the centerplane,  as can equally well 
be done. 

In their reply to Brard's discussion,   the authors have shown 
that the agreement between the wave amplitude function from a lon- 
gitudinal cut and from the ship-side wave profile is greatly improved 
by including the contribution from a line integral of singularities 
around the contour of the intersection of the hull with the free surface. 
Since the discussor has shown in his paper for the 40th Anniversary 
N'SMB Symposium that this line integral can be transformed into an 
integral over the surface of the hull in such a way that the resulting 
system of singularities consists only of a source distribution on the 
hull burface,  it would be interesting to know more precisely what sin- 
gularities were assumed along the contour and how their strengths 
were obtained. 
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REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Kazuhiro Mori 
University of Tokyo 

Tokyo, Japan 

It is   true that the solution of the integral equation can yield 
only an approximation because the source density is assumed to be 
independent of the depth coordinate, but the wave pattern calculated 
from the obtained source (Figure 23) shows the rather well agreement 
with the measured one (Figure 20).  Moreover the wavemaking resist- 
ance which is calculated in the same way agrees well with the results 
of the towing tank test (Figures 25,  26).   This is the reason why the 
hull-side wave analysis is adopted here to find out the effective wave- 
making source of a ship rather than far-field analysis.  Besides it is 
conformed that the variation of the source to the depth direction is 
small. 

As for the second comment, the ship-side wave profile, in 
this paper, is calculated at the actual lateral coordinate of the hull, 
as Professor Landweber has mentioned. 

From the Green's theorem and the free surface condition, 
the velocity potential can be written. 

*(P) - If *!Q)äG(P-Q'-G^ K t/fg-'H - 
here,    S   stands for the hull surface and   C   the real hull water line 
respectively.   The second term is the line integration, which is com- 
posed by sources and doublets on   Z = 0 . 

At the first step, assuming that the contribution of the first 
term is equivalent to the center plane source,  the velocity potential of 
the first term is calculated.  Next, using the first step values,  the 
contribution of the second term can be calculated.   This may be the 
iterative method to solve the integral equation.   Figure A shows the 
results of this calculation.   Though the iteration has done only once, 
the sum of the both terms shows the fairly well agreement compared 
with the results of the wave-analysis. 
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WAVE-INDUCED EDDIES AND "LIFT" FORCES 
ON CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 

R. L,  Wiegel and R. C.   Delmonte 
University of California 

Berkeley,  California,  U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The frequency of eddies formed by and shed in the 
lee of bluff bodies in steady flow is well known, and 
to a lesser extent the associated "lift" forces have 
been studied and are reasonably well understood. The 
problem is more complicated in oscillatory flows 
such as exists in water waves. Results of studies are 
presented for the case of a vertical circular cylinder 
which pierces the water surface. The value of the 
Keulegan-Carpenter number (N^j^) in correlating the 
"lift" forces with the flow and cylinder parameters 
is shown. For higher values of NQJ^ it is found that 
the oscillatory flow tends to some extent to the stea- 
dy state flow condition insofar as the "lift" forces 
are concerned. However, owing to the fact that in os- 
cillatory flow the"wake" becomes the upstream flow, 
with eddies the same size as the cylinder, it is always 
more complicated. The "lift" forces are irregular 
for higher values of NQJ^ and should be described 
by a distribution function ; examples of such func- 
tions are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

The formation of eddies in the lee of a circular cylinder in 
uniform steady flow normal to the axis of the cylinder has been studi- 
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ed by a number of persons (see,  for example,   Laird,   1971).   It has 
been found that the relationship among the frequency (cycles per se- 
cond) of the eddies,   fe ,    the diameter of the cylinder   D   and the 
flow velocity   V   is given by the Strouhal number   Ns , 

N.C-^) 
f D 
e 

ss  N (1) 

where   N™   is the Reynolds number,    VD/c   ,in which i-is the kinema- 
tic viscosity.   Except in the range of laminar flow,  the P.eynolds num- 
ber effect in this equation can be neglected.   For flow in *he sub-criti- 
cal range (Nj^   less than about   2.0x10     ),  there is a considerable 
variation of   Ns ; in fact,   it is most likely that a spectrum of eddy 
frequencies exists (see Wiegel,   1964,   p.   263 for a discussion of thi s). 
Extensive data on   Ns   at very high Reynolds numbers,   as well as 
data 'in   CJJ (Figure I) and the pressure distribution around a circular 
cylinder with its axis oriented normal to a steady flow,   has been 
given by Roshko (1961) for steady flow.   Few data are available on the 
resulting oscillating transverse forces.    C-Q   is the coefficient of 
drag in the equation 

'   CDAV (2) 

where   F«   is the drag force,    P    is the mass density of the fluid, 
A   is the projected area of the cylinder and   V   is the speed of flow 
of fluid relative to the body. 

What is the significance of   Ns   for the type of oscillating flow 
that exists in wave motion ? The horizontal component of water par- 
ticle velocity is 

irH cosh Zir   (y -t- d) /L 
T sinh 2 ir   d/L 

cos 
2 irt 

(3) 
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For deep water the horizo? u»l component of water particle velocity is 
approximately   u = ( a-H, TJ     cos Zirt/T   at   y = 0.  An average of   u 
can he used to represent   V ;   i.e.,    V« u

avß «TH/2T ,    where 
u,        is the "average" horizontal component of water particle velocity 
due to a train of waves of height   H   and period   T.   For at least one 
pair of eddies to have time to form it can be argued that it is neces- 
sary for   T > l/fe    w   ZDT/TTH   Ns ,  if   Ns»   0.2,    H    >   lOD/r   . 

Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) studied both experimentally and 
theoretically the problem of the forces exerted on a  horizontal circu- 
lar cylinder by an oscillating flow.   In their experimental work the os- 
cillations were of the standing water wave type,   created by oscillating 
a tank of water.   The cylinder was placed with its center in the node 
of the standing wave so that the water motion was simply back and 
forth in a horizontal plane.   The axis of the cylinder was normal to the 
direction of flow (i. e. ,  parallel to the wave front),  and about half way 
between the water surface and the bottom.   They found that   Crj (and 
Cw)   depended upon   umax T/D,   (the Keulegan-Carpenter number 
NJ^Q) ,  where   u = Uj^^ cos 2;rt/T.   They observed that when   Nj^ 
was relatively small no eddy formed,  that a single eddy formed when 
NJ^Q   was about    15,  and that numerous eddies formed for large values 
of the parameter.   It is useful to note that this leads to a conclusion 
similar to the one above.   For example,  if one used the deep water 
wave equation for   u,^^ =   TTH/T,   then   urnax T/D    > TTH/D   >  15 , 
and   H    >   15D/;r       for one eddy to form. 

It appears from the work described above that a high Reynolds 
number oscillating flow can exist which is quite different from that 
which occurs in high Reynolds number steady rectilinear flow,  unless 
the wave heights are larger than the diameter of the circular cylinder. 
Even then,   owing to the reversing nature of the flow,   the "wake" dur- 
ing one portion of the cycle becomes the approaching flow during an- 
other portion of the cycle.  It is likely that   NJ^Q   is of greater signi- 
ficance in correlating   CQ   and   CJ^J   with flow conditions than is   No 
(Wiegel,   1964,   p.   259),  and that the ratio   H/D   should be held cons- 
tant to correlate model and prototype results,   or at least should be 
the appropriate value to indicate the prototype and model flows are in 
the same "eddy regime" (see Paape and Breusers,   1967,  for similar 
results for a circular cylinder and for a flat plate oscillating in water). 

In studying forces exerted by waves on circular cylinders one 
usually uses the equation developed by Morison,   O'Brien,  Johnson 
and Schaaf (1950).   For a cylinder with its axial normal to the direc- 
tion of wave advance the horizontal component of force per unit length 
of cylinder is given by 
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F     =   F        +   F 
h Dh Ih (4) 

with 

F =      PC    D 
Dh        2 D (5) 

and 

FIh   =     pCM    "T"     5r (6) 

where      u |   u     is used rather than   u^   to account for direction of 
flow.    FT-V.    is the horizontal drag force per unit length of cylinder, 
FTI.   is the horizontal inertia force per unit length of cylinder,   Cw 
is   the coefficient of mass,    Cp   is the coefficient of drag,    D   is the 
cylinder diameter.      äu/ ät   is used in place of   du/dt   when the dia- 
meter of the cylinder is sfhall compared with the wave length. 

When the Keulegan-Carpenter number is suff'Visntly large 
that eddies form,  an oscillating "lift" force will occur.   For a verti- 
cal pile the "lift"   (transverse) force will be in the horizontal plane 
normal to the direction of the drag force.   Few data have been publish- 
ed on the coefficient of lift,    Cj^   ,    for water wave type of flow 
(Chang,   1964 ; Bidde,   1970 ; 1971).   In uniform rectilinear flows it 
can be as large as   CQ ,  although there are few results available 
(Laird,   1961).   The horizontal "lift" force per unit length of cylinder 
is given by 

FLh 2 
PCD (7) 

where   CL   is the coefficient of   "lift' 

Photographs taken of flow starting from rest,  in the vicinity 
of a circular cylinder for the simpler case of a non-reversing flow, 
show that it takes time (the fluid particles must have time to travel a 
sufficient distance) for separation to occur and eddies to form (Rouse, 
1946,  p.   240).   The effect of time on the flow,  and hence on   CD   and 
CM   has been studied by Sarpkaya and Garrison (1963 ; sea also 
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Sarpkaya,   1963).  A theory was developed which was used as a guide 
in analyzing laboratory data taken of the uniform acceleration of a 
circular cylinder in one direction.   Figure 2 shows the relationship 
they found between   CJJ   and   Cj^ ,  which was dependent upon   / /d, 
where   H    is the distance travelled by the cylinder from its rest po- 
sition and   D   is the cylinder diameter.   They indicated "steady state" 
(i. e. ,  fur large value of    l /D) values of   Cp =1.2   and   Cj^j =1.3. 

The results shown in Figure 2 are different than those found 
by McNown and Keulegan (1959) for li ^ relationship between   CQ   and 
CM   in oscillatory flow.   They measur'., 1 the horizontal force exerted 
on a horizontal circular cylinder placed in a standing water wave, 
with the cylinder being parallel to the bottom,  far from both the free 
surface and the bottom,  and with the axis of the cylinder normal to 
the direction of motion of the water particles.   The axis of the cylin- 
der was placed at the node of the standing wave so that the water par- 
ticle motion was only horizontal (in the absence of the cylinder). 
Their results are shown in Figure 3.   Here,  T   is the wave period 
and   Te   is the period of a pair of eddies shedding in steady flow at 
a velocitv characteristic of the unsteady flow.   The characteristic 
velocity taken as the maximum velocity.   They found that if 
T/Te   wa&   0. 1    or less,   separation and eddy formation were relati- 
vely unimportant,  with the inertial effects being approximately those 
for the classical unseparated flow,  and if   T/Te was greater than   10, 
the motion was quasi-steady. 

"LIFT" FORCES EXERTED O.. A VERTICAL PILE BY PROGRES- 
SIVE WATER WAVES 

Water Particle Motion and Eddies 

Studies in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Cali- 
fornia have been made by Bidde (1970,   1971) for the case of "deep 
water"   and   "transitional water"   waves acting on a vertical "rigid"* 

*      The problems associated with a flexible pile are more compli- 
cated,   owing to interaction of the pile motion and the formation of 
eddies.   The reader is referred to the work of Price (1952) and Laird 
(1962,   1965) for details.   The problem of an array,  with the fluid 
flow - eddy interactions is also more complicated,  and the reader is 
referred to papers by Laird and his colleagues for details on this 
subject (I960,   1963). 
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Wiegel and Delmonte 

circular cylinder which extended from near the bottom through the 
water surface.  For this case the undisturbed water particle motion 
was not simply a rectilinear back and forth motion,  but the water par- 
ticles moved in an elliptical orbit in a vertical plane,   so that they were 
never at rest.   Furthermore,  any eddies that formed were affected by 
the free surface at the interface between the air and water.   The hori- 
zontal component of water particle velocity is given by Equation (3), 
and the vertical component by 

irH     sinh2 7r   (y + d) /L .      2 T t 
v   =    —^ ——~—r-rz sin  ——— 

sinh 2 r d/L (8) 

2        2        2 
In deep water the water particle speed,    q    = u    + v ,  is given by 

H/T (9) 

at the surface.   Thus,  the speed remains constant in deep water while 
the particle continuously changes direction.   It is more complicated in 
transitional and shallow water.  An example of the water particle path 
is shown in Figure 4.   There is little reason to expect that eddies 
formed in such a flow would have the same characteristics as those 
formed in simple oscillating flow. 

One of the most crucial factors in oscillating flow of this type 
is the fact that the wake formed during one portion of the cycle be- 
comes the upstream flow in another portion of the cycle (the paper by 
Laird,  Johnson and Walker,   I960,  is useful in gaining some under- 
standing of this probiem),  and little is known of the water particle mo- 
tions under these conditions.  When eddies,  form,   they appear to be of 
about the same size as the pile.   In this regard it is interesting to 
refer to an observation made by Bacon and Reid (1923) in some studies 
of fluid forces on spheres.   They found that if the scale of the turbu- 
lence was small compared with the diameter of the sphere,  Reynolds 
number was a good criterion,  but if the grain were coarse,  then 
Reynolds number no longer served even as an indicator. 

During the first stages of the study by Bidde,  immiscible fluid 
particles with the same specific gravity as the water were made of a 
mixture of carbon tetrachloride and xylene,  with some zinc oxide 
paste added to make the particles easily visible.   The fluid was inject- 
ed into the water by means of a long glass tube which had a rubber 
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bulb mounted at one end.   The other end of the tube was heated and 
drawn to make the tip opening the desired size.  Stereophotographic 
sets were taken of the trajectories of these tracer particles,  and a 
computer program (Glaser,   1966) was used to calculate the space 
position of them.  However,   it was found to be too difficult and lengthy 
a job to pursue. 

Owing to the difficulty described above,  a description of the 
wake regime was developed by Bidde which was based upon his ob- 
servations of the water surface characteristics,  using magnesium 
powder sprinkled on the surface in the vicinity of the pile. An example 
of the relationship between the wake characteristic and the wave 
height,   with the wave period being held constant is given in Table 1 
together with the values of   Nj^   and   N^rj-..  Similar tables were con- 
structed for a number of wave periods.   The generalized results are 
shown in Figure 5.  It was found that   NJ^Q   correlated reasonably 
well with the different regimes of the surface wake characteristics. 
When   NJ^Q   was about   3,   one or two eddies formed,  when its value 
was about   4   several eddies formed and shed,  having the appearance 
of a von Karman vortex street,  when it was   5-7   the wake started to 
become turbulent,  and when it was larger than   7,   the wake became 
quite turbulent,   and the turbulent mass of water swept back and lorth 
past the pile.   Using the concept described previously,    H  >  -.jout 
SD/TT     ,  that is,  the wave height should be about equal to one pile 
diameter.  As will be shown later,   this was found to be the case for 
two piles,   one about four times the diameter of the other. 

The Reynolds number was between 4, 000 and 7, 000 for the 
values of the NJ^Q when the wake became quite turbulent with no de- 
tectable von Karman vortex street. 

A similar phenomenon occurs in steady flow for   Nj^   greater 
than   2, 500,  according to Rouse (1963).   He states that for   Nj^   greater 
than this value a trail as such can no longer be detected.  Rouse fur- 
ther states that the body continues to be subjected to alternating "lift;' 
forces,   but that each vortex becomes progressively more unstable 
during its formation with a resulting wake that consists of a h€:tero- 
gencous series of eddies. 

"Lilt" Forces (Bidde) 

When eddies form,  ir    ddition to their effect on the longitudi- 
nal drag and inertial forces,   "lift" forces are also exerted on the 
cylinder.   For a vertical cylinder these lift forces act horizontally, 
but normal to the longitudinal forces (longitudinal being in the direc- 
tion of wave motion),  and should more properly be referred to as 
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Table   1.    Observation of surface characteristics of eddies (From 
Bidde,   1970,   1971) 

Water depth = 2. 0 ft,  cylinder diameter = 1-5/8", 
Wave period = 2,0 seconds 

Surface 
Have Surface Keulegan- 

Run Height Reynolds Carpenter 
Nuabcr (f«et) Number Number Obiervatlont 

1 0.028 850 0.9 No separation, no eddies 
(Aaplltudc of Botion dots not 

0.04 1,220 1.3 ' reach cylinder diameter) 
0.05S 1,680 1.8 Saall separation 
0.07 2,U0 2.3 Very weak von Karman street 
0.08 2,450 2.7 Clear von Karman atreet 
0.095 2,920 3.2 Wake of prior semirycle. when 
0.105 3,230 3.5 swept back gives rise to addi- 
0.120 3,700 4.0 ' tional eddies 
0.135 4,180 4.6 
0.155 4,810 Eddies swept back by the time 
0.180 5,610 they are formed 
0.20 6,250 
0.22 
0.24 

6,900 
7,550 Becoming highly turbulent 

0.27 8,330 
0.30 
0.32 
0.34 

Extremely turbulent, no Bore 
•ddlcs visible 

0.35 11,200 12.2 i 

'I Li« '■••« C" «Ma 

MwMW- 
CaMtKit« 
m/mW H 

»•■<t %*a 
wiimm MI« 
ocu 

■CUUMa-CMt«*« 

(t (JO' »"19 

««.■•HU«»?* 

Figure   5.    Wake characteristics as a function of the Keulegan- 
Carpenter number (Bidde,   1970) 
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Wave-Induoed Eddies and "Lift" Forces on Circular Cylinders 

transverse forces. Examples of waves,   "lift" forces and longitudinal 
forces are shown in Figure 6 for three different values of  NJ^Q 
(3.2,  6.2   and   10.2).  The terms   "top"   and   "bottom"   associated 
with the lift and longitudinal forces refer to the forces measured by 
the top and bottom strain gages on the transducer ; the total "lift" 
and total longitudinal forces are the sums of the outputs of the top and 
bottom gages. 

There is agreement between the visual observations described 
previously and the force measurements.  Figure   6a   shows a set of 
records for a   NKC   

0^  3.2. The "lift" force has just begun to be non- 
zero.  For this value of  NJ^Q   the first eddies develop and shed. The 
eddy strength is probably very small so that the "lift" force recorded 
is negligible.  The "lift" forces for this case have a frequency which 
is about the same as the wave frequency.  This might be due to the 
fact that the flow is not perfectly symmetrical.  The horizontal com- 
ponent of velocity in one direction (wave crest) are slightly larger 
than those in the opposite direction (wave trough), and for the thres- 
hold condition the eddies only shed for one direction of the flow.  The 
Keulegan-Carpenter number is   6. 2   for the run shown in Figure 6b. 
The eddy is distinct, and the frequency of "lift" forces is approxi- 
mately twice the frequency of waves. This shows that there is time 
only for two eddies to shed in each direction.  The "lift" forces are 
about   25%   of the longitudinal force.  The wake is not yet completely 
turbulent,  and the lift force records show a more or less regular pat- 
tern.  The Keulegan-Carpenter number for the run shown in Figure 6c 
is   10.2.  The wake is fully turbulent. The transvers ("lift") force 
record appears to be random. The ratio of maximum "lift" to maxi- 
mum longitudinal force is about   40%. 

An equation for "lift" forces is given by Equation (7).  Use of 
this equation leads to difficulties as the time history of the force does 
not necessarily vanish when u   goes through zero owing in part to the 
inertial force.  Thus, very large values of   C^,   can be calculated from 
the laboratory measurements.  This difficulty can be overcome par- 
tially by defining the relationship only for maximum values of the force 
as 

^FLh'   max 2 P  c. 
max 

u) D.   (8) 
max 

Chang (1964) found values of  CL 

^KC   greater than about   10. 
between   1.0   and   1.5   for value 
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Wave-Induaed Eddies and "Lift" forces on Circular' Cylinder's 

In the study by Bidde the ratio of   "lift"   to longitudinal force 
was used as a basic parameter rather than   Cj^   as this parameter is 
comparatively less sensitive to any systematic errors in the instru- 
mentation used to measure the forces, as similar errors would be 
present in both   "lift"   and longitudinal force measurements, and these 
errors would have a certain tendency to cancel out. Some of the data 
are shown in Figure 7 of the relationship between the wave height and 
the ratio of   "lift"   force to longitudinal force. 

Figure   7.    Relationship between ratio of lift to longitudinal force and 
wave height (Bidde,   1970,   1971) 

The relationships between   NjrQ   and   No   and the ratio of 
"lift"   force to longitudinal force are shown in Figure 8.   This graph 
indicates that the   "lift"   forces start at   N 
of   "lift' 
ing. 

KC of about   15   the ratio 
to longitudinal force shows a slight tendency to stop increas- 

As can be seen in Figure 6c   the amplitude and frequency of the 
"lift"   forces become irregular for larger values of   N^r; .    and it is 
necessary to specify what is measured.  Bidde presented the ratios of 
average maximum   "lift"   forces to average maximum longitudinal 
forces.  The longitudinal forces were uniform so that no problem exist- 
ed in measuring and reporting them.   Bidde drew a line by eye through 
the crests of the larger   "lift"   forces and another line through the 
throughs,   and reported the   "lift"   force as the distance between the 
two lines.   Furthermore,  Bidde reported the ratio of the "lift" to lon- 
gitudinal force as measured only by the bottom strain gages. An ana- 
lysis of a few records showed that this ratio was the same as the ratio 
of the total forces. 
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Wave-Induaed Eddies and "Lift" Foyaee on Circular Cylinders 

Bidde reported he was not able to compare his results direct- 
ly with those of Chang (1964), as Chang gave his results graphically 
a8   (CL) max V8 NKC   and   (CL) max   V8   NR    with no values of 
(CD) max*    However,  Chang's graph of   (CL) max   vs   NRC   showed 
(CL) max   to approach zero for Nj^c   0^ about   5,  and approach a 
value of   1.0   at about   NJ^Q = 20. 

"Lift" Forces (Present Study) 

The work of Bidde described above was continued by the wri- 
ters, to determine the effect of large values of   Nj^c   on tf16 ratio of 
"lift" forces to longitudinal forces.  The results for the   1-5/8   inch 
(0.14 ft. ) pile are reported herein.  Tests were made for conditions 
that approximately modeled large scale tests which will be described 
subsequently.   The pile was carefully checked to determine its sen- 
sitivity to direction and location of resultant force through a series 
of calibrations. 

Aluminium powder and flour were sprinkled on the water 
surface to help in visualizing eddies.  However,  owing to the high 
values of   NJ^Q   (15   to   90)   and high   Nj^ ,   the wake was very tur- 
bulent and no distinct eddies were observed. 

The crest to through distances for thirty consecutive "lift" 
forces were measured, while the crest to trough distances for only 
four consecutive longitudinal forces were measured as the longitu- 
dinal forces were quite uniform. The ratios of the averages of these 
two sets of data were plotted on Figure 8 (labeled UCB 1972), and 
tabulated in Table 2. 

The Coastal Engineering Research Center ( CERC ; formerly 
the Beach Erosion Board,  BEB ) ,  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
kindly lent to the writers the original records of forces exerted by 
waves on a vertical pile that were obtained by Ross * (1959)   in their 
large wave tank (635 feet long by   15   feet wide by   20  feet deep). The 
active section of the test pile was   3. 0   feet,  with a dummy pile below 
and above the active section (Figure 9).  The outside diameter of the 
pile was    1. 06   feet.  Data were not plotted in the form shown in Fi- 
gure 7,  as the minimum wave height used in these tests was greater 

*Run numbers on original data rolls and those reported in   T. M. 
Ill   are not the same. See letter of 16 September 1971 from John C. 
Fairchild of   CERC   to   Robert L.  Wiegel of   UCB   for code. 
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Wave-Induced Eddies and "Lift" Fo~es on Ciraular Cylinders 
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Figure 9. BEB arrangements (R.osa, 1959) 

than twice the pile diameter ao that the "lift" force• were alway• 
aubatantial compared with the lODgitudinal forcea. LODgituclinal and 
"lift" {orcea were meaaured for wave• with period• from 3. 75 to 
16.0 aeconda and height• from 2. 1 to 7. 7 feet. The two aeta of 
data labeled "BEB data, 1972 analyaia" in Figure 8 are ratio• of 
force• per unit length of pile, uaing the averaae of four cODaecutive 
wavea for one aet, and the maximum of the four wavea for the aecODd 
set. R.epreaentative example• of the BEB data are pven in Table 3. 

Owing to the manner in which Bidde analyzed and reported hh 
data, it would be expected that they would lie between the maximum 
and mean value• obtained by the writen for the aame NKC• If thia 
ia the caae, it appear• that Bidde reached the value of NKc that 
divide• the regime from a atrODg de~ndence of •'le ratio of lift to 
lOD&itudinal force upon NKc to one in which it ia e .. entially inde
pendent of NKC· 

Bidde found for the amaller diameter ( 1-~ inch) pile that Na. 
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~e-Induced Eddies and "Li~" Fo~s on Ci~u~ Cylinde~s 

appear• to be aa good a parameter for correlation purpoaea aa NKC· 
However, Nr.. tail• to correlate well with the ratio of "lift" to longi
tudinal force when the value• of the larger pile are compared with 
thoae of the amaller pile. For the amaller pile the mlD.lmum value of 
Na at which eddie• form la a ·oout 0. S x 104 • whereaa it la Z. 5 x 
104 for the larger pile. For the aame condition a the value of NKC 
ia 3 to S for both the pilea. The UCB (1971.) and BEB (1972 
analyala) data reported herein aeem to ahow an ef1ec::t of Na. 

When the oacillating flow h auch that the NKc become• large, 
one mlaht expect the ratio fo "lift" to lonaitudinal force• would ap
proach the value• obtained for ateady rectilinear fiowa. The writera 
were not able to find many data in the technical literature, however. 
The reaulta they found have been plotted in Figure 8 (Blahop and 
Haaaan, 1964 ; Humphrey, 1960 ; the two aeta of curvea labeled Funa 
and Macovaky were drawn from data attributed to them aa they ap
peared in Humphrey'• paper). Theae point• were obtained by calculat
lna the ratio• of CL to Co from the value• of the two coef1iclenta 
given by the inveatigatora. 

Although it h evident thtat nuch work remaina to be done before 
the problem h aolved, it ia clear that an engineer muat conaider a 
rather large "lift" force aa well aa a longitudinal force in hi• deaian. 

U teat• are made with pile• of two dWerent ai&ea, and com
plete geometric aimllarity condition• are met, and the Froude model 
law h adhered to, it can be ahown that the "prototype" and "model" 
Keulegan-Carpenter numbera will be equal, but that the Reynold• 
number• will not be equal. All aeometric acale ratio• muat be the 
same, however. For example, in Figure 10 recorda obtained by Bidde 
of wave • and force • for the 1. 63 inch ( 0 . 14 ft. ) and the 0. 5 ft. 
diameter pile• are reproduced. The wr.ve height ratio ia the &&me aa 
the pile diameter ratio, and the wave period ratio la the aquare root 
of the pile diameter ratio. However, the water depth waa the same in 
both caaea~ ao that complete geometric aimllarity waa not obtained. 
Note how different are the two aeta of wavea and forcea. The recorda 
in thla figure, and in Figure 11 ahow another intereatina feature. 
There ia not a "one to one" correlation of the wave to the "Uft" force 
time aeriea. Rather, the "lift" forcea occur in burata, with intervala 
of very amall forcea in between. 

Comparative recorda are given in Figure• 1Z-14 for the UCB 
1972 and the BEB experimenta. Froude modeling waa uaed and com
plete geometric aimilarity waa mainumed. Owing to dlfflcultiea with 
the equipment, the ratio of wave heiahta waa not quite correct for the 
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Wiegel and Delmonte 

DATA   SOURCE 
TEST NUMBER 
PILE   DIAMETER ,    ft. 
WATER  DEPTH  ,       ft 
WAVE PERIOD  ,       tte 
WAVE   HEIGHT   ,       ft. 
MAX. LIFT-LONG. FORCE RATIO 

U.C.B. 
4 
0.14 
l.85 
2.00 
0.68 
54% 

B.E.B. 
21 

1.06 
I4.S 
5.6 
5.2 
43% 

U.C.9. RECORDS 

LONGITUDINAL FORCE 

WAVE      i   ( 'MUMAMMC 
CREST 

TROUGH 

BOTTOM  GAGE 

TOP GAGE     ^\AMwNAMAAMA. 

LIFT FORCE 

WAVE 

BOTTOM GAGE 

,1   .1    ,1   / 
.   ,^-CREST 

^V-—TROUGH 

TOP GAGE    vvn^<^V-M<-V«^VW^w^iv>y>^^^ 

BEB   RECORDS 

LIFT FORCE 

LONGITUDINAL 
FORCE 

WAVE 
«"fr(*jBp—CREST 

TROUGH 

Figure   12.    Comparison of UCB (1972) records and BEB records for 
^CK 0^ about   25 
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MaVe-Induaed Eddies and "Lift" Foraes on Circular Cylinders 

DATA  SOURCE 
TEST  NUMBER 
PILE   DIAMETER ,   ft 
WAIcR   DEPTH  ,       ft 
WAVE  PERIOD   ,       sec. 
WAVE  HEIGHT   ,       ft. 
MAX. LIFT-LONG. FORCE RATIO 

U.C.B. 
5 
0.14 
1.79 
4.05 
0.64 
5 1 % 

BEB. 
39 

1.06 
14.0 
11.33 
4.2 
63% 

LONGITUDINAL  FORCE 

BOTTOM GAGE 

TOP GAGE 

BEB. RECORDS 

LIFT FORCE 

LONGITUDINAL 
FORCE 

WAVE 
-CREST 

-TROUGH 

Figure  13.    Comparison of   UCB (1972) records and BEB records for 
NKC   of about   42   for the   UCB   and   35  for the   BEB   runs 
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Wiege I and Delmonte 

DATA   SOURCE 
TEST NUMBER 
PILE  DIAMETER  ,   ft. 
WATER  DEPTH  ,      ft. 
WAVE  PERIOD   .       »*c. 
WAVE   HEIGHT   ,      ft. 
MAX. LIFT-LONG. FORCE RATIO 

U.C.B. B.E.B. 
8 88 
0.14 1.06 
1.60 12.5 
5.72 16 
0.86 6.9 
33 % 82% 

I U.C.B. RECORDS I 

LONGITUDINAL FORCE 

WAVE -A^^A^cMmi^ 
BOTTOV GAGE     i^' 

—CREST 

■TROUGH 

TOP GAGE 
/^WV^r-T^ 

WAVE 

BOTTOM GAGE -*- 

TOP GAGE '^^^v-ii- 

1 BEB. RECORDS! 

X,—^/ s^/vA 

LIFT   FORCE 

n rl. ft A r,  Ii 1 
-^-CREST 

—TROUGH 

LIFT FORCE ygapv 

LONGITUDINAL    '&' 
FORCE Ut 

•*V 

_;,,._ jr«.,^,.^ 

WAVE . = _/%.      .' ^MU-CREST 
-. .J.'^.'jrJfWW-w- TROUGH 

Figure   14.    Comparison of UCB (1972) records and   BEB   records 
for   NJ^Q   of about   80 
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Wave-Induaed Eddies and "Lift" Forces on Ciraular Cylinders 

runs shown in Fig, 13, however. The lengths of the waves used in the runs 
shown in these figures were all rather long compared with the water depth, 
and were quite non-linear. The run shown in Figure 14 was chosen to show 
the worst comparison that was obtained, which was for the case of the 
most nonlinear wave tested. 

"Lift" Force Distribution Function 

Referring again to Figure 6c, it appeared to the writers that 
a "lift" force distribution function would be useful.  Owing to this, 
some "lift" force records were analyzed in detail.  The method by 
which this was done is shown in Figure 15,   The "lift" forces for 30 
consecutive force oscillations were measured for each of   10   runs. 
Total "lift" forces (the sum of the outputs of the top and bottom strain 
gages) were measured.  The characteristics of the waves in these 
runs are given in Table 2.  The characteristics of representative 
examples of the   BEB   data are given in Table 3.  The distribution 
functions are shown in Figure 16. 

Figure    15.    Method of analysis of "lift" force records,  UCB 1972 
force measured from crest to following trough 

"Lift" Frequencies 

Chang (1964) stated the frequency of the "lift" forces was twice 
the wave frequency. However, an examination of the sample records 
reproduced in his report showed that for a pile diameter of   0, 0^3 
foot, and a wave period of about two seconds,  the "lift" force became 
irregular as the wave height was increased.   One record showed the 
average "lift" frequency to be about three times the wave frequency. 
The writer's data showed that "lift" frequency to become quite irregu- 
lar, as was the case of Bidde's data for a number of runs (see Figure 
6c,  for example).   The   BEB   data showed the "lift" force frequencies 
varied from about 1,3   to   6   times the wave frequency. 

Irregular Waves 

Waves in the ocean are irregular. Irregular waves can be ge- 
nerated in the laboratory using a wave piston type generator. An 
example of such waves, together with the induced longitudinal and lift 
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Wieget and Delmonte 

o 
in 

ID 
o 
o 

1 r "i—i—r 

KEY FOR DATA (1972) 
0.14ft PILE   UCB 

• RUN   1 
X RUN  2 
+ RUN  3 
0 RUN 4 
A RUN  5 
A RUN 6 

(NO RUN) RUN 7 
V RUN  8 
D RUN 9 
0 RUN 10 
* RUN  II 

KEY FOR BEB  DATA 
(1972   ANALYSIS) 

1.06ft. PILE 

O RUN 35 
— -d RUN 58 
 A    RUN 92 

5      10       20 40        60 80      90    95 
%  LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO NORMALIZED FORCE 

98 

Figure    16.    Total "lift" force distribution functions 
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Wave-Induced E'ddtee and "Lift" Forces on CivauLar Cylinders 

R4NC0M *4VE CENTR41.  rREOUENCK^IOtpi 

rr 111 
t j; ^IJDJI^WIJW 

(0)   DCCOROS OF   «UN 566 

RANDOM WAVE CENTRAl fREOuENCYSI Ocpi 

H——*-r 

I ! !,..: 

IJ! 

I 

■cnur-raila 

TT 

(bl    «KOROS OF DUN 36S 

Figure    17.    Sample wave and force records,  irregular waves 
(Bidde.   1970) 
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Wiege I and Delmonte 

forces is given in Figure 17 (Bidde 1970).  It is suggested that as an 
approximation the case for regular waves can be extended to the case 
of two dimensional random waves.  For example,  the highest wave in 
Figure 17b has a height of   0. 3 ft.  Using linear theory,    Nj^   for this 
wave (the wave "period" is about   I. 1 second) can be calculated, and 
is approximately   7. 0.   One would then estimate the ratio of "lift" to 
longitudinal force to be about   15   to   20%. 

Waves in the ocean are three dimensional,  having a direction- 
al wave spectrum.  This presents a much more difficult problem than 
the case of an irregular system of two dimensional waves.  Some work 
has been done in trying to analyse field studies made in the Gulf of 
Mexico by consortium of oil companies (Schoettle,   1962 ; Blank,   1969). 
The results of this attempt to analyze the field data to obtain informa- 
tion on "lift" forces was unsuccessful (Abdel-Aal and Wiegel,   1971). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Keulegan-Carpenter Number appears to te a useful para- 
meter to predict the ratio of "lift" to longitudinal wave induced forces 
in a regular system of two dimensional waves.  For the case of a ver- 
tical pile piercing the water surface,   "lift" forces start to occur for 
values of   NJ^Q   between   3   and   5, with the ratio of "lift" to longitu- 
dinal force increasing rapidly with increasing   NKC   to a value of 
^KC   0^ about   15   to   20,  The ratio then remains about constant,  or 
perhaps decreases to some extent with increasing   NJ^Q. 

The value of the ratio of "lift" to longitudinal force, for   Nj^ 
greater than about   20   appears to be similar to the ratio of   CJ^/CQ 

for one directional steady flow. 

For the higher values of   NJ^Q   the "lift" force becomes irre- 
gular and should be described by a distribution function. 
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DISCUSSION 

Choung M.   Lee 
Kaval Ship Research and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland,  U.S.A. 

Perhaps I should direct this question to Keulegan anc Carpenter 
themselves,  but since Professor Wiegel seems to have much expe- 
rience in Keulegan number,  I would like to ask one question.  Keulegan 
number is formed by the maximum fluid velocity which is multiplied 
by the period of the flow and divided by the diameter of the circular cy- 
linder.   For a periodic fluid motion the maximum velocity can be simp- 
ly converted into a product of the amplitude and the frequency which is 
equal to   2 IT   times the amplitude over the period.   Then the Keulegan 
number becomes the ratio of the amplitude of the oscillation of fluid to 
the diameter of the cylinder.   This means that the Keulegan number is 
independent of frequency.   It is a puzzle to me that all the forces act- 
ing on the circular cylinder only depend on the ratio of the amplitude 
of oscillation of fluid to the diameter of the circular cylinder,  I believe 
thai there must be a physical reason for such a phenomenon.  I would 
appreciate Professor Wiegel's comment on this remark. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

Robert L,  Wiegel 
University Of California 

Berkeley,  California,  U.S.A. 

One can make use of the wave equation,  calculate the actual 
excursion of the water particle    motion, and what one comes up with 
is a ratio of the distance that the water particle moves to the diameter 
of the pile.  If you have water waves it is very simple to show that the 
controlling number there is probably only the ratio of wave height to 
the diameter.   You are correct. I hope I put this in my Paper ; if not, 
I should have,  because it is not really the time, it is the distance along 
the boundary that the fluid must move in order for the boundary layer 
to form and for the vortices to form, and so forth.  So the time is 
really only used to calculate how far it has moved,  I hope that has 
answered your question and I see that you indicate that it has. 
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ANALYSES OF MULTIPLE-FLOATSUPPORTED 
PLATFORMS IN WAVES 

C.H. Kim and J.A. Mercier 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Davidson Laboratory 
Castle Point Station 

Hoboken,  New Jersey,  U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Results of several studies of the behavior of floating 
platforms in waves are presented. The contents of 
these studies may be briefly summarized : 
MOTIONS RESPONSE OF A RELATED SERIES OF 
THREE AND POUR FLOAT PLATFORMS 
Transfer functions relating heave and pitch motions 
to incident waves have been used together with assum- 
ed (Pierson-Moskowitz) wave spectra to derive di- 
mensionless spectral response information for these 
motions in waves as a function of significant wave 
height divided by (displaced volumep . The depend- 
ence on float slenderness, damping plate (or footing) 
size and metacentric height are presented in Plgures 
and Tables. 
SOME PROBLEMS OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC INTER- 
ACTION   BETWEEN TWO FLOATING   BODIES IN 
BEAM SEAS 
An analysis is given of both wave- and motion-induo 
ed forces and moments on the individual bodies of a 
rigidly - connected twin - cylindrical body floating in 
beam seas. T he influence of the hydrodynamic inter- 
action effect on the sway-exciting force was found to 
be quite remarkable. The diffracted and radiated waves 
were evaluated and related to wave and damping forces 
and moments. 
Numerical calculations were carried out of some 
hydrodynamic characteristics of interaction between 
two difiurent cylindrica1 bodies floating in proximity 
in beam seas. 
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SLENDER VERTICAL! LOATS ISOLATED PERFOR- 
MANCE AND INTERACTION EFFECTS FOR LARGE 
ARRAYS 
Relatively simple analytical procedures provide sa- 
tisfactory description of the heave response of slender 
vertical floats to waves. It is found that viscous ef- 
fects must account for most of the heave damping for 
such slender floats and that it is advisable to introduce 
specially-engineered damping devices to control re- 
sonant heaving motions. 
P'orce and motion studies of a large array (210 ele- 
ments) of slender floats reveal important interaction 
effects on wave-induced forces and,especially, heave 
motions. A satisfactory theoretical explanation of 
these effects is not yet available but a continuing em- 
pirical investigation is planned. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents results for a somewhat "mixed-bag" of 
studies of the hydrodynamic performance of floating platforms in 
waves. The nature of these investigations range from systematic ex- 
perimental determinations of the performance of multiple float sup- 
ported platforms in irregular seas to rather sophisticated theoretical 
evaluations of the behavior of two cylindrical bodies in beam seas and 
to a combined theoretical and experimental study of an unusual con- 
cept for a large expandable floating platform. 

The several studies are related because they all deal with 
floating configurations with zero nominal speed through the water. Two 
of the studies deal with the important problems of hydrodynamic inter- 
actions, although the nature and extent, as well as the modes of in- 
vestigations of the interactions, differ significantly. 

These studies represent a significant portion of the extensive 
research and development work which has been done on ocean plat- 
form behavior at Davidson Laboratory in recent years. They do not 
relate specifically to ad hoc testing and evaluation of drilling plat- 
forms and similar craft, but it is hoped (and anticipated) that the find- 
ings reported will prove to be useful for practical design purposes. 
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Analyses cf Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

Each of the studies is prefaced by a section giving the back- 
ground of the werk done. A Brief summary of the investigations nas 
been given in thw Abstract of the paper. 

Nomenclature for the three parts of the paper is, unavoidable, 
not completely uniform. The listings of symbols and their meanings, 
in the Nomenclature section, are separated into three parts, one for 
each of the studies. 

The original model test orogram of the systematically-relat- 
ed float supported platforms was supported by the U.S. Naval Air 
Systems Command. P'urther analyses of the original data have been 
carried out by Davidson Laboratory. 

The work on the theoretical evaluations of hydrodynamic be- 
havior of two bodies in proximity was sponsored by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Agencies Sea Grant Program Office as part 
of a continuing effort to improve prediction procedures for platform 
motions. 

The study of large arrays of slender vertical floats was under- 
taken as a sub-contract to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation on a Pro- 
ject wh-ch is being technically monitored by the Office of Navai Re- 
search Ocean Technology Branch. 
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MOTIONS RESPONSE OF A RELATED SERIES 
OP' THREE AND FOUR FLOAT PLATFORMS 

BACKGROUND 

In the early ^öO's a substantial program of research and de- 
sign analyses was undertaken on the concept of using slender vertical 
floats to support water-based aircraft, thus providing a comfortable 
and stable environment for crew an'l equipment. This work was sup- 
ported by the United States Naval Air Systems Command under the 
cognizance of E.H. Handler,  whose review article on "Tilt and Vertic- 
al Float Aircraft for Open Ocean Operations"  describes the progress 
of this concept up to 1966. Two early studies of particular significance 
established the validity of the concept. In one of these studies two 
PBM seaplanes [2J were tested in five-to-eight-foot high waves. One 
of these craft was supported avobe the water surface by vertical floats 
and was found to be quite comfortable while the crew of the convention- 
al PBM soon became uncomfortable. The other investigation involved 
a one-man helicopter which was equipped with tiltable floats [s] and 
tested in heavy, choppy waves,  reacting with slow and gentle motions. 
Earlier model tests of this vehicle at Davidson Laboratory |4j led to 
the introduction of horizontal plates at the lower end of the vertical 
floats, which are found to be a vital feature in the effective employ- 
ment of this concept. 

In order to provide systematic design information for the dy- 
namic performance in waves of these types of craft, results of a series 
of vertical float configurations which have been model tested in ir- 
regular waves to determine their response characteristics have been 
described by Mercier [s] .  Variations in the series include number of 
floats, float spacing and slenderness, size of damping plate and meta- 
centric height, and heading of the vehicle relative to the waves. The 
information developed may also be useful for other types of craft, 
such as work platforms, research and range-tracking platforms, oil- 
drilling rigs and possibly buoys,  which can be configured with vertic- 
al floats. 

Float supported platforms may be envisioned with any number 

*       Superior numbers in text matter refer to similarly numbered 
references listed at the end of this paper. 
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Analysed of Multtple-Floa^-Supported Platforms in Waves 

of floats from one up. Single float platforms, such as the SPAR and 
FLIP research vehicles will not, however, be considered here. Only 
three and four-float supported platforms, applicable to air-sea craft, 
are treated in this report. The four-float configurations are arranged 
so that two of the floats support the main hull, and carry most of the 
weight while the other two floats are attached to the wings, producing 
a cruciform array. For the three-float configurations, all floats are 
of equal size in an equilateral triangular array. 

The total displaced volume of the floats must equal the vehicle1 

s weight and static pitch and roll stability must be provided. Static 
stability criteria usually follow naval architectural practice, measur- 
ing stability by metacentric height. P'rom this consideration then, the 
float slenderness (waterplane area) and spacing are related to the ver- 
tical center of gravity of the craft. 

Descriptions of the elementary fundamentals of the dynamic 
motions response of vertical float and "semi-submersible" platforms 
have been outlined by Barr [e] , Julien and Carrive [?] , and most 
recently and thoroughly by Hooft [8], Considerations both of natural 
frequencies and of minimization of wave excitation forces and/or 
moments are of key importance in this regard. A more complete quan- 
titative description of these considerations for heaving motions of 
isolated floats is given in the present paper as part of the discussion 
of the performance of closely-packed arrays of floats. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF MODELS 

Tests in irregular seas were conducted with variations of two 
basic model configurations. One represents a cruciform array of floats 
where two equal floats would attach to the aircraft fuselage and two to 
the wings. This type of system was investigated by Ling-Temco-Vought 
[9] for application to the XC-124A VTOL aircraft and by General 
Dynamics/Convair [lOj for application to the P5A seaplane equipped 
with hydro-skis. The second configuration uses three equal floats in 
a triangular pattern. Such an arrangement has been planned by Boeing- 
Vertol [ll] for application to the CH-46A helicopter. 

Sketches illustrating the two basic configurations tested are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The basic frames, to which the floats are 
attached, are made of aluminum in a lightweight but rigid construc- 
tion. The floats, which are interchangeable and have adjustable spac- 
ings, are made of low density (2 lbs per cu ft) closed-cell sytrofoam 
with 1/8-in thick aliminum plates on top to facilitate securing to the 
frame. All floats useJ have a circular cylindrical body shape with a 
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hemispherical end. Damping plates are attached, interchangeably, to 
the lower end of the float in way of the junction of the cylindrical float 
body and the hemispherical cap. These circulnr plates were made of 
1/16-in -ilexiglass with a 60-deg included angle bevel on the periphery. 
Model weight was selected to be 20-lb, resulting in model size suitable 
for the available apparatus. 

The location of the gimbal-box is such that the center-of-rotat- 
ion corresponds to the center-of-gravity of the model for a particular 
"average" set of floats and damping plates. It was felt that the influ- 
ence on vertical center-of-gravity due to interchanging floats and damp- 
ing collars would be negligible, being less than about 1/8 inch. Floats 
are designed so that the height of the gimbal-center is a constant dist- 
ance above the stillwater level for all the float variants tested. 

The model moments of inertia, about the pitch and roll axes, 
were fixed using the "average" set« of floats and damping plates. While 
changes in floats and float spacings may alter the model's pitch and roll 
inertias by amounts up to about 3 per cent, the small changes may be 
expected to approximate those which would be associated with corres- 
ponding design modifications for full-scale vehicles. 

The geometric characteristics of the models are given in 
Table 1 for four-float (cruciform) configurations, and in Table 2 for 
three-float (triangular) configurations. Also jhown in these tables are 
metacentric heights as computed according to the model design draw- 
ings and as measured in separate tests. The computed and measured 
values do not agree especially well, which is probably attributable to 
small discrepancies in the manufacture of the styrofoam floats, which 
would have an important effect on the waterplane inertias and, conse- 
quently, on GM (especially for the low values of GM used here), t or a 
few cases where the GM was not measured, estimated values are enter- 
ed in the table, and these are distinguished by being enclosed in par- 
entheses. 

The experiments were carried out in Davidson Laboratory Tank 
No. 2 which is 75-ft square with a water depth of 4.5 ft. The motions 
apparatus used to follow the model's motions and provide a means of 
recording the six components of motion with a minimum of interference 
has been described by Numata [12] in an appendix to his paper on 
"Hydrodynamic Model Tests of Offshore Drilling Structures." Tests 
were carried out in irregular waves with a significant height of 2 inches. 

RESULTS 

P'igure 3 shows a sample oscillogram taken during a test run. 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supporbed Platforms in Waves 

The information obtained from the tests of twenty-five variations in 
the configuration indicated in Tables 1 and 2 have been analyzed and 
are presented in two different ways. 

The transfer functions, relating waves and motion, are present- 
ed in Reference 5 in a series of Tables,  such as Table 3 given he re, 
as a function of the non-dimensional frequency parameter, w=üjVvV3/g 
where w = frequency,  V = average displaced volume of the vehicle, 
and   g   is the acceleration of gravity. The displaced volume has been 
arbitrarily selected as a useful measure of size for non-dimensionaliz- 
ing. These were derived by spectral analysis "f the irregular sea mod- 
el data using methods similar to those described in detail by Dalzell 
and Yamanouchi [l3j , The sampling interval used for data analysis, 
0.25 sec,  was sufficiently low to assure unambiguous spectra, that is, 
no "aliasing." 

Only those spectral results for which the answers appear reas- 
onable are included in the tabulations. Generally, the measure of reas- 
onableness is taken to be the coherei.-y and it is preferred that this 
quantity should have a value of 0.8, or greater. In a few cases, and in 
some frequency ranges, the test results do not give such satisfactory 
values of coherency and a judgment concerning the adequacy of a sample 
of data has been made by a subjective interpretation of graphs of am- 
plitude and phase versus frequency parameters. Examples of this type 
of graph are shown in P'igure 4 for the results of Test Run 002 (the 
oscillogram for this run is shown in Figure 3). In this case the range 
of frequencies for which the coherencies may be considered good is 
rather wide, especially for the wave-heave correlation. 

In Figure 4 and in the tables, the phase angles are positive when 
the motion lags the passage of the wave trough by the craft's center- 
of-gravity.  Positive vehicle motions are taken as : surge forward, 
heave downwards, sway to starboard, pitch bow-up, roll starboard 
down and yaw bow to starboard, while the maximum positive wave el- 
evation corresponds to a wave trough. Beam seas tests were conduct- 
ed with waves approaching the craft from the starboard side while head 
seas tests, of course, have waves approaching from the bow. 

The non-dimensional angular motion is presented as the ratio 
of motion (pitch or roll) to the maximum wave slope, as expressed by 
linear wave theory,     u   f/g. This is felt to offer some advantage in 
interpolating the transfer function data for low frequencies - it being 
realized that for zero frequency (static conditions) the craft must as- 
sume the slope of the wave, and the amplitude ratio must then be unity. 
The phase of this motion is, iiowever, reckoned relative to the wave 
amplitude measurement, and i.iust correspond to  +90° (i.e., phase 
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lag) for  w = 0. 

Impulse response functions were obtained as the Fourier trans- 
forms of the transfer functions in accordance with the theory first in- 
troduced in ship motions by Fuchs and MacCamy [l4] , and more fully 
developed by Cummins [15] . Examples, again for Test Run 002, are 
shown in Figure 5. Tables, such as Table 4 given here, are given in 
Reference 5 for the twenty-five configurations tested. A comparison 
of measured and calculated heave and pitch motions for a cruciform 
model in head seas is given in Figure 6. The computations were carri- 
ed out by the convolution integrals 

and 

where   k     and 

z(T)  =/ M^ffT-^d?- 
m (i) 

k    are from Table 4. 9 

DISCUSSION 

Transfer Functions 

A comparison of the results of several test runs indicates the 
influence of variations in the significant parameters. The transfer 
functions, particularly the amplitude ratio, afford a convenient graph- 
ical indication of the performance. 

Heave responses for several cruciform models of Group A 
(Table 1) are shown in P igure 7. The amplitude ratios are plotted 
against the non-dimensional frequency parameter, w= uV^^Ts •   ■^n 

auxiliary chart is arranged beneath the frequency parameter, in which 
the wave length corresponding to a particular craft displacement (long 
tons of sea water) and frequency parameter can be read. The displac- 
ement range covered extends both above and below the usual aircraft 
range, in case other types of platforms are to be considered. The 
heave-wave relations shown in Figure 7 all have similar shapes, having 
virtually no magnification or motion greater than wave elevation, and 
a sharp fall-off in response above a certain frequency. The damping 
plate size (which can be considered to be similar to the "footings" fitt- 
ed to some drill rigs) appears to have the most influence on the heave 
response for these configurations, but it must be noted that greater 
variations in geometrical parameters could be adopted. 
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Pitch response for the models of Group A is given in 1< igure 8. 
The auxiliary wave-length-displacement chart is also shown beneath 
this figure. An additional scale of wave length/vV3= VV V^      is added 
to this Figure, which related to angular motions of the vehicle. This 
is incorporated for these cases because the wave exciting moment 
must be expected to be crucially dependent on the ratio of wave length 
to float spacing. If the wave forces which act on the floats were purely 
vertical, for instance, as is considered to be the case in the strip 
theory of ship motions, it would be found that when the wave length 
equalled the hull float spacing, the exciting moment would vanish since 
wave crests would occur at each of the floats simultaneously, etc. 
Table 1 shows the hull float spacing/V   '     to be around 4, while the 
response curves of l- igure 8 indicate practically null motion for X/vV^ 
in the range of 5.5 to 7. The apparent discrepancy is, of course, ex- 
plained by noting that horizontal wave exciting forces on the floats 
contribute greatly to the moment about the center-of-gravity, which is 
quite high above the still waterline. 

Short-term Statistics 

While the transfer functions are interesting for making qualitat- 
ive comparisons, especially because they are familiar, quantitative 
judgments of performance in realistic irregular waves require consi- 
deration of the spectra of the irregular response. For purposes of 
design and analysis, particular waves must be considered. 

The 12th International Towing Tank Conference in Rome [l6] 
adopted the following recommendation relative to wave spectra. 

" The Conference recommends that wherever possible, use 
shall be made of information on wave conditions for the ship's service 
in presenting predicted ship behavior in waves. When information on 
typical sea spectra is not available,  it is recommended that the follow- 
ing sea spectral formulation shall be used as an interim standard : 

».(w)   -——e 
S ,,5 

S   (w) spectral density,  ft  -sec 

circular frequency, rad/sec (2) 

»1/3« 

"If the only information available is significant wave height, 

-3  2 2-4 
A   =   8.10 x 10    g     =   8.38 ft  -sec 

B   =   33.56/(H 
1/3' 
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If statistical information is available on characteristic wave 
period and sipnificant wave height 

A   =   173(1^,3)2/T1
4 

B   =   6 i91/T1 

wiie re   Tj = 2jrni0/ni1 

ni0 = variance or area under spectrum, ft 
2, 

m^ = first moment of spectrum about co = 0 axis, ft /sec 

Data suggest that   Tj   can be taken as the observed characteristic 
period. The Seakeeping Conmiittee should study further the use of the 
proposed two parameter spectral formulation." 

This formulation is based on work of Pierson and Moskowitz.[l7] 

The statistics of the response are related to the area under the 
response spectrum, where, assuming that the amplitudes of response 
records are narrow-banded and follow Rayleigh distributions, the 
average apparent response (crest-to-trough) is 

2.5 vr (3) 

the average of the one-third highest responses, or "significant" res- 
ponse,  is 

=   4.n\E VA'l/3 x 

and the average of the one-tenth highest responses is 

(x), ,,„   =   5.1\E 1/10 

where «0 

/KM2 sf (ü))dc 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

is tlie variance, or area under the spectral density curve,  a  (u) is 
ihe frequency response function (transfer function) describing response 
in the   x"1 mode of motion to a sinusoidal wave excitation, and  SJw) 
is the input (wave) spectral density. 

It is possible to express responses to the ITTC (or Pierson- 
Moskowitz) sea spectra in dimensionless form, applicable to any size 
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of configuration 
ponse,   x , 
obtained as 

is a non-dimensional ratio of res- Thus,  if   S?xQ) 
to wave elevation, f , a non-dimensional variance may be 

E 
.2/3 

■0 

2x0,0081 
dCT       (7) 

where the spectral formulation with only significant wave height being 
available was chosen so that only one parameter ( ^^/3/H1/„) would 
describe the relative intensity of the sea stale. 

Since wave elevation has dimensions of length, the response it- 
self must have the same dimensions. This is,  of course, the typical 
case for heave or surge but other examples of non-dimensional res- 
ponse are : 

A 

a. 
s 

M 

ev 1/3 

f 

A v 

g 

s 
r 

1/3 
for pitch angle 

for acceleration 

for relative motion 

s^ /g for relative velocity 

M 

PgVf 
for beriding moment 

for heave 

(8a) 

(ob) 

(3c) 

(öd) 

(8e) 

(8f) 

and so forth. 

The dimensionless presentation of spectral response was, to 
the authors knowledge, first introduced by Bennet [iß] in 1966, who 
retained the two parameter (significant height and period) description 
of the irregular seas. This very useful form of presentation has been 
adopted by Lindgren and Williams  [l9] ,  among others, and deserves 
wider application. Fridsma [20] has exploited the useful scaling char- 
acteristics of the ITTC (Pierson-Moskowilz) spectra to present dimen- 
sionless results of motion and acceleration measurements carried out 
with planing model hulls in waves whose spectra corresponds with the 
ITTC recommendation. Thus, information for these highly non-linear 
responses can be given for craft of various sizes in realistic irregul- 
ar seas. 
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The transfer functions previously presented by Mercier [5] 
have now been used to obtain spectral information on performance in 
irregular waves in accordance with Equation (7). Carpet plots showing 
significant (average of the one-third highest) heave and pitch respons- 
es as a function of significant wave height divided by (displaced vol- 
ume)V3   and other parameters are shown in Figures 9 to 13. The de- 
vice of carpet-plotting, which is common in aeronautical research 
and testing, permits cross plots to be presented on a single sheet of 
paper, and greatly facilitates performance comparisons and exhibit- 
ing dependencies of results on various parameters. 

The effect of damping plate size on heave and pitch for a cru- 
ciform array of floats (test runs 002,012 and 018, Table 1) are shown 
in Figure 9. The same information is given in i igure 10 for platforms 
with a different distribution of displacement among the "hull" and 
"wing" floats ; hull float diam/wing float diam = 1.25 (rather than 1.5 
for the results shown in P'igure 9) (test runs 060,058 and 062, Table 
1). In both cases, larger damping plates reduce heave response but 
increase pitch response. P or three float configurations, having some- 
what more slender floats, the corresponding results are given in 
I igure 11 (test runs 074,091, and 087) ; the influence on heave mo- 
tions is similar but for pitching motions with low relative sea condi- 
tions,   H,/«/ y1'   < 0. 7 , a suitable selection of damping plate size ap- 
pears to lead to minimum pitch motions. 

The effect of float slenderness on heave motions is exhibited in 
Pig. 12 for the cruciform (test runs 002,047 and 032) and triangular 
(test runs 074,096 and 083) float array models,  both with damping 
plate diam/float diam = 1.6. Since the pitch response (but not the heave 
response) is strongly dependent on metacentric height, and since the 
tests with variations of float slenderness were not executed with uni- 
form values of GM, the influence of float slenderness alone on pitch 
motions is not presented. It is interesting to note the distinctly differ- 
ent trends of heave response as a function of float draft-to-diameter 
ratio ; for the four-float configuration it appears that a maximum oc- 
curs for  T/Dj.   between 2 and 2.5, while for the three-float array a 
minimum exists around T/Dp  = 5. These different behaviors may be 
due to the different arrangements of floatation (three floats of four) as 
well as the different ranges of slendernesses investigated. 

The influence of metacentric height on heave and pitch response 
is shown in P ig. 13 for a four-float configuration (test runs 002,005 and 
006). As was stated above, the heave motion is not importantly affect- 
ed by GM. On the other hand, the pitching motion is greatly affected 
by stability with excessively low metacentric height giving rise to large 
angular motions which are not characteristic of well-designed float- 
supported-platforms. 
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The results have been given for a range of dimensionless sea 
,1/ states   Hi/s/V lo   up to 1.0, so that for a craft of 30000 long tons 

displacement the corresponding significant wave height is 102 feet. 
This corresponds to a high Sea State 9 and, according to the recom- 
mendations of the ITTC [16] , the approximate wind speed in the open 
ocean would be well above 80 knots. For a 10-ton craft, however, the 
significant height would be 7.05 feet, or Sea State 4, 

Dimensionless statistical response data are presented in tabul- 
ar form for all of the model tests reported by Mercier [5] , in Tables 
5a-5y. Large values of  Hj 73/v1/3 , up to   4.0 (1^ 73 « "5 ft for a 
3000-ton craft), are covered in these tables but because the transfer 
functions derived from the basic tests are not precisely defined at low 
frequencies, which are strongly excited by extremely high sea states, 
the results above   Hi/3/v 1.0  are somewhat less reliable. This 
is especially true for the pitch motions which have very low but un- 
defined natural frequencies. The transfer functions were extrapolated 
"by eye" to lower frequencies to permit these calculations for 1.0 < 
H1/3/V1/3<4.0   to be undertaken. 

Extreme Response 

Ochi [21] has adapted order statistics with a given probability 
of being exceeded, for evaluating long-term statistical behavior which 
may be more appropriate for evaluating limiting sea state operating 
conditions.  His equation, which is applicable to Rayleigh probability 
distributions, may be expressed non-dimensionally as 

1/3 
V 

where 

J-2 Ex in jl-d-Prob)1^} (9) 

5c  =   extreme value (amplitude) (for examples : heave, 2 ; 
pitch, ÖV1'3 ; acceleration,    (A/g)v '3, etc.) 

V 3600 

Time 

Prob 

E 
x 

E. 
x 

Time  jJf: ^JT 

"   Duration time in hours 

=    Probability of computed value, S , being 
exceeded 

=   Dimensionless response variance, Eq.(6) 

■   Dimensionless response velocity variance 

fz2 !«x(«)| ~vl 2x0.081 
/33.56\ /_El/^\ 

(10) 
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For example,  if a probability of being exceeded is 0.1, the expression 
implies that one platform in ten floating in the same area or statistical 
environment may experience a larger response than the estimated ex- 
treme value (S) during the specified duration. 

Because this type of response information is of interest for 
certain investigations the second moment of the response spectra, E. , 
have been calculated according to Equation (10) and included in Tables 
5. It may be appropriate to note that a recent study by Dalzell [22] of 
the statistics of responses of systems with non-linearities suggests 
that applications which assume the Rayleigh distribution and involve 
order statistics and/or the estimation of extremes tend to over-predict. 
Since most platforms are subject to some extent of non-linear  damping, 
at least for extreme sea states, Dalzell's observations should be borne 
in mind. 

SOME PROBLEMS OF THE HYDRÜDYNAMIC INTERACTION 
BETWEEN TWO FLOATING BODIES IN BEAM SEAS 

BACKGROUND 

Ohsusu [23,24] has theoretically evaluated the hydrodynamic 
forces and moments on two or more cylinders   heaving, swaying and 
rolling on a calm water surface. Ohkusu and Takaki [25] have applied 
these analyses to evaluate the motions of multi-hull ships in waves. 
Wang and Wahab [26] have also studied the hydrodynamic forces on 
twin heaving cylinders on a calm water surface. 

These investigators used the method of multipole expansion to 
determine the unknown velocity potential. In these analyses, the in- 
dividual section must be symmetrical about its own vertical midplane 
and the two cylinders must be identical, 

Lee, Jones and Bedel [27] have reported theoretical and ex- 
perimental evaluations of the hydrodynamic forces on twin heaving 
cylinders on a calm water surface.  Their theoretical analysis follow- 
ed the method of source distribution over the immersed contours [28j 
of the cylinders. Consequently, cylinders of arbitrary cross-section, 
not necessarily symmetric about their vertical midplanes can be dealt 
with. This investigation also assumed the two cylinders to be sym- 
metrically disposed with respect to each other. 

All the above investigations [23-27] of multihull cylinders as- 
sumed that the cylinders are rigidly connected. 
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The present study also applies the close-fit source distribu- 
tion method pioneered by Frank [28j . We assume two arbitrarily 
shaped bodies, which do not have to be either symmetrical about their 
vertical midplanes or to be symmetrically disposed with respect to 
each other. P urthermore, the two bodies may be unconnected or con- 
nected either rigidly or elastically. 

This investigation, based on two-dimensional linearized theory, 
considers both the radiation and diffraction problems for two arbi- 
trarily shaped cylindrical bodies floating in a train of beam waves ; 
the hydrodynamic inertial and damping forces and moments due to 
swaying, heaving and rolling of the cylinders on a calm water surface 
and the forces and moments induced by beam waves on the fixed cyl- 
inders are evaluated. 

Brief descriptions will be given of the methods used to evaluate 
the unknown velocity potentials for the radiation and diffraction pro- 
blems. Since the fundamental velocity potential of a two-dimensional 
pulsating source of unit intensity located below the free surface and 
satisfying the required hydrodynamic conditions inside and on the 
boundaries of the entire deep-water domain is a well-known solution 
stated by Wehausen and Laitone [29j , it is only necessary to discuss 
here the kinematical boundary conditions on the body contours. 

Two applications of the theory will be considered in detail : 
1) the analysis of the hydrodynamic forces on two rigidly connected 
cylinders and,   2) the relative heaving motions of two unconnected 
bodies in close proximity. Results of calculations for these cases will 
be presented and discussed. The case of a pair of three-dimensional, 
vertical body-of-revolution floats, in close proximity will be discuss- 
ed on the basis of experimental results. 

KINEMATIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The Radiation Problem 

Consider two arbitrarily shaped parallel cylinders oscillating 
in prescribed (arbitrary) modes of motion, with given amplitudes and 
phases, on or below the calm water surface in the form 

[s]    -   S 
•■a a 

m ) 
a      -Uli 

e 

(m )     -i(t        +wt) 
[S]b  "    Sb 

b    e      SaSb (11) 
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S , S =   amplitudes of displacement in the mode of motion 

where 

,(ma) 
'a ' "b 

ma and m.  , respectively (m   or  m.   = 2,3,4 
correspond to sway, heave,  roll) 

«„ „ =   phase difference between the motions of bodies 
ab a   and   b 

P'or certain kinds of problems such as the relative heaving motions 
between adjacent bodies, it may be convenient to refer the phases of 
the motions to, for instance, the wave-exciting force. 

The space coordinate system is defined in Figure 14a ; the 
y-axis lies on a calm water surface, the z-axis points vertically up- 
ward and the origin   0   is taken at the midpoint between the two walls 
of   a   and   b . 

The body contours   Ca  and   C^   of   a   and   b   are approximat- 
ely represented by polygons with a finite number of segments. A puls- 
ating source of unknown strength is uniformly distributed on each se- 
gment to represent the flow induced by the motions of the two bodies. 
The velocity potential for the source of unit strength at   ('?, f) may be 
written [29j   : 

0(y.z;7,,r)e'1U,t (12) 

where   (y,z)   is the coordinate of a field point. The resultant velocity 
potential is represented as a sum of all of the discrete source se- 
gments of the polygonal approximation to the contours   Ca   and   C^   , 

(ma'nib' 'S-SJ       <i r 
*(y.z) =    A Q.     / G(y,z;»,,f)dS 

•^ S 
M      i*f 

+   ^Qk     /c,(y,z;^f)dS (13) 
Ski- 

where   .S;    , Su.   =   j       and    k      polygonal segments of   a,b,   respect- 
-. ''a D 

ively 

Q. , Q     =   (uniform) complex source intensity of the   j      and 
k1 b   polygonal segments of  a,b,    respectively 

The unknown source intesities   Q   are determined numerically, 
satisfying the kinematic boundary conditions, 
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(xna.mb.<SaSb) 

Tn^'^ a   a 

IX'V 
(ma.mb' *SaSb) 

{ma) 
=   -iwu *ya'za' 

n 

.     (mb\ '^SaSb 
=   -1WUn        (ya'Za,e 

with        u 
(ma) 

(ya•Za,   =     Sinak 
-cos a. 

*   -(y cosa. +z  sin a, ) 
•'a k    a        k 

for    m     =2 
a 

3 

4 

(14) 

for body  a, and similarly for body   b . The normal velocity -jf~-   in 
Eq.(14)   is taken to be the velocity induced on the   k     segment oy all 
of the other segments. «^ = the orientation of the segment   S^  in 
accordance with  Ref. 28. 

Two special cases of interest may be mentioned. If the bodies 
a  and   b  are rigidly connected twin cylinders, Eq.(14) takes the form 

.   (m) 

a    a 

(m) 

(m) , . 
n a    a 

(m) 
*       (VV   =   "^n        ^b'V ;i4a) 

while if body   a   is oscillated while body  b  is fixed, Eq.(14) reduces 
to 

on 
-lüju y   ,z   ) 

n       •'a    a 

an 
=    0 114b) 

The Diffraction Problem 

Consider an incident wave 

h   =   ae   "^ (15) 

where a   =   wave amplitude 

"   =   wave number 
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and the time factor   e"lü't   is omitted in this and subsequent sections. 
This wave encounters the fixed arbitrarily shaped bodies and is dif- 
fracted. 

The velocity potential corresponding to the incident wave is 

(o+e)    .      iga     vz     ivy . 
VT -    —2— e       e (lb) 

I ÜJ 

which can be expressed as odd and even function of   y , 

(o )            iga     vz 
V. = e      smvy 

i CÜ 

(e) iga     vz ,,_. 
^T ■   --=— e      cos 17 (17) 

The odd function   ip.       corresponds to the part of the flow which is 
asymnjetric about the   z-axis , while the even function ^ve'   corres- 
ponds to the syn/metric flow. 

The flows represented by the potentials   £        and     «A^6'    are 
disturbed in encountering the bodies. The disturbed flows correspond- 
ing to     w0'   and      v»}6'   are described by diffraction potentials, denot- 
ed   «^Q       and   ^n       • respectively. These potentials are represent- 
ed in the same form as the radiation potentials   [Eq.(13)] , but with 
different source intensities,    Q . 

The unknown source densities are determined by satisfying the 
boundary conditions 

—&r   (ya'Za,   =   -—ä^-'VV 

—I—(y1'
z

1
, = - ~i—^v.'zJ (18) 

dn b    b -^n b    b 

where ß -   o   or   e , on the straight-line segments representing the 
contours   Ca   and   C^ . Thus there are two separate boundary con- 
ditions for the asymmetric and symmetric flows. 
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HYDRODYNAMIC PORCES AND MOMENTS 

Relationship to Potentials 

The linearized hydrodynamic pressure is given by 

(7 )     =     ipw^ 
(y) (19) 

where, for the radiation problem     v^'   - $    a'    ]a'   ^a^b   t and for 
the diffraction problem    v^1' =  ^j<0+e) +^[)'0+e' . Using the single 
superscript notation for the radiation or diffraction problem, the hydro- 
dynamic forces and moments are given by 

(7) 
S 

(7) 

^ A p      dz 

H 

(7)    . 
R 

/c 

/c PW 

L 
dy 

p(',r, (ydy + zdz) (20) 

where   C = body contour   Ca   or   Cu 

Non-dimensional hydrodynamic moment arms for the sway 
and heave components of force, taking account that the pressure is 
complex,   p'1'' = pr'

7' + ipj    '   ,   can be written 

4W 
r 

C         W      A j   Pr     zdz 

'if    {y) A 

s. 
i 

( PT zdz 
i   Jc 

" T     /*    (7) ^ 
ycPi dz 

r 

/ P^ ydy 
1     c 
T   f {y) A JcPr    dy 

rf(» 

i 

i   j^ydy 
T      /■    (7) ^ 

IPi     dy (21) 
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where    T = the maximum draft of the two bodies. The subscripts 
S, H,R   indicate swaying and heaving forces and rolling 
moment, respectively. 

The hydrodynamic force has real and imaginery parts, for 
instance 

if     =     P^-H   H™ (22) 

In the radiation problem, the real part of the hydrodynamic force 
(moment) is called the inertia force (moment while the imaginary pai: 
corresponds to a hydrodynamic damping force (moment). In the dif- 
fraction problem, the complex force defines the amplitude and phase 
of the wave-exciting force relative to the passage of the crest of the 
incident wave by the origin   0 . The hydrodynamic moment arms also 
consist of inertial and damping parts in the radiation problem. In the 
diffraction problem, however, the moment arms of the real and imag- 
inary components are identical because the force and moment maxima 
occur at the same instant. 

Force and Moment Coefficients 

Hydrodynamic interactions affect the pressure distributions 
and forces acting on the individual bodies. Certain components of 
these resultant forces and moments may be considered as internal 
forces for the evaluation of dynamic structural loading on rigidly con- 
nected cylinders. The hydrodynamic forces on individual bodies are 
useful and the individual bodies when they are elastically coupled or 
unconnected. 

Table 6 defines the various force and moment components, in 
accordance with Eq.(20), and their corresponding dimensionless coef- 
ficients. 

The first subscript denotes the mode of motion (in place of the 
parenthetical superscript used previously ; the forces, moments, and 
coefficients do, however, depend on the details of the modes and 
phases of motions), while the second subscript denotes the components 
of force (moment). For example, 

2   ,, 
(j) m™      =   roll hydrodynamic inertial moment induced by swaying 

motion of unit amplitude of displacement 

wNRH     =   the heave damping force induced by rolling motion of 
unit amplitude of displacement 
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The hydrodynamic moment arms, according to Eqs.(21), are 
presented in Table 7. The subscript notation is analogous to that used 
for Table 6, so that, for example, igg    indicates the moment arm 
for the hydrodynamic inertial sway force induced by sway motion. 

The roll moments may be expressed in terms of the heave and 
sway forces and their respective levers as indicated in Table 8. 

The wave-exciting forces and moments may be expressed in 
dimensionless form as shown in Table 9. 

The wave-induced moment can, of course, be represented in 
terms of the sway and heave forces and corresponding moment arms 
in accordance with Eq.{21), in a manner similar to the motion-induced 
moments (Table 8). The separation of wave forces into odd and even 
parts will be shown to be useful for the case of the catamaran-type ship. 

Rigidly Connected Twin Cylinders 

All of the above formulas may be applied for bodies   a, b   and 
a + b, regardless of whether the bodies are similar {some care and 
consistency must be used in choosing and using relevant dimensions, 
draft and beam, for use in the dimensionless coefficients if the bodies 
are not twins). Based on a limited number of numerical calculation of 
twin cylinders, it is observed that the hydrodynamic forces, moment 
and moment arms due to cscillatory motions are entirely identical in 
magnitude for bodies   a  and   b   (see Table 10), 

Consequently, the resultant hydrodynamic forces and moments 
may be given as shown in Tables 11 and 12, where the subscript (a + b) 
for the rigidly coupled bodies is omitted. 

Since the bodies are twin and the incident wave flow consists of 
part which are symmetric and asymmetric with respect to the vertical 
z-axis, the odd and even components of the wave-exciting forces and 

"momeitte-^a-hüdifis^a  and   b  are equal in magnitude, whereas some 
forces on   a.b   act in QDuosTTtrt.'tr&e-^-oa.«^ (Table 12)  

These relations which arise due to symmetry afford consider- 
able simplications for evaluations of catamaran-type configurations. 
They are exhibited graphically in Figures 14a-d. 

For convenience, the previously defined force and moment coef- 
ficients   C, & (Tables 6,7) will be called the forces and moments. 
Figure 14a illustrates a typical force system; induced by the heaving 
motion of the twin bodies. The heaving motion induces both heaving and 
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swaying forces,   [CHH] ,   C'rjH^   and   tCHS^ •   ^6HS^ '   respectively, 
on the individual bodies   a  and  b. The swaying forces  [Cjjg] ,  ['JJSJ 
on   a  and  b  are equal, opposite and colinear, hence, the resultant 
forces on the twin bodies   ( a + b )   are only the heaving forces 
2 [CJJJJ] a    and    2[JJJJJ]      (see Table 11). Figure 14b reptesents a 
typical force system induced by the swaying motion. This motion also 
induces both heaving and swaying forces on each body. The sway-induc- 
ed heaving forces   [Cgj.] and   [igxr]   on    a  as well as  b  set up a 
couple which contributes to the resultant rolling moments    2[Cg^]a 

and    2 [^g^Jg    (see Tables 8,11). The sums of the swaying forces on 
the twin bodies   ( a+ b )  are equal to    2[Cgg]      and    2[ioc]a   » 
which also contribute to the resultant rolling moments    ^KTCD]     , 

"I (T-UI-,,   Oil» at       d 2[(5SR]a   (Tables 8,11) 

Another typical force system is that induced by the rolling mo- 
tion, as illustrated in Figure 14c. The rolling motion induces the heav- 
ing forces   [C^j^], [*RJJJ and the swaying forces   [Cog] ,  L*ng] on 
each body. The heaving forces set up a couple and hence contribute to 
the resultant rolling moments    Cj^ 
(Tables 8,11). The swaying forces on 
sultants on   ( a + b )   are equal to   2[CR ] 
contribute to the rolling moments   C       , 

*RR    on t*ie twin ''JOC^es ^ a+k) 
a  and  b  are equal. Their re- 

and  ^[ipg]    , and also 
aRR (Tables 8,11). 

The non-dimensional expressions of the wave-exciting forces 
and moments are defined in Table 9. Referring to Figure 14d, first 
let us observe the typical wave-induced force system. The even and 
odd wave potentials induce both sway- and heave-exciting forces. The 
sway-exciting forces on   a, b   [fg   ]a   , ['«   Jb    are equal, opposite 
and colinear, while the heave-exciting forces [fjij  ja   i PH  ]b    8et UP 
a couple. 

We see from the figure that the resultant roll-exciting moment 
and the resultant sway-exciting force are due only to the odd wave po- 
tential, whereas the resultant heave-exciting force is due only to the 
even wave potential. (See Table 13). 

The Radiated and Diffracted Waves 

We consider at first the evaluation of the radiated and diffract- 
ed waves generated from a rigidly connected twin-cylinder floating in 
a regular beam wave. 

The radiated and diffracted waves generated by a monohull 
cross section floating in a regular beam wave were evaluated in the 
previous work [30] . The radiated or the diffracted wave is the vector 
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sum uf the far field waves induced by the pulsating sources Q*1'' di- 
stributed on the sectional contours, where 7 = m (mode number) for 
the radiation, and  7* /3(0 + e)   for the diffraction problem. 

The asymptotic expression of the velocity potential   ^ at 
y-» ."o for both radiation   {7= m)   and diffraction (ys ß)   are identical 
in their forms ,   , 

(7) 
(7) 

A' 
vz 

e       e 
(Ivy   *««. (7) 

(23) 

where     -   suffix refers to   y-.*«?    . 

It is iw be noted that   ^+l 'denotes both the potential per unit amplitude 
of displacement in forced oscillation for    7 = m    and that per unit 
amplitude of the incident wave for   7 = ß ,   A^7'   and    t^       are evaluat- 
ed in a fashion similar to that given in Ref. 30  where the arbitrarily 
shaped geometry and both symmetric and asymmetric flow conditions 
will require that the term with   (-I)111   in the formula Eq. (25)   of the 
above reference should b«; taken as zero.  Hence, 

^ - ft 
(T)2 + D   (»2 

+ 

^    =      t an •&] 
t /.1=1 .1        ,1        N+j      ,1    a 

1^ 

j N+J  "jjb 

N 
U. =  < A    + Q.       L. - Q K. 

± J11 .1 ,1 N+.l      J   a 

)    ..   I T    +n
(7,    r r>l7)    r 

(24) 

K    =   e 
j 

'fi + ] "fi 
cosd»».., +a.) -e   ' cosU'Ti. + a. 

.1+1       .1 .1      ,1 
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L.   «  e 
J 

-f^ 
sin(i'»   , + a.) -e       einlf»).+a.) 

r1      J J      J 

where 

a.b =   the suffixes indicating the terms of the bodies 
a  and  b , respectively 

(7) (7) 
Q •   « QM+ •   "   ^e real and imaginary parts of the complex 

source strength, uniformly distributed over the 
elementary   p"   segment of bodies   a  or   b 

(»;.* f.)#etc  -   the coordinates of the end points of the j 
segments 

o. "   the slope of the   j      segment 

.th 

(7) 
The far field wave   hL      is derived from the far field potential 

^     (Eq.23)   as 
(>) (7) 

(7) 
iA' Utxy *«J ) (25) 

Let the complex amplitude ratio be 

A.(^   n.;(7) (7) 

A (T) 
;  A (T)    . =     A 

(»I   Ut 
(26) 

The energy conservation law leads to the well known relation 
between the hydrodynamic damping coefficient   wm'   and the radiated 
wave amplitude ratio   IA (rn) 

N 
m) eg (m 

(27) 

where 

or   -oo . 
suffix indicating the radiated wave at   y-«+oo 

I    (4) I It is to be noted that    A. has the dimension of length ; in other 
is not a non-dimensional, whereas the    A4 ;    , A+ ' words 

are. 
A ^ 
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By the Haskind-method [31,32] , one can also evaluate the 
wave-exciting forces and moments by the radiated wave amplitunes 
for the wave progressing to the positive end of the   y-axis   (Eq. 15), 
the wave-exciting forces are 

fS 

H 

H 

A- 
./B 

A 
J3) 

^B 

A 
J4) 

cBT (28) 

It is bo be noted that the wave-exciting forces and moments 
presented in Eq.(28) are the resultant values. In other words, we see 
by the Haskind-method that the exciting forces and moments on indi- 
vidual bodies   a   or   b   cannot be evaluated. 

Arcording to the theories by Haskind [33] and Alaruo [34J , the 
mean wave force   K   is determined by the diffracted wave 

JL 
l pg&* 

A ( o + e ) (29) 

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

Added Mass and Damping Coefficients for Twin Cylinders 

P igures 15,  16 and 17 exhibit the various hydrodynamic forces 
and moments on one of a pair of half-immersed circular cy'indrical 
bodies as functions of the frequency parameter  -TJ"- , The definitions 
of the various forces on this Body   a   are given in Tables 6,  7 and 8. 
The hydrodynamic forces on Body   b   are evaluated by employing the 
formulas in Table 10 with the aid of the information given in Fig. 15, 
16 and 17. The resultant forces and moments on the twin Bodies 
( a + b ) due to the swaying, heaving and rolling motions are evaluated 
by employing the formulas in Table 11 with the aid of the data in Fig. 15 
16 and 17. 
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The Wave-Exciting Forces and Moments for Twin Cylinders 

Figure 18 illustrates the behavior of the sway- and heave- 
exciting forces on Body a due to odd and even wave potentials as func- 
tions of the wave frequency. The vectorial sums of the forces such as 
f(o+e) = f(o)+ f(e)   on  atbi   and (a+b) are shown in }. igures 19 and 20. 

In this connection, refer to Tables 12 and 13. 

The Haskind-method was applied to the evaluations of the re- 
sultant wave-exciting forces on the twin bodies and the results confirm 
exactly the corresponding values obtained by the present method. 
(See Figures 19, 20 and 21). A relevant discussion of this matter will 
be given in the following section. 

It is interesting to observe the behavior of the sway-exciting 
forces on  a   and   b   (1-igure 19). Ohkusu [35] recently reported on the 
hydrcdynamic interaction between three vertical cylinders. His Fig. 13 
on page 108 of Reference 35 shows behavior similar to that of the sway- 
exciting forces on Bodies   a and b . A relevant discussion of this mat- 
ter will be given in the following section. 

The Radiated and Diffracted Waves 

For the twin bodies, the radiated waves   A_       and the dif- 
fracted waves   Aj0        were evaluated according to the formulas in 
Eqs. (24 and 26)   (see Figure 21). The radiated wave amplitudes   A^"1' 
are very useful in evaluating the damping force coefficients   N'm'   or 
S'm'   and the wave-exciting forces   f'0+e) (see Eqs. 27, 28). By compar- 
ing Figures 15, 19,20 and 21, one can readily confirm the validity of 
the formulas in Eqs. (27), (28). The diffracted wave amplitude ratio 
A ^0 '-'   is applied to estimating the mean wave force on the fixed twin 
bodies in the given incident wave, Eq.(15). The sudden drop of the 
value of  A_0 e'   at frequency around 0.45 may be ascribed to the ef- 
fect of the hydrodynamic interaction between the bodies in that close 
; roximity. 

. The Wave-Exciting I orces on Some Semi-Submersible Cross Sections 

We chose two simple cross sections : one submerged and the 
other surface piercing. Figures 22a  and   22b   represent the sway- 
and heave-exciting forces on the submerged circular cross section. It 
is seen from these figures that the interaction effects are negligibly 
small for the given frequency range. The wave-exciting forces on 
surface-piercing twin bodies are plotted against the wave frequency in 
Figures 23a, 23b. It is readily seen that the influence of the interaction 
effect on the sway-exciting forces is remarkable while the influence on 
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the heave-exciting forces is relatively small. Similar behavior was 
pointed out by Ohkusu [35j as described previously. 

In connection with the present investigation, force measure- 
ments were made at Davidson Laboratory on twin Motora-type floats. 
These measurements are plotted in figures 24a, 24b. Since the tests 
were carried in a relatively high frequency range, even a rough comp- 
arison with the present two-dimensional calculations cannot be made. 
However, the interaction effects appear to be quite small compared to 
the two-dimensional case, especially considering the very close spac- 
ing of the floats. 

Interaction effects and the occurence of dramatic variations of 
force coefficients for particular, characteristic, frequencies should be 
expected to be weaker for three-dimensional than for two dimensional 
bodies. We have, however, noted an unusual flow pattern for waves 
passing a fixed toroidal body ; at a particular wave frequency a pulsat- 
ing jet erupts in the center of the torus. Of course, the jet also exists 
for forced heaving oscillations in calm water at the same frequency. 
The shape of the torus corresponds to that of the profile of the twin 
cylinders of Figures 15-20 rotated about a vertical central axis, with 
2S/B = 2. The characteristic frequency described for this three- 
dimensional case corresponds to    i/B/2 = 0.42 , rather close to the 
frequency shown in P'igure 15 where   C^^   and    iH„   vary dramatical- 
ly- 

Some Hydrodynamic Characteristics of Two Different Cylindrical 
Bodies Floating in Beam Seas 

Some aspects of the hydrodynamic interaction between two ar- 
bitrarily shaped cylindrical floats were investigated numerically (see 
Pigures 25a, 25b, 25c). First we evaluated the heaving added mass and 
damping coefficient   C , S on bodies   a and b  for heaving motions with 
unit amplitude and dif/erent phases. The results ar» plotted against the 
relative phase angle    (^  at two different frequencies    i'(Ba+Bjj)/2=0,45 
and 0.26   (Figure 25a). The results show significantly large effects on 
the hydrodynamic forces due to the hydrodynamic interactions between 
the two different cylinders floating freely with different phases. 

As a special case of the above, we calculated the hydrodynamic 
forces on the swaying and heaving Body a in the presence of the fixed 
Body b (J igure 25b). Two draft ratios   T^/Ta = 2 and 15   were taken in 
order to observe the false wall effect on the hydrodynamic forces. The 
figure also shows the hydrodynamic inertial forces   CUT. , Cgg   on an 
isolated swaying and heaving Body a . It is seen that the increment of 
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the swaying added mass   Cgg  due to the increase of the depth of the 
false wall is nearly independent of the frequency. 

The heaving added masses   CJ^TJ   are remarkably dependent on 
the depth of the Body b ,   Tb/Ta ,   and the frequency. 

The resultant heave-exciting forces   J j|0+e/  on bodies   a  and 
b   were calculated and plotted in Pigure 25c. Por comparison, the 
ieave-exciting forces on isolated  a and b  are also plotted in the same 
figure. 

SLENDER VERTICAL FLOATS : ISOLATED PERFORMANCE AND 
INTERACTION EFFECTS FOR LARGE ARRAYS 

BACKGROUND 

Column-stabilized floating ocean platforms used for oil ex- 
ploration, research, or other applications, achieve low motions re- 
sponse to wave action by proper shape and spacing of rigidly-connect- 
ed flotation elements. Another type of platform, which can also afford 
a useful working surface, might consist of an assemblage of resilient- 
ly-connected flotation elements, each of which individually has suitable 
motions response characteristics. Conceptual design studies for such 
a platform have been undertaken by engineers of Goodyear Aerospace 
Corporation (GAC). Davidson Laboratory of Stevens Institute of Techn- 
ology has conducted a variety of hydrodynainic studies in connection 
with the design developments, some of which will be described in the 
present part of this paper. 

An illustration of a concept for the array of floats and deck 
structure to be considered is depicted in Figure 26. The details of the 
deck panels and truss system are not important for the present hydro- 
dynamic study : the structural restraint on body motions is assumed to 
be negligible (or, in a particular case, to be approximated by simple 
mechanismsK The effect of hydrodynamic interactions on the relativ- 
ely closely spaced floats may, however, be important. Much of the 
presently described work, and work currently in progress, deals with 
these interactions. 

An interesting feature of these multi-float  platforms is that 
they are expandable. Modular construction is intended to permit con- 
venient deployment of arrays with any number of floats from about 50 
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up (a minimum number are required to afford stability against cap- 
sizing). The resiliency of the structural components, including the 
floats themselves, which may be inflatable reinforced fabrics, pose 
certain interesting hydroelastic questions. Several hydroelastic aspects 
have been and are being studied but these will not be treated in this 
paper. 

ANALYSIS OF VERTICAL FLOAT HEAVE MOTION 

Elementary Equation of Motion 

In the configuration depicted in Figure 26, the net buoyancy 
comes from the portion of the float above the hinge, which is located 
some distance below the still water level. The float shape, which is 
enlarged below the waterline,  is intended to minimize the wave-induc- 
ed vertical forces transmitted to the deck and structure, and thus 
minimize deck motions over a "sufficient" range of wave frequencies. 
The hinge is introduced to alleviate lateral loads in the float and in the 
structure : the wave-induced forces produce pendular motions of the 
lower part of the float (which is called an "attenuator") which relieve 
the elastic stresses and transmitted loads which would develop without 
the hinge. 

Since the deck structure is assumed to be quite flexible, the 
(linearized) equation for the heave (z) motion, neglecting elastic re- 
storing forces, can be expressed simply as 

where 

pVz 

m 

Z. 
z 

Z 
z 

A 
w 

f 

m Z.4 
z 

Z z   +   Z.f 
z i 

(30) 

total displaced volume of float and attenuator 

added mass 

damping force rate 

buoyant re storing-force rate   =  pgAx 

waterplane area 
w 

wave-induced vertical force per unit wave 
elevation 

wave elevation 

If the deck's 
a term such as   EI- 

elastic restoring-force is to be taken into account, 
Jjg   must be incorporated to describe motion in 
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regular long-crested waves, such that the deck structure behaves like 
a beam (the more general case would have to represent the deck's 
elasticity as plate-like, or describe the details of the deck-truss 
structural behavior). These partial differential equations are consider- 
ably more complicated than the simpler equation (30). The deformat- 
ion of the deck of a rectangular array of floats in regular "head" seas, 
assuming that no hydrodynamic interaction effects occur on the vertic- 
al forces on float elements, will be (at least in the case of linear re- 
sponse) a traveling wave with the same frequency and celerity as the 
incident water wave : 

Zb 

then . 5% 

^x4 

or, since for water waves    2jr/X   = w /g i 

Losmi^- - u,t) (31) 

(T)4 S 

.2, 

Zb 8 w 
.4 4     ^b 
dx g 

zu (33) 

i^ The importance of a restoring force term like   El     5   ,   compared to 
pgAwz , increases as the frequency increases, oi^he wave length 
decreases. The design of the float-attenuator geometry is intended to 
produce vanishingly small wave-induced vertical force as frequency is 
increased.   GAC structural analysts decided that the simple Eq.(30) 
is appropriate for analyses of the motions of the deck supported by a 
resiliently-connnected array of floats, such as is shown in 1-igure 26. 

Coefficients of the Equation and !■ orces for Regular Waves 

Elementary hydrodynamic theory can be applied to the estimat- 
ion of the hydrodynamic coefficients and the wave-exciting forces for 
the equations of motion of slender vertical floats without external ap- 
pendages. In the present instance, it is anticipated that external ap- 
pendages will be required to assure sufficient heave damping and 
analyses of the hydrodynamic effects of the appendages must be ap- 
proximate and quasi-empirical. 

The buoyant force rate has already been expressed as 
Zz   =    ^Aw   • 

The vertical wave-exciting force can be expressed as 
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K 2.   kze Zff =  pgfS(O) -pgfy (l-ekZ)-g-dZ - Z^-Em'w re 

Hydrostatic M^^M^-—ction Damping     Added mass 

Fronde-Krylov (34) 

where S = sectional area of body 

k = wave number =w /g = 2ir/x 

X = wave length 

+x Z, = damping coefficient 

f = wave elevation 

f = wave amplitude 

f    = wave motion evaluated at 
depth corresponding to as- 
sumed damping source 

m' = element of effective added 
mass in vertical direction 

z    = effective depth for evaluating 
wave acceleration for element 
of added mass 

The Froude-Krylov force corresponds to that predicted by slender 
body theory and is the same as predicted by assuming that the presence 
of the body does not influence the wave's pressure field. Por finite 
draft, T , the Prou de-Krylov force decreases with increasing wave 
frequency (because of more rapid attenuation of wave pressure with 
depth) and, if the attenuator is shaped as in the sketch, may become 
opposed in sense to the wave elevation for sufficiently high frequencies. 

The response of slender spar buoys to waves has ueen studied 
by Newman [36] , who performed a detailed slender-body analysis and 
by Rudnick [37] , who derived equations similar to Newman's [36] on 
the basis of a more elementary analysis, and who compared results 
of calculations with field measurements of the motions of the Flip 
platform. Newman notes that the slender-body theory applied to floats 
in waves loase its applicability at higher values of slenderness ratio 
than is the experience for aerodynamic analyses. Adee and Bai [38] 
have conducted experiments with cylindrical models having either flat 
or conical bottom ends and various draft-to-diameter ratios. They 
find that it is important to account for added mass effects even for 
quite slender floats. However, while they include added mass effects 
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on the inertial force (proportional to   z), they appear to have neglect- 
ed its effect on the vertical wave-induced force. For non-cylindrical 
floats,  such as shown in the sketch, the inclusion of added mass ef- 
fects is still more significant. 

The added mass wave force results because the flow is un- 
steady and the presence of the body does modify the fluid acceleration 
patterns (contrary to the I' roude-Krylov assumption) resulting in a 
pressure force in phase with the vertical wave acceleration. The add- 
ed mass may be associated with two principal sources, the primary 
one being the enlarged attenuator at the lower end of the float. Extern- 
ally-attached damping devices will also have associated added masses. 
The effective added mass from the primary source, the enlarge at- 
tenuator, -nay be estimated by assuming that the attenuator is similar 
to a prolate spheroid with a ratio of semi-major to semi-minor  dia- 
meter,   a/b   equal to   La/2Ra . Lamb [39] gives theoretical added 
mass coefficients for translation "end-on" that can be expressed as 

nv f ?< \ (35) 

where ^ can be taken from Table 14. 

It has been found, of course, that the ideal fluid theory added 
mass is insufficient for slender craft such as airships and surface 
ships in monotonic rectilinear motion,presumably because of boundary 
layer influences (cf. Thompson and Kirschbaum [40] and Smith [41] ). 
The reasons for the differences between theory and experience for 
these craft may not be relevant to the float-attenuator in the wave flow 
field so the tabulated theoretical values are recommended for use 
pending more complete experimental results. The wave acceleration 
can be evaluated at an effective depth,   ze = T - L /2. 

The added mass associated with the damping devices, which 
probably would be attached to the float at the upper end of the conical 
transition above the attenuator (see sketch),  is not derivable from 
familiar simplified cases. The interaction of the flow about the damp- 
ing "collar" with the flow about the cylinder may be important and 
ought to be studied experimentally. Fot the purposes of the present 
analysis , the added mass of damping devices will be assumed to be a 
fraction of the added mass of the attenuator 

m' _   c'rn' (36) 

where approrpiate values of   c1   should be obtained experimentally or 
simply assumed. The value of   ze   to be used for evaluating the wave 
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acceleration for this component of force should be the depth correspond- 
ing to the damping source. 

The total added mass, m" , is the sum of that associated with 
the attenuator shape plus that due to damping devices. 

The heave damping force rate,   Z.  , is partly due to generation 
of radiated surface waves and partly to viscous influence associated 
with turbulent eddies around the float and damping plates and skin 
friction drag. It will be shown in the following section that the damping 
due to wave generation, which is strongly dependent on frequency, is 
quite small for slender vertical floats and, therefore, it is advantageous 
to provide additional viscous damping, which is likely to be independent 
of frequency. The damping coefficient will be expressed in terms of 
the ratio of the damping to the critical damping coefficient,  (c/cc), in 
.he form 

where 

vp 

HH 

(—) x (2p V +.m")u, 
c n c 

w 

vertical prismatic coefficient,- A   T 
w 

added mass coefficient. 
m 
PV 

(37a) 

ef)x2„Ai_r    VgTCvp(l+CHH) (37b) 

The viscous drag due to external damping devices will not, in 
general, be simply linearly proportional to velocity (although for 
small waves and motions it will be approximately so). The use of a 
linear coefficient may be justified on the bases that calculations based 
on such a simplification are instructive and that "equivalent'    ineariz- 
ed coefficients may be derived for drag which is proportional to some 
other power of velocity in the way that Blagoveshchensky [42] and others 
have dealt with square-law damping. 

Particular values of drag coefficients may be estimated for 
plates oscillating in a direction normal to their surfaces from results 
of significant investigations by Keulegan and Carpenter [431, McNown 
[44] , McNown and Keulegan [45J , Paape and Breusers [46] . Martin 

[47] , Ridjanovic [48] , Brown [49] , Henry [50] , Woolam [5l] and 
Tseng and Altman [52] . Additional investigations of the oscillating 
drag of ring-type damping collars around bodies of revolution will be 
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needed to provide   .iformation on the type of configuration being con- 
sidered for these floats, as shown in Figure 26, where damping plate- 
body interaction effects may be significant. 

The wave-exciting force associated with the damping devices, 

Z .   , ■■ , may be estimated by taking  Z. = Z., and -r— is the wave 

motion evaluated at the depth corresponding to the damping plate. Of 
course, since the oscillatory drag force on the damping devices is, in 
general, nonlinearly related to the relative velocity between the fluid 
and the plate, the detailed analysis of the motions would be rather 
more complicated than the simplified treatment given here. The effects 
of the nonlinearity of the drag may be expected to be important only for 
frequencies near the resonant frequency. 

Responses 

Although analyses have been presented by Newman [36] and 
others for wave-induced forces and motions of isolated spar-type 
floats, no results of systematic evaluations of the dependence of the 
forces and motions on geometric characteristics of floats are known 
to be available in published literature. Some results for the special 
case of floats like that shown in the sketch accompanying Eq.(34) will 
be presented here. 

The influence of the ratio fo the diameters of the lower and up- 
per cylindrical parts   Ra/R 
cylinder to the overall draft. 

the ratio of the length of the lower 
La/T , and the ratio of the draft to 

waterplane radius (slenderness ratio), T/R0 , will be shown. Wave 
forces and motions due to regular waves will be presented as a function 
of frequency, and spectral response information will be given as a 
function of significant wave height. The influence of the degree of damp- 
ing on the responses will be described in a subsequent section. 

Wave-Induced Porce 

The wave-induced vertical force,   Z^ , expressed as a f' action 
of the buoyant force,  pgS(o)f , is exhibited in Pig. 27 as a function of 
the dimensionless frequency parameter ^T/g , showing the influence 
of  Ra/R0 . Other geometric parameters were held fixed for these 
results, viz.,   La/T « 0.5 ,   T/R0 = 30 ; the assumed damping coef- 
ficient corresponds to a value of  c/cc = 0.07 . Pigure 28 shows the 
influence of  La/T   for  Ra/R0 » 1.8 ,   T/R0 = 30 ; again,   c/cc=0.07. 
The influence of  T/R0   is presented in F igure 29 for   Ra/R0 =1.8, 
La/T = 0.5   and  c/cc » 0.07 . P or all cases presented the damping 
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plate added mass,   m^j 
depth   ze ■ T-La , 

is assumed to be   0.3 m^ and its effective 

The results presented are typical : as frequency increases, 
the vertical forces decreases at first until it reaches a minimum value 
(which corresponds very closely to the "damping" component of the 
wave-induced force, Eq.(34), and then increases again when the com- 
ponents of force which are out-of-phase with wave elevation (due to 
pressure gradient and added mass) become important, followed by 
asymptotic attenuation to zero force for very short waves.  Both Ra/R0 

and   La/T   are seen to have important effects on the wave-induced 
force,   T/RQ  ;   T/R0  is less important, in face, the simplified theory 
(Newman [36] ) neglecting added mass and damping indicates no de- 
pendence on   T/Ro . 

Transfer Functions 

The ratio of heave motion to wave elevation can be derived 
from the solution of Eq. (30). This may be re-written in a form similar 
to that for the familiar simple harmonic oscillator. 

z 
r - 

Zf f/pgS(o)f 

VR^K^J 
(38) 

where 
w     T 

n 

g 
C     (1+C„„) |_ vp HH J (39) 

Only one set of transfer functions, exhibiting the dependence 
Ra/R0   for   La/T - 0.5 ,    T/R0 = 30 ,    c/c,, • 0.07 , m^ = 0.3mL on   -a,-0  ---   -a, -     — .    -/--0     -- -   -/~c     -.-..—J     -.-—a 

and   ze = 0.5   (for damping plates), will be given in I igure 30. These 
results are, again, typical : the trends of the variation of motions with 
frequency follow the wave forces modified by the dynamic amplification 
factor. Note that the damping coefficient assumed,   c/cc - 0,07 , 
results in values of the transfer function around 2.0 at resonance, and 
that the maximum value depends on the float shape as well as the re- 
lative damping. 
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Spectral Response 

The statistics of the heave motion response may be derived 
for slender vertical floats using the transfer functions and the (di- 
mensionless form of the) Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum, as was 
done in the first part of the paper for three- and four-float platforms. 
The significant dimension for use in non-dimensionalizing will be the 
draft for this case, instead of   V 1/3 

Some results showing the effect on "significant heave motion", 
ZW3/T , of Ra/R , are given in Figure 31, with other particulars, 
the same as for Figure 27 , The influence of La/T on the significant 
heave is shown in F igure 32 for the same cases as are considered in 
Figure 28. The effect of T/R0 on the statistical responses is small, 
as might be expected from the results for forces shown in F igure 29 - 
at least for floats which are sufficiently slender. 

According to Figures 31 and 32, the "best1' float shape is 
evidently a function of the design sea state or significant height : 
slender floats with displacement relatively uniformly distributed be- 
ing better for mild sea conditions while higher values of Ra/R0 with 
the displacement concentrated near the bottom are better for more 
severe seas. An irregularity, or "bump",  is discernible in some of 
the curves for values of  H./„/T   at which an increase of sea state 
introduces a large increment of wave energy at the resonant frequency 
of the float. 

It is interesting to note that the dependence on significant wave 
height of other heave-related spectral response characteristics may 
differ from that of heave. F igure 33 shows significant values of heave 
motion, vertical acceleration, and deck curvature :~y , for a partic- 
ular float having  Ra/R0 " 1.8 ,   La/T = 0.5 ,   and*'T/R0 » 30. Since 
the transfer functions for acceleration and deck curvature depend on 
frequency in a different way than does heave, weighing hi^h frequency 
more heavily, while attenuating low-frequency input, higher sea states 
do not produce as much increase of response as for heave. This is 
because an increase of sea state (according to the Pierson-Moskowuz 
spectra) adds significant energy in the low frequency range but not 
much at higher frequencies. For the case presented, the deck curvat- 
ures (and therefore the deck stresses) are very nearly proportional to 
the significant wave height, since 

a2 
T 1— /   (H   , /T) a 0.3   over the range of  H   ,  /T  values 

^x 

presented. 
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The Importance of Damping 

The primary effect of an increase in the damping coefficient 
on the heave transfer functions is to reduce the maximum heave re- 
sponse, which occurs at a frequency slightly lesser than the resonant 
frequency, and to increase the minimum value which occurs for the 
frequency when the wave-induced force is due to the damping devices 
alone. 

For design-analyses, the spectral response is most useful. 

Figure 34 shows effect on significant heave motion of damping 
coefficient,   c/cc , for a particular float geomttry. It is evident that 
damping is very useful to control motions in high sea states where 
some wave energy exists at frequencies corresponding to heave natur- 
al frequencies. 

The damping which is available due to wave radiation can be 
obtained from the Kas kind-Newman relations [32J , which gives the 
same result as Newman's slender-body analysis for the forces at re 
sonance [36] . These give 

k2 

Z. 
z 

w 
2pgtl) 

zfi 
40) 

thus, at resonance     «""«„, the ratio of wave-damping to critical 
damping can be obtained as 

Z. 
'W 

Cj   "   2p^+CIIH).n 

'! w 

PgA, 4   \       g   /      ~ 
(41) 

and the corresponding transfer function 

z ■   fw    b   w1 

2(c/cc) c' w 

(42) 
contd. 
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2T2/A 
w 

f w w 

(42) 

where   ^^^y   is the wave-induced vertical force evaluated without taking 
into account the damping term. 

Since, at resonance^ 
al floats 

,/pgAw| 
then 

< 1 
c/c. 

and for slender vertic- 
«1   and  z/f»l .   For 

the 

— '>    'Zf : 
T2/Aw »1   and i^xJ<lW 

example, lor  T/R0 » 30,    g Ra/Ro = 1.8   and  La/T » 0..^ 
calculated "wave-damped" resonant heave motion  z/f  would be almost 
Ö000   '.    Wave-associated damping is inadequate for slender floats and 
viscous damping controls the resonant motion. 

Results of tests on a   l/13th-scale model of a Manned Open 
Sea Experimentation Station (MOSES) reported by the Oceanic Institute, 
Waimanalo, Hawaii [53] , showed that a ratio of damping to critical 
damping of   0,075   cou.^ be achieved. This was discovered in tests of 
the model with about 18 external rings attached to a slender shaft. The 
rings, which are intended to provide structural stiffening, have out- 
side diameter about 15*o larger than the shaft. Complementary tests 
were carried out with acetate sheet wrapped tightly around the rings 
to present a smooth, unbroken surface. With this shroud the damping 
was about l^ of critical. 

Damping coefficients will, in general, be obtained most ef- 
fectively by experiments, or will be estimated on the basis of empiric- 
al results. It has been known since I-roude's investigations in 1874 [54] 
that the drag coefficient for an oscillating bluff body can be very differ- 
ent from that for the same body in steady flow. As in all model ex- 
perimental work, it is important to be sure tha. the model conditions 
correspond to the full scale : thus,  for dynamic similarity to exist, 
the model should be geometrically similar and Uie flow kinematically 
similar to the full size. 

Certain experience from investigations of roll damping of ships 
with appendages can give insight into questions relevant to damping of 
platforms oscillating in waves. It is important to recognize that a 
small ambient current, due to oceanic circulation or induced by wind, 
can have an appreciable effect on energy dissipation, as has been found 
by many investigators into the rolling of ships [54-58], This is because 
the model, in the course of its cyclical motion, must impart motion to 
fresh, previously unentrained water. Consider that for a current speed 
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uf only one knot past a moored platform, the fluid which is "entrained" 
by the iiiotion of a platform may convect about 17 feet durinp a 10-sec 
period ; such a period is common for ocean waves, and the distance is 
about half of a typical column diameter for a large semi-submersible 
drill rig. Entrained fluid energy can be convected away at an appreci- 
able rate by modest currents producing important effects on damping 
and,  hence, resonant response. 

Indeed, when the damping force is non-linear and, hence, 
superposition cannot be applied,  it may be inappropriate to apply an 
oscillatory drag coefficient obtained for a particular structural element 
fron) tests with rectilinear oscillatory motion [43-45,47-51] to the 
somewhat different kinematic conditions of the orbital velocity pattern 
of waves.  The differences may be modest but the question should be 
posed and, hopefully, investigated. 

The (juestion uf scale effects is persistently present and model 
experi.centers must be alert (and somewhat intuitive) to recognize 
when it may be appreciable. When phenomena are recognized to be 
predominantly viscous in origin,  we are likely to suspect the possibi- 
lity of scale effect. This is, of course,  due in large part to the hi- 
story and experience of testing ship models for resistance. Very 
little is known about scale effects on oscillatory hydrodynamic forces 
which may be relevant to platform motions testing and analysis. Some 
years ago, however, a program of experiments to study scale effects 
on roll damping of circular cylinders with and without appendages was 
undertaken by the Naval Ship Kesearch and Development Center and 
üavidso.'i Laboratory. While these studies were not directed to plat- 
form motions, the results are relevant to the phenomena of oscil- 
latory damping in general and since they are the only results with 
which we are familiar which hhow the effect of model size, it may be 
useful to discuss them. Three cylinders with diameters of 6-in,  12-in 
and 24-in were suspended vertically in water by torsion springs. Three 
kinds of appendages were symmetrically attached to the models, as 
shown in I-igure 35 for the smallest (6-in-diam) cylinder. Curves of 
decaying oscillation from various initial angular displacements were 
recorded and analyzed to obtain "square-law" damping moment coef- 
ficients of the form 

damping moment 
C 

m ;P/2)A it 
c. a. 

eiöi 
(43) 

where   A   is the frontal area of botli appendages and   R c.a. is the 
radius from the axis of rotation to the center of area of the appendage. 
The results are tabulated in Table 15. 
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The 6-in and 12-in diameter models were tested at Davidson Labor- 
atory by Mercier [59] ,  while the largest model was tested at the 
Navai Ship Research and Development Center by Gersten [60J . 

The lessons of these test results are not entirely unexpected : 
sharp-edged geometric details produce high drag and little scale effect 
while well-rounded geometries produce lesser drag and are susceptible 
to perceptible scale effect. These results may provide qualitative guid- 
ance for other applications and configurations, such as for choosing a 
suitable scale ratio for a wave test of a floating platform with buoyant 
caisson-and-footing floatation elements. 

Damping effects, while of principal importance for a fairly 
narrow band of frequencies near resonance, can have an appreciable 
effect on spectral response when there is appreciable wave energy at 
the resonant frequency. The nature of the damping and its dependence 
on geometric and flow features is as yet only imperfectly understood 
adn needs to be studied more vigorously. 

ISOLATED I- LOAT EXPERIMENTS 

An experimental program was undertaken to determine hydro- 
dynamic forces and moments and certain other features of perform- 
ance for several floats. The results of these experiments may be used 
in conjunction with analytical work, such as described in the last sect- 
ion, to obtain empirically adjusted analytical procedures for perform- 
ance evaluation. Certain results may also be compared with results of 
interaction tests, where several floats were placed in close proximity, 
to determine hydrodynamic interaction. 

Models 

Several types of models were built to evaluate the influence of 
various features on performance. Some of these models were selected 
on the basis of the analyses described in the previous section of this 
report. Some were also tested as part of an array of floats to evaluate 
nteraction effects. The scope of isolated float testing was curtailed 
when the extent and significance of interaction effects on wave-induced 
vertical floats was discovered. All models investigated in this test 
orogram were built to a scale ratio of  1:57.6. 

! igure 36 illustrates the models which were tested. The deep 
cylinders (I igures 36-36) were planned to investigate the effect of 
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bending rigidity of the fabric attenuator on float forces and other per- 
formance features. Using classical vibration theory [6lJ , with an as- 
sumed bending rigidity E   ■ 15.26ÖX 10" lb-ft^   for a six-foot diameter 
pressurized inflated float tube constructed of 3000 lb/in fabric, the 
computed lowest lateral bending frequency of the attenuator is 0. 11 Hz, 
assuming hinged-free boundary conditions (corresponding to tests with 
the hinge,  if the hinge is omitted, the lowest two cantilever natural 
frequencies are  0,025 Hz and 0, 16 Hz ). Since these frequencies are 
within the range of significant wave energy,   it appeared to be impor- 
tant to study flexible model performance. The scale-equivalent flex- 
ural rigidity of the   l/57.6-scale model was provided by a central 
0.45" x0.06"  plexiglas fiat strip. The external shape of the float was 
simulated by cylindrical segments secured to the flexure strip by ple- 
xiglas bulkheads. A system of baffles and flow passages were used to 
inhibit flow passing from outside tiie model to inside it but which per- 
mits flow communication within the float. For shorter floats, the e- 
lastic laterla natural frequencies are higher and consequently, the in- 
fluence of rigidity is lessened. 

The slender float of figure 36c was used in one set of inter- 
action tests,  while the full float of Figure 36d was used in the other set 
of float interaction tests and for the dynamic island tests. The float of 
1-igure 36e is the same as that ul I-igure 36d except for the rounded 
boitom. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus used for these tests was an improved version of 
the equipment described by Mercier in published references [62,63] . 
Existing force balances and motion transducers were adapted for these 
tests. 

A new data reduction procedure was applied for these tests. 
Electronic signals for forces, moments,  waves and/or forced motion 
(heave,  surg-T, pitch, sway, roll ; but not yaw) were recorded on 
analog magnetic tape as well as on oscillograms. For some of the 
tests, the signals were immediately processed by an on-line computer- 
controlled analog-to-digital converter and further evaluated by the 
computer (PÜP-8E) to determine the Fourier coefficients of the signals. 
Other tests were "played-back" later during off-line processing. 
Sampling was carried out at the rate of eigher 20 or 50 samples per 
second, permitting accurate (and easy) interpretation of electronic- 
wave-forms which were sometimes relatively "noisy". Usually only 
the first harmonics of the wave forms were determined, but for sever- 
al tests the second and third harmonics were also computer. Higher 
harmonics are of interest primarily for large amplitude waves or 
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motions whare linearity of forces and moments is in question. Five to 
ten complete cycles of the wave forms were "averaged" in determining 
the Fourier coefficients except when the test period was very long, 
when no less than three cvcies were used. 

Forces oscillation tests were carried out by adjusting the crank 
offsets of the several motion-producing linkages so that either pure 
heave,  surge, or pitch were produced. Yaw motion was not tested. A 
cosine potentiometer was coupled to the drive shaft of the mechanism. 
A constant (battery) voltage was applied to this potentiometer whose 
output was consequently proportional to the cosine of the shaft rotation 
angle and thus was suitable for use as a phase reference for the motion. 

I-or some tests, both in waves and with forced oscillations, a 
hinge was used to («rmit the lower end of the attenuator to oscillate 
like a pendulum under the action of waves. In this way, the periodic 
side loads due to the waves are not completely transmitted to the float- 
ing base connecting structure by way of bending moments in the float 
but are rather absorbed by the pendulum-like motion of the attenuator. 
This reduces the strength requirements of the inflated float and, con- 
sequently, weight and cost. 

A rotary variable differential transducer was connected to the 
attenuator by a system of strings to permit the measurement of ang- 
ular motion. 

Scaling 

The periodic hydrodynamic forces and moments are assumed 
to follow Froude's scaling law. Thus the full-size force and moment 
are related to model quantities by 

full size 
T                     full size       ,3 
r        . ,   x x X' 

model 
(441 

''model 

M 
full size 

..                    ''full size      ,.4 
M       , ,    x x X 

model "model 
(45) 

where 
1" =1' orce 

M =   Moment 

P =   P luid density 

X' =   Scale ratio 
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The corresponding frequi 
scale and model,  are also rela- 

f 
f.s, 

1 

f  (cycles per second), for full 
roude's law 

in 
(46) 

Results 

Vertical wave forces for the floats of Figures 36d and 36e are 
shown in P igure 3 7 along with a comparison with theoretical results 
according to Eq,(34) (except   z«   was assumed negligible) and with the 
simplified Newman (or Froude-Krylov) theory which neglects that added 
mass type force.  Model results are corrected to the full-size float in 
this and all subsequent figures. The effect of rounding of the botton 
end of the float is insignificant and cannot be detected within the ac- 
curacy of the experiments. The phases between the wave and the heave 
force are not shown in the figures but,  in general,  for low frequencies 
the heave force is almost in-phase with tne wave (maximum upward in 
way of a wave crest) while at hifjh frequencies the force is nearly 180° 
out-of-phase with the wave. It may be noted that the agreement of test 
results with the complete predictive theory is quite good for this case. 
A comparison for a fuller float, which had been tested by Mercier [64] 
on a previous project, is shown in P igure 38, A computation procedure 
applied by Ochi, [65] based on two-dimensional strip theory is also 
shown. It is seen that the calculations are not as satisfactory for this 
rather fat float. 

Tests with the attenuators attached to the upper part of the float 
through the hinge indicate that the vertical forces due to waves are not 
affected by the hinge, within the limits of experimental accuracy. 

The side forces measured in waves are exhibited in P igure 39 
for the full float of P igures 3Cd and 3Ge. Again, no influence of the 
rounded bottom is discernible. The phase of the force is approximately 
90°    with respect to the wave, indicating that the force is predominant- 
ly due to pressure gradient and inertia forces. The influence of wave 
amplitude on the forces and on the phase of the forces relative to the 
wave has been found to be small for the range of wave amplitudes used 
in the tests (corresponding to   1.1-ft   to   10.0-ft, full size). 

Side force due to waves for the slender float of P'igure 36c is 
presented as a function of wave frequency in P igure 40. This infor- 
mation is presented in P igure 41 for the rigid and flexible cylindrical 
models of P igures SGa.b. H^sults for all models with the hinge in 
place are given in P igure 42 and the corresponding angular pitching 
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motions are piven in 1' igure 43. The side forces are seen to be remark- 
ably lower than the results without the hinpe. The amount of angular 
motion, which is greatest lor low frequencies of course, is about   3° 
per foot of wave elevation for a frequency of  0.07 Hertz. The resi- 
lient model exhibits a resonance-like behavior at a frequency of about 
0.12 Hertz, somewhat higher than the calculated value of   0.11 hertz, 
as evidenced in both side force and pitch motions. This relatively 
modest amplification of response occurs at a frequency at which signif- 
icant wave energy exists and is consequently considered disadvantage- 
ous. 

A variety of otl.tu    .ats also were carried out,  using several of 
these floats models and with various damping plates fitted.  Besides 
wave tests, forced heave and surge oscillation tests were carried out. 
Results of these tests have not yet been analyzed in detail but are stor- 
ed on magnetic tape for future processing. 

INTERACTION EFFECT TESTS 

Preliminary Wave Tests 

Although in previous experience with floating platforms such 
as for drill rigs, hydrodynamic interaction between adjacent floats 
was found to be negligible, the large numbers of floats planned for the 
floating Expandable Base are so closely packed in relation to their 
size that it was considered vital to investigate the interaction between 
floats at an early stage of this program. 

Wave-induced forces were measured on individual floats in an 
array consisting of five rows of five floats each. The force-measuring 
balance could be moved so that forces on any one of the floats could be 
measured, as desired. The spacing of the floats was either three 
times the water-plane diameter or five times. Two sets of floats, 
shown in figures 3Gc and 3Gd, having different proportions and drafts, 
were tested with and without damping plates. 

Certain general findings of the tests can be given : the side 
forces and pitching momcits acting on the floats due to waves are prac- 
tically un-influenced by proximity ; the vertical wave-induced force is 
modified by an apparent increase in an added-mass type force com - 
ponent which is significant for higher frequencies and accounts for 
about a 30"!, increase above the isolated float results for the fatter of 
the two floats studied. Further, damping plates attached in way of the 
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fat lower parts of the floats may result in severe interaction influence 
on the drag-type force component but plates may be attached to the 
slender upper part of the float without important interaction. When the 
spacing of floats was five times the water-plane diameter, no measur- 
able interaction influence was observed. 

Some results for vertical (hea/e) force on the full float of fig- 
ure 36d, both in the middle of the 25 float array and isolated, are 
exhibited in 1' igure 3 7, which shows the increase in force at high fre- 
quency. The introduction of a ten-foot diameter damping plate at the 
junction of the conical transition piece and the upper float produced 
only a minor increase in lilt force at high frequency. Rather similar 
results were obtained with the deeper, more slender float of I ig. 36c; 
but when damping plates having 13.5-ft diameter were fitted to the 
lower end of the floats, the wave forces were dramatically increased, 
evidently because of a drag-type component in phase with the vertical 
wave velocity. The forces on the interior float elements of the array 
were found to be virtually the same as one another while the floats in 
the forward row (near the wave generator) and in the aft row were 
close to the results for isolated floats. 

Horizontal forces measured on the full float of I- igure 36d, 
isolated and in array, are shown in Pigure 39.  It is found (somewhat 
surprisingly) that little or no interaction occurs for this component of 
force and the floats in array experience essentially the same side force 
as the isolated floats. 

Large-Array Investigations 

A freely-floating model of a substantial segment of a Floating 
Expandable Base, having 35 rows of 6 iloats each like those of Pig.36d, 
with rows connected to each other by parallel motion li/ikages which 
are intended to permit freedom to heave while restraining against 
pitch motions, was tested in regular waves in Davidson Laboratory 
Tank No. 3,  which is 3ü0-ft long x 12-ft wide x 6-ft deep. 

A particular,  unexpected result of this model test program 
with the 35 by 6 array of floats (which have a nominal scale ratio of 
1/57.6) was a "tail-wagging" phenomena where the heave motions in- 
creased from front to rear of model. This is an especially significant 
feature of the performance of arrays of large numbers of such floats. 
A variety of experiments have been carried out in order to study cer- 
tain aspects of the hydrodynamic interaction observed in the motions 
response tests of the 35 by 6 array of floats. These include wave force 
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measurements on individual element rows of this large array to de- 
termine if the variation of wave force, with the model held fixed, is 
sufficient to produce the motions obtained in the previous test. 

Possible scale effects were investigated briefly because of the 
possibility of viscous wake interaction due to vortex shedding, separat- 
ed flow, etc., being dependent on Reynolds number. Since large scale 
model investigations are liable to be quite expensive, smaller scale 
tests were undertaken. Although it is not at all clear in what way the 
interaction effect in this unsteady flow situation depends on Reynolds 
number (this dependence can only be established by extensive ex- 
perimentation),  it has been found that for many flow situations a mo- 
dest reduction in size, or Reynolds number, can have as much effect 
as a substantial increase in size. A model approximately one-third of 
the size of the 1/57.6-scale model, resulting in about one-fith of the 
Reynolds number,  was employed. 

Review of the wave-induced force measurements with the 
1/57.6-scale model indicated that the variations in forces correspond 
reasonably with the variations in motions over the forward and middle 
part of the island but do not exhibit a continuous increase toward the 
trailing edge, which was felt to be called lor to explain the tail-wagg- 
ing. Since a suitable explanation in terms of elastic interaction is not 
presently available, it was decided to re-test the articulated   6x35 
array in the  TS'xTS'x^S'  deep wave test tank (No. 2) in order to as- 
sure freedom from tank side wall influences. 

An approach to an analytical description of the deck motion, 
taking deck elasticity into account, is discussed but an explanation of 
the tail-wagging does not appear to follow from this analysis. 

Plans for a comprehensive test program to determine the ef- 
fects of variations in parameters such as float spacing and shape, 
wave frequency and height, deck rigidity and number of floats on the 
motions of the platform are described. 

Mode 

Articulated Model 

A preliminary design for float-attenuator shape was developed 
on the basis of a simplified hydrodynamic analysis and a particular 
limiting vertical motion criterion. The selected float had a relatively 
shallow draft and large diameter near the lower end. No interaction 
effect was anticipated in selecting the float shape. A scale ratio of 
1/57.6  was selected ; the full-size float has 6-ft diameter at the water- 
line while tJie model was fabricated witli   1 1/4-in O.D, plastic tubing. 
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The 210 float elements were made oi plexiglas tube and sheet accord- 
ing to the sketch shown in Figure 44. Solvent-bonding was used to as- 
semble the parts in a watertight fashion. 

The float elements were connected ii. sets of 6 to an aluminum 
c' -nnel. The channel was lightened considerably by drilling holes and 
the tubes were ballasted with brass weights and lead shot so that a row 
floated at the correct draft and roll angle, with a small positive roll 
stability. This was checked by floating the sets in a fish tank while 
lightly restraining them against pitching (the rows are very unstable 
in pitch). 

The rows are connected to each other by linkages consisting of 
3-3/4" x 1/2" x 0.050"  aluminum strips with  1/8" diameter reamed 
holes spaced 3-1/4"  center-to-center. The linages roll on 0.1245 
diameter x   1/8" long shoulder screws which are secured to light posts 
at the ends of the rows of floats.  The vertical spacing of the linkages 
is 4 inches. The float are arranged in an equilateral triangular fashion, 
as indicated in the sketch of Figure 45. 

Although roll stabil;i\ of the articulated model is present be- 
cause each row is suitably ballasted, the pitch behavior is unstable 
because each row is unstable and the 4-bar-linkage connections provide 
no restraint unless one row is held so that it can move only vertically. 
The center row (number 18) was restrained by a vertical tube which 
slides in a pair of linear-motion ball bearings, as indicated in the 
sketch of Figure 46. 

The linear motion bearing is secured to a light weight (approxi- 
mately 3 lbs) carriage which rides on low-friciion wheels on a mono- 
rail about 12 inches avove the water, permitting effective freedom of 
surge. 

The vertical motions of five locations along the lenght of the 
model, at rows   1,9, 18,27 and 35,  were measured by systems consist- 
ing of a long (approximately 8 ft) vertical string between the measure- 
ment point on the model »nd quadrant connected to the shaft of a rotary 
variable differential transformer (KVDT). These RVDT's have very 
low friction ball bearings and the quadraiits are very slightly counter- 
balanced to assure that the strinjr remains in tension. 

notions tests were carried out in November 1971 in Davidson 
Laboratory Tank No.  3, which is 3ÜO-ft long,  12-ft wide and 6-ft deep. 

Additional tests were carried out in June 1972 in ÜL Tank No. 2, 
which is 75-ft long,  75-ft wide and 4.5-ft deep, to check whether tank 
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sidewall influences were appreciable. These tests were undertaken 
after measurements of wave-induced forces were carried out with the 
same floats, secured to a different mechanism, so the floats and ar
ticulating linkages were completely disconnected and reassembled be
tween t lle two se s of tests in the two tanks. 

Wave elevation measurements were made at three locations 
duri 1ag these tests : a) at a location about 10-ft forward of the "bow" 
of the platform model and about 1-ft abeam of the model centerline 
(the bow of the model was situated 35 feet from the wavemaker; b) at 
a location about 1-ft abeam of the side of the model at its midlength 
and, c) at a location about 10-ft aft of the model's stern and a~ut 
1-ft abeam of the model's centerline. Wave measurements were made 
without the model in the test tank for all wavemaker settings used for 
the test program so that reference measurements without possible re
flection effects would be available. 

Spring lines were conne(·ted to the bow and stern to restrain 
t he model a gainst yawing or excessive drifting. The bow line was 
connected, through two ordinary rubber bands in series, between the 
deck of the model and a fixed point at the same elevation about 10-ft 
forward of the bow. The stern line was connected at the deck and over 
a pulley about 10-ft aft of the stern, to a 0.10-lb weight. The light 
tensions in these lines are considered to exert very little influence on 
the motions of the model. 

Wave-Induced Forces 

Large .1\lodel 

Jn order to study the effect of Interaction on wave-induced 
forces to correlate with motions measurements of the articulated mo
del, the same floats used in the motions tests were adapted for use in 
a restrained model ri g. 

The sets of six floats were d iscormected from the transverse 
channels solvent bonded to l-inch square times 30-inch wide plexi
glas bars. The bars were secured to a pair of 2" x 4" x 12' aluminum 
strongbacks which were. in turn, connected to the bridge spanning the 
75-U~o·f.-DL Tank No;2: The- spatrng·ana sfaggerea·array or"the . 
floats is the could be measured for any desired row of floats. 

Wave elevations were measure<! at three locations : a) 10-ft 
forwar<! of the row of floats nearest the wavemaker and about 1-ft 
abea m of the model c~nterline (the first row was situated 35 feet fro m 
the wave maker for the small moael tests also), b) at a location 14--ln 
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from the model centerline directly abeam of the row of floats in which 
measurements were being made, and   d) at a location 4-ft aft of the 
last row of floats and about 1-ft abeam of the model centerline. Again, 
wave tests were done at wavemaker settings for which wave measure- 
ments with the model present were available. 

Results 

Motion Tests 

Articulated model motions tests were carried out with regular 
waves in the 75-ft wide Tank No. 2 to compare with results previously 
obtained in the 12-ft wide Tank No. 3. Presumably if any effects of 
tank wall interference were present for the first series of tests, they 
will not be present in the tests in the wide tank. 

Results in the form of heave amplitude divided by wave ampli- 
tude,   Z/f (in/in) for Row lb are given in ]• igure 47 as a function of 
model-scale frequency. The repeat test results of Tank 2 are given 
with different plotting symbols to distinguish them from the previous 
Tank 3 results. The differences between the results are not great and 
similar agreement exists for measurements for Rows 1,9,27 and 35. 
The results have been cross-faired by means of "carpet-plotting" and 
the smoothed curves are presented '.n the composite Figure 48 which 
shows the substantial tail-wagging. 

I orce Tests 

Large Model 

]■ orce measurements results, in the form of oscillatory heave 
force amplitude divided by wave amplitude,    Z/f (lb/in), for Row 17, 
are given same as for the articulated motions model. 

One row of Ifoats is not connected to the strongbacko but is 
coupled ot a force balance system for measurine vertical and horizontal 
wave forces. This row may be located in any desired position,  while 
the "fixed" rows are also relocatable so that the forces acting on any 
one of the 35 rows of floats can be measured. 

Wave elevation measurements were made at several locations 
durinc these tests : a) at a location 10-ft forward of the row of floats 
nearest the wavemaker and about 1-ft abeam of the model centerline 
(this first row was situated 35 leet from the wavemaker) ; b) at a lo- 
cation 27-in from the model centerline directly abeam of the row of 
floats on which measurements were beine made ; and c) at a location 
4-ft aft of the last row of floats and about 1-ft abeam of the model 
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centerline. As ior the iiiütions tests, wave measurements were made 
without the float models present lor all wavemaker settings used for 
the test program. 

Small Model 

In order to study the effect of model size on hydrodynamic 
forces, an array of S'j rows of 6 each of smaller scale models was 
constructed. Ti'e scale ratio relative to the larger model was 7/20, 
corresponding to tiie ratios of the diameters of the surface piercing 
tubes,  7/16:5/4. The shape of the floats, similar to that of the large 
models,  was produced by thin-wallod wax castings. The damping col- 
lars at the top of the conical part of the float are stiff mylar film glued 
to the tube. 

The floats were attached in rows to 30-in wide bars (except for 
the row used for measuring forces) which were, in turn, attached to a 
pair of 2"x ^'xS'   aluminum strongbacks which were connected to the 
bridge in the same way as for the large model tests. The spacing ratio 
and staggered array are the same as for the large model. 

The measurement row of floats was connected to a force ba- 
lance system for measuring vertical and horizontal wave forces. This 
row of floats could be moved, as in the tests with the larger model, so 
that forces in Figure 49 as a function of frequency. Surge force results 
are given in I igure 50. 

Cross-faired results in the form of carpet plots are given in 
P igures 51 for heave and 52 for surge force. 

It is interesting to note that the heave force shown in 1- igure 51 
does not increase dramatically at the stern as does the heave motion, 
as shown in ]■ igure 48. 

Small Models 

The force measurements data obtained in the tests in the large 
tank are presented in the corresponding figures for the large models. 
Results have been expanded by ] roude's Law so that small model data 
are expressed in large-model-equivalent lorces and frequencies. Dif- 
ferent plotting symbols are used to Histinguish small model results 
fron1 large model results. A composite carpet plot of the heave force 
is given in I igure 53 for these small model results which are some- 
what different from the large model results. 
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Discussion of Imeraction Test Results 

Comparison of Articulated Model Tests 

The results, examples of which are given in Figure 47, de- 
monstrate that tests with this model are repeatable. Although the 
"scatter" of the data points even within a given test program (Tank 3 
or Tank 2) is rather large, there is sufficient consistency between the 
tests to say with confidence that the measured motions - in particular 
the unexpected "tail wagging" - are characteristic of this articulated 
model (and its associated apparatus, viz., pitch-restraining heave 
most at Row 18 and low-ten'iion spring lines at bow and stern). Tiie 
motions recorded in the tests in Tank 3 were not importantly influenc- 
ed by tank sidewall effects. 

The carpet plot of ]• inure 48 exhibits the dependency of the deck 
motions on position along the length of the model and frequency. The 
tail-wagging phenomena are shown clearly for all gigher frequencies. 
The frequency range covered here corresponds to full-scale fre- 
quencies for which significant wave energy exists for sea states with 
significant wave height   Hj/^g <15 feet. 

Correlation Between Heave lorce Measurements and Motions 

The heave force results obtained in the large model (an ex- 
ample of which :s shown :n Figure 49 and a carpet plot in 1-igure 51) 
show imponant interaction effects on the vertical wave-induced force. 
For instance, for   f - 1.2 Hz, the force in the middle of the model is 
42<7fo greater than that at the bow, while the force at the stern is 36% 
iiigher. It may also be shown that, for this frequency, the force at the 
bow is  ■-•0'Tn iiigher than those reported for the tests with the smaller 
(five rows of five) array except that the outside rows (front and back) 
are different from each other and different from isolated float results. 

The fore-and-aft asymmetry of the wave-induced heave force 
suggests that the interaction may be influenced by either free-surface- 
type frequency de|3endent effects or,  perhaps,  some viscous wake ef- 
fects. If the interaction were purely potential in character and unaffect- 
ed by wave diffraction effects (as is expected for slender bodies in re- 
latively long waves), a linearized representation of tiie interaction ef- 
fect on the vertical force due to waves on the  j     float due to the pre- 
sence of the other floats might be expressed,  formalistically at least, 
as 

'7' ,1.K 
V. k=I,K W., (x, -x. 

Jl<    k     .1 vvf' (47) 
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where 

and 

'■' 

J.o 

W. 
Jk 

tli 
float af is Die vertical force due to waves on the  j 

though it were isolated, 

expresses the interaction effect of the k      float on the 
vertical force due to waves on the  j     float. 

The interaction is expressed simply as a function of the distance be- 
tween the two floats, which would be valid under the assumptions stat- 
ed of negligible free surface and viscous wake effects. This repre- 
sentation indicates that the interaction effect should be symmetrical, 
fore-and-aft. It is not possible, at this time, to say whether the asym- 
metrical characteristic of the force is due to free-surface or viscous 
wake influence.  An investigation of the effect of wave diffraction ac- 
cording to a simplified slender body analysis is presently being plann- 
ed. 

Dynamic Motions Analysis 

The response of multi-degree-of-freedom dynamic systems to 
constant frequency exciting forces can, in general, be expressed as a 
sum of normal mode components (cf., Biggs   66   or Timoshenko   61 ), 
which can be expressed for a beam in the form 

where 

: (x, t)   ■=    2-i 

«st 

(DLF)     v, (x) 
n    n 

(48) 

th 
ip (x)    =   is the normalized model shape of the   n      mode of 
n 

o scillation of the structure 

-Ji Pl(x) vfolxldx 

27       2, ü)       In, UJ "l 
n   J       n 

x)dx 

p^x) 

in 

2 

distributed exciting force 

mass per unit length of beam 

2 th 
(natural frequency)     of   n     normal mode 

DU  s     ;   for simple harmonic exciting force with 
1-(U)/Cü ) frequency w , neglecting damping 

Murmal mode .shapes, i^   , may be characterized as symmetrical and 
asymmetrical about the midlength of the deck (beam). 
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A set of normal modes and natural Irequencien lor a particular 
assumed island structure and lloat-attenuator size have been calculat- 
ed by J.Rice of Goodyear Aerospace [()?] , The first eight elastic 
"free-end" modes of oscillation were found to have natural frequencies 
corresponding within 0.23°^   of the pure heave natural frequency '. 

While these results are applicable to the particular larpe is- 
land which Rice considered,  it seems probable that the articulated 
model,  with its essentially negligible elastic interconnections,  will 
also have normal modes whose frequencies correspond to the free 
heaving frequency of the float elements. Thus the dynamic load factors 
(DLF's) for all modes, symmetric and asymmetric,  will be essential- 
ly the same.  Then,  according to the definition of the amplitude func- 
tion, An t , the motion should correspond closely to a weighted sum 
of the distributed load.  A detailed evaluation of the response would 
require significant numerical work but,  intuitively,  it does not seem 
reasonable to expect the modest asymmetry of tiie wave induced heave 
force (Figure 51) to produce the pronounced asymmetry of the heave 
motion response (ligure 48). 

Surge lorce Interaction 

Results given in the carpet plot (Figure 52) indicated virtually 
no influence of position in the array on surge force due to waves at 
low frequencies,  but as much as 43^,   increase (monotonic with di- 
stance from the bow) at   f = 1.4 Hz. 

Scale Effects 

1- orce measurements shown in J- igures 49 and 50 include the 
small scale model results.   They are seen to be somewhat lower,  in 
general, than the larger model results, but the trends of tiie results 
are quite similar. Differences may be partly attributable to experi- 
mental error.   The magnitudes of the oscillatory forces being measur- 
ed on the small models are of the order of 0.001 lbs : such small 
measurements are not routinely executed in hydrodynamic laboratories 
such as Davidson Laboratory. The scale effect exhibited may be due 
to either viscous effect (Reynolds Number) or surface tension effects 
(Weber Number). 

Wave Measurements 

A few wave elevation measurements were made at locations 
within the array of the rigidly-held large models. The results show 
that the wave amplitudes are significantly higher (about ID to 20 per 
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cent) than in the absence of the model, probably because of the block- 
age of flow within the nest of obstacles. 

Plans lor Comprehensive Test Programs 

The results uf the exploratory tests have not yielded an explan- 
ation of the interaction effect, specifically the "tail-wagging" pheno- 
mena, associated with the articulated model motions tests. The force 
measurements reveal that a significant hydrodynamic interaction ef- 
fect exists which would be expected to importantly influence the heav- 
ing response even if the tail wagging behavior were not observed. Con- 
sequently,  it is necessary for design purposes to systematically in- 
vestigate the effect of hydrodynamic interaction on the heave motions 
response of resiliently connected arrays of floats. 

An experimental program to study the influence of float center- 
to-center spacing, expressed in terms of waterline diameter, float 
slenderness, deck rigidity, size of array, externally provided damp- 
ing, and yaw-restraining spring-line restraint, lias been developed and 
will be carried out during August 1972. 

Three sets of floats, having different spacing ratios (3 to 1, 
3.75 to 1 and 4.5 to 1) are being built. Each set will consist of seven- 
teen rows fo ten floats each. The ten floats in each row will, in this 
case, provide ample roll stability : these rows consist of sufficiently 
stiff, yet very light weight, T-sections connected to the cylindrical 
floatation tubes. 

The seventeen rows will be connected by two sets of plastic 
splines, one pair at each gunwale, which provide sufficient pitch res- 
traint for the otherwise unstable rows of floats, and which simulate a 
specified deck elastic beam-like behavior. The full-size deck stiffness 
is assumed to be equal to a plate   El   of 80 x 10°   lb-ft^   per ft of deck 
width, a value recommended by GAC engineers. This stiffness scales 
according to the 4th power of the scale ratio,  which is taken to be 1/^8, 
with   1 1/2-in diameter model floats corresponding to 6-ft diameter 
full-size (waterline diameter). For the middle-spacing set of floats, 
an additional simulated deck rigidity, twice as large as the nominal 
value,  will be tested by using plastic splines of the same thickness 
and spacing but each twice as wide. 

The float attenuators to be used are thin-walled wax castings 
with aluminum tubes at their upper ends. The shapes were selected so 
that their calculated heave responses, assuming no interaction effects, 
would be the same. The maximum diameters are  1.5  and  1.8 times 
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the waterline diameter, while the corresponding full-scale drafts are 
96 ft and  78ft,  respectively. 

Since the full-scale floats are expected to require a hinge to 
alleviate the bending loads due to wave action on the upper part of the 
float, it has been decided to simulate these hinges for the present 
comprehensive test program. The hypothesis that the attenuators will 
oscillate in harmony under the action of waves will consequently be 
tested at this early stage. The hinges are made of very flexible sill- 
cone rubber. 

The attenuators are to be ballasted so that when flooded with 
water, they have effectively neutral buoyancy and the center-of-gra- 
vity slightly below the center-of-volume so that a small positive pen- 
dular restoring moment exists. The attenuators and hinges can be in- 
terchanged from one row of floats to another. 

Tests in regular  waves to determine the heaving .'notions will 
be carried out with all possible combinations of floats and attenuators, 
plus the increased deck stiffness for the intermediate-.spacing floats 
with one of the sets of attenuators. 

An auxiliary investigation will be made of the motions of a 
smaller array of floats,  10 rows of 10 each, tu explore the effect of 
extent of the array on the interactions. 

Other auxiliary investigations will include a brief study of the 
effect of externally applied (not from appendages immersed in the test 
tank) viscous damping for a range of frequencies,  including as nearly 
as possible the heaving natural frequency. Some tests will also be 
carried out without the yaw restraining spring lines in place. 

Results will be compared with theuretical calculations and, it 
is expected, sets of interaction coefficients derived. 
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DISCUSSION 

The chief findings of these investigations may be given as : 

1. The vertical wave-induced forces on relatively slender, ver- 
tically-oriented, isolated floats can be evaluated with adequate ac- 
curacy according to available analytical procedures (Eq.34). 

2. The introduction of a hinge to permit lateral pendulum-like 
motions of the lower (attenuator) portion of the float produces a large 
reduction of the lateral wave-induced load. 

3. This hinge does not have an appreciable effect on the vertical 
wave-induced forces. 

4. Articulated Model Island tests indicate that an important inter- 
action effect on heave motion occurs. This may be due to hydrodyna- 
mic effects, or to some kind of elastic or connecting mechanism ef- 
fects. A simplified elastic normal mode analysis does not appear to 
indicate "classic:.!" linear elastic effects leading to the interesting 
"tail wagging" phenomena found in the tests. 

5. The vertical wave-induced forces acting on rigidly-fixed floats 
in an array like that of the articulated model island show an appreci- 
able effect of interaction,  i>rincipally on floats in the interior of the 
array. There is,  however, a small fore-and-aft asymmetry of this 
heave producing force,  with the stern row of floats experiencing slight- 
ly higher forces than the how but still less tiian the middle floats. It is 
felt that this asymmetry of the exciting force is not sufficient to pro- 
duce the substantial "tail wagging   of the motions tests. 

G. The longitudinal wave-induced forces acting on the rigidly-fixed 
array of floats show only a mridest effect of interaction, which is 
greater for nigh frequencies than for low. 

7. Scale effects on wave-induced forces acting on a large rigidly- 
fixed array of floats were investieated by testing a model whose size 
is much smaller tiian would ordinarily be selected for hydrodynamic 
testing. The forces measured on the small models were somewhat 
lower than those obtained with the larger model.    The trends of va- 
riations of forces with frequency are tiie same for both sizes of models. 
It is considered that models sizes ordinarily selected for platform 
motions tests are generally satisfactory and free of important scala 
effects except possibly for some viscous effect on damping forces for 
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well-rounded structii'-al elementö. This exception is not expected to 
be particularly unfavorable unless resonant behavior is of special in- 
terest. 
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A 

B 

E x 

Ex 

E* 
GM 

g 

Hl/3 
k 

ml 
No 

NOMENCLATURE 

FOR MOTIONS RESPONSE OF THREE AND FOUR FLOAT 
PLATFORMS 

coefficient in interim standard sea spectral formulation,Eq.(2) 

coefficient in interim standard sea spectral formulation,Eq. (2) 

variance for  xth   mode of response of platform to irregular 
wave excitations, Eq.(6) 

dimensionless response variance, (e.g., Eq.7) 

dimensionless response variance, Eq.(lO) 

metacentric height 

acceleration of gravity 

significant wave height 

impulse response function 

variance of wave spectrum 

first moment of wave spectrum about   w« 0   axis 

Jf 

number of occurrences of irregular response in given duration 
of time 

Prob     probability of computed value of response being exceeded in a 
given duration of time 

wave elevation spectral density 

Tj 2rrmo/m2   , or observed characteristic period of waves 

t time, sec   

t* dimensionless time,   tVg/v' 

x average apparent response (crest-to-trough) in  x     mode 

(X)2/3   average of one-third highest responses, or "significant" re- 
sponse 

(x),;10 average of one-tenth highest responses 

5c calculated extreme value of response in  x      mode, Eq.(9) 

z heave motion 

a dimensionless response (transfer function) for  x^ mode, 
Eq.(8a-f) 

V craft displaced volume 

f wave elevation 
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6 pitch motion 

X wave length 

ip roll motion 

u) frequency, rad/sec 

w dimensionless frequency «v^Z 

FOR PROBLEMS OF HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTION IN BEAM SEAS 

w waterplane area 

A+        complex radiated wave amplitude ratio 

(o+e) 
A+        diffracted wave amplitude ratio 

a incident wave amplitude 

B beam 

Cgg ,etc    added mass coefficient defined in Table 6 

C section contour 

F force or moment 

F'm',etc    wave-exciting force (moment) derived from the radiation 
of mode   m 

iß) fg   .etc       non-dimensional exciting force defined in Table 9 

G Green's function (source potential) 

g gravitational constant 

h wave elevation 

i hydrodynamic moment arm 

K mean wave force or constant defined in Eq.(14) 

M integer, moment or inertial mass 

m number of mode of motion or sectional mass 

m" two-dimensional added mass 

N integer or two- or three-dimensional damping coefficient 

0 origin of the coordinate system 

p hydrodynamic pressure 
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Q source intensity 

r field point 

S amplitude of displacement, surface or spacing 

S ,etc    surface at    y-*-oot etc. 
~ 00 

s length of contour, segment or spacing 

T draft of hull or period 

t time 

x.y, z    Cartesian coordinate system 

X,Y,Z components of forrj 

SUBSCRIPTS 

a indicating body  a 

b indicating body  b 

D indicating diffraction 

f indicating force 

H indicating heave or heaving force 

h indicating wave 

I indicating incident wave 

i V-l , or indicating the imaginary or hydrodynamic damping 
part 

j indicating   j*" segment 

k indicating  kth segment 

o indicating origin 

r indicating the real or the hydrodynamic inertial part or relative 
motion 

S indicating swaying 

il indicating rolling 

W indicating waterplane or waterline 

+ indicating y-* + oo 
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SUPERSCRIPTS 

e indicating even function 

o indicating odd function 

m indicating mode of motion 

GREEK LETTERS 

a slope of a segment 

ß suffix standing for  e,o  or   (e+o) 

y suffix standing for  m  for radiation and 0 for diffraction 

6 non-dimensional damping coefficient 

t phase angle 

ip velocity potential 

X wave length 

v wave number 

p water density 

nst 

w 

'HH 

'm 

'vp 

the y-coordinate of source distribution, swaying raotion or 
suffix denoting swaying 

the z-coordinate of source distribution,heaving motion or 
suffix denoting heaving 

circular frequency 

FOR SLENDER VERTICAL FLOATS AND LARGE ARRAYS 

frontal area of appendages, Eq. (43) 

model static deflection, Eq. (48) 

waterplane area 

added mass coefficient for heave 

damping moment coefficient, Eq.(43) 

vertical prismatic coefficient,  V/AT 

ratio of added mass of damping devices to added mass of at- 
tenuation, Eq. (36) 
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c/cc 

DLF 
r 

El 

F 

f 

M 

m 

m' 

mi 

ml 

R, 

c.a. R 

Rc 
S 

T 

W.k 

x 

Z 

z 

ze 

V 

f 

ratio of damping to critic»! damping coefficient 

dynamic load factor 

deck rigidity 

force 

frequency, cycles per second 

acceleration of gravity 

wave number   " w /g  =   2)r/X 

added mass coefficient for float-attenuator in heave, Eq.(35) 

length of attenuator 

moment 

total added mass in vertical direction 

element of added mass in vertical direction 

added mass of attenuator in vertical direction 

added mass of damping devices in vertical direction 

radius of attenuator 

radius to center of area of appendage, Eq.{43) 

radius of float waterplane 

sectional area of float body 

draft of float 

interaction effect   )f  k1"   float on vertical force due to waves 
on  jth   float of array, Eq.(47) 

horizontal coordinate, along deck 

vertical force 

vertical coordinate 

effective depth for evaluating wave acceleration for element of 
added mass,  Eq.(34) 

displaced volume 

wave elevation 

wave amplitude 

wave motion evaluated at depth corresponding to assumed 
damping source 
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e 

x 

x' 

p 

m 

angular coordinate, Eq.(43) 

wave length 

scale ratio, full-size length/model size length 

fluid mass density 

frequency, radians per second 

natural frequency 
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Table 2   :   Related series of float platforms characteristics of models 
with three-float (triangular) configuration 

GROUP D:    Head Seas, All   Floats Cqual 

Float Draft 
Float 01am 

Damp inq Plate Diam 
Float Diam 

Pitch M/v"1 

Computed   Measured 
Radius to Float I 

,1/3 
Tes 
Run 

k.O 1.6 0.366 0.271 3.16 O?^ 

k.O 1.14 0.366 0.271 3.16 091 

k.O 1.8 0.366 0.271 3.16 087 

k.O 1.6 1.098 (-1.0),v 3.55 075 

5.0 1.6 0.366 0.300 3.50 096 

3.0 1.6 0.366 0.716 2.76 083 

not measured 
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Table 3 Transfer functions for heave and pitch, Run No.002 
P'our-Float (cruciform) configuration head seas tests 

WAVE-HEAVE RESULTS 

Hull   Float   OianiA'ing Float  01am =  1.5 
Float  Draft/Diameter ■ 2.0 

Damping Plate Oiam/Float  Oiam ■  1.6 
Metacentric Height/v1/3   <= 0.201 

"VV 

0.0 

0.21*1* 
0.305 
0.366 
O.i.27 
o.m 
0.550 
0.611 
0.672 
0.733 
o.m 
0.855 
0.916 
0.977 

WAVE-PITCH RESULTS 

0.0 

0.'427 
0.1t88 
0.550 
0.611 
0.672 
0.733 
O^ 
0.855 
0.916 
0.977 
1.038 
1.099 
1.160 

Izl/iq 

1.000 

o'.ae? 
0.990 
i.on 
1.001 
1.015 
1.037 
1.051 
1.0^7 
0.992 
0.700 
0.378 
0.223 
0.120 

161/IS. 

1.000 

0.289 
0.273 
0.21.1 
0.206 
0.177 
0.11.7 
0.103 
0.065 
O.O^ 
0.029 
0.011 
0.026 
0.027 

i)  passage. 

Phase Coherency 
0 ... 

-2. 0.973I7E+00 
" • 0.98395E+OO 
U. 0,97982E+00 
7. 0.9867OE+O0 

12. 0.98358E+00 
18. 0.98095E+00 
26. 0.96360E+00 
38. 0.93955E+00 
56. 0.9O799E+OO 
83. 0.73I38E+OO 

119. 0.7I285E+OO 
136. o.jwste+oc 
156. 0.83387E+OO 

Phase Coherency 
90. — 

112. 0.1t93'»2E+OO 
117. 0.77833E+OO 
115. 0.8971 IE+00 
116. 0.93I36E+00 
120. 0.94658E+OO 
126. 0.952I8E+00 
135. 0.90537E+00 m. 0.8938'»E+00 
153. 0.882'»8E+O0 
165. 0.698O2E+OO 
251. 0.I6I3OE+OO 
315. 0.65O58E+OO 
320. 0.5883OE+OO 

motion lags the wave  trough 
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Table 4 Impulse response functions for heave and pitch. Run N.002 
Pour-float (cruciform) configuration head sea tests 

Hull  Float Dlam/Winq  Float Olam -  1,5 
Float  Draft/Oiameter " 2.0 

Damping Plate  Oiam/Float Olam ■ 1.6 
«etacentric Height/W1/B    • 0,201 

-25.72 
^.Ol 
-22.29 
-20.58 
•18.86 
-17.15 
-I5.43 
-13.72 
-12.00 
-10.29 
- 8.58 
- 6.86 
- 5.14 
- }M 
- 1.72 
- .00 

1.71 
3.'»3 
5.1'» 
6.86 
8.57 

10.29 
12.00 
13.72 
15.^J 
17.15 
18.86 
20.58 
22.29 
2'». 01 
25.72 

kz(t) 

0.0009 
0.0000 
-.0004 
-.0014 
-.0006 
0.0020 
0.0000 
-.0053 
-.0037 
0.0050 
0.0081 
-.0002 
-.0073 
0.0183 
0.1066 
0.2208 
0.2428 
0.1108 
-.0583 
-.0968 
-.0100 
0.0533 
0.0250 
-.0217 
-.0203 
0.0063 
0.0141 
0.0023 
-.0070 
-.0045 
0.0020 

-.0001 
-.0001 
0.0006 
-.0004 
-.000» 
0.0003 
0.0002 
0.0002 
-.0007 
0.0009 
-.0006 
0.0004 
0.0046 
-.0073 
-.0130 
-.0026 
0.0028 
0.0132 
0.0102 
-.0081 
-.0028 
0.0040 
-.0017 
0.0003 
0.0003 
-.0009 
0.0005 
-.0004 
0.0005 
-.0001 
-.0008 
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Analysea of Multiple-Floct-Supported Platforms in Waves 

TABLE 6   :   ADDED MASSES AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS 

Node 
ADDED 

COEFFI 
NASS 

CIENTS 
OANPING COEFFICIENTS 

FSf 
ss 

4? 

^2) 

(2) 

"SS 
'ss - i pm* 

'SH " i p^S" 

'SS " ^jTT 

'SH 

F(2) 
!üJ_ 

c(2) 

'SR " i pffr» SR "   ui' 

—TV 
HS        «C 

«e,   - 
^S 

ss    i cupm* 

N. SH 
SH " i wrf 

SR   ' i uipTiT1 

Fp) 

(3) 
r 

C.., - 
3« N, HS 

"S - i prn- 

fH, HH 
HH 'HH ipm* 

r(3) 

"•HR"  yf" Co.   - 
HR 

HR ~ i ptrr» 

HH 

'HR 

F(3) 
FH| 
< 

F(3) 

HS      i («(.ffT* 

.      _      NHH 

'RS       0)0 

RH       ufi 

'RR      <UC 

HH    i (upirr* 

6..« - 
'HR 

HR   i tupnr* 

* 
mRS-7T- 

"RS 

RH 

■RR 

. rH 

•W  " i PTTT» 

mi1 

^L 

C.u - 
'RH 

RH"ipiTTa 

W     i pffT« 

RS    i wptrr» 

NRH 
RH    i (upirr» 

.     _    WRR 
RR       i  (OPTTT* 
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Kirn and Meraier 

TABLE 7   :   THE HYDRODYNAMIC MOMENT ARMS 

MODE INERTIAL PART DAMPING PART 

2 

4sr 
= 4r 

4Hr
= TIr 

3 
4isr

= ^sr 

TIHr
=    Hr 

Hsi   si 

4 

£     - i (4, 
RSr     \ 

TABLE 8   :   MOMENT COEFFICIENT RELATIONSHIPS 

CSR   S   CSS 4sr 
+ CSH 4Hr 

*SR   '    5SS ^Si +  ^SH ^SHj 

CHR  =   CHS ^HS„+CHH 4lH_ 

'HR  r    SHS£HS:+  ÄHH^HH; 

CRR  =   CRS AlSr
+CRH ^RHr 

«        *    6       I      +  6      I 
RR RS   RS^       RH   RH, 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

TABLE 9   :   THE NON-DIMENSIONAL EXPRESSION OF THE WAVE- 
EXCITING FORCES AND MOMENTS 

Aß) 

Aß) 
H 

iß) 
R 

iß) 

pgaB 

H 
pgaB 

iß) 
F. R 
rga 

sway-exciting force 

heave-exciting force 

■jr=    i oil-exciting moment 

where 
B   =   beam of the body   (a   or   b ) 

(8   =   o  or   e  corresponding to the odd or even potential 

'I +   *D 
(o) or    4e)   +  ^

e) 

TABLE 10   :   THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PORCE COEFUCIENTS 
DUE TO MOTIONS P OR TWIN BODIES  a  AND   b 

f^a = -[CSH]b •t5SH]a = -L6SH]b 

fCSS]a " ^\ •^SSJa = L6SSJb 

^Wa = ^SRJb >   L4SR
Ja = ^SR]b 

^HS]a = -[CHS]b •^HSJa = ■L6HS]b 
[C    ]    = [c   1 .   [6    ]    = [6    1 1   HHJa LtHHJb '       HHJa L   HHJb 
LCHR]ac •^Wb •[6HR

]a = ■[6HR]b 
[C    1    = -[c    ],. ,   L6    ]    = -[6    I L  RH a RHJb RH a L   RHJb 

^sK - [CRSJb •^RSJa = [6RS]b 

^Ja = ^\ '  L6RRJa = [6RR]b 

[iSH^ = ■Wb •^H-X- ■^SHiJb 

fssrV ^ssrJb •^•SSiJa = ^SSi^b 

^HSrV [£HSr
]b •^HS,^ = ^HSiJb 

^HHr3a= -^HHr]b .UHH,^ = •^HHiJb 

t%lrV -^RHr
Jb .^RHi^a3 ■^RHA 

^«sr]a= ^RSr^b •^RSi]a = ^.RSiJb 

^0\' UH     Jb 't4\- -uH   Jb 
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TABLE 11 

Kim and Mercier 

THE RESULTANT HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES AND 
MOMENTS DUE TO MOTIONS FOR TWIN CYLINDERS 

css 
S *Ks\ 6ss = 2ta 

CSH 
= 0 

^SH 
= 0 

CSR 
= 2 fcsJ. 4SR 

2[JsA 
CHS 

= 0 ÖHS 
0 

CHH 
S 2 K*\ ÄHH 

2tWa 
CHR 

m 0 
«HR 

0 

CRS 
■ 

CSR *RS SR 

CRH 
= 0 aRH 

0 

CRR 
= 2 ^RA «RR 

2K*\ 

TABLE 12   :   THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE WAVE-EXCITING 
FORCES AND MOMENTS FOR TWIN BODIES  a AND   b 

^\ -rf(0,i L1S    Jb       ' rtX ■ -r(<e,i 

ax L 'H J b    ' ii'\ LH   Jb 

ti\ ■rf(0)]    . •■'R   Jb     ' i'it\ ■   -P(e)] 

vtX •vt\  ■ i£\ '    Ü"\ 
t*L0\ -^. ■ [<••]. - Ke)\ 
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Analyses of Muttip?e-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

TABLE 13   :   THE RESULTANT WAVE-EXCITING lORCES AND 
MOMENTS I OR TWIN CYLINDERS 

TABLE 14 VERTICAL ADDED MASS COEFFICIENT 

L /2R 
a'     a "i 
1.0 0.5 

1.5 ".458 

2.0 0.418 

2.51 0.392 

2.99 0.365 

3.99 0.327 

4.99 0.294 

TABLE 15   :   EFFECT OF MODEL SIZE ON ROLL DAMPING  MO 
MENTS FOR CYLINDERS WITH APPENDAGES. 

m 
values Eq. (43)) 

Cyl. 
Diameter 

Bilge 
Keels 

17 
- 

Sharp-Edged 
Pins 

Streamlined 
Fins 

6 in 16 4.2 

12 in 16 17 3.1 

24  in 15 Not Tested 2.9 
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Kim and Meroier 

n so 

CENTER Of GRAVITY 

MODEL  WEIGHT   -   20  LBS 

PITCH   GYRADIUS   = 16 50 IN 

ROLL  GTRADIU5      =14.12 IN 

Figure 1   :   Sketch of crudiform float platform model 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Haves 

CENTER OF GRAVITY 

PLEXIGLASS   DAMPING   PLATE 

MODEL  WEIGHT   s   20   LBS 

PITCH   GYRAOIUS   =16 68 IN 

ROLL  GYRAOIUS        9 0   IN 

Figure 2   ;   Sketch of triangular array float platform model 
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Kim and Meraier 
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Analyeea of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforme in Waves 

««VE -PITCH 

< 

WAVE-HEAVE 

0 4 06 0 8 10 12 

TREOUENCV   PARAMETER,(3-a/v7l/J/g 

Figure 4   :   Examples of transfer functions : amplitude, phase and 
coherency. Cruciform model in head seas. Run 002. 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Haves 
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Äim and Meraier 

06 08 10 

FREOUENCV  PÄRAMETeR.ita; Vv17^ 

0« 06 

Figure 7   :   Transfer functions (amplitude only) for heave of some 
cruciform float arrays in head seas Group A, hull float 
diameter/wing float diameter =1,5 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

WAVE-LtNOTH/»''". X/» .'/• 

50        20       IS 10        8 
JLJ L 

CM/»' 

20 0201 002   2 0 0.201 012   10 0.201 oia   2 0 »0.15 cos   20 OS22 006 
**" '~~ 2 S 

I 5 
0IS2 
0SS4 

047 
0 32 

Figure 8   :   Transfer functions (amplitude only) for pitch of some 
cruciform float arrays in head seas group A, hull float 
diameter/wing float diameter =1.5 
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Kim and Meraier 

I igure 9   :   Effect of damping plate size on spectral response of 
cruciform array of floats 
Hull float diam/wing float diam =1.5 (head seas) 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

0.16 

!■ igure 10   :   Effect of damping plate size on spectral response of 
cruciform array of floats 
Hull float diam/wing float diam = 1.25 (head seas) 
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Kim and Meraier 

0.16 i- 

'•8 ^^ 

„ElG^. I«.,»' 

1 igure 11   :   Effect of damping plate size on spectral response of 
triangular array of floats (head seas) 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

Figure 12   :   Effect of slenderness on heave spectral response of 
crudiform and triangular float arrays (head seas) 
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Kim and Meraier 

G*'7"*     06    ^ 

Hgure 13   :   Effect of metacentric height on spectral response of 
cruciform array of floats 
Hull float diam/wing float diam = 1.5 (head seas) 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platfome in Waves 

'HSr "HSI 'HSr 

i igure 14a   :   A typical system ol forces induced by heaving motion 

F igure 14b   :   A typical system of forces induced by swaying motion 
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Kim and Meraier 

RSr 

I igure 14c   :   A typical system of forces induced by rolling motion 

-..T-t i i  g^ 

P igure 14d   :   A typical system of forces induced by waves 
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Analyeee of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Uaves 

2S/B = 2 m    _ 

■I •— 

P igure 15   :   Heaving, swaying and rolling added mass and damping 
coefficients for cylinder   a 
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Kim and Meraier 

Figure 16   :   Heave-induced swaying, sway-induced heaving, and roll- 
induced heaving and swaying forces on cylinder  a 
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Analyaea of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforme in Wavea 
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fMSr.fRSr, WWV»r 
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1/8/2 

Figure 17   :   Hydrodynamic moment arms on cylinder  a 
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Xim and Meraier 
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2S/B = 2 

6^K9" 
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Sh 
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PigurelS   :   The sway-and heave-exciting forces on cylinder   a 
induced by even and odd waves 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

Pigure 19   :   The sway-exciting forces on cylinders   a.b   and  a+b 
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Kim and Meraier 

2S/B=2 

!■ igure 20   :   The heave-exciting forces on cylinders   a.b   and  a+b 
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Analyaee of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforme in Waves 

S—\ 2S/B=2 

SWArtysZ) 

DIFF WAVE()'=0+el 

Figure 21   :   The radiated and diffracted waves generated from the 
twin cylinders 
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Kim and Meraier 
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t*-y 

F igure 22a   :   Sway-exciting forces on the submerged twin circular 
cylinders 
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Analyses of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 

z 
1 

2S 

^--ÄJ 
7=1.14     f = '14    - = 1.64 

|FN    I 

Figure 22b  :   Heave-exciting forces on the submerged twin circular 
cylinders 
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Kim and Merater 

Figure 23a   :   The sway-exciting force on cylinders   a,b   and a+b 
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Pigure23b  :   Heave-exciting forces on cylinders   a,b   and   a+b 
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Figure 24a   :   Sway-exciting force on motora type twin floats 
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Analyaea of Multiple-Float-Supported Platforms in Waves 
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i igure 48   ;   Carpet plot of heave motion due to waves for articulated 
model 
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DISCUSSION 

Michel K. Ochi 
'iaval Ship Research and Development Center 

Betheeda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

My discussion is directed toward the evaluation of under- 
water float configuration which is one of the most difficult deci- 
sions to make for the design of a float-supported ocean platform. 

The authors have derived a significant conclusion that a 
slender float with displacement relatively uniformly distributed 
along its length appears to be superior in mild seas,  while a float 
with displacement concentrated near the bottom is preferable in 
relatively severe seas.  This writer concurs with this conclusion. It 
may be well,  however,  to call the authors' attention that this con- 
clusion is true from the view point of platform motions,  but the va- 
lidity of the conclusion should also be confirmed from the view point 
of wave-induced forces and moments of the platform. 

To clarify the point of discussion,  let us consider the follow- 
ing example : suppose a platform of proper bire is floating without 
any restrictions,   the minimumization of motions is of utmost im- 
portance. Suppose the platform is moored,   on the other hand,   a float 
configuration which yields the minimum wave-induced forces and 
moments of platform is highly desirable.  The same way be true for 
a platform of relatively large size consisting of several element plat- 
forms which have been connected into a single unit.  This is because 
the minimumization of the hydrodynamic force» and moments is ne- 
cessary for safe connection of each element platform. 

Selection of the best float configuration from the view point of 
motions rnay be rather difficult ; however,   the best configuration 
from the view point of wave-induced forces can be achieved by adjust- 
ing the waterplane area of floats,  since the wave-induced force on a 
floating body can be reduced to almost zero at a certain frequency if 
the underwater configuration is properly selected.   This property 
was discussed by Motora and Koyama at the 6th Symposium in 1966 
and is also demonstrated in the authors'study. 
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In short,  this write >.KI like to suggest that the evaluation 
of float configuration shouts L>e made from two different view points ; 
i.e. motions and wave-iiv'uced forces and moments of the platform. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

John A.  Mercier 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

Doctor Ochi is,  of course,   right.  The proper design charac- 
teristics must depend on the design problem and in the case of study- 
ing structural characteristics and the behaviour of rigidly connected 
floats one must be able to calculate the forces and minimize them, 
rather than the motions responsible,   which I studied at that time. 

I found that our situation in regard to calculating the vertical 
forces on such floats was pretty satisfactory so long as the interaction 
effects could be safely ignored,  that is,  so long as the floats were 
sufficiently spaced - and I hope to be able to say what I mean by 
"sufficiently" at some time in the near future. I know that if they are 
too closely spaced we cannot calculate them satisfactorily. 

The horizontal force,  on the other hand,   is more complicated, 
as Weigel has just reported,  and we must await further results for 
this case.  In fact,   the calculations may be influenced by the presence 
of ambient currents and other complicating factors. 
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SOME ASPECTS 
OF VERY LARGE OFFSHORE STRUCTURES 

G.  van Oortmerssen 
Netherlands Ship Model Basin 

Wageningen, Netherlande 

ABSTR-ACT 

Due to the fast development of the offshore industry, 
there is a rapidly increasing demand for very large 
unconventional offshore structures, both floating and 
fixed to the bottom, to be applied for storage and pro- 
duction purposes. The general hydrodynamic aspects 
of these big objects will be summarizedin this paper. 
In the case of floating structures, the drift force is 
relatively important and consequently resonance phe- 
nomena can occur in the anchor lines. Therefore, in 
rather shallow water a structure fixed to the bottom 
will be preferred in many cases. 

From calculations and model experiments it appeared 
that the wave loading on a large object and the wave 
patternaroundit can be calculated with great accura- 
cy with a diffraction theory. 

As an example a cylindrical storage tank - 96 m in 
diameter, fixed to the bottom in 50 m deep water and 
extending above the water surface - will be discussed. 

This example is hardly hypothetical, since structures 
with comparable dimensions are in the design stage 
or under construction at present. The wave pressure 
on the tank and the wave diffraction as calculated with 
the potential theory are compared with measurements. 
The agreement is very good. 

From   the   wave   pattern   around   the   tank   it    was 
found, that it can be advantageous to moor a  tan- . 
ker immediately to the tank.  Model tests were con- 
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ducted with a tanker moored behind the tank in ir- 
regular seas, while the tanker motions and the for- 
ce in the bowhawser were measured. 
The results of these tests will be compared with 
the results of tests conducted with existing mooring 
systems, 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The increasing importance of remote offshore oil fields has 
created a need fur very large unconventional structures for production 
and storage of oil or liquid natural gas.  Some very large structures 
are now in use,  as for instance the floating oil storage 'Pazargad' and 
the submerged tank in Dubai,  while others are under construction,  as 
for example the large concrete tank for the Ekofisk field in the North 
Sea.  Besides structures for exploitation and storage of minerals, the 
use of very large offshore structures is considered for a variety of 
future purposes.   Plans exist to build polluting or dangerous plants on 
artificial islands,  far from the living areas,  to prevent a deterioration 
of the environmental conditions in densely populated industrial coun- 
tries.   Fear for calamities and a need of plenty of cooling water was 
the reason to study the possibility to build offshore nuclear power 
plants, and there is even talk of constructing a floating intercontinen- 
tal air   Tt, 

With regard to the design and construction of a large uncon- 
ventional offshore structure,  a lot of problems arise.   The structure 
has to be strong enough to survive the severest weather conditions. 
In the case of floating structures, it is a problem to design a proper 
anchor system.   When the str  :ture is fixed,  the entire construction 
has to be stable.  In most cases,  such artificial islands require trans- 
shipment of goods from ships to island or vice versa.  Consequently, 
attention has to be paid to the mooring of ships to the island. If a cons- 
truction on the sea bottom is considered,  its behaviour during immer- 
sion has to be studied carefully. 

In order to be able to cope with future developments,  a re- 
search program has been performed at the Netherlands Ship Model 
Basin.  A computer program has been developed for the calculation of 
wave loads on objects of arbitrary shape, using a three-dimensional 
source technique,  while the effects of the free surface and of finite 
water depth were taken into account.  With this program it is also pos- 
sible to calculate the wave pattern around the structure.  Subsequently 
model experiments were carried out to check the theoretical results. 
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Also the mooring of a tanker to a large circular storage tank was in- 
vestigated by means of model tests. 

In this paper the following topics will be discussed successively 
- the calculation of wave loads and wave diffraction, with a compari- 
son of theoretical and experimental results; 
- anchoring of floating structures; 
- mooring of a ship to an artificial island. 

The object is not to give practical solutions, but to scan the 
problems and possibilities which occur in the field of hydrodynamics. 

II.    WAVE-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 

We shall consider the following aspects of the interaction bet- 
ween waves and a structure : 
- the pressure distribution on the surface of the body,  which has to be 
known for the structural design; 
- the total wave excited forces and moments, which are important 
for the design of an anchor system in the case of a floating structure, 
or,  if the body is fixed, for the stability of the structure : the ampli- 
tude of the vertical force,   for instance,  must be smaller than the ap- 
parent weight of the structure in the case of a submerged structure 
fixed to the bottom; 
- the wave diffraction : if ships are to moor to the structure,  it is 
important to know in which way the incident waves are deformed by the 
presence of the structure. 

The interaction between waves and a structure is governed by 
inertial, gravitational and viscous effects.  The relative importance 
of each of these effects depends on the ratios of the wave height and the 
wave length to the body dimensions.  In figure 1 the regions of influen- 
ce of the different effects are indicated for the case of a vertical cir- 
cular cylinder (See ref. [l]).   From this figure it appears,  that gravita- 
tional effects must be taken into account if ka is   larger than 0. 6, or in 
general,  if the wave length is smaller than approximately five times the 
body dimensions. This means that, for the structures with which we 
are dealing here, both the inertial and gravitational effects must be 
considered.  These phenomena can be described adequately by means 
of the potential theory; this theory, however, presupposes an inviscid 
fluid. Fortunately,  it can be stated that for large structures the poten- 
tial forces are predominant to such a degree, that the viscous effects 
can be neglected. 
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II. 1   Potential theory approach 

Consider a fluidj  bounded by a partially or totally submerged 
rigid body,  a fixed bottonn and a free surface.  The undisturbed free 
surface will be taken as XOY-plane of the co-ordinate system,  with 
the z-axis pointing vertically upwards.   The fluid is assumed to be 
inviscid,  incompressible and irrotational.  All motions will be infinitely 
small. At infinity the fluid motion behaves as a single harmonic wave, 
travelling in the positive direction of the x-axis.  If the undisturbed w^- 
ve has a frequency U,   the velocity potential may be written as 

0 = Re 

The function (p  has to satisfy the Laplace equation : 

2 

and the boundary conditions 

0 

at the bottom 0 

in the free surface   -r—=    ^ r 

at the body contour  c—'-« 0 
0 n 

for z = -d 

for z = 0 

for x - s 

in which 
d 

g 

n 

= water depth 
'- CJ2/g 
= the acceleration of gravity 
= vector which describes the body contour 
= vector normal to the contour 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The function   ^P  can be split into two components : 

P = v ^ 
in which 

ips 

(6) 

the wave function of the undisturbed incident waves 
the wave function of the scattering waves 

Both components have to satisfy the Laplace equation.   The 
function for the incident wave,  including the boundary conditions in the 
free surface and at the bottom, is given by 

p   g        cosh k (d + z) 
f. ikx 

U) cosh kd (7) 
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in which : 
«5 . = incident wave ampLcude 
k = wave number = 2   IT/^ 
A = wave length 

The relation between wave frequency and wave length is given by the 
dispersion equation : 

or kg   tanh   kd (8) 

The wave function tfs ,   corresponding to the motion of the scattered 
waves must,  besides the boundary condition in the free surface and 
at the bottom,  also satisfy the radiation condition.  This condition 
requires that,  at infinity,   Cpg      behaves as a radially outgoing pro- 
gressive wave and imposes a uniqueness which would otherwise not 
be present. 

In a system of local axes with cylindrical co-ordinates r,   0 
and z,  the radiation condition can be formulated as : 

lim r 
r—, o 

1/2 
( 4^-i^8) = o (9) 

in which 
/ 2       2    1/2 

r = (x   + y  ) 

0        = arctan (y/x) 

II.  2   Analytical solutions 

An analytical solution of the potential function can only be 
given for certain bodies of which the geometry can be described by 
means of a simple mathematical formula,   such as the cylinder,  the 
sphere and the ellipsoid.   Havelock   [2 J   for instance,  has given the 
solution for an infinitely long vertical cylinder of circular section. 
This solution has been adapted for a cylinder fixed to the bottom in 
shallow water by Mac Camy and Fuchs |^3j   and Flokstra     ^4 j    . 
According to Flokstra,  the analytical solution of the potential in cy- 
lindrical co-ordinates is - for this particular case - given by : 

<$> (r,e,z,t) = 
Ifa^ 

u)   cr-h kd 
cosh k (z+d) e ■iu)t 

^-A     €     C      (i)        cos n 9 
n=0       n      n 

(10) 
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in which : 

n 

J n (kr) Y 
n, r(ka) ■ J 

n. r 
(ka) Yn (kr) 

J r (ka) + i Y 
n r(ka) 

= 1 for i i = 0 

r 2 for i WO 

For the case that the cylinder does not extend to the bottom, 
Garret   [ 5 J  has derived an analytical solution, using variational 
principles. 

II.  3   Numerical solutions 

For the body of arbitrary shape,  the velocity potential can be 
found from numerical methods. At the Netherlands Ship Model Basin 
a computer program has been developed for the numerical calculation 
of the velocity potential, using a source distribution over a surface 
inside the body. Accciding to Lamb   [6]   the potential function can 
be found from : 

^     (* )   =//    q(a)   %   (x.a)   dA (H) 

in which : 
y (x.a) 

q(a) 

= the Green's function for a source,   singular in a, 
= vector which describes the surface A,  on which the 

sources are located. 
= the unknown source strength. 

The Green's function represents the contribution to the velo- 
city potential in x due to a unit wave source located in a, A Green's 
function which satisfies the boundary conditions in the free surface, 
at the bottom and the radiation condition,  has been given by John [?]   : 

k2 - v2 r i 
y(x,a) = Zir-rr = cosh k (c+d) coshk(z-fd)   Y    (kr.) - ij    (kr.) 

k2d-02d+V L    o       j o       jj 

(12) 

«.  4 (kn
2 + \;2) 

...  +Y] = ■ .  cos k    (z+d) cos k    (c+d) K  (k   r ) 
*^   ji ^      , j ■)'     .) n n o   n   j Ti.l   dk       + d V    - V ^ 

n 

in which : 
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r. 
J 

y(x-a)2+   (y-b)2 

k   tan (k . d) +  \/    =0 

The source strength q(a) can be obtained after s  bstitution of (11) in 
the boundary condition at the body surface : 

bn ~    ö n Ön 0 for   x = s (13) 

or 

-II q(a) . 7 (x. a) dA for   x = s (14) 

For a restricted number of discrete sources,  this integral 
equation changes into a set of linear equations in the unknown source 
strengths.  For an infinitely great number of sources,  the numerical 
solution approaches the exact solution.  It will be clear that the accu- 
racy obtained in the calculations depends on the number of sources 
applied and on the location of the sources. 

II. 4   Pressure, forces and wave diffraction 

Once the velocity potential is known,  the different aspects of 
the interaction between structure and waves can be calculated without 
much difficulty. According to Bernoulli's theorem, the pressure is 
given by : 

p.rW-P^P^lpl.M^^/Hll,2} (.5, 

The dynamic wave load on the structure is given by the linea- 
rized pressure : 

P = P|| (16) 

The total wave excited forces (and moments) can be found by 
integration of the pressure over the surface of the body.  The total 
force is composed of a periodic and a constant part.  The oscillating 
part of the wave force is found from the linearized pressure : 

F =Jj   p (x) . n .  dA (17) 

Similarly we find for the moment : 
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K=ff P W . / x   x   nl dA (18) 

The constant part of the wave force or drift force can  be found from : 

A 
Evaluation of this integral results in a constant term plus higher har- 
monic components,  which can be neglected. Although the constant for- 
ce is a second order effect, Havelock   [2]     has shown that this force 
may be determined, using a first order approximation for the veloci- 
ty potential. In general, the constant force is small in comparison 
with the oscillating wave force; for large structures,  however,  it may 
become of interest. 

The wave pattern due to the diffraction of waves by the object 
can also be found from Bernoulli's theorem.  In the free surface,  the 
linearized pressure has to be zero,  hence : 

P = - P g^ + P "ff    =0 

Consequently we find for the surface elevation : 

" ' g   |St/    z = 0 

II.   5   Comparison of theoretical and experimental results. 

(20) 

(21) 

Model tests were performed at the Netherlands Ship Model 
Basin in order to check the theoretical calculation of wave forces, 
pressure and wave diffraction. 

In figures 2 and 3 the oscillating horizontal and vertical wave 
forces on a circular cylinder,  as calculated with the computer program 
of the Netherlands Ship Model Basin,  using the three-dimensional 
source technique, are compared with experimental results.   The ex- 
perimental values, which are given in these figures, were obtained 
from cross-fairing of the results of a great number of measurements, 
which were performed with systematically varied cylinders.  Also 
given in these figures are the values according to the analytical solu- 
tion of Garret.  The results of the numerical calculations, which were 
obtained using only 42 sources to represent the cylinder,  closely ap- 
proximate the analytical results of Garret,  while there is also a good 
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results. 
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From the measurements of the total horizontal wave force 
on the cylinders,  the mean value which represents the constant resis- 
tance or drift force,  was also determined.  In figure 4 the results are 
given for a particular case,   together with the calculated values. 

In order to check a more extreme case,  calculations and 
measurements were performed for a pyramid-like structure,   of 
which the shape is given in figure 5.   Due to the sharp edges,  it is 
difficult to represent this object by means of a source distribution. 
The number of sources,  applied in the computer calculations,  amounts 
to 92. 

The results of the calculations and the measurements of the 
horizontal wave force on the structure are given in figure 6. Even in 
this case the agreement is reasonable. 

Some aspects of the interaction between structure and waves 
were studied in greater detail for a circular model,  which - at a sca- 
le ratio of 1  :  100 - can be regarded as the representation of a cylin- 
drical island,  for instance a storage tank,   96 m in diameter,  fixed 
to the bottom in 50 m deep water and extending to above the water 
surface.   The pressure distribution on this model was determined in 
regular waves with varying periods.   To this end the model was pro- 
vided with four very sensitive pressure gauges.   These gauges were 
placed on a vertical line at regular distances,  to obtain the distribu- 
tion of the pressure over the water depth.   The measurement of the 
variation of the pressure along the circumference of the cylinder was 
established by rotating the model.   In figures 7 and 8 the results are 
given for ka = 2 and ka = 3,  which for a scale ratio of 1 : 100,  corres- 
pond to wave periods uf 8 and 10 seconds.   In general,  the measured 
pressures closely approximate the calculated values.   The diffraction 
of the waves by the cylinder was calculated with the potential theory 
and also measured in the basin in a large number of points around 
the model.  Figure 9 shows the calculated wave pattern for ka = 1. 4. 
The lines in this figure connect the points with equal values of the ra- 
tio of resulting wave height to incident wave height.  In figures 10 and 
11 the results are given of the calculated and measured wave height 
behind and in front of the cylinder for ka = 4.  Again,  the experiments 
confirm the theoretical calculations. 

II.   6   Wave !oads in high,  irregular and breaking waves. 

Up till now only sinusoidal waves of low amplitude were 
taken into consideration.  However,   for the design of offshore struc- 
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tures,  the maximum wave condition is important; such a condition 
usually is an irregular sea-state,  consisting of high waves, among 
which sometimes even breaking waves will occur. 

High regular waves are not sinusoidal any longer, the distance 
of the crest to the still water level becomes greater than the distance of 
the trough to the still water level.  However, a steep regular wave can 
always be splitupintoanumber of harmonic components. From various 
experiments the experience was gained, that the forces and pressures in 
high waves can be found by summation of the forces and pressures, as cal- 
culated for the different components according to the potential theory for 
sinusoidal waves of low amplitude. 

In non-periodic waves,  as far as the linear phenomena are 
concerned,  force and pressure spectra can be calculated, departing 
from the wave energy spectrum and the force and pressure response 
functions.  In such a statistic approach,  no data can be obtained with 
regard to drift forces. Since the magnitude of the drift force is pro- 
portional to the square of the wave height and also dependent on the 
wave frequency, this force is no longer constant in irregular seas 
and is thus known as the slowly oscillating drift force which has a pe- 
riod of oscillation in the order of magnitude of ten times the mean 
wave period.  For an estimation of the drift force a deterministic ap- 
proach can be applied (see Hsu and Blenkarn   [Sj   and also Remery 
and Hermans     [9j ).  In this approach the point of departure is not 
the energy spectrum of the waves, but a record of the wave height 
to a base of time, which can be obtained either by field measurements, 
or by calculations,  in which case one of the possible realizations of 
a spectrum is generated by a computer. 

The wave record can be regarded as a sequence of separate 
wave crests and troughs,  each with its own period and amplitude.  For 
every part of the wave record the drift force can be calculated,   re- 
sulting in a record of the drift force to a base of time.   The drawback 
of this method is,  that no indication is obtained about the chance of 
exceeding a certain force.  The maximum force,   encountered in a 
certain wave train,  will differ from the maximum force in an other 
wave train with the same energy distribution. 

No theoretical approach is available for the determination 
of peak loads, which can occur in breaking waves. In   [lO]    Wiegel 
gives a review of experimental work performed on this topic.  Most 
of the investigations were related to the phenomena which occur when 
a wave breaks against a vertical barrier; a smaller part was concer- 
ned with cylinders in breaking waves. From the laboratory tests with 
vertical barriers it appeared, that when a breaking wave hits the 
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wall,  the chance that a peak load occurs is about two per cent.  Wave 
induced impact forces only occur,  when the wave breaks just at the 
wall,  while trapping a thin lense of air.  Apparently,   the energy of the 
impact is stored in the compression of the air cushion.  Therefore,  it 
is very unlikely that peak forces will occur if the surface of the object 
is curved.  In the case of large structures with flat or practically flat 
walls,   the possibility that peak loads occur due to breaking waves, 
must be taken into account.   The magnitude of the peak loads can only 
be found by means of experiments. 

III.    THE ANCHORING OF FLOATING STRUCTURES 

The anchoring of very large floating structures involves tre- 
mendous problems,   since the anchor system must be able to survive 
the severest weather conditions.  In high waves the drift force becomes 
very important and causes a high mean load in the anchor lines. Due 
to the non-linear characteristic of the anchor system - which is sche- 
matically shown in figure 12 - the spring constant increases conside- 
rably by this mean load and consequently the oscillating motion of the 
structure induces high oscillating forces in the anchor lines. 

Let us consider,  as an example,  a circular storage tank - 
120 m in diameter,  with a draft of 25 m and a displacement v/eight of 
approximately 290, 000 ton - which is anchored in a water depth of 
40 m.  It was calculated that,  in a design wave with a height of 20 m 
and a period of 1 9 seconds,  this structure is subjected to a drift force 
of 4, 730 ton and an oscillating force with an amplitude of 58, 900 ton. 
If it is assumed that the motion of the structure is a pure surge   mo- 
tion and that the damping can be neglected,  the motion can be descri- 
bed by : 

m x + ex = F v xa 
-icJt 

(22) 

in which : 
m 

xa 

= the virtual mass 
= the spring constant in x-direction of the anchor 

system 
= the amplitude of the oscillating wave excited force 

in x-direction 

Since   the relation between the force and excursion of the 
anchor system is non-linear,  this equation has no simple analytical 
solution. 

Due to the drift force,  the motion of the structure will be 
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an oscillating motion around a point which is situated in the steep part 
of the load-excursion curve,  as indicated in figure 12.   The relevant 
part of the curve may be regarded as linear with an inclination c. 
Consequently,  the resulting surge motion is given by the linear appro- 
ximation of equation (22) : 

-i CJt 
(23/ 

in which ; 
x the ampJitudc of the motion 

After substitution of (23) in (22),  we find that the amplitude 
of the surge motion will be : 

xa 

c - m    CJ 
1 v 

(24) 

The resulting maximum reaction force in the anchor system 
becomes 

Rx max. 
4, 730 + x (25) 

In figure  13 the maximum reaction force in x-direction is 
given to a base of the spring constant.   From this figure it becomes 
obvious that it will be very hard in this case to design a proper an- 
chor system.   Resonance will occux if : 

c = m    CJ 
v 

(26) 

and,   since most of the wave energy is related to wave frequencies 
between   U) = 0, 2 and   (Ö - 1.0,   values of c between 2, 400 and 60, 000 
ton/m should be avoided. 

A value of c higher than 60, 000 ton/m means an almost ri- 
gid connection to the sea bo'.tom,  which must be able to absorb a ho- 
rizontal force of over 60, 000 ton; this does not seem to be a practi- 
cal solution.   On the other hand,  if c is chosen to amount to less than 
2,400 ton/m,   the risk exists that in irregular seas the slowly varying 
drift force induces resonance phenomena. 

In reality the problem is much more complicated than was 
assumed in this simple calculation : besides the surge motion, also 
heave and pitch may be of importance,   and due to the high waves,   the 
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drift force and the characteristics of the anchor system, the motions 
wi 11 be non-linear. Therefore, model t es ts are indispensible to in
vestigate the anchoring of large structures. 

The above example has shown, however, that enormous pro
blems are involved with the c.nc.horing of very large structures with 
a small length to breadth ratio. Therefore, in rather shallow water, 
a structure fixed to the bottom, will be preferred in many cases. If 
a floating structure is requir · d - for instance becat:se there exists 
a risk of earthquakes - or if the structure has to be more or less 
mobile, it is desirable to choose a shape with a minimum drift force, 
as for example a ship-shaped structure moored to a single point moo
ring system or a semi-submersible structure . 

IV. MOORING OF A SHIP TO A LARGE STRUCTURE 

For the oil storage tanks which are now in use or unde r con
struction, a concept was s e lected by which the loading tanker is not 
moored immediately to the storage tank, but to a separate single 
buoy mooring system. 

If we consider th wav pa tte rn a round the cir ·ular tank, as 
given in figur e 9, regions whe r the waves are highe r, as well as 
regions whe re the waves are lower than the incid e:"l t wave!; , can b e 
observed. For other wave 1 n gths , the wave pattern cha nges , but th e 
re is always an area behind th e structure wher e the waves are lower 
tha n the incident waves. It can the r e fo re be expected, that the diffrac
tion of wave s by a large fixe d structure will be advantageous when a 
ship is moo r ed immediately behind it. 

In orde r to investigate th e behaviour of a tanke r, moored to 
a storage tank by m eans of a b owhawser , a model t e st program was 
performed at tne Netherlands Ship Model Basin with the cylindrical 
model - discuss e d already in a p r ev· ou s .·ec tion - and a mode l of a 
tanker with a displacement of approximately 100.000 ton. Th e main 
particulars of the tanke r ar e gi ' ~n in T a ble I, while fi gure 14 s h ows 
a small scale body plan. The w e ight dist ribution and stability charac
teristics of the tanker w e re reproduc ed to scale . The tanker was moo
red to the storage tank by means of a singl b owhawser, r cpr sen
ting a nylon mooring line with a breaking strength of ISO t on and a 
l ength of 50 m. The load-elongation characte ristic of this bowhaws e r 
is given in figure 15. 

The following tests w ere preformed : 
a- Measurement of the wave h e ight in regular a J l irregu lar seas 
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behind the ~tructure, at the position of the midship section of the 
tank~~: 

b- Measurement of the mooring line force and of the surge and heave 
motions of the bow of the tanker with the t&nker moored to the cylin
drical tank in irregular seas; 
c- Measurement of the mooring line force and of the motions of the 
bow of the tanker with the tanker moored to a fixed pile of •mall dia
meter, in the same sea-states aa testa b. These testa were perfor
med in order to determine the influence of the wave diffraction on the 
behaviour of the moored ship. 

The different teat arrangements are shown in figure 16. 

For the measurement of the wave height a wave transducer 
of the resistance type was used. The force in the bowhawaer was 
measured by means of a strain gauge transducer and the surge and 
heave motions of the tanker by means of a pantograph. 

The measurements in irregular aeaa lasted ZlO seconds or 
35 minutes for the full scale, which is regarded to be long enough to 
obt&in reliable statistic data. 

Besides the measurements, the wave diffraction at the posi
tion of the midship section of the tanker was also calculated with the 
potential theory. In figure 17 the calculated ratio of wave amplitude 
behind the cylinder to incident wave amplitude '!a/ fa is given to a 
base of the wave frequency W. together with some experimental va
lues. With the aid of this curve off a•/ :f a• the energy apectru.m 
behind the cylinder can be calculated for any incident wave spectrum. 

The spectral density S! of the incident waves is defined by : 

in which: 

ran 

sf ( w ) d w =-zl ~ z n an 
(Z7) 

= the amplitude of the n th component of ·r (t) with cir
cular frequency W • 

n 

Consequently, the spectral density pf the waves at the posi
tion of the midship section of the tanker can be found from : 

z [~a~ (W >] Z 
an ! an n 

(Z8) 
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or 
z 

St (Wn) = S.:f (Wn) f~: ( Wn)] (29) 

In figures 18, 19 and ZO the spectral densities of the sea-states applied 
during the tests, are given together with the predicted and measured 
spectral densities behind the cylinder. There is a good agreement. 

The tests with the moored tanker were performed in the spec
tra Z and 3, with significant wave heights of 3. 36 m and 5. ns m. The 
most important test results are stated in Table n. 

The most remarkable outcome of the experiments is the 
considerable reduction in the mooring line force, due to the presence 
of the cylindrical structure. The reduction in the force is relatively 
much higher than the reduction in the wave height. This can possibly 
be explained by the fact, that the drift force plays an important role 
in the behaviour of a moored ship, this drift force being proportional 
to the square of the wave height. 

U, for instance, we have a wave with frequency c..> = 0. 8, it 
follows from figure 17, that the wave heilht· is decreased by ZO per 
cent. at the position of the moored tanker, and consequently the drift 
force is decreased by 36 per cent. compared with the drift force in 
the undisturbed waves. 

In figure Zl the results of the present testa are compared 
with results obtained from the statistics of tests performed at the 
Netherlands Ship Model Basin with different single point mooring 
systems. For this comparison the following dimensionless coefficients 
were applied : .. ' 

Fl/3 
- for the mooring line force ---~7:--.::..... __ _ 

Z/3 -
fgV !. w 1/3 

and 

-for the wave frequency 

in which: 

V = the displacement volume 
L =the length between perpendiculars. 

pp 
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Duo to the non-linear characteristic of the bowhawser,   the significant 
force is not proportional to V ^3 and f-^ 73 ,  and therefore only results 
of tests with tankers of comparable size in comparable sea-states 
were selected. 

From Figure Z 1 it appears,   that the results obtained with the 
tanker moored to a fixed point represent approximately the lower 
limit of the results of conventional single point mooring systems. 
The forces occurring in the mooring line when the tanker is moored 
behind the cylindrical storage tank,   are much lower than those for 
all other considered systems. 

These model tests have shown that it is advantageous to moor 
a ship immediately behind a large fixed structure,   though it should 
be admitted that a rather simple case was considered,   since the 
additional effect of current or wind from a direction different from 
the wave direction was not investigated, 

V.    CONCLUSIONS 

1 - The wave loads on large structures due to non-breaking 
waves can be predicted fairly accurately by means of a three-dimen- 
sional source theory. 

2 - For the study of the anchoring of large structures or the 
mooring of ships to large structures,  an entirely theoretical approach 
is not feasible and consequently model experiments are required, 

3 - Very large floating structures anchored in exposed areas 
should preferably be either slender or semi-submersible; large 
structures with a small length to breadth ratio will require extreme- 
ly heavy anchoring equipment, 

4 - Mooring a ship on the lee-side of a fixed structure can be 
of advan:age.  If the ship is moored to the structure by a single bow- 
hawser,  the force in the latter will be smaller than the force which 
would occur in a conventional single point mooring system. 
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NOMENCLATURE : 

xa 

za 

a = cylinder radius 

c = spring constant of the anchor system 

d - water depth 

F - oscillating wave excited force 

F = drift force 
ex 

F = reaction force of the anchor system 
R 

= amplitude of the horizontal wave excited force 

= amplitude of the vertical wave excited force 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

h = draught 

J - Bessel function of the first kind of order n 
n 

J = derivative of J    with respect to r 
n, r n 

k = wave number 

K = rnodified Bessel function of the second kind of order n 
n 

L = lenght between perpendiculars 
PP 

M = oscillating wave excited moment 

p = pressure 

q = source strength 

Sp = spectral density of the waves 

Y = Weber's Bessel function of the second kind of order n 
n 

Y = derivative of Y    with respect to r 
n, r n r 

A = wave length 

<A> = circular frequency 

W = mean circular frequency in irregular waves 

p = fluid dens ty 

Y = Green's function 

0 = velocity potential 

" = wave function 
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f. 

fa* 

= wave function of the incident waves 

= wave function of the scattering waves 

=c02  /g 

= wave elevation 

= incident wave amplitude 

= local wave amplitude 

= wave height (crest to trough) 

= volume of displacement 

['] 

N 

b] 

b] 

b] 
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Table I 
Main particulars of the tanker 

Designation Symbol Unit 

Length between perpendiculars L 
PP 

m 249.38 

Breadth B m 37.41 

Draft (even keel) T m 13.85 

Volume of displacement V 3 
m 106,792 

Displacement weight in sea water A tons 109, 462 

Block coefficient CB - 0.826 

Midship section coefficient CM 
- 0.985 

Longitudinal radius of gyration kee m 58.61 

Transverse radius of gyration k<N) 
m 8. 98 

Centre of buoyancy before midship section f m 3.78 

Centre of gravity above keel GK m 10.09 

Metacentric height CM m 5.55 

Table II 
Results of the mooring tests 

Test arrangen ent B -  Tanker moored to the cylindrical tank 
Test arrangement C = Tinker moored to a fixed point 

Test 

Arrangement 

Wave spectrum Significant force 

in bowhawser 

Surge Heave 

al/3 
T in   sec. 

~a tf X 

B 

B 

5.05 

3.36 

9.98 

7.96 

28.0 

7.0 

-2.37 

-1.06 

-10.63 

-  3. 11 

- 6.39 

- 1. 99 

3.40 

1.06 

C 

C 

5.05 

3.36 

9. 98 

7. 96 

51.6 

8.3 

-7.23 

-0.92 

-13. 19 

-   3.2 1 

-10.04 

-  2.23 

3.85 

0.89 

The bowhawser force is given in metric tons 
The motions are given in metres 
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is. 
a 

GRAVITATIONAL 

EFFECTS  BECOME 

IMPORTANT 

Figure 1   Regions of influence of inertia, gravity and viscosi- 
ty for a vortical circular cylinder with radius a. 
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Figure 2   Oscillating horizontal wave fore*; on a circular cylinder 
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15 

Figure 3   Oscillating vertical wave force on a circular cylinder 
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Figure 4   Drift force on a circular cylinder 
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DIMENSIONS in millimetres 

D 900 

□ 300 

^ y////////// //w // // 7/ // // // 

Figure 5   Outline of the pyramid-shaped model 
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Figure 6   The oscillating horizontal wave force on a pyramid. 
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DIRECTION OF WAVE 
PROPAGATION 

Figure 9   Wave pattern around a circular cylinder, ka = 1.4 
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f ** M»> 

SPRING CONSTANT TOR OSCILLATION 

AROUND  MEAN VALUE   X    : 

Cx « ARCTAN  a 

EXCURSION   X 

Figure 12   Load-excursion characteristic of the anchor system 
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C   in   ton/m. 

Figure 13   Maximum horizontal reaction of the anchor 
system on a base of the spring constant for 
a design wave with wave height 20 meters, 
period 19 seconds. 
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LENGTH   BETWEEN   PERPENDICULARS        249.38 m 

BREADTH 
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DISPLACEMENT 

AR 

1 

37.41 m 

13.85 m. 

106.792 m.3 

P.P. 
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Figure 14   Body plan of the tanker 
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150 h 

BREAKING STRENGTH 150 tons 

100 h 

§ 

10 20 
ELONGATION in metre» 

30 

Figure 15   The load-elongation characteristic of the bowhawser. 
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TEST ARRANGEMENT B 

50m 

TEST ARRANGEMENT C 

Figure 16   The experimental set-up. 
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1,5 

05 

THEORETICAL LINE 

MEASURED IN REGULAR WAVES 

05 10 
W in rad sec. 

15 

Figure 17   Wave diffraction at the position of the tanker . 
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UNDISTURBED WAVE  SPECTRUM       ^i/,. 2 31 m.    T.7 245«C 

PREDICTED SPECTRUM AT THE   POSITION OF THE TANKER 

MEASURED  SPECTRUM  AT  THE  POSITION OF THE TANKER 

£wi/,«170m    T.755$»c 

U) in rad sec' 

Figure 18   Wave spectrum   1 
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50h 

     UNDISTURBED WAVE SPECTRUM      ^y,. 3 36 m. .T . 7 96 »•€, 

 PREDICTED SPECTRUM AT THE  POSITION OF THE TANKER 

 MEASURED SPECTRUM AT THE  POSITION OF THE TANKER 
«• si 
CwVV 2 84m  ; T «8 27 sec. 

Figure 19  Wave spectrum   2 
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PREDICTED SPECTRUM AT THE  POSITION OF THE TANKER 

MEASURED SPECTRUM  AT THE  POSITION OF THE TANKER 

Figure 20   Wave spectrum   3 
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•       CONVENTIONAL    SP.M   SYSTEMS 

A       TANKER   MOORED TO A   FIXED   POINT 

k       TANKER   MOORED TO CYLINDRICAL   ISLAND 
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^—    ^o 

30 35 
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Figure 21    The significant mooring line force for different 
S. P. M,    systems. 
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DISCUSSION 

C. M.  Lee 
Naval Ship Reeearah and Development Center 

Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

I would like to refer to the results given in Figures 2 and 4. 
Figure 2 presents the amplitude of the oscillatory force in the hori- 
zontal direction for the circular cylinder and Figure 4 presents the 
drift force in the horizontal direction. At  Ka   equals.   6, which cor- 
responds to the wavelength being approximately 10 times greater than 
the radius of the circular cylinder,  the ratio of the drift force to the 
oscillatory force is about.  3, if we assume that the wave amplitude is 
of equal magnitude to the cylinder radius.  That means that drift force 
would comprise about 30 per cent of the oscillatory force.  Thus, as 
the author has already indicated,  the drift force cannot be ignored in 
the calculation of wave forces on a vertical circular cylinder. I would 
like to point out that when there are multiple wave frequencies as in 
the case of irregular seas there could exist very slowly-varying for 
ces which in practical cases could be regarded almost like a steady 
force.  The existence of such a force can easily be recognized if we 
assume two regular waves of slightly different frequencies pinging 
upon the body.  The hydrodynamic pressure on the body contributed by 
the velocity-square term in the Bernoulli equation would contain a 
term associated with the difference-frequency of the two frequencies. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

G.  van Oortmerssen 
Netherlands Ship Model Basin 

Wageningen, Netherlande 

I agree with Mr.  Lee that the drift force is very important, 
and especially for moored objects, in irregular seas.  The drift has 
an important influence on the resulting behaviour of the structure.  The 
results presented in this paper dealt only with the drift force in regul- 
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ar seas and we did not consider the drift force in irregulars seas, 
which is much more difficult, as you know.  There are some methods, 
approximative methods,  to calculate the drift force in irregular seas, 
but I think there is still a lot of work to be done on this subject. 

DISCUSSION 

E. J.    Plate 
University of Karlsruhe 

Karlsruhe, Germany 

I should like to congratulate the author on an excellent paper. 
May I ask the author to tell us what computer was used for the work, 
and how much time it takes to get one of these calculations perform- 
ed ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

G.  van Oortmerssen 
Netherlands Ship Model Basin 

Wageningen, Netherlands 

I should like to thank you.  Professor Plate, for your kind 
words.  Our calculations were performed on a   CDC   computer of the 
3, 000 series, and that is a medium sized computer.  For the calcu- 
lation of the square structure of which I showed some results we used 
about 100 sources, which is quite a lot,  and the computations requir- 
ed about 45 minutes per wave condition for that structure. 
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Van Oortmereeen 

DISCUSSION 

J. P.    Breslin 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

It is very comforting to find that measurements and calcula- 
tions for the forces and pressure distribution on the cylinder having 
a diameter equal to the wavelength are so well correlated, but I sup- 
pose this is not surprising for short waves.  I wonder if the author 
would comment on the comparison of the measurements and calcula- 
tions for longer wave lengths where viscous effects may be expected 
to be important. 

A second question : there was some information provided on 
the interference between two cylinders.  Would the author let us know 
how this could be compared with theory as the cylinder spacing is in- 
creased ? 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

G.  van Oortmerssen 
Netherlands Ship Model Basin 

Wageningen,  Netherlands 

On the first question, we have indeed results for longer waves 
and in that case the agreement is even better, but for the longer waves 
especially when the wavelength is longer than about five times the body 
dimensions, we can use approximative methods which give the same 
results and are much simpler to handle.  So I think our computer pro- 
gramme is only of interest for the relatively shorter waves. 

On the second question,  about the interference of two cylin- 
ders,  we have indeed performed measurements.   We measured the 
wave force on cylinders for different spacings of the neighbour cylin- 
ders, for different wavelengths and for different wave directions, and 
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we compared those experiments with results obtained with the compu- 
ter programme. We plan to present those results and the comparison 
between theoretical and experimental results in the near future,  but 
in that case also the agreement is good. 
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UNSTABLE MOTION OF FREE SPAR BUOYS IN WAVES 

J-C.  Dem 
Baaein d'Easaia dea Carinea 

Paria, Fronoe 

ABSTRACT 

The stability of the motions in waves of a particular 
type of free spar buoys is studied both theoretically 
and experimentally. In a first step the motions are 
determined from linearized equations. The coeffi- 
cients appearing in these equations are obtained from 
model tests. The obtained results are compared with 
J.N.Newman's theory. 

(i) Tests show that the buoy may perform different 
stable motions depending on its mass, the position c£ 
its center of gravity and its inertia. 

In particular, when the buoy has a large static stabi- 
lity in pitching, these motions consist of heaving and 
pitching, their combination being stable and unique- 
ly determined. 

On the contrary for low value of the static stability 
in pitching, there exist two stable combinations of 
heaving and pitching motions, they differ from each 
other by the amplitude of the heave/wave ratio which 
is moderate in the case of one combination and much 
higher in the case of the second one. 

All the above motions are periodic and their period 
is that of the waves. The existence of two stable com- 
binations indicates that there also exists a third but 
unstable combination. 
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(ii) Furthermore, if the period of the wave is in the 
range between the period of the natural rolling motion 
and half that of the natural pitching motion and if the 
static stability in pitching is small, then the motion 
of the buoy consists of three parts : heaving, rolling 
and pitching ; two combinations exist, one with a mo- 
derate heave value, the other with a larger heave va- 
lue ; in each case the amplitude of the pitching mo- 
tion varies irregularly from one oscillation to the 
next one and gives the impression of being a random 
function of time. 

The above phenomena cannot be predicted from a li- 
nearized theory. The phenomenon described in (i) 
can be explained by the non linearity of the restoring 
force in pure heave motion ; that described in (ii) by 
the existence of a term in 8 Z (9 = pitch angle, Z 
=   heave) in the equations of rolling and pitching. 

In the case of irregular waves it is proposed for the 
rolling and pitching motions a stability criterion simi- 
lar to that of J. B.Keller and G.F.Carrier for tsuna- 
mis. 

INTRODUCTION 

For some years now,  theoretical studies have been devoted 
to the motion of spar buoys in regular waves.  In these works the 
equations of the heaving motion   Z ,   surging motion   X   and pitching 
motion 6  are generally linear (   [l] , [z] , [3]   ).  In reference   [4] 
experiments performed on circular cylindrical buoys,  of slenderness 
(draft / radius) larger than 5,  in regular and irregular waves are 
reported.  It appears from the results presented in  [4] that 
J. N. Newman's theory is well verified under the condition that an expe- 
rimentally determined added mass be included in the heaving equation. 

In toe present paper we present the results of experiments on 
spar buoy models in regular and irregular waves.  In contradiction 
with reference   [4]  ,  motions not predicted by Newman's theory were 
observed.  These particular motions cannot be explained but by the pre- 
sence of non linear terms in the equations,  which come from the fact 
that in the vicinity of its natural heaving frequency a spar buoy is sub- 
mitted to vertical oscillations of large amplitude,  the damping force 
being very weak.  It is not possible,  then,  to neglect,  even as a 
first approximation,  the variation of the instantaneous waterline area 
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Unstable Motion of Free Spar Buoys in Haves 

due to the vertical motion of the buoy.   Furthermore the large ampli- 
tude of the vertical motion explains why the wave height chosen in our 
experiments is small   ( f    4O. 50 m.  in real scale).  For larger wave 
height,  the waves would sometimes overrun the buoy models,  the mo- 
tions would then become quite irregular and would not be amenable by 
a simple theoretical approach. 

The present study was divided as follows : 

In Section I,  we present results of experiments on regular 
waves of various models.   These experiments show the presence of 
these phenomena of non linear origin :  a double regime for the ver- 
tical motions, a rolling motion and an unstable pitching motion. 

In section II we propose a theory to explain these pheno- 
mena.   This theory consists essentially in introducing non linear rest- 
oring terms in the equations of motion. 

Section III deals with the behaviour of the buoy in irregular 
waves.   The unstable rolling motion is studied experimentally and 
theoretically by using a stability criteria similar to that of J. B.Keller 
and G. F.  Carrier. 

TYPE OF BUOYS STUDIED 

The buoys studied here are made of a circular cylindrical 
central part, while the upper and lower parts,  though always axisym- 
metric,  may have, in some cases,   rather complicated shapes which 
can sensibly differ from a circular cylinder.   The upper part which is 
out of water is usually of small height.  Sketches of the various types 
of the buoys studied in this paper are given in Figure 1.   Their charac- 
teristics are given in Table 1  . 
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TYPE N°l and 15 

A 

TYPE hf\7 TYPE N°11 and 14 

.FIGURE   1. 

GENERAL     SHAPES     OF    THE    BUOYS 
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SECTION   I 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS IN REGULAR WAVES 

I - NOMENCLATURE - 

m 

lyy 

1,1- Characteristics of buoys - 
The notations concerning the buoys characteristics are 
given in Figures 2 and 3 .   Furthermore we have : 

Mass of buoy 

Moment   of inertia around a transversal axis passing 
through the center of gravity G of the buoy 

Transversal radius of inertia 

The moment of inertia is preferably defined as the non 
dimensional ratio 

Kyy 
LHT 

O x y z 
o  o o o 

O x y 
o o o 

O x 
o o 

O  z 
o o 

w 
ff 

1,2 - Regular waves (Figure 4) - 

The waves are supposed to be regular and with one only 
direction of propagation 

Fixed systems of axis 

Free surface at rest 

Axis in the direction of propagation of the waves 

Vertical downward axis . 

The wave elevation at point O  is then defined by : 

f  (t) 

Wave frequency in Hz 

Half wave amplitude 

Wave height 

Circular frequency 

f  cos 2   JT   ft 
A 

Pcos  a   t 
A 
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Unstable Motion of Free Spar Buoys in Waves 

Waterline  in calm  water 

i 

r 

- d 
i*«» 

7 t   t   i 

C:   CENTER    OF   BUOYANCY 

G:   CENTER    OF    GRAVITY 

.FIGURE  2. 

NOMENCLATURE 

(TYPE N"!  and 15) 
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1 

1 
Waterline in calm water 

i 

z 
-J c. I 1 

G. ^ 

. 
, o 
«*» ^ 

J 1 

C:   CENTER    OF   BUOYANCY 

G:   CENTER    OF   GRAVITY 

.FIGURE 3_ 

NOMENCLATURE 

(TYPE N"!! andM) 
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Direction   of  propocption 
of Iht WOVIM 

.FIGURE  4. 

NOMENCUTURE 
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1,3- Buoy motion on waves - 

For waves defined as above (1   ,  2) ,  let us put : 

f>    (t) Roll angle 

9    (t) Pitch angle 

(/'     (t) Yaw angle 

The pitching motion (respectively rolling motion) is 
defined as the motion about an axis parallel to O  y 

o o 
(resp.  Ox).   Thus pitching occurs in a vertical plane 

parallel to the direction of wave propagation ,  rolling 
occurs in a vertical plane parallel to the wave  -  crest 
lines . 

X (t) Surge of buoy .   The surge is a motion parallel to O x    , 
direction of wave propagation ' 

Y (t) Sway of buoy 

Z (t) Heave of buoy 

s  (t) Vertical distance between point O (i.  e .  the point being 
in O    in calm water) and the instantaneous water surface. 

o 
s (t) defines the relative motion of the buoy with respect 
to the water . 

The index A represents the half - amplitude : e.g.   Z   is 
the half-amplitude of heaving (Z   (t) = Z     cos   at). 

A 

II - PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD - 

2, 1  - Models - 

Scale : 1 / 4.2672 

The models were adjusted in weight , position of center 
of gravity and in transversal moment of inertia .  In order to adjust 
the values of these 3 parameters , three weights could be moved 
along a threaded rod inside the models . 

2,2- Measurements performed - 

In general four quantities were measured .  However in 
some experiments only two or three of these quantities were actually 
measured . 

2, 21  - The wave height  f (t)   was measured with a capa - 
citance probe ,  made of a coated wire ,  and the capacitance between 
the water and the wire  , proportional to the length of wetted wire , 
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Unstab^ Motion of Free Spar Buoye in Waves 

was measured . 

2, 22 - The heave Z (t) of the buoy was determined by 
measuring with an accelerometer set within the model the accelera- 
tion - parallel to the axis of revolution of the buoy .  Rather than to 
integrate twice the acceleration a (t) it was assumed that the motion 
was sinusoidal .   The heave is then related to the acceleration by the 
relationship : 

a(t) 
<r 2 z(t) = 

This relationship is valid only if a (t) is sinusoidal and 
if pitching has a small influence on the acceleration .   In order to 
satisfy as well as possible these two conditions ,   it was decided to 
simulate only waves with wavelength not too large as compared to 
tank depth (see shallow water waves theory) and with small steep 
ness ( 7  =  t'w/ X     <      2 / 100) .   The two purposes of this latter con- 
dition are first to reduce the number of harmonics present in the 
waves ,   second and more important to avoid large motions bf the 
buoy in pitching (influence on the acceleration a (t) as well as in hea- 
ving : experience shows that when the wave steepness is large the 
buoy performs very irregular vertical motions ,  which are difficult 
to interpret (see figure 5) . 

^ (t)    A 

Figure 5 
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In spite of the care taken ,   it happens that , under cer - 
tain conditions one observes vertical motions which differ much 
from sinusoidal motions .  It is then necessary in order to study the- 
se vertical motions to use the method described in the following 
paragraph . 

2, 23 - The quantity s (t) is measured by means of three 
capacitance probes similar to that used to measure the wave height . 
Figure 6 presents a sketch of the corresponding set-up . Each probe 
gives a signal proportional to the submerged length of wire , thus 
the sum of the three signals gives a value proportional to s (t) provi- 
ded that the pitch an^le be small , which was the case in the experi - 
ments performed (see above paragraph) . The value of s (t) is then 
related to that of the heave Z (t) by : 

s (t) = Z (t) -   f (t) 

2, 24 - The pitca and roll angles were measured separa - 
tely with a Polaroid camer? : a picture taken during a time intervall 
equal to one period of the motion gave the extrem angular positions of a 
little rod set on top of the model . 

2, 25 - The interest of these methods is that they leave 
the model completely free except lor a few very thin electrical wires 
going from the accelerometer and wave probes . 

Ill - EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED IN REGULAR WAVES - 

The experiments were conducted partly in the wave tank 
of the Bassin d'Essais des Carenes (dimensions : 30 m x 7 m x 
2.40 m) and partly at the towing tank n" 2 (dimensions :  1 50 m x 8 m 
x 2 m).  In both tanks the possible waves are    f w ^ 0. 30 m.   , 
0.20 Hz   $   f   4    1Hz . 

Two types of experiments were performed 
- The model was completely free to move in all directions to study 

the rolling  . 
- The model was forced to stay in a vertical plane parallel to the 

direction of wave propagation in order to study its vertical 
motions and its pitching motion . 

IV - EXPERIMENTS IN REGULAR WAVES WITH A COMPLETELY 
FREE MODEL : STUDY OF ROLLING - 

The  experiments in one-directional regular waves with 
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| Waterline   in  colm  water 

-FIGURE 6. 

PRINCIPLE    OF   THE   MEASUREMENT   Of  ^ (t) 
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a completely free model showed that for certain types of buoy ,  the 
motions of the model are three-dimensional : the model oscillates 
not only around the y-axis (pitching) but also around the x-axis 
(rolling) .   The top of the model describes then a 8-shaped curve , 
and the rolling motion has a period equal to twice that of the waves : 

Tr = 2 Tw 

This rolling has the following properties 

- it is stable in amplitude , 
- this amplitude is considerable (larger than the corresponding 

pitching amplitudes) 
- rolling occurs but for certain wave frequencies f = 1 / Tw 
- the wave amplitude has an important effect on the occurence and 

amplitude of rolling . 

Figure 7 presents the rolling and pitching behavior of 
type 1 buoy . 

The following remarks cj.n be made : 

- for a given wave amplitude the rolling occurs only if the wave frequen- 
cy lies between two values ,  one close to fz ,  the other close to 
2fe 

- for a given wave frequency ,   rolling takes place only if the wave 
amplitude is sufficiently small .  Furthermore for certain amplitu - 
des either rolling occurs or it does not . 

- for a given wave amplitude the ratio 9    /f.   varies irregularly 
IK      Pi. 

with the wave frequency when the model is rolling , One of the rea- 
sons of this phenomenon is the following : when there is rolling the 
top of the model describes a 8-shaped curved but this trajectory is 
not stable with time , the eight rotates slightly on itself while un - 
dergoing deformation . The figure below clearly shows that this 
modification has little effect on the measurement of rolling but has 
much effect on that of pitching . 
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Picrure of pitching 

Figure 8 shows the behavior in rolling of the type 14 
buoy . Once more one remarks that rolling occurs only if the wave 
frequency lies between two values one close to fz ,   the other close 
to 2 f-..   For a frequency of 0. 240 Hz rolling occurs only if the wave 

height is larger than some critical value   (f      = 0. 20 m),  but in 
contrary to the type 1  buoy ,  the half-amplitude of rolling increases 
monotically with the wave height up to f     = 1 m .   The experiment 
could not be conducted beyond this value ,  for the heaving motion 
became too large and the model was periodically submerged by the 
waves . 

V - EXPERIMENTS IN REGULAR WAVES : STUDY OF THE 
VERTICAL MOTIONS AND OF PITCHING - 

5, 1  - Experimental conditions - 
The just mentioned phenomenon of rolling prevented any 

valid measurement of the pitch angle by photographic method .   The 
experimental set up was then modified to eliminate the rolling 
motion .   The rod on top of the model was set between two guides 
made of two horizontal steel wires parallel to the direction of wave 
propagation and located one under the other .  It has been verified on 
a short number of points that this set-up did not perturb the value of 
the half-amplitude of pitching and heaving . 
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FIGURE 7 

ROILING  AND  PITCHING   OF TYPE I  BUOY   IN   REGULAR    WAVES 
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The following paragraph is devoted to the study of 
pitching and vertical motions performed under these particular 
experimental conditions . 

5,2 - Presentation of results - 
The experimental results are presented under the 

form of "gain curve" .  In other words the following ratios are given : 

- pitching     A/f A   in degree per meter 

- relative motion      ^A / ' A 

- heaving      ZA / f A 

In principle these ratios should be independant of f    , 

and each one of them should be equal to the modulus of the transfer ' 
function computed from Newman's theory .   Together with these 
experimental gain curves ,  we also give the modulus of this transfer 
function (denoted "J.N.Newman" in the figures) and in some cases 
a curve denoted "second order" on the figures .   This last curve was 
obtained by modeling the dynamic system of the buoy (Input : wave 
force ,  output : motion) by a second order differential system  . 

Wave force motion (0,   s or Z ) 

The wave force acting on the buoy was determined 
theoretically from the hypothesis of Froude-Krilov (the expression 
of these forces are given in section II) . 

For example ,  the transfer function of the second 
order system is for pitching : 

Höp(2ir'if) = 
Gep(f) 

mg (r+a) 4   ( 27rif )2  (lyyf Jyy) + ZTT if N (•) ee 

G0«(f) is obtained from the expression of the wave force . The cons- 
tant coefficients in the denominator were experimentally determined 
(damping test in calm water) . 
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5,3- Type 1 Buoy - 
Figures 9-and 10 show that Newman's theory is not in 

agreement with the experiment . At certain frequencies there exist a 
double regime in the relative motion .  For example at f = O. 286 Hz, 
during the same experiment we obtained the values-4^-= 1. 1 and 
• f v - 4. 7 simply by giving to the model a vertical impulsion at the 
right time .   The gain curve in s exhibits a slight resonance for 
f = fg and a zone of unstability for f = 2 fg  .  Forf<2 fe but close to 
2 f„the signal has the following shape 

s(t) 

4 ft) 

Wien the frequency is exactly equal to 2 f/jthe recording of s   (t) is 
untractablc ,   it is very irregular and corresponds to very large va - 
lues of s (t) . 

The gain curve in 0 shows the existence of a frequency 
interval in which the points are very scattered .   In this zone pitching 
varies with time in the same way as s (t) does .   The frequency inter - 
val coincides approximately with   [fz   ,    2 frJ 

5.4 - Type 1 IBuoy - 
The type 11 buoy was chosen so that all conditions of 

validity of the slender body theory be satisfied .   In particular the 
slenderness has a large value ( H/R = 19. 34 ) ,   and the upper part 
out of water has a cylindrical circular shape as the rest of the buoy . 
This upper part is quite high (h = 0.42 m. ) 

Figures 11,   12 and 13 show that Newman's theory is 
rather well verified .  However two discrepancies can be noted : for 
f = 2 fgthe experimental points are wej.1 above the theoretical curve 
(see in particular the gain in Z) .   Furthermore it is difficult to check 
experimentally the value of the gain at resonance which is very 
sharp .  At resonance ,  the gain depends chiefly on the damping coef- 
ficient .   The theoretical heave damping coefficient is 0,92 ,  while 
that determined experimentally in calm water is 85 .  It seems there- 
fore that there is a large inaccuracy for the value of the heave dam - 
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ping coefficient .   The same result exists for the pitch damping 
coefficient . 

5.5 - Type n° 12 - 
In order to confirm the results obtain with the type 1 

buoy ,  we tested a buoy model with the same dynamic characteris - 
tics as type 11 , but with a conical upper part .  This buoy model , 
denoted type 12 ,  was tested for various wave amplitudes in order 
to check the linearity hypothesis .   The results of the experiments 
are given in figures 14 ,   15 and 16 ,  which show that Newman's li - 
near theory is , here again , not valid .  It can be noticed in particu- 
lar that there is a jump in the gains in s and Z .   The results obtai - 
ned for f = 2 fQ show that the three gains are not independent of the 
wave amplitude .  When f is close to but less than 2 in ,  two regimes 
of motion are possible ,  in particular for the relative motion s and 
the heaving Z .   These two regimes are characterized first by the 
value of the gain ,   second by the frequency of the oscillations .  For 
small gain this frequency is equal to that of the waves ,   for larger 
gains it is half the wave frequency .  In both regimes the oscillations 
are approximatively sinusoidal ,   except for pitching when the regi - 
me corresponds to the higher gain .  Furthermore , for the large 
gain the model is periodically submerged by the waves . 

VI - CONCLUSION TO THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY - 

The heave damping of a spar buoy being very weak , 
when such a buoy is submitted to a wave train of frequency equal to 
the buoy natural heaving frequency ,  it then performs motions of 
large amplitude .  Under these conditions if the upper part of the buoy, 
normally out of the water ,  does not have a constant sectional area 
non-linearities appear which modify completely the frequency res - 
ponse of the buoy .  In particular a phenomenon of double regime for 
the vertical displacements appears . Discrepancies also occur for 
frequencies close to but less than twice the natural pitching frequency. 

Thus J.N.Newman's linear theory for heaving motion 
is not valid unless the upper part of these buoys ,  which is out of the 
water in calm water , be of constant sectional area on a sufficient, 
length .   The conditions of validity of J.N.Newman's theory for pit - 
ching and rolling motions are more complicated as we shall see in 
Section II . 
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'inatable Motion of Free Spar Buoys in Waves 

SECTION II 

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS IN REGULAR 

WAVES 

The experiments ,   the results of which we have presented in Section 
I ,   show that the spar buoy is far from behaving as a linear dynamic 
systerr. .  It is possible to interpret these results qualitatively and 
sometimes quantitatively using a non linear theory .   This theory is 
simply set by slightly modifying J.N.Newman's equations .  In these 
equations some volume integrals were calculated supposing that the 
buoy heave was infinitely small .  We take back these integral calcu - 
lations making allowance for the finiteness of the heave amplitude . 

I - GENERAL EOUATIONS OF MOTION - 

The following classical assumptions are made : 

- The buoy is a slender body (H/R » I) 

- Oncoming wave is Airy wave 

- The exciting forces are computed using Froude Krilov hypothesis 

With these assumptions ,  the equations of motion with 
six degrees of freedom are obtained reasoning as in   [z] 

with [rj^ d r 
/' 
f   p ( G"P   A    f)   d IT 
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(II-l.  1) 

f" (^+C)d ^ 
2/*  P    ( G? A      C ) d r 
J v 

m    g 

O 

p specific mass of water 

g acceleration of gravity 

m mass of the buoy 

fvl=coi [dx  ,   dY  , _dp  ,_de_ .   dHfl 
L J Ldt      at     dt     dt     ^rj 
M , D i  N Tensors of inertia ,   added inertia and damping 

v Immersed volume at time   t 

a Acceleration of fluid particles due to orbital motion c 
of the waves imperturbated by the buoy 

a       - (a   . x). x    where x is unity vector of Ox axis 
ox o 

P Current point on the buoy axis of revolution 

The tensors   M ,    C ,   and   N   are considerably 
simplified due to the fact that the buoy is a slender 
boy of revolutioii 

diag     Im,    m,    m,    Ixx,    lyy, M DJ      + 0 (R2) 

0 r: 

m 
XX 

O o O 

O m 
yy 

o m 

O o m 
zz 

O 

o m 
Pip 

O J 

Gx 
O O O 

O o O o 

yv 

xe 
o 
o 
o 

J 
yy 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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N 
XX 

o o O Nxe 0 

O N 
yy 

o N o 0 

O o N 
zz o 0 o 

o N 
•fiY 

O N 0 o 

ex o O O N ee 0 

o o O o o o 

II - EQUATION OF HEAVE MOTION - 
The equation (II-1 .   1  ) gives for heave 

(II-2.1) (m + m     )  -^-|f N dZ 

ZZ       dt2 ZZ 
-JT +    Pg J      dv = Pi a      d dv + mc 

if the potential of on-coming waves is 
. g f      -k zo 

0 (x  ,   2  ,  t) = —I.   e sin (tr l   -   k   x    ) 
O        O (T   A o 

then 
-  k z, 

a = - kg   f.    e 
ozo 6    A 

cos IT t 

Let S(z.) be the area of transverse section at station z 

p g /"    dV r   pg   |        S(z)dz=p    g f    S(z) dz + mg 
•' V •'    -Z + / ''-Z+Z 

S (z) = S(o) 

with l(z) 

In type  1  buoy ,   S (z) is roughly 
z   + h 

1    +      1    ( - z - hj) 
h2 

- h 
1 

i \ 

O if z < 0 

1 if z > 0 

1    (+ z +  h2) 

h    and h  define the form of upper part of the buoy as indicated on 
the following figure 

■•   / 

Unstable Motion of Free Spar Buoys in Waves 
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Type 1 and 1 5 buoy 

(approximate shape) 

Type 12 buoy 

(exact shape) 

S (z) = S (o) 

For the type 12 buoy the exact expression of S  (z) is 

z+hj 
1+vi: 1(-z-hi) 

2 
1   U + h2) 

For type 11 or 14 

S (z) = S (o) 1 (z + h2) 

where h    is very large  . 

As an example ,  for type 1 

h    ^    0 

h     =   0,42 m 
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Pg 

/, 

8 i    f     s^o 
2 

d JT g   +   p   g   S(o).(s    -Th, i    f    o^s^h 

h2 i   f   h, -i 2 < s 

Pg/       d^ =   mg   +   p gs(o)   .    (Z -/)   +   f   (   8   )' 

with 

0   i f     s   ^   0 

(II-2.2) f(s)      < -  -i-      i f   0 ^  s   ^   h 
2h, 

^. s i f   s ^ h. 

The calculation of the integral in the right hand side of the 
equation (II-2. 1) is much himplified by the hypothesis of slender 
body theory and if we SUDDOSP that we suppose that 

and k R 
O(R) 
o(R) 

I 
then ks =   o (R) 

"ozo   d^   =    -   pg   S(o)   c    kH   Qo(k)/  +   o(R)J 

with the notations displayed in the nomenclatu re . 
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(II-2. 3)      (m + m    ) 

Finally ,  the heave equation is 

dZ d2Z + N 
dt 

zz   dt +   P   g   S(0) [Z   +f(s)] 

Pg S{0)    [l    -   C    kHQo(k)]/(t) 
P o 

where f (s) is given by (11-2.2) for type  1 and where 

5  (t)  =     Z  (t)     - / (t) 

This equation completely determine the buoy heaving beha- 
viour if the values of m     and N     are known 

zz zz 

4 3 
-  — p R      from ([5 ] p.  200) 

=-rr ±   .   fo0^  .   f . [l   - C    k H Qo (k)l        from   [l] 
C H 

zz 

N 
zz 

Thus ,   in this theory ,   the added mass is independent of 
the frequency but the damping is frequency dependent . 

The heave equation in J.N.Newman's theory is obtained by 
setting f (s) ^Er 0 and m    -    0    .   In fact ,   in this paper ,  we mean by 
J . N . Newman's theory ,   the theory where f (s) = 0 but where m       is 

zz 
given by the expression above   . 

Ill- EQUATION OF SURGE AND PITCH MOTIONS - 
Equation (II-1 . 1) becomes for coupled surge and pitch motions 

, ,   d2x , d2e d X 
(m+m     ) — +   m   a  + N   

xx       ,2 x6   ,   2 xx 
dt dt d t 

+ N         - 2 p I aox  d v 
at v 

d2e d2x 
(i   +J   )—; +m  •—- 

yy   yy dt2     xedt2 

d« dX /• r 
+ NöeI+Nxe7+Pv^A 'l)^"lpi^ rox)* 

where   ( )x designates the projection on the Ox-axis . 
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The pitch equation obtained by elimination of X in the 
above two equations is of order  3 .   In order to simplify subsequent 
calculation we shall make use of the fact that the coefficients N 

xx 
and N   ft are small .  Neglecting them we obtain a second order 
equation in 0 . 

( 

2 
m x e Vie        de 

^+Jyy-mWdt2+Needt 
+ p/(GPAg) dT/=2p/| 

mxe 
iGP aox)    m+mxx 

aox ]dlf 

The calculation of both integrals is performed in the 
same way as for the heave equation .   Neglecting second order terms 
in s one gets : 

(II -  3.1) 
mie \d2e de 

yy+Jyy- /,.2+Nee.    +mg 
m+mxx/ ut dt 

zG 
t+a+   ~g (s) 

mx9 
2 malQ  (k) + Qo(k)+- {.. _JG+JC 

m+mxx 2C H 
Ü 
dt 

where the symbols introduced arc defined in the nomenclature .   The 
function g (s) is for all types : 

(II-3.2) 

with h 

g(s)-- 

if 

h       il s       ;.      h. 

?.  ~  oo   for the type   1 I  and   14 

The coefficients of equation  (II-3. 1) are the same as 

n   [1] 

yy 
m    P. 

a 

m 

m       =   rn 
xx TTR4 

4 W 
-= o (R) 

^e^'H^M1 
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IV - EQUATION OF ROLL MOTION - 
The roll equation is obtained from the pitch equation by 

removing the forcing term located in the right hand side of the 
equation 

(II -4.1) 

2 
myf 

Ixx+Jxx -■ 
m+my% 

ld_if    N1pp_r+ mg r+a+  g(s) 
H 

f 

with 
xx 

m 
yy 

J and     Nff  = Nee 
yy 

m  a    and     m = m 
yy xx 

Experiments have shown (cf. Section I) that the roll am 
plitude may be much higher than the pitch amplitude .   This fact 
suggest the introduction in the equation (II-4. 1) of a new viscous 
damping terra .  This term is obtained using the Morison O'Brien 
equation which gives the force d F (z) acting on a strip of length dz 
for an infinite length cylinder in an unstationary flow   [ZVJ 

P . TTD2       d U(t) 
dF(z) =   —CD   Uft) 

TTD 
u(t) + cM.— 

d t 

where D is the cylinder diameter ,   U (t) the velocity of the fluid 
relative to the cylinder ,  C:     and Cw are constants 

D M 

The second term of this equation was already taken into 
account : the first one corresponds to a non-linear damping . 
Equation (II-4. 1) becomes 

(n-4.2) 

( 
Ixx+Jxx- 

2 
myf 

m+myy, 

\A        ,.  d? 
17?+ NW ^+ 

dt 

df 
dt 

+mg 
zG 

r+a+H   g(s) 

with (1) 
Niff =   Nff 

(2) 
Nff 

p       rz4G 
T C

D- 4T 
+ (H- zG)' 

with D = 2 R . 
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Equation (II-4. 2) is only approximate for roll-sway cou - 
pling terms have not been taken into account (of.  previous paragraph 
for linear terms and Morison - O'Brien formula for non linear ones). 
Moreover Morison - O'Brien formula is only approximate .   The 
coefficient Cn is actually time-dependent and the value to be attribu- 
ted to this coefficient varies in a large range   [6]   .  Lastly , the 
finiteness of the buoy slenderness (H/D) is not taken into account 
(end effects) . 

One should note than equation (II-4. 2) does not include 
the non linearity due to the static restoring moment P ( vf ) .In 
fact ,  the exact expression of  P («p  ) is 

T (ip)    = - m g |\ +a + • 
TTR 

with 

W    = 

-R3 
3R 

ja. 
p 

4(W- 

\y  ) is : 

7;(w   + tgV)]^ 

There is very little difference between thi » expression 
and , v     .     - - mg (r + a) sin «f? 

even for angles approaching   ^P - b0° (relative variation is about 
3 / lOO) . 

V - APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS FOR HEAVE-PITCH-ROLL 
MOTIONS   - 

Figures n"  11  ,   12 ,   13 relative to the frequency respon- 
se of version n°  1 1  show that, in the linear case.the dynamic system 
associated to the buoy (in the sense of paragraph 1 -6, 2) may be 
approximated by a second order differential system .   This result 
suggests that we may substitute to equations (II-2.. 3)   ,   (II-3. 1) and 
(II-4.2) tlie equations 

(n-5.i) 

d Z ,   , dZ 
(m+mzz)     2  -(-NiY        +pgS(o) Z + f(s: (o)[l = PgS(o)|l-C kHQo(k) /(t) 
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(lyy+Jyy- 
m+mxx 

\d e      / ^ £6        r        ZG      I 

/dt2+NeSdt+mgLr+a+   H g(s)Je 

(II-5.3) 

[mxe 1      zG+z    "|   d/ 

2 
my if 

Ixx+Jxx - 
m+myy/ 

AiJ3   ^l*5   (z) 
/dr2   +N^  dt + Npp 

dp 

dl- 

dp 

dt 
+ mg 

zG       " 
r+a+ H g(s) V =0 

where the coefficients in the left hand sides of the equations are 
constants and where f (s) and g (s) are given by (II-2. 2) and (II-3. 2). 

In the sequel this particular form of th^ equations will 
be used 

VI - EXPLANATION OF THE DOUBLE REGIME IN THE HEAVING 
MOTION - 

The presence of double regimes in a rolling motion has 
already been investigated by various authors .   The experimental 
finding of this phenomenon was made by E.G.Barillon who explained 
it by considering a non linear damping proportional to p.1    (r  > 2) , 
a forcing moment proportional tofb   (m < 1) and a restoring moment 
in the form   T ( y?  ) .: - A £> - B ^3 (A and B are constant)    [7]    .   The 
rigorous mathematical explanation of the phenomenon was given by 
R.   Brard ,   starting from equation of the form : 

,2t 
+ ß g [-rr-l    +    h (p)   = F cos  o- t (II-6. 

d^P 
dt 

where  p   is a constant ,   and g ( .   ) and h ( .  ) are analytical functions 
[8 J    ,   but numerous approximative methods exist    [9]    ,      [lOJ 

The double regime in the heaving motion of the buoy is an 
analogous phenomenon ,   which can be explained at least qualitatively 
by equation (11-5   3)      Taking s (t) as the unknown in this equation , 
it becomes : 

d2s ds as /.as 
(m+mzz) '~T +   Nzlz*'   ~      +   Pg   S (o) F (s) 

dt d t ' 

= Um+mzzjir - pg S(o) C   k H Qo (k) ]/     cos(rt-HrNzz/   sin r t 
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Unstable Motion of Free Spar Buoye in Waves 

if   s  <   0 

where F(s)   = = / s 
2h, 

if   0 ^   s  ^  h. 

if   s   »  h. 

Let us assume that the wave amplitude be sufficiently 
small so that s ^  h    always .  It is then possible to determine the 
expression relating half the amplitude s    of s (t) to half the ampli 
tude iP. of the wave by means of the optimum linear operators the- 
ory  [ 1 1 ]   . For the type 1 buoy ,   one obtains  : 

(11-6.3) 
s . 

/ 

V  [(m^m^;   r2   -  pg S(o) C    k H Qo (k)1    + a2 Nzz 
2^(0)2 

A V     PgS(o)- (r (m+mzz) 
3TTh2

PgS(o)sA 

T 2      I      772 

+ o-2NZLo) 

For the type 1 Z buoy one has 

if   s ^  ^ 

(^-V       3(h2-h,)2 "2   "f 
if     h. ^ s <   h. 

hZ^hl if      s    j,   h. 
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^ 

If 

^< ^ ^+ 

0( 

£ E 
" o 
d ö 
« M 

&   +     • 

^ 

3* 

o 

z 
o 
0 
t 

> 
< 

_1  
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and if it is assumed that h. ün   0 ,  then 

(II-6.4) 

4A 
[ (m+mzz)^2. Pg S(o) C kHQo (kj2 + o"2 Nii) 

I* V 1       2 
pg S(o) -(rt'(m+mzz)+pgS(o)| —Z" a 

hf    A t o2 

3nh, 

iN^ 
+ » 

2    ■'-J 

TYPE 1 BUOY - 
From equation (II-6. 3) it is easy to see that for a given 

frequency and a given wave amplitude ,  there exist one or three 
positive roots s     . By a method identical to that used in the following 
paragraph ,   it can be verified that when there are 3 roots ,  one of 
them is unstable .   This explains the jump and hysteresis phenomena 
observed when solving equation (11-6. 2) on an analog computer . 
Figure 17 presents the gain curve obtained (4^ versus f) ,  and shows 
a good agreement with experiment . * 

TYPE 12 BUOY - 
Equation (II-6.4) is of degree 6 in s      .   It has therefore 

six roots but it is difficult to see whether they are real positive . 
Rather than solving directly this equation on an analog computer , we 
solved it graphically , which permits to understand better the jump 
in the gain curve of the relative motion (Figure 15) . 

The notations and terminology of     [ U J      a1"« u»ed here, 
and it is assumed that the wave amplitude is small enough for s (t) to 
be always less than h    .  In order to simplify the computations it is 
also assumed that h    = 0   .In fact h    = 0.08 m and h    = 0.42 m . 
Setting h    to zero will thus slightly modify the results .  However the 
general shape of the phenomena will be kept .   The describing func - 
tion of equation (II-6. 2) is 

H (iff. a) =   pg S(o) E- 
4 a 

3r7h, 8 h. ]■ <r   (m+mzz) 
(o) 

i o- Nzz 

where it has been set a ^.   s. for a while 
—     A 
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The characteristic equation of (II-5. 2) reads 

2 
A   (a , ff )  »        +B(a((r)Ä+C (a,«r ) 

A ( a, (T ) := 4 a (T    (m+mzz )    + a   N 
zz 

B   (a . or )=NCCÖ     f   pg S(o) (2a- 4_af +_&!) +2a(r2(ni+m    ) 
zz 

7rh2     2h^ 

C (a, (r) = a(r   N^i     pg S(o)(a-   4a^+a/)-ar^m+m     )|. 
^ 8h22 } 

Pg S(o)| 1 -   8a      + 3a2   \ 

'       37/11,        8 h,^ 

-a (m+in z) 

For a given frequency and a given value of a ,  the 
quantity a H (i cr ,   a) defines a point in the Nyquist plane .  When a 
varies ,   this point describes a curve called an equifreqiency curve . 
The solutions of equation (11-6.2) are obtained as the intersections 
of this equifrequency curve and a circle centered at the origin and 
of radius equal to the numerator of expression (II-6.4) times    / 
(This construction is but the geometric interpretation of equation 
11-6.4) . These solutions are stable if the real parts of the roots of 
the characteristic equation are negative ,  they are unstable otherwise. 

When the wave frequency is small ,   equation (11-6.2) has 
only one solution (Figure 18) .  For a slightly larger frequency , 
equation (11-6. 2) has two stable solutions and one unstable solution 
(figure 19)  •  Only the smallest solution has been obtained experimen- 
tally ,  because during the experiments we did not attempt to see if 
a second stable motion was possible  .  When the frequency ;s 0. 182 
Hz there are only two solutions both stable (Figure 20) . 
Figure 21  clearly shows the jump phenomenon .   Beyond ;   - 0. 182 , 
there is only  one  stable solution (Figure 22) . 

From the quantitative point of view ,   Figures 18 to 22 
lead to solutions slightly different from the experimental results . 
In particular  ; the jump phenomenon occurs for f = 0. 182 Hz instead 
of f = 0. 190 Hz  .   It is believed that this discrepancy is due to the 
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difference between the real value of h    (h  = 0. 08 m) and the value 
actually used in the computations (h    = 0) . 

From figures 18 to 22 ,  it is easy to determine the in - 
fluence of wave on the value of a = s.   .   The equifrequency curves 
are indeed independent  from the waves amplitude ,   and the circle 
radius is proportional to it . One can see , for example ,  that for 
f = 0. 182_Hz the curve gain VS half-wave-amplitude must exhibit a 
jump atJf.    = 0. 128 m 

In conclusion to this investigation of the double regimes , 
figures 23 and 24 show the effect of h   and_;    on the shape of gain 
curves computed for the type 1 buoy . 

If we turn back to figure 15 we see that the above theory 
does not explain the double regime in relative motion in the vicinity 
of f = 2 fp . One reason for this discrepancy is that we have assumed 
that J (t) < h      (see beginning of this paragraph) .  No attempt has 
been made af explaining the double regime in the vicinity of f = 2 fft 

by discarding this hypothesis . 

VII- EXPLANATION OF ROLLING IN REGULAR WAVES - 
It has been known for many years that a ship moving in 

longitudinal regular waves can perform rolling motions of large 
amplitude   [ 12 ]   .In 1955 ,  Kerwin   [ 13]    explained the motion by 
the periodic variation of the restoring moment in rolling due to the 
on-coming waves .   The roll appears as an unstable solution of a 
Mathieu equation .   In 1959 .  Paulling and Rosenberg    [l4]   have 
shown that instabilities in the ship motion could be explained by the 
effect of second order coupling terms in the equations of motion (see 
also   [is]   and   L16j).    This latter work was pursued by M. R. Had- 
dara for the case of a ship in oblique regular waves    [[17] 

In the case of a spar buoy , Kervin's approach does not 
apply ,   since the wave length is considered as large as compared to 
the buoy diameter .   However ,  the rolli a motion can be explained by 
the presence of a non linear coupling term between heaving and rol - 
ling ( equation II- 3. 3) . 
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(11-7 . 1) 

~table Notion of Frtee Spar Buoys in Waves 

If it i s aaaumed that{~ 0 , equation (II-5 . 3) become • 

fl + fJ _if_+ [I - 2 II [ a(t)] ] f = o 
ctt2 .... 

-:----:--:---_;...N_(D> ff 
fJ ~ Ixx + Jxx rn2 lt 

m + "'ll 

6 
m&(r+a) 

a - Ixx + Jxx - ~ 
m+~~~yy 

'"' 

~ 4,(- f z 
9 

6 
_1_ zG 

• -- Z H 1xx + Jxx - m2yr 
m+myy 

• (t) ia &iven by equation (11-5 . 1) with • (t) = Z (t) - f (t) 

Let ua aaaume now that • (t) i• a ainuaoidal function . 
This auumption ia ri&oroualy verified for the type 11 and 14 buoya., 
since equation (II-5 . 1) ia then linear . It ia only an approximation 
for the type 1 and 15 buoy•, aince equation (11-5. 1) ia then nonlinear 
Furthermore , lf't ua aaaume that s (t) does not take too lar1e a 
value , so that 

Equation (11-7 . 1) can then be written as 
ct2y 
hi" + ( p - Z q co• Z x ) y = 0 

6 
.!... ( tS -£> 41 

fz• 
p - - - 4-

.,z 4 z-- fz • 
q 

6 ••A 
.,.zr 
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Equation (II-7. 2) is a Mathieu equation   [ 18 J    . Its 
stability chart is recalled in Figure 25 .  The values of p ,  8    and 
6    for the buoys type 1 ,   11 ,  14 and 15 are given in the following 
table . 

Type n° /» 6 b fP=£G 

1 0.0667 1.792 -2.867 0. 216 

1 I 0.139 1.518 -0.595 0. 190 

14 0.0800 0.797 -0.639 0. 142 

1 5 0.136 1.145 -2,312 0. 170 

Except for type 11 and 15 , the values of p are quite 
small , and the stability map of equation (II- 7.2) is thus as a first 
approximation the Ftability map of equation (II- 7.1). 

The experimental points obtained for buoys type 1 and 
14 are shown on figure 25 ,  where it can be seen that they agree 
rather well with the theory . 

When the wave height stays constant and that the frequen- 
cy varies , the point of coordinates (p , q) moves in the stability 
plane (p - q plane) : when f increases ,   .*     decreases and the point 
moves to the left .   To have an idea of the phenomenon let us replace 
the curves (a ) and (b ) by their tangent at the origin . Instability 
occur when : ? - 

q^ - (P - ir * 0 
i.e.   when 

V 2            ä   A 
4   f'     +  — 

e        TT2 
■€     * «^f 

G 

is. 

IT' 

In particular for the types 1 and 14 , the experimental 
values of the relative motion s.  are small in the vicinity of 2 f^ . 
Therefore there will not be any roll if the frequency is larger than 
2 f. e 
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When the wave heightvaries while the frequency remains 
constant the point (p,  q) moves along a line parallel to Oq .   Thus , 
when p ^ 1  ,  there will   be no roll if the wave height is sufficiently 
small . 

The exact solution of equation (II-5. 3) ,  taking into 
account equation (II-5. 1) ,  has been performed on an analog compu - 
ter .   The results are given in Figures 26 and 27 for the type 1 buoy , 
and in figures 28 and 29 for type 14 .In figures 27 and 29 . the non , . 
linear damping term has been taken into account . The coefficient Nvi 
was obtained by trial and error ,   and such that the theoretical curve 
be as close as possible      to   the experimental points .  Unfortunately, 
the value of N^»^» so obtained corresponds to a value of the coefficient 
C     too large for the type 1 buoy and too small for type 14 .   The 
coefficient N'p|owas set equal to zero in figures 26 and 28 for it was 
not possible to fall back on the experimental points (figures 7 and 8). 
In particular in the case of buoy type 14 ,   the curve is a parabola 
but with a downward concavity as in Kerwin's work . 

It seems therefore that our theory is unsufficient for the 
prediction of the roll angle .   This disagreement may be partly due 
to the damping coefficient N0)f3pactuall y varying with frequency , 
while it was assumed (equation II-5. 3)to be constant (N^W»N®^?). 
For example for the type 14 buoy ,  N'^^varies from 1 for f = fpto 
127 for f = 2 ifj. 

Conditions for cancelling roll in regular waves - 
We have shown that rolling occurs when 

("-^)     V4fe ^ « f   « V4 fe   -  -^ 
Therefore ,  there is no rolling if and only if 

6s 
A. = 

TT^ 
= o 

which is impossible except for vanishing values of J.   .In fact it is 
necessary to take into account the damping term in pitching . We 
establish now an approximate condition for no rolling . First we 
recall that instability occurs in the vicinity of f = 2 fn whenj^   is 

small (see II-7. 3).   Then    p»I    and    q ä ifA. = £fA, Unstable 

9 t 

solutions of (11-7,2) grow exponentially as C^-   .    Hence,  there is 
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no rolling if and only if q or 

1± 
6 

We assume now that the natural frequency for heaving 
f is not too large as compared to the natural frequency for pitching 
f   so that 

2 f     » f 
e        z 

Then   s.  iü-J.    for f = 2 f„ and the condition for no rolling reads : 

(11-7.4) 
A b 

or 

(II-7.5) 
^<2H^   (l-~) 

(0) 
Unfortunately   ß is not theoretically known since N pp 

is determined experimentally .  Nevertheless for a given value of 
J^ ,  (II-7. 5) shows that there is no rolling if the center of gravity 

is located well below the center of buoyancy . 

VIII - EXPLANATION OF THE UNSTABLE PITCHING PHENOMENON- 
The unstable pitching observed with the type 1 buoy can 

be explained qualitatively in the same manner as for rolling ,  by 
reducing the problem to an equation where the left member is a 
Mathieu equation .   However there now exists a right member which 
is a sinusoidal function of same frequency as the perturbation term 
in the left member .  It is known   [ 19]   that the regions of stability 
and unstability are the same as for the equation without a right mem- 
ber .   The qualitative results established in paragraph VII are thus 
valid .  Figure 28 shows that the theoretical domain of instability does 
coincide with the domain of instability determined experimentally . 
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UnstabZe Motion of F'Ne Spat' Buoys in W-wes 

SECTION III 

ROLL BEHAVIOUR OF A SPAR BUOY IN 

MONODIRECTIONAL IRREGULAR WAVES 

I- INTRODUCTION 

It aeema that no paper baa been publiahed to-date on the 
rollin& motion of bodiea in monodirectional irre&ular wavea . At 
leaat the author baa been unable to locate any . One may quote 
Kaatner'a atudy [ ZO] about the ri&htin& arm of a ahip in " lon&itudi
nal irre&ular aea . In a aenae , hia atudy ia a continuation of 
Kerwin'• theory but it doea not deal with the effect of the irre&ular 
variation• of the ri&htin& arm on the rollin& motion of the ahip . 

From a mathematical point of view , the p1·oblem of the 
rollin1 motion of a apar buoy ia aimilar to varioua othet' problema 
of mechanic• (for example : aimply aupported beam aubjected to 
atochaatic axial load ; vibratin1 atrin& when the diatance between 
ita enda variea atochaatically) . All theae problema are related to 
the study of non-autonomoua s ~;ochaatic dynamical ayatema . Many 
reaulta exiat for theae aystema but the moat intereatin& one aeema 
to be that of Ci. F. Carrier[ Zl J. In the preaent Section , the rollin& 
motion of the apar buoy ia atudied by uain& Carrier's theorem whoae 
atatement will be 1iven in the next para1raph . The validity of rol -
lin1 criterion is verified experimentally . 

II - HYPOTHESES FOR CALCULUS -

In this Section we uae equation• (II -S. 1) and (II -S. 3) 
with the followin1 simplifi.:ationa : 

(Z) 
N ~fO : 

: 

0 
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The approximation h? = oo    is valid only for type 11 and 
14   buoys . For type 1 and 15 buoys ,  this assumption is very    .coar- 
se but it avoids intricate computations . We must recall that Npk? 
is experimentally determined (damping tests) . 

We assume that the wave elevation/ (t) is a normal , 
strictly stationary random function . We also assume that the sea 
is monodirectional and that its spectral density is given by the mo - 
dified Pier son-Mo skowitz formulaTZZ 1, namely . 

s/jw O.UH     T     ( T    f ) 
V V V 

exp 
-4- 

- 0,44 (Tvf) 

It follows that signal s (t) is also gaussian and strictly 
stationary 

III - ROLLING CRITERION 

With the above hypothesis the rolling motion equation 
takes the form (see paragraph 7 of section II) 

(III-3.1) 
d72 

ß    77      +[*-26s(t)]p 

Now the coefficient of ^1 is no longer harmonic but varies 
stochastically .  For any given initial conditions which are determi- 
nistic for example ft - ^    an<\jrj- O) we make   now the assumption 
that the buoy is rolling if and only if equation (III-3. 1) is unstable 
in the mean square .  By definition ,   equation (III-3. 1) is stable in 
the mean square if ,  for any ip 

< lp       (t)>—»0 when t—»+   oo 

where < • > denotes ensemble average . 

Now equation (1II-3. 1) may be written as 

[ 1 + 8i M *vv = (III-3.2)        —~   i 
drt2 

where - t 

Pl     (t)   =    e  2 ^(t) 
• •  / 
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(III-3.3) 

, 4 f^-   • 
h CO 4 _ 

4 

8(t) 

Equation (III-3. 2) has been studied by G. F. Carrier     21 
who has given an expression for<Pj      ( t,   ) > which is valid under 

certain conditions (see also Keller   23   ) .  Carrier's expression and 
relations (111-3. 3) permit us to give the expression oicto    (t) > by 
the following assertion : 

Assertion - If , in equation (111-3. 1) , the coefficients ^5 , J , 6 are 
constants and if s (t) is a gaussian white noise , then , the asympto- 
tic exp.c?sion for < p 2 (t) > id 

P     (t) > ^ exp 
!-: 

I? 

4 

Sss   {Zip) ) 

whore S      (f)   is the spectral density of s (t) and fp =  lf8  

We note that Carrier's theorem is obtained by setting ^=0. 

When s (t) is not a gaussian white noise this asymptotic 
expression does not hold any longer . Nevertheless ,   Carrier has 
shown that this formula is a good approximation in the following 
cases   : 

a/     8(t) - s    cos ( 4T7"fp t + 6   ) where E  is a random 
variable distributed uniformly over the interval (0,   ZTT) 

h/     s (t) is a gaussian process with an auto-correlation 
function given by 

R   (T)     =    2   ke   " k   '7'      (k>0) 
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For lack of results concerning the case when s(t) is a 
gaussian process with any autocorrelation function we use the asymp- 
totic expression given by the assertion .  This expression permit us 
to give the stability criterion of equation (III-3. 1) 

(III-3. 1) 

S      (2{<p) < 
SB l 

2p   (8   •£-) 

For all types     « * ,  hence 
4 

(III-3.4) 
S   ^   {Zip) < 

Zß- 
ss 

This stability criterion may be written in another form by 
the following transformations : 

Sj.r(f)=       H2 
v 

indep .  of   H 

sf H_ f   ( 2 77if ) = transfer function of relative motion 

2 
ss H        (2TTif) 

s; ' 
sff{l) 

S'        (f) 4    Sas (f)     = indep 

(1II-3.4) becomes 

mt  i  c\    H    < K    (Tv , f») .— (111-3.5)       v        z '       '    r '    xzG 

1        f2(r+a)N^' 

/zG\' * mir 

K    (Tv . fpj 
z 

V^'ss (2 fp) 

K   (T   , f F ) depends on T    , f ^and on the heave characteristics of ,s     v r v 
the buoy . 
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In the plane (H 
^ V V 

the curve defined by ( III-3.5 ) 
T ) the instability region is located above 

As an example , figure n° 31 gives 
the range of H    and T   in the North Atlantic . Figure n° 32 gives the 
region of rolling for type 11 buoy . 

In practice ,   relation (III-3, 5) does not allow us to study by 
means of calculus only the effect of the buoy characteristics on the 
presence of a rolling motion because NpJ Is not known theoretically 
but only experimentally , 

IV - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY - 

4.1- Experimental apparatus and procedure - 
In order to verify the validity of the rolling criterion (III-3. 5) 

we have performed experiments in irregular waves with a spectral 
density given by the modified Pierson-Moskowitz formula . Only type 
1 ,   11 ,   14 and 15 buoys have been tested in tank n° 2 of Bassin d'Es- 
sais des Carfenes .   This tank is equipped for generating irregular 
waves [ 24 J :   any spectral density may be simulated by using a dri - 
ving voltage .  This driving voltage is obtained by running a pseudo - 
random white noise through a linear filter so designed that the square 
of its frequency response has the derired shape .  Figures 33 and 34 
show an example of a measured spectral density of waves and of re- 
lative motion   . 

The experiments were carried out in the manner discussed 
below . A driving voltage was selected ,  corresponding to a given 
value of T    .  Then the value of H   was set by adjusting the gain of an 
amplifier located at the input of the generator uf the Ward Leonard 
group . Unfortunately , during these experiments ,  the gain could be 
adjusted only by step .  Consequently ,  the critical value of H    (i.e. 
the value above which the model rolls) was not precisely determined . 

4. 2 - Results - 
Figures 32 and 35 to 37 show the results for type II ,   I  ,   14 

and 15 buoys . In these figures we can see the "theoretical curves" 
which give the critical value of H versus T   as given by equation 
(III-3. 5) . As was said before , the number of experimental points 
are too small for the critical values of H to be well-defined .  Yet it v 
seems that there is no fundamental discordance between the theoreti- 
cal curves and the experimental results 
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IV - CONCLUSION OF SECTION Ill -

Not enough experimental data has been cull ec ted for the 
validity of rolling criterion to be verified without doubt . Neverthe
less this criterion seems reasonable . We must note that it was 
necessary to introduce in the rolling equation a damping term e:J..-pe
rimentally determined for J . N . Newman•s theory gives too small a 
value for this term , and , hence , for the critic;U values of H 

v 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS -

We have shown in sections I and II that J. N. Newman 1s 
theory is not valid except if the following conditions are fulfilled : 

a/ - the upper part of the buoy which is normally out of 
water must be of constant sectional area and must be high enough 
so as to avoid a double regime in the heaving motion . 

b/ - It is more difficult to state the conditions for avoi -
ding rollin~ motions and unstable pitching motions but lowering the 
center of gravity is an effective method . 

When these conditions are fulfilled , J. N . Newman 1 s the
ory is well verified except for the values of the maxima of the fre -
quency response functions in heaving and pitching . Therefore it 
seems necessary to determine experimentally the damping terms 
in heaving and pitchir.g . 

In section Ill we have proposed a criterion for roll in 
irregular waves . It seems that the criterion is not in disagreement 
with the few experimental results which are available , provided 
that one uses an experin1ent ::. l y determined damping term in the 
rolling equation . 
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NOMENCLATURE 

M 

Coefficient of drag appearing in Morison's formula 

Coefficient of added mass appearing in Morison's 
formula 

Vertical prismatic coefficient 

Buoy draft 
Describing function 
Transfer function of relative motion 
Significant wave height 

H0    (2TTi^)     Transfer function of pitching motion 

m 

H 
H (i a .  a) 
H4; (ZTTiJ) 

pH  S(o) 

H 

xx 

yy 

yy 

K 
yy 

JHT 

zz 
N 

2 

N 
e« 

N pp 

O x y z 
o  o o o 

O x y z 

P     = 

Qn(k) 

Moment of inertia of buoy in roll about the center of 
gravity 

Moment of inertia of buoy in pitch about the center of 
gravity 

Added moment of inertia of buoy in roll about the 
center of gravity 

Added moment of inertia of buoy in pitch about the 
center of gravity 

Radius of gyration in pitch 

Overall length 

Damping coefficient in heave 

Damping coefficient in pitch 

Damping coefficient in roll 

Fixed coordinate system 

Body coordinate system 

~-/*H(»G .z)nS(z)dz 

yH   -kz 
-^7 (zG -z)nS(z)dz 

•' o 

Buoy radius 
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S(z) 
S
aa 

(f) ss 
Sf/ (f) 

T 
s 

T v 
T 

w 

v 
w 
X 
y 
z 
a = z 

Section area of buoy 
Spectral density of relative motion 

Spectral density of waves 

Period of pitching motion 

Period of rolling motion 

Period of relative motion 

Period of irregular waves 

Period of regular waves 

Instantaneous immersed volume of buoy 
Displaced volume of buoy in calm water 
Surge displacement of buoy 
Sway displacement of buoy 
Heave displacement of buoy 

Acceleration of fluid particles due to orbital motion of 
the on-coming waves 

a        = 
ox 

(T. 13T 

a         = 
ozo K z ) z 

O         0 

f 
f 
z 

Frequency 
Natural frequency of heaving motion 

fe Natural frequency of pitching motion 

g Acceleration of gravity 

-,1 
h7   1 

Characteristics of the upper part of b 

2 / 

-1 

k Wave number ,    JTT 
\ 

Buoy mass m 
m Added mass of buoy in the x direction 

XX 

m 
yy 

m 
zz 

Added mass of buoy in the y direction 

Added mass of buoy in the z direction 
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m xe 
m 

r 
s(t) 
t 
x .   y 

x    ,  y 
o       o 

x .  y 

x    ,  y 
o      'o 

Coupling coefficient between surge and pitch equations 

Coupling coefficient between sway and roll equations 

Metacentric radius 
Relative motion 
Time 
Cartesian coordinate system 

Fixed cartesian coordinate system 

r (o 
u 
Jw 
e 
x 
f 
0 

z Unit vectors of O x y z 

, z      Unit vectors of O   x    y    z 
o o   o    o    o 

Position of center of buoyancy / O x y z 

Position of center of gravity / O x y z 

Position of center of buoyancy / baseline 

Position of center of gravity / baseline 

Wave elevation 
Half-wave amplitude (preferably to "wave amplitude") 

Wave height 

Pitch angle of buoy 
Length of regular wave 
Density of fluid 
Circular frequency of oscillations 
Roll angle of buoy 
Righting moment in roll 
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AUTO-OSCILLATIONS OF ANCHORED VESSELS 
UNDER THE ACTION OF WIND AND CURRENT 

A.V.  Gerassimov,   R. Y.   Perahitz,  N. N.   Rakhmanin 
Kryloff Ship Research Institute 

Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

ABSTRACT 

Horizontal plane auto-oscillations of a vessel 
laid at one anchor are investigated and condi- 
tions under which auto-oscillations can be eli- 
minated are established. Ship structure cha- 
racteristics providing auto-oscillation elimi- 
nation are considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known from practice that in the presence of wind an 
anchored vessel swings from side to side with respect to wind direc- 
tion line.  It performs angular (yaw) and translational (drift) oscilla- 
tions in the horizontal plane. As is shown by full-scale observations, 
the intensity of oscillations depends on the wind force,  and their am- 
plitude values may reach   90° to 100°   for the yaw while for the drift 
they may be equal to the depth at anchorage or even more than that. 
The dependence of the oscillatory period on the wind force is weak. 
When lying at anchor is a working condition for a vessel,  such oscil- 
lations may prove to be extremely undesirable. 

Yawing and drifting of anchored vessels are auto-oscillatory 
in nature as they may be caused even by the wind of constant direction 
and force. Such character of motion is due to nonlinear relationships 
inherent in an oscillatory system formed by the anchored vessel. The 
most significant of these manifest themselves in the nonlinear relation- 
ship between the horizontal component of the anchor chain tension and 
the shifting of the hawse-hole with respect to the sea bed, as well as 
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in the nonlinear relationships between the aerodynamic and hydrody- 
namic forces and the kinematics of the ship's motion. 

For the purpose of making a detailed analysis of yawing and 
drifting of anchored vessels this paper deals with the discussion of 
forces acting on the vessel in the circumstances, and the derivation 
of relevant differential equations of motion.  In the derivation of these 
equations great attention was given to determining the tension of the 
anchor chain as dependent on the shifting of hawse-hole. 

The aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces are defined in 
accordance with the known results [[l] , Qz] ,  ^3^ •  The general 
equations of motion obtained for an anchored ship are used for finding 
her equilibrium positions and analyzing stability of the same.  It is 
shown that the main reason inducing the ship to yaw is instability of 
her equilibrium position due to wind.   Consideration is given to condi- 
tions in which stability of equilibrium is ensured for anchored vessels 
while periodic yawing and drifting is ruled out. 

1.    Coordinate systems and Nomenclature 

To solve the problem under review, four coordinate systems 
are used.  Two of them are applied for the description of ship's motion 
in the horizontal plane,  viz. ,  the fixed coordinate system  XOY   with 
OX-axis directed oppositely to the wind and the origin   O  which coin, 
cides with the center of gravity   (CO)   of a non-diverted vessel, and 
the body axis system f Ojij   with Oj {    -axis directed forward and the 
origin in   CG.    The Oj t;  -axis is directed to port side. 

Figure 1   shows the directions of coordinate axes and positive 
directions of angle reading for the two systems.   The notation   B 
denotes   a point of the anchor chain breaking away from the ground, 
H0   =   initial position of the hawse-hole,    H^ =   current position of 
the same. 

Two more coordinate systems (Figure 2) are required for 
the description of the anchor chain positioning in space.   One of these, 
the    B' AX'   system is situated in the plane of the anchor chain sag- 
ging.   The origin   A   is made coincident with the anchor lying on the 
ground.    The Ae'-axis is directed vertically, while the horizontal axis 
is coincident with the ground plane and directed to the hawse-hole   H0. 
The other system of coordinates   ho^ is characterized by the fact that 
the vertical axis   oh   always passes through the point   B   where the 
anchor chain breaks away from the ground, and that the origin   O   is 
at a distance of 
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T 

below the ground level.   Here   T   denotes the horizontal component of 
the anchor chain tension and   W   is the weight per unit length of the 
chain submerged in water. 

paper 
Besides,  the following designations are also used in this 

J      and   J =    mass density of water and air, 
o 

g = acceleration due to gravity, 

L = length between perpendiculars, 

A = lateral area of the underwater body, 

Q = sail area, 

m = own mass of ship, 

X and     X        = longitudinal and transverse added mass, 

J =     ship's mass moment of inertia for cen- 
tral vertical axis. 

X66 
-- added mass moment of inertia for the 

same axis, 

V = wind velocity, 

V 
o - flow velocity. 

ao 
- angle between wind and flow directions. 

CA - center of sail area. 

«8 
- abscissa of  CA, 

{hh and "hh 
- hawse-hole coordinates in the body 

Al         *            A. -      -          frt      — coordinate system    {On, 
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P    . ? t    . P a        af a»j 

Ph ' Ph{   ' Phn 

M 

M, 

M. 

ß.    ß m 

3 o 

£' and >/ 

hh 

Yhh 

& X' 

H 

Hh 

=   aerodynamic force and its projections on 
the body axis, 

=   hydrodynamic force and its projections 
on the body axis, 

=   projections of horizontal component of the 
anchor chain tension on the body axis, 

=   aerodynamic moment about the central 
vertical axis, 

=   moment of resistance to ship's rotating 
about the central vertical axis, 

= moment of anchor chain tension about 
the central vertical axis, 

= angle between wind direction and ship's 
longitudinal axis; the amplitude value of 
the same angle, 

=   same angle at static equilibrium, 

=   projections of CG velocity on the body axis, 

=   lateral (normal to the wind) displacement 
of CG, 

=   displacement of CG towards the wind, 

=   displacement of hawse-hole towards the 
wind, 

=   lateral displacement of hawse-hole, 

= projection of absolute displacement of 
hawse-hole onto the anchor chain sag- 
ging plane, 

=   angle between wind direction and the 
anchor chain sagging plane, 

=   depth of sea at anchorage, 

-   hawse-hole elevation over the sea bed. 
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2. Basic assumptions 

The discussion of yaw and drift problem for the anchored 
ships is based on the following assumptions : 

1. It is assumed that the coupled pitching and heaving 
motions do not affect the ship's movement in the horizontal plane. 

2. The magnitude of hydrodynamic forces is taken as in- 
dependent of athwartship inclinations. 

3. In the estimation of inertial forces the vessel is con- 
sidered to be symmetric not only about the centerplane but also about 
the athwartship plane,  and the center of gravity to be located in the 
athwartship plane. 

4. In predicting the noninertial forces and moments acting 
on the vessel use is made of steadiness hypothesis.   It is also assumed 
that the ship's movement is so slow that the anchor chain inertia forces 
can be neglected when determining the tension of the chain. 

3. Differential equations of motion 

According to [ 1 J the differential equations of the ship's 
horizontal motion in the body coordinate system    £ Oj ?;   can be writ- 
ten as follows : 

(m+ \n) { - (m+ X22) V,,/j 

(m+ X22) 1,' + (m + Xjj) Vj 0 

(Y+   X66)//.   (Xn-X^)   V, M. (2) 

The right-hand side of equations   (2)   could most convenient- 
ly be written as the sums 

F„ 

M 

- P      - P.      + P „     , 
*i    hj     T^ 

- p   . p^    - p 

M"  - ML - MT . a h T (3) 
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The terms included in the expressions   (3)   are determined 
by the aerodynamic forces acting upon the above-water body in the 
presence of wind,  the anchor chain tension, and the noninertial hydro- 
dynamic forces generated on the underwater body during its motion. 
The inertial forces considered in this problem are taken into account 
in the left-hand side of equations   (2).    When defining the signs of 
formulae     (3)   it was thought that the forces and moments were cal- 
culated for the positive shifts. 

In equations   (2)   provision is made for taking account of 
the constant current in the vicinity of anchorage.   For this purpose 
you need only to represent   thj   CG   velocity projections with respect 
to water in the form of the following obvious expressions (Figure 1. ): 

V,     =     £    +   V    Cos (a    +  /3 ), 
t GO 

Vn    =     V    -   V    Sin  ( a    + ß). 
O O 

(4) 

In the absence of current   V0   and   a0   are equal to zero. 
Thus three unknown values can be derived directly from equations (2): 
yaw angle ß   and projections   4   and   h  of the   CG   velocity.   In the 
fixed coordinate systems these projections will have the form 

£ Cos ß    -    i Sin ß Y    = 
o {' Sin /J   +    17 Cos ß (5) 

By integrating expressions   (5)   time functions   X0(t)   and 
Y0(t)   can be found which determine the position of   CG   in space.   The 
position of the hawse-hole can be found from the following obvious 
relationships : 

hh ^hh^1 Cos   ß ), 
hh o « hh Sin ß (6) 

Along with the relationship for   ß (t)   the functions of 
Xo^i.   Y0(t),    Xhh(t)      and      YhhU)   give rather a full idea of the 
yawing and drifting of an anchored vessel under the action of wind 
and current. 

4,    Estimation of aerodynamic forces 

Projections of aerodynamic forces on the axis of the body 
system of coordinates    I  Oj i?   are defined by expressions 
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a« 

ar, 

/, "2 
o V' 

a« 2 

o V /      "2 
C0       

an        2 

Q Cos /3   , 

Q Sin  ^    . 

and the moment about the central vertical axis by 

SoV2 
U = c 

ma QL 

In the latter expression 

C =   C 
ma o (   V   ^.   M   ^in^. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where non-dimensional parameters     S0   and   C0   are dependent on 
the relative position of   CA 

(1U) 

and defined by the generalized curve (Figure 3)   plotted against the 
data obtained from [z] and     3]   .   Irrespective of the   CA   position 
coefficients   C^ t      and     C°TI      may be considered as constant,, viz. 
Caf    =   0.14   and   Ca,    =   0.95-1.05. 

5.    Estimation of hydrodynamic forces 

The hydrodynamic force components,   the longitudinal one 
P^j    and the normal   Ph,j •   as well as the moment   M^   originating 
during rotation of the vessel may be estimated approximately from 
the formulae 

M C0 

hn -    C 

(•'IH -(|vt|)^, 
h, ( 

+ 

+ V, 

M, 
) 

SA_ 
2 (ID 

Chm   ^   * 
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Here coefficients   C^ t      and   cj^   are chosen in conformity with 
 icndations of   Ref. [z]   ,    and   C^ni   is determined by the recomm 
expression 

hm 6TCh,   S^3 (12) 

established under the assumption that the centre of ship's rotation in 
the horizontal plane coincides with the athwartship plane.   The second 
tarms of formulae   (11)   allow for the presence of current 

VI      =   V    Cos ( a    +   0 ),      yfy,     =   V   Sin( a    +  0 ).   '13) 

6.    Estimation of tension of the anchor chain 

At an arbitrary moment of time the longitudinal axis 01 f 
forms an angle   (   0 + v> )   with the anchor chain sagging plane (Fig. 1 ) 
Projections of tension   T   for the latter on the body axis will be 
expressed by the relationships 

^      =   T Cos (   ^  +  ^ ), 

^      =   T Sin   (   ^  + ^ ). 
(14) 

The moment of force   T   about the central vertical axis appears to 
be equal to 

M T        =   T ' 4 hh Sin (  ^   + ^ " ^"hh -Cos (  <5 +  ^ ). (15) 

The horizontal component of the anchor chain tension is represented 
by the sum 

T      +    zi   T o (16) 

Here   T     is taken as o 

T      =   C0     -J?oQ-      v2 

o a|        2 (17) 
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whicl   corresponds to the longitudinal component   Pa>     of the aero- 
dynamic force for   ß   =   p = 0   .    The tension increment   A T   is 
estimated by the hawse-hole shifts    AX'   in the course of drifting or 
yawing of the vessel.   The curve of   T   against   A X'   plotted with 
allowance for the chain line characteristics is presented in the dimen- 

To sionless form in Figure 4 for the case when   K0 =   aaag—=0 .   In all 
other cases the relationship of   A K = f( AX')   is easily determined, 
using the same figure,  by shifting the origin along the curve to the 
point where the latter is intersected by the straight line   K = K0 . 

7.    The final form of differential equations of motion 

Taking into account the results given above   and conver- 
ting the equations   (2)   to the form where the coefficients for the 
second derivatives of variables   {   ,   "   ,   and   ß are equal to unit, 
the set of differential equations of motion for an anchored vessel in 
the presence of wind and current can be presented in the following 
final form which will be convenient for further analysis : 

r-PnV,   4+PU     f|f>P{2VoCos(ao^)|cos(ao + ß) 

-P        AkCos( 0+*> ) = P      V2 Cos( /3+^) - P      V2 Cos 0 , 
{3 «4 {4 

* +P,nVl ^   +P,3'h|-P,3   V2Sin(ao+0)|sin(ao + /J)| + 

+ P       AX Sin( 0 + v») = - P _   V2 Sin( 0 + v ) +   P  .   V2 Sin 0 , 
'?4 "J 5 Vo 

>(18) 

ß+ p/n v* ^ + pß2 ß \ß l+p03 ARSin( ^ + ^) = 

=   P0 4v2sin'3    ■P^5v2MSin'3   - P06 V2Sin( /3 + v) + 

+ P/37 V2 Cos( ß+ *) + P       ARCo8(  ß + v) 

In equations   (18)   the values of   CG    velocity.projections   V^   and 
V v  are determined from formulae   (4)   and the following designat- 
ions are used : 
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22 
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m + A 

11 

11 

m - A 
11 

m + X 

W H. 

22 

m + X 
22 

X22      Xll 

J+ X 66 

/J3 

ßS 

ßl 

chVA 
p      -    h^ 

«2    ' 

«4 

2 (m+ XJJ) 

a |/o C0 w P    Q 

2 (m+ X11) 

C0    /A 
_nj2  

2 (m+ X22) 

M19) 

;   P 
"5 

2(m+X22) 
.    P n 

at>Jo 

(20) 

2(m+X22)_ 

p _     J_    Ch
0/^3 

W
 "h    ^hh 

J   +   X66 

C_ /   Q ^ 

2* 2(J+X66) 

Ca%  ^o Q ^hh     . 

^4 

06 

08 

2(J+   \6) 

WHh     "hh 

J   +   X 
66 

(21) 

8.    Equations of equilibrium 

Equations of equilibrium for anchored vessels subjected 
to wind and current action can be derived from differential equations 
(18)   providing    *   =   »   =   0  ;    f   =   If   =   o   ;    0 =    0    and    fl  =  o 
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The set of equations thus obtained makes it possible not only to 
define the equilibrium position of an anchored ship, with the wind 
and current prescribed,  but also to follow the dependence of this 
position on the ship's particulars and the coordinates of the hawse- 
hole. 

In the absence of current (V0 = 0 ) this set of equations 
is reduced to a single equation which determines the angle of equi- 
librium     ß _   : 

tvv-'Ä1-^--^]5^ + 

(22) 

+     ai      hh_ _    Co8 ^    = 0 

It follows from equation   (22)   that the angle    ß      is dependent on 
the coordinates of the hawse-hole    { ^   and   t? ,.    and the lengthwise 
position of the centre of sail area    tfg   .    The Ordinate    f ^   has no 
appreciable effect on the equilibrium position of the vessel.    Setting 

" hh =   0 we shall find that angle    ß 0   is equal to zero if the hawse- 
hole abscissa satisfies the condition 

<ho* Co 
ai> 

(  ' 6   )L 
s 

(23) 

Otherwise angle   ßQ  is defined from the formula 

/S      =    2 r    U     +   tf      . -^    -^L )  . 
o I o s       C A 

o 
(24) 

9.    Stability of equilibrium positions 

A vessel may stay in the positions of equilibrium as 
defined above only on condition that these positions are stable. 
Considering the stability of the vessel with respect to yawing in con- 
formity with  A.M.  Liapunov's general theory [4]   ,  the following 
criterion of stability can be obtained : 
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C0
1  Cos/3   + C0   Sin/3 

aj o        a?; o 
SY.     .     C 

t^ + ÜA 
Zir Zir 

L   Sin /3   tg /3 o        o 

>  tf     + 
o 

"h -irJ + 

(25) 

where       A X0   is the non-dimensional shifting of the hawse-hole in 
relation to the anchorage depth    H^   as the ship passes from the 
state of rest in the absence of wind to an equilibrium position with 
the wind having the velocity of   V. 

It can practically be assumed that     -r—    =   0. 5.    In this 
case angle    ß 0   is equal to zero,  which can easily be verified by 
using formula   (23),    and the criterion   (25)   is simplified taking the 
form 

*_hh 
>   ( S    + 

o V (26) 

Taking into account the curves of Figure 3   it can easily be shown 
that for the conventional arrangement of the forward hawse-hole 
condition   (26)   is not met,  i. e.   in the absence of current the anchor- 
ed vessel subjected to wind will not be stable to angular deflections 
from the course. 

Instability of equilibrium of a vessel held in place by the 
anchor is the main cause of drifting and yawing,  which in the absence 
of current and with constant wind have the nature of auto-oscillations 
which are symmetrical with respect to the wind directions.   Fig.   5 
shows the curves obtained by computer simulation of the set of 
equations   (18),  which characterize the auto-oscillations of the an- 
chored vsssel   (A =   5;    Jhh    =0.5;       (f s   =   0.07)   subjected 

to constant wind   (   V   =   12 m/sec)   in the absence of current 

(V0   =   0). 

Under the simultaneous action of the wind and current the 
yawing becomes asymmetric with respect to the wind provided that 
the direction of the wind differs from that of the current.   The average 
angle   ß 0    and average shifting of the hawse-hole    Yjj0   increase 
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with the increase in the flow velocity   V0   and angle   a 0.    The am- 
plitude of steady cyclic yaw is but slightly dependent on the flow para- 
meters.   On the contrary, the amplitude of lateral displacement of 
the hawse-hole is substantially decreased with the increase of the 
flow velocity. 

The increase in the flow velocity leads, all other things 
being equal,  to increasing angle    0 o ■    ^n consequence, as is seen 
from expression   (25),    the position of the vessel's equilibrium may 
change from being instable in respect of yawing to a stable one, 
which will involve complete ceasing of its oscillations due to yawing 
and drifting.  In the example given the oscillations of the electronic 
model of an anchored vessel ceased at a flow velocity exceeding 
0, 8 m/sec. 

It is obvious from equations   (18)   that period  C   of the 
oscillations under consideration is mainly dependent on the depth 
H   at anchorage (Figure 6). At the same time there is a clearly 
defined dependence of this period on wind velocity.  The latter result, 
however,  needs to be explained additionally. 

In consequence of the ship's motions and wave action the 
resistance to drift   Pij3   and yaw   Pop   muBt increase much like 
the resistance of a ship moving in a seaway,  which is not taken into 
account by the set of equations   (18).  Additional resistance to drift 
and yaw in a f aaway brings about an appreciable reduction in drif- 
ting velocity and,  consequently,  an increase in the period of auto- 
oscillations of an anchored vessel,  all other things being equal. 
Hence,   seaways may be considered as the cause of significant weake- 
ning of the relationship between the period of yawing oscillations 
and the velocity of wind.   According to full-scale data, the period of 
oscillations due to strong wind slightly differs from that when the 
wind force is   3-4   (on Beaufort scale). 

10.    Ways to eliminate the auto-oscillations of anchored vessels 

Solution of equations   (18)   indicates that the intensity of 
auto-oscillations for the given depth at anchorage and wind velocity 
may be in direct relation to the extent of instability of the ship's 
equilibrium position.   This latter is defined by the difference bet- 
ween the right-hand sides of inequalities   (25)   and   (26).    In similar 
anchorage conditions the left-hand side of these inequalities is sub- 
stantially dependent upon the position of the hawse-hole along the 
ship's length.   The right-hand side of the inequalities is eventually 
characterized by the initial   (for /3    =   0)   value of the positional 
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aerodynamic derivative coeflcient   (9) : 

ma o        o s 

i. e.  by the lengthwise position of the centre of sail area    Figure 7 
gives an indication of the relationship between the intensity of yawing 
and the extent of instabilitv of the ship's equilibrium position.   The 
intensity of yawing is characterized in this figure by the relative 
amplitude     ß = S ffi0   ' ersus the derivative     Cj„a .    Here     ß m  - 
dimensional amrlitudf, fo yaw,     &mo =   dimensional amplitude of 
yaw for the vessel with   -K- =   5. 0,      ^g = 0. 068.    The curve of 

/3mo  against the anchorage depth is presented in Figure 8. 

Thus the elimination of the wind-induced auto-oscillations 
of an anchored vessel may be brought about if stability of its equi- 
librium position is ensured.  This latter can be ensured, as evidenc- 
ed by the analysis of condition   (25), by shifting aft both the centre 
of sail area and the hawse-hole.  This same condition, along with 
(2 6), gives the quantitative value of the required shifting of the 
above points. 

When the hawse-hole is located near the forward perpen- 
dicular,   the auto-oscillations of the anchored vessel subjected to 
wind may be eliminated at the cost of shifting the centre of sail area 
well aft. As angle     ß0 = 0   corresponds in this case to the ship's 
equilibrium position, and the       P,   ratio is rather large,  so the 
stability of equilibrium position, as follows from inequality   (26), 
can practically be ensured if the right-hand side of this inequality 
is close to zero or negative.  This will be the case if 

Ss    <   -   0.25 (28) 

So considerable a shifting of the centre of sail area, however, 
adversely affects the controllability of the vessel in wind. 

The shifting of the hawse-hole aft of the forward perpen- 
dicular must be greater than that where the ship's equilibrium is 
possible with the value of    ß      different from zero.  As the angle 

ß      increases,  the instability of equilibrium position decreases, 
and at a certain value of (-*£*-)   Cr     ^e position becomes stable, 
viz.   inequality   (25)   is satisfied.  Thus,   with 
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<    ( 
hh 

Cr (29) 

the auto-oscillations of the anchored vessel are eliminated. Even 
so,  this conclusion based on the analysis of small perturbation 
stability quite satisfactorily characterizes motion in general. 

The test results shown in Figure 9 (a) and (b)   for an 
electronic model of an anchored vessel   ('^s = 0. 068,     p    = 5. 0) 
give an idea of the effect the longitudinal arrangement of the hawse- 
hole has on the intensity of yaw and drift.  The dashed lines in the 
region of unstable equilibrium represent the curves of yaw ampli- 
tudes against abscissa    t*bh        During the tests no auto-oscillat- 
ions were observed at I^-rj"1-!    values beyond the left ends of these 
curves.  The solid lines indicate the    ß0  and      Yh0    parameters 
for the ship's equilibrium position.  These relationships were cal- 
culated from static equilibrium equations (see section 8) ; the 
results obtained from equations   (18)   are illustrated by points on 
the solid lines. 

It is obvious that the results presented are in good 
agreement with the boundary of auto-oscillaiioris region determined 
by calculation from formula   (29). Setting   V hh   =   0  for the critic- 
al abscissa of the hawse-hole the following formula can be obtained 

i hh )   _- ~ "f cr C0 

an 
6    + 

o 's'- 
(30) 

In contrast,  for eliminating the auto-oscillations of the anchored 
vessel by shifting the hawse-hole aft it is desirable that the centre 
of aerodynamic pressure   (CP)   should be shifted forward. 

Really,  in the position of ship's equilibrium the line of 
aerodynamic action coincides with the anchor chain horizontal 
projection and passes through the hawse-hole.  Hence, no auto- 
oscillations are present if the following inequalities are met simul- 
taneously . 

{ 
hh cr fo   <« cr (31) 
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where     {      =   abcissa of   CP.    But 

JP 
L 

Cma 

^Can  
Sin L 

o 

-a. 
O 8 

2 r 
(32) 

from which we obtain 

L 
_4_ 
3 

•hh 
cr 

2rC0 

a»» 

It is evident from relationships   (24) ,    (30)   and   (32)   that 
if   CP   is shifted forward,  given the position of the hawse-hole along 
the ahip'i. length, this will involve an increase of   0O  and a reduction 
of    -Jill    ,  which will allow satisfaction of the second inequality (31). 
So, the farther forward   CP   is displaced,  the less is the necessity 
of shifting the Jiawse-hole aft of the stem so as to eliminate the wind- 
induced auto-oscillations of the anchored vessel. 

The shifting of the anchor hole aft of the stem is equivalent 
to springing the vessel as is accepted in maritime practice. 

Let us consider the scheme (Figure 10) showing the spring- 
ing technique.   The lengths of the forward   Hf   Hs   and after   Ha   H8 

portions of the spring must be chosen so that in the ship's equilibrium 
position they will be tensioned. As long as the spring remains ten- 
sioned during oscillations,  its presence will be equivalent to the 
hawse-hole shifting to point   Hsl   , and the tension line of the anchor 
chain will intersect the centre line plane at point   K   which is coin- 
cident with   CP.    It is evident that the position of equilibrium will not 
be disturbed if a single anchor rope is secured to the vessel at the 
point  H8j   . 

As far as research and fishing vessels are concerned for 
which lying at anchor at various places of the water area is the basic 
condition of operation, it may prove to be convenient that a special 
anchor gear be designed so that the point where the anchor chain is 
secured to the vessel is shifted aft of the stem when at station. This 
point must satisfy the conditions   (31). In the case of a fishing vessel 
it was found that you need only to locate such a hawse-hole in the 
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shaded region (Figure 10) covering the centre of sail area in order 
to eliminate yawing of the anchored ship.  This region is likely to be 
equal for ships which do not differ much in respect of the deck-house 
architecture.  It is expected that such an anchor gear,  if properly 
designed, will create favourable conditions for the operation of the 
above-mentioned ships. 
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Figure 1   System of coordinates for the description 
of the anchored ship's motion. 
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Figure 4   Dimensionless tension of the anchor chain against 
displacement of the hawse-hole. 
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Figure 5   Development of auto-oscillations of the anchored 
vessel (sea depth H = 100 m, wind velocity 
1^ = 12 m/sec. ) 
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Figure 9   The effect of longitudinal shifting of the 
hawse-hole on the intensity of yaw (a) 
and drift (b). 
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Figure 10   Scheme showing the springing system. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. C.   Dern 
Bassin d'Esaais des Caränes 

Paris, France 

I have been very interested by the paper we just listened to, 
for it explains phenomena that I have personnaly encountered during 
model tests.   I would like to make a few remarks. 

In the introduction of the paper,  it is said that the mean 
reason for the oscillations in the position of an anchored ship is the 
instability of her equilibrium position due to the wind.   However,  it 
seems to me that under certain conditions,   current and waves may 
also create instabilities.   For example the instability due to inn fent is 
related to the course instability of a towed ship.   This instability ap- 
pear s not only with ships but also with buoys.   Tests on a  2-ton  coas- 
tal buoy have shown the presence of transverse oscillations when the 
current velocily»is less than 4 knots.   Beyond 4 knots,  however,  these 
oscillations disappear. 

These results are in agreement with the conclusions of pa- 
ragraph 9. 

The authors assume that the coupled motions of pitching and 
heaving have no influence on the motions in the horizontal plane.  How- 
ever,  in paragraph 9.  it is stated that the increase in the period of 
the sv/ay of an anchored ship is probably due to waves.   It seems to 
me that waves may have a great influence on the behaviour of an an- 
chored ship.   For example,  for very long waves,  the ship may, under 
certain conditions,  go up the waves and her hawser or chain may 
slacken partially or even completely.   In this case,  the wave length is 
the main parameter though it is not taken into account in the equations 
of the paper. 

In any case,  waves change the conditions of applications of 
Liapounov's stability theory since when waves are present,  the solu- 
tion of the motion equations is an oscillatory solution whose stability 
may notably differ from that of the steady solution of the no-wave 
case.   In some cases, waves may have a stabilizing effect such that 
the instability oscillations disappear completely.  In the case of the 
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coastal buoy,  which I mentionned earlier,  the sway oscillations to- 
tally disappear in I meter waves. 

The authors discussed fully the influence of the position of 
the centre of pressure of the superstructures on the stability of the 
equilibrium position. I would like to know the effect of pre stretching 
the chain on the ship oscillations. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION 

N. N.   Rakhmanin 
Kryloff Ship Reeearah Institute 

Leningrad,  U.S.S.R, 

First of all I must thank Dr. Dem for his comments.  I 
should like to make two remarks about them and to answer them. 

When we compare the behaviour of a vessel with a buoy we 
must remember that the buoy has a small   LB   ratio,  which is about 
1.  As to the conventional fishing vessel,  her length breadth ratio is 
about   5   or more.   In the Paper there is an indication that this   LB 
ratio has an influence on the oscillation.   To my mind these auto- 
oscillations of a conventional vessel and a buoy have a different cha- 
racter.  The auto-oscillations of a vessel,  I described in detail in the 
paper,  are connected with the quality of a vessel to turn across the 
flow,  when being the free floating body.   Such body has a steady equi- 
librium position when it is located across the flow. 

As to the oscillations which one can observe at a buoy in the 
current, to my mind the cause of these oscillations is connected with 
another phe omenon. This phenomenon is the vortex separation be- 
hind the cylindric body uf a buoy. The eddies separate in turn from 
the left-hand and the right-hand side of a buoy. As it appears to me 
that such character of the vortex separation causes the transverse 
periodic forces to excite the buoy oscillations. 

Another point concerns the comparison of the results of the 
theoretical calculations and that of the experimental data.   I must say 
that this investigation has been started not from a theoretical consi- 
deration but from the full-scale observation of the fishing vessel 
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behaviour in the sea.   The fishermen reported that when they observed 
the behaviour of a vessel in windy weather (the yawing angle and the 
drifting of the vessel),  they were very surprised that the vessel turn- 
ed not only beam to the wind direction but even more ; the stern of the 
vessel had turned almost towards to the wind. 

We checked this behaviour in details and then set the problem 
theoretically,  I must say that the agreement is good between the 
theoretical results and the full-scale data.   The main purpose of this 
paper was the representation of the theoretical considerations of the 
phenomenon. 

I certainly agree with   Dr.  Dem that the presentation of the 
results of the comparison between the theoretical and the experimen- 
tal data would have been of interest. 

I regret that the authors were not able to check the theory 
against model tests in order to determine how well their theory is 
capable of predicting quantitatively the amplitude of the ship os- 
cillations. 
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